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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 
This manuscript is an unabridged and unrevised version of 
the book published by the Lawrence University Press in 1994 with 
the title "A Great and Good Work":  A History of Lawrence 
University (1847-1964).  It contains in many places more detail 
than what appears in the published work.  It is organized 
somewhat differently from the published version with separate 
chapters on the conservatory of music, the trustees, and 
athletics.  Some, though not all, of the material from these 
chapters is integrated into the narrative of the published 
history. 
   An expanded table of contents listing sub-sections 
within each chapter will enable readers to turn to topics in 
which they may be particularly interested. 
 For a Preface, an Epilogue, and Appendices, readers should 
consult the published version of the history. 
C. B.
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I. FOUNDING AND EARLY YEARS
In late 1845 or early 1846, Amos Adams Lawrence, a 
Boston merchant and philanthropist who had recently come 
into possession of almost five thousand acres of land on the 
Fox River in the Wisconsin Territory, wrote to his agent in 
Green Bay: 
I have been thinking...of the establishment of an 
institution of learning or college on the...land, 
and there seems to be a good opportunity, not only 
for improving the morals and the standard of 
education in that vicinity, but also of conferring 
a lasting benefit on a portion of our countrymen 
who most need it.1  
Such were the avowed motives of the man who made the offer 
of land and a gift of $ 10,000 that resulted in the 
establishment of Lawrence University in 1847.  Amos 
Lawrence's father, who shared in the original negotiations 
for the land, provided a further insight into the Lawrences' 
reasons for the offer when he expressed the hope that the 
institution might some day become "an Oxford or Cambridge 
that shall be the glory of Wisconsin."2  To these New 
Englanders who had looked originally to the English 
universities for their inspiration, men's colleges on the 
eastern seaboard, such as Harvard, would provide the model 
for the new college on the frontier.  
But those on the spot, who undertook the actual 
struggle to bring the college into being, held different 
1  Quoted in William Lawrence [son of Amos 
Lawrence], Life of Amos Lawrence (Boston, 1888), 
70-71.  Precise date of letter not given.
2  Lawrence College, Alumni Record: 1871-1915 (Appleton, 
Wisconsin, n.d. [1915]), 26.   
1
ideas on the purpose of the new institution.  In the words 
of the Reverend William Sampson, first principal of 
Lawrence, the college should be a place "for both male and 
female students where each and all should be entitled to 
equal educational advantages," an egalitarian view 
undoubtedly shaped by the frontier experience. 
 Other advocates for the new college had even more 
ambitious goals in mind:  "Here is the battleground....The 
hosts of Satan are marching upon us in three distinct 
divisions," one of them proclaimed, "--the Papal, the 
Rational, and the Sensual.  Who will furnish the munitions 
of war for the conflict?  The majestic West must be 
educated.  If Christianity does not do it through her 
literary institutions, Infidelity will." 3 
 The goals and intentions expressed by each of these 
pioneers have remained in varying degrees the central 
purposes of the University for a good part of its history.  
The "classical curriculum" of the first half-century, 
borrowed from eastern colleges, has evolved into the strong 
liberal arts program that the University has stood for 
during the better part of the twentieth century.  As one of 
the original coeducational colleges in the nation, Lawrence 
still holds among its primary purposes to provide equal 
educational opportunities for women and men.  And, though 
never a narrowly sectarian institution, this Methodist-
affiliated university, stressed among its purposes from the 
beginning until well into the twentieth century, the 
building of Christian character and the cultivation of moral 
values. 
                                                          
3   "Importance and Claims of the Lawrence University of 
Wisconsin," a lecture delivered in the east in 1859 and 1860 
by the Rev. Reeder Smith, financial agent for the 
University, reprinted in Lawrence University Alumni Record, 
1857-1922 
 (Appleton, Wisconsin), 79. 
2
 Amos Lawrence had an opportunity to judge how well the 
fledgling college was fulfilling the hopes he had for it 
when he paid his first and only visit to the campus in 1857.  
Writing to his wife back in Boston after a brief stay in 
Appleton, he pronounced Lawrence "a great and good work" of 
which they could be proud. 
 
Rise of American Colleges and Universities 
 
 From the settlement of the Massachusetts Bay Colony to 
the American Revolution, nine colleges, patterned in one way 
or another on Oxford and/or Cambridge, were established in 
the American colonies.4  They differed considerably in their 
origins and purposes, but each shared to a greater or lesser 
degree the goals of preserving a cultural heritage, 
educating the future leaders of society, and training a 
learned clergy.  Some came into existence under the auspices 
of a religious denomination;  others submitted to the 
supervision of their respective colonial governments and 
received financial support from them; still others were what 
might be termed church-state institutions.  All restricted 
their admission to males and their student bodies were 
limited to a relatively small elite.  Indeed, as of 1775, 
perhaps only one out of every thousand colonists had been to 
college at one time or another, and many of those had not 
completed the full course.5      
 
                                                          
4  In chronological order, Harvard, William and Mary, Yale, 
New Jersey (later Princeton), King's (Columbia), 
Philadelphia (University of Pennsylvania), Rhode Island 
(Brown), Queen's (Rutgers), and Dartmouth.  For a brief 
account of the origins of these institutions, see Frederick 
Rudolph, The American College and University (N.Y., 1965), 
Chapter l. 
5  Ibid., 21-22. 
3
 These pre-revolutionary colleges drew heavily upon the 
curricula of contemporary English universities  But their 
courses of study, as well as those of their English models, 
evolved during the 17th and 18th centuries under a variety 
of influences, including the impact of new scientific 
discoveries and the Enlightenment.  Indeed, such was the 
ferment generated by new ideas that, as is often said, a 
revolution in the minds of the American colonists--or at 
least of their leaders--long preceded the actual outbreak of 
the American Revolution. 
 
 Although the Revolution itself began as an attempt to 
define the limits of political and economic authority and 
ended as a war for independence, it was also a movement for 
democracy because of its emphasis on the equality of men 
before the law and before God and its proclamation of the 
doctrine of natural rights.  This rising democratic tide 
could not help affecting the older colleges and contributed 
to the chartering of nineteen new ones--still in existence 
today--in the years between 1782 and 1802.6   
 
 This was merely the beginning of a tremendous 
proliferation of colleges throughout America--in the east, 
the south, and the midwest--in the years between 1800 and 
the outbreak of the Civil War.  Many of these failed;  
estimates run as high as 700  institutions.  But of the 250 
that survived on the eve of the Civil War, 182 were still in 
existence a century later.7  
 
 A variety of explanations has been offered for what can 
only be called the "college-mania" of the 19th century.  The 
traditional--and perhaps the most commonly cited--cause for 
                                                          
6  Ibid., 35. 
7  Donald G. Tewksbury, The Founding of American Colleges 
and Universities Before the Civil War (N.Y., 1932), 28. 
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the appearance of new colleges on the frontier was the 
competition among a variety of religious denominations in 
America, each intent upon advancing its own faith through 
the creation of institutions of higher education.  Another 
explanation is the relative absence of class and social 
distinctions on the frontier where the privilege of higher 
education came to be regarded as the right of all.  The lack 
of an established culture or scholarly tradition in newly-
settled areas meant that almost any enterprise setting 
itself up as a collegiate institute, seminary, college, or 
university could secure the right from the territorial or 
state legislatures to confer degrees.8   Finally, the vast 
continental dimensions of the United States and the 
difficulties of travel tended to encourage localism and 
thereby to increase the number of colleges.9 
 
 Lawrence University, an institution associated from its 
beginnings with the Methodist Church, was one of many  
"denominational" colleges founded in the pre-Civil War era.  
Such colleges, according to traditional interpretations, 
sprang from a renewed religious fervor evident in American 
life at the beginning of the 19th century.  Known as the 
"Second Great Awakening," this was a reaction against the 
currents of deism and rationalism associated with the 
Enlightenment and the French Revolution.10  Religious 
revivals and evangelicalism characterized the rapidly 
growing religious denominations during the first decades of 
the century.  Because the great migrations to the west 
occurred during this period, religious groups sought to keep 
pace with the opening up of the frontier through their "home 
                                                          
8  The above reasons are cited by Tewksbury, Founding, 4-5. 
9  Rudolph, American College, 52. 
10  The phenomenon was so named because it succeeded a 
comparable outburst in the 18th century termed the "Great 
Awakening." 
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missionary" activity.  Although some specifically 
denominational organizations carried out the work of 
spiritual conquest, newly-established colleges acted as 
particular agents of this endeavor.  
  Some denominations were more active than others in the 
initial stages of this college-founding movement.  Older 
sects such as the Congregationalists and Presbyterians, 
having a tradition of respect for higher learning, and 
having already established colleges during the colonial era, 
were particularly enterprising in establishing and 
supporting new educational institutions, a number of them 
even before 1800.  Yale, for example, was responsible for 
the sponsorship and support of a number of Congregational 
colleges;  Princeton backed many new  
Presbyterian institutions.  But other denominations such as 
the Methodists and Baptists, although the fastest-growing 
sects in the first half of the 19th century, were much 
slower to take up the challenge of founding colleges.   
 
 Some educational historians have challenged the view 
that pre-Civil War colleges were controlled and supported by 
their denominations and were thoroughly "sectarian" in 
character.11  One proponent of this revisionist thesis argues 
that antebellum colleges, though having some denominational 
orientation, depended far more on local support from their 
communities than on church or denominational organizations.  
This is part of a broader thesis that instead of beginning 
as sectarian institutions and becoming increasingly secular 
in the last decades of the 19th century, many such colleges 
began rather as essentially local enterprises and became 
increasingly denominational in their outlook only towards 
the end of the century.  The evolution of Lawrence 
                                                          
11  David B. Potts, "American Colleges in the Nineteenth 
Century:  From Localism to Denominationalism,"  The History 
of Education Quarterly (Winter, 1971), 363-380. 
6
University, as we shall see, does not entirely confirm this 
interpretation.  
 
 
 
The Methodist Background 
 
 The Methodist Church was a relative latecomer among 
Protestant denominations in the United States, its formal 
establishment in this country dating only from 1784.  
Indeed, Methodist societies in England, which owed their 
origins to John and Charles Wesley in the first half of the 
eighteenth century, remained formally within the Anglican 
Church until four years after John Wesley's death in 1795, 
when a break with the established Church occurred.  Yet the 
character of the Methodist Church--its doctrine, its 
discipline, and its organization--was largely shaped during 
John Wesley's lifetime, and was transmitted with adaptations 
to the Church in the United States. 
 
 John Wesley, an Anglican clergyman educated at Oxford,   
underwent a religious experience in 1738, at the age of 
thirty-five, which altered his entire life.  Attending a 
religious meeting, he was listening to a reading of Martin 
Luther's Preface to the Epistle to the Romans, and, as he 
relates in his Journal,  "About a quarter to nine, while he 
[Luther] was describing the change which God works in the 
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heart through faith in Christ, I felt my heart strangely 
warmed.  I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for 
salvation; and assurance was given me that He hath taken 
away my sins, even mine, and saved me from the law of sin 
and death."  For the remaining fifty-two years of his life, 
Wesley engaged in extensive preaching and writing, as he 
tried to help others reach and pass through a conversion 
experience like his own.  Soon he was engaged in open-air 
preaching among the outcasts of society, particularly those 
who felt themselves neglected by the Church of England.  
Among his collaborators was his brother Charles, also a 
clergyman, who was responsible for writing or translating 
literally thousands of hymns that formed an important part 
of the Methodist revival. 
     
 The success of this "Evangelical Revival" owed much to 
the power of John Wesley's preaching when he travelled, 
mainly on horseback, throughout the British Isles.  Yet, 
from the beginning, the strength of Methodism sprang also 
from its tightly knit "connectional" system of government (a 
term used by Methodists), which combined strong central 
authority with effective local organization and the use of 
laymen as preachers. 
 
 Between 1769 and 1774 Wesley sent a number of preachers 
to the American colonies, the most important of whom was  
8
Francis Asbury, often referred to as the "Father of American 
Methodism," the man  who built and guided the church for a 
period of forty-five years.  The Revolutionary War was a 
difficult period for American Methodists since Wesley 
favored the English cause, but soon after the war he took a 
step which met the needs of the church in America.  
Ordaining the Rev. Thomas Coke as "Superintendent," he sent 
him to America with instructions to ordain Francis Asbury in 
turn as a Superintendent.  At the so-called "Christmas 
Conference" of Methodists held in Baltimore at the end of 
1784, some sixty preachers confirmed Wesley's choice of 
Asbury and Coke as their Superintendents (later called 
Bishops) and established an Episcopal Church totally 
separate from the Church of England. 
 
    "The chief characteristics of the American Methodist 
message," according to one historian, "were its emphasis on 
personal religious experience, its legalistic views on 
Christian behavior, and its doctrinal simplicity."12   
Methodist doctrine, "rested on three primary points:  "(1)  
God's grace is free to all;  (2)  man is ever free to accept 
or reject it;  and (3)  the justified (or saved) sinner, 
                                                          
12 Sydney E. Ahlstrom, A Religious History of the American 
People (New Haven, 1972), 373. 
9
with the aid of the Holy Spirit, must seek the goal of 
'perfection' (i. e. freedom from willful sin)."13 
 
 Adapting Wesleyan principles and methods to the needs 
of both settled communities and the frontier, Asbury and his 
colleagues led a remarkable expansion which established the 
Methodists by the middle of the nineteenth century as the 
most numerous religious group in the United States.  
Methodists were particularly successful on the frontier 
where their circuit riders, often drawn from the common 
people themselves, preached effectively in simple terms.  
But their success in America, as in England during Wesley's 
lifetime, owed much to their unique institutions and 
organization.   
 
 By the mid-nineteenth century, the Methodist Episcopal 
Church was well organized.  Presiding over the whole was the 
General Conference which met every four years and legislated 
for Methodists of the entire country;  that arrangement 
ended in 1844 when the Church split over the issue of 
slavery into northern and southern branches and remained 
divided until 1939.  Below the General Conference were a 
number of Annual Conferences which had jurisdiction over 
                                                          
13  Ibid. 
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particular areas of the country.14   The Wisconsin 
Conference, formed in 1848, included at first the whole of 
Wisconsin;  in 1856 its area was reduced by the formation of 
a West Wisconsin Conference.    
 
 Methodist bishops, once elected, wielded strong 
authority over a hierarchy of clergy.  They defined the  
circuits which travelling preachers covered and appointed 
men to these circuits.  Over these individuals they named 
Presiding Elders who had jurisdiction over the districts 
into which the circuits were arranged.  The Presiding Elder 
made the rounds of his district every three months and 
supervised, trained, and encouraged the younger preachers.  
The Rev. William H. Sampson, who played a leading role in 
the founding of Lawrence and served as Principal of the new 
institution, had been Presiding Elder of the Fond du Lac 
Mission District, and in this capacity had travelled between 
four and five thousand miles a year overseeing his district.   
 
  
  
 
 
 
                                                          
14  The term "conference" applies to the meeting as well as 
to the organized church in the particular area. 
11
 
 
 Despite the phenomenal growth of American Methodism in 
its first half-century, the Church was slow to establish 
institutions of higher education owing primarily to the 
leaders' initial distrust of an educated ministry (and of 
higher education generally) and to their belief that the 
principal measure of good preaching was the saving of 
souls.15  Best qualified for this task, they thought, were 
lay preachers, often drawn themselves from the less 
privileged classes, organized on the basis of itinerancy and 
circuit-riding.  By the 1820's, however, this view began to 
change, partly because of competition with other 
denominations.  Apparently feeling the need to raise the 
standards of the clergy as well as provide colleges for 
educating their own young people, the Methodist General 
Conference of 1820 encouraged annual conferences throughout 
the country to establish "literary institutions" under their 
control.  But the great college-building era of the Church 
did not get under way until the 1830's, '40's, and '50's.  
During these three decades, thirty-four permanent colleges 
affiliated with the Methodist Church came into being, widely 
scattered throughout the region lying east of the 
Mississippi River.  Among the most important pioneer 
institutions were Randolph-Macon College in Virginia, 
founded in 1830, and Wesleyan University in Middletown, 
Connecticut, established in 1831.  The latter became a kind 
                                                          
15  Elizabeth Wilson, a Lawrence graduate of 1890, in her 
Methodism in Eastern Wisconsin (Wisconsin Conference 
Historical Society, 1937), 57, quotes an early Wisconsin 
Conference member, who wrote, "I left the Academy at Pitcher 
Springs, Chenango county, New York, when about prepared for 
college, with the most positive assurance from many older 
Christians (some exceptions, thank God) that the road to 
Hell lay through college."  
12
of parent institution for Lawrence;  four of Lawrence's 
presidents and many of its early professors received their 
training at Wesleyan.  Others included Emory University 
(1836), DePauw University (1837), and Ohio Wesleyan (1842).  
Lawrence, chartered in 1847, was chronologically fourteenth 
in the series of Methodist-affiliated institutions and the 
only one in Wisconsin.16  
   
Wisconsin in the 1840's 
 
 Wisconsin was not even a state when Lawrence was 
founded in 1847, although it attained statehood the 
following year.  Indeed, it had been a separate "Territory" 
only since 1836.  Prior to that, the region had been a part 
of the old Northwest Territory, then after 1800, 
successively of the Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan 
Territories.  Of course, the vast area between Lake Michigan 
and the Mississippi River had been, for centuries before the 
arrival of the first Europeans in the 17th century, the home 
of numerous Indian tribes.  The advent of the French, with 
the landing of Jean Nicolet at Green Bay in 1634, 
inaugurated a flourishing fur trade and an era of 
exploration by the voyageurs.  Ceded to the British in 1763 
after the French and Indian Wars, the region passed in turn 
under the sovereignty of the United States in 1783.  But it 
took almost three decades, until the War of 1812, for 
Americans to consolidate their control. 
 As late as 1830, the total population of white men 
living in the area that became the Wisconsin Territory was 
only 3,245, the majority of whom had settled in the lead 
mining country in the southwestern part of the region.  But 
the defeat of the last resistance by Indians in the Black 
Hawk Wars in 1832, followed by treaties that dispossessed 
them of their territory, opened up all the land south of a 
                                                          
16  Tewksbury, Founding, 104. 
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line from Green Bay to Prairie du Chien on the Mississippi 
to survey and settlement.  Very important for the peopling 
of Wisconsin's Lake Michigan shoreline was the opening of 
the Erie Canal in 1825 which established a continuous 
waterway linking the port of New York and the east with 
ports of the Great Lakes.  
 Given these favorable conditions, the late 1830's and 
the 1840's witnessed a massive migration of settlers--both 
American and foreign--into the region, termed by some 
"Wisconsin fever."  Attracted by the possibility of buying 
land from the government at $ 1.25 an acre, thousands of New 
Englanders, New Yorkers, and migrants from the Ohio Valley--
entrepreneurs, land speculators, and farmers--sought a 
foothold on the Lake Michigan shoreline and the inland 
region behind it.  By 1850, the population of the state at 
305,000 was ten times what it had been just two decades 
earlier.  Milwaukee, still a village  of only 1,712 
inhabitants in 1840, was by 1850 a thriving port of over 
20,000. 
 Important among the attractions of new villages and 
towns for prospective settlers--particularly Yankees used to 
such advantages--were educational institutions.  Local 
elementary "free-schools" had been present in some 
communities of the Wisconsin Territory prior to 1848;  in 
that year a state school law, revised in 1849, provided for 
a localized system of public or common schools.17   But in 
1850, only nine secondary schools existed in the entire 
state and of these only one was a public high school.  The 
rest were proprietary or church-related academies or 
seminaries, or else college or university preparatory 
departments--of which Lawrence was one. 
                                                          
17  Richard N. Current, The Civil War Era, 1848-1873,  vol. 2 
in The History of Wisconsin (Madison: State Historical 
Society of Wisconsin, 1976), 162.               
14
 Two colleges in Wisconsin, both founded in 1846, 
antedated Lawrence:  Carroll College in Waukesha (then 
Prairieville), which became affiliated with the Presbyterian 
Church in 1850;  and Beloit College, known to its supporters 
as "the Yale of the West," founded and sustained by the 
Presbyterian-Congregational Convention of Wisconsin.18   Both 
colleges began in already existing communities and received 
considerable initial support from local residents.19   Ripon 
College, chartered as the Ripon Lyceum in 1851 and tied in 
its early years to the Congregational and Presbyterian 
denominations, remained no more than an academy until it 
admitted its first college students in 1864.20 
 Although the presence in Wisconsin of a prestigious 
state university has had in the long run a significant 
impact upon the fortunes of private colleges such as 
Lawrence, the University of Wisconsin did not appear at 
first to constitute a serious threat to the independent 
institutions.  Established by the first state legislature in 
1848 in accordance with the constitution and with a 
congressional act of 1838 that had set aside land for the 
support of a "seminary of learning" in the Territory, the 
University grew slowly in the first decade and a half of its 
                                                          
18  On the history of Carroll, see Ellen Langill, Carroll 
College:  the First Century, 1846-1946 (Carroll College 
Press,1980);  on Beloit, Edward Dwight Eaton, Historical 
Sketches of Beloit College, 2d ed., (New York:  A. S. Barnes 
& Co., 1935).  
19  St. Thomas College, a Catholic institution founded in 
1847 at Sinsinawa Mound in the southwestern corner of the 
state, flourished in the 1850's but went out of existence in 
1864. 
20  On Ripon, see Robert P. Ashley & George H. Miller, Ripon 
College: a history (Ripon, 1990). 
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existence.21   Only twice in the 1850's did the University 
have more than 300 students, while Lawrence had in 1856 an 
enrollment of 442.22  Although the University was supposed to 
embody the ideal of an "inclusive, secular, democratic, and 
utilitarian as well as intellectual institution,"  its 
classical curriculum and method of teaching at first did not 
differ significantly from those of private colleges in the 
state.23   
 
 Originally restricted to male students, the University 
of Wisconsin first admitted women--but only to the Normal 
Department--in 1860.  In practice, women had access to 
lectures in other university classes, and the university 
reorganization act of 1866 declared that all departments and 
colleges were open to men and women equally.  But a new 
president in 1867 opposed coeducation, and he attempted to 
circumvent this provision by establishing a separate "female 
college."  By 1870, however, with increasing attendance of 
women and the building of a women's dormitory, coeducation 
appears to have been accepted. 
 
Amos Lawrence and the Lawrence Family 
 
 Many early colleges on the frontier relied for 
financial support on individual philanthropists or 
philanthropic organizations on the east coast.  Although 
they may have received some help from individuals in their 
                                                          
21  On the history of the University, see Merle Curti and 
Vernon Carstensen, The University of Wisconsin:  a History, 
1848-1925, 2 vols. (Madison, 1949);  and Allan G. Bogue and 
Robert Taylor, eds., The University of Wisconsin:  One 
Hundred and Twenty-Five Years (Madison, 1975) 
22  Curti & Carstensen, History, I, 185.  Both figures 
included preparatory students. 
23  Current, Civil War Era, 174. 
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local communities or regions, money was scarce on the 
frontier, and the revenue from tuition and fees was 
inadequate to support their day-to-day operations, to say 
nothing of expenditures necessary for erecting buildings.  
As a result, one of the standard officers in the early 
colleges was the "financial agent," whose task it was to 
appeal for funds wherever he could raise them, most often 
from wealthy easterners.  Amos Lawrence's  donation of land 
and money and the subsequent support offered to the 
struggling young University by him and other donors in the 
east are fairly typical of the origins of many midwestern 
institutions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 Amos Adams Lawrence (1814-1886) was a member of a 
Massachusetts family which had settled in New England in 
l635 and made its home, beginning about 1660, in the town of 
Groton, thirty-six miles northwest of Boston.24  His father 
Amos Lawrence (l786-1852) left the farm at Groton as a young 
man and subsequently formed with  his brother Abbott the 
firm of A. & A. Lawrence which at first imported textiles 
from England but later prospered by investing in domestic 
                                                          
24 Most of the information on the career of Amos A. Lawrence 
which follows is drawn from the biography by his son, 
William Lawrence, Life of Amos A. Lawrence (Boston, 1888).  
Referred to hereafter as "William Lawrence, Life."  See also 
articles in the Dictionary of American Biography on Amos 
Adams Lawrence and his father Amos Lawrence. 
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cotton and woolen mills.  The textile manufacturing town of 
Lawrence, Massachusetts, owes its name to the interest taken 
by Abbott Lawrence in the establishment of large mills 
there. 
 Because of ill-health, the father retired from active 
involvement in the firm as early as l83l and devoted the 
rest of his life (he died in 1852) to the distribution of 
some $700,000 to a variety of philanthropies.  Among the 
institutions which benefited from his generosity was 
Williams College, headed at the time by Mark Hopkins, who 
became a personal friend of Amos Lawrence.  In a memorial 
sermon delivered in 1853 at Williams College, Hopkins cited 
as particular characteristics of Amos Lawrence's benevolence 
that he chose to distribute his gifts during his lifetime 
rather than as bequests, that he devoted personal attention 
and sympathy to the recipients  of his wealth, and that he 
gave as a Christian man--from a sense of religious 
obligation.  In these respects he served as a model to his 
son Amos Adams Lawrence, the benefactor of Lawrence 
University. 
 The younger Amos Lawrence proceeded after his secondary 
education at Franklin Academy, a private boarding-school in 
Andover, Massachusetts, to Harvard College where he was a 
member of the class of l835.  He appears not to have been a 
particularly diligent student.  Indeed, because of his 
peripheral involvement during his first year in a 
"gunpowder" plot that resulted in an explosion and "the 
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refrageration of divers windows and the demolition of much 
movable stuff" he was temporarily "rusticated" under the 
supervision of a private tutor in the nearby towns of 
Bedford and Andover.         
 During his senior year he wrote of his plans for the 
future in a passage which reveals much about the principles 
which guided his life: 
 My present design is to be a merchant, not a 
plodding, narrow-minded one pent up in a city, with 
my mind always in my counting-room, but (if there 
be such a thing possible) I would be at the same 
time a literary man in some measure and a farmer.  
That is, I would live in the country a few miles 
from town  (excepting when devoted to business, 
which would be in the forenoons), and there I would 
read and work on my farm.  My advantages for 
becoming rich are great:  if I have mercantile tact 
enough to carry on the immense though safe machine 
which my father and uncle have put into operation, 
it will turn out gold to me as fast as I could 
wish:  and to be rich would be my delight.  I 
consider it an oyster-like dulness, and not a pious 
or enlightened way of thinking, that makes some 
despise riches.   If any one has any love for his 
fellow creatures, any love of the worthy respect of 
his neighborhood, he will be willing and glad to be 
rich.25  
 
 After his graduation from Harvard the young Amos 
entered business for himself as a commission merchant.  The 
firm he and a partner eventually founded became very 
successful as the selling agency for several important 
textile mills, including the Pacific Mills at Lawrence, 
Massachusetts, the largest operation of its kind at the 
time.  He also ventured independently into the manufacture 
of textiles, his most important plant being the Ipswich 
                                                          
25)  Quoted in William Lawrence, Life, 23-24. 
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Mills, which specialized in the fabrication of cotton 
hosiery and other knit goods.  Although this firm operated 
initially at a loss owing to the preference of contemporary 
consumers for imported knit goods, it later became very 
profitable as the largest manufacturer of knit goods in the 
country. 
 Like his father, Amos Adams Lawrence's philanthropic 
impulses sprang from his deep religious commitment and the 
belief that all men are ultimately held accountable for 
their actions on this earth.  His father, who stemmed from a 
traditional Puritan background, had when he moved to Boston 
joined the Brattle Street Church (Unitarian), though he 
seems not to have been entirely at home with the somewhat 
cold, intellectual character of contemporary Unitarianism.   
The son, brought up in the church of his father, later 
gravitated, along with other members of his generation of 
the Lawrence family, to the Protestant  Episcopal Church.  
He and his wife Sarah Elizabeth Appleton, daughter of a 
prominent Boston merchant, William Appleton, were confirmed 
in 1842, the same year they were married, as members of St. 
Paul's Episcopal Church.  Yet despite their affiliation with 
their respective churches, neither the father nor the son 
restricted their gifts to a particular creed. 
 Amos Adams Lawrence's philanthropies were many and 
varied.  He served as a trustee of Massachusetts General 
Hospital and made regular visits there.  He was also active 
in the movement for the colonization of free blacks in 
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Liberia.  But his strongest charitable activities, like 
those of his father, lay in the support of educational 
institutions.  Other than the establishment of Lawrence 
University he was in part responsible for the creation of 
schools in the territory of Kansas.  He retained an active 
interest in Harvard  which he served as treasurer for a 
number of years, and he held a similar office for fifteen 
years at the Episcopal Theological Seminary in Cambridge, an 
institution he helped to found and support. 
 Perhaps he was best known among his contemporaries for 
his support of the movement to insure that Kansas should 
emerge as a free state.  Although not an abolitionist, he 
strongly opposed  the spread of slavery beyond the states 
and territories where it already existed.   This commitment 
led him to take an active role as treasurer of the New 
England Emigrant Aid Society.  Its purpose was to people the 
territory of Kansas with settlers opposed to slavery after 
the Kansas-Nebraska Act of l854 had declared that popular 
sovereignty would determine which of those territories would 
be free or slave-holding.  To this cause Amos Lawrence 
devoted his energy and financial support in such measure 
that the colonizers from the east, despite Lawrence's 
protests, honored him by giving the name Lawrence to their 
principal settlement in Kansas.  Further testimony to his 
major role in this enterprise came from Charles Robinson, 
the principal agent in Kansas of the Emigrant Aid Society 
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and the first governor of Kansas, who wrote just after Amos 
Lawrence's death, 
 Mr. Lawrence was distinguished for many and 
great virtues and deeds, but the crowning glory of 
his beneficent life will forever be his work in 
saving Kansas to freedom, and, as a consequence, 
redeeming the nation from the curse of slavery.26 
   
 Even before the future of Kansas as a free state was 
assured, Amos Lawrence  turned his attention to the task of 
providing an educational institution for its settlers.  
Initially he favored a preparatory school for boys to be 
established at Lawrence, but he ultimately provided a gift 
of $ 10,000, the income from which was used by various 
religious bodies to establish schools.  When the state 
university was founded in 1863, two years after Kansas was 
admitted to the Union, the Lawrence gift held by the 
trustees in the city of Lawrence induced the state 
government to locate the site of the university there. 
 Lawrence's son provides an account of his father's 
habits and daily routine.  He describes him as a vigorous 
man who began each day by exercising before an open window 
with his twenty-five pound dumb-bells.  Breakfast at seven 
with his wife and seven children was followed by family 
prayers.  Having bought an estate some two miles from 
downtown Boston in l850, he normally rode on horseback to 
his place of business at 17 Milk Street where he spent an 
active six hours of work "including the reception of 
                                                          
26  Quoted in William Lawrence, Life, 114-115. 
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beggars, borrowers, and acquaintances with schemes to 
unfold."  After a ride home, "dinner and a five minutes' nap 
refreshed him for a drive, a skate on Jamaica Pond, or 
another ride on a fresh horse, from which he returned after 
dark ready for his tea, newspaper, and pipe or cigar."27 
 
Eleazar Williams and Lawrence's Acquisition of Land 
 
 How Amos Lawrence came into possession of land in 
Wisconsin, the development that led him to establish a 
college on the Fox River, involves the story of Eleazar 
Williams, a romantic figure of part-American Indian descent 
who had settled in this area.  Lawrence's first acquisition 
of land was from Williams.  Williams' origins and the events 
of his life are disputed, owing in part to a lack of 
documentation and to his own propensity for embellishment.28  
He was born in about 1789, the son of a St. Regis Indian, 
Thomas Williams, and his wife Mary Ann Kenewatsenri.29  
Having spent several years as a youth living with relatives 
                                                          
27  Ibid., 213. 
28 See article in Dictionary of American Biography. 
29  Thomas bore the name Williams since he was the grandson 
of Eunice Williams, daughter of a minister in Deerfield, 
Massachusetts, who had been captured in a French and Indian 
raid on the community and had subsequently married an Indian 
chief.  Her descendants were named Williams. 
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in Massachusetts, he decided to become a missionary among 
the Oneida Indians in upper New York state, serving the 
Episcopal Church.  He was among those responsible for 
persuading the Oneida, whose land was coveted by a private 
company, to seek a new home in the west.  In 1821 he 
accompanied to Green Bay a group of chiefs who negotiated 
with the Menominee and Winnebago for a cession of land.  
Williams later married the daughter of a Menominee. In 1840 
the federal government awarded him for his services a large 
tract of land on the Fox River where the Williams had built 
their home.  Superseded  as an Episcopal missionary at Green 
Bay and later repudiated by the Oneida, Williams fell into 
debt, sought to mortgage or sell his land, and led an 
unsettled existence for the rest of his life.  
 Eleazar Williams had achieved notoriety because of his 
claim that he was the "Lost Dauphin" of France, the son of 
King Louis XVI who had been executed during the French 
Revolution.  The young prince was imprisoned along with the 
King and his Q Queen Marie Antoinette in 1792, escaped the 
guillotine, and survived until l795 when it was reported he 
had died in prison at the age of ten.  According to legend, 
however, it was not the Dauphin who died but a young peasant 
boy of about the same age who had been spirited into the 
prison by royalists and exchanged for the prince.   This 
rumor gave rise to the numerous claims in succeeding decades 
by those who posed as the rightful heir to the French 
throne.  Among  these was Eleazar Williams, who asserted he 
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had been smuggled out of France during the Revolution to 
North America, where he was adopted by an Indian family 
living at the time in Canada.  That there was little 
substance to his claim, or to those of almost sixty others 
who advanced such pretensions, is now agreed upon by 
historians, who have asserted conclusively that the true 
Dauphin in fact succumbed in prison in l795.  Yet it is 
significant that the Orleans dynasty which later assumed the 
throne was concerned enough about Williams' claim to agree 
to an interview in l841 between Williams and the Prince de 
Joinville in Green Bay, a meeting after which Williams 
alleged he had refused to renounce his claim despite offers 
of compensation. 
 Several years later, Eleazar Williams travelled east, 
hoping to pay off debts he had contracted by raising money 
on the 4900 acres of land he and his wife held in the 
Wisconsin Territory.  In l844 he secured an introduction to 
Dr. Samuel K. Lothrop, minister of the Brattle Church in 
Boston, who in turn introduced him to Amos Lawrence.  
Because of his ill-health, the senior Lawrence turned over 
the request for money to his son Amos  who, "was drawn more 
and more into the investment, until he found himself the 
unwilling possessor of over five thousand acres [sic] of 
land in the Fox River Valley, Wisconsin."30 
                                                          
30 William Lawrence, Life, 69. 
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 It is a matter of record that the Lawrences (both the 
father and the son shared in this transaction) purchased the 
land, which was registered in the name of Amos A. Lawrence.  
But Williams later asserted he had not been aware he had 
given up title to the land and pressed claims upon Lawrence.  
These claims, in addition to difficulties with the careless 
or dishonest agents whom Lawrence appointed to handle his 
real estate in Wisconsin, contributed to his growing 
irritation with the consequences of his purchase.  He later 
wrote, "claims have been laid upon every piece of land which 
I own in Wisconsin, which has risen in value, while those 
which have not risen in value remain unmolested."31 
 
Lawrence's Offer to the Methodist Church 
 
 Having acquired the land, however, Amos Lawrence felt 
an obligation towards the inhabitants of the area and this 
led to his initial proposal to H. Eugene Eastman, a lawyer 
who was his initial agent in Green Bay.  The precise date of 
this important letter from Amos Lawrence, quoted earlier, is 
uncertain since the original is not included in the letters 
of A. A. Lawrence, but it was probably written in late 1845 
or early 1846.32   After announcing his intention of 
                                                          
31  Ibid., 70. 
32  Ibid., 70-71. 
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establishing an institution of learning or a college, he 
continues:  
 
I have a high opinion of the adaptation of the 
principles of the Methodists to the people of the 
West, and I think, from all that I can learn, that 
their institutions are carried on with more vigor, 
and diffuse more good with the same means, than 
any other.  It seems to me decided by experience, 
that all literary institutions must be controlled 
by some sect, and efforts to prevent this have 
often blasted their usefulness.  I should desire 
most of all to see a Protestant Episcopal 
institution;  but that is out of the question, as 
our form of worship is only adopted slowly, and 
never will be popular in this country.  I think 
the old-fashioned name 'college' or 'school' is as 
good as any;  'university' would hardly do for 
such a young child. 
 
 Eastman did not act immediately on Lawrence's proposal 
but transmitted it in April, l846 to William H. Sampson, 
Presiding Elder of the Fond du Lac Mission District of the 
Methodist Church, who was to play a major role in the 
establishment of the university.  In his letter to Sampson, 
Eastman told of the receipt of a proposition from a 
"gentleman in Boston" to be submitted to the Methodists 
concerning the establishment of an institution of learning 
at De Pere, Brown County.  More specifically, he conveyed 
Lawrence's offer of $ 10,000 for this purpose on the 
condition of a similar sum being raised  "from other 
quarters."33 
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 The initial reaction of the Rock River Conference of 
the Methodist Church (under whose jurisdiction the Wisconsin 
Methodists fell at this time) was lukewarm when it met in 
Peoria, Illinois, in August, 1846, probably because the 
proposed institution lay in a remote area of the Conference 
but also because the offer was made anonymously.  In any 
event, Sampson was told to try to "secure a correspondence 
with the Gentleman making the proposition."34  But Eastman 
refused to reveal the identity of the prospective donor and 
the matter lay dormant until Lawrence retained a second 
                                                                                                                                                                             
  In fact, the wording of this letter was misleading since 
Lawrence appeared to be offering $ 20,000, an intention he 
later denied (in a letter to Rev. Reeder Smith dated May 11, 
1847): "The offer was ten thousand dollars and not twenty as 
I see in the newspaper:  I am sorry for the mistake as it 
has been copied into some of the papers here, and makes some 
of my prudent friends ask whether I am in my right mind."  
Correspondence of Amos A. Lawrence, I, 130. After the death 
of Amos A. Lawrence his heirs transferred to Lawrence 
University papers relating to his Wisconsin investments and 
the founding of the University.  Most of these papers are in 
four volumes of which typewritten copies have been made.  In 
subsequent footnotes these volumes will be referred to as 
"Corr A.A.L."  Page references are to the typewritten 
copies. 
34  Sampson to A.A.L. (1/7/47), Corr A.A.L., I, ll8.   
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agent, the Reverend Reeder Smith, another Methodist 
clergyman and a key figure in the early years of the 
institution. 
 Lawrence met Reeder Smith in the summer of 1846 when 
the latter approached him in Boston as the agent of the 
Wesleyan Seminary in Albion, Michigan (later Albion 
College).  Lawrence refused his support on the grounds that 
he was already intending to establish "a literary 
institution in Wisconsin," but, impressed by the energy and 
ability of Smith, he commissioned him to report on the state 
of his land in Wisconsin and to further the proposition for 
an educational institution. 
 Smith must be given credit for helping to realize 
Lawrence's dream, but his behavior was at the same time 
disconcerting and exasperating to Lawrence.  His activity on 
behalf of the embryonic college tended to come in spurts, 
after which he  disappeared for extended periods, presumably 
acting on behalf of the seminary at Albion.  It also became 
clear before long that he may have been more interested in 
sharing in Lawrence's land speculation and benefiting from 
it than he was in the future of the new college. 
 
The Chartering of the University (January 15, 1847) 
 
 An important step was taken towards the establishment 
of Lawrence University when  Smith arrived in Wisconsin in 
November, 1846 and approached Presiding Elder Sampson, 
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renewing Amos Lawrence's offer and revealing on this 
occasion the identity of the prospective donor.   Since the 
Wisconsin Conference of the Methodist Church had not yet 
been formed as a separate entity, a "convention" of clergy 
and laymen of the Wisconsin Territory met in Milwaukee late 
in December to consider Lawrence's proposition.  They 
greeted Lawrence's offer with enthusiasm and resolved 
furthermore that the "Institution shall be designated in the 
Charter by the name and title of Lawrence Institute of 
Wisconsin."35  The Conference appointed a committee which 
included Smith, Sampson, and the Rev. Henry R. Colman, a 
Methodist minister from Fond du Lac who served as a 
missionary to the Indians, to draft a charter which was, in 
fact, enacted by the Territorial Legislature on January 15, 
1847, the official date for the founding of the university.36 
 Lawrence's original charter of incorporation is not 
unique since the custom at the time was to borrow the 
wording of such documents from charters of other 
institutions already in existence.  The Lawrence charter 
                                                          
35  Report of Convention at Milwaukee, December 28, 1846, 
contained in Scrapbook of Original Letters of Amos Adams 
Lawrence and Miscellany of Lawrence College, 1845-1883 
(Lawrence University Archives). 
36  Two copies of the Charter are in the Lawrence University 
Archives.  One is a manuscript copy, the other a photostat 
of the original which is located in Madison.   
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appears to have been based largely on that of the Wesleyan 
Seminary at Albion (not surprising in view of Reeder Smith's 
connection with that institution) and of Beloit College, 
which had been chartered one year earlier.   
 The most important provisions of the Charter called for 
a Board of Trustees of thirteen individuals who were named 
in Section 1 of the document.   These had, in fact, been 
chosen by the Milwaukee "convention" and included the three 
Methodist clergymen--Reeder Smith, Henry Colman, and William 
Sampson--and a number of dignitaries such as Henry Dodge, 
Governor of the Wisconsin Territory, and Dr. Mason Darling, 
a member of the Council, or upper house, of the 
Legislature.37 
 Among the powers of the trustees specified in the 
document was "the authority to appoint all officers, 
teachers, and agents of the institution except the 
President," who was to be elected by the annual conference 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church of Wisconsin, but Amos 
Lawrence's objections to this and other provisions were 
strong enough to secure an amendment of the Charter by the 
legislature in March, 1849 which allowed the Trustees to 
                                                          
37  Henry Colman '57, son of one of the founders, later 
wrote, "Very few, if any of the charter trustees, and my 
father was one, held a college diploma and scarcely any of 
those who became the working trustees had ever seen a 
college building."  Alum Rec (1905), 13. 
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choose the President. At Lawrence's request, the amended 
charter also raised the upper limit of the institution's  
annual income from ten thousand dollars, a figure reflecting 
the frontier's distrust of large corporations, to sixty 
thousand dollars.  A measure of control by the Methodist 
Church was insured in the original charter, however, by the 
provision for a visiting committee of nine from the 
conference whose duty was "to attend all examinations of the 
institution and look into its condition generally and report 
thereon."  Indeed, this visiting committee was also 
authorized to attend the annual meeting of the Board of 
Trustees as ex officio members and to form a joint board 
with the trustees which had the power to fill vacancies on 
the board that occurred "by expiration of office, death, or 
otherwise."38  Finally, the amending act of 1849 renamed the 
                                                          
38  Sampson raised the question at a board meeting in 1848 
whether the Visitors had the right to vote in the election 
of officers of the Board and the question was decided in the 
negative by the chair.  But in the following year a 
resolution was passed affirming that in the opinion of the 
Board, the visiting committee was authorized by the Charter 
"to act as fully and completely as any of the originally 
appointed trustees at the annual meetings of the Board."  
Lawrence University Trustee Minutes, 8/9/1848 and 8/8/1849.  
For the early decades, the minutes are contained in 
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institution "the Lawrence University of Wisconsin," the 
title it bore until 1913 when it was officially changed to 
Lawrence College. 
 One provision of the Charter (Section 2) deserves to be 
quoted extensively, since it appeared to qualify the 
sectarian nature of the institution: 
No religious tenets or opinions shall be requisite 
as a qualification for the office of trustee, 
except a full belief in divine revelation;  nor of 
any students, shall any religious tenet be 
required to entitle them to all the privileges of 
the institution;  and no particular tenets, 
distinguishing between the different Christian 
denominations, shall be required as a 
qualification for professors in said institution, 
and no student shall be required to attend 
religious worship with any specific denomination, 
except as specified by the student himself, his 
parents or guardian. 
     
  This article may appear surprisingly tolerant given 
the sponsorship of the university by the Methodist church 
but it seems to have been a fairly common feature of the 
charters of religiously-oriented institutions of mid-
nineteenth century America.  Similar provisions may be found 
in the charters of Wesleyan University of Connecticut and of 
Beloit.  One explanation for this apparent tolerance was 
undoubtedly that the institutions, anxious to recruit 
students, did not want to limit their applicants to those of 
their own sect.  In addition, if one looks at the positive 
requirements of this provision, it is important to recognize 
                                                                                                                                                                             
manuscript form in bound volumes located in the Lawrence 
University Archives.  Referred to hereafter as "Tr Min." 
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that Lawrence did prescribe that its trustees believe in 
divine revelation, its professors adhere to some Christian 
denomination, and its students attend a church of a 
denomination chosen by their parents or themselves. 
 One other provision of the Charter (Section 3) 
specified the approximate site of the institution: 
 That the said institute shall be located on 
Fox River between Kaukalau [Kaukauna] and the foot 
of Winnebago Lake at such place as the trustees 
shall select, and shall be erected on a plan 
sufficiently extensive to afford ample facilities 
to perfect the scholar. 
 
 
In fact, a trio of trustees had already pretty well settled 
on the best site for the institution, which lay not on the 
original land that Lawrence had acquired from Eleazar 
Williams, but farther to the south and west in Grand Chute, 
the site of what became Appleton.  Grand Chute was the name 
given by French fur traders to this section of the Fox where 
the river drops nearly forty feet within the space of three 
miles and therefore provides an abundant supply of water 
power.  Reeder Smith and Henry Colman had travelled along 
the river bank from De Pere to Lake Winnebago and had 
reached this conclusion which was shared by William Sampson 
who knew the territory well as the itinerant Presiding 
Elder.  Colman wrote on January 6, 1847 to Amos Lawrence 
describing the advantages of the site: 
In beauty of scenery, fertility of soil, and the    
opportunity offered for a fine farming country 
around the institution, it exceeds by far anything 
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on the River.  The Grand Chute also affords a 
superior water power, which may be improved to any 
extent--and last but not least of all, I think the 
healthfulness of the location beyond dispute.39 
 Sampson added his opinion when he stressed to Lawrence 
the disadvantages of locating the college on the former 
Williams land farther down the river, citing the difficulty 
of access to the region for those living farther south and 
arguing: 
The character of the settlers [in the vicinity of 
De Pere] is such (they being chiefly French and 
half-breeds) that the people South would give very 
little favor to the scheme, and being a rival town 
Green Bay would oppose it.40 
Lawrence naturally regretted having to abandon his own land 
as the prospective site of the institution, but reluctantly 
agreed to accept the arguments advanced against it. 
  The negotiations for acquisition of the land on which 
Lawrence University was actually built did not begin until 
mid-1847 due to one of Reeder Smith's disappearances from 
Wisconsin, this time for a period of over six months.  When 
he returned in August, 1847, he organized a whirlwind series 
of negotiations and activities which took the institution 
                                                          
39  Colman to A.A.L. (1/6/47), Corr A.A.L., I, ll5. 
40  Sampson to A.A.L. (1/7/47), Corr A.A.L., I, 
120. 
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several steps closer to realization.  In the first place, he 
arrived armed with a more detailed proposal from Amos 
Lawrence, who had by this time committed the $ 10,000 in 
securities to trustees in Boston with the understanding that 
they would transfer the funds to the new institute as soon 
as matching funds were raised.  The Rock River Conference 
received this new offer at their meeting in Chicago in 
August, 1847, and the Wisconsin Methodists present, who were 
at this very moment establishing their own Conference, 
greeted it with particular enthusiasm. 
 
Selection of a Site 
 
 Shortly afterwards the Board of Trustees of the 
fledgling institution held its first regular meeting 
(September 3, 1847) at Fond du Lac and authorized Reeder 
Smith "to act as the agent of the said Institute in 
procuring the necessary funds and donations for the 
endowment of the said Institute."41  Any hope of settling 
definitively the location of the institution was temporarily 
abandoned because of differences among the trustees on this 
question.  Reeder Smith convinced Amos Lawrence, however, of 
the superiority of the site at Grand Chute and Lawrence 
authorized Smith to buy land at this location.  Whether 
Lawrence's principal concern in purchasing land at this site 
                                                          
41  Tr Min, 1847-1880, 1.   
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was the welfare of the future university or the anticipated 
rise in property values is a matter for speculation, but his 
letter of instructions to Reeder Smith (dated August 9, 
1847) suggests that both considerations played a role in his 
decision: 
 
 In order to secure a good plan for the 
settlement which may hereafter be made at "Grand 
Chute," and also a good neighborhood for the 
Institution, if it should be there located, I wish 
you to proceed at once to the spot, and secure by 
purchase as much land in that vicinity as may be 
necessary for this purpose.  As there may be an 
advance in the value of this land, and in order 
that you may have a direct interest in managing it 
with prudence and efficiency, I will give you a 
joint and equal interest with myself in the 
investment, on condition that you give me your 
services if required, in looking after this and my 
other lands on that river in such a manner as 
shall be satisfactory.  You may draw on me at 
sight for any sum not exceeding two thousand 
dollars.  Of course you will have all the land 
conveyed directly to me, and send the deeds as 
soon as they are recorded.  I wish to be advised 
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frequently of your progress.  Herewith I hand you 
fifty dollars for your expense.42 
 Accordingly, Smith proceeded immediately to purchase 
for Lawrence (and himself, as agent) three tracts of land at 
Grand Chute from their owners who lived in Green Bay;  he 
added a fourth a year later.  Together this real estate 
constituted the nucleus of the future city of Appleton.  A 
condition attached to the sale by the owners was that the 
Lawrence Institute be located on or near their respective 
properties.  Two of the former owners were John F. Meade of 
Green Bay and George W. Lawe of Kaukauna, who designated 
thirty-one acres each of the land they conveyed to Amos 
Lawrence as gifts to the Lawrence Institute.  Lawe's 
property, on which the main campus of the present-day 
university now stands, was transferred by Lawrence to the 
Institute, but a sizable portion of the Meade property, 
which comprised much of today's downtown Appleton, never 
reached the university owing to the shrewd, if not strictly 
illegal, maneuvers of Reeder Smith who wanted to retain this 
land for Amos Lawrence and himself.43 
                                                          
42  Original among papers of Case No. 1, Outagamie 
County Circuit Court;  copy in Blankbook (Lawrence 
University Archives), 48-49.   
43  For a detailed discussion of this entire question, see 
William F. Raney, "The History of Lawrence University, 1847-
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 The land acquired by Lawrence was surveyed at his 
request and the original plat of Appleton was laid out in 
1848 and officially recorded in 1849.  Thus the fortunes of 
Lawrence University and the city of Appleton were closely 
linked from the very beginning. The name Appleton was chosen 
for the new community by Reeder Smith who is alleged to have 
had in mind the wife of Amos Lawrence, Sarah Elizabeth 
Appleton.44  During the year 1849, however, Smith and Amos 
Lawrence agreed to inform Samuel Appleton of Boston that the 
town was named after him.  The reason for this move is not 
hard to discover. It was contained in a letter written by 
Amos Lawrence to Mason Darling, chairman of the Lawrence 
Board of Trustees: 
 
 Mr. Smith has had a number of interviews with 
old Mr. Sam Appleton for whom the town was named.  
He is very liberal and a very  rich man and 85 
years old;  he is interested in the Town and I 
hope he may do something for the Institution, but 
I have never spoken to him on the subject, and do 
not intend to do so.45 
                                                                                                                                                                             
1925" MS, 32-35. Referred to hereafter in footnotes as 
Raney, "History." 
44  W. F. Raney, "Appleton,"  Wisconsin Magazine of History, 
vol. 33, 141. 
45 (10/1/49), Corr A.A.L., I, 345-6. 
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Contrary to some accounts of the origins of Appleton, Samuel 
Appleton was not the father-in-law of Amos Lawrence but a 
bachelor who was the first cousin of his wife's father.  He 
was, however, a very generous philanthropist whose 
benefactions were numerous.  Among them was a gift to 
Lawrence University of $ 10,000 to endow a library for the 
institution.46 
 
 
 
 
                  Appleton in the Early Decades 
 
 The United States government in 1820 designated the 
site on which Appleton was later built as part of the lands 
of the Menominee Indians.47  But the federal government, in a 
                                                          
46  The gift was provided for as a bequest in his will. 
Appleton died in 1853, but the university did not receive 
the principal until 1856.  The will specified that only the 
interest was to be used for a library fund. 
47 
  Among the best sources on the early history of Appleton:  
a brief article by William F. Raney, "Appleton," in 
Wisconsin Magazine of History, vol. 33 (1949-50), 135-151;  
Ellen Kort, The Fox Heritage: a History of Wisconsin's Fox 
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series of treaties with the Indians between 1831 and 1836, 
re-acquired the land, surveyed it, and sold it off, much of 
it in large tracts, to speculators attracted by the 
potential water power of the Fox River.  Among the buyers 
were John F. Meade of Green Bay and George W. Lawe of 
Kaukauna, from each of whom Amos Lawrence acquired parcels 
of land in 1847.  Relatively few settlers occupied the site, 
however, until 1848 when construction began on the first 
college building.  Indeed, someone described the village in 
its early years as "an island in the middle of a forest."  
By the end of that year only five "shanties" existed in the 
town, according to one pioneer.48   During the year 1849 the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Cities (n.p., 1984); and a senior honors thesis by Lawrence 
student James Hart Merrell, "To Build a City:  Growth, 
Change, and Social Mobility in Early Appleton" (1975).  See 
also Thomas H. Ryan, History of Outagamie County Wisconsin 
(Chicago, n.d.);  Appleton Centennial, Inc., Appleton, Wis., 
Our First Hundred Years,  1857-1957 (published for the 
Appleton, Wisconsin Centennial Celebration, June 28 - July 7 
[1957]); and Land of the Fox (published by Outagamie County 
State Centennial Committee, Gordon A. Bubolz, managing 
editor) (Appleton, 1949). 
48  Elihu Spencer, The Pioneers of Outagamie County, 
Wisconsin (Appleton, 1895), 67.  A letter of J. F. Johnston,  
one of the first Appleton residents, cited in Ryan, History 
of Outagamie Country, 140, reports, "That fall [1848] we 
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three communities which were to be incorporated in 1853 as 
the village--and, in 1857, the city, of Appleton--Appleton, 
Lawesburgh (created by George Lawe, lying to the east), and 
Grand Chute (lying to the west)  were officially platted and 
lots were sold to settlers who began to arrive in 
considerable numbers.  The economic incentives offered by 
the potential water power served as a magnet to 
entrepreneurs, but the opening of the preparatory department 
of Lawrence in November, 1849, undoubtedly attracted many 
families to the community.   
 
 The federal census of the "Town of Grand Chute" 
(comprising all three villages) taken in September, 1850, 
lists a population of 619 inhabitants; their origins tell us 
a good deal about the background of Lawrence students in its 
first decade or so.49   Over 85 per cent of the population 
had been born outside Wisconsin;  of these, two-thirds were 
natives of New York state and New England.  This 
preponderance of New York and New England settlers was 
typical of most of eastern and southern Wisconsin before 
                                                                                                                                                                             
were often surrounded by wolves and sometimes they seemed 
very near, but they were sure to keep out of the reach of 
hunters." 
49  For a detailed analysis of this figure, see Raney, 
"Appleton," 144-145. 
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1850 and it influenced the system of government of the new 
state as well as other aspects of its culture.50 
 
  To this original population (augmented by a further 
influx of "Yankees") was added in the 1850's a few German 
families, and construction workers, mostly Irish, employed 
to work on the canal and locks of the Fox River.  An article 
of 1855 in the Crescent, a newspaper which had begun 
publication two years earlier, described the inhabitants as 
follows: 
 
The population of Appleton is principally made up 
of New Yorkers and New Englanders with some dozen 
families of English, about fifteen families of 
German, and as many of Irish birth.  We have only 
two or three French families and not a Spaniard nor 
a negro.51 
 
 Not until the 1860's  was there a significant influx of 
Germans to the city and county, a development which added an 
important dimension to the culture, though its impact upon 
the University is difficult to gauge.52   Many of the German 
                                                          
50  Ibid., 145. 
51  Cited in Ryan, History of Outagamie County, 157.   
52  For a comprehensive study of the impact upon Appleton's 
social structure of the immigration of the 1850's and 
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immigrants retained their own language as indicated by the 
durability of the Appleton Volksfreund, a German language 
newspaper founded in 1870, which continued publication for a 
half-century.  In addition, there was a Turnverein 
(gymnastic society), a Liederkranz (singing society), and a 
private school conducted in the German language, founded in 
1869.  One further result to which the immigration of 
Germans undoubtedly contributed was the repeal in 1866 of a 
city-wide ban on liquor passed by the common council twelve 
years earlier, since the drinking of beer or wine with meals 
was so much a part of German culture.  The licensing of the 
sale of liquor continued, however, to be a controversial 
subject.  Mayor-elect Bateman in 1867 conceded the diversity 
of opinion on the subject but expressed his own view that, 
owing to the presence in Appleton of several hundred young 
men and women attending Lawrence University, the city should 
set an example of morality and not provide the means by 
which any of them might be led astray.53 
  Entrepreneurs, many of them drawn from the east, were 
not slow to use the water power provided by the Fox River.  
By 1854, Appleton had fourteen industries that depended upon 
the river as a source of power;  these included two flour 
                                                                                                                                                                             
1860's, see the senior honors thesis of James H. Merrell, 
"To build a city: growth, change, and social mobility in 
early Appleton," (1975) cited earlier.  
53  Ibid., 201. 
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mills, a paper mill ("regarded as a rash and daredevil type 
enterprise"), four sawmills, and a variety of others.  Many 
of the earliest industries relied on the surrounding forests 
to supply lumber and wood used in the manufacture of 
furniture, toys, crates, boxes, etc.54  Flour and grist mills 
were plentiful along the Fox River since wheat was the major 
crop of farms in the area (as in the state) in the 1850's 
and 1860's.  Indeed, one author claims that, "For a short 
time, the Fox River Valley was recognized as the grain 
center of the mid-west."55  As wheat farming moved farther 
west to the Great Plains and as railroads opened up new 
territory, Wisconsin lost its leadership in flour-milling to 
cities like Minneapolis.  To fill this gap, the Fox cities 
turned to paper-making, which by the end of the 19th century 
was the leading industry of the region.   
 
 In the half-century after its founding, Appleton became 
a prosperous, expanding community which continued to attract 
new inhabitants.  Particularly impressive was the growth in 
the first two decades.  Five years after the original census 
of 1850, when the community numbered 619, the population 
grew to 1474 residents, and by 1860 had increased to 2353.  
This growth was interrupted during the Civil War when it 
slowed to only 2666 by 1865, but the heavy immigration 
                                                          
54  Our First Hundred Years, 6;  The Fox Heritage, 91 ff. 
55  Kort, The Fox Heritage, 78. 
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resumed in the latter half of the 1860's, raising the 
population to 4514 by 1870, a 78 per cent increase in five 
years.  By the end of the century, Appleton had grown to a 
city of 15,085.56  
 
    
 
Raising of Funds and the First Building 
 
 The task of raising the matching funds necessary to 
secure the $ 10,000 gift from Lawrence was prolonged and 
arduous especially since Reeder Smith did not devote all his 
energies to it.  Moreover, although many individual 
Methodists agreed to support the institution, the Methodist 
Conference of Wisconsin   undertook no direct financial 
obligation to the university.  Amos Lawrence, disturbed by 
the lack of activity on his proposal, intervened early in 
1848 with a Methodist bishop in the east who was 
instrumental in having William H. Sampson relieved as 
Presiding Elder of the Fond du Lac district so that he could 
devote his full efforts to raising funds in Wisconsin for 
the Lawrence Institute.  Beginning in March, 1848, Sampson 
threw himself into this activity and in a month and a half 
secured $ 8400 in pledges and cash. Despite this apparently 
impressive step towards the goal, most of the pledges were 
                                                          
56  Merrell, "To Build a City," 14-15. 
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in the form of so-called "perpetual scholarships," sold at $ 
100 apiece by which the purchaser merely agreed to pay the 
Institute by installments with interest on the unpaid 
balance.  Moreover, as a means of financing the school the 
scholarships proved to be a mixed blessing, since each $ 100 
subscription entitled an heir of the bearer to free 
tuition.57 
 Reeder Smith eventually succeeded in securing pledges 
in the east from a number of individuals, including Elisha 
Harris, the governor of Rhode Island, who pledged $ 1000 (of 
which only one- quarter was actually realized).  And when 
Smith returned to Wisconsin in June, after a nine-month 
absence, he also secured some important subscriptions in the 
state.58  Together, the two men could report to the Trustees 
when they met in July, 1848 that they had pledges and 
donations totalling $ 11,400.  But when Smith went to Boston 
to claim the $ 10,000 which Lawrence had put aside, the 
latter carefully investigated the record of what had been 
raised and noted contemptuously across the top of a record 
of the interview with Smith, "Total amount of subscriptions 
to the Institute...not $ 10,000;  would not sell for $ 
                                                          
57  A later sale of perpetual scholarships in the 1850's 
priced them at $ 50 apiece.  Lawrence University Catalogue 
1851-52.  Referred to hereafter as "Cat" 
58  Wisconsin was admitted to the Union as a state on May 29, 
1848. 
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3,000."59  Since he had placed a time limit on raising the 
matching funds, Lawrence withdrew the offer in November, 
1848.  He renewed it several months later, but he did not 
consider that the goal had been reached until the middle of 
1852 when he finally consented to have stocks worth $ 10,000 
transferred to the university. 
 That the Trustees did not have the Lawrence gift in 
hand did not prevent them from going ahead in 1848 with 
plans to erect a building which would house the institution.  
Indeed, Amos Lawrence still had enough faith in the ultimate 
emergence of the institution to reserve fifty acres of his 
land at Grand Chute "in the more eligible situation" for the 
college and directed that a specific block of the Meade 
property be deeded to the Trustees for the site of the first 
                                                          
59  Besides the four volumes of letters of Amos Lawrence 
mentioned earlier, there is a bound blankbook into which 
selected papers of Lawrence relating to Wisconsin were 
copied. (Referred to hereafter simply as "Blankbook" with 
page numbers).  Largely a duplication of material contained 
in the four volumes, it adds 48 items.  One of these is the 
record of the interview with Reeder Smith cited above, 
October 3, 1848, Blankbook, 81. 
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building.60  This plot comprised the property now bounded by 
College Avenue and Lawrence, Durkee and Morrison Streets.  
This site was the location of the Lawrence Conservatory of 
Music from 1906 to 1959 and is occupied today by the 
Appleton YMCA.  Again it was Reeder Smith as General Agent 
who arranged for construction of the building.  Using one of 
the pledges of $ 1000 that had been secured, he bought 
160,000 feet of lumber which had to be hauled from the 
Oneida Mill at Duck Creek, twenty miles northeast of 
Appleton, since no mill yet existed at the local site.  
Before this could be done Henry L. Blood, a Methodist layman 
who later served the university as steward and local agent, 
cut a road through the forest to the mill with the aid of 
four men and a team of oxen.  Because no shelter for the 
workers existed on the site, a "shanty hotel" to house them 
was the first structure built in Appleton.61  Sampson, who 
had left his family in Fond du Lac until he could build a 
home in Appleton, put his shoulder to the wheel:  "On the 
8th of September 1848 I commenced opening the road from the 
river to the location of the Preparatory building for the 
Institute and clear[ed] the campus."62 
                                                          
60  A.A.L. to Smith (4/29/48).  Blankbook, 68. 
61  The term "shanty" was used at the time to describe a 
wooden building unfinished in the interior. 
62  William H. Sampson, MS. Autobiography, 82.  Sampson's 
autobiography, written in his own hand, is contained in a 
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 The first college building--destroyed by fire in 1857--
was a three-story structure with an attic, topped by a 
cupola or steeple.  Its thirty-three rooms were heated by 
small wood-burning stoves for which male students were 
required to chop the wood.  Henry R. Colman, son of one of 
the original trustees, and a member of Lawrence's first 
graduating class, much later recalled the building as he 
first saw it in 1850: 
The first story, of stone, was divided into 
chapel, dining-room, kitchen, bedroom and family 
room with two beds.   The second was occupied, 
except for one recitation room, by members of the 
faculty and lady students.  The third, left in 
"native wood," unblemished by jack plane or 
varnish, was given to the boys....The fourth story 
was at first given up to ventilation and bats.63 
 Although the building was still not completed by mid-
summer of 1849, the work was far enough advanced for the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
blankbook marked "Records" on the spine, and fills pp. 50-
109; written in 1880 except for the last three pages, added 
in 1882. 
Located in the Lawrence University Archives.  Referred to 
hereafter as "Sampson, Autobiog." 
63 Lawrence University, Alumni Record, 1857-1905 
(Appleton, Wisconsin [1905]), 14.  Hereafter cited 
as "Alum Rec (1905)." 
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Executive Committee of the Trustees to schedule the opening 
of the school for November 12, 1849--almost three years 
after the granting of the Charter. 
 Despite the provision of the amended Charter of 1849 
which had renamed the institution "The Lawrence University 
of Wisconsin," the founders envisaged at the outset no more 
than a preparatory institute which would train students for 
the college in the making.  Given the meager resources at 
their disposal and the level of preparation of prospective 
scholars from the region, they could hardly hope to do more.  
Moreover, in coupling a "preparatory department" with a 
college or university, whether actual or intended, Lawrence 
was following a pattern quite common in the mid-nineteenth 
century. 
 
 
William H. Sampson, Principal of Lawrence University 
 
 The life and character of William H. Sampson, co-
founder and principal of Lawrence in its earliest years, 
provides an insight into the nature of the institution when 
it was still merely a preparatory school.  His simple but 
sincere Christian faith, his relative lack of formal 
education, and his willingness to sacrifice his own personal 
means and even his health for the success of the new 
university characterized a number of the pioneers who 
nurtured the institution in its infancy. 
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 Born in Brattleboro, Vermont, in 1808, the son of 
Thomas Sampson and Eliza Darling, William Sampson moved with 
his parents in 1814 to central Pennsylvania, where he lived 
until the age of eighteen helping his father to clear the 
forest for a farm.64  He has harsh words in his autobiography 
for the "Calvinistic Baptists" with whom he came into 
contact in this region terming them "fatalists" and charging 
them with hypocrisy in their professions of religion. "When 
talking about religion they drew down their faces to an 
indefinite length and looked as gloomy as death."65  His 
first exposure to Methodism was at a prayer meeting where he 
was moved by the singing.  "I was greatly edified with it--
it was really enchanting to me--there was life and soul in 
it."66 
 Not until he left home at the age of eighteen, when he 
moved to Elmira, New York, and took a job as an apprentice 
in a wool-carding and cloth-dressing business, did he 
strengthen his ties with the Methodist Church.  At the age 
of twenty-one he underwent a personal conversion, which he 
describes as follows: 
 
                                                          
64  The following account of Sampson's life is based largely 
upon his manuscript autobiography, cited earlier.  most of 
it was written in 1880 when he was seventy-two years old. 
 
 
   
65  Sampson, Autobiography, 51. 
66  Ibid., 52. 
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 In May 1829, while alone in my room just at 
the break of day after three almost sleepless 
nights in great agony and almost in despair the 
Lord in great mercy revealed to me my sins 
forgiven and gave me the spirit to witness with 
mine that I was his child.... 
In 1830 he was baptized and received into full membership in 
the Methodist Church.  Such conversions became the goal of 
revivals presided over by Sampson when he later became a 
preacher and elder.  They were also a regular feature of the 
religious life of Lawrence University and many other 
religiously-oriented colleges throughout the nineteenth 
century. 
 Not long after this turning-point, Sampson gave up his 
trade--which he says was breaking down his health--and began 
to consider a career in the ministry.  Several years 
intervened, however, before he was licensed to preach.   A 
naturally modest man, he wrote, 
  ...the responsibilities of this holy calling 
were so great and my qualifications for the office 
of a minister were so deficient, and the fact that 
I had not the means to educate myself for the 
work, that I shrunk from what was impressed on my 
mind as duty.  I was tempted to think it a trick 
of Satan to injure the cause of the Master.... 
What education he received was acquired at Ovid Academy in 
Ovid, New York, and later at Genesee Wesleyan Seminary, 
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though the course of his training was interrupted on several 
occasions by periods of teaching in public schools in the 
area.  He never graduated from the Seminary, but he remained 
there long enough to acquire some exposure to Hebrew, Greek, 
and Mathematics.  Later regretting his failure to complete 
his education, he wrote: 
 Methodist preachers in those days were too 
anxious to hurry young men into the conference 
before they were prepared for the work by thorough 
discipline of the mind.  I should have graduated I 
have no doubt had I been wisely advised and my 
convictions are that had I done so I might have 
done much more for the church and for humanity.67 
 
 Sampson left for the west in 1838 and spent several 
years as an itinerant preacher in Indiana and Michigan.  
Preaching on Sundays at three separate locations, some of 
them ten to twelve miles apart, as well as on weekdays, he 
measured the success of his efforts by the number of souls 
saved.  He also did a stint of teaching at an academy in 
southern Indiana.  Married in 1838 to the first of three 
wives, all of whom he survived, he and his wife lost each of 
their first three children within a year after birth.  
Sampson himself suffered the first of a series of attacks of 
what he terms "bilious fever," which threatened his life and 
left him temporarily in poor health.  In 1842 he was 
transferred to the Wisconsin Territory which, with Iowa and 
Minnesota and half the state of Illinois, formed the Rock 
River Conference of the Methodist Church.  The change worked 
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wonders.  "In the fresh pure air of this northern climate," 
he wrote, "my health began to improve rapidly and I soon was 
able to preach every Sabbath."68 
 After time spent in Milwaukee and Southport (Kenosha),  
Sampson was named in 1844 Presiding Elder of the Green Bay 
(later Fond du Lac) Mission District, an area which extended 
from Green Bay to Whitewater and from Lake Michigan to the 
Wisconsin River.  With his family he moved to Fond du Lac, 
the most central and convenient location in the district, 
and from this base he travelled each year for the next four 
years between four and five thousand miles annually on 
horseback or in a buggy:  "to extend the blessings of the 
gospel to the 'world that lieth in the wicked one,' to 
establish believers in their faith in the atoning Savior, 
and to lay the foundations for the future establishment of 
the Master's Cause."69 
 While serving in this position he received the initial 
overtures from Amos Lawrence's agents and became involved in 
the plan to establish an educational institution, an 
enterprise that "greatly increased my cares and labors."70  
Appointed Principal of the Lawrence Institute at the end of 
1848, he also served as its agent charged with raising funds 
in the region.  After building a "shanty," he moved his 
                                                          
68  Ibid., 73 
69  Ibid., 76. 
70  Ibid., 77. 
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family, which now consisted of his wife, two small children, 
and a newborn baby, to Appleton in January, 1849. 
  Sampson's Christian charity did not extend to his  
colleague Reeder Smith whose proclivity to disappear for 
extended periods from Wisconsin and whose failure to fulfill 
his fund-raising responsibilities in the east vexed Sampson 
no end.  Because of Smith's casual--if not dishonest--
record-keeping as General Agent and his delays in erecting 
the Institute's first building, the trustees dismissed him 
from his post and transferred his duties as agent to Sampson 
in August, 1849.71  Sampson comments: 
 I was re-elected Principal, Secretary of the 
Board and was pressed into the enterprise to do or 
die.  Smith was mad and said he would not rest 
till he saw the building shoved down into the 
river.  I replied  to the one who told me this, It 
is die Sampson then or kill the lion.72 
 
 Sampson's troubles did not cease when the Preparatory 
Department opened its doors in November, 1849.  In a phrase 
that was to be echoed by later presidents of Lawrence, he 
wrote, "The task of raising means and supervising the work 
                                                          
71  Tr Min, 8/10/49.  Paradoxically, the trustees still had 
enough confidence in Smith's ability as a fund-raiser to 
retain him as "Travelling Agent," but he refused the offer 
at this time because of the conditions imposed upon him.  
Much to the  dismay of Sampson and some other trustees, he 
was later re-appointed by President Cooke to this function.  
72  Sampson, Autobiography, 84. 
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prevented me from doing much in the schoolroom."73  Raising 
money from the perpetual scholarships which had been 
subscribed appears to have been his principal activity, 
although he was also responsible for "gathering scholars."  
By the time the first catalogue was published in 1850, he 
noted with pride that 105 scholars were enrolled.  Still, 
securing the financial footing for the infant institution 
was difficult.  Of the year 1850-51 Sampson wrote, 
 This  was a year of the greatest anxiety and 
toil.  Many of its nights were sleepless from 
planning to supply means to carry on the 
enterprise.  It was no small undertaking to pay 
debts, to pay teachers and take care of my family, 
beside the necessary improvements in so new a 
place with Smith doing all he could to destroy 
public confidence in our financial basis.  I 
applied myself to the task with the best of my 
skill and with my means, trusting in providence, 
and having faith that God would open the way to 
success.74 
    
 To help meet these demands, Sampson sold his property 
in Fond du Lac--thirty-one acres, a house and two lots in 
the city and one hundred twenty acres outside the city 
limits--a block of real estate whose total value he 
estimated to have risen at the time of writing his 
autobiography (1880) to between eighty and one hundred 
thousand dollars.75 
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 His request to the board that he cease to serve as both 
principal and agent was declined in 1850 and he continued to 
serve in both capacities for another year.  Then he was 
relieved temporarily, partly for reasons of health, and 
served for several months as pastor at Kenosha and as a 
delegate from Wisconsin to the Methodist General Conference 
in Boston.  When he returned to Appleton in 1852 he was 
reappointed Principal for another year until Lawrence's 
first official president, the Rev. Edward Cooke assumed 
office in 1853.  
 Having refused the offer of a professorship of 
mathematics owing to his lack of a degree and the frail 
state of his health, Sampson remained at Lawrence for 
another four years.  The University granted him an honorary 
master's degree 1856 and in the same year appointed him 
Adjunct Professor of Mathematics.  In 1858 he resigned his 
teaching duties but remained a member of the Board of 
Trustees until 1884, when he moved to live with his son in 
Tacoma, Washington.76  During the remainder of his years in 
Wisconsin he continued to serve the Methodist Church as 
Presiding Elder of the Milwaukee district and as a preacher 
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at Racine, Janesville, and Evansville.  Retiring from the 
ministry at seventy-five in 1882, he concluded his 
autobiography, "Praise God that he spared me so long to work 
in his vineyard."77  Sampson died in 1902.  He directed 
that his remains be buried in Riverside Cemetery in 
Appleton. 
 
 
 
 
 
The Opening of the Preparatory Department (1849) 
 
 When Lawrence opened its doors in 1849, a faculty of 
five was on hand to greet the first pupils.  William H. 
Sampson, the Principal, forty-one years old at the time, was 
listed somewhat pretentiously (though such titles were 
common in this era) as Teacher of Mental Philosophy, Moral 
Science, and Belles-Lettres.  Two male and two female 
teachers completed the roster:  Romulus O. Kellogg, Teacher 
of Ancient Languages and German, a recent graduate of 
Wesleyan University, twenty-two years old;  James M. 
Phinney, Teacher of Mathematics and Natural Sciences, who 
had completed only three years of study at Wesleyan, twenty-
seven years old;  Emmeline Crooker, Preceptress and Teacher 
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of Music, Drawing, and Painting, thirty-two years old, who 
had attended Oberlin College where she received a "Diploma 
of the Literary Course" (the award most often given to women 
instead of the B. A.);  and L. Amelia Dayton, Assistant 
Teacher of Modern Languages, approximately nineteen years 
old, who had attended a succession of Methodist seminaries 
in upper New York state.  All but Miss Crooker had been 
trained in Methodist or Methodist-related institutions, and 
the Methodist orientation of the young college was thus 
firmly established.  Sampson served as a Methodist minister 
before and after teaching at Lawrence;  Kellogg later became 
one.  Miss Dayton later married a Methodist minister.78  
Except for Sampson, it was a young faculty.  And it was a 
faculty prepared to sacrifice.  Sampson's salary as 
Principal was $ 500 per year;  the two men received $ 400;  
Miss Crooker, $ 250; and Miss Dayton, $ 80 plus room and 
board.79  There were to be times in the early history of the 
University, moreover, when the institution failed to pay the 
teachers on time or had to borrow because of a shortage of 
funds.  
 
                                                          
78  Information from Alumni Record (1881), 20, 21, 27.  
Information on Miss Dayton from Dean D. M. Love, Oberlin 
College, cited by William F. Raney, "History", 112. 
79 Executive Committee Minutes (1849), 24. 
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 An announcement of the opening of the University had 
been placed in Madison, Milwaukee, and Fond du Lac papers as 
well as in several Methodist journals.  After identifying 
the Principal and faculty and listing the tuition per 
quarter ($ 3.00 for the Elementary English branches, $ 4.00 
for the Higher English branches, and $ 5.00 for Languages, 
Mathematics, Natural, Mental and Moral Science), the 
announcement concluded: 
 
 The Institution is beautifully located on the 
west [sic] side of the Fox River in the village of 
Appleton, Brown County in one of the most beautiful 
places in the West, where everything may be made to 
contribute to health, comfort and success of 
students, and no pains will be spared to give 
general satisfaction.80 
 
Thirty-five students were enrolled on the first day, 
November 12, 1849.  A month later the number had risen to 
sixty;  by Christmas seventy were attending.81 
 
                                                          
80  Quoted in Alum Rec (1915), 31-32.  Outagamie 
County was not designated as a county separate from 
Brown County until 1851. 
81  Ibid., 32. 
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 The first catalogue to list students by name and 
residence appeared in 1850-51.  It contained  the names of 
58 "Gentlemen" and 40 "Ladies."  Out of the 98 (all from 
Wisconsin), half were from the immediate vicinity, i.e. the 
villages of Appleton, Lawesburgh, and Grand Chute.  Others 
came from towns somewhat farther afield such as Neenah, 
Oshkosh, Stockbridge, and Fond du Lac.  Only three came from 
as far as Milwaukee, and two from Kenosha.  In the decade 
that followed, more students were attracted from the rest of 
the state, but the University continued to draw its 
clientele primarily from a radius of forty miles around 
Appleton.  One of the early students asserts that most of 
the males were "farm boys."82  
 
 Ages of the students in the Preparatory Department 
ranged widely from some as young as eleven or twelve to 
others in their twenties.  One student, listed in the 
Register for the term beginning in April, 1855 was Sarah 
Briggs, age two, who was enrolled by her parent for music 
lessons.83 
 
 Living conditions were fairly rugged.  Besides a stove, 
each room was furnished with a bedstead, table, and woodbox 
for every two students and a chair for each.  The 
                                                          
82  Rev. Henry Colman, Alum Rec (1905), 14. 
83  Lawrence University Register, 1853-64. 
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recollections of Henry Colman, who came to Appleton with his 
father in 1850, provide an insight into the rigors of the 
first years.  He recalls his duties during the decade of the 
fifties: 
 
 My father, unable to preach  from a broken 
voice, became steward and boarded teachers and 
students for   $ 1.50 per week, including bed 
linen, while the institution threw in room rent.  I 
rang the bell, carried the green maple wood into 
the ladies' hall and recitation rooms, made fire 
for morning prayers at six, when Professor Kellogg 
came down with his tallow dip, read and shivered 
and shivered and prayed, while the students sat 
around wrapped in long shawls or big overcoats, 
which covered a multitude of negligences.84 
 
Regulations, Discipline, and Curriculum 
 
 At this Methodist-related institution, rules were 
strict despite a statement in the first catalogue which 
read: 
 
                                                          
84  Alum Rec (1905), 15.  When he refers to the "ladies' 
hall," he is speaking of the years after 1854 when Main Hall 
housed the men and the original building, the ladies. 
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 The government of the school will aim to 
secure the happiness of students, and to induce 
such habits as become them as students, ladies, and 
gentlemen, among which are application, regularity, 
morality, and politeness.85 
 
 Perhaps as a result of the first year's experience, the 
second catalogue appeared with a list of "By-Laws" which 
spelled out in detail the disciplinary regulations.  Among 
these were the following: 
 
 During study hours no student shall be 
unnecessarily absent from his room, or leave the 
Institution premises, or visit the room of a fellow 
student, without permission from some one of the 
officers. 
 At no time and in no case shall clamorous 
noise, athletic exercises, and smoking tobacco in 
the Seminary buildings, the use of gunpowder or 
fire arms on the Seminary premises be allowed;  nor 
shall the use of profane or obscene language, 
intoxicating drinks, playing at games of chance, or 
indulgence in indecorous conduct, be allowed in 
Seminary buildings or elsewhere. 
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 A strict observance of the Sabbath will be 
required of all students.  On no account may they 
go abroad into the fields, frequent the village, or 
collect at each others' rooms without permission 
from the proper officers.  Sobriety and silence 
MUST be observed throughout the Sabbath. 
 No student may attend mixed assemblages or 
parties of any kind, without permission;  nor may 
any gentleman and lady ride or walk out together 
without express permission. 
 No lady shall receive calls from gentlemen at 
their rooms in the Seminary or elsewhere.  Visits, 
if received at all, must be received at the parlors 
or other appropriate rooms or places assigned at 
the boarding places of the ladies, and there not 
during study hours, nor at unseasonable hours. 
 If any student intentionally violates the 
above regulations, for the first offence he shall 
be punished at the discretion of the Faculty, for 
the second be dismissed from the Institution.86 
 
 Because no record of faculty meetings was kept until 
1855, it is impossible to tell how strictly these by-laws 
were enforced during the first few years.  After that date, 
however, the faculty minutes contain numerous reports of 
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discipline meted out for violations of the regulations.  In 
1855, for example, the parents of two young women who had 
committed "repeated acts of transgression" of the By-Laws 
were required to remove their daughters immediately from the 
Institution, and the transgressors were suspended from all 
further school duties and privileges.87  But, as was often 
the case, the women appeared at a special meeting of the 
faculty two days later where they "made a very humble 
confession of their wrong and requested to return, promising 
to comply strictly with all the requirements of the 
Institution most faithfully."  Their request was granted.   
 
 On other occasions as well, the faculty appeared to 
take pity on those guilty of infractions of the rules.  When 
four young men were found guilty of card playing and games 
of chance, the faculty passed a resolution stating that: 
 
...in view of their youth, they not be forthwith 
expelled but sentenced to a public reproof from the 
President before the School, and to study six hours 
a day in the School Room under the eyes of a 
teacher until released therefrom by the faculty.88 
 
                                                          
87  Faculty Minutes (7/2/55).  Referred to hereafter as "Fac 
Min." 
88  Fac Min (10/17/55) 
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 The initial curriculum of the Preparatory Department 
was 
fairly typical of what was taught in so-called "Academies" 
of the mid-19th century.  It was divided into a one-year 
"Academic Preparatory Course" for beginners, which included 
Reading, Spelling, Arithmetic, Grammar, Book Keeping, 
Penmanship, and Geography, and a "Collegiate Preparatory 
Course" of three years. 
The latter required students to study Latin and--except for 
the first half-year--Greek throughout the entire three 
years.  The first year also included an introduction to 
natural philosophy (later called physics), chemistry, 
geology, and botany;  and the second year, courses in 
algebra and geometry.  The final year continued the study of 
algebra but added the study of mental philosophy 
(metaphysics), moral science, rhetoric, elements of 
criticism, political economy, and logic.89 
 
 The program for young women, titled "Graduate Course 
for Ladies" since it culminated in a diploma, was similar to 
the collegiate preparatory course except that it included 
some subjects not in the men's course such as Anatomy and 
Physiology, Astronomy, and Natural Theology, and omitted all 
study of Greek.90  A postscript to this program also stated, 
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"Ladies wishing a more ornamental course, may substitute 
Drawing and Painting for Latin, in each quarter, or Music 
for Mathematics."  By 1856-57, there was no difference 
between the preparatory courses for men and women except for 
the option women had of studying music or the "ornamental 
branches," but at the college level a separate 
"Ladies'Course" remained until 1867.  
 
Edward Cooke, First President (1853-59) 
 
 In 1851, as some students in the preparatory department 
were advancing towards college-level studies, the trustees 
began to prepare for the establishment of a collegiate 
department and the choice of a president for the University.  
Sampson, as Principal of the preparatory department, did not 
feel himself qualified by education or experience for the 
presidency, and the trustees sought a person of some 
distinction for the office.  The board turned for advice to 
Dr. Stephen Olin, a distinguished Methodist educator and 
president of Wesleyan University, for recommendations.91  The 
job was apparently not a coveted one. 
It seems the trustees approached three candidates, all of 
whom refused the position, before the choice fell upon the 
Reverend Edward Cooke of Boston.  Henry Colman '57 asserts 
that those previously elected "...came, looked over the 
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ground and the forest--and returned."92  The Board named 
Cooke in September, 1852 but, because of commitments in 
Boston, he did not arrive to assume the post and be formally 
inaugurated until June, 1853. 
 A good deal is known about Cooke, not only through 
reminiscences of students who studied under him, but through 
a series of letters he wrote to Amos Lawrence during his 
presidency.93  Born in Bethlehem, New Hampshire, in 1812, he 
was forty years old when he became president of Lawrence.  
He was graduated from Wesleyan University in 1838, taught 
Natural Sciences in a seminary in New York state and 
presided over another in New Jersey before he was 
transferred to the New England Conference of the Methodist 
Church where he was appointed pastor to churches in 
Charlestown and Boston.94  
 He proved to be a good choice for the young Wisconsin 
college.  As an alumnus of the Class of 1859 later recalled, 
Cooke: 
 ...brought to the Lawrence University, in aid 
of his presidency, a thorough, highly finished, 
classical education, with rarely equaled polished 
manners and ways....He was neat to a fault, in 
attire, his face was always clean-shaven.  his 
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bearing was measured and dignified to a degree.  He 
was faultless in speech, measured by a synthesis 
and distinctness of enunciation, that rendered him 
an elegant, cultivated, and most interesting 
conversationalist and speaker....  His lectures, 
orations and sermons, were replete with eloquence 
and grace, and were of a high order.  He walked 
with a measured gait, always with a cane, in true 
colonial style.  He was without affectation.95 
 How this proper Bostonian reacted to the frontier state 
of Wisconsin upon arriving is revealed in his initial 
correspondence with Amos Lawrence.  Having travelled to 
Chicago, then by steamer to Sheboygan, he talks of 
"...touching at Waukegan, Racine, Kenosha, Milwaukie [sic] & 
Port Washington & one or two others whose names I do not 
remember, the most of which are large & beautiful towns or 
cities that would take by surprise a N. Englander 
unaccustomed to so rapid growth."96  From Sheboygan he 
travelled by stage on a plank road to Fond du Lac where he 
embarked on Lake Winnebago for Appleton, which he describes 
as follows: 
 
Five miles down the river [from Lake Winnebago] is 
Appleton, the seat of Lawrence University;  this 
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place like all the others described above, has 
sprung into existence within the last five years.  
Appleton is situated on the north bank of the Fox 
(the river runs nearly east and west here) on a 
table of land of partially oak openings with now & 
then a high bluff projecting into the river & 
although it is of so recent origin it is really a 
beautiful and growing town of, I judge, a thousand 
or twelve hundred inhabitants, some say fifteen 
hundred.97 
 
 Commenting in his next letter upon the institution he 
had been called upon to head, he writes: 
 
 Its present standing is, all things 
considered, better than I expected to find it;  
this is shown by its patronage.  The State Univ. at 
Madison, the Presbyterian College at Beloit & the 
Congregational College at Rippon [sic] have neither 
of them [sic] half the number in attendance 
here...There are both young gentlemen & young 
                                                          
97 Ibid.  The census of Appleton in 1855 put the population 
at 1474.  In his next letter to Lawrence, he adds,  "...even 
now it [Appleton] is a much more mature looking place than 
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ladies here who for general scholarship & 
refinement would be a credit to any academy in N. 
England."98 
 
Coeducation? 
 
 Cooke's reference in this letter to the "young ladies" 
at the institution is rare, for he normally ignored them in 
his correspondence with Lawrence.  In writing to Lawrence on 
another occasion, he follows up a reference to the students 
in general with the comment, "I really feel proud of the 
character both intellectual and moral of our young men...."99  
Nor did he alter the custom of separating the sexes in the 
lists of preparatory students contained in the catalogue.  
Indeed, he extended this practice to women who were students 
in the collegiate program (1853-54) and to women on the 
faculty who were relegated to the back of the catalogue in a 
separate "Female Collegiate Institute" (1854-55) or "Female 
Branch."  Women college students, moreover, were referred to 
not as Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors, like 
their male counterparts, but as First Year, Second Year, and 
Third Year Under Graduates.  Finally,  Cooke was undoubtedly 
responsible for setting up a special "course" for women 
which culminated in the degree of L. B. A. or Lady 
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Baccalaureate of Arts.  This program differed from the 
courses leading to the B. A. and the B. S. in that it 
required only three years instead of four and it substituted 
modern languages for Latin or Greek after the first year.100 
 
 William Sampson, who had favored equal opportunities 
for male and female students from the beginning, spoke 
somewhat bitterly of Cooke's policies with respect to 
women's education: 
 
 The Lawrence University was started on the 
plan of co-education of sexes, giving to each 
student the opportunity of competing for any honor 
conferred by the University and of enjoying that 
honor when justly earned.  Dr. Cooke seemed to 
think that the dignity of a college Faculty was 
somewhat compromised by giving ladies a place on 
the same page with the gentlemen, and practically 
the original design was not carried out by him 
except in class recitations.  There was a male and 
female department for the Faculty, for the College 
and for the Preparatory students in the catalogue 
and in the commencement exercises.101 
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 Sampson's phrase "except in class recitations" is 
significant for it indicates a paradox in President Cooke's 
and his immediate successor's policy.  Despite the 
separation of women from the rest of the University in the 
catalogue and the separate degree for ladies, women students 
sat in the same classes as the men.  Furthermore, the 
following brief statement appeared in the catalogue as early 
as 1854-55, "Ladies preferring it can take the regular four 
years' course and graduate with same honors as the 
gentlemen."  In fact, numerous women chose this option, 
including two out of three in the first graduating class.  
One of them, Lucinda Darling Colman, recalls, however, the 
discrimination that existed in the first commencement 
exercises: 
 
The four men delivered their orations, one in 
Latin.  As they bowed themselves off the rostrum, 
they were showered with bouquets from every section 
of the gallery.  Woman's day had not then fully 
arrived.  The "females" of this class had read 
their graduating essays the evening before, as 
addenda to the exhibition [ceremony] of the 
Preparatory Department.  We were allowed to receive 
our diplomas, standing on the same platform with 
the "males."  This was a concession on the part of 
our president, who did "not wish it known in Boston 
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that he was teaching in a boys' and girls' 
school."102 
 
 That Cooke's views on the education of women and, more 
specifically, on coeducation were much closer to the 
intentions of Amos Lawrence than the views of Sampson is 
evident from a number of Lawrence's comments.  Indeed, if 
the decision had been left to Amos Lawrence, the University 
would certainly not enjoy its reputation as one of the first 
coeducational colleges in the nation.  
 The question of the admission of women arose at least 
as early as December, 1847, almost two years before the 
preparatory department opened, in a correspondence between 
Amos Lawrence and Reeder Smith, an exchange that is 
difficult to follow in detail since Smith's letters were not 
preserved.  In any event, Lawrence wrote Smith at this time 
that it would "not be judicious to have females at all" and 
added, "If individuals choose to set up a female school that 
is no affair of mine."103 
 In the following spring, Lawrence expressed himself 
more fully on the issue in another letter to Smith: 
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 The question of admitting females as scholars 
is a very important one.  It is what I did not 
contemplate, & it is liable to objections.  At the 
same time it may be possible to make an arrangement 
by wh. a branch of the institution, if it shd be 
prospered, may be devoted to them.  No one can 
estimate too highly the importance of a thorough 
female education:  at the same time, it has proved 
highly injurious to some seminaries where it has 
been attempted in connection with that of the 
males.  Besides other bad results it has lowered 
the standard of scholarship, or has prevented its 
being elevated as it otherwise wd have been:  it 
has made high schools of institutions wh. were 
intended for & ought to have been colleges.  The 
plan wh. you suggest of separating the female 
department from the other, & making it a 
"preparatory school" entirely distinct from the 
College or Institute tho. under the same charter 
may be successful.  It is a matter for serious 
consideration, & other persons more experienced in 
such matters can give you better advice than I 
can.104 
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 Despite Lawrence's statement above that "no one can 
estimate too highly the importance of a thorough female 
education," he later expressed a contrary opinion, quite 
widespread among his contemporaries, that higher education 
was actually physically damaging to a woman's constitution.  
This myth received alleged scientific support from a number 
of works published in the following half-century, one of 
which stated that "over education" led to ill-health among 
women because it "takes blood to the brain which is needed 
for muscular and generative organs;  it overdevelops the 
nervous system, causes women to lead abnormal lives, and not 
to marry till twenty-six or twenty-seven, if at all, whereas 
they ought to marry at eighteen...."105 
 Whether Lawrence arrived at similar views from reading 
contemporary publications or simply absorbed them from the 
culture in which he lived is impossible to determine, but in 
1854, when he offered funds to establish a boys' preparatory 
school in Kansas, he wrote: 
It should be for boys, and not for girls.   There 
may be a girls'school too;  but the boys should be 
cared for first.  My own impression is that we have 
fallen into a great error here in Massachusetts, of 
late years, by raising the standard of female 
                                                          
105  Dr. A. L. Smith in Popular Science Monthly, LXVI (1904), 
quoted by Thomas Woody, A History of Women's Education in 
the United States (N.Y., 1929), II, 205-206. 
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education so high that physical development has 
been checked, and the constitutions weakened.  Our 
women are good scholars, and good school-
mistresses;  but they are unhealthy and weak, and 
do not bear strong children;  and while we are 
refining the intellect, we are injuring the 
stock...."106 
 
 Given Lawrence's opinions, it may appear surprising 
that the preparatory school opened as a coeducational 
institution and that the college continued the tradition, 
albeit in Cooke's  qualified form.  One can only conclude 
that coeducation prevailed because of the determination of 
the two Methodist ministers-- Sampson and Smith--that it 
should, and because Amos Lawrence, living at a distance of 
over a thousand miles from Wisconsin and preoccupied with 
other matters, was unable or unwilling to insist that his 
original intention be carried out.   
 Why Sampson and Smith persisted in their resolution 
that the school should admit women as well as men is more 
difficult to answer since neither made an explicit argument 
in writing for coeducation.  Their reasons, moreover, may 
have differed.  For both, however, the fact that women had 
to share with men the  hardships of the frontier may well 
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have instilled in them the conviction that they should also 
share in the privileges of education.  They may also have 
felt that, as mothers and as potential teachers, women 
should have the training that would fit them for their 
roles.  And in the last analysis, economic reasons were 
undoubtedly important.  The new institution needed students 
if it was to survive, and the tuition from the girls' 
parents 
was just as welcome as that from the boys'. 
 
The Building of Main Hall (1853-54) 
 
 Even before Cooke's arrival, the trustees had reached a 
decision in September, 1852, to raise funds for the erection 
of "the main college building" to house the growing 
institution.107  Given the perilous financial condition of 
the infant university, this was no mean task.  All the 
details of how Main Hall was financed do not appear in the 
records, but it is certain that one major source of funding 
was the proceeds from the sale of perpetual scholarships, 
which had been established with the understanding that the 
capital accumulated would constitute endowment and that only 
                                                          
107  Tr Min (1852), 79-80.  For years the structure was 
referred to simply as the "Main Building," the "University 
Building," or the "Recitation Hall."  Not until the 20th 
century was it regularly called Main Hall. 
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the interest would be appropriated for other uses.  John S. 
Prescott, who served as General Agent of the University from 
1852 to 1855, concedes that at least $ 10,000 of these 
scholarship funds were used towards the estimated cost of  $  
28-30,000 for the building.108  Shares of stock which had 
been transferred by Amos Lawrence to the University in 1852 
in payment of his original offer of $ 10,000 were also sold 
off by February, 1854.  In addition, the trustees borrowed 
another $ 5,000 from Lawrence in 1853 and the same amount 
the following year.  Even so, there were still bills 
outstanding on the building as late as April, 1856, when 
President Cooke wrote to Lawrence, "Our prospects are 
beginning to brighten a little;  still we are poor & hard 
pressed for money to meet present calls & shall be so till 
we have time to seek that aid which will afford relief."109 
 
 Excavation of the site for Main Hall on the former Lawe 
property began in the spring of 1853 and construction of the 
walls was under way by the time the Board of Trustees met in 
June.  One Andrew Gill was given the contract for the mason 
work, but the stone was procured and transported from a 
quarry by Henry L. Blood, the resident agent.110  Contracts 
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were let for 200,000 feet of lumber and 350,000 bricks.  In 
addition to the exterior walls of stone, interior walls of 
brick were built up through three of the five stories.  
                                                                                                                                                                             
1957), p. 10, that the stone was "torn from the river bed," 
I have found no contemporary evidence for this.  In fact, a 
"Day Book" (February, 1849-January, 1854) contained in the 
University Archives indicates that a variety of individuals 
were paid for " work at a stone quarry" or "for drawing 
stone" during the period of February-April, 1853, and others 
were paid in April and May, 1853 for "repairing road to 
stone quarry."  As for the location of the quarry, see 
Richard J. Harney, History of Winnebago County Wisconsin 
(Oshkosh, 1880), 230:  "In 1849, Mr. James Ladd constructed 
a lime-kiln on his present farm (west side of Lake Butte des 
Morts), from which he supplied the entire section of the 
country, including that used at Lawrence University which he 
delivered on the ground, at fifteen cents per bushel.  The 
stone being generally located below the surface it was found 
much less expensive to obtain raw material from the immense 
range on the east shore of Lake Winnebago which is much 
lighter in color and has almost entirely taken the place of 
stone from local quarries."  This presumably refers to the 
quarry at High Cliff 
(formerly known as Clifton). 
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Although the building was not entirely completed inside, it 
was put into use in the fall of 1854.111   
 
 The principal ceremony, however, had been the laying of 
the cornerstone which occurred on June 28, 1853 and 
coincided roughly with the arrival and inauguration of 
President Cooke.  The Reverend Alfred Brunson, a leading 
figure in the Wisconsin Methodist Conference, rode on 
horseback from Prairie du Chien to deliver the principal 
address on that occasion.  He may have voiced the pride of 
those responsible for the structure when he declared, "...we 
have assembled to lay the corner stone of a university 
building, which when finished, will compare favorably with 
any similar one in the United States, if not in the 
world."112  The Milwaukee Sentinel, describing the finished 
structure in 1856, was slightly less fulsome in its praise, 
"This building is the largest and best of its kind in the 
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West."113  Brunson's vision of the careers to be followed by 
future male and female graduates of Lawrence was undoubtedly 
representative of the views held by most of his 
contemporaries: 
 
We hope and trust...that from the halls of this 
institution will go out men who will grace the 
pulpit, the forum, the Senate, the executive chair 
of states and of the nation, and of the healing 
art;  that the farm, the shop and the counter may 
be conducted in accordance with the rule and laws 
of sanctified science, here obtained:  And we hope 
that the future wives and mothers of our land may 
carry from these halls the means of guiding future 
generations in the paths of virtue, religion, and 
usefulness to our race.114 
 
 With the completion of Main Hall, which was used as a 
men's dormitory as well as for classrooms, administrative 
and faculty offices, library, and chapel, the original 
building on Academy Square, dating from 1849, was designated 
for the exclusive use of women.  The catalogue could now 
                                                          
113 Quoted by Samuel Plantz, "Lawrence College" in the 
Wisconsin Magazine of History, VI (1922-1923), 159. 
114  "Address at Laying of Cornerstone at Lawrence 
University, June 29, 1853."  
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reassure parents of women students, "The young Ladies occupy 
a separate building, a little remote from the College, and 
are at all times under the immediate supervision of the 
Principal and Preceptress, aided by competent and faithful 
assistants."115  At least, this was the arrangement until a 
disastrous fire on the evening of Sunday, January 4, 1857, 
destroyed the building and all its contents.  Fortunately, 
the young ladies were attending chapel exercises in Main 
Hall and escaped injury.  But the destruction of this 
building meant that the women were forced to live in 
makeshift housing or room with families in town until Ormsby 
Hall was built in 1889. 
 
Indian Students 
 
 The first Subscription Book drawn up (probably by 
Reeder Smith) in 1847 to raise funds for the Lawrence 
Institute proclaimed that it would afford "gratuitous 
advantages to both sexes of Germans and Indians."116  Since 
                                                          
115  Cat (1856-57), 33. 
116  "Subscription Book No. 1--1847" in Alum Rec (1922), 30-
31.  An undated letter from Amos Lawrence, probably written 
about 1847, addressed merely to D________, contained in a 
folder of Lawrence's correspondence, throws some further 
light on the reasons for educating Indians:  "On reflection 
I can see that the plan of educating Indian youth will be 
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there were relatively few German families living in the 
region at this time, the statement implied a commitment on 
the part of the founders to the education of Indians.  
Indeed, the same prospectus attributed to Amos Lawrence a 
desire "for the promotion of good morals and education among 
the promiscuous crowds of emigrants in a portion of the 
country where it is most needed, and also, for the benefit 
of the numerous tribes of uncivilized nations in the west, 
and the half civilized which are permanently located near 
the spot." 
 
 How many Indian youths were actually enrolled in the 
Preparatory Department and how soon they arrived is a matter 
of some conjecture.  In the first ledger of "Student 
Accounts," which begins in 1849, a list  of thirteen "Indian 
Youths in School" appears on a fly leaf opposite the first 
page, but it is not certain that these young people were on 
hand when the Preparatory Department opened in November, 
1849.  If the Indian youths can be identified by their 
                                                                                                                                                                             
one wh. will attract the sympathy of those from whom you 
expect to recieve [sic]  the funds.  And it will also take 
away from the sectarian aspect of the Institution & so far 
will be of great assistance in getting the subscriptions.   
I think the less you say about the Lawrence Institute the 
better:  many would rather give to it without the name than 
with." 
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"Oneida" residence listed in the catalogue (and it seems 
that almost all Indians who attended Lawrence in the first 
decades belonged to the Oneida tribe),  the first students 
appear in the catalogue for 1851-52:  Adam P. and John B. 
Cornelius.  Indeed, a number of the Oneida students in the 
initial years were named Cornelius and some were presumably 
the children of the Oneida chief Jacob (or John) Cornelius 
though there were children of other families as well.  By 
1853-54, as many as eleven Oneida students were enrolled in 
the Preparatory department and a total of approximately 
thirty are listed in catalogues from 1851 to 1879.  An 
account of the Fourth of July speeches delivered in Appleton 
in 1854 summarizes the speech of Mr. Cornelius, the Oneida 
chief:117 
 
He thanked his white brothers for the interest they 
manifested in the education of Oneida children at 
Lawrence University...He alluded feelingly to the 
beneficial results of missionary labors among his 
tribe and boasted the progress that Oneida was 
making in civilization and religion. 
 
 Although the Board of Trustees invited subscriptions to 
perpetual scholarships for the benefit of Indians, the 
principal funding for their education came from the budget 
                                                          
117  Quoted in Ryan, History of Outagamie County, 150-51. 
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of the federal Commissioner for Indian Affairs, which 
supplied sixty dollars per year for each student, and from 
the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Boston, an 
organization  headed by Dr. S. K. Lothrop, the man who 
introduced Eleazar Williams to Amos Lawrence in 1844. 
 
 Only two Oneidas finished the college course in the 
first seventy-five years of the college's history and appear 
as graduates of Lawrence University:  Henry Cornelius of the 
Class of 1864 (also listed by his Indian name of Garagoutge) 
and Lydia Cornelius of the Class of 1879.118  When Henry was 
in his junior year the Committee on Indian Affairs of the 
Board of Trustees reported, "He is a young man of superior 
intelligence, intense application and of great promise, very 
gentlemanly in his deportment assuring us of extended 
usefulness in his Nation.119  Unfortunately, both Henry and 
Lydia died young, he in 1873 and she in 1881. 
 
Amos Lawrence's Visit to Appleton (1857) 
 
 All records indicate that Amos Lawrence paid but one 
visit to Appleton and the institution named after him;  this 
occurred ten years after its chartering in the spring of 
1857.  The only extended account of his stay is contained in 
                                                          
118  Alum Rec (1922), 251, 283. 
119  Pres Rept (1863), 283. 
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a letter he wrote to his wife dated May 16, 1857, which is 
worth quoting at some length:120 
 
Dear Sally, 
 The situation of this town (city) is beautiful.  The 
streets extend along the high banks of the river, and the 
views up and down the river are picturesque and almost 
grand.  The roar of the water over a succession of falls 
adds to the effect.  The forest trees have been left on all 
the University lands...and as there is very little under-
growth they present the appearance of a park.  This gives a 
different aspect to the town from all others which I have 
seen.  The main building of the University  is a substantial 
stone edifice similar to "University Hall" in Cambridge in 
some respects, but much larger and rougher.  It makes a 
handsome appearance as you approach the town from the 
river...The "city", as it is now, has a population of 3000.  
The lands which I owned are now valued by hundreds of 
thousands of dollars, and are really worth it...If I had 
come here once a year and attended to my affairs, instead of 
leaving them to lawyers and sharpers, I should have been 
"rich":  as it is, they will get it... 
 
                                                          
120  Contained in Scrap Book of Original Letters of Amos 
Lawrence and Miscellany of Lawrence College, 1845-1883.  
Lawrence University Archives. 
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 Yesterday afternoon a committee of students invited me 
to visit the college, and they would meet me in the chapel.  
As I was very busy, and had no speech ready, I went over 
informally with Dr. Cooke and visited the recitation rooms 
and was introduced to the professors and instructors, a fine 
body of men.121  The students are about as old as at 
Cambridge, i. e. the college students;  in the preparatory 
Department they are about as old as in Groton Academy.  
There are over 300, the catalogue contains a larger number, 
I believe 400.  The library is well begun with the $ 10m 
from your Uncle Sam. Appleton's bequest.  It has 3000 
volumes, and increases steadily from the income of this 
money.  The rooms will hold 20000 volumes well. 
 
 After visiting the classes and rooms, I attended 
prayers in the chapel.  This is larger than the Cambridge 
Chapel, I should think:  a very good room with galleries, 
holding 1200.  After the services, at which the professors 
                                                          
121  If Lawrence was introduced by the President to the two 
female teachers and their two female assistants in the 
"Female Collegiate Institute," he does not mention it.  
Henry Colman '57 writes, "The Hon. Amos A. Lawrence once 
visited us and talked to the boys, but did not even look at 
the girls, and we understood that he never was quite 
reconciled to their admission to the school named after 
him."  Alum Rec (1905), 18. 
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and instructors were present the President introduced me to 
the students and and I was forced to get off some sort of a 
speech.  This was done to their satisfaction, as I learned:  
perhaps better than to have had one prepared beforehand, 
which I should have failed to remember.  On the whole, I 
conclude that this is a pretty good monument for you and me, 
and Uncle Sam.  It will stand in future generations and be 
blessing the country and the world when we shall have 
crumbled away.  It is a great and good work, and I am glad 
to have had a hand in it, and do not regret all the 
perplexity which has arisen from the land controversies, so 
that the college has succeeded.  Yes, I thank God for having 
enabled me to do something for the good of my race, which 
there is no doubt about... 
 
 Give my love to the children, all.  We shall not 
probably leave Miluawkie till Tuesday or Wednesday. 
 
                                    Yours affectionately, 
 
                                    A A L.  
 
The Resignation of President Cooke (1859) 
 
 
 Although President Cooke deserves praise for getting 
the collegiate division of Lawrence University under way, he 
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admitted his own weakness in fiscal matters.  Since the 
decision to build Main Hall had been made before he was 
elected president, he cannot be held responsible for 
initiating the disastrous policy of using the funds raised 
by the sale of perpetual scholarships for purposes other 
than those for which they were intended.  But 
in order to complete the building and to meet operating 
expenses, he acquiesced to such a degree in the assumption 
of additional debt that the University was in serious 
financial trouble when he resigned in 1859.  Part of the 
problem lay in the panic of 1857 and the hard years from 
1857 to 1859 when it was difficult to collect on pledges 
made to the institution.  Cooke, unable to solve the 
financial problems of the University, offered to resign in 
July, 1858 but was persuaded to stay on for another year.  
Even after he resigned in 1859, the Trustees apparently 
intended to call him back as soon as there were funds to pay 
him.  Meanwhile they appointed Professor Russell Z. Mason as 
Acting President. 
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CHAPTER II.  STRUGGLE AND SURVIVAL (1859-1894) 
 
Introduction 
 
 In the thirty-five years from President Cooke's 
resignation to President Samuel Plantz's inauguration, 
Lawrence presidents devoted much of their time struggling to 
keep the young university alive.  Confronted by the 
disruption of the Civil War and financial panics of the 
1870's and the 1890's, plagued by fluctuating enrollments 
and a lack of income from tuition or gifts, successive 
administrations tried valiantly to create an endowment that 
would free the institution from deficits and repeated 
financial crises.  On one or two occasions, vigorous 
measures almost eliminated the debt, but the subsequent 
practice of borrowing from the meager endowment in order to 
sustain day-to-day operations plunged the institution into 
new crises. 
    
 Given this constant preoccupation with money, 
university authorities were unable to add the faculty or the 
physical facilities necessary to broaden significantly the 
classical curriculum established in the institution's first 
decade.  Instead, with an eye on the balance sheet and the 
market place, the University inaugurated a commercial 
department and accepted non-degree students whose tuition, 
along with that of pupils in the preparatory department, 
provided enough additional income to keep the school open.   
 
 As the one institution of higher education in Wisconsin 
affiliated with the Methodist Church, the University 
attempted to secure sustained financial support from the 
Church's Wisconsin Conferences, but received only occasional 
special donations 
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and the good wishes of pastors who exhorted their young 
people to attend Lawrence.  The presence of Methodist 
presidents and a significant number of Methodist faculty 
insured, however, a religious atmosphere that made devout 
parents--whether Methodist or non-Methodist--feel safe in 
entrusting their offspring to the school. 
 With the departure of President Cooke and, in 1865, of 
his successor, Russell Z. Mason, the University took several 
steps towards the elimination of the formal differentiation, 
in the catalogue and elsewhere, between male and female 
students.  The selection of a young woman to deliver the 
Latin Salutatory address at Commencement in 1867 seemed 
symbolic in  moving Lawrence closer to Sampson's 
coeducational ideal of "giving to each student the 
opportunity of competing for any honor conferred...and of 
enjoying that honor when justly earned."  This trend 
continued during the remainder of the century as more young 
women secured positions of influence in the University 
community such as editing the college newspaper. 
 
Size and Character of the Institution 
 
 After the mid-1850's, when the total enrollment at 
Lawrence reached a peak of 442 (College and Preparatory 
students combined), the student population declined sharply 
during the Civil War and never again exceeded 400 until the 
end of the century.  Total enrollment figures fluctuated 
from the low 200's to the high 300's during most of this 
period.1  Even so, Lawrence University was one of the larger 
educational institutions in the state for the first quarter-
century of its existence;  its total enrollment was greater 
than that of the University of Wisconsin in the 1850's and 
it continued to rival the university in size through the 
                                                          
1  After 1870-71, these totals include students taking only 
lessons in Drawing and Painting and/or Music. 
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1870's.  President George M. Steele boasted to the trustees 
in 1873: 
 Our catalogue contains more names than that of 
any other literary institution in the State except 
that of the state University and there is no reason 
why we should not soon exceed that, except the want 
of a moderate increase of our funds and 
facilities.2 
 
 The college proper, consisting of regularly enrolled 
undergraduates who were degree candidates, grew rapidly in 
the 1850's from an original 32 to a peak of 160 in 1856-57, 
but enrollment dropped to a low point of 52 at the beginning 
of the Civil War and never rose above 100 until the end of 
the century.   
 For the first thirteen years of the college's history, 
students in the Preparatory Department outnumbered those in 
the College and and they continued to represent 15 to  30% 
of the total enrollment.  From 1861 to 1873 Lawrence also 
accepted so-called "university students" who were not 
candidates for degrees, and in 1867-68 inaugurated two new 
departments:  an "Academical Department"  for those who 
wanted a short course with no Latin or Greek and a 
"Commercial Department" whose program was similar to that of 
the Academical Department except that it included some 
specifically vocational courses such as Penmanship, 
Bookkeeping, Business Forms, Commercial Arithmetic, and 
Commercial Law.  For a number of years students in these two 
                                                          
2 Pres Rept (June, 1873), 332. An item in the 
Collegian, the Lawrence newspaper, of April, 1868, 
(p. 1) provides the following "recently published 
statistics" on student enrollment:  Wisconsin 
University, Madison - 60 preparatory students, 80 
college students;  Lawrence - 184 preparatory, 86 
college. 
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departments were listed together in an "Academical and 
Commercial Department" which at one point attracted over 200 
students, though the figure was not normally that high.  If 
one adds to the categories just mentioned students who, 
after 1871, took only music lessons or drawing and painting, 
and from 1880 those in a department of elocution, it is 
clear that in the first fifty years of the university's 
history, only a minority of Lawrence students were doing all 
college-level work. 
 
 The size of the faculty corresponded roughly to student 
enrollment.  Starting with a corps of only five teachers 
(including Sampson, the Principal), the combined faculty of 
males and females rose to a peak of thirteen in 1856-57 but 
declined after that and did not reach the same level until 
1874-75.  Only in the 1890's with the advent of President 
Plantz did the number of teachers exceed twenty. 
  
 If one measures the size of an institution by its 
physical facilities, Lawrence grew very little from the time 
of the erection of Main Hall in 1853-54 to the 1890's.  The 
president's house (currently Sampson House) was added in 
1881, but the only new building constructed exclusively for 
the use of students was Ormsby Hall, a women's dormitory, 
erected in 1889.  Only one other structure, the Underwood 
Observatory (built in 1891 and demolished to make room for 
Youngchild Hall in 1963), was added before the great spate 
of building begun by Samuel Plantz in 1899.    
 
 If it seems presumptuous for this infant institution to 
have labelled itself a university, we must remember that the 
term did not take on its modern significance of a large 
institution with many different schools or graduate 
departments until the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century.  Yet Edward Cooke, Lawrence's first president, 
anticipated to a degree this definition of the term and 
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revealed his hopes for the institution when he recommended 
in 1858 the addition of a Professor of Civil Engineering and 
a Chair of Normal Instruction and English Literature: 
 
 It would meet a very pressing want and 
accomplish a design had in view from the very 
commencement of this grand educational enterprise.  
Such an arrangement would begin to realize what is 
implied in the word "University" in the modern 
acceptation of that term, which is an aggregation 
of Depts, giving the Student his choice of them or 
the advantages of all.3 
 
Despite this prediction, an examination of the curriculum 
for regular college students before the 1890's (see below) 
shows that the options were quite limited.  Only the 
addition of other "non-college" or "sub-collegiate" 
departments such as the "commercial school" or the  
"academical course" to the college and preparatory school in 
the late 1860's and 1870's permitted the repeated boast that 
Lawrence offered "as large and profitable a range of study 
as can be found at any inst[itution] in the West, if not in 
the country."4 
 
 Economic considerations were obviously important in the 
decisions to add these "non-college" departments.  Lawrence 
could not survive on the limited fees paid by college and 
preparatory students alone and was also responding to a 
growing demand in these years for programs that would train 
students for rapidly expanding business and commercial 
opportunities.  College catalogues even touted the 
advantages of the commercial course at Lawrence over courses 
offered at regular business colleges in large cities on the 
                                                          
3  Pres Rept (1858), 170. 
4 See, for example, Cat (1873-74), 32.  
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grounds that the course was pursued in "a regular 
inst[itution]...embracing many branches essential to a fair 
business ed[ucation]...."5  President  Steele, however, was 
obviously not entirely happy with the presence of these 
ancillary departments when he referred to the college proper 
and the preparatory department as "...the great and 
prominent objects of the Institution and to which all the 
other dep[artmen]ts are mere adjuncts of convenience rather 
than essential elements."6   
 
 During the first fifty years, publications of the 
University or formal statements by its officials were never 
very explicit about Lawrence's mission.  Deviating from Amos 
Lawrence's reservations about coeducation, one of the first 
catalogues merely expressed the trustees' confident 
expectation of "establishing permanently, for the liberal 
education of both sexes, an Institution which shall be 
worthy of the intelligent and enterprising people of the 
West."7  But what was implied by the term "liberal 
education" in this era (or any other, for that matter) was 
never specific.  Only an analysis of the curriculum and the 
teaching methods used can give some substance to the term.   
 
 That the successors of the Reverend William Sampson 
viewed Lawrence as a "Christian college" is unquestionable. 
Like that of other religiously-oriented colleges in the 
nineteenth century, Lawrence's implicit purpose was to 
develop strong moral and religious character in its students 
as well as proficiency in scholarship.  Courses in the 
curriculum, required of all students and normally taught by 
the president, entitled "Evidences of Christianity" and 
"Moral Philosophy" (or Ethics) might attempt to achieve this 
                                                          
5 Ibid. 
6 Pres Rept (1875), 365. 
7 Cat (1851-52), 14. 
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purpose, but a variety of other religious activities were 
perhaps even more significant in the effort to inculcate 
Christian values. 
 
Methodist Influence 
   
 If Lawrence was at this time a "Christian college," to 
what extent was it a Methodist institution?  How close were 
the ties with the Methodist Church?  A long-standing view of 
American colleges founded before the Civil War has it that 
most began as sectarian or denominational institutions and 
became increasingly secular in the last decades of the l9th 
century.  At least one educational historian challenges this 
view and argues that this sequence should be inverted.8  
Instead, he contends, pre-Civil War colleges, though having 
some denominational orientation, depended far more on local 
support from their communities than on church or 
denominational organizations.  Only after the Civil War was 
there a trend towards closer denominational affiliation and 
control.  Although the author argues that Methodist as well 
as Baptist and Congregational colleges generally confirm his 
revisionist thesis, the evolution of Lawrence does not quite 
conform to the trend he describes.  Because the town of 
Appleton came into existence only with the establishment of 
the university, Lawrence could not count on strong support 
from the infant community.  We have seen, moreover, that the 
Wisconsin Methodist Conference or at least a number of 
Methodist ministers and laymen did play a crucial role in 
the establishment of the institution.  But the important 
questions may be whether the founders and their successors 
viewed Lawrence as a sectarian institution and the degree to 
which the Church exercised control over the policies of the 
                                                          
8  David Potts, "American Colleges in the 19th Century:  
from Localism to Denominationalism," History of Education 
Quarterly, XI, 4 (Winter, 1971), 363-380. 
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university.  One may also ask whether Lawrence became more 
or less "denominational" in the first fifty years of its 
existence. 
    
 Amos Lawrence insisted that no denominational 
restrictions be included in the charter.  No requirement 
existed that trustees, faculty, or students should be 
members of the Methodist Church;  and because Amos Lawrence 
objected to a provision in the original charter that the 
president should be chosen by the Wisconsin Methodist 
Conference, the charter was amended in 1849 to state that 
the president would be elected by the Board of Trustees.  
Yet a measure of control of the university by the church was 
insured by the provision for a committee of nine visitors 
from the Wisconsin Methodist Conference who would sit and 
vote with the Board of Trustees and act as examiners of 
students.  It is also true, of course, that every l9th 
century principal or president of the university chosen by 
the Board of Trustees was a Methodist minister who, given 
the powers available to him, could exercise a strong 
influence over the character of the institution.  The 
president normally chose faculty members and in the early 
years of the university, those who were male tended to be 
Methodist clergymen.9  Lawrence also had strong ties during 
its early years with Wesleyan University of Middletown, 
Connecticut, one of the first permanent Methodist-affiliated 
                                                          
9  Of twenty-three men appointed professors or adjunct 
professors before 1880, twelve were Methodist clergymen.  
For a period of three years from 1851 to 1854 all three male 
teachers were clergymen;  a majority for three years after 
that were ministers; beginning in 1857, only half or even 
fewer than half were ministers;  by the 1870's only one out 
of six was ordained;  but in the last decade of the century 
the figure rose again to about one-quarter of the male 
teachers. 
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colleges in the United States.10  Beginning with Cooke, four 
of Lawrence's first six presidents were graduates of 
Wesleyan and they often chose Wesleyan graduates as 
professors.  Wesleyan undoubtedly served as a model for 
these early presidents and professors.   
 
 The Wisconsin Methodist Conferences (to the original 
Wisconsin Conference was added a West Wisconsin Conference 
in 1856) provided no regular subsidies to Lawrence.  This 
policy was not unusual since denominations were generally 
unwilling to accept financial responsibility for colleges in 
their jurisdictions and usually limited their support to 
occasional collections for special purposes.11  Lawrence, for 
                                                          
10 It should be pointed out, however, that Wesleyan, which 
was founded in 1831, had a provision in its original charter 
comparable to that of Lawrence; it stated "that subscribing 
to religious tenets shall never be a condition of admission 
to students or a cause of ineligibility to the president, 
professors, or other officers."  (Carl F. Price, Wesleyan's 
First Century, 1932, p. 30)  In 1870, however, Wesleyan 
adopted a new charter which stipulated that "at all times 
the majority of the trustees, the President and a majority 
of the faculty, shall be members of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church."  This charter was, in turn, replaced by another in 
1907 which restored the college to its original non-
sectarian status. 
 
11 George P. Schmidt, The Liberal Arts College (New 
Brunswick, NJ, 1957), 34.  Schmidt adds, "Regular subsidies 
were rare, and many a disillusioned president had to content 
himself with formal resolutions of good will and rejoicing 
at the Christian courage with which he was struggling to 
keep his institution out of the red.  Let anything go wrong 
on the campus, however, and the churches were prompt to 
criticize." 
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example, benefited from the Methodist Church's Centenary 
Fund established in 1865 to anticipate the one-hundredth 
year of its existence in America, but the university's share 
of the proceeds of this fund was relatively small.  A 
partial confirmation of the thesis just cited about the 
growing denominationalism of colleges in the last quarter of 
the century lies in the fact that the Lawrence president who 
made the most concerted effort to exploit the Methodist 
connection for financial support was Edwin Huntley (1879-
83).  Finding the University heavily in debt when he took 
office, he devoted all his energies during his first year to 
approaching the Wisconsin Conferences as well as individual 
Methodist preachers and laymen throughout the state.  A 
circular he sent out to Wisconsin preachers urgently 
stressed the obligations of Methodists to Lawrence: 
 
 Help must come soon or it will come too late.  
In spite of my most earnest efforts we are 
constantly running behind...If the Methodists of 
Wis[consin] are interested in the cause of 
Christian educ[ation], it is time for them to show 
it.  It would seem that if the Methodists of 
Illinois can support six colleges, and the 
Methodists of Iowa five we ought surely to support 
one.12 
 
 If one of the functions of a church-related college is 
to send its graduates into the ministry, Lawrence served 
this function to a considerable degree during its first four 
decades. 
                                                          
12 Quoted in Pres Rept (1880), 478-479. At the end 
of nine months of activity as "endowment agent," 
Huntley had secured a disappointing $ 7298 in 
subscriptions and $ 3856 in cash. 
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Of the 315 men who were graduated between 1857 and the end 
of the century, 90--close to 30 per cent--became clergymen, 
most of them in the Methodist Church.  In addition, ten 
graduates, both men and women, entered the missionary field, 
usually under the auspices of the Methodist Church.13  These 
and other facts might be cited to indicate that Lawrence was 
indeed a Methodist institution despite its catalogue and 
charter. 
 
 But we are left with the question whether, in its 
religious activities and in the general atmosphere of the 
institution, Lawrence was not simply a Christian college 
that shared many characteristics with colleges of other 
denominations in America during the 19th century. For 
example, the requirement for the first twenty-five years 
that students attend chapel twice a day and the prescription 
that they attend a previously-selected local church twice on 
Sunday were not at all uncommon in nineteenth century 
colleges.14   An annual "Day of Prayer for Colleges," when no 
                                                          
13  Yet preparing students for the ministry was not 
explicitly stated as one of the purposes of the University.  
Indeed William Sampson denied this in response to an article 
that appeared in the Lawrentian long after he had retired 
when he wrote, "...students for the ministry have never from 
the beginning received any more attention or any better 
advantages for their vocation than any other class of 
students, either male or female...Their [the Trustees'] 
chief object has been to furnish all students, male or 
female, without discrimination, the facilities for a 
thorough education under safe, Christian Supervision...." 
Lawr (January, 1886), 97. 
14 It should be noted, however, that the University of 
Wisconsin abolished compulsory chapel in 1868, and Harvard 
put all religious exercises on a voluntary basis in 1886. 
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classes were held and the day was devoted to preaching and a 
general prayer meeting, adopted under President Steele in 
the 1870's, was a practice allegedly begun at Yale as early 
as 1750 and was widespread among American colleges.  Some 
might see as more characteristic of Methodism the occasional 
revivals at Lawrence, when students were inspired to undergo 
a conversion (reminiscent of John Wesley's own experience) 
or "make a decision," but such revivals were certainly not 
confined to Methodist institutions.  Indeed, Frederick 
Rudolph, in his general history of American colleges and 
universities, maintains that the revival was the really 
effective agency of religion in the life of colleges and 
describes it as "...that almost unexplainable combination of 
confession, profession, joy and tears which brought many 
young college men into the church and into the ministry."15 
 
 If strictness of discipline and the banning of 
frivolous or potentially sinful activities are particular 
characteristics of Methodism, then the atmosphere at 
Lawrence might seem to define it as a Methodist institution.  
The original "by-laws," or regulations, that governed the 
preparatory department have been cited.  These were followed 
up in 1858 by a general statement in the catalogue under the 
heading "Government," repeated for the next seventeen years, 
which  read: 
 
The government [of the University] is designed, as 
far as practicable, to be parental, but 
administered with firmness and impartiality.  No 
student guilty of profanity, irreverent or improper 
language, disorder in study hours, disregard of the 
Sabbath, or disrespect for religious observances, 
                                                                                                                                                                             
(Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University: a 
history, New York, 1965, 77. 
15 Rudolph, American College, 78. 
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can be permitted to remain a member of the 
University.  Dismission or expulsion will be 
resorted to when other means of correction have 
failed.16 
 
In addition, a more specific list of "Things Prohibited" 
included:  unpermitted association of "Gentlemen and 
Ladies," games of chance, the use of intoxicating drinks, 
profane or obscene language, smoking or chewing tobacco, 
clamorous noises in or about the institution, frequenting 
bar-rooms or groceries, and the use of gunpowder in any form 
on the premises.17   
  
 The ban on drinking was strictly enforced, as evidenced 
by numerous references to such disciplinary cases in the 
faculty minutes.  This is certainly consistent with the 
active role played by Methodists in the temperance movement 
that dated back as far as John Wesley's "Rules" which 
included one against "drunkenness, buying or selling 
spiritous liquors;  or drinking them (unless in cases of 
extreme necessity)."18  Yet again, 
the campaign for temperance was not an exclusively Methodist  
concern even though Methodists gave strong support to the 
National Prohibition Party (founded in 1869), the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union (1874), and provided many leaders 
for the National Anti-Saloon League (1895). Echoes of the 
                                                          
16  Cat (1857-58), 33. 
17 Ibid., 54.  One meaning of the term "grocery" in this era 
was a bar.   
18 Quoted in Frederick A. Norwood, The Story of American 
Methodism (Nashville, 1974), 233.  For additional 
information on the involvement of Methodists in the 
temperance movement, see Norwood, 233-34, 348-50, 397-98. He 
refers to temperance as "the paramount issue of Methodist 
social witness" in this era (p.348). 
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activities of these organizations appeared in Lawrence 
publications well into the era of President Plantz. 
 
 Finally, one might cite as particularly characteristic 
of Methodism a belief in the corrupting influence of the 
theater and of social dancing.  Not only were Lawrence 
students forbidden to stage any kind of dramatic performance 
of their own until the 1880's, but they were also enjoined 
from attending theatrical productions performed in Appleton.  
Faculty minutes for June 19, 1856, for example, reported a 
resolution that "all those students who attended the Theater 
on Friday evening last be and they are hereby suspended."19  
In June, 1878, the Appleton Crescent expressed its 
disapproval of the University for not permitting students to 
attend "a good theatrical play" given in town.20 
 
 As a coeducational institution, Lawrence obviously had 
a problem in regulating the relations between the sexes that 
contemporary single-sex colleges did not have--or, at least, 
the problems were of a somewhat different order.  The 
efforts of President Cooke and his successor to maintain the 
fiction of a separate "Female Collegiate" department have 
been cited even though young women were in fact attending 
classes with the men.  As long as a separate building to 
house women existed, the problem of enforcing the 
regulations could be handled by the resident preceptress, 
but the destruction of that building by fire in 1857 meant 
that substitute housing could not accommodate all the women 
in attendance and many of them had to live with families in 
town.  Nor did all the men live in Main Hall.  The result 
                                                          
19 As was often the case, the suspension was revoked in a 
subsequent meeting when the guilty parties gave 
"satisfactory assurance...that there shall not be a similar 
occurrence while they are members of this institution." 
20 Repeated in Appleton Post Crescent, June 21, 1957. 
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was a task of policing which the president and faculty as 
disciplinarians simply could not handle, especially when the 
regulations still forbade young ladies from walking in 
public with young men without special permission.  In this 
instance as in others, President Steele demonstrated his 
wisdom by relaxing the restrictions somewhat in 1874: 
 
...the principal [change] has been removing some of 
the restrictions in the college classes in the 
intercourse of the sexes, the ladies and gentlemen 
in these classes are permitted without special 
excuse to associate, subject only to the rules of 
study hours, and such rules of propriety as are 
observed ordinarily in good society. A violation of 
these subjects [the offender] to a deprivation of 
these privileges publicly announced.  It is as yet 
but an experiment but has so far worked admirably.  
On the whole I believe the institution is 
developing a degree of self government greater than 
at any former time.21 
 
 But the attempt by Steele's successor, President Edwin 
D. Huntley, to revive a stricter regime, particularly with 
respect to the right of young men and women to accompany 
each other to and from church on Sunday, provoked a revolt 
described below. 
 
 The Methodist Church and the University frowned upon 
social dancing, and although it was condoned during 
President Plantz's time at properly chaperoned occasions 
off-campus, especially after fraternities and sororities 
came into being, it was never allowed in campus buildings 
until President Wriston succeeded Plantz in 1925.  
 
                                                          
21 Pres Rept (1874), 350. 
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 To conclude, the perception may have existed that 
Lawrence was a Methodist institution, approved (if not 
consistently supported, financially) by the Methodist 
Conferences, but the foregoing evidence suggests that it was 
never a narrowly sectarian institution catering only to 
members of that denomination, whether students, faculty, or 
trustees.  Rather it was a "Christian college" which shared 
many features, practices and observances with other 
religiously-oriented colleges of the era. 
 
 
Five Lawrence Presidents (1859-93) 
 
 Between President Edward Cooke's resignation in 1859 
and the election of Samuel Plantz in 1894 Lawrence had five 
presidents:  Russell Zelotes Mason (1859-1865);  George 
McKendree Steele (1865-1879);  Elias DeWitt Huntley (1879-
1883);  Bradford Paul Raymond (1879-1883); and Charles 
Wesley Gallagher (1889-1893).  All were Methodist ministers 
and all but Mason had served as pastors before coming to 
Lawrence.  Three of the five (Mason, Steele, and Gallagher) 
were graduates of Wesleyan University and the other two had 
attended Methodist institutions (Huntley at Genesee College 
in New York state, and Raymond at Hamline and Lawrence).  
Raymond was the only one of the five to have pursued 
graduate study, having earned a Bachelor of Divinity degree 
at Boston University after his graduation from Lawrence.  
The rest displayed honorary degrees of D.D. or LL.D. after 
their names, some of these received only after they left 
Lawrence. Their ages at the time they were installed as 
president ranged from thirty-seven to forty-three and their 
average tenure as president was between six and seven years 
although Steele's record term of fourteen years somewhat 
skews this average.   
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 Although the surviving photographs of these five men in 
their starched wing collars and black or white bow ties make 
them appear uniformly somber and formidable, they differed 
widely in personality and in their contributions to the 
development of the university.22  
 
Russell Zelotes Mason (1859-65) 
 
 Russell Mason, who was for five years a professor of 
mathematics and the sciences at Lawrence before he was 
appointed president, was perhaps the most unorthodox and 
flamboyant of the five.23  He had participated before he came 
to Lawrence in the California gold rush and remained in 
Appleton after his resignation in 1865 as a business man 
engaged in a variety of enterprises for another fifteen 
years.24  He also served as mayor of Appleton for a year and 
ended his career as an assayer of metals in Colorado.   His 
sudden resignation as Lawrence president has never been 
fully explained;  he later claimed it was "on account of 
supposed religious heresies" though there is no mention of 
this in the records of the time and he continued to serve 
honorably as a member of the Board of Trustees for the 
remainder of his stay in Appleton.  He is particularly 
noteworthy as Lawrence's president for two things:  he 
extricated the university from a $ 20,000 debt which had 
mounted during the administration of Cooke;  and he presided 
                                                          
22  For more detailed biographies and accounts of their 
administrations, see Raney, "History of Lawrence 
University," Chapters VIII and IX which are based largely on 
information contained in Lawrence Alumni Records (1881, 
1905). 
23  Mason was Acting President for two years (1859-61) before 
he was named President early in the Civil War.  
24 Mason Street on the west side of Appleton was a part of a 
real estate development begun by the ex-president. 
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over the institution during the difficult years of the Civil 
War. 
 
     The University was in critical financial  condition 
when Mason became president in 1860 since the proceeds of 
the sale of perpetual scholarships had been consumed in 
building Main Hall and in meeting normal running expenses.  
Incidental fees and the tuition of students without 
scholarships were insufficient to meet the salaries of the 
faculty.  Mason introduced drastic economies including 
reducing faculty salaries as well as his own to incredibly 
low levels, but his primary effort was directed towards 
Boston where he secured from Amos Lawrence another gift of 
$10,000 (on condition that the university raise $5,000 in 
Wisconsin) and a comparable amount from Lee Claflin, a 
prominent Methodist and philanthropist.  To raise the amount 
required in Wisconsin, Mason had a substitute teach his 
classes and set out to visit personally every Methodist 
charge (parish) in the state. In this way he virtually 
eliminated the debt by the time of his resignation in 1865. 
 
 Although Lawrence clearly felt the impact of the Civil 
War, the most disruptive conflict in American history 
resulting in more casualties than all our other wars 
combined, it is remarkable how rarely the war is even 
mentioned in the official records of the University.  For an 
account of what went on during the war and the immediate 
postwar era, we have to rely primarily on the reminiscences 
of a couple of students at Lawrence in the 1860's.25 
                                                          
25 See Jerome A. Watrous, "The College in Patriotic Service" 
in Lawrence University...Semi-Centennial Celebration of the 
Founding of the University, 1897, 36-39, and J. S. Anderson, 
"Lawrence in the Civil War" in Alumni Record (1905), 42-51.  
Anderson also wrote "Lawrence in 1860-1870" in Alumni Record 
(1915), 63-67, where he deals with the psychological impact 
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   President Mason devotes only three paragraphs to the war 
in a brief account of the "Early History of Lawrence" in 
which the following passage appears: 
 
The guns were leveled and fired upon Fort Sumpter 
[sic]...Lawrence University was not slow to declare 
itself for the Union.  A war meeting was called to 
meet in the College Chapel.  I was called to the 
chair;  though not strictly according to my 
ecclesiastical training and relations I claim the 
honor of making the first war speech in the 
community if not in that state.26 
 
At this same public meeting in April, 1861, two professors--
Henry Pomeroy, professor of Mathematics and Civil 
Engineering, and Ernest Pletschke, a German immigrant 
(described as "an educated and gallant German, one of the 
'48'ers") who taught modern languages--announced that they 
were volunteering for military service and called upon 
others, including students, to join them in the companies 
they intended to form and offer to the state of Wisconsin.  
According to one account, their "impassioned speeches raised 
excitement to a high pitch," but there is no record of how 
many signed up at this time.27   Enrollment in the college, 
                                                                                                                                                                             
of the war era on Lawrentians.  For an account of the role 
played in the war by some individual students and 
professors, see Raney, "History," 82-87.  See also a series 
of eleven articles written by Marguerite Schumann on 
Lawrence and Appleton in the Civil War which appeared the 
Appleton Post-Crescent beginning November 17, 1963 and 
concluding February 2, 1864. 
26 Alum Rec (1922), 24-26.   
27 Anderson, "Lawrence in the Civil War," Alum Rec (1905), 
43.  Because Wisconsin's quota was temporarily filled, 
Pletschke was forced to disband his company and returned to 
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which had peaked at 160 students in the 1850's and dropped 
to 70 in 1860-61, declined in the following year to only 52 
of whom 31 were men;  from that year on until the end of the 
war, women students outnumbered men in the college.  
Continued enrollment in the Preparatory Department enabled 
the University to survive, however, since many of the boys 
enrolled there were too young for military service.   
 
 Another often-repeated story has it that all young men 
of eligible age in the spring of 1864 responded to President 
Lincoln's call in that year for so-called "hundred-day men" 
who would serve in garrison posts throughout the summer in 
order to free regular Union troops to be sent to the front.28  
A local newspaper reported concern among the public at this 
time about whether the departure of forty young men would 
force the school to close during the summer term but added, 
  
 Although the school has suffered severely from the 
war, the sickness of the faculty and the threatened 
pestilence, nevertheless it has not yet met with 
sufficient obstacles to make it necessary to stop it, 
and President Mason stated recently in the College 
Chapel "that if the heavens remained above us and the 
earth beneath our feet the present term would continue 
its full time."29 
Unfortunately, no accurate record seems to have been kept of 
the total number of Lawrence men who served in the Civil War 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Missouri where he had formerly lived; he entered the army 
there and died of malaria in October, 1861.  Pomeroy became 
a major in the First Wisconsin Cavalry, was promoted to the 
rank of Lieutenant-Colonel, and left the army in 1864 when 
his health was broken.   
28 Ibid., 46. 
29  Appleton Motor (6/9/1864). 
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nor of the number of casualties, though eight names of war 
dead appear on a plaque in the Memorial Union.30 
 
 Colonel J. A. Watrous, one of the two Lawrentians who  
recorded their reminiscences of the war's impact on the 
University, concluded his speech at Lawrence's semi-
centennial celebration in 1897 with the following comment: 
 
 Lawrence University has no occasion to blush 
for the part her sons played in the great war.  She 
furnished hundreds of men who stood in that proud, 
steadfast wall of blue and performed the duties of 
private soldiers;  she furnished company 
commanders;  she furnished men who commanded 
regiments;  she furnished an adjutant general for 
the Iron Brigade;  she furnished staff officers and 
chaplains;  and I do not recall one of her sons who 
came out of the army with a tarnished reputation, 
or a record for inefficiency.31 
 
                                                          
30 Marguerite Schumann maintains in an article of December 
15, 1963, in the Appleton Post-Crescent, that the number 
should be twelve since two on the list (John Jewett, Jr. and 
Henry Turner) had no known connection with Lawrence whereas 
recent research has revealed six Lawrentians who were not 
included.  She concedes, however, that research on this 
subject is by no means final.  One romantic myth that has 
enjoyed some currency has it that Main Hall served as a 
station on the celebrated "Underground Railroad" for 
fugitive slaves, but no contemporary evidence has been 
produced to support this claim. 
31 Watrous, "The College in Patriotic Service," in 
Lawrence University...Semi-Centennial Celebration 
(1897), 39. 
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 In the first year after the war ended, between forty 
and fifty young men who had served in the army returned to 
Lawrence, and some of these ex-soldiers stayed until as late 
as 1870.  One of these later wrote: 
 
Many a Saturday night when the week's work was 
done, a group of choice spirits would gather in one 
or another of the dormitory rooms [i.e.  in Main 
Hall], exchange army experiences, and sing the war 
songs of that period till the walls of the old 
building trembled.32 
 
George McKendree Steele (1865-79) 
 
 George McKendree Steele, partly because he served as 
Lawrence's president for fourteen years (the longest term of 
any president except for Samuel Plantz), probably had a 
greater impact upon the institution than any other president 
of the five listed above.  Many of his former students and 
colleagues paid tribute to his outstanding qualities of 
character, intellect, and leadership. One of these, Henry 
Faville of the class of 1871, who knew him as president, 
teacher, and life-long friend wrote after Steele's death: 
 
 As president of Lawrence Dr. Steele's 
influence was felt in many ways.  But greatest 
among these, was his personal influence upon 
students.  No fair and open-minded student came 
under that influence without having ideals elevated 
and enlarged...He felt, and he made his students 
feel, that the real purpose of a college course was 
to help the student to lay hold of his own mental 
                                                          
32  J. S. Anderson, "Lawrence in the Civil War,"  Alum Rec 
(1905), 49. 
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powers and to secure an all-around discipline of 
mind.33 
 
 A later Lawrence president, Bradford P. Raymond, '71, a 
student during Steele's time, said of him, "His intellectual 
frankness, his moral integrity, his rugged common sense so 
happily combined, gave him poise, sound judgment and easy 
leadership of a very high order in a college community."34 
 
 Steele, like every other Lawrence president of this 
era, had to struggle with the financial problems of the 
university, particularly under the impact of the severe 
business depression experienced by the United States in the 
mid-1870's, and took the serious step in 1874 of selling off 
all university lands north of College Avenue in an attempt 
to increase revenues, a move that proved disastrous in the 
short run.  But his primary interest lay in the academic 
side of the institution including faculty, curriculum, and 
teaching methods.  He set as a goal increasing offerings in 
the sciences and modern languages, because of their 
intrinsic importance and because he felt that if Lawrence 
were to remain competitive it must broaden its program in 
these disciplines.  Steele also tried to move Lawrence away 
from learning by rote and recitation so characteristic of 
nineteenth century colleges to newer methods.  In 1875, he 
reported to the trustees: 
 
 More of the instruction is done by lectures 
than formerly and while text books are by no means 
discarded, students are accustomed to co-operate 
with the teachers to make investigations for 
themselves, to consult a variety of authors, to 
examine specimens in nature and to bring the 
                                                          
33 Alum Rec (1905), 68. 
34 Ibid., 69. 
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results of this kind up in the class for 
examination, criticism, explanation, and 
discussion.35 
 
Whether all his faculty colleagues adopted these methods is 
doubtful but his own teaching drew a chorus of praise from 
former students at the time of his death in 1902.  One such 
eulogy came from Olin A. Curtis,'77, Professor of Systematic 
Theology first at Boston University and then at Drew 
Theological Seminary, who had studied widely in America and 
abroad: 
 
 In twelve years of student life, in four 
countries, I have had twenty-eight teachers.   But 
I have not the least hesitation in saying George M. 
Steele was the greatest teacher of them all....He 
could create for a student a new world....His class 
room was a place of large horizons.36 
 
 A step towards the further realization of genuine 
coeducation at Lawrence occurred during President Steele's 
administration.  Beginning with the catalogue of 1865-66, 
the University ceased to have a separate female department.  
Women, now entitled to be designated along with the men as 
freshmen, sophomores, etc., were listed in the same section 
of the catalogue.  Nor were faculty women any longer 
relegated to a separate section at the back of the 
catalogue. 
 These changes in the status of women at Lawrence may 
have reflected broader changes occurring in American society 
as a result of the Civil War.  Women had gained experience 
through  participation in the abolitionist movement;  and 
the absence of men in wartime forced women into activities 
                                                          
35 Pres Rept (1875) 366. 
36 Lawr (February, 1902), 102. 
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outside the home they had not previously performed.  At 
Lawrence, the shift in the proportion of women to men 
students, caused by the departure of males, may have altered 
their status;  at one point, women outnumbered men in the 
college more than two to one.   
 
 
 
 
Edwin Dudley Huntley (1879-83) 
 
    When Steele resigned in 1879 he was succeeded by E. D. 
Huntley, a man of quite different character, whose 
relationship with students was as stormy as Steele's had 
been harmonious.  Huntley, who had served as presiding elder 
of the Madison district of the Wisconsin Conference just 
before coming to Lawrence, was probably appointed for his 
reputation as a pulpit orator and lecturer who, it was 
thought, would be able to erase a large debt by appeals to 
Methodist conferences and churches throughout the state.  In 
his first year as president he was relieved of virtually all 
other duties in order to devote full time to his efforts as 
endowment agent.  By the end of the year he had raised in 
subscriptions or cash enough to wipe out the debt but he 
admitted that the money obtained, even if the entire amount 
subscribed were collected, would be small in proportion to 
the cost of getting it and the needs of the institution.  He 
added that unless the Methodists of Wisconsin provided 
greater support, "the University must so curtail itself as 
to die of very littleness."37 
 
 During his second and third years as president, he 
became in volved in a controversy with students which was as 
bitter as any in the history of the university.   This arose 
                                                          
37 Pres Rept (1880), 488-489. 
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from his efforts to revive and enforce disciplinary rules 
("Things Prohibited") that had been drafted twenty-five 
years earlier but which had not appeared in the catalogue 
for the past thirteen years. Students particularly resented 
his attempt to require that they be in their rooms by 10:00 
P. M. and to prohibit "social visiting" between the sexes on 
Sunday.  The ten o'clock rule applied not only to men living 
in the college building but to men and women who roomed in 
town.  As a result of a student petition, these rules were 
relaxed in 1881 to the extent that seniors were exempted 
from the l0:00 o'clock rule and "social visiting" was 
interpreted to allow "a gentleman to call upon a lady on 
Sunday for the purpose of accompanying her to church."  But 
the violations of these rules as well as others led Huntley 
to try to act as policeman personally knocking at students' 
doors in the evening during study hours to discover whether 
rules were being violated (On one occasion, after he had 
knocked twice and been refused admission, he was finally 
admitted and discovered three students playing cards during 
study hours, an infraction of the rules for which they were 
disciplined).   
 
 As the administration became increasingly frustrated in 
its attempt to enforce discipline, students grew more 
restive.  A new petition drawn up and signed by fifty-seven 
out of a total of seventy-one college students again 
protested the ten o'clock curfew and the rule regarding 
social visiting on Sunday and asked that "ladies and 
gentlemen in college" be allowed "the same rights and 
privileges that prevail in the best society elsewhere."  But 
the faculty (which had backed the President throughout) 
refused to change the rules.  At this point the Collegian 
and Neoterian, the college newspaper at the time, published 
an issue with three articles attacking the administration, 
one of them directed at the President personally, which 
charged him (among other things) with abridging time-honored 
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privileges and with organizing himself into a secret 
detective force.  The article concluded: 
 
 Young men of character know that they are 
neither Helots, Yahoos nor imbeciles.  They are 
unaccustomed to feel the despot's lash, and will 
not submit to hear manacles of any kind of serfdom 
clanking to their limbs.  They expect to be treated 
like men, and any man...will resent what he feels 
to be an unnecessary and unjust infringement of his 
rights of manhood.38 
 
 The axe did not fall immediately perhaps because the 
President had to be in Boston on financial business, but 
when the editors of the newspaper refused to accept for the 
following issue any articles supporting the administration, 
the paper was suspended. Backed by the trustees who 
assembled for their annual meeting the following month, the 
faculty denied a request for honorable dismissal from the 
university of the editor-in-chief and two other students.  
The trustees also resolved that in the future the president 
(or, in his absence, a member of the faculty) would be "at 
liberty to examine any or all articles [in the college 
newspaper] before publication...and if in his judgment any 
article should be deemed improper its publication shall be 
suppressed."39   No college newspaper appeared for two years 
until the Lawrentian began publication in May, 1884, under a 
different college administration.  
 
 Because of this crisis in his relations with students 
and his continued concern over the University's financial 
situation Huntley's health suffered under the strain.  
Addressing the trustees in June, 1882, he said: 
                                                          
38 Collegian & Neoterian (April, 1882), 101,102. 
39 Pres Rept (1882), 603. 
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It has been a year of trials, embarrassments and 
difficulties such as I have never known before, and 
which I do not think it the duty of any one man to 
endeavor to fight his way through more than once, 
and strange as it may appear I am neverthless 
convinced that nine-tenths of all our difficulty 
might have been avoided if only we had been 
possessed of money.40  
 
He submitted his resignation the following January and 
returned to the ministry as pastor of the Metropolitan 
Church (Methodist) in Washington, D. C., concurrently 
holding the post of Chaplain of the United States Senate 
from 1883 to 1886. 
 
Bradford Paul Raymond (1883-89) 
 
 Bradford P. Raymond was the first Lawrence graduate 
(class of 1871) to be named president of his alma mater, a 
distinction he shares with only one other president, Samuel 
Plantz, of the class of 1880.  As noted earlier, he had 
earned a graduate degree from Boston University and had also 
studied at the German universities of Leipzig and Gottingen.  
After a decade as a pastor in a series of Methodist churches 
in New England, he came to Lawrence at the age of thirty-
seven.  Although he, too, was plagued with financial 
problems and each year borrowed from the University's meager 
endowment to meet operating expenses, he seems not to have 
had the disciplinary problems of his predecessor.  Indeed, 
he commented at the end of his first year on the "lofty 
moral tone" and "the vigorous Christian life" which 
prevailed among students.  These influences he added had 
                                                          
40 Pres Rept (1882), 587-588. 
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done more to govern the school than "all the discipline 
administered."41  
 
 Raymond's relations with students, faculty, and 
trustees may have flourished because of a gentle sense of 
humor which is revealed in a number of documents.    
Complaining to the trustees that his frequent absences from 
the campus on weekends in order to preach or lecture on 
behalf of the University meant that he had either to miss 
his Monday classes or to teach them unprepared, he added, 
"It [the classroom] is the last place where an exhausted or 
dead man ought to appear."  His administration was also 
affected, he said, since he frequently could not return for 
Monday night faculty meetings and lacked a constant presence 
at the school: 
 
[T]he condition is  still that of a body without a 
head and while consciousness does not ordinarily 
attach to a headless trunk it is certainly true in 
this case that both head and body are conscious of 
the temporary decapitation.42 
 
 His annual reports, to an even greater degree than 
those of President Steele, demonstrate his preoccupation 
with curricular matters, balance within the faculty, and the 
academic needs of the university.  Although President Eliot 
of Harvard had issued his revolutionary call for elective 
courses as far back as 1869, Lawrence had been slow to 
deviate from its traditional curriculum which offered two 
set programs:  the Classical Course and the Scientific 
Course, each prescribing rigid requirements.  Professor 
James C. Foye, who served as acting president in the brief 
interim between Huntley's resignation and Raymond's arrival, 
                                                          
41 Pres Rept (1884), 624. 
42 Ibid., 625, 626. 
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took a step in the direction of greater flexibility when he 
recommended the addition to the traditional courses of a 
Modern Classical Course which would attract students who 
desired a thorough education but who, 
 
have no taste for the Greek and advanced Latin of 
the Classical course and who can only by a constant 
agony of struggle if at all, master the higher 
mathematics, and some other studies of the 
Scientific course but who have a strong desire for 
a more advanced course in French, German, History, 
English literature and kindred branches.43 
 
 President Raymond supported this change and went on to 
propose the addition of "elective studies."  Pointing out 
that Lawrence would be following the lead of the "great 
German Universities and of the broadest English and American 
Universities," he favored "this provision [electives], 
which, while it does not forget the necessity for the 
thorough discipline of the whole man, nor forget that 
discipline is the chief end of a curriculum of study, takes 
account also of the different tastes and aptitudes of 
different minds and responds to the legitimate demand for 
practical results." 44 
 
 An indication that President Steele's earlier proposals 
for changes in teaching methods had not proceeded very far 
was Raymond's call for less emphasis on teaching from texts. 
These, he conceded, had their value for developing memory 
and were necessary in the lower grades, but they did not 
favor "original work nor give opportunity for that 
development of rational powers which is so essential to 
balance and poise and independence."  He supported his 
                                                          
43 Pres Rept (1883), 607-608. 
44 Pres Rept (1884), 628. 
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argument with examples of how work in philosophy could be 
taught by presenting students with texts which offered 
contrasting points of view. 
 
  Despite the fact that the University ran a deficit 
almost every year of Raymond's presidency (he complained at 
the end of his last year, "This deficit is the black beast 
that has haunted my sleep like a nightmare"), Raymond did 
succeed in raising Lawrence's endowment.   The most tangible 
achievement of his administration was the completion in 1889 
of a "ladies' dormitory," thanks largely to the generosity 
of David G. Ormsby, a Milwaukee manufacturer, who 
contributed about $12,000 towards the $20,000 estimated cost 
of the building.  Ever since the original college building 
(used to house women after the construction of Main Hall) 
had burned in 1857, successive presidents of Lawrence had 
stressed the need for a "ladies' hall."  Ormsby Hall 
fulfilled this need for many decades interrupted only during 
the two World Wars when it housed units from the armed 
forces, during the Wriston admnistration when it served for 
a time as a men's dormitory, and more recently when it 
became a coeducational dormitory.  
 
 Raymond's record as president was distinguished enough 
for him to be invited in 1889 to assume the presidency of 
Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, an office 
which he held with distinction for nineteen years.  The 
Lawrence Board of Trustees accepted his resignation "with a 
deep sense of the severe loss that Lawrence University  and 
the cause of education in Wisconsin must suffer by his 
departure."45 
 
Charles W. Gallagher (1889-93) 
 
                                                          
45 Pres Rept (1889), 46. 
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 The record of Raymond's successor and Plantz's 
immediate predecessor, Charles W. Gallagher, is perhaps the 
least impressive of any of Lawrence's nineteenth century 
presidents.  Remembered by a former student as "a very 
precise man of unbending formality, a polished Puritan, with 
absolutely no tact in managing boys," he seems to have had 
no significant impact on either the institutional or 
academic character of the university. During his term 
Lawrence received its largest single gift to date, a $50,000 
bequest from Charles N. Paine, a member of the family that 
built up the Paine Lumber Company of Oshkosh, and brother of 
Nathan Paine, a Lawrence graduate of 1860, who died in the 
Civil War, but this had been provided for before Paine's 
death in 1885, several years before Gallagher became 
president.   
Nor did Gallagher play an important role in the addition to 
the campus in 1891 of an astronomical observatory since the 
idea for this building and most of the fund-raising was 
undertaken by Professor L. Wesley Underwood after whom the 
building was named. 
A discussion of Gallagher's ambitious but almost entirely 
unsuccessful attempt to raise $300,000 to meet the needs of 
Lawrence is contained in a discussion of the financial 
history of the University during the entire period from 1859 
to 1894 (see below). 
   
 Gallagher's final report as president has not survived 
but there is reason to think that his departure from 
Lawrence did not occur under the most auspicious 
circumstances since there were none of the customary 
encomiums or farewells from the trustees that normally 
attended the resignation of a president.  The only clue as 
to his differences with the Board of Trustees is contained 
in the minutes of an Executive Committee meeting held in 
July, 1893, where it was stated that Dr. Gallagher had 
presented "different plans for conducting the University."  
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The minutes continued, "On motion the same was ordered 
received and placed on file.  Dr. Gallagher then refused to 
deliver the plans to the Executive Committee."46  At the next 
meeting of the Committee four days later the minutes merely 
read, "Dr. Gallagher then presented his resignation as 
Fiscal Agent and President of Lawrence University.  On 
motion the same was accepted and adopted."47 
  
 
Financial Struggle 
 
 A recurring theme in the foregoing survey of these five 
presidents was their struggle to overcome the perennial 
financial difficulties that confronted the university,--in a 
word, to insure its survival.  Although some had previous 
experience with soliciting funds for Methodist churches 
which had been in their charge, none had faced the problem 
of raising endowment from the public to support the long-
term needs of an educational institution for current 
expenses, faculty salaries, upkeep of physical plant, and 
new buildings.  Each of them complained of the burden placed 
upon him as financial or endowment agent, a task which 
competed with his teaching, preaching, and other 
administrative duties.   
 
 Once the initial funds raised through the sale of 
perpetual scholarships had been almost exhausted in building 
Main Hall and meeting existing obligations, the University 
could hardly subsist on income from students, which in this 
                                                          
46  Exec Comm Min (July 28, 1893), 116. 
47  An undated defense of his administration written by 
Gallagher, primarily concerned with his unsuccessful 
attempts to raise endowment, is contained in a file under 
his name in the LU archives 
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era paid perhaps only one-quarter of current expenses.  
Tuition income was, of course, also limited, since many 
students were exempt as holders of the perpetual 
scholarships.  In time, the University tried to circumvent 
this problem by lowering tuition charges and raising so-
called fees.  But even so, the income from this source was 
far from adequate to cover the needs of the institution.  It 
was essential to build an endowment. 
 
 No more large gifts came from New England 
philanthropists after the Civil War, and, if the Wisconsin 
economy was beginning to produce some individuals of wealth, 
they were not yet disposed to come to the aid of the 
struggling young school.  As for support from the Appleton 
community, James S. Reeve, a longtime trustee of Lawrence 
and resident of Appleton, has written of the early decades:   
 
 Both the college and the town were growing, 
but few citizens felt obliged to give liberally--
good mortgages at seven to ten percent were too 
attractive.  Indeed the more the town prospered the 
more the "upper ten" came to regard the school as 
of small importance, and to compare it unfavorably 
with others at a distance. This attitude extended 
through many years, until recognition of the 
excellence of Lawrence could no longer be 
withheld.48 
 
 This left the Methodist Church as a possible source of 
revenue, but the Wisconsin Methodist Conferences and the 
individual churches throughout the state never sustained on 
a regular basis the economic well-being of the University, 
                                                          
48 James S. Reeve, "Memoirs," MS. [an informal set 
of notes on the history of Lawrence, located in the 
Lawrence University Archives], 10. 
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despite the efforts of successive presidents to seek their 
support.  An annual collection taken up in the churches for 
the cause of education or the inclusion of Lawrence in one 
of the rare fund-raising campaigns to celebrate a particular 
anniversary were the limit of the support given by the 
denomination to the one Methodist-affiliated college in the 
state.  And even when pledges were secured, the university 
authorities discovered to their dismay that promissory notes 
often resulted in no more than interest on the principal 
pledged, if that.    
 
 Because he had secured gifts totalling $15,000 from 
Amos Lawrence and Lee Claflin, another Bostonian, President 
Mason had almost managed by 1865 to erase the debt left by 
his predecessor.  This meant that George McKendree Steele, 
Mason's successor, began his fourteen year long term at 
Lawrence in relatively favorable financial circumstances.  
From three different sources, the University managed within 
eight years to increase its endowment from an estimated 
$7,000 to $57,500.   A fund drive of the Methodist Church to 
anticipate the one-hundredth anniversary of the founding of 
the church in America netted Lawrence pledges of $18,000;  
simultaneously, the first 82 Lawrence alumni began an alumni 
fund which raised in pledges about $4,500; finally, in 1871, 
Steele and the Trustees initiated a campaign to raise $ 
100,000, which resulted after two years in pledges amounting 
to about $35,000.  Steele managed by soliciting funds and 
refraining from expansion to meet current expenses during 
his first seven years as president.  At that point the 
situation began to deteriorate. 
 
 With the advent of the depression of 1873, many of 
those who had made pledges to Lawrence were either unable or 
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unwilling to make good on their commitments.49  For the same 
reason, student enrollment in the College and preparatory 
departments declined from 226 in 1873-74 to fewer than 150 
in Steele's last three years.  Finally, the financial 
situation worsened because Steele had undertaken several 
measures of expansion in the early 1870's which he thought 
were important and might increase revenue.  These included 
the addition of an Engineering department, a Commercial 
department in 1872-73, and a Juvenile department two years 
later.  All of these resulted in increased costs and put a 
strain on available resources.  Unable to meet current 
expenses, Steele began as early as 1872-73 to "borrow" from 
endowment to meet current expenses, a practice which 
mushroomed to the point where he had appropriated some 
$14,000 in endowment funds by the end of his presidency in 
1879. 
 
 But the policy which may have had the most significant 
long-term consequences for Lawrence was the decision of the 
President and the trustees to sell off all university land 
lying to the north of College Avenue.  They hoped that the 
capital raised would provide sufficient income to cover the 
increased cost of new curricular offerings and additional 
departments.  This land formed part of George Lawe's 
original gift to the Lawrence Institute in 1848, a gift 
which comprised all the area from the Fox River north to a 
line extending east and west a hundred feet beyond North 
Street (the northern boundary of today's City Park) and 
bounded on the west by Drew Street and on the east by Union 
Street.  As early as 1873, the University began selling off 
the property beyond North Street.  In 1874, the fateful 
decision was made to sell off all the rest--some twenty 
acres  of land--from College Avenue to North Street.  
                                                          
49 By 1879, the $ 57,500 pledged for endowment had dwindled 
to $ 36,619.   
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 If the sale had resulted immediately in income-
producing capital, it might, in retrospect, have been 
justified.  But this was unfortunately not the case;  
indeed, not until 1880 did the University receive the first 
cash payment ($1,000) for the land and not until 1887 was 
the final payment received--a much smaller sum than had 
originally been anticipated.  The story of what occurred in 
the interim is extremely complex.50  It involves an original 
offer of $40,000 for the land from Captain Welcome Hyde, an 
Appleton lumber operator and dealer in pine lands.  But 
before Hyde had made any payment to the University, a suit 
was brought against Lawrence by George Lawe, the original 
donor of the land, whose deed of 1848 had stipulated that if 
the Institute were not located on his land it would revert 
to him or his heirs.  He now maintained that the sale of a 
part of his former land to Hyde had violated the condition 
made in 1848.  The suit eventually reached the Supreme Court 
of Wisconsin which ruled that no conditions in the deed of 
1848 had been violated.  But this decision did not alter 
Lawe's stand and Hyde, fearing that the title to the land he 
had purchased was not secure, reneged on his agreement.  
Ultimately, after long negotiations, a new agreement was 
reached between Hyde and the University which gave him the 
right to sell off the land piecemeal and turn over part of 
the proceeds to Lawrence.  He, in turn, managed to secure 
(for payment) quitclaim deeds from Lawe.  After disposing of 
most of the land between College and Franklin streets to 
individual buyers, he sold the area now comprising City Park 
for $13,000 to the City of Appleton which issued bonds in 
order to finance the purchase.  Given the complexity of the 
negotiations, it is next to impossible to state definitively 
how much Lawrence ultimately received for the land, 
particularly since part of the proceeds was in the form of 
                                                          
50  For a detailed account, see Raney, "History," 146-149. 
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mortgages Hyde had taken from purchasers of the real estate 
and subsequently assigned to the University.  But the 
important fact is that very little was immediately available 
as income-producing capital.  
 
  About forty years later, in 1916, Lawrence began the 
long process of repossessing the land that lies between 
College Avenue and City Park by purchasing the property on 
which the Chapel was built. About that time, President 
Plantz wrote to one of the trustees: 
 
If our predecessors had had vision we could have 
had one of the best campuses in the country, 
including a fine athletic ground....This, however, 
has not been done and I do not know as it could be 
avoided.  After I talked with President Steele and 
he told me of the fearful financial struggles of 
the college...when property north of College Avenue 
was sold, I felt less like criticizing the men who 
had gone before me.51 
 
 Weighed down by worries over the financial condition of 
the University, Steele offered or, at least discussed, his 
resignation every year beginning in 1875, until he finally 
stepped down in 1879. In 1876, for example, after rejecting 
the idea of lowering faculty salaries, he informed the 
Trustees: 
 
I can see but one other possible way to make our 
expenditures approximate the amount of our income.  
That is my own resignation or leave of absence for 
a year in which case the Faculty might manage 
                                                          
51 Plantz to Judson G. Rosebush, Corresp (12/11/15), No. 344. 
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matters through the year and so save the salary of 
the President.52 
 
 As noted in the brief discussion of his presidency, 
Edwin Huntley, Steele's successor, was undoubtedly appointed 
in the hope that he might rescue the institution from its 
financial crisis.  He found an accumulated debt from the 
years immediately preceding of $ 12,000 in addition to over 
$ 14,000 owed to the endowment fund. Released by the 
trustees from normal teaching and administrative 
obligations, he devoted almost full time in his first nine 
months as president to raising subscriptions from the annual 
meetings of the Methodist Conferences, sending out circulars 
to Methodist pastors throughout the state, visiting 
personally some thirty-three churches, and serving as a 
lecturer for payment.  At the end of this period he had 
succeeded in eliminating most of the debt, but he owed his 
success in part to the gift of an Appleton resident of 
$6,000 on the condition that he receive an annuity of $600 a 
year as long as he lived.  Despite his success during this 
initial period, Huntley continued to struggle during the 
rest of his term to raise enough funds to meet current 
expenses. 
 
 The remainder of the pre-Plantz era, which comprised 
the presidencies of Bradford Raymond (1883-89) and Charles 
Gallagher (1889-93), saw some temporary improvement in the 
financial condition of the University. Raymond succeeded in 
increasing the endowment, although he pursued the same 
policy of borrowing from it that had been practiced by some 
of his predecessors. The most tangible achievement of his 
administration was the construction of Ormsby Hall, financed 
in part by the $12,000 gift of D. G. Ormsby, but this was 
not an unmixed blessing since an $8,000 overrun in the 
                                                          
52 Pres Rept (1876), 391. 
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estimated cost of the building left an increase in the debt 
his successor had to cover.  
 
 Gallagher believed that the University should 
concentrate on securing large gifts from wealthy individuals 
rather than small sums from many individuals. In 1890, only 
ten months after he had become president, he persuaded the 
trustees to announce an ambitious campaign to raise 
$300,000.  Of this amount $ 25,000 would be used for the 
erection of a library, $50,000 for a science hall, and 
$225,000 to endow nine professorships of  
$25,000 each.53  The initial response was deceptively 
encouraging, since two alumni of the class of 1880, lawyers 
living in West Superior, Wisconsin, agreed to give $25,000 
apiece to endow professorships that would bear their names.  
The two men gave promissory notes for the principal, 
interest to the university to begin two months later.  Their 
gifts received considerable publicity and two successive 
catalogues carried the names of these men as endowers of the 
chairs, but one of them paid only a small amount of interest 
on his pledge and the other none at all.  This was virtually 
the only result of Gallagher's campaign.  Meanwhile, he was 
running a deficit of $2,000 to $2,500 a year, which could be 
covered only by borrowing from endowment.   
 
 It is impossible to declare with precision what the 
level of endowment was at the time Gallagher resigned in the 
summer of 1893.54  Samuel Plantz, who assumed the presidency 
in the fall of 1894, later declared that in that year it was 
something less than $128,000.55  But this figure appears high 
                                                          
53 His plan was announced in Pres Rept (1890), 54-55. 
54 His final report as president has not been preserved.  See 
discussion of his presidency earlier in this chapter for 
circumstances of his resignation.  
55  Pres Rept (1904), first page of what survives. 
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and must have included promises of gifts not yet producing 
income or endowment "invested" in buildings and yielding no 
interest.56  Another estimate puts the level of endowment at 
approximately $75,000.57  What is certain is that the last 
president before Plantz had to borrow regularly from 
endowment in order to meet current expenses to the point 
where the current expense account was $ 2,317 "in debt" to 
endowment funds.58   
 
 
 
Curriculum 
 
 Once the Collegiate Department (as opposed to the 
Preparatory Department) opened in 1853-54, Lawrence adopted 
a curriculum which differed little from that of scores of 
other colleges in the United States.  It was the standard 
"classical curriculum" developed at a number of eastern 
institutions in the colonial period and transmitted in 
somewhat modified form to a variety of l9th century colleges 
including those on the frontier.  Because of the number of 
Wesleyan (Connecticut) graduates or students among the early 
presidents and faculty, Lawrence's  curriculum drew heavily 
                                                          
56  Raney, "History," 242-43. 
57 Pres Rept (1903), first page of surviving text.  The lower 
estimate comes from Raney, "History," 242, who concludes 
from figures on income from endowment in 1894 and prevailing 
interest rates that income-producing endowment probably did 
not exceed $ 75,000.  A third estimate may be found in a 
resolution passed by the Trustees on the occasion of Plantz' 
25th anniversary as President which cited as one of his 
accomplishments raising the endowment from $ 83,000 to $ 
1,000,000 (Trustee Minutes, 11/25/1919, 410).  
58 Treas Rept (1892), 4. 
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upon the Wesleyan model.59   In addition to the study of 
Latin and  Greek which constituted a kind of "core," it 
comprised mathematics, logic, moral philosophy (ethics), a 
smattering of French and German and rather rudimentary 
training in some of the sciences.  Although there were some 
additions to and changes in these basic subjects, the 
curriculum remained remarkably stable through the the first 
forty years of the college's existence; that is, until the 
Plantz administration beginning in 1894.   
 
 Despite numerous minor variations in the detailed 
requirements for admission and for graduation over the 
years, two "courses" or programs of study were open to 
college students for most of the nineteenth century:  the 
Classical Course leading to the Baccalaureate or Bachelor of 
Arts degree, and the Scientific Course culminating in the 
Bachelor of Science degree.  Students could prepare for 
either of these in Lawrence's Preparatory Department or 
elsewhere.  After 1865, students had to offer three years of 
Latin and two of Greek for admission to the Classical Course 
while those seeking admission to the Scientific Course 
needed no Greek and only two years of Latin for admission.60  
The requirements and the content of each of these programs 
will be examined in a little more detail below.  But a word 
may be said here about the rationale underlying the so-
called classical curriculum. 
 
                                                          
59  This statement should be qualified in that Wesleyan from 
its early years placed more emphasis on the natural sciences 
and modern languages than was customary at most colleges.  
Although Lawrence had offerings in both these disciplines, 
they were limited. 
60 After 1892, students in the Scientific Course needed no 
Greek or Latin for admission or for graduation. 
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 A very influential report drawn up at Yale University 
in 1828 offered the strongest apology for this kind of 
education. 
This report argued that the two principal goals of higher 
education (or "intellectual culture") "are the discipline 
and the furniture of the mind;  expanding its powers and 
storing it with knowledge," and it added, "The former of 
these is perhaps more important of the two."61  The main 
object of a college course should be, then, the daily, 
vigorous disciplinary exercise of a student's mental 
faculties through the study of language (particularly Latin 
and Greek), mathematics, political and moral inquiry, and 
physical science in a proper balance.  The classical 
languages were deemed especially well suited to this 
purpose;  but the study of the classics did not normally go 
beyond drill in linguistics to the broader spirit of 
classical culture.  A statement reproduced in Lawrence's 
early catalogues by Professor Hiram A. Jones, who taught 
Latin and sometimes Greek at Lawrence for forty-four years 
from 1854 to 1898, gives some idea of the teaching methods 
used: 
 
Students in this department are required in their 
daily recitations carefully to construe and analyze 
Greek and Latin sentences, to point out the various 
relations and dependencies of words, and to apply 
the corresponding rules of Syntax. Thorough 
drilling in these particulars is deemed more 
important, both as regards the student's mental 
discipline, and his acquaintance with the languages 
                                                          
61  Richard Hofstadter and C. DeWitt Hardy, The Development 
and Scope of Higher Education in the United States (New 
York, 1952), 15. 
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read, than the reading of any prescribed number of 
pages.62 
 
Teaching was primarily through recitation, as the foregoing 
passage suggests, and it tended to be literal-minded and 
uninspired. An occasional teacher transcended these 
limitations and some left a strong imprint upon his or her 
students. 
 
 Perhaps those responsible for developing the Lawrence 
curriculum realized there was a certain irony in a college 
on the frontier placing such heavy emphasis on the study of 
Greek and Latin.  This may explain why within a few years 
after the founding of the university, that is in 1856-57, 
Lawrence began to appoint faculty and to institute programs 
that might seem more relevant to its frontier environment.  
In that year, for example, the name of a "Teacher in the 
Commercial Department"  appeared on the faculty roster, 
while the following year the catalogue announced that a 
"Chair of Civil Engineering" would be filled as soon as the 
requisite funds were provided.  Nathan Paine, the Teacher in 
the Commercial Department, was in fact an undergraduate who 
remained in the position for only two years, graduated in 
1860, entered the army, and met his death in the Civil War.  
Not until 1867-68 was a Commercial Department revived, but 
it lasted for many decades.  
 
 The post of Professor of Mathematics and Civil 
Engineering was filled in 1858-59 by Henry Pomeroy, a 
trained Civil Engineer, who established with an elaborate 
description in the catalogue a "Department of Industrial 
Science" which comprised an "Engineering School."63  The 
purpose of the elementary course in the School, according to 
                                                          
62 Cats (1859-60), 13; (1864-65), 13, 14. 
63 Cat (1858-59), 29-32. 
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the description, was not only to prepare students for a more 
advanced course but to give "a training in those things that 
are of the greatest practical value in various industrial 
arts and trades--to such young men, for example, as mean to 
be Carpenters, Joiners, Cabinetmakers, Stone Cutters, 
Machinists, Locomotive Engineers or Engineers on Steamers."  
This initial venture into vocational education seems not to 
have been very successful.  Enrollment figures show that in 
the three years of its existence the Engineering School 
attracted a total of only eight students.  An elective 
course in Engineering Studies remained in the catalogue for 
a decade, but the departure of Professor Pomeroy for 
military service in 1861 seems to have finished off the 
program for the time being.   
 
 Such programs as the above were exceptional or, as in 
the case of the Commercial Department when it was re-
established, were not part of the standard college 
curriculum.  To return to that curriculum, students were 
required to take certain courses, frequently taught by the 
President, in the field of "Moral and Intellectual Science" 
and "Ethics and Civil Polity," studies on which the 
University set considerable store.64  Under these broad 
rubrics, the five courses with the longest history were 
Evidences of Christianity, Intellectual Philosophy (later 
called Psychology), Logic, Moral Philosophy (later called 
Ethics), and Political Economy.  To describe the content of 
these courses in detail would be impossible, but Lawrence 
catalogues reveal that the professors teaching them relied 
on certain famous texts.  For example, Evidences of 
                                                          
64  Edward Cooke, in addition to his title as President, was 
called Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy until 
his last year when he substituted the term Professor of 
Ethics and Civil Polity, a title used by his successors up 
to 1891. 
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Christianity had as its text the work of the celebrated 
English divine William Paley, View of the Evidences of 
Christianity (1794), though this was later replaced by a 
work with a similar title by Mark Hopkins, the 
Congregational minister who was for many years President of 
Williams College. In Ethics, one of the textbooks for a 
number of years was the Analogy of Revealed Religion by the 
18th century clergyman Bishop Joseph Butler (1692-1752). 
 
 Another work by Paley, Natural Theology (1802), was for 
many years required for sophomores enrolled in the 
Scientific Course.  This set forth the famous argument from 
design which maintained that created nature is so excellent 
in its planning and execution that it proves the existence 
of "an intelligent designing mind" or a benevolent deity.  
The appearance of Darwin's Origin of Species in 1859 offered 
a challenge to traditional Christian views of the natural 
world and led to an extended controversy between polemicists 
for the Darwinian and the anti-Darwinian positions.  Most 
clergymen teaching in religiously-oriented colleges took an 
anti-Darwinian stand.  Among those who held this view was 
Paul A. Chadbourne, for a short time President of the 
University of Wisconsin.  Chadbourne's anti-evolutionary 
work, Lectures on Natural Theology (1867), was used as a 
textbook at Lawrence from 1868 to 1879.  
 
 Because it would be unprofitable and tedious to trace 
the minor changes in curriculum and requirements over a 
forty year period, it may be useful to examine briefly the 
nature of the program of studies at a particular moment in 
the college's early history: the beginning of the 
administration of Bradford P. Raymond (1883-1889) who 
combined the main features of the curriculum up to that 
point with some innovations that took root and lasted with 
minor modifications until at least the end of the century.  
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 To the two standard "courses"--the Ancient Classical 
leading to the Bachelor of Arts and the Scientific leading 
to the Bachelor of Science--was now added a Modern Classical 
Course which led to the degree of Bachelor of Literature.65  
The aim of all three of these courses, according to a 
general statement in the catalogue, was "to give thorough 
discipline to the whole man, as well as opportunity for the 
cultivation of the natural tastes and aptitudes of the 
students, and also to meet the demand of the time for 
practical results.  No one of these three elements may be 
neglected without detriment to the student."66   Summarizing 
briefly what the three courses had in common and what the 
distinguishing features of each were, the description 
continued: 
 
These courses cover for the most part the same 
fields, in Natural Science, History, Philosophy, 
and General Literature.  The Ancient Classical 
gives prominence to the Latin and Greek, the 
Scientific excludes Greek, drops Latin at the end 
of the Freshman year, and adds several terms of 
Mathematical and Scientific studies, while the 
Modern Classical introduced to meet the growing 
demand for the modern languages gives to the French 
and the German each six terms--five to the study of 
                                                          
65 This change had actually been proposed by James C. Foye, 
Professor of Chemistry and Physics, who served as Acting 
president between the departure of Edwin C. Huntley and the 
arrival of President Raymond.   But Raymond approved and it 
was incorporated in the catalogue for the first time during 
Raymond's first year (1883-84).  In 1892, the degree of 
Bachelor of Philosophy was substituted for the Bachelor of 
Literature, but the modern Classical Course continued to be 
the program that led to the Bachelor of Philosophy.  
66 Cat (1883-84), 32. 
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language and one to the history of the literature.  
The preparation required is two years for either 
the Scientific or the Modern Classical Course, and 
three years for the Ancient Classical. 
 
 Despite the distinctions outlined above, students in 
the Scientific Course seem not to have had much more 
exposure to science than those in the Ancient Classical 
Course.  The former had courses in Zoology and Botany as 
freshmen, but all students took four terms of Physics and a 
year of Chemistry in their sophomore and junior years and, 
as seniors, a year of Astronomy as well as a year of 
Geology.  After 1883-84, they might take additional science 
courses as electives.   
 
 But a mere listing of the courses offered gives an 
inadequate idea of the character of teaching in the 
sciences.  Up to 1865, all teachers of science were 
relatively untrained Methodist ministers.  From 1867 to 1893 
one man, Professor James C. Foye, a graduate of Williams 
College, taught Chemistry and Physics and, to these 
subjects, he added Natural History (Biology) and Geology for 
a decade from 1876 to 1886. All courses were also 
handicapped by a lack of equipment and laboratories for 
instruction.  Early catalogues speak of "Apparatus and a 
Cabinet" available for teaching, but the following 
description which first appeared in 1855-56 and remained 
unchanged, except for a few additions, for almost three 
decades suggests how limited the facilities were: 
 
 Ample facilities are possessed for imparting 
instruction in the department of the Physical 
Sciences.  A valuable Chemical and Philosophical 
Apparatus has beeen procured at a cost of between 
two and three thousand dollars, embracing the range 
of Chemistry, Astronomy, Mechanics, Hydrostatics, 
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Optics, Electricity, Magnetism, &c, &c.  Among the 
articles deserving special mention are a superior 
Telescope;  two plate Electrical machines, one 
medium, the other of the largest size;  a compound 
Microscope;  compound  Blow-Pipe;  Batteries;  Air 
Pumps;  a set of Mechanical Powers, &c, &c.   A 
valuable collection of Mineralogical and Geological 
Specimens, Shells, Curiosities, specimens of 
Natural History, an Herbarium of one thousand 
Plants, &c., &c., are also the property of the 
College.67 
 
 Lawrence took a step forward in the teaching of 
Astronomy with the appointment of L. Wesley Underwood as 
Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy from 1886 to 1894.  A 
Bachelor of Science from Albion College, his chief interest 
was astronomy for which he believed an observatory was 
essential. In the fall of 1889, he proposed to the trustees 
that he be allowed to raise the funds for such a building.  
Within a year he had collected five thousand dollars, 
primarily in Appleton, and secured a promise from U. S. 
Senator Philetus Sawyer, a trustee, of almost all the 
necessary equipment including a telescope.  The cost of the 
observatory, opened in 1891 and situated next to the 
President's house, has been estimated at about $ 14,500.68   
When Underwood resigned abruptly under somewhat mysterious 
circumstances in 1894, the trustees paid tribute to his 
successful teaching and added that he had "built up his 
department until it was second to none in the state."69  But 
a year later, at the request of ex-Professor Underwood, the 
trustees adopted a resolution "that the word Underwood be 
dropped from the Observatory, and that the Fiscal Agent is 
                                                          
67  Cat (1855-56), 26. 
68 Raney, "History," 155.  
69  Trustee Minutes (6/19/94). 
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hereby instructed to have the word 'Underwood' chiseled from 
the Observatory."70  In fact, the name remained on the 
building until it was razed in 1964 to make room for the 
Youngchild Hall of Science. 
 Modern languages, that is French and German, were part 
of the curriculum from the very beginning of the university, 
but they always received less attention than Latin and Greek 
which normally occupied two professors. Teaching of French 
and German was either a part-time assignment of one of the 
Latin or Greek professors or, more often, was handled by one 
of a series of Preceptresses, women on the staff who 
fulfilled duties later assigned to a Dean of Women. These 
women, who were paid far less than their male colleagues, 
often stayed for only two or three years.  As noted above, 
the addition of the Modern Classical Course in 1883-84 
increased the offerings in French and German to six terms of 
each for students enrolled in that course, five of these 
dealing strictly with the language and one with literature.  
The catalogue for that year boasted that the method of 
teaching used was "as far removed as possible from that 
method which proposes to 'give a knowledge of French or 
German in ten weeks.'"71  Students allegedly began speaking 
the language  in the first term and, according to the 
description, the "diligent student...may easily acquire a 
fair reading and speaking knowledge of these languages [in 
the six terms allotted to each]." 
 
 English literature as a separate subject entered the 
curriculum relatively late in the century, but the catalogue 
for 1883-84 devotes a section to "Rhetoric, English 
Composition, and Elocution" which describes the offerings 
                                                          
70  Trustee Minutes (6/19/95).  One story has it that 
Professor Underwood was seen coming out of the Observatory 
at a late hour accompanied by a coed. 
71 Cat (1883-84), 34. 
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and requirements in these subjects.  Students had to have 
some preparation in English Composition before entering 
college and freshmen were required during their first term 
"to review the essential points of English grammar and 
composition from the historical point of view...."  The last 
term of the sophomore year was devoted to a formal study of 
rhetoric.  But a further elaboration stated that every 
student below the junior class must write three essays each 
term (except in the term formally devoted to English 
composition) which would be carefully criticized by the 
instructor in charge.  Like most other colleges in this era, 
Lawrence put considerable emphasis on elocution or public 
speaking, a skill of particular importance to students going 
into the ministry or teaching.  Even before they entered 
college, students in the "sub-collegiate departments" 
practiced reading aloud Shakespeare and other authors.  As 
freshmen and sophomores, they received further "elocutionary 
drill" which culminated at the end of the sophomore year in 
the preparation and delivery of a "declamation" in Chapel.  
Juniors and seniors had to write two orations per term 
which, after criticism and correction, they delivered before 
faculty and students in Chapel.  All this training was 
supplemented, of course, by the extra-curricular experience 
gained from debating in the literary societies described 
below.   
 
 History was also a late-comer in the Lawrence 
curriculum.  In 1883-84, United States history appears only 
in the preparatory department's curriculum.  Greek and Roman 
history apparently received some attention in classes in 
those languages.  Otherwise, the only history requirement 
for all students was in the sophomore year when they took a 
term of Ancient and Medieval  
History, a term of Modern History, and a term of the History 
of Civilization which used Guizot's History of Civilization 
as a text.  Since the catalogue listed no faculty member at 
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this time as a professor of history, one must assume that 
these courses were taught by either the professor of Latin 
or of Greek.  A paragraph at the head of the description of 
History offerings may have expressed an intention rather 
than the reality: 
 
 The aim in this department is to employ more 
and more, especially in all advanced work, the 
topical or research method of studying history, 
steadied by the use of a required text-book, and 
supplemented by lectures. 
 
It is difficult to see how this newer method could be 
employed in any but more advanced elective courses, and 
these were few and far between. 
 
 The only courses offered in what would later be called 
the social sciences appear together under the heading of 
"Civil Polity" and were offered until 1891 by the President 
of the University. Although a course on the Constitution of 
the United States had been taught as early as 1854-55, this 
subject (modified to include the Constitution of Wisconsin 
as well) was taught only to freshmen enrolled in the 
Scientific Course in 1883-84.  Other offerings in Civil 
Polity included a year course in Political Economy required 
of all juniors and another of the same length in 
International Law required of all seniors.   
 
 Music and the graphic arts were not part of the regular 
college curriculum in the early decades of the institution 
although lessons in each were available to college students 
as well as those enrolled in sub-collegiate departments.72   
                                                          
72 For a detailed discussion of the instruction in music at 
Lawrence in the pre-Plantz era, see the first two chapters 
of an unpublished doctoral dissertation by Stephen E. Busch, 
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In this respect, Lawrence did not lag much behind older 
colleges since art and music did not become a formal part of 
their curricula until the last third of the nineteenth 
century.73  There was always an instructor of music listed in 
the catalogue, beginning in 1850 with Miss Emmeline Crooker, 
the first Preceptress, but this was usually a woman who 
offered music lessons, both vocal and piano, to students 
inside and outside the institution and who often had 
teaching assignments in other departments as well.  
Otherwise, musical activities consisted of singing by glee 
clubs of the literary societies and occasional musical 
numbers in the "annual exhibitions."  The first music 
instructor to stay more than two years was Albert 
Schindelmeisser, Professor of Music and Instructor in Modern 
Languages who taught from 1867 to 1870.  The catalogue 
described his "Music Department" as "one of the best in the 
whole Northwest" and noted that he had received his musical 
education under his father, "a celebrated German composer, 
and Director of the Opera to the Grand Duke of Baden."74   
 
 Of even shorter tenure in the post was an appointee of 
President Steele, T. Martin Towne, who was given the title 
of Director of the Conservatory of Music from 1874 to 1876, 
but this title lasted only as long as Towne remained and the 
term "Conservatory of Music" was dropped until 1894, the 
date when a viable school of music got under way.   
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
"A History of the Lawrence Conservatory of Music" 
(University of Michigan, 1960). 
73  Frederick Rudolph, Curriculum (San Francisco, 1978), 140-
44. 
74 Cat (1867-68), 35. There seems to have been some question 
as to who his father's patron was, since the two succeeding 
catalogues list him as Grand Duke of Hesse-Darmstadt. 
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 Even less work was available in the graphic arts 
although the catalogue normally listed a Teacher of Drawing 
and Painting or Teacher of the Ornamental Branches.  From 
1854 to 1866, however, this instructor's name appeared only 
among the faculty of the female branch of the institution, 
for it was generally assumed that drawing and painting were 
activities of interest only to women.  Indeed, women could 
substitute Drawing and Painting for Latin, and Music for 
Mathematics.  This was consistent with the announced general 
purpose of the "Female Collegiate Institute" which was "to 
afford young ladies a thorough and systematic course;  
giving due attention to the practical and useful, and at the 
same time not neglecting those minor graces that so highly 
adorn the lady."75  By the 1890's, however, an occasional 
male name appears among the list of art students in the 
catalogue.   
 
 As noted earlier, the principal innovations during 
President 
Raymond's administration in the 1880's were the addition of 
the Modern Classical Course, with its emphasis on modern 
languages and literature at the expense of requirements in 
mathematics and classical languages, and the introduction of 
elective courses in place of a totally prescribed 
curriculum.  Electives were restricted at first to seniors 
who could devote six to nine hours out of a fifteen hour 
weekly schedule to such courses, to juniors who could spend 
two to six hours on electives, and to sophomores in the 
Ancient Classical Course who could add as electives Latin, 
French, or German to their required courses in Greek and 
other subjects.  The number of elective courses available 
was, of course, limited by the heavy demands upon the time 
of a relatively small faculty teaching "sub-collegiate" as 
well as college students, but an important wedge had been 
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driven into the standard required classical curriculum that 
had prevailed up to that time.  President Raymond seems even 
to have looked forward dimly to the time when students might 
pursue majors;  at least he told the trustees in 1884, "It 
is our purpose ultimately to enable students to carry on any 
speciality in Ancient or Modern Languages, in History, 
Literature, Philosophy, Mathematics or Science to the end of 
the course by means of this system of electives."  But some 
four decades elapsed before President Wriston introduced a 
system of majors. 
 
 
 
Faculty 
 
 Of particular interest in understanding the kind of  
education provided by Lawrence in the second half of the 
nineteenth century is the character and quality of the 
faculty. Although we know something about the origins and 
training of most of those who held the rank of professor or 
adjunct professor, data is lacking on those who served as 
instructors, assistants, or--in the case of women--
preceptresses or teachers of music, drawing, and painting.  
Nor is it possible to determine from available evidence what 
actually went on in the classroom except for the names of 
texts used, most of them long since forgotten, or the 
occasional reminiscences of former students about individual 
professors.  
 
 Between the opening of the University and 1894 when 
Samuel Plantz became president, 123 men and women were 
appointed to the Lawrence faculty.76  Of these, only thirty-
three, including Sampson and the first five presidents, held 
                                                          
76 These are listed with their dates of service in the Alumni 
Record of 1922, 197-203. 
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the rank of professor or adjunct professor.77  The rest were 
instructors, assistants, preceptresses, etc., who served for 
limited periods (the ranks of assistant and associate 
professor did not exist in this era).  
 
 Of the thirty-three professors (all men), 15 were 
ministers--most of them Methodist.  Twelve got all or part 
of their training at Wesleyan University (Connecticut).78  
Twenty-one are listed in the catalogue with the master's 
degree, but this did not mean a great deal at the time, 
since many colleges conferred the A. M. upon application 
three years after the person graduated.  Only two listed the 
degree of Ph.D., but one of these was an honorary degree 
conferred upon James C. Foye, Professor of Chemistry and 
Physics (1867-1893), and there is some question about 
whether the other, claimed by the Rev. Wesley C. Sawyer, 
Professor of Philosophy and Rhetoric (1875-1882) was 
actually awarded.79  Information on their geographical 
origins, particularly after 1881, is sparse;  prior to that 
date, of 27 professors appointed, l8 were born in New 
                                                          
77 Excluded from this total are professors in the Commercial 
Department. 
78 Of the remaining 21, 7 were educated at eastern 
institutions (Harvard-2, Williams-2, MIT-1, Syracuse-1, Troy 
Polytechnic and Union College-1), 4 were Lawrence graduates, 
3 graduated from other midwestern institutions 
(Northwestern-2, Albion-1), 4 were born and educated in 
Europe (Germany-3, England-1), 3 unknown. 
79 See Raney, "History," 100, who tried to track down 
Sawyer's alleged degree from the University of Gottingen but 
found no record of his having studied there.  Most of the 
early presidents of Lawrence were referred to as "Doctor," 
but these were in all cases honorary titles of D.D. or 
L.L.D. conferred upon them.  Plantz was the first president 
to have an earned Ph.D. 
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England or New York state, 3 in midwestern states, 2 in 
England, 2 in Germany, and for 2 no information is 
available.80   
 
 Some information exists for the seven women appointed 
to the faculty prior to 188l and listed in the Alumni Record 
published in that year.  Of these, three  were Lawrence 
graduates, two were trained in eastern institutions, one in 
Ohio, and for one no information is available.  Five of the 
seven were born in New England or upper New York state, one 
in Ohio, and for one there is no information.  During these 
same years, fifteen women were listed as preceptresses;  
they lived in whatever housing existed for women, served 
some of the functions of a dean of women, and did some 
teaching as well.  The average tenure of the preceptresses 
was a little over two years.  
 
 Those who came to teach at Lawrence in this era, like 
their counterparts in most other nineteenth century colleges 
in the west, had to be prepared to sacrifice.  During the 
period from the Civil War to 1894, the burden of teaching 
the entire College program and much of the work in the 
Preparatory department fell at any one time upon seven to 
ten individuals who had religious and disciplinary 
obligations as well.  President Steele, urging a "diminution 
of labor" for the faculty in 1873, told the trustees, "No 
professor of an important college department can do 
efficient and satisfactory work who is confined to his 
recitation room five or six hours a day."81  Just before the 
Civil War the best-paid men on the faculty received $ 800 a 
year.  This figure dropped to $ 500 during the war but rose 
                                                          
80 All this information and what follows immediately is drawn 
from the first Alumni Record, published in 1881, and bound 
with the catalogues for 1882-83 through 1893-94 
81 Pres Rept (1873), 337. 
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again during the postwar era to $ 800 in 1867, $ 1000 in 
1872, and to $ 1100 in 1893 (there it remained until 1903). 
Teachers of art, music, and commercial subjects did not 
receive a regular salary from the University;  instead, they 
took fees paid by their students.  Some idea of the ratio of 
women's to men's salaries can be gained from the salary 
scale recommended by President Steele to the Board of 
Trustees in 1872:82 
 
    President          $ 1500 
    Regular Professors     1000 
    Preceptress       700 
    Associate Lady Teacher           625 
    Endowment Agent                 1200  
 
 To make the situation worse, the University often did 
not have the cash to pay salaries on schedule and had to 
compensate the faculty in promissory notes.  Sometimes these 
notes were for 60 or 90 days; in other cases, they ran for 
years.  When President Steele left Lawrence in 1879, one of 
the lowest points in the University's fiscal fortunes during 
the nineteenth century, the faculty was owed $ 2,739.19, an 
amount almost one-half of the total cost of instruction for 
the year just past.83 
 
 The faculty, which was small, normally met weekly in 
the President's office and opened its meetings for many 
years with a prayer.  A couple of comments in the minutes 
from William Sampson, who served as faculty secretary after 
                                                          
82 Pres Rept (1872), 327.  A report of the Trustees' 
Committee on Finance for the same year stated: "We are 
pleased to find such an advance as will enable the Board to 
increase the  salaries of those that have so long and 
patiently toiled and received a mere pittance." (p. 324) 
83 Treas Report, (6/20/1879), 3. 
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he was no longer Principal, throw some light on the 
character of these meetings in the early years--and on the 
Reverend Mr. Sampson.  In 1857, he wrote of one meeting: 
 
 The Faculty convened at Dr. Cooke's room at 7 
o'clock P. M.  Dr. Cobleigh in the Chair.  All 
present were good natured, some very witty and the 
rest would have been had they known how.84 
 
A year later, he ended the minutes of a meeting with the 
sentence:  "After the usual desultory discussions and 
remarks[,] on motion adjourned."85  In fact, the minutes 
suggest that meetings most often dealt with disciplinary 
cases, which were reviewed by the entire regular faculty, 
exceptions to curricular rules for individual students, and 
approval by the entire faculty of changes in texts in 
individual courses.  Rarely do there seem to have been 
substantive discussions of the curriculum, perhaps because 
curricular changes occurred so infrequently.  
 
 Aside from eulogies written by students upon the death 
of a prominent professor or later reminiscences, relatively 
few comments appeared in the college newspapers to 
illuminate the relationship between students and their 
professors during the nineteenth century. For the most part, 
students seem to have regarded professors as representatives 
of authority and treated them with respect.  A rare comment 
on faculty-student relationships appeared in the mid-1870's 
in an account of a party given by President Steele for 
juniors, seniors, and faculty at his home: 
 
Games, acting charades, small-talk, laughter and 
eating formed a crowded programme which caused the 
                                                          
84 Fac Min (2/23/1857) 
85 Fac Min (5/24/1858) 
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clock-wheels to revolve so rapidly that we were all 
surprised when some prudent minded person pulled 
out his watch and saw the hands nearing twelve, the 
announcement of which caused a stampede homeward.86 
 
The article concludes by describing the enjoyment of 
students in seeing their professors outside the classroom: 
 
There are very few institutions in the country 
where there is such a freedom between teacher and 
pupil, both in the classroom and parlor, as at 
Lawrence, and yet this freedom is attended by no 
loss of respect or disregard of legitimate 
authority. 
 
 Among the thirty-three professors appointed in these 
years, a few seem to have been singled out as outstanding 
teachers and/or remarkable personalities.  President Steele 
certainly should be ranked among these;  the lavish praise 
of his qualities as a teacher and as an inspiring individual 
were cited earlier in the brief discussion of his 
presidency.  President Raymond seems also to have provoked 
some of the same admiration for his personal qualities 
though fewer comments were made about his teaching.87 
 
                                                          
86  Collegian (January, 1875), 47. 
87  One of the few comments comes from E. C. Dixon, '88, in 
Alum Rec (1905), 71: "As a scholar we were always impressed 
with his broad and facile grasp of great principles, while 
his students were left to find illustration and to work out 
details for themselves. As a result of such teaching we went 
from the class room feeling not so much that a new fact had 
been inscribed on memory's tablet as that new purposes and 
principles had been given us for the furnishing of our own 
intellectual house and the shaping of our own characters." 
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 Perhaps because of his forty-four year service to the 
University, longer than that of any other faculty member in 
the nineteenth century, but also because of the 
circumstances of his death, Professor Hiram A. Jones 
inspired more tributes from students, alumni, faculty 
colleagues, presidents, and trustees than any other faculty 
member.  Jones, born in Grafton, Massachusetts, in 1831, 
graduated from Wesleyan University in 1853, and joined the 
Lawrence faculty as a Tutor in Classics in 1854, only five 
years after the opening of the University.  Two years later 
he became Adjunct Professor, and in 1862, Professor of Latin 
Language and Literature, the post he held for the rest of 
his life.  The Lawrentian recounted the circumstances of his 
death at the age of sixty-six in April, 1898: 
 
 Great sorrow fills our hearts, for he that was 
the most faithful of teachers and the truest of 
friends and the noblest of men has been suddenly 
and without warning taken from us...Prof Hiram A. 
Jones rode his bicycle from his home to the college 
on the morning of 11th inst.  He was apparently in 
good health and in the best of spirits.  His class 
in Cicero had just assembled, and he was about to 
commence the recitation when his hands suddenly 
dropped to his side, and he fell forward on his 
desk.  Some members of the class immediately 
carried him to the open air, and two doctors were 
summoned, but he never rallied:  his death was 
instantaneous.88 
 
 The Lawrentian devoted almost an entire monthly issue 
to eulogies of Professor Jones drawn from many quarters.  
President Plantz, who had assumed his office four years 
earlier, called attention to the variety of ways in which he 
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had served Lawrence and mentions especially his having acted 
as Vice-President of the University and counsellor to 
several presidents.  He was also unique as a professor in 
having served for a time on the Board of Trustees, including 
membership on its investment committee, and as a member and 
Chairman of the Executive Committee.   
 
 A number of individuals commented upon the financial 
sacrifices and deprivations Professor Jones had suffered 
during his long tenure as a poorly paid professor.  A 
particularly poignant comment came from his faculty 
colleague Henry Lummis, Professor of Greek: 
 
 One fact must not be forgotten.  This life 
work involved personal sacrifice.  Hopes of foreign 
travel were cherished for years.  The possiblity of 
studying art and literature in the seven-hilled 
city of the Tiber was before him.  How delightful 
it would be to tread the spots made familiar by 
reading and study! The realization of the hope 
never came.89 
 
 Comments from alumni suggest that he was a meticulous 
and demanding teacher who inspired respect and even fear on 
the part of beginning students.  Edith S. Davis, '79, 
shortly after his death recalled her reactions to Professor 
Jones: 
 
 As I go back  through the years to furnish 
personal recollections I can recall the almost 
childish terror with which I entered Prof. Jones' 
class-room and the strong fervent love with which I 
left it when I graduated. You could not do second 
or third rate work under Prof. Jones;  he would not 
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tolerate it.  When he saw the ability to do better 
things, he was like the worker in metals, 
determined to bring out the gold even if fire had 
to be used to consume the dross.  The process is 
not always enjoyable and not until we realized what 
it meant did we appreciate the teacher.90   
 Professor Henry Lummis, whose comment on Jones has just 
been cited, was himself the object of the kind of veneration 
usually reserved for saints.  Born at Port Elizabeth, New 
Jersey, in 1825, the son of a Methodist minister, he too 
graduated from Wesleyan University.  He held various 
teaching posts in New England and also served as a Methodist 
pastor for sixteen years before coming to Lawrence at the 
age of sixty-one.  As a Professor of Greek, he taught at 
Lawrence for nineteen years and died sitting in his study 
chair in the spring of 1905 while preparing his lessons for 
the next day.   
 
 Among the numerous tributes to Professor Lummis, almost 
all refer to the breadth of his knowledge and interests 
which made him an authority on a variety of subjects.  Says 
one of his colleagues, "He retained at his command a most 
wonderful wealth of detail in Language, Mathematics, 
Science, and Philosophy;  but no mere store house of facts, 
he reacted upon the wealth of experience that was his and 
displayed a strength of thought and originality far beyond 
that of the average man."91   Students may have taken 
advantage of this encyclopedic knowledge at times, as one of 
them suggests: 
 
 His teaching of Greek stressed the life, the 
philosophy and the spirit of the country's best 
days rather than meticulous accuracy of 
                                                          
90 Ibid., 111.  
91 Professor J. H. Farley, Lawr (5/4/1905), 10. 
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translation.  It must be confessed that as age 
encroached on his mind (he was never old in spirit) 
he could be diverted from essential details of the 
text, something ill-prepared students took 
advantage of, and he was sometimes led far astray 
from the matter in hand.92 
 
 An impressive figure with flowing white hair and a 
bushy moustache which totally obscured his mouth, Lummis was 
apparently a familiar figure throughout Appleton.  But it 
was his personal character which endeared him to a 
generation of Lawrence students and colleagues.  President 
Plantz, who was not often moved to hyperbole, wrote: 
 
His character was beautiful.  He combined many of 
the finest personal qualities:  unfailing courtesy, 
abiding kindness, self-control, cheerfulness, 
belief in the good of others, absence of bigotry, 
tolerance, cordiality, Christian faith.  No one who 
knew him ever failed to recognize in him a good and 
noble man.93 
 
 Professor Lummis' family was also legendary as long as 
his three children--Harry, Hattie, and Kate--were students 
at at Lawrence from 1886 to 1890.  Educated at home by their 
parents before they entered college, the children 
(especially the two sisters) earned distinguished academic 
records.  One graduate is quoted as saying, "...for four 
years it was a maxim that a Lummis always took any prize or 
honor that was offered, unless some other Lummis was 
competing."94  Kate went on to earn a Ph.D. in Classics at 
Stanford, continued at the American School of Classical 
                                                          
92 James A. Reeve, "Memoirs," MS., 27. 
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Studies in Rome, and taught at the College of the Pacific, 
and at Sweet Briar College.95  
 
 Professors such as those just described may have been 
exceptional, but the faculty as a whole was apparently 
willing to endure considerable sacrifice in a vocation that 
imposed incredible demands upon their time and paid them so 
little for their efforts. One can only conclude that the 
religious faith of these educational pioneers and their 
belief in the importance of their mission must have 
sustained them and provided them (and their spouses) with 
the strength of character necessary to survive.   
 
 
   
Student Life:  Literary Societies, Campus Atmosphere 
 
 To recapture the character of student life a century 
ago is not easy.  Diaries, journals, or correspondence of 
Lawrentians from the nineteenth century are unfortunately 
very scarce.96  In the absence of these, the reminiscences of 
                                                          
95 Alum Rec (1922), 311. 
96 An exception is a series of letters written by the young 
Henry Colman during the 1850's when he came to Lawrence as a 
student, first in the Preparatory Department, then in the 
College where he was a member of the first graduating class 
in 1857.  He wrote most of these letters to his parents and 
family living in Fond du Lac.  Since his father was among 
the Methodist ministers involved in the founding of the 
institution and served as its first steward, they are of 
particular importance.  He knew that his comments on 
individual administrators or faculty and the kinds of 
problems they faced would be of interest to his parents.  
These letters are located in the State Historical Society of 
Wisconsin. 
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Lawrence graduates about their college years contained in a 
series of three Alumni Records published in 1905, 1915, and 
1922 are particularly useful if one allows for the normal 
distortion that attends recollections of a period several 
decades earlier. A third source, of considerable 
significance, is student publications though these date only 
from 1867 when the first number of the Lawrence Collegian, 
the predecessor of the Lawrentian (begun in 1884), 
appeared.97  Although these college newspapers were produced 
by a minority of students who, then as now, may not have 
been representative of the student body as a whole, they 
still provide an insight into some of the preoccupations, 
attitudes, and values of an articulate segment of 
Lawrentians of the era. 
 
 Extra-curricular organizations and activities were 
perhaps of even greater importance to nineteenth century 
college students than they are in our own century since the 
subject matter of the formal curriculum was relatively 
narrow and the teaching methods generally unimaginative.  
More than one educational historian has maintained that 
students' "literary societies" or debating clubs, provided 
an exercise of reasoning powers and a spontaneity that were 
lacking in the formal course of study.98  Lawrence is no 
exception to this generalization.  Many alumni of this era 
have testified that the literary societies were the most 
vital part of their educational experience.  Created in the 
                                                          
97 A discussion of these publications will be found below. 
98 See, for example, Frederick Rudolph, The American College 
and University (New York, 1965), 137-144; George P. Schmidt, 
The Liberal Arts College (New Brunswick, N. J., 1957), 97-
100; and John Barnard, From Evangelicalism to Progressivism 
at Oberlin College, 1866-1917 (Ohio State University Press, 
1969), 20-22. 
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days before fraternities and sororities, they also served an 
important social function in the institution.  
 
 The origins of the literary societies at Lawrence are 
somewhat obscure, but it seems that the first such 
organization, a "Young Men's Debating Club of the 
Preparatory Department of Lawrence University" came into 
existence in the early 1850's even before students were 
doing college level work. After this club had changed its 
name, and a number of its members had seceded to form a new 
association, still more organizations sprang into existence. 
Because of this proliferation of clubs, the faculty ruled in 
1855 that the number of men's societies should be limited to 
only two.  The first of these, the Philalathean Society, or 
the "Lovers of Truth," had its constitution approved and was 
chartered by the faculty in March of that year with the 
provision "that in the discussions or exercises of said 
Society nothing shall be allowed in opposition to the 
principles of revealed religion or hurtful to the morals and 
habits of young people."99  A second men's organization, the 
Phoenix Society, which rose from the ashes of an earlier 
association, received its charter two months later. Each had 
a meeting room on the fourth floor of "the College building" 
(Main Hall) which its members proceeded to furnish.  These 
two societies led a vigorous life through the remainder of 
the century and began to decline only during the era of 
President Plantz after the turn of the century.  In 
possessing two rival societies, each with classical names, 
Lawrence was following a pattern common to most nineteenth 
century colleges.   
 
 In 1858, at the suggestion of Miss Mary Hastings, the 
current preceptress, twelve young women founded the Athena 
Society, named after the Greek goddess of wisdom.  Because 
                                                          
99 Fac Min, 3/12/55. 
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the Ladies' Institute building had burned down the previous 
year, the new organization was relegated at first to the 
dining room and later the parlor of a boarding house in 
which some women students were quartered.  This remained the 
only women's society for more than a decade and it seems to 
have suffered from its isolation.  At least this was the 
opinion of the Collegian when it reported the founding of a 
second women's society, the Lawrean, in 1870 and expressed 
the hope that the creation of the new society would "awaken 
a livelier interest in literary culture among the ladies," 
adding, "The Athena has heretofore lived out a feeble 
existence and has not enjoyed that healthy competition which 
has become notorious in the gentlemen's societies."100  The 
existence of two women's associations also permitted an 
informal collaboration between men and women to develop 
whereby Athena occasionally held joint public meetings or 
social gatherings with Philalathean and Lawrean with the 
Phoenix Society. 
 
 For their weekly meetings, usually held on Friday 
evenings, members of the literary societies might prepare 
papers, orations, declamations, and occasionally music.  But 
their principal activity was debate on an announced topic, 
often an issue of current interest.  In preparation for the 
debates, members of the men's societies took advantage of 
libraries built up by their organizations;  the Phoenix 
Society, for example, boasted that their original library of 
a hundred books had grown by the 1880's to five or six 
hundred volumes.101  A sampling of topics debated by the 
                                                          
100  January, 1870, 77. 
101 Lawrence Columbian Souvenir (1893), 101.  This special 
volume brought out in 1893 at the time of the Columbian 
Exposition preceded by four years the first Ariel 
(yearbook);  it contains histories of all four literary 
societies, 98-120. 
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Philalathean Society (or its immediate predecessor, the 
Lawrence Literary Association) in the years 1853-4 gives 
some idea of the range of interests of the students of that 
era.102  The institution of slavery provided a variety of 
topics such as:  "Resolved:  that it would be the duty of 
the citizens of the northern states to resist by force of 
arms the establishment of slavery upon any free territory of 
the United States;"  "Resolved: that the people of the north 
ought not to obey the fugitive slave law;" "Resolved:  that 
the evils of European despotism are greater than American 
slavery."  But more general propositions attracted the 
Philalatheans as well:  "Resolved:  that Ignorance is a 
greater evil than Avarice;"  "Resolved:  that Prose has had 
a greater influence upon the world than Poetry;" and 
"Resolved:  that mankind are totally depraved by nature."   
A selection of topics debated by the Athena Society in the 
1880"s reveals less interest in current issues although one 
debate concerned woman suffrage and another posed the 
question of whether foreign immigration to the United States 
should be prohibited.103  More typical were topics concerned 
directly or indirectly with their own education:  "Resolved:  
that newspapers should be read as part of a college 
education;" "Resolved:  that instructors in modern languages 
should be natives of the country whose language they teach;"  
"Resolved:  that Byron's works have an immoral tendency." 
 
 Although the authorities banned dramatic performances 
in the early years of the university, they gradually 
tolerated them by the 1880's;  the literary societies led 
the way in producing them.  In February, 1884, the Lawrean 
and Phoenix Societies collaborated in a "Hiawatha Pantomime" 
performed in the College Chapel.104  The platform was 
                                                          
102 Philalathean Society Records, 1853-1857. 
103 Athena Society Minutes, 1882-1903. 
104 Phoenix Society Historian's Book, 149. 
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enlarged and arranged to represent two wigwams in a forest.  
Selections read from Longfellow's Hiawatha accompanied 
scenes performed by members of the societies in Indian 
costume.  A few years later, the same two groups produced an 
original play entitled "Novus Studens" representing "the 
vicissitudes of a student's life while at college."105  By 
the 1890's, they were producing farces and operettas. 
 
 Membership in the literary societies was originally 
restricted in numbers (13-15 in the men's societies, and 12-
20 in the women's) and seems to have been by invitation 
only, but gradually they opened their doors to a wider 
membership and by the 1870's appear to have included almost 
all students in the college as well as some from the 
preparatory department.  The Phoenix Society boasted a 
membership of seventy-one in 1869-70 (this included both 
college and preparatory students) and had to extend its 
"hall" or meeting room in Main Hall twice by adding adjacent 
rooms in order to accommodate all its members.  An editorial 
in the Neoterian (a second college newspaper) advised new 
students  to join a literary society, "one of the most 
important advantages Lawrence University offers."106  The 
writer urged Lawrentians to visit both societies of their 
respective genders and canvass them for their merits "until 
you are certain of the one that will do you the most good."  
The article promised that members would learn the 
established rules and customs of legislative bodies, learn 
how to preside over an assembly, develop oratorical 
abilities and skill in debate as well as enjoy social 
pleasures and "a healthy relaxation after the week's work is 
done." 
 
                                                          
105 Ibid., 179.  Performed December l3, 1889. 
106 Neoterian (November, 1877), 8. 
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 Recalling the impact of the four literary societies 
upon the life of the university, a graduate of the Class of 
1890, declared: 
 
These societies were the center of the social and 
literary life of the university.  Without them 
college life would have been very stale and dull 
indeed.  They furnished the rivalry which is so 
essential to a lively interest in university 
affairs.  Each society tried to excel the others in 
the skill and ability of its debaters, orators, and 
musicians;  the scholarship and athletic prowess of 
its members, the cleverness of its entertainments.  
The public and parliamentary training which future 
ministers, lawyers and politicians received in 
presiding over meetings;  in public debate, in 
impromptu discussion and in declamation, was of 
inestimable value to them....107 
 
 From the recollections of early alumni we can get some 
idea of how Lawrentians spent whatever leisure time they had 
while still managing to conform to restrictions imposed by 
the university.  Fanny Kennish Earl, of the Class of 1877, 
writing in 1915 of her college days in the 1870's had this 
to say: 
 
...social life was more simple, perhaps also more 
democratic than it is today.  There was an annual 
"Walk Around," in the college chapel for the 
introduction of new students, varied occasionally 
by dressing in costume:  there were the banquets 
given each winter by the Phoenix and Philalathean 
societies, which were the great social events of 
                                                          
107  Alum Rec (1922), Toast by Dr. James Arneil at 
Anniversary Banquet, 173. 
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the year;  there were occasional class parties and 
the festivities of Commencement Week.  Most of the 
rest of the social life was centered about the 
weekly meetings of the literary societies, in their 
occasional socials and exhibitions.  I will not 
attempt to deny the fact that there were numerous 
societies au deux, [sic] and Saturday excursions up 
the river and strolls to the beech woods and the 
sulphur spring on the other side of the river, or 
sleighrides to Neenah or Menasha in the winter.108 
 
 Other former students also comment on the relative 
simplicity of life at Lawrence and the sense of community 
that existed among the small college classes.  The catalogue 
for 1883-84 lists only six seniors, six juniors, twenty-
three sophomores, and seventeen freshmen.  All other 
students were in the Preparatory or Academical and 
Commercial Departments.  E. C. Dixon, '88, writes:  "...I 
doubt if there has been at any time a greater devotion to 
Lawrence than during those years.  We were one family and 
while we knew little of what goes to make up the outside 
activities of college life in this day [1915] we were 
intensely devoted to the welfare of the school and held its 
name in highest honor."109 
 
 James S. Reeve, '85, who became a well-known physician 
in Appleton and served as a Lawrence trustee from 1899 to 
1944, recalled the bucolic appearance of the campus when he 
was in college: 
 The university building [Main Hall] was the only 
structure on campus.  Surrounding the grounds was a 
white fence, and at each entrance five white posts 
repelled the advances of the predatory cow, and 
                                                          
108  Alum Rec (1915), 69. 
109  Alum Rec (1915), 71. 
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even challenged the substantial citizen who had 
remained too long at table.  Over the white fence 
the excluded cow might gaze in early June with 
wistful eye at huge hay-cocks which adorned the 
campus.  No lawnmower rattled up and down the 
academic groves, but by cutting the tall grass at 
the right time the campus was made to present a 
smooth green sward at Commencement.110 
 
 Others confirm the "democratic" character of Lawrence a 
century ago.  Many students, espcially males, had to work 
their way through college, some on farms or as handy men in 
the summer, others taught in country schools in the winter 
while continuing their college studies, but, says one former 
student from the decade following the Civil War, "no attempt 
was ever made to draw a line of social cleavage between the 
self-supporters and perhaps their more fortunate 
contemporaries."111   A later graduate, from the Class of 
1895, says, "I have never known another place where one was 
estimated so purely for his true worth as he was at 
Lawrence."112 
 
 
 
                                                          
110  Alum Rec (1905), 25. 
111  Alex J. Reid in "1865-1875," Alum Rec (1905), 24. 
112  Ned Roney, '95, Alum Rec (1915), 75.  He adds, "I earned 
my way mostly by manual labor, and yet after I became 
acquainted I know of no time when I could not have braced up 
and asked any girl in college to go to any college function, 
and barring purely personal reasons, with a good prospect of 
being accepted.  A boy could saw wood all day Saturday, 
could wash his face, black his shoes, and in the evening 
escort the most stylish girl in school to a social or 
reception, with perfect sang-froid." 
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Publications 
 
 Lawrence student publications sprang originally from 
the literary societies which in the 1850's produced 
handwritten newspapers that were read aloud to members of 
the society or to a wider audience.  But it was not until 
December, 1867, that the three societies then in existence 
(Philalathean, Phoenix, and Athena) collaborated in issuing 
the Collegian, the first regular, printed newspaper, and 
allegedly the first college newspaper in the state of 
Wisconsin.  The Collegian, a monthly, featured "productions 
of students and alumni of the College."113  Like the literary 
societies themselves, the papers supplemented the formal 
course of study.  At least the statement of intent in the 
first issue declared:  "The object of the Collegian is, like 
other papers of its class, to unite with the theoretical 
education of the student, the practical method of thinking 
out and of treating practical subjects." 
 
 In the first few months of its existence, the Collegian 
devoted long articles to issues of national interest in the 
post-Civil War era.  Responding to criticism which some of 
their stands provoked, the editors argued that students had 
as much right as anyone else to discuss  political issues 
facing the nation.   
 
 Why, because we are students, should our pens 
be motionless to record the thoughts that well up 
in our hearts and burn in words upon our lips?  Is 
it strange, indeed, that we take more than  passing 
interest in what may be the closing scenes of that 
great struggle into which our Alma Mater sent her 
noblest sons?114 
                                                          
113 Collegian (December, 1867), 5. 
114 Ibid. (May, 1868), 44. 
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 Whether pressure from university authorities or a 
desire to conform to current practices at other colleges was 
responsible, the Collegian changed its focus three years 
later and announced that it would no longer pretend to be a 
"literary monthly." (The term "literary" was used in a much 
broader sense in this era than now to denote any activity of 
a serious, intellectual nature).  "Time and trial have 
brought us face to face with the truth in this matter, and 
abstract essays or political blasts are no longer in order 
in any of the columns of our best college journals...."115  
Instead, the editors promised that they would be writing for 
students and would deal with abuses in the university that 
needed correcting.  The catalogue of grievances which 
follows suggests some of the concerns of students of this 
era but it also has a modern ring to it: 
 
Our courses might be improved, our code of laws 
[college regulations] might be modified to good 
advantage....The marking system needs discussion, 
the question of compulsory attendance at church 
needs inquiry and examination, wire pulling needs 
condemnation, bores need exposure, table board 
deserves a few hits in the commissary department, 
college expenses need ciphering at, libraries need 
an entrance affected [sic], ladies need and deserve 
to be "admitted to the same privileges as 
gentlemen" in our colleges.... 
 
 For a period of almost two years in 1876-77, the 
university had two rival newspapers.  Charging that the 
Collegian had fallen under the influence of the Phoenix 
Society and was showing a bias in favor of the "Phoenicians" 
in its columns, the Philalathean and Athena Societies joined 
                                                          
115 Ibid. (March, 1871), 144-45. 
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forces to produce a new paper, the Neoterian, which they 
claimed would "more fully, and we believe more correctly, 
represent the literary interests of the students of the 
University in its entirety."116  But splitting the limited 
circulation available was clearly a luxury which neither 
paper could afford in the long run and the two ended by 
merging in December, 1877, as the Collegian and Neoterian, 
an arrangement that lasted for almost five years when the 
journal was suspended by President Huntley under 
circumstances that have been described earlier. 
 It is doubtful that any piece of writing by a 
Lawrentian has enjoyed greater circulation and renown than 
the text of a song composed by Eben Eugene Rexford, a 
student at Lawrence in 1872, and a regular contributor of 
poetry to the Collegian.  According to the traditional 
account, Rexford, bored in a Latin class, decided to write a 
poem and send it off to New York with the hope of earning 
three dollars for its publication.  Such is the story of the 
origins of the celebrated song "Silver Threads Among the 
Gold," one of the most famous sentimental songs of the 
Victorian era.  As with many such legends, the essence of 
the account is true, but it requires some correction.  
Rexford, himself, in a piece written much later, explained 
that what he wrote at Lawrence was a revised version of a 
poem he had composed and had published six years earlier 
whle living on a farm west of Appleton.117  Although he 
                                                          
116 Neoterian, (March 1, 1876), 6. 
117  Wisconsin Magazine (September, 1930), 17-18, reprinted 
an account that had appeared originally in the Sunday 
Record-Herald Magazine.  This issue of Wisconsin Magazine, 
entitled the "Eben E. Rexford Memorial Edition," appeared at 
the time a memorial was dedicated to Rexford at Shiocton, 
Wisconsin, where he spent most of his life and where he was 
for a time postmaster and city clerk.  The memorial is a 
large granite boulder embedded in concrete on which has been 
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claims that he was "too busy with his studies" to create an 
original poem (hence his revision of an earlier one), it is 
questionable whether he was in a Latin class at the time 
since Lawrence catalogues of 1872 and 1873 list him as a 
student in the "School of Drawing and Painting."  In any 
case, he sent off the verses in response to a request from 
Hart P. Danks, a composer in New York, who had seen other 
poems he had written and who set the words to music. 
 
 Rexford, who was twenty-four at the time he submitted 
the words of the song, was already a regular contributor of 
poetry to a New York periodical, The Chimney Corner.  
Indeed, according to one of his boyhood friends, he began 
his literary career at the age of fourteen when he had a 
poem entitled "My Wife" published in the New York Weekly."118  
He left Lawrence without a degree after a year or so and 
spent the remainder of his life composing an estimated 700 
poems, 62 gospel songs, 14 popular ballads, and seven books 
on horticulture.119  An enthusiastic gardener, he was for the 
first fourteen years of its existence the garden editor of 
the Ladies Home Journal.  Lawrence granted him an honorary 
Litt.D. in 1908.  
 The Lawrentian, whose first number appeared in May, 
1884, was also a monthly publication until 1905 and did not 
differ greatly in content or format from its predecessors.  
                                                                                                                                                                             
placed a plaque with the following inscription:  "Eben E. 
Rexford, Author--Silver Threads Among the Gold.  Born--
Johnsburg, N. Y., July 16, 1848.  Located in this vicinity 
in 1855.  Died, Shiocton, Oct. 16, 1916.  'To Everyone God 
Gives a Share of Work To Do, Sometime, Somewhere.'"  The 
sentiment expressed in the quotation was Rexford's own.  On 
Rexford, see also Who's Who in America, vol. 9 (1916-17) and 
a file of clippings in the Lawrence University Archives. 
118  Ibid, 19. 
119  Ibid. 31. 
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Produced by representatives of the four literary societies, 
its editor might serve for one, two or three terms during a 
college year.  Its first woman editor, Elizabeth Wilson,'90, 
served during the spring term of 1890.  Like its 
predecessors, the Lawrentian often began an issue with a 
poem by a current student or alumnus/a.  Other regular 
features included speeches made by students at college 
exercises or oratorical contests.  Commencement festivities 
at the end of the year received full coverage including 
summaries of sermons and other addresses.  The editors' own 
conception of the purposes of the paper appeared in a 
statement in 1887: 
 
 The Lawrentian is intended as a mirror in 
which may be reflected the doings of our College 
community.  In the Alumni or Personal department, 
we note the changing fortunes of the individual 
members, both graduate and undergraduate;  in the 
Local department, we look for some of the fun and 
frolic that are going on among us, and for a report 
of all special exercises in connection with our 
work;  in the Literary department, we expect some 
of the best literary work that is being done in the 
several classes;  in the Editorial columns, an 
indication of the more serious thought and purpose 
of our common life;  while through the Exchange and 
Educational columns we maintain a friendly 
intercourse with our sister institutions.120  
 
 
 
Lawrence's Relative Isolation 
 
                                                          
120 Lawr (March, 1887), 119. 
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 To what extent did the University, during the decades 
from the Civil War to the mid-1890's, reflect developments 
in the larger society of which it was a part?  The era from 
1875 to 1895 was a crucial period in the industrialization 
and urbanization of the United States and witnessed the 
emergence of some of the social problems with which we have 
become all too familiar in our own century.  What is 
surprising is how little these developments and problems 
seem to have impinged upon Lawrence, if one is to judge from 
the written records available from these years.  The 
University certainly felt the impact of the panics or 
depressions that plagued the American economy in the 1870's 
and the 1890's, as enrollments declined and potential 
benefactors failed to support or make good on commitments to 
the institution. But successive presidents, trustees, and 
professors seem not to have recognized, or at least 
acknowledged, the underlying forces that were transforming 
an essentially agricultural or rural society into a dynamic 
industrial nation. 
 
  Had the governing authorities of the University been 
more aware of these changes--it might be argued--they would 
have made a greater effort to adapt the college curriculum 
to the needs of the society and to prepare Lawrentians for 
the kind of world at least some of them would encounter 
after graduation.  Perhaps the feeling was that the 
University was fulfilling its obligations to the world of 
business through the operation of a separate commercial 
department whose students learned skills such as typing, 
shorthand, bookkeeping, and accounting.  Yet aside from a 
few relatively minor changes in course offerings, the 
college curriculum remained essentially what it had been 
since the  opening of the collegiate department in the 
1850's.  Some expansion or modification of courses in 
science occurred, and the early 1890's saw the tentative 
beginnings of offerings in the social sciences, but the 
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curriculum shows litle awareness of the technological 
changes or the sometimes bitter divisions  developing in 
American society in the final decades of the century.   
 Another indication of this relative lack of awareness 
of the world outside the University was the failure of the 
presidents and trustees before Plantz to recognize that the 
economic future of the institution lay in tapping the 
support of wealthy industrialists and manufacturers in the 
region.  It is true that a few prominent businessmen of the 
Fox River valley were appointed to the Board and that 
Lawrence received two or three gifts of some significance in 
the 1880's but, except for the ill-fated attempt of 
President Gallagher to raise $ 300,000 from individual 
donors in the early 1890's, the University continued to hope 
that its principal support would come from the Methodist 
Church. 
 
 A number of hypotheses may be offered as to why there 
was not more of a response at Lawrence to the fundamental 
changes occurring in American society.  One explanation may 
be that the University's location in the Fox River valley 
isolated it from the major industrial and urban development 
occurring farther to the south in places like Milwaukee and 
Chicago.  There may be some truth to this, yet the Fox 
cities  shared to a degree in the boom in the lumbering 
industry in the 1860's and 1870's and became the site of the 
emerging papermaking industry in the 1880's and 1890's.  
Although Appleton, along with other cities, felt the impact 
of the panics of the 1870's and 1890's, it was essentially a 
rapidly growing and prosperous community.  This may, in 
fact, be the reason that Appletonians (including 
Lawrentians) were sheltered from some of the maladjustments, 
discontents, and labor troubles characteristic of the last 
decades of the 19th century.    
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 Another explanation may simply be that the authorities 
at Lawrence, particularly the Methodist presidents and 
professors,  were still much more preoccupied with 
developing and protecting the Christian and moral character 
of their students as individuals, than with confronting the 
injustices that existed in the larger society.  Or, if there 
were social problems, they tended to see them through a 
traditional religious perspective as the consequences of 
human weakness or sin.  Temperance or prohibition was the 
major social issue on which all constituencies of the 
University could unite.  A college Prohibition Club was 
among the active extra-curricular organizations on the 
campus in the 1890's.  And it seems significant that the two 
main religious organizations on campus, the YMCA and the 
YWCA, had as their principal activities the holding of 
Sunday evening prayer meetings, Bible classes, and annual 
receptions for new students rather than any attempts to 
minister to the surrounding communities.  The sole direct 
"outreach" activity of either of these organizations, other 
than encouraging students to undertake careers as 
missionaries, seems to have been the raising of forty 
dollars a year in the 1880's for the support of a little 
Japanese girl to whom the name Una Lawrence was given.121  A 
survey of topics for debates in the literary societies 
during the decade 1883-1894 reveals that, although they were 
occasionally concerned with political or international 
issues such as the extension of suffrage, free trade, or the 
exclusion of Chinese immigrants, any discussion of 
contemporary social issues was notable by its absence.    
 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
                                                          
121 Lawrence Columbian Souvenir [1893], 126. 
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 Despite times when Lawrence appeared to be on the brink 
of financial collapse, the institution survived the three 
and a half decades from Cooke's resignation until the mid-
1890's.  But the outlook just before Plantz's appointment as 
president was as gloomy as any in Lawrence's history.  
Enrollments had dwindled as a result of the financial panic 
of the 1890's, and the University could meet its current 
expenses only by "borrowing" from its meager endowment.  So 
precarious was the existence of the University at this time 
that one of the Wisconsin Methodist Conferences is said to 
have considered seriously the advisability of selling off 
the institution and using the proceeds for a Methodist 
dormitory at the seat of the state university.122  No direct 
evidence for such a proposal exists and such a move could 
not have been made without the approval of the Lawrence 
Board of Trustees.  But this is an indication of the 
perilous situation on the eve of President Plantz's 
appointment. 
 
                                                          
122  This statement appears (p. 8) in a fund-raising pamphlet 
published in 1916 entitled "The Development of Lawrence,"  
which stresses the remarkable growth of Lawrence and 
contrasts its condition in 1916 with that in 1896.  
(Lawrence College Bulletin, 9/15/16).  The only evidence I 
have found for such a proposal in the yearbooks of the two 
Wisconsin Conferences is the following statement which 
appeared in the report of the Lawrence Visitors from the 
West Wisconsin Conference, included in the Minutes of the 
Fortieth Annual Session of the West Wisconsin Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church (1894), 26:  "The idea that 
has been broached in some part of the state of removing the 
University [Lawrence] to Madison, and making it an annex to 
the State University, found no favor so far as we could 
discover in the Board of Trustees." 
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 If students were aware of the financial problems facing 
the University, these do not seem to have cast a shadow on 
their lives at the institution.  There may be a danger of 
romanticizing the atmosphere at Lawrence during these years.  
The very smallness of the student body and the relative 
simplicity of life on the campus made for a close-knit 
community.  The methods of teaching may not always have been 
inspiring, but the meetings of the literary societies 
provided a kind of intellectual stimulation as well as 
opportunities for social occasions.  More than one student 
from this era commented on the democratic atmosphere and the 
absence of social divisions at Lawrence.  Women students, 
originally relegated to a separate section in the catalogue, 
won their share of academic honors offered and some of them 
began to assume positions of leadership in campus affairs. 
 
   Perhaps the similarity of backgrounds of most 
students drawn from small Wisconsin communities as well as 
their common religious faith help to explain the limited 
scope of their material needs and their willingness to 
tolerate social restrictions that became objectionable in 
the decades that followed.  In short, Lawrence appears to 
have been a relatively happy and uncomplicated place, 
isolated from the kinds of tensions and divisions that beset 
larger communities.   
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RENEWAL, GROWTH, AND STABILITY:  THE PLANTZ ERA (1894-1924)  
 
Importance of Plantz's Presidency 
 
 
 
 During the thirty year era of Samuel Plantz's 
presidency, Lawrence not only survived but enjoyed a 
dramatic growth in enrollment, faculty, endowment, and 
physical plant.  Plantz found a college perilously close to 
extinction when he took office in 1894.  Three decades 
later, he bequeathed to his successor a healthy, solidly-
based institution ready for the kinds of far-reaching 
changes Henry Wriston was to inaugurate.  For this 
achievement, Plantz deserves recognition, along with 
Wriston, as one of Lawrence's leading presidents in the 
first century of the University's existence. 
 
 In Plantz's first year, 1894-95, the College proper 
enrolled only 77 students--down from a peak of 100 twenty 
years earlier--and the preparatory department another 66.  
Enrollment in such ancillary departments as music, painting, 
drawing, and commerce had also declined, partly because of 
the hardships imposed by the financial panic of the 1890's.  
By 1924-25, Plantz's last year, College enrollment had 
jumped to 824--about eleven times the number thirty years 
earlier.  (The preparatory department had been dropped in 
1911). 
 
 Besides the President, the faculty in 1894-95 consisted 
of seven professors and three instructors;  Plantz was the 
only one with a Ph.D.  Three decades later, in addition to 
the President, the Dean, and the Dean of Women, all of whom 
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did some teaching, 48 persons taught in the College, of whom 
16 had the Ph.D.1 
 
 Accurate figures on endowment are not easily available, 
particularly for the initial year, but the best estimates 
place it at approximately $ 75,000 in 1894;  thirty years 
later, the College had an invested endowment of somewhat 
more than $ 1,500,000.  
 
 To what extent Plantz was personally responsible for 
the sheer growth of the institution during these three 
decades is debatable.  Certainly, the President's chief 
preoccupation initially, and for the better part of his 
tenure, was to establish the institution on a solid 
foundation and, to him, this meant steadily increasing its 
size and financial position.  In some respects, the 
conditions of the time and Lawrence's location favored the 
attainment of his goals.  This was not only a period of 
continued population growth in the region from which 
Lawrence drew most of its students but an era that witnessed 
a mounting demand for higher education.2   A recent analysis 
of four other midwestern colleges with which Lawrence is 
often compared (Beloit, Carleton, Grinnell, and Knox), notes 
                                                          
1  Library and Conservatory staffs are not included in these 
figures. 
2  Wisconsin's population rose from 1,693,330 in the 1890 
census to 2,632,067 in the 1920 census, the years closest to 
the beginning and end of Plantz's administration.  In this 
same era, the balance of urban to rural inhabitants in 
Wisconsin grew from 33.2% urban in 1890 to 47.3% urban in 
1920.   As to the demand for higher education, Plantz in 
1921 cited a report of the Institute for Public Service of a 
year earlier which surveyed 196 institutions of higher 
learning and found that their attendance had increased by 
59% since 1914 and 36% since 1917. 
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a similar growth of these institutions during the forty year 
period from 1890 to 1930.3    
 
  Yet these same years have also been termed "The Age of 
the University," an era of unprecedented expansion of 
American universities, both public and private, which 
threatened to draw students away from traditional colleges.  
The dedication of some universities, notably the state 
institutions, to the principles that higher education should 
be free and oriented more towards vocational and utilitarian 
ends, combined with the greater diversity of their 
offerings, presented a challenge to colleges still adhering 
to a more-or-less traditional classical curriculum.  Indeed, 
this competition with new and growing universities produced 
a crisis for American colleges in the early twentieth 
century that appeared to threaten their very existence.   
President [William Rainey] Harper of Chicago, at 
the turn of the century, expected three out of four 
existing colleges to be reduced to the status of 
academies or modified into junior colleges.  
President [Nicholas Murray] Butler of Columbia was 
convinced that if the American college was to be 
saved, it would have to reduce its course of study 
to two or three years.4 
                                                          
3 
  Joan Grace Zimmerman, "College Culture in the Midwest, 
1890-1930,"(Microfilmed doctoral dissertation, University of 
Virginia, 1978), 7.  Enrollment statistics for 1890 and 
1930:  Beloit 111 to 509, Carleton 89 to 936, Grinnell 237 
to 641, and Knox 235 to 646.  Figures for Lawrence for the 
same years are: 1890 - 65 (excludes Preparatory Dept and all 
other ancillary departments);  1930 - 728 (excludes 
Conservatory, graduate, and special students).    
4  Frederick Rudolph, The American College and 
University (N. Y., 1965), 443. 
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 Although these dire predictions did not prove to be 
correct in the long run, the initial years of the twentieth 
century were a difficult period for many American colleges.  
From 1890 to 1910, the number of U. S. institutions of 
higher education declined from 998 to 951 while total 
enrollment mounted from 156,756 to 355,213, an increase of 
100 per cent.5  Thus,  "...even in the face of unprecedented 
demand for college education, the traditional college 
appeared to be losing out to both new private universities 
and to public tax-supported institutions like land-grant 
colleges and state universities."6 
 
 Lawrence, in the 1880's, had begun to modify its 
traditional classical curriculum by the adoption of some 
elective courses and the addition of the Modern Classical 
course, but the college found itself in the last decade of 
the l9th century engaged in mounting competition for 
students with the rapidly expanding University of Wisconsin 
and with other private colleges in the state.     
 
 Lawrence not only survived this competition, but was 
among the colleges which flourished;  this was owing, in 
large part, to the ingenuity and industry of President 
Plantz.  What was remarkable about the man was his capacity 
for adapting to the new while still retaining a grasp on 
older beliefs and traditions.  Trained for a conventional 
                                                          
5  National Center for Education Statistics, Digest of 
Education Statistics 1982 (Washington, D. C.: U. S. 
Department of Education, 1982), 105. 
6  Mark H. Curtis, "Crisis and Opportunity:  The Founding of 
AAC [Association of American Colleges]," in Enhancing, 
Promoting, Extending Liberal Education:  AAC at Seventy-Five 
(Washington, D.C.:  Association of American Colleges, 1988), 
4. 
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career as a 19th century Methodist minister, he had to 
confront many of the problems of a 20th century college 
president.  In almost every aspect of his administration 
appears a tension between a desire to preserve what was 
valuable in Lawrence's heritage and a willingness to adopt 
new methods and procedures.  In order to grow and compete, 
Lawrence had to modify and expand its traditional offerings, 
reach out to new constituencies, find new methods of 
attracting students and financial support, and literally to 
burst out of its limited physical environment.  That Plantz 
perceived the need for such changes and was able to carry 
them out, while remaining faithful to the essential 
character of the institution, is a tribute to his 
flexibility and skill. 
 
 The Lawrence faculty recognized the magnitude of his 
achievement in a tribute drawn up not long after his death: 
 In his relations to the College, there may well be 
inscribed on any memorial that may be set up on the    
Campus what is so happily put upon the monument to    
Christopher Wren in St. Paul's London, "Lector, si   
monumentum requiris, circumspice."  ("Reader, if you 
are  seeking his monument, look...[around]...you")  In 
1894 he found a college poor in lands, in buildings, in 
endowment, and in numbers.  After thirty years he 
leaves it with a fairly adequate endowment; buildings 
many, some of which are a source of pride to the 
community and good examples of American college 
architecture;  numbers that tax buildings and 
resources;  and a faculty, large, of no mean 
reputation, many of whom have a record of long and 
loyal service with  the president during the lean years 
of the college.7  
 
                                                          
7  Lawrence Alumnus (January, 1925), 6. 
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Plantz's Youth, Training, and Campus Presence 
 
 
 Few details have survived on the selection of Samuel 
Plantz as Lawrence's seventh president.  The Executive 
Committee of the Board of Trustees appointed a six person 
"Committee on Selection of a President" in January, 1894, 
with instructions to report names of candidates for the 
position, recommendations, and other information relating to 
them at the full Board's annual meeting in June.8  How many 
names were submitted to the Board was not recorded.9  Since 
all preceding presidents of Lawrence had been Methodist 
ministers, it is probable that the Committee (three of whom 
were Methodist ministers) considered only ministers for the 
office, and solicited names from the Methodist Conferences. 
Plantz's status as a Lawrence graduate of the Class of 1880 
may have worked in his favor, although there were perhaps 
other alumni on the list.  In any event, after conducting an 
informal ballot which resulted in 20 votes for Plantz, and a 
"scattering" 
of 2, the Board voted unanimously to elect Dr. Samuel Plantz 
as President.10                                                                               
                                                          
8  Exec Com Min (1/1/94). 
9  Tr Min (6/19/94), 198.  The minutes of the 40th Annual 
Session of the West Wisconsin Conference contained a report 
from the Visitors to Lawrence University stating, "Among the 
many good men recommended for President of Lawrence 
University, Dr. Samuel Plantze [sic] of Detroit, Michigan, 
was the first and unanimous choice."  West Wisconsin 
Conference Yearbook (1894), 26. 
10  Ibid. 
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 Samuel Plantz was born in 1859 at Gloversville, New 
York, the only son of James Plantz and Elsie Stollar;  his 
father and mother were of German and Anglo-French ancestry 
respectively.11  When Plantz was less than a year old, his 
family moved to Emerald Green, a farming community near 
Janesville, Wisconsin, where he spent his boyhood. At the 
age of fifteen he entered the Preparatory Department of 
Milton College, an institution of the Seventh Day Baptists, 
and completed three years of his college education there.  A 
fellow student in his early years at Milton remembered him 
as "a little curly headed fellow the boys called Sammy" and 
also recalled that he was an outstanding student and "a 
desperate worker."12   Plantz provided a glimpse into his 
boyhood many years later when he was addressing the Lawrence 
Board of Trustees over a proposed increase in fees: 
 
I have always dreaded raising fees to a point which 
will drive the poor boy and girl from the 
opportunities of a higher education.  I cannot 
forget that, if I had had to pay the cost of my 
education,...I would never have been able to go 
beyond the common country school.  With my father 
in debt some $ 3,800 on a $ 5,000 farm and paying 
interest at 8 per cent, we worked out the problem 
of my sister's and my education together.  For five 
years my mother cooked our victuals and once in two 
                                                          
11 Biographical data from the following sources:  Memoir by 
Wilson S. Naylor in Year Book of the Wisconsin Annual 
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church (1925), 353-
355; Perry Millar, "Our President's School Days" in Ariel 
(1902), 108-109;  William F. Raney, "The History of Lawrence 
University," MS., 226-232; Alumni Records (1881) and (1905).  
One source gives his birthplace as Johnstown, N. Y., a 
community adjacent to Gloversville. 
12 Millar, "Our President's School Days'," 108. 
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weeks on Sunday my father drove fifteen miles and 
back to bring us our supplies which we ate out of 
the cupboard.  During six years and a half in 
preparatory school and college I never had money 
enough to board but one term of twelve weeks, and I 
have gone a school term on fifty cents for spending 
money.  During these years not a cent was paid on 
the debt of the farm.13 
 
 Both Samuel and his older sister Libbie Jane 
transferred to Lawrence for their senior year and graduated 
in the Class of 1880;  Samuel earned second place honors in 
the class and was chosen to deliver the Latin Salutatory 
Address.  During that same year, according to his roommate, 
he stood up in a Sunday evening prayer meeting and made "a 
confession of his hope in Jesus Christ."14  He also had his 
first experience preaching, in a neighboring community. 
 
 In the fall of 1880, he enrolled in the Theological 
School of Boston University, a Methodist institution, where 
President Bradford P. Raymond '70, and many other Lawrence 
graduates received their training.  After three years of 
study, during which he supported himself by preaching, 
Plantz received the degree of S.T.B. (Bachelor of Sacred 
Theology) in 1883, and continued until he received the Ph.D. 
in 1886.  Although he had not yet been awarded the 
doctorate, he was ordained in 1885 and became pastor of the 
Methodist church at Plymouth, Michigan, near Detroit.  
Indeed, except for a year he spent in Germany, Plantz held 
ministries in churches in the Detroit area from that time 
until he became President of Lawrence in 1894. 
 
                                                          
13 Pres Semi-Annual Rept (November, 1919), 15-16.  
14 Millar, "Our President's School Days," 109. 
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 During his year in Germany (1890-91), he attended 
lectures  in philosophy and religion at the University of 
Berlin including those of Adolf Harnack, a distinguished 
theologian and church historian.  During World War I he 
recalled with gratitude his experience abroad: 
 
I am much indebted to Germany and German 
Universities, having been a student at Berlin and 
having been an extensive reader of German 
literature and philosophy.  I am especially 
indebted to Eucken [Rudolf Eucken, German Idealist 
philosopher and author of works in ethics and 
religion] with whose philosophical conclusions I 
largely agree.  Indeed my whole sympathies 
naturally would be with Germany as my name, 
education and scholastic interest might indicate.15 
  
 At the age of twenty-six, in 1885, Plantz was married 
to Myra Goodwin, daughter of a prominent Methodist minister 
in Indiana, who had herself taught at DePauw University and 
had been active in work for the Women's Christian Temperance 
Union.16  Myra Plantz wrote poetry and stories all her life, 
much of her work published in magazines for young people and 
religious periodicals.  She continued to be active after her 
marriage as a speaker at missionary conventions, W.C.T.U. 
meetings and gatherings of young people.  A good friend and 
counsellor to Lawrence women students, she also played a 
remarkable role as a fund-raiser for Lawrence.  A semi-
                                                          
15 Plantz, Correspondence, to German University League, 
1/7/1915  (Quoted in Raney, "History," 229).  He went on, 
however, to make clear that in the growing tension between 
the United States and Germany, he considered Germany at 
fault. 
16 For this and other information on Myra Goodwin Plantz, see 
Raney, "History," 230-31. 
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invalid after 1911, she died in 1914.  Dr. and Mrs. Plantz 
had two daughters, both of them Lawrence graduates, Elsie 
Remley and Florence Gochnauer.  In 1916, Plantz married Mae 
Belle Person of Port Gibson, Mississippi, who survived him. 
 Plantz's personal appearance made him an easily 
recognizable figure on the campus.  Professor William F. 
Raney, who knew him in his final years as President of 
Lawrence (1920-24), describes him as a relatively short man, 
five feet six inches tall, who weighed close to 200 pounds.  
By this time almost completely bald, he habitually wore a 
black skull cap in his office and often outside it as well--
a feature which was caricatured regularly in student 
cartoons of "Doc Sammy."  Raney recalls his regularly 
playing volley ball with a group of faculty men even after 
the age of sixty.   
 In the post-World War I era, some students became 
critical of the Plantz administration because of the 
continued social restrictions at Lawrence, particularly the 
ban on dancing on campus, but the President seems to have 
been generally admired throughout his thirty-year term and 
even revered.17  The occasional jokes and cartoons in the 
Lawrentian to which he was subjected masked an underlying 
warmth of feeling towards this leader who, because of his 
complete devotion to the institution and his long tenure, 
seemed the personification of Lawrence.  It was difficult 
                                                          
17    Yet one former student who admired Plantz later wrote, 
"Generally speaking, our student body did not appreciate 
what a great man we had in Doc Sammy.  Several years before 
my arrival on the campus [in 1915], he had been hung in 
effigy after he had made an especially unpopular decision 
relative to student conduct.  Eventually the men and women 
discovered that his heart was always in the right place so 
far as they were concerned." 
Carroll Atkinson ['20], Intellectual Tramp: the 
Autobiography of a Schoolteacher (New York, 1955), 58. 
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for students and faculty to imagine the University under any 
other president.  This helps to explain the depth of grief 
and the outpouring of praise that followed his sudden death 
in 1924.  The January, 1925, issue of The Lawrence Alumnus 
was devoted almost entirely to tributes from alumni whose 
days at Lawrence dated from Plantz's own senior year to the 
very end of his term as President.   
 
  A number of former students commented upon his stern or 
even gruff exterior but others remembered the twinkle in his 
eye and spoke of him as a friend and adviser who was 
invariably fair in his dealings with students.  Professor 
Albert A. Trever, '96, who studied under Plantz and also 
served for many years as a professor on his faculty, tells 
how the President tided over many a needy student with 
personal financial aid when he himself could least afford 
it.18   One alumnus from the Class of 1901 comments on his 
"youthful spirits," adding, "He was, in fact a young man 
with a young man's outlook on life," a perception which, if 
correct, may help to explain his adaptability  and 
willingness to adopt new strategies.19   
                                                          
18 Lawrence Alumnus (January, 1925), 34-36 
19  Delbert G. Lean in Lawrence Alumnus (January, 1925), 38-
39.  Lean also comments on his sense of humor and cites as 
evidence an incident, insignificant in itself, but one which 
he remembered over two decades later.  "At one of the 
student receptions during the year, Dr. Plantz had been 
talking with a group of young women and one of them tied a 
string to a piece of stick candy and cautiously tied that to 
a button on the back of his long Prince Albert coat.  Of 
course it was extremely laughable to see Dr. Plantz walking 
about with a piece of candy tied to his coat tail.  He soon 
discovered that something was wrong and set about to find 
out what it was.  When he saw the candy dangling behind him, 
he calmly and complacently pulled it up by the string, bit 
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 Although he taught regularly throughout his entire 
administration, fewer students comment directly upon his 
teaching.  One, however, remarked that, "In the classroom he 
made an otherwise uninteresting Biblical philosophy pulsate 
with new life, and his lectures always seemed too short.  
This, I think, is one of the greatest compliments a teacher 
can have from a student."20 
 
 Everyone who knew Plantz remarked upon his boundless 
energy.  Wilson S. Naylor, who served as Dean under him and 
as Acting President upon his death, wrote, "To the welfare 
of Lawrence he devoted himself with an abandon seldom 
witnessed.  He denied himself proffered advances in salary, 
stinted himself on vacations, robbed himself of the 
recreation necessary to physical health, and in the end 
                                                                                                                                                                             
off a piece and let it hang until it might be needed again.  
From time to time during the evening he would reach around, 
get the candy and take a bite.  The way in which he did 
this, the seriousness with which he bit off the candy, the 
grave unconcern in his look as he glanced about was all most 
amusing. That little incident, in some way or other, has 
always been fixed vividly in my mind.  In some way, I seemed 
to feel from that time that Dr. Plantz was the kind, jovial, 
appreciative man and friend that he always was." 
20 Paul W. Ivey, '12.  Ibid., 43.  A different view is 
expressed by Mildred Silver, '17 in her autobiography, A 
View From the Ninth Decade (Lawrenceville, Illinois, 1977), 
who writes of a course in Ethics that met at 2:30 P. M., 
"Even the teacher, Doc Sammy himself (the reverend college 
president) seemed to sleep through it, lecturing with his 
eyes shut, as he teetered back and forward, with his black 
skull cap covering his shiny dome," 104-105. 
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became a martyr, as co-workers before him, to his love of 
work for the students of Lawrence."21 
 
 The news of Samuel Plantz's sudden death on November 
14, 1924, came as a tremendous shock to the Lawrence 
community and to friends and associates throughout the state 
and nation.  Plantz apparently spent a normal day in his 
office on November 13 and was planning to leave for New York 
the following day by night train from Chicago.  On the 
afternoon of the 13th, however, he went to Sturgeon Bay (70 
miles northeast of Appleton) to fulfill a speaking 
engagement at the Methodist church.  Afterwards he retired 
to a hotel and left word to be called early the next morning 
so that he could return by train to Appleton.  There he 
apparently suffered a heart attack and died during the 
night.  The news of his death reached Appleton later that 
day.   
 
 
 
 
Plantz's Educational Philosophy 
 
 Plantz was so preoccupied with the survival and growth 
of the institution, with raising money and adding buildings, 
that he spent little time--at least in public addresses--
elaborating a formal educational philosophy or defining the 
goals of a Lawrence education.  An exception to this 
generalization was his inaugural address delivered before a 
large crowd of dignitaries and students in September, 1894, 
entitled "Lawrence University, its Mission and How to 
Accomplish It."  His ideas on this subject obviously evolved 
during his thirty-year tenure, but he continued to adhere to 
a number of the basic precepts stated in the talk.22   
                                                          
21  Lawrence Alumnus (January, 1925), 25. 
22 
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 He saw three principal "missions" for Lawrence, which 
he viewed as a college, not a university (from the 
beginning, he seems to have anticipated the change in the 
name of the institution to Lawrence College, a change which 
he recommended as early as 1908, but which was formalized 
only in 1913).  The first purpose of a college, one for 
which it is uniquely qualified, was to provide a "general 
culture" as opposed to a university whose purpose is 
"special training."  To do the work of "general culture" 
requires only a moderate additional outlay for equipment, 
while a university needs the most extensive laboratories, 
the most elaborate apparatus and manifold facilities.  
Lawrence had a magnificent opportunity to provide this 
general culture in Wisconsin, according to Plantz, since 
there were only nine colleges in the state and, of these, 
three were hardly doing college-level work.  He also 
expressed the hope that the state university would cease 
trying to provide college work and concentrate on its 
special function, to act as a bridge between college and the 
professional work of the lawyer, the physician, the 
engineer, etc. 
 
 The second mission was to provide an education under 
Christian auspices.  Colleges affiliated with the church can 
alone give an education capable of satisfying the full 
extent of man's being, something state education cannot 
provide because of the secularization that precludes the 
teaching of religion.  "Let alone the thought of the 
development of moral and religious character, and 
considering only the highest, broadest and deepest culture, 
religion must be taught, for the deep unity that underlies 
all knowledge is found in God, as the first and final cause 
of all created things." 
                                                                                                                                                                             
 Lawr (October, 1894), 64-71.  Unfortunately, the Lawrentian 
did not reproduce the entire speech. 
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 The third mission of Lawrence [actually, more of a 
standard to be attained] was "to provide within the limits 
of legitimate college work...as good instruction, as 
thorough a training, as adequate a culture, as can be found 
in any institution in the state.  We have no right...to 
offer to the eager youth who come to us any instruction 
short of the best."  
 
  Plantz went on to define in more detail what he saw as 
the "tasks of the college" [not easily distinguished from 
the "missions" just enumerated].  First among these, he 
emphasized the development of character. Anticipating one of 
Henry Wriston's arguments, he said, "I do not call that man 
the most highly cultured who has become atrophied on the 
emotional and spiritual side, while the mind has been 
developed into a great machine for grinding out facts, or 
relating laws and principles."  In his view, this end could 
be achieved through the curriculum but also through 
selection of Christian professors and the encouragement of 
religious activities on the campus. 
 
 The second task, "that which is usually considered to 
be the great purpose of education," is the development of 
the intellectual faculties of students.  Students must be 
taught to appreciate the value of learning per se.  "We have 
come upon a utilitarian and materialistic age, and the 
spirit of the times is affecting our ideas of education.  
Culture is now valued not for its own sake but for its 
commercial value...[But] knowledge in itself is a good...."  
Students must be taught how to think, to develop the power 
of reflection, of relating ideas, of organizing the 
knowledge one has;  courses must train the "constructive 
faculties" and turn out a graduate who is "at least the 
beginning of a thinker, a man [sic] who has ideas along with 
other men, and is not the mere echo of what they say...."  
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 Lawrence can fulfill a third task, attention to the 
individual student, more easily than a large institution 
because of its size.  Teachers must deal with their classes 
"as units and not as a mass."  In order to do this, classes 
must be small and "we must have many professors or a 
comparatively few students."   The college must also have 
due regard for individual aptitudes.  Up to a quarter-
century ago, Plantz noted, a rigid curriculum was still 
standard with all students going through the same course.  
But the "new education" is one which allows for individual 
differences.  To this end there must be elasticity in the 
curriculum.  A college must offer a large variety of 
elective courses, "...sufficient to give opportunity for the 
play of... two principles, freedom and continuity, freedom 
in choosing studies in the line of one's aptitudes and 
continuity by presenting a sufficient course [sequence] in 
each subject for the student to avail himself of the 
educational value of the factor of time." 
 
 Plantz ended his address with a plea for support that 
foreshadowed many speeches he was to deliver over the next 
thirty years.  In order to achieve the goals he had spelled 
out, Lawrence would need the sympathy and co-operation of 
her friends.  He mentioned particularly the need for a 
science hall, a gymnasium, additional professors to offer 
sufficient elective work, and larger salaries.  There was no 
reason why Lawrence should not offer the best.  "Situated in 
a wealthy city, with a large constituency, why may we not 
have all the money we need to make Lawrence the foremost 
college in the state?  We must grow, we shall grow."  It was 
fitting that he closed his address on two themes that 
characterized his administration for three decades:  the 
need for money and the importance of growth. 
 
 The speech is revealing as evidence that Plantz's 
educational ideal represented a transition from the 
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character of the college as it had existed for its first 
forty years to the much more secular liberal arts college it 
was to become.  Certainly his emphasis upon the importance 
of religion in the curriculum, religious activities on the 
campus, the selection of Christian professors, and the 
development of character and the spiritual side of students' 
lives echoes the goals of the earlier institution.  Earlier 
presidents would also have agreed upon the need to provide 
"general culture" as opposed to special training and on the 
importance of teaching students how to think or what they 
called "mental discipline," though they may have gone about 
achieving this in a different way.   
 But Plantz's conviction that students must be taught to 
appreciate the value of learning for its own sake rather 
than as a means towards "wealth and fame" indicates his 
reaction to what he saw as the increasingly materialistic 
values of American society. He also appeared to anticipate, 
in some respects, Henry Wriston's opposition to career-
oriented education and his belief that a liberal arts 
education should instill a lifelong desire to learn. 
 The term "liberal arts," incidentally, first appeared 
in a Lawrence catalogue in 1892, even before Plantz became 
president, when it stated that "The College of Liberal Arts" 
comprised the Ancient Classical, Philosophical, and 
Scientific programs.23  Plantz obviously approved of the term 
since the revised Charter of 1901 stated, among the 
College's purposes, to provide a plan of study "sufficiently 
extensive to afford instruction in the liberal arts and 
sciences and to develop the scholar." 
 
                                                          
23  The term "Philosophical Program" is explained by the 
substitution at this time of the Bachelor of Philosophy 
degree for the Bachelor of Literature.  But the so-called 
Modern Classical Course continued to be the program that led 
to the Bachelor of Philosophy. 
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 Despite this affirmation of the primacy of the liberal 
arts, Plantz deviated significantly from unqualified 
adherence to the liberal arts ideal by introducing practical 
or vocational courses calculated to attract students.  Here 
the tension appears between his desire to preserve the best 
of the classical curriculum, on the one hand, and the need 
to adapt course offerings to the changing expectations of 
prospective students, on the other.  Lawrence had, of 
course, offered commercial or business courses at least as 
early as 1867 and even operated a commercial department, but 
this remained essentially separate from "the College" whose 
training culminated in bachelor degrees.  But Plantz 
incorporated directly into the curriculum practical business 
courses (insurance, business law, commerce, business 
administration, and others), along with courses in civil 
engineering and journalism because of the popular appeal 
such subjects would have for prospective students.  He was 
frank to admit the pragmatic reasons for adding such 
programs when he justified them to the trustees.  In 1909, 
for example, when he announced to the Board the introduction 
of some new courses in engineering, he argued: 
 
Among the changes in modern education is the great 
drift from cultural courses to technical courses.  
Education is being looked upon as an exceedingly 
practical affair....   Consequently very few young men 
come to college that their own nature and life may be 
dignified and developed, but they come that they may 
get training which will enable them to make a financial 
success.  Hence about three out of every five announce 
they want to be engineers.  In order to hold these men 
beyond the freshman year it has been thought necessary 
to introduce technical courses which will especially 
prepare them for engineering work.24 
                                                          
24  Pres Rept (1909), 12-13.  
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 In this statement, Plantz may appear nostalgic for the 
days when young people came to college "that their own 
nature and life" might be "dignified and developed" and he 
seems to regret the trend away from "cultural courses," but 
he did not hesitate to add courses and programs that enabled 
Lawrence to compete in the academic market place.  Henry 
Wriston, when he became president, phased out such courses 
which he thought had no place in the curriculum of a liberal 
arts college.  But it can be argued that Plantz, through his 
curricular compromises, promoted the institutional growth 
and stability that enabled Wriston to re-establish the 
liberal arts in all their purity. 
 
 Plantz tried to draw Lawrence students from beyond the 
relatively restricted area of northeast Wisconsin from which 
most had come, but his aspirations for the institution 
seemed to stop at the boundaries of the state.  His ambition 
"to make Lawrence the foremost college in the state" 
suggests that he viewed its real competitors as lying only 
within Wisconsin;  this continued to be true for the thirty 
years of his administration.  Thus, his vision may appear 
limited, yet by concentrating on building a solid 
constituency in the state, he made it possible for Wriston 
and his successors to try to win for Lawrence a regional, or 
even national, reputation.   
  
 
 
 
Administrative Style and Institutional Changes 
 
 Plantz's schoolmate at Milton College had called him "a 
desperate worker." Without question, the President's most 
outstanding characteristic as an administrator was a 
tremendous capacity for work which enabled him to oversee 
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practically single-handed the entire operation of the 
University.  Today he would certainly be branded a 
workaholic.  At the end of his second year as President, he 
described to the trustees the range of responsibilities 
which he had assumed: 
 
I have taught fifteen and sixteen hours each term, 
nearly as much as the other professors, and fully a 
third more than the professors in the larger 
universities teach, have been out of the city 
representing the university every Sunday but seven, 
have made various addresses at conventions and 
before organizations, have tried to look after the 
administration of the institution, have conducted 
the office correspondence which is very heavy 
taking about two hours a day.  I have sent out some 
3000 letters since the board met one year ago.25 
 
 One might conclude that this was the schedule of a new 
president, dedicated to accomplishing as much as he possibly 
could for the institution that had been entrusted to his 
care, but he seems to have kept up as heavy a routine 
throughout his entire thirty years.26  Indeed, he even added 
further duties to those already listed.  After his first two 
                                                          
25  Pres Rept (1896), 7. 
26 See a comparable account of his duties in Pres Rept 
(1906), 13-14.  In an interview with the Lawrentian 
published 10/26/22, Plantz stated, "With me, finance and 
publicity have been the big problems.  This necessitates a 
great deal of speaking at all kinds of conventions in 
churches, and in all places where men [sic] who might be 
interested in colleges gather...The first twenty-odd years I 
was here, I was out every Sunday and sometimes during the 
week, making, on the average, 150 speeches a year, until our 
enrollment reached the number desired." 
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years as President, he assumed the responsibilities of 
Fiscal Agent (or what later came to be called Business 
Manager) and retained this position to the end of his life 
although Olin A. Mead, appointed Registrar in 1904, relieved 
Plantz of some of the financial work of the office.  He 
described his duties as Fiscal Agent as, "...looking after 
the property of the institution, purchasing supplies, 
superintending repairs, collecting moneys, etc."27  Some 
indication of the degree to which Plantz involved himself in 
the minutiae of the University's operation can be derived 
from his voluminous correspondence.  For example, he wrote 
to a resident of Ormsby Hall in 1922: 
 
I understand that you and your roommate have driven 
tacks in the wall of your room contrary to the 
rules and regulations....I am notifying you that 
you are being charged fifty cents for each of these 
tacks.28 
 
As Fiscal Agent he even cooperated with the matrons of the 
dining halls in ordering food.  On one occasion, shortly 
before his death, he inspected a sample of potatoes brought 
to his office by a farmer before ordering 700 bushels for 
the University.29 
 
 Plantz was a competitive man and recognized that 
Lawrence must bring its name before the public more 
aggressively if it were to attract more students and 
financial support.  In the course of his administration, he 
adopted a variety of techniques for publicizing the 
                                                          
27 Pres Rept (1906), 13. 
28 Plantz to F. Knuth (10/12/22), No. 12,050.  (Plantz's 
correspondence, preserved only after 1907, was numbered and 
catalogued in large ledgers). 
29 Plantz to Chester Sawall (10/15/24), No. 14,484 
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institution.  He hoped the Methodist churches throughout the 
state would perform at least a part of this function, but 
realized that they would have to be actively encouraged to 
do so.  His practice of preaching nearly every Sunday 
"advocating the work of the institution in the churches"  
was a part of this effort.  But he supplemented it from the 
beginning with advertising and publicity.  President 
Gallagher had made a tentative beginning in this direction 
by issuing a publication known as The Messenger but 
discontinued it after a couple of years.  In 1896, Plantz 
revived the publication as a monthly leaflet of eight pages, 
aimed at potential donors, especially loyal Methodists, and 
at prospective students.  Three to four thousand copies were 
circulated to high schools throughout Wisconsin.30  Included 
were articles such as "Why Go To College," "Why Go To 
Lawrence," "Advantages of Smaller Colleges," "Value of a 
College Education," along with information about recent 
gifts to the University, prizes available to students, and 
accounts of school life at Lawrence. 
 
 After four years, he replaced The Messenger with the 
Lawrence University Bulletin, a publication which comprised 
a variety of promotional pieces, apparently written by 
Plantz himself;  in addition, he arranged for annual 
catalogues to be  widely distributed throughout the state.  
At the end of the academic year 1905-06, he reported that he 
had spent $ 1,900 on advertising.31  Two years later he 
contracted with a news service in Milwaukee to act as 
advertising agents and send out material about Lawrence 
every week to "a couple of hundred newspapers."32   
 
                                                          
30 Pres Rept (1896), 1. 
31 Exec Com Min (8/8/06). 
32 Pres Rept (1908), 2. 
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 In December, 1908, about halfway through his 
administration, President Plantz called a special meeting of 
the Board of Trustees to propose two important institutional 
changes.33  The first was a proposal to change the name of 
Lawrence University to Lawrence College.  Judging from the 
distinction he had drawn in his inaugural address between a 
college and a university, he was uncomfortable with the 
designation of Lawrence as a university from the very 
beginning of his administration.  What may have precipitated 
his decision to recommend the change at this particular time 
was pressure upon colleges and universities from various 
educational organizations as well as the Carnegie Foundation 
and the General Education Board (the Rockefeller 
organization) to define more accurately their place in the 
nation's educational system.34   
 Plantz proceeded to lay out in some detail the 
arguments for the change of name.  Pointing out that the 
original trustees had designated Lawrence a university at a 
time when the terms college and university were used almost 
interchangeably and when no institution of higher education 
in America was fulfilling the variety of functions later 
associated with a university, he asserted that the 
difference between the two had become much sharper in the 
final decades of the nineteenth century.  As he put the 
distinction: 
...a college is an institution which confines its 
work to general culture, while a university is an 
institution whose main object is professional work 
and research in the various departments of 
knowledge.  No institution is a university which 
does not have such departments as law, medicine, 
engineering and graduate courses.35 
                                                          
33  These are discussed at length in a report of that date. 
34  Pres Rept (December, 1908), 1-2. 
35  Ibid., 2. 
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 Clearly, Lawrence did not conform to the definition of 
a university, in Plantz's view.  It had "never undertaken 
university work,"  it did not have the endowment necessary 
to qualify as a university, and, perhaps most important, "We 
believe that using a designation which implies much more 
than the work which we are doing, tends to depreciate the 
institution in the minds of educators and those who have 
most to do with determining the rank of colleges."36   
 Plantz had apparently floated a couple of trial 
balloons at meetings of alumni in Milwaukee and New York to 
determine what their reaction would be to such a change and 
claims to have found overwhelming support for the idea.  If 
the trustees approved the proposal, the President said one 
option would be to petition the state legislature 
immediately to amend the charter and thus change the 
corporate name.  He advised against this, however, because 
objections had recently been raised to the tax-exempt status 
of university property held for endowment purposes, and he 
feared the legislature might take the opportunity to amend 
simultaneously the article of the charter dealing with 
Lawrence's tax-exempt status.  Instead, he proposed that the 
Board simply pass a resolution providing that henceforth the 
institution use the name "Lawrence College" instead of 
"Lawrence University" on all its publications.  This was, in 
fact, the course chosen.  The corporate name remained 
officially "Lawrence University" until 1913, when the 
charter was amended by the legislature, but the institution 
was called "Lawrence College" from 1908 on.  Only in 1964, 
upon completion of the merger with Milwaukee-Downer College, 
was the name changed back to Lawrence University. 
 Plantz's second proposal to the trustees in 1908 was to 
discontinue the Lawrence Academy or Preparatory Department 
which had existed since the founding of the University.37   
                                                          
36  Ibid., 2. 
37  Ibid., 4-7. 
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Conceding that the Academy had enrolled more students than 
the College during Lawrence's first fifty years, he pointed 
out that public high schools, of which there were now over 
300 in Wisconsin, had largely displaced traditional 
academies as training grounds for college students.  
Enrollment in the Lawrence Academy in 1908-09 had dropped to 
between 60 and 70 students, thirty-two of whom were Appleton 
residents who could just as easily be accommodated in the 
local high school.  An additional reason for dropping the 
Academy was a lack of proper accommodations for preparatory 
students who were mixed in with college students and 
occupying space in buildings that could be used for a 
growing college enrollment.  As was the case with the name 
change of the institution, a telling argument for Plantz was 
the the effect of the change upon the reputation of the 
college.   
An institution can maintain an academy when it is 
distinct from the college, having a building and 
faculty and organization of its own, but when it is 
an integral part of the college as here, it 
depreciates the college itself.  Consequently it is 
impossible for us to secure the ranking which our 
work, endowment and equipment deserve.38  
For two more years, Lawrence retained a "sub-freshman" year 
for those who came with "deficiencies for college entrance," 
but the Academy was formally dropped for the year 1909-10. 
 
 Although Plantz may have had in mind a vision of what 
Lawrence should be, surviving documents from his 
administration only rarely deal with long-range planning for 
the institution.  He seems to have been content for the most 
part to concentrate on growth whether in enrollment, 
endowment, or buildings, without considering what the ideal 
size of the institution should be.  But the problem was 
                                                          
38  Ibid., 6. 
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thrust upon him in the immediate post-World War I era when a 
dramatic increase occurred in the number of young people 
seeking college degrees.  In 1920, when the number of 
students in the College and Conservatory had passed the 900 
mark, he expressed the wish that Lawrence could accommodate 
a further increase in enrollment.  Noting that the war had 
shown the value of higher education and that the number of 
people desiring a college education in the state was 
increasing at an astonishingly rapid rate, he concluded:  
 
I am constantly more and more impressed with the 
great opportunities for service which lie before 
our college, if we could secure the facilities and 
endowments to meet the demand that will be 
increasingly made upon us.39 
 
 But it was not until 1922, perhaps as the result of a 
combination of circumstances--a further rise in the number 
of applications, the elimination of the wartime debt 
Lawrence had incurred, and the celebration of the 75th 
anniversary of the institution--that the President 
confronted the trustees with three questions he felt they 
must address:  1)  How large an institution do we want 
Lawrence to become?  2)  What size of plant will be 
necessary for such a college? 3)  What endowment should it 
have to do a high grade of college work?  Not surprisingly, 
he proceeded to supply answers to the questions himself.  
Conceding that a private college had a right to limit its 
enrollment, he argued that Lawrence had, nevertheless, an 
obligation to the geographical region in which it was 
located.  Within a radius of 100 miles from Appleton was a 
large population to which Lawrence had a responsibility;  
he, therefore, recommended that the institution should be 
prepared to handle 1000 to 1200 college students in the near 
                                                          
39 Pres Rept (1920), 1-2. 
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future.  The physical plant, in order to accommodate this 
number of students, would have to be expanded to inlude a 
new gymnasium for the men, a new science building, a new 
building for the Conservatory, another dormitory for women, 
and an extension of the men's dormitory.  Such an increase 
in the capacity of the physical plant would require an 
investment of $ 1,000,000 over the next fifteen years.  All 
in all, $ 2,100,000 would have to be raised over the next 
ten years:  $ 600,000 for buildings and $ 1,500,000 for 
endowment.40 
 
 Plantz did not live to see these goals achieved, but he 
had set an ambitious agenda for subsequent presidents to 
follow.  The College, under Henry Wriston, added the new 
gymnasium, but other items on the list--the additional 
women's dormitory, a new Conservatory, and the new science 
building--had to wait until after World War II or even until 
the 1960's to be realized.  
 
 
 
 
 
Financial Achievement 
  
 
 
 Plantz, in an interview with the Lawrentian in the fall 
of 1922, reflecting on twenty-eight years as a college 
president, said that even though teaching was what he had 
enjoyed most, his main problems had been finance and 
publicity.41  Certainly a reading of his annual reports and 
other documents confirms his perennial concern with fund-
raising and balancing the budget,  activities in which he 
was remarkably successful.   
 
                                                          
40 Pres Semi-Annual Rept (November, 1922) 
41 Lawr (10/26/22), 2. 
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 At first, like his predecessors, he looked to the 
Methodist Church for support, but he seems to have realized 
fairly quickly that he could not count on the churches of 
Wisconsin to provide a steady source of revenue, even for 
the one Methodist-affiliated college in the state.  In 1885, 
nine years before Plantz became president, the Wisconsin 
Conference had pledged $ 10,000 for the Lawrence endowment, 
and the West Wisconsin Conference $ 5,000.  Both intended to 
pay six per cent interest on the pledge or unpaid balance 
and to reduce the principal every year.  By 1894, the year 
of Plantz"s inauguration, the Wisconsin Conference had paid 
off about one-quarter of the principal, or less than $ 300 
per year;  the other Conference had just about paid the 
interest.42  Plantz made no secret of his disappointment--
even displeasure--in an article (almost certainly written by 
him) in The Messenger, "Are our Methodist people so blind to 
the cause of education?  Do they fail to see the necessity 
of a trained laity and ministry?"43  He attributed the 
failure to the fact that many of the preachers throughout 
the state had not observed the "Discipline" of the Methodist 
church which required that every preacher should speak on 
education once a year and take up an Education Collection 
which would go to Lawrence.  Even where some preachers had 
done so, the results were ridiculously meager.  Pointing out 
that the Wisconsin Conference had in the year just past 
raised $ 14,000 for missions and only $ 856 for "a college 
in which to train efficient Christian workers, the greatest 
need of the church at home,"  he summoned the churches to 
honor their pledge of so many years' standing.  Not until 
World War I when the Methodist Church  undertook a pair of 
major national campaigns on behalf of education did Lawrence 
receive significant contributions from the denomination. 
                                                          
42 Minutes of Wisconsin Conference (1885), 57;  West 
Wisconsin Conference (1885), 83. 
43 The Messenger (3/15/96), 3-4. 
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 Despite this lack of support, Plantz managed through 
strict economies and careful management to meet current 
expenses and almost balance the budget for the first nine 
years of his administration.  Running a small deficit in 
1904-05, the University had to go into endowment to meet 
current expenses, a step which the President termed "a 
ruinous policy" that he hoped not to repeat.44  In the 
ensuing years, up to the First World War, he managed to pay 
the bills, compensating for a deficit in one year with a 
surplus in another.  But the inflation brought by the war 
created a deficit of some $ 47,000 that was eliminated only 
as part of a large postwar fund-raising campaign.  
 
 Realizing the need to increase endowment was crucial to 
the survival and expansion of the University, he employed a 
number of strategies to achieve this goal.  One was to seek 
support for endowed professorships.  The primary initiative 
in the first of these endeavors came from two women--Myra 
Goodwin Plantz and Edith Smith Davis--who in 1896 launched 
an appeal for $ 25,000 from the women of Wisconsin to endow 
a Chair of English Literature.  This was the beginning of a 
remarkable fund-raising collaboration by these two women, 
one the wife of President Plantz and the other a Lawrence 
graduate of 1879, married to John Scott Davis, '77, who 
served as pastor of the Methodist Church in Appleton and 
from 1898 to 1903 as General Agent for Lawrence University.45  
                                                          
44 Pres Rept (1905), 16. 
45 Mr. Davis was a trustee of Lawrence from 1894 to 1934.  
The two women worked together to raise money at least until 
1903 when the Davises left Appleton for Wausau.  Paying 
tribute to his wife's success in fund raising, President 
Plantz wrote after her death in 1914, "No one can know the 
work Mrs. Plantz gladly did for the college and what it cost 
her.  Naturally frail and timid, she did not hesitate to go 
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(Like Mrs. Plantz, Edith Davis wrote short stories and 
religious books and was active in the W.C.T.U.)  With the 
backing of the trustees, Myra Plantz and Edith Davis 
organized a number of "parlor conferences" throughout the 
state where they presented their case to Wisconsin women, 
especially Methodists.  The first such conference, held in 
Appleton, produced only $ 1,000, but they got more 
impressive results in Milwaukee where they won pledges from 
two sisters:  Mrs. Lewis M. Alexander, wife of a  trustee 
who was to become Chairman of the Board from 1899 to 1932, 
and Mrs. John Edwards who contributed $ 10,000.  After only 
three months, the two enterprising women had raised about $ 
24,000 for the chair which became known as the Edwards-
Alexander Chair of English Literature, designated for a 
woman and carrying the rank of full professor.46    
 
 But the success of this campaign did not end there.  
Mrs. D. G. Ormsby of Milwaukee, widow of the donor of Ormsby 
Hall, apparently inspired by the success of the Plantz-Davis 
efforts, offered $ 25,000  to endow a Chair in History and 
Political Science in honor of her late husband.  Next, 
United States Senator Philetus Sawyer of Oshkosh, a trustee 
since 1866, pledged $ 25,000 to Lawrence on condition that 
subscriptions in the campaign under way reach $ 100,000 by 
                                                                                                                                                                             
into the offices of business men and plead for the 
institution, and [she] raised money where all the rest of us 
failed.  I do not think she raised less than from $ 175,000 
to $ 200,000 during the twenty years she was connected with 
Lawrence and, of course, she received no compensation 
whatever." (Letter to G. W. Jones. 7/28/16, No. 2,047). 
46 The first holder of this chair was Emma Kate Corkhill, who 
was also the first woman in Lawrence's history to hold a 
full professorship. The chair has continued in existence;  
its most recent occupant was Elizabeth T. Forter.   
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the beginning of the year 1897.  His challenge was met and 
the total was raised by the prescribed time.  In his honor, 
Lawrence established the Philetus Sawyer Chair of Chemistry 
and Physics in 1897.47 
 
 After this initial success, Plantz undertook no 
campaigns of major importance for about ten years, but he 
developed a systematic policy of approaching potential 
donors, preparing the way with personal letters or 
bulletins, and eventually arranging for personal interviews.    
 
 In 1906, the University initiated a major campaign in 
response to an offer from the General Education Board, a 
body that had been established four years earlier by John D. 
Rockefeller and his son, to aid American higher education.  
The Rockefellers supplied this Board with funds totalling 
                                                          
47 In 1902, the trustees voted to rename the professorship 
the Philetus Sawyer Chair of Physics and to designate a new 
chair in chemistry in honor of Robert Mc Millen, another 
donor.  The relationship of Senator Sawyer, a wealthy 
Oshkosh lumber baron and boss of the Republican Party in 
Wisconsin in the last decades of the 19th century, is an 
interesting one, touched upon by Richard N. Current in his 
biography, Pine Log and Politics: a Life of Philetus Sawyer, 
1816-1900 (Madison, State Historical Society, 1950).  Sawyer 
served as a Lawrence trustee from 1866 until his death in 
1900 and was Chairman of the Board from 1896 to 1899.  A man 
with little formal education, he attended Lawrence trustee 
meetings faithfully and his $ 25,000 contribution of 1896 as 
well as an earlier gift of equipment, including a telescope, 
for the Underwood Observatory seemed an indication of his 
interest in the institution.  But Plantz and the trustees 
were bitterly disappointed after his death in 1900 when his 
will made no mention whatsoever of Lawrence University. See 
Current, op. cit., 305.   
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almost $ 130,000,000 over a period of approximately sixteen 
years.  The offer in 1906 of $ 50,000 on condition that 
Lawrence raise $ 150,000 for endowment, was the first of 
three major gifts to the University made during Plantz's 
presidency by the General Education Board.  The grants, 
designed to stimulate campaigns to increase endowment, were 
as follows: 
 
  Year of  Amount from  Total raised 
   grant   Gen. Ed. Board       in campaign 
 
   1906  $  50,000     $ 200,000 
   1912         40,000       200,000 
   1920    200,000       600,000 
 
 As a recipient of gifts from the General Education 
Board, Lawrence was among a relatively select group of 
American colleges and universities singled out by the Board.  
Convinced that higher education in America was hampered by 
an overabundance of colleges, most of which lacked the 
income and equipment to perform even moderately well, the 
Board selected for gifts those institutions which showed 
"promise," which was demonstrated, in part, by their ability 
to raise on their own initiative, sums equal to or greater 
than the Board's grant.48   By 1914, the Board had 
distributed $ 10,582,592 to 103 colleges which raised 
matching funds of almost forty million dollars.49   
                                                          
48 Merle Curti & Roderick Nash, Philanthropy in the Shaping 
of American Higher Education (New Brunswick, N. J.:  Rutgers 
University Press, 1965), 217.  This work provides a concise 
survey of the activities of the General Education Board and 
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 
during the first quarter of the twentieth century.  (pp.217-
223) 
49 Ibid. 
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 At about the same time (1907), Lawrence received  a 
grant of $ 25,000 from Andrew Carnegie, who in 1901 had sold 
the Carnegie Steel Company to the organizers of United 
States Steel and retired from business in order to dispose 
of his vast fortune.  Altogether he gave away $ 350,000,000 
including approximately $ 45,000,000 for libraries 
throughout the English-speaking world.  Lawrence had already 
received in 1905 a grant of $ 50,000 from Carnegie for a new 
library, an accession discussed below in connection with 
Plantz's building program.    
 
 To carry out his intention of disposing of his fortune, 
Carnegie set up several corporations, each endowed with many 
millions of dollars.  One of them, established in 1905, was 
the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching;  
another, established in 1911, was simply known as the 
Carnegie Corporation.  Some indication of the status Plantz 
had already achieved as a college president was his 
appointment in 1906 to the twenty-five member Board of 
Trustees of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of 
Teaching, a position he held until his death. Through 
considerable effort, the University managed to meet the 
requirements of the General Education Board on schedule and 
also to fulfill conditions set by the Carnegie Foundation 
for receipt of its gift. 
  
 The original thrust of the grants of the Carnegie 
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching was to provide 
pensions for professors and their widows, a need which 
Andrew Carnegie had long recognized as a good cause.50   
Lawrence, like most colleges at the time, had no pensions 
and no retirement plan.  Plantz was quick to take advantage 
of the offer and applied to the Foundation on behalf of the 
                                                          
50 Curti & Nash, Philanthropy, 220.   
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widow of Henry Lummis, a Professor of Greek who had taught 
at Lawrence for nineteen years and died in 1905 leaving his 
wife neither property nor life insurance.51  Mrs. Lummis was 
the first of a half-dozen widows of professors, and 
professors, who benefited from Carnegie pensions.52  These 
were outright free subsidies to individuals from the funds 
of the Foundation.  In 1918, the Foundation  replaced this 
system of benefits with the contributory pension  plan for 
colleges and universities known as the Teachers Insurance 
and Annuity Association (T.I.A.A.) which Lawrence formally 
joined in 1922. 
 
 One condition imposed by the Carnegie Foundation on 
colleges receiving the original grants for pensions was that 
they must not be under sectarian control.  This stipulation 
arose from the conviction of the trustees of the Foundation 
that the weakest links in American higher education were 
denominational colleges, whose sectarianism prevented 
adequate growth and support from a diverse public.53  Such a 
proviso could have posed problems for Lawrence which was 
generally perceived by the public as a Methodist college and 
which received some financial support, albeit relatively 
small at this particular time, from the Methodist churches 
of the state.  The University could point, however, to the 
amended Charter of the institution which gave all power, 
including the power of electing the president, to an 
undenominational, self-perpetuating Board of Trustees.  Thus 
Lawrence could qualify for participation in the original 
Carnegie pension plan.  Yet there is no question that Plantz 
                                                          
51  Papers of Treasurer James A. Wood. 4/27/06.   
52 Raney, "History," 250.  The pensions were not exactly 
generous by today's standards;  the benefits of five persons 
receiving them in 1925 amounted to a total of only $ 319.73 
per month.   
53 Curti & Nash, Philanthropy, 221. 
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had to do a certain amount of tightrope-walking in seeking 
support from the Carnegie Foundation, on the one hand, and 
the Methodist Church, on the other.   
 During World War I, Lawrence benefitted from two 
national fund-raising campaigns launched by the Methodist 
Church that ran concurrently.  Both campaigns featured in 
their publicity that the year 1917 marked the four hundredth 
anniversary of Martin Luther's inauguration of the 
Protestant Reformation.  One of these campaigns,termed the 
"Centenary," raised approximately $ 105,000,000, but the 
major share of the proceeds went to foreign missions.  
Nonetheless, Lawrence received $ 10,000 annually for a 
period of five years (1919-24) of funds distributed by the 
Church's national Board of Education along with the proceeds 
of collections from Wisconsin Methodist churches.    
 
 The second campaign, known as the "Educational Jubilee" 
for the "better endowment and equipment of Methodist 
colleges and seminaries," required more direct involvement 
by Wisconsin Methodists, who set up a "Wisconsin Educational 
Jubilee" designed to raise $ 750,000, two-thirds of which 
would go to Lawrence and the other third to the newly formed 
Wesley Foundation in Madison, a body that served Methodist 
students attending the University of Wisconsin.  After a 
considerable portion of the funds had been raised, the final 
effort in this campaign was set for the spring of 1918 when 
a concentrated drive of six and a half weeks was mounted to 
raise the $ 400,000 needed to meet the goal.  In this 
instance, Lawrence adopted techniques that have become much 
more familiar in the course of this century.  The University 
did intensive preparatory work of the sort favored by Plantz 
by sending out semi-monthly bulletins to six thousand 
potential donors.  "Two men are in the field all the time," 
Plantz reported, "working for larger sums and to get the 
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Jubilee before the minds of the people."54   The College also 
hired a  professional campaign manager from New York and 
enlisted the support of workers outside the state as well as 
three hundred Methodist ministers from Wisconsin.  
Summarizing the results, Plantz wrote: 
 
Our Jubilee Campaign was a hard pull....We came out 
about $ 70,000 short with the understanding of 
course that it is to be raised later....campaign 
expenses are close to $ 25,000.  If we get a clear 
$ 200,000 [of the final $ 400,000 sought] out of it 
for Lawrence, I shall be satisfied.55 
 
 As if this were not enough of an effort, Plantz 
proposed  just a year later (June, 1919) that Lawrence join 
with other private colleges in Wisconsin in a drive to raise 
$ 5,000,000 This was the first instance of such 
collaboration.56  He admitted to the trustees that he would 
have preferred to wait to participate in a new fund-raising 
campaign, but he felt it politic to defer to the other 
colleges in the state whose needs were so pressing they felt 
they must go ahead.  Besides, Lawrence would receive the 
largest share of any funds raised since she had the largest 
attendance.  A final argument for starting a drive in the 
autumn of 1919 reveals Plantz's assessment of the postwar 
economy,  "There has never been so much money in savings 
banks, wages have never been so high, trade has seldom 
                                                          
54 Pres Rept (October, 1917), 7-8. 
55 Plantz to Naylor (4/26/18), No. 7,421. 
56 Participating colleges were Beloit, Campion, Carroll, 
Lawrence, Marquette, Milton, Northland, and Ripon.  
Milwaukee-Downer, having just completed a campaign for $ 
500,000, was not interested in participating at the time but 
was sometimes mentioned as an associate of the other 
colleges. 
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experienced such a boom, and people have gotten into the 
spirit of giving."57   
 
 The results of this campaign in which the presidents of 
the colleges took an active role along with professionals 
were, however, disappointing.  The drive fell far short of 
its goal and Lawrence netted only $ 135,000 after expenses, 
but Plantz seems to have thought the collaboration with the 
other colleges worthwhile.  In his opinion, the campaign had 
brought the colleges of the state together as never before 
and had created  better public appreciation of their value.58   
 
 One of the goals of Plantz's campaigns, other than 
those which focussed on attracting money for a particular 
new building, was to raise faculty salaries, a concern to 
which the President alluded repeatedly in his reports to the 
trustees but which seems not always to have had the highest 
priority in his thinking.  When Plantz took office in 1894 
he found the salaries of full professors at $ 1,100, a 
figure which had been set in 1883, and he kept them at that 
level for the first nine years of his presidency.  In 1903, 
they were raised to $ 1,200 where they remained for five 
years.  (A trustee committee on Faculty and Degrees formally 
set salaries, subject to approval by the full board;  but 
Plantz sat on that committee and undoubtedly had great 
influence on its recommendations).  Women seldom held the 
rank of full professor and always earned less than men for 
the same amount of teaching.  Instructors, usually young and 
                                                          
57 Pres Rept (June, 1919), 9. 
58 Pres Rept (November, 1919), 3.  Plantz reported at this 
time a figure of $ 200,000 to the trustees, but because of 
expenses  and the fact that many of the pledges made were 
not honored, Lawrence ultimately came out with only $ 
135,000. 
(Wisconsin Colleges Association, Report of 1/22/25) 
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in Plantz's earlier years mostly women, were paid much less 
than professors.  For example, at the end of 1894-95, when 
male full professors were earning $ 1100, the salary set for 
a woman teaching German and French and serving as 
Preceptress in Ormsby Hall was $ 600 plus board;  another 
single woman living in town received $ 500.  
 Beginning in 1908, salaries rose a little more rapidly.  
That of a full professor was set at $ 1,500 in 1908;  it 
rose to $ 1,650 in 1913;  to $ 1,800 in 1914; and to $ 2,000 
in 1917.  Before the 1913 increase, Plantz noted a "great 
restlessness" among the faculty over salaries and complained 
that they "did not seem to appreciate the limited resources 
of the college."59  But three years later, with inflationary 
pressures growing, he took a more sympathetic, though not 
exactly lavish, stance: 
 
 The life of the college teachers is a pleasant 
one, free from care, not over taxing, in lines of 
work which are congenial, and with protracted 
vacations.  The only drawback in relation to it is 
the smallness of salaries which are often received.  
The teacher has to live at least respectably, and 
he must spend considerable for books and other 
matters connected with his profession.  He 
naturally wants to send his children through 
college  and he must meet various special financial 
demands.  While most professors earn something on 
the side during the year, and more or less during 
the long summer vacation, it remains true that $ 
1,800 is inadequate compensation for a full 
professor.60 
 
                                                          
59 Pres Rept (1913), "Recommendations," 3. 
60 Pres Rept (1916), 3. 
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 Once the United States became directly involved in 
World War I, a dramatic rise in prices occurred.  The 
College, faced with the increased cost of fuel, food, and 
other supplies, ran a mounting deficit.  Plantz commended 
the faculty for voting not to request a salary increase in 
1918, but reminded the trustees that while the cost of 
living had risen from 60% to 75% in the preceding three 
years, salaries of professors had increased by only 20%.  As 
a stopgap measure, the trustees voted to appropriate $ 3,000 
to be distributed among the faculty as bonuses averaging 
about $ 200 apiece.  During Plantz's last five years, given 
an influx of funds from the General Education Board for 
current operating expenses and other moneys from the Board 
of Education of the Methodist Church, salaries of the best-
paid professors rose every year until they reached $ 3,400 
in 1924-25, and those of other faculty members increased 
proportionately.  Plantz's own salary remained modest 
throughout his presidency.  His predecessor, Gallagher, had 
received $ 2000 and the use of the president's house.  
During his first seven years, Plantz had only $ 1500 plus 
the house, a salary which included his professorship.  In 
the last decade of his administration, his salary (always 
plus the house) rose from $ 3,300 in 1914 to $ 6,000 in 
1924-25. 
 
 If Plantz appeared parsimonious with respect to faculty 
needs, especially during the first two decades of his 
presidency, it was perhaps because he realized that building 
up the endowment was in the long run the best means of 
guaranteeing adequate compensation to teachers.  He saw 
faculty salaries as but one element in the larger financial 
picture with which he had constantly to deal.61   Reflecting 
                                                          
61  Raney, "History,"  258. 
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on the importance of money in the entire college enterprise, 
Plantz wrote to a trustee near the end of his life: 
 
In relation to this...business of running a 
college, the whole matter is a financial one.  If 
the trustees will give me a few millions of 
dollars, I will show them a college that will make 
their eyes bulge out.   Anybody can have ideas, but 
the great thing is this:  to realize those ideas 
through the cash that is necessary to put them into 
actuality.  I have more ideas and plans about 
Lawrence than you can put in any cold storage plant 
in Chicago, but I need a Rockefeller in order to 
make them real.  The main thing is to have sense 
enough to get along and do the best you can do with 
what you have....That's a lesson to get into the 
heads of the faculty, and everybody else.  Run your 
institution within your means...and pray for a 
brighter day.62 
  
 There were some signs at the time of Plantz's death of 
the dawn of a "brighter day."  An increase in fees in 1920-
21 brought an additional annual income of $ 20,000 without 
resulting in a drop in enrollment.  Income from endowment 
about doubled in his last five years.  He was also able to 
raise faculty salaries every year during the same period.  
In short, after three decades of persistent effort, Plantz 
left Lawrence in reasonably good financial condition for his 
successor. 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
62 Plantz to Fred G. Dickerson, 10/20/21, No. 
ll,668. 
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Building Boom 
  
 For a Lawrence graduate of the 1890's returning to the 
campus in the early 1920's, the most striking evidence of 
Plantz's accomplishment must have been the proliferation of 
new buildings on the campus and the expansion of the campus 
itself to the east, west, and north.  Here indeed was 
visible proof of the initiative and energy of "Doc Sammy."  
In 1894, he found a campus limited to the block dominated in 
the center by Main Hall and the three structures south of 
it: the President's House (now Sampson House), a small 
Observatory, and Ormsby Hall, constructed just five years 
earlier.  By 1918, Plantz had added no less than seven major 
new buildings:  Stephenson Hall of Science (1899); the 
original Alexander Gymnasium (1901), on the campus block;  
the Carnegie Library (1906), on the site of the present 
library;  Peabody Hall for the Conservatory of Music (1909) 
(on Lawrence Street at the site of the present YMCA); Brokaw 
Hall, a men's dormitory (1910);  Russell Sage Hall for women 
(1917); and the Memorial Chapel (1918).  In addition, the 
University had purchased a number of private homes, some of 
which were still serving as dormitories at the time of 
Plantz's death.  The total value of lands, building, and 
equipment in 1924 was estimated at $ 1,206,400.63 
 
 What is ironic is that as late as 1905, Plantz appeared 
to to hold the view that the college could still be 
contained within the boundaries of the original campus 
block.  The issue arose over the projected site for the 
Carnegie library, ultimately located where the front section 
of the Seeley Mudd library stands today.  Plantz opposed 
this site and wanted the building located even closer to 
Main Hall on the northeast corner of the green.  His 
reasoning was that he wanted to save the site ultimately 
                                                          
63 Treasurer's Rept (1923-24), 20. 
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chosen, "the last available site for buildings which the 
college owns," for some future building. And he added, "I do 
not know of any contiguous property that can be purchased."   
This was one of the rare instances when Plantz was overruled 
by a number of people who wanted to "preserve the campus."  
This group subscribed  $ 4,000 to buy vacant lots and move 
two frame houses lying on the site they favored, in order to 
clear it for the library. 
 
 Although an account of the addition of these buildings 
is treated here separately, raising funds for their 
construction was part of his overall financial achievement.  
Indeed, the President's efforts alternated between 
attempting to increase endowment and raising funds for a new 
building, when the need for one was such that he could no 
longer afford to ignore it.  Even so, he left projects 
unfinished at the time of his death which he considered 
essential for the welfare of the college, foremost among 
them a new, larger gymnasium for which a campaign had 
already begun.   
 
 In his inaugural address, he listed as specific 
priorities a science building and a gymnasium.  Except for 
the teaching of astronomy in the Observatory, all science 
teaching was still confined to cramped quarters in Main Hall 
where the absence of proper ventilation must have created an 
unpleasant atmosphere for all concerned.  At the end of his 
first year, Plantz allegedly told the trustees that a 
science building was an absolute necessity:  "I do not see 
how we can keep up the pretense of being a high grade 
college without it....Adequate instruction in science is 
simply impossible."64   But it took three years to raise the 
money. 
                                                          
64 Raney, "History," 262. No source is provided for this 
reference and I have been unable to locate it.  No 
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 Just as they had played a role in raising endowment, 
Myra Plantz and Edith Davis helped to secure funds for the 
new science building.  They brought the first important 
contribution of $ 5000 from D. K. Parsons of Chicago, a man 
"interested in street railways and real estate," who had 
already given liberally to sixteen different colleges.65  But 
the major donor, the Hon. Isaac Stephenson, after whom the 
building was named, was persuaded to contribute $ 15,000 by 
the pastor of the Methodist Church of Marinette, Wisconsin, 
the permanent home of this lumber baron and prominent figure 
in the state's Republican politics.  Stephenson, one of the 
wealthiest men in the state, owed his fortune to exploiting 
the vast acreages of pine lands he owned in northern 
Michigan, to his lumber business, and to his extensive real-
estate holdings in Marinette, Green Bay, Milwaukee, Chicago, 
and throughout the Great Lakes region.66   He served as a 
United States Senator from 1907-15. 
 
 Stephenson had been named a trustee of Lawrence in 1896 
and served until his death in 1918 but very rarely attended 
meetings of the board.  Plantz attempted to tap his wealth 
again in 1916, suggesting to Stephenson that he might be 
interested in donating a half-million dollars to establish a 
                                                                                                                                                                             
President's Report for 1895 exists and the statement does 
not appear in the Trustee Minutes for June, 1895. 
65 Marguerite Schumann, Creation of a Campus (Appleton, WI, 
1957), 33.  Personal sketches of some of the major donors of 
buildings to Lawrence may be found in Schumann's book which 
is organized, chapter by chapter, around the buildings of 
the Lawrence campus and contains a wealth of anecdotal 
material. 
66 Dictionary of Wisconsin Biography (Madison, 1960), 338.  
See also his autobiography, Recollections of a Long Life 
(Chicago, 1915). 
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School of Politics, Economics, and Public Service;  but 
Stephenson refused, saying, "I feel that I have done well 
for your University in the past and, if some of the wealthy 
men of your part of the state would do as much, it would 
help you out considerably."67  
 
 Among other smaller donations needed to complete the 
campaign for Stephenson Hall was $ 2,200 from the children 
of Amos Lawrence, the result of a trip to Boston by Mrs. 
Plantz and Mrs. Davis.  With $ 32,000 in hand, and another $ 
10,000 still to be raised, the University began excavation 
for the building in 1898 and the structure, ornamented with 
an elaborate gingerbread facade, was completed in 1899.68  
The basement (partially above ground) and the first floor 
included chemistry and physics laboratories as well as 
lecture rooms and department libraries; the second floor had 
"recitation rooms," offices, and biological, botanical, 
physiological, mineralogical and other laboratories.  For 
the public, the most interesting part of the new building 
was a museum on the third floor which incorporated materials 
from the "Cabinet" of the early university and added to 
these a variety of specimens in the fields of natural 
history, geology, mineralogy, and paleontology, along with 
an herbarium.  There was also valuable material in 
anthropology, particularly from Africa and the civilization 
of the Incas.69 
                                                          
67 Letter from Stephenson to Plantz (5/11/16). No. 2084.  
Plantz's letter of solicitation has not survived. 
68 The gingerbread as well as a number of windows on the 
first and second floors were removed when the building was 
completely remodelled in 1948 at a cost of close to $ 
400,000, leaving the building as it appears today. 
69  The geological collection was the pride of Professor of 
Geology Rufus Bagg.  Most of the contents of the museum were 
dispersed at the time Stephenson was remodelled in 1948.  
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x x x 
  
 With the expansion of college athletics in the 1890's 
(discussed elsewhere), Lawrentians complained of a lack of 
indoor facilities on the campus.   Ormsby Hall, built in 
1889, contained a small gymnasium for women on the third 
floor (later converted into four dormitory rooms), but the 
men had no gymnasium on the campus. For a while they used a 
gym in the local YMCA;  when it burned down in 1893, they 
moved to rented space in an armory on College Avenue.  Even 
that was no longer available after 1899, and the Lawrentian 
protested, "In these days when so much emphasis is placed 
upon inter-collegiate athletic contests, an institution is 
not fully equipped which does not have a gymnasium.  We feel 
our need especially since we can have no basket ball this 
winter."70   Finally, the trustees decided in the fall of 
1899 to erect a "first-class gymnasium," but the money for 
it was slow in coming in.  Lewis M. Alexander, Chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, provided a good start towards the 
ultimate $ 16,000 cost of the building, when he promised a 
gift of $ 5,000 and supplemented it with later gifts.  
Excavation began the following year, and the structure was 
dedicated in November, 1901.  
 
 This was the bulding that served both men and women 
until 1929 when Lewis Alexander, still Chairman of the Board 
of Trustees, covered half the $ 400,000 cost of a second 
Alexander Gymnasium on the south side of the Fox River.  
After its construction, the original gymnasium became the 
"campus gym," or the "girls' gym," as well as the site of 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Some anthropological artifacts remain in classrooms used for 
teaching in that field. 
70 Lawr (January, 1900), 146. 
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proctored final examinations, until it was torn down in 1963 
to make room for Youngchild Hall. 
 
 Thus, Lewis M. Alexander may have been one of the few 
philanthropists who was responsible for not one, but two, 
gymnasiums at the same college, both named after him.  
Alexander, a business man and paper manufacturer, during a 
long and successful career, helped to organize the Nekoosa 
Paper Co., an enterprise which, combined with others, later 
became the Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Co., one of the largest 
paper manufacturers in the region.  He joined the Lawrence 
board the same year that Samuel Plantz became president, was 
named president of the board in 1899, and served in that 
capacity continuously until 1932 when he became an "honorary 
trustee."   Although he built schools at Port Edwards and 
Nekoosa, his principal gifts went to Lawrence.  Closely 
associated with Samuel Plantz for thirty years, he was the 
head of the trustee committee that brought Henry Wriston to 
Lawrence.  He and Wriston then collaborated on the plans for 
the second Alexander gymnasium. 
 
x x x 
  
 Having constructed a science building and a gymnasium, 
Plantz and the trustees turned to another pressing need, a  
university library building.  From the time that Main Hall 
was built, the Samuel Appleton library had been housed in 
one part or another of that building, most recently in the 
northwest quarter of the second floor;  but the growing 
collection was spilling out into the southwest quarter as 
well, taking up space that was needed for classrooms.  The 
University apparently approached Andrew Carnegie as early as 
1901 for support of a library, but he was at that time 
interested only in building public libraries.71  In 1903, the 
                                                          
71 Lawr (11/1/06), 38. 
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request to Carnegie was renewed by a committee that 
included, in addition to President Plantz, three trustees:  
United States Senator Robert Gamble, '74, of North Dakota;  
the Hon. Theobald Otjen, a Congressman from Milwaukee; and 
Herbert E. Miles, '82, of New York, a manufacturer and noted 
advocate of protective tariffs.   Despite the distinction of 
this group, the University had to wait about a year and a 
half before receiving the welcome news that Carnegie had 
decided to award Lawrence a grant of $ 50,000 to Lawrence 
for a library.  
   
 The dedication of this imposing building, which was 
modelled after the Carnegie Library in Washington, D. C. 
(minus its wings), occurred on October 19, 1906.  Among the 
speakers for the occasion were President Charles Van Hise of 
the University of Wisconsin and President A. W. Harris of 
Northwestern University.  No one was more delighted over the 
new building than Zelia A. Smith, a Lawrence graduate of the 
Class of 1882, who served as Librarian from 1883 until her 
death in 1924.  In the twenty-three years since her 
appointment, the library had grown from 9,719 to 22,754 
volumes.  In an article written for the dedication issue of 
the Lawrentian, she waxed lyrical: 
 
Could all these volumes speak other words than 
those they have been made to say, I am sure one 
would hear a chorus of delight over the removal to 
their new quarters, where they are no longer 
crowded and pushed out of sight but may stand up 
decently, in order, and ready for service.72 
 
 Because the library was planned to accommodate future 
expansion to 100,000 volumes, a good deal of room was left 
over at first that was used for other purposes.  Some of the 
                                                          
72 Lawr (11/1/06),40.   
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space designated for "six seminar rooms and a small 
auditorium" on the second floor was taken over in 1909 for 
university administrative offices (moved from Main Hall) 
which ultimately mushroomed into the entire second floor, 
except for the stacks.  In fact, some administrative offices 
remained in the building until 1974, when it was demolished 
to make room for the new Seeley G. Mudd Library.  Other 
sections of the building were appropriated for classrooms as  
enrollment grew.  
 
x x x 
 
 Having expanded the campus to the east with the land 
used for the library, Plantz pondered where the University 
should move next for future construction.  The President was 
obviously considering the question of further expansion when 
he recommended in 1908 that the Executive Committee be 
authorized to purchase any land that came on the market on 
either side of Lawrence Street between the campus and 
Morrison Street (two blocks west of the existing campus).  
He reiterated the view that because the campus could not 
expand to the east, it must purchase, if possible, entire 
blocks of land to the west.73  At the same time, he urged the 
trustees to decide upon some style of architecture to be 
followed in the future and commented, "We are getting an 
incongruous architectural mass of buildings and the 
appearance of our plant will be much improved by adopting a 
particular style and adhering to it in the future."74 
 
 Remodelling of Ormsby Hall and the construction of an 
addition to the west end of the building were undertaken the 
                                                          
73 Pres Rept (1908), Recommendation # 11 at end of report. 
74 Ibid., Recommendation # 17. 
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same year that the library was built.75   Plantz then turned 
to the next pressing need:  a home for the Conservatory.  
When Science Hall was completed in 1899, the Music 
Department (as it was sometimes called) took over space on 
the third floor of that building where it remained for seven 
years.  Towards the end of this period there were pianos on 
the second and third floors, in the basement, and in the 
gymnasium next door, an arrangement which was satisfactory 
to neither the music nor the science faculty.  Plantz found 
a temporary solution to the problem in 1906 when the 
University purchased a large house on the northeast corner 
of Lawrence and Morrison Streets and remodelled it to serve 
as a home for the Conservatory.  This was the first step in 
the extension of the campus beyond Drew Street on the west 
side of the main campus block.   
 
 But a major advance in the housing of the Conservatory 
came only in 1910 with the erection of Peabody Hall, named 
after George F. Peabody, a wealthy Appleton merchant and one 
of its leading citizens.  Peabody had started his career as 
an employee and then a partner of C. J. Pettibone, a 
merchant of Fond du Lac, and married his daughter.  In 1872 
he came to Appleton to join and later manage a branch of 
Pettibone-Peabody which became "the largest and best retail 
store in Wisconsin outside of Milwaukee."76  Appointed a 
trustee of Lawrence in 1896, he also served for many years 
as a member of the Executive Committee.  Peabody seems to 
have had no particular interest in music himself, but the 
fact that his daughter Emma was engaged to William E. 
                                                          
75  Looking at the front of Ormsby today, it is possible to 
see a jog in the building west of the entrance and the first 
double window;  this marks the original west end of the 
building. 
76 Lawr (11/15/09), 68.  From a tribute to Peabody, probably 
written by Plantz. 
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Harper, the new Director of the Conservatory, may have had 
some influence on his decision.  President Plantz, in a 
speech given at the dedication of the building, recalled a 
conversation with Peabody a year earlier in which he tried 
to stimulate the merchant's interest in the music 
department: 
 
About a year ago I was on Mr. Peabody's yacht 
cruising along the coast of Florida.  Several times 
we spoke of the musical department at Lawrence.  I 
said that its development would work good to the 
college and the city, for it would help refinement 
and culture and lift ideals and refine taste.  Mr. 
Peabody responded enthusiastically.  "Yes, that's 
it," he said, "it will help Appleton."77  
 
 There is some evidence that Peabody considered donating 
as much as $ 15,000 for a building, but when he died in 
1909, he had left promissory notes for only $ 12,000.  His 
daughter Emma Peabody Harper agreed to add another $ 6,000 
towards the cost of the structure.78  Construction began on 
                                                          
77 Appleton Evening Crescent (4/13/10).  
78 Emma Harper's contribution was in the form of six 
interest-bearing notes of $ 1,000 each, to be redeemed one 
each year.  See Raney, "History," 270, for the full story of 
this debt.  Briefly, when Harper resigned from the 
Conservatory in 1913 and the couple left Appleton, she had 
paid none of the principal or interest on her debt.  But 
George Peabody had bequeathed his home, lying just east of 
the library on Lawe Street, to Lawrence, subject to "life 
use and income" to his daughter.  A deal was worked out 
between Mrs. Harper and the College by which she surrendered 
her life interest in the homestead in 1914 in exchange for 
cancellation of her debt to Lawrence.  Raney concludes, "The 
College had made a better bargain than they could know at 
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Peabody Hall in 1909 and the building was ready for 
dedication in 1910.  Rather than acquire a new site, the 
Trustees had the earlier Conservatory frame house moved to 
the north where it served as an annex and erected the new 
building on the site of the old (This, of course, had been 
the precise location of the first Lawrence structure, the 
"Academy building" which burned down in 1857).  Designed by 
a Chicago architect, Peabody Hall was one of the most 
attractive additions to the campus.  Its principal feature 
was a recital hall which could accommodate about four 
hundred people, but it also contained "the office, a 
commodious waiting room, [and] eight studios for teachers."79 
 
 x x x 
 
 Whereas Lawrence women had enjoyed their own dormitory 
since 1889 when Ormsby was built, the men still had no 
housing on campus twenty years later.  Scattered throughout 
the town in rented rooms, they had an even more difficult 
time finding board.  Plantz described their situation in 
1908: 
 
...it is getting practically impossible to secure 
proper boarding accommodations for men.  We can 
usually obtain rooms at a moderate price but it is 
exceedingly difficult to secure board at anywhere 
near what the students can pay.  We have over forty 
men at present who are living on two meals a day 
because they cannot afford restaurant prices for 
                                                                                                                                                                             
the time:  Mrs. Harper lived until 1954."  The Peabody home, 
considerably expanded, served as a women's dormitory for 
many years. 
79 Lawr (11/15/09), 70. 
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three meals.  We also need exceedingly a club where 
they can come together in a social way.80 
 
 Once again, Mrs. Ormsby of Milwaukee got a campaign 
started by pledging $ 5,000.  Her lead was followed by 
Robert S. Ingraham, a Methodist minister and millionaire of 
Milwaukee, who offered $ 10,000 and, given the right to do 
so, proposed naming the building Wesley Hall.  A few days 
later Kate Edmonds Brokaw, unaware of Mr. Ingraham's offer, 
subscribed $ 10,000 on the condition that the building be 
named after her late husband, Norman H. Brokaw.  Ingraham, 
informed of the situation, waived his right to name the 
dormitory.81  Pledges from trustees and other subscribers 
brought in a total of $ 45,000, enough to begin construction 
of the building. 
 
 Norman Brokaw had been a successful paper manufacturer 
and prominent Methodist layman whose home was in Kaukauna 
although he had started paper mills at Oconto Falls and 
Wausau.82  He served as  a Lawrence trustee from 1893 to 1900 
when he died at the age of 43.  After his death, his widow 
and son moved to Appleton where they lived in a large 
pillared house (on the site of today's Memorial Union) 
adjacent to the home of the President.83 
                                                          
80 Wood papers (3/28/08).[check] 
81 Plantz later proposed to the trustees that the name Wesley 
be given to Main Hall which was still referred to at that 
time variously as the College Building, University Hall, or 
the Main Building, but the trustees did not accept the 
suggestion (Pres Rept, 1910, 20).    
82 For more details on Brokaw's career, see Schumann, 
Creation of a Campus, 52-54. 
83 The Plantz and Brokaw families had known each other well 
when both regularly attended a Methodist summer colony at 
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 As was true of the library, it was necessary to move 
two houses which stood on the site to another location 
before construction of Brokaw Hall could begin.  By the time 
the land was bought, the dormitory completed, and the 
building furnished,  it proved at $ 76,000 to be the most 
expensive building Lawrence had constructed so far.  But the 
three stories plus an attic and basement provided 
accommodations for 124 men, a number that was later expanded 
by the addition of rooms in the attic.  The building also 
included a large lobby at the south end of the first floor 
and a YMCA or assembly room that could seat 300 directly 
above it.  For generations of Lawrence men as well as for 
soldiers in World War I and sailors in World War II, Brokaw 
Hall was home and came to symbolize Lawrence. 
 
x x x 
 
 It must have seemed to President Plantz that he could 
never catch up with the burgeoning needs of a growing 
student population.  Long before Brokaw was completed, he 
realized that Lawrence would have to add another major 
women's dormitory to supplement the inadequate space 
provided by the remodelled Ormsby and several frame houses 
converted to use by women students.  Indeed, an effort began 
as early as 1914 to raise funds for such a dormitory, but 
the money came in slowly and only $ 32,000 had been 
subscribed by October, 1915.  
 
 The hopes of the College (the name of the institution 
had been changed officially to Lawrence College in 1913) 
were temporarily lifted when a young woman calling herself 
Alice Miller appeared in Appleton in November, 1915, and 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Ludington, Michigan.  Among other residents of the colony 
were the D. G. Ormsbys. (Schumann, Creation, 54)  
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revealed that she had just received a bequest of $ 275,000-
300,000 and was interested in contributing $ 10,000 to 
Lawrence for a new women's dormitory.  According to an 
account which later appeared in the Milwaukee Free Press, 
she was received at the home of Dr. John G. Vaughan, a 
professor who was then serving as Field Secretary (or fund-
raiser) for Lawrence, and entertained for two days.  
Pleading a temporary shortage of cash, she borrowed money 
for train fare when she left town for Ashland.  Only later 
did it turn out that she was "Kerosene Alice," well known by 
Milwaukee police as a professional shop lifter and forger.84   
 
 As early as 1913, the University approached Mrs. 
Russell Sage, who in 1906 had inherited close to eighty 
million dollars from her husband, a tycoon who had built his 
fortune on the development and sale of railroads and 
operations on the New York Stock Exchange.  In an effort to 
compensate for the notorious reputation of her husband as a 
penny-pincher, Mrs. Sage decided to distribute her inherited 
fortune to a variety of educational institutions.  The 
original approach to Mrs. Sage was made by William Bell 
Millar, '89, one of three brothers who had graduated from 
Lawrence (his older brother had married Plantz's sister).  
Millar lived after 1890 in or near New York and was active 
in YMCA administrative work as well as General Secretary of 
the Laymen's Missionary Movement, an organization that 
financed the foreign mission work of the YMCA and Protestant 
denominations.  Millar received no response to his plea for 
funds until three years later in June, 1916, when Mrs. 
Sage's secretary wrote him, "On September 2, 1913, you wrote 
me a letter in regard to Lawrence College of Appleton, 
Wisconsin.  Will you please write me another[?]."  Brought 
                                                          
84  Lawr (2/16/16).  A fuller, and perhaps somewhat 
embellished account of this episode, appears in Schumann, 
Creation of a Campus, 57-58. 
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up to date about Lawrence, Mrs. Sage hesitated momentarily 
between a dormitory or a chapel;  but on June 29, Millar 
telegraphed Plantz, "Mrs. Sage will give one hundred 
thousand for girls' dormitory as memorial to husband."85  
Thus Lawrence received word of the largest gift to that date 
in its history, and Plantz could begin construction of 
Russell Sage Hall. 
 
 Plantz provided details on financing, on the name of 
the architect--William Jones Smith of the Chicago firm of 
Childs and Smith--and the contractors at a semi-annual 
meeting of the trustees in November, 1916.  His only regret 
was the site which, because it was separated from the rest 
of the campus, "will not be seen unless specially visited 
thus adding nothing to the mass effect of the campus, a very 
important consideration...."86  But he wrote Mrs. Sage, when 
the building was almost completed, enthusiastically 
describing its features: 
 
It is built of light buff sandstone with Bedford 
stone trimmings,...has room for one hundred and 
fifty girls...and has beautiful parlors, dining 
room, infirmary and other accommodations for 
students.... 
 I cannot express the appreciation which the trustees, 
 faculty and students have of your great generosity in 
 assisting us in putting up...so fine an addition to our 
 college plant, and which was so seriously needed.87 
 
With its interior completely remodelled in 1971-72 at a cost 
of $ 820,000, Sage remains one of the most gracious 
buildings on the Lawrence campus. 
                                                          
85 Raney, "History," 271. 
86 Pres Semi-Annual Rept (November, 1916 [check]), 8. 
87 Plantz to Mrs. Sage (10/22/17), No. 6,275.  [check] 
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x x x 
 
 The crowning achievement in the series of buildings 
left to Lawrence by Samuel Plantz was the Memorial Chapel, 
completed in 1918.  The original college chapel, located on 
the third and fourth floors of the west end of Main Hall, 
had served generations of Lawrentians, but it could no 
longer contain the entire student body and the gallery, 
suspended from the ceiling by steel rods, had long since 
been condemned as structurally unsafe. 
 
 The year 1908 marked the beginning of a campaign to 
raise money for a new chapel, but it took almost a decade 
before the requisite funds were available.  The initiative 
sprang from Wilson S. Naylor, Professor of Biblical 
Literature and later Dean of the College, whose wife Helen 
Fairfield Naylor died in 1907.  By all accounts, Mrs. Naylor 
was universally admired by students and Professor Naylor 
announced that he would match dollar for dollar their 
subscriptions for a new chapel dedicated to her memory.88  At 
morning exercises in the chapel on a given day in April, 
1908, students pledged over $ 5,000 for the cause.  A 
further effort on the part of students to canvass alumni, 
former students, and friends raised the total pledged to  $ 
19,000 by the end of the academic year.89  Despite this 
auspicious beginning, the campaign languished in the next 
few years as the College concentrated its efforts on raising 
money for endowment or other more critically needed 
buildings. 
 
                                                          
88 Lawr (4/1/08), 14. 
89 Pres Rept (1908), 8. Unfortunately, many of the pledges 
turned out to be no more than that. 
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 In the summer of 1914, Myra Goodwin Plantz, wife of the 
President, died after an extended illness, and a campaign 
was launched to raise funds for a women's dormitory in her 
memory.  About $ 20,000 had been collected by 1916 when Mrs. 
Sage announced her gift for the dormitory named for her 
husband.  With the consent of the donors, the amount raised 
in memory of Mrs. Plantz was transferred to the fund for the 
Chapel which, it was decided, would be dedicated jointly to 
Helen Naylor and Myra Plantz (a plaque at the outer entrance 
to the building indicates that it is dedicated to the memory 
of the two women, but another plaque in the lobby lists the 
names of eleven Lawrence men who died in military service 
during World War I). 
 
 The final stages of the campaign for the Chapel began 
with the announcement in January, 1917, of a gift from an 
anonymous Appletonian of $ 62,500 in endowment on the 
condition that a like amount be raised from the citizens of 
Appleton for the Chapel.  The anonymous donors were, in 
fact, Judson and Barbara Rosebush, generous benefactors of 
the College.  Rosebush, who had served as a Professor of 
Economics and Political Science from 1903 to 1910, was 
married in 1908 to Barbara Jane McNaughton, the only child 
of John P. McNaughton, a wealthy Appletonian who had made a 
considerable fortune in banking, lumbering and paper 
manufacturing.  When McNaughton, who had been an active 
Lawrence trustee and counsellor to Plantz, died in 1910, 
Rosebush stopped teaching in order to devote full-time to 
managing the McNaughton estate.90  He also replaced his 
father-in-law on the Board of Trustees and served there 
until 1934. 
 
 The Rosebushes' challenge provoked a "whirlwind 
campaign" in Appleton that lasted a little over a week in 
                                                          
90 He was officially listed on the faculty until 1912. 
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February, 1917.  A particular incentive to contribute was 
Plantz's assurance that, for a small fee to cover expenses, 
the Chapel would be available to citizens of Appleton for 
use as an auditorium and concert hall.  With considerable 
fanfare, the campaign opened with a parade down College 
Avenue in which the entire student body, faculty, and 
trustees marched with 200 citizen-canvassers to music 
provided by the YMCA Zouave band and the Lawrence band.91  
The campaign not only exceeded its goal in pledges but 
raised an additional $ 10,000 for an organ for the Chapel. 
 
 Despite the United States entry into World War I in 
April, 1917, and wartime shortages of workmen and materials, 
the College broke ground for the Chapel in June and 
proceeded with construction of the building.  The site 
chosen, facing Main Hall on the north side of College 
Avenue, marked the first acquisition by the college of land 
in that direction since the sale in the 19th century of all 
land north of College Avenue.92   The same Chicago architects 
who designed Sage Hall drew the plans for the Chapel.  The 
original design did not include a steeple or tower, but this 
was added by a special vote of the Executive Committee.93  
Opinions have differed ever since on the aesthetic qualities 
of the design, particularly the steeple.  Otho P. Fairfield, 
Professor of Art, identified the neo-classical, colonial 
building as "a modern adaptation of the Congregational 
Church of Danbury, Connecticut," and the tower as similar to 
                                                          
91  Lawr (2/15/170, 1. 
92  See Raney, "History," 273-4 for details on the purchase 
of land in that block which Rosebush apparently facilitated.   
93  After the vote, Plantz wrote to L. M. Alexander, Chairman 
of the Board, "...we shall now have to have about $ 15,000 
more for the new chapel since our friend Judson [Rosebush] 
got his tower Saturday which materially increases the cost." 
(6/18/17, No. 5,969) 
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those designed by Christopher Wren, but he was at the same 
time critical of the tower as too narrow at the base.94 
 
 Although Plantz had promised that the building would be 
available to the city as a public meeting place, he viewed 
it primarily as the center of religious life for the 
college.  Perhaps in an effort to enhance the religious 
character of the building, he sought contributions for 
stained glass windows as memorials.  Produced by a designer 
and manufacturer of stained glass in Minneapolis, these 
depict subjects both religious and secular.  One is an 
adaptation of Holman Hunt's painting, "The Light of the 
World."  Another, given by the widow of Nathanael M. 
Wheeler, a professor of Greek from 1879-85, depicts a 
sorrowing "Athena at the Tomb."  Other subjects include 
Queen Esther, King David, and The Good Samaritan.95 
                                                          
94  Lawr (2/10/21), 2.  The story, passed down through 
several generations, that Frank Lloyd Wright, on a visit to 
the campus, termed the chapel "the ugliest building in 
Wisconsin" is apocryphal.  A correction of this legend, 
attributed to Professor Herbert Spiegelberg (who accompanied 
Wright on his tour of the campus) by Professor William A. 
Chaney (Lawrentian, 5/3/1991), records that Wright's only 
comment on Lawrence architecture concerned the houses in the 
fraternity quadrangle which he termed "appropriate."  When 
he was asked what he meant by "appropriate," he replied, 
"Appropriate for those who live in them."   
 
 
 
 
 
95 An imaginative theatrical performance, written and 
produced by a senior as an honors project in 1989, had the 
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 In the more than seven decades since its construction, 
Memorial Chapel has become a kind of second symbol or 
landmark (after Main Hall) of Lawrence University.  Serving 
initially as the focus of the religious life of the 
University, then of the increasingly secular convocations of 
students, it is also the site of the celebrated artist 
series and other concerts, and of major ceremonial events in 
the life of the University.  In addition, it continues to 
fulfill one of its original purposes by providing 
organizations in the Fox Cities with a meeting place for a 
variety of events--political, social, and cultural.           
 
 
 
 
Curriculum and Faculty 
 
 Plantz was intent upon maintaining, and even expanding, 
when necessary, traditional liberal arts offerings in the 
curriculum.  At the same time, he was aware of curricular 
changes taking place at other institutions and was not 
reluctant to shelve his stated commitment to the liberal 
arts on occasion by establishing a major in commerce, as 
well as departments of journalism, engineering, and 
elocution.  Such offerings, he was convinced, would attract 
students, add revenue, and help balance the budget.   
 Given the significant growth of College enrollment and 
faculty during Plantz's presidency, it is not surprising 
that the number and variety of courses in the curriculum 
mushroomed correspondingly.  Indeed, proliferation and 
diversification characterized the course offerings during 
these three decades.  College course descriptions in the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
characters stepping from their windows and carrying on 
dialogues with a modern young woman.   
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catalogue for 1894-95 occupy only sixteen pages and are 
distributed among twelve departments, whereas courses listed 
in the catalogue for 1924-25 fill fifty-eight pages (not 
including music courses offered by the  
Conservatory) and are divided into twenty-five departments.96 
 
 
 Even before Plantz's arrival, a few steps had been 
taken towards including in the curriculum courses or fields 
which spoke to the needs of a changing society.  In 1891, 
Thomas E. Will, a professor with B. A. and M. A. degrees 
from Harvard, was appointed to a newly endowed chair in 
History and Political Science and was asked to offer all 
courses taught in these two fields.  In addition to courses 
he listed in English history, Continental European history, 
and American history, he proposed to teach four courses in 
"Political Economy and Social Science" which were described 
as follows:  (1)  Economic Theory;  (2) Social Philosophy 
(in which "the books of the masters in Sociology will be 
critically read and discussed"); (3) The Industrial Problem 
("The  great question of industrial unrest will be taken 
up....The various solutions, Trades-Unionism, Arbitration, 
Co-operation, Profit-sharing, Socialism, Nationalism, 
Communism, Anarchism, Laissez-faire and the single tax will 
be examined...."); and (4)  History of Political Economy.  
As the sole professor in these fields, he proposed to offer 
                                                          
96  Of subjects taught in 1894, only Hebrew had been dropped 
entirely from the curriculum;  among subjects not offered 
when Plantz came, but taught in 1924, were Art History and 
Appreciation, Commerce (23 courses listed), Education, 
Engineering, Journalism, Missions (taught with Religion), 
and Spanish.  Some subjects which had been grouped together 
in one department (e.g. Physics and Chemistry, Modern 
Languages) were now split into separate departments, each 
with its own professors. 
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these courses in a cycle over a three year period.  As it 
turned out, he remained at Lawrence only two years since he 
ran into trouble with the trustees over his alleged "heresy" 
and economic radicalism (he was a strong advocate of the 
single tax) and was relieved of his post before he could 
present his resignation.97 
 
 After this abortive beginning in the social sciences, a 
succession of professors of history named in the early 
Plantz era offered some work in economics, sociology, and 
political science, but the first professor to give his 
entire time to the social sciences was Judson G. Rosebush, 
who taught from 1903 to 1910.98  With some graduate training 
in political science at the University of Pennsylvania and a 
year of graduate work each at Cornell University and the 
University of Wisconsin in economics, he offered courses in 
economics, sociology, and politics.  Among his courses in 
economics was one entitled "The Corporation" which dealt 
with "the recent history of railways, industrial 
corporations, and labor unions, with reference to 
organization, financiering, powers, evils, and methods of 
regulation."99  A sociology course entitled "Social 
Aesthetics" he described as "Studies in the causes and the 
character of changes now taking place in American art, 
                                                          
97 For a detailed account of this episode, see Raney, 
"History," 221-223.  The pretext given for his dismissal was 
that his endowed professorship had been suspended for want 
of available funds. 
98 For much more detailed lists of faculty members and what 
they taught, see Raney, "History,"  Chapter XXI.  On Judson 
Rosebush and his wife as benefactors of Lawrence, see the 
preceding section on buildings. 
99 Cat (1907), 96. 
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industrial and civic surroundings, with reference to their 
probable effect upon American character."100 
When Rosebush stopped teaching in 1910, he was succeeded in 
the following decade by a series of professors (never more 
than two at a time) who shared the teaching of sociology, 
politics (or government), and economics.  Even though the 
number of courses in these fields was not large, Lawrence 
was obviously trying to come to grips with the new century 
and address some of the problems confronting American 
society in this era. 
 
 Plantz was undoubtedly sympathetic towards, and may 
have been responsible for, the increased attention given to 
social questions in the curriculum.  For he played a role in 
the "social gospel" movement that permeated American 
Protestantism in the first two decades of the 20th century.  
Although the term "social gospel" has been defined in a 
number of ways and varied from one denomination to another, 
it was essentially an effort on the part of individuals and 
groups to awaken the Protestant churches in America to the 
"social crisis" besetting the country and to urge the 
churches to assume some responsibility for alleviating 
social problems arising from the industrial system.  
 
 The Methodist Church, despite John Wesley's appeal to 
the poorer classes, was slow as an institutional body to 
address such issues.  Samuel Plantz was, however, in the 
forefront of Methodists in this country attempting to inform 
and incite his church to action by publishing in 1906 a book 
entitled The Church and the Social Problem: A Study in 
Applied Christianity.101  In the initial chapter, he dwelled 
                                                          
100 Ibid., 98. 
101  (Cincinnati:  Jennings and Eaton;  New York: Eaton and 
Mains, 1906).  Invited to write such a book by the Book 
Editor of the Methodist Church and submit it six months 
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upon the conflicts of the age marked by strikes, lockouts, 
and class divisions and attributed the social crisis to a 
number of causes: the rise of educated workingmen with 
heightened expectations, the factory system which separated 
workers from their employers, the unequal distribution of 
wealth, the spread of "socialistic and revolutionary 
literature," the worker's feeling of inferiority, the decay 
of religion, and the materialistic tendencies of the age. 
 
 As a preacher and a devout Christian, Plantz naturally 
urged that the Church could help solve the social problem by 
"insisting that its members shall practice as well as 
believe in the ethical principles of Christianity."102  
Acknowledging that Christianity had lost its hold on the 
masses, he exhorted the Church to stay with the people, to 
show an interest in them by its activity, and to seek to 
educate them to appreciate Christian ethics and the 
Christian philosophy of life.  The Church must abandon class 
prejudices and distinctions.  Just as it must teach the 
laborer his responsibility towards the employer, it must 
teach capitalists important Christian principles that bear 
upon their relation to the laboring classes.   Plantz urged 
the Church to adapt its methods to the age.  The Church must 
"not only preach about serving, it must serve;  it must not 
only tell about doing good, it must begin the practice."103   
                                                                                                                                                                             
later, Plantz at first refused "owing to the pressure of 
classroom duties and administrative cares."  But he later 
complied, explaining that the theme was one on which he had 
long held convictions and expressing the hope that the 
reader would find "his meditations, although somewhat 
hastily put together, not...without suggestiveness." (p. 8)   
102  Ibid., 297. 
103  Ibid., 286.  Plantz was among those who signed a 
"Statement to the Church," presented to the Methodist 
General Conference of 1908, announcing the formation of an 
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 To what extent the President injected these precepts 
into his classroom teaching and his public addresses to 
students and faculty is difficult to determine, but it is 
reasonable to assume that he voiced these convictions to 
Lawrentians and that they found a place in the curriculum. 
 
 One would think that progressivism, the reformist 
tendency that flourished in the United States--and 
particularly in Wisconsin--at about the same time as the 
social gospel movement (with which it shared some common 
social goals), would have had repercussions at Lawrence.  
How much attention progressive campaigns and reforms 
attracted in courses or informal discussions on campus is 
impossible to know but, judging from available written 
records, progressivism seems to have had relatively little 
impact on the University. 
 
 If Plantz was liberal on social questions, his 
political convictions are more difficult to pin down.  The 
presence on the Lawrence Board of Trustees of Senator 
Philetus Sawyer, the boss of the state Republican Party, 
from 1866 until his death in 1900, is not necessarily an 
indication of the conservative sympathies of the President 
or the Lawrence community.  But it may have discouraged 
Plantz and others from openly supporting Robert M. La 
Follette who, in the 1890's, was attempting to wrest control 
of the state Republican party from Senator Sawyer and the 
conservative old guard. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
unofficial body known as "The Methodist Federation for 
Social Service" which called upon Methodists to join in "the 
social awakening of the Church."  See Donald K. Gorrell, The 
Age of Social Responsibility:  The Social Gospel in the 
Progressive Era, 1900-1920 (Macon, Georgia, 1988), 96-97.   
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 When La Follette later founded the National Republican 
Progressive League, which became the Progressive (or "Bull 
Moose") Party that broke with the Republican Party and 
nominated Theodore Roosevelt for President in 1912, Plantz 
seems to have supported neither Roosevelt nor William Howard 
Taft, the Republican candidate.  Rather, he spoke prior to a 
mock presidential election on campus on behalf of Woodrow 
Wilson, the Democratic candidate.104  (In the straw vote that 
followed, Wilson won in a landslide over both Roosevelt and 
Taft).    
 
 A clear indication of Plantz's attitude towards 
"Fighting Bob" La Follette is contained in a letter he wrote 
in 1924 (ten days before his own death, and seven months 
before La Follette's) when La Follette ran for President on 
the Progressive Party ticket.105  Reviewing the career of 
"our pompadour senator who has aspirations to sit in the 
White House,"  Plantz conceded that La Follette, as governor 
of Wisconsin from 1900 to 1906, had "cleaned up abuses," but 
he branded him an opportunist and a "great actor" who could 
make the ordinary man "believe that the moon is made of 
green cheese by his tragic attitudes, his gestures, and his 
splendid oratory."  Admitting that some Methodist preachers 
had supported La Follette and his reforms twenty years 
                                                          
104  Lawr (11/5/12). 
105  Plantz to Bishop John W. Hamilton of Washington, D. C. 
(11/3/24), No. 15197.  See also an interesting letter Plantz 
wrote in August, 1924, to a Lawrence graduate in Europe, 
commenting in some detail on the forthcoming presidential 
campaign:  "The disturbing feature is the fact that our 
Wisconsin La Follette has started a progressive party in 
which all the discontents of both parties are being drawn 
and which the radical papers are supporting."  Plantz to 
Mildred McNeal Sweeney (8/23/24), No. 14261. 
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earlier, he concluded, "...I think nearly all of them are 
tired of that pew."   
 
 
 In the winter of 1915-16, some of the trustees became 
interested in establishing at Lawrence what they called a 
"School of Commerce" and the entire Board voted in June, 
1916 to set up a Chair of Commerce as soon as financial 
conditions permitted.106   In fact, the term "School of 
Commerce" had been applied earlier--from 1902 to 1909--to 
offerings listed up to that time under the "Commercial 
Department."  But the "School" was dropped in 1909, partly 
because it was losing money through poor management by its 
principal, but also because Plantz thought that dropping 
what he called "a mere Business School" would "add to the 
importance and dignity of the institution."107  Plantz's 
commitment to the liberal arts character of Lawrence 
apparently won out in this decision. 
  
 But his pragmatism reappeared in 1916 when he favored a 
proposal to re-introduce commercial courses into the 
curriculum, if not actually to establish a "School of 
Commerce."  Here is how he justified the change in November, 
1916: 
 
 As there is great pressure in the student body 
for work in Commerce, and as we receive more 
inquiries from high school boys concerning what we 
are offering in this line than any other, and as 
the drift in education is more and more toward 
practical subjects, I recommend that the professor 
of commerce recommended by the committee of this 
Board at our June meeting be selected during the 
                                                          
106 Pres Rept, (1909), 5. 
107 Pres Rept (1909), 5. 
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present year and begin his work with the next 
college year.108 
 
 Later in that year or early in 1917, John and Barbara 
Rosebush gave $ 35,000 to endow a chair entitled the John 
McNaughton Chair of Commerce in honor of Mrs. Rosebush's 
father.  Although no separate "School of Commerce" was set 
up, commercial courses such as Accounting, Insurance, 
Advertising, Economics of Price, Factory Management, and 
Store and Office Management became in time a part of 
Lawrence's regular college curriculum.  By 1921, a second 
teacher of commerce had been added and other departments co-
operated by offering related courses in Business Law, 
Mathematics of Finance, Business English, etc.  Indeed, the 
twenty-three courses listed made possible a major in 
commerce, business administration, or accounting.  Only 
after President Wriston had been at Lawrence for three years 
did he initiate a series of steps which eventually phased 
out almost all commercial subjects.  
 
 
  English was one of the fields in which the most 
dramatic growth occurred during the Plantz era.  In the 
first years of Plantz's regime there was not enough offered 
in English literature to occupy the full time of one 
teacher.  By 1924, the department was large enough to be 
separated into two divisions, one in Composition and 
Journalism (with a staff of five) which included a 
composition course required of all freshmen, and the other 
in Literature, taught by four professors who offered some 
twenty courses ranging from surveys of English and American 
Literature to advanced courses on individual writers and on 
contemporary drama, verse, and the novel. 
 
                                                          
108 Pres Semi-annual Rept (1916), 3. 
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 The sole teacher of English from 1894 to 1900 was 
Elizabeth Wilson, an outstanding Lawrence graduate of the 
class of 1890, who had served as the first woman editor of 
the Lawrentian and had been a leader in campus activities.109  
Emma Kate Corkhill, who taught at Lawrence from 1902 to 1913 
was, however, the first holder of the Edwards-Alexander 
Professorship of English Literature, designated for a woman.  
Greatly admired as a teacher, Emma Corkhill described her 
teaching method as follows:  "No textbooks are used but the 
works chosen;  these are read outside the class, and the 
recitation period is given up to a discussion of their 
content, what it involves, and what principles of its 
particular type the whole work exemplifies."110  In a warm 
tribute paid to her after her death, President Plantz said, 
"She was a woman of broad scholarship, of remarkable 
teaching gifts, and of most helpful personality.  Her 
                                                          
109  A good part of the life of Elizabeth Wilson (1867-1957) 
was associated with Lawrence from the time she grew up as 
the daughter of the minister of Appleton's Methodist Church 
(known to Lawrence students  as "Father Wilson"), through 
her attendance at the Academy and the College, her stint at 
teaching English, and, after an active career in YWCA work 
that included years in India, her return to Appleton where 
she continued her association with Lawrence by organizing 
and maintaining alumni clubs.  During Lawrence's Centennial 
Celebration in 1947 she was awarded an honorary degree and 
was further remembered after her death by having the house 
on the northeast corner of College and Lawe that currently 
serves the Admissions Office named after her. Miss Wilson's 
memoirs of her association with Lawrence are available in a 
manuscript in the Lawrence Archives.  She was also the first 
woman member of the Methodist ministry in Wisconsin and 
published a volume entitled Methodism in Eastern Wisconsin, 
1832-1850.  
110 Cat (1903), 70.[check] 
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classes were more largely attended than that [sic] of any 
other professor, and her influence upon the character of her 
pupils cannot be estimated."111 
 
 For a brief time, Lawrence flirted with the idea of 
establishing a School of Journalism.  Matthew L. Spencer, a 
Ph.D. from the University of Chicago and a colleague of Emma 
Corkhill for two years, who succeeded her as Professor of 
English upon her death in 1913, had practical experience as 
a newspaper man.  He introduced a course in Newswriting in 
1914 and was probably responsible for a course in Editorial 
Writing that appeared for the first time in the catalogue in 
1919.  Both courses continued to be taught into the early 
1930's.  No school of journalism was established but, as 
noted above, courses in this field became a part of the 
English department's offerings and two men held over a three 
year period the title of Professor of Composition and 
Journalism. 
 
 
 
 An indication of the survival of the religious heritage 
of the early University into the Plantz era was a 
significant expansion of the offerings in religion in a 
department which, for the first time, bore that name.  
During his first year as President, Plantz dropped the 
traditional heading "Mental and Moral Science" and divided 
the offerings in that department into two groups:  
Philosophy, comprising seven courses, and Religion, four.  
Plantz inherited from his predecessor the course 
traditionally taught by Lawrence presidents, "Evidences of 
Christianity," and continued to teach it until his death, 
though he later changed its title to "Fundamentals of 
                                                          
111 Pres Rept (1914), 2. 
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Christianity."112  He was the last Lawrence president to 
teach such a course.  Other courses taught in 1895 were one 
in comparative religion entitled "Science of Religion," 
another called "Philosophy of Religion," and a course in the 
English Bible required of all Juniors. 
 
 Beginning in 1904, the last named course and all other 
courses in Biblical Literature were taught for three decades 
(except when he was on leave during World War I) by 
Professor Wilson S. Naylor, a Methodist minister, who joined 
the faculty in that year and who later became Dean of the 
College and interim President upon the death of Plantz.  
Naylor taught introductory courses in Old and New Testament 
and advanced courses with a sociological bent such as the 
"Social Teachings of Jesus," "Hebrew Sociology," and "Social 
Institutions of the Bible."  Relieved of teaching courses in 
Biblical Literature, Plantz expanded his offerings in other 
religious fields, teaching one course titled "History and 
Psychology of Religion" and several courses in ethics. 
 
 Another important part of the offerings in Religion was 
a number of courses in Missions taught by two men in 
succession, one of whom had been an official of the 
Missionary Society of the Methodist Church, and the other an 
active Methodist missionary in the Dutch East Indies for 
twenty years.113 
                                                          
112 The content of the course apparently remained essentially 
unchanged and was described as follows:  "The various 
arguments in proof of the claims of Christianity are 
considered, its principal doctrines discussed and the 
principal systems of doubt analyzed." Cat (1924), 149. 
113 The first of these was John Gaines Vaughan (at Lawrence 
from 1909-1921) who was employed initially to teach two days 
a week and to spend the rest of his time money-raising.  The 
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 Professor Raney observes that the four major professors 
of Religion during the Plantz era (including Plantz himself) 
were all born before the end of the Civil War, were all 
Methodist clergymen, and viewed Lawrence University "as a 
child of their church and an instrument to serve its 
ends."114  Two of them continued to teach for a decade after 
Plantz's death and retired only in 1934, at the age of 
seventy, marking the end of an era. 
 
 Although Philosophy was separated from Religion in 
1894-95, the President continued to teach courses in the 
former for several years.  Four of them were required of all 
students:  Psychology, Logic, Ethics, and Aesthetics;  and 
three were elective:  Metaphysics, History of Philosophy, 
and Theism.  No one was listed as a Professor of Philosophy 
until the appointment of John H. Farley '96  in 1901, but 
the offerings of the department (which included both 
Philosophy and Psychology) initially remained relatively 
unchanged.  In 1923, a separate department of Psychology was 
created, and Farley devoted almost all of his time to the 
teaching of Philosophy.  Appointed as Professor of 
Psychology was Joseph H. Griffiths '18, a Ph.D. from Cornell 
University, who taught until his retirement in 1955.115 
 
 Somewhat surprisingly, work in Education began in the 
Philosophy Department.  A course entitled "Philosophy of 
Education" first appeared in the catalogue in 1898, renamed 
"Pedagogy" the following year.  By 1905, courses in 
education were grouped separately but were still taught 
                                                                                                                                                                             
active missionary was John Russell Denyes who came in 1923 
and taught for eleven years. 
114 Raney  "History," 328. 
115 For further details on specific courses taught in both 
Philosophy and Psychology, see Raney, "History," 323-25. 
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until 1911 by Farley, the Professor of Philosophy.  In that 
year a Professor of Education was appointed, the first in a 
series, which culminated in the Plantz era with the naming 
in 1923 of James L. Mursell, an educator who attained a 
national reputation in his field of Music Education.  During 
his twelve year stay at Lawrence, he produced two 
controversial but influential works Principles of Music 
Education (1927) and The Psychology of Music Teaching 
(1929).  He left Lawrence to accept an appointment at 
Teachers College, Columbia University, where he became head 
of the Department of Music and Music Education.  A man of 
broad interests and accomplishments, he studied piano and 
organ throughout his academic career and gave annual 
recitals while at Lawrence.  Mursell is remembered in the 
Educational Center on Washington Street named after him.    
 
 The catalogue of 1904 contained the first notice about 
licenses to teach in Wisconsin schools issued by the office 
of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. At first 
the only requirement for teachers with a bachelor's degree 
was a semester each of psychology and pedagogy, but the 
requirements gradually expanded in the following decade to 
include courses either recommended or required in History of 
Education, Educational Psychology, Practice Teaching, and 
courses offered by individual departments for teachers of 
that discipline. 
 
 
 In the teaching of foreign languages, Lawrence followed 
a nationwide trend during this era.  Enrollments in Latin 
and Greek, which had played so important a role in the early 
curriculum, declined (though Latin enjoyed a temporary 
renaissance under one professor) and those in the modern 
languages (French, German, and Spanish) grew 
correspondingly.  Put in terms of faculty employed, in the 
early 1890's two professors taught Latin and Greek and one 
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instructor taught French and German;  in 1925, a professor 
and one instructor taught the ancient languages while the 
teaching of modern languages occupied six people. 
 
 The Professor of Latin through most of the 1890's 
continued to be Hiram A. Jones, who had begun his career at 
Lawrence in 1854 and who died in his classroom in 1898.  
After his death, the room where he had taught (located in 
the southwest corner of the first floor of Main Hall) was 
fitted out as a Latin library and is still used as a 
classroom by the Classics Department. 
 
 His successor, who remained at Lawrence for twenty 
years, was Ellsworth David Wright, whose training included a 
Ph.D. from Cornell University, two years in Europe spent at 
Leipzig and Berlin Universities and in Greece, and an 
instructorship in Greek at Cornell University.  Having 
arrived at Lawrence in 1898, he taught Latin and some Greek 
for twenty years.  During the middle years of his tenure, 
the variety and number of offerings in Latin reached its 
peak.  His enthusiasm for his subject also attracted many 
students to a Latin Club which at one point had a membership 
of almost one hundred.  From 1907 on, the Club produced an 
annual periodical called The Lawrence Latinist, which 
included student writing in Latin.  Not content with 
confining his efforts to the Lawrence campus, Wright founded 
in 1908 the Latin League of Wisconsin Colleges that 
comprised Beloit, Carroll, Lawrence, Milton, Milwaukee-
Downer, and Ripon.  For ten years this organization 
sponsored annual contests among selected students to 
determine which were most proficient in Latin. 
 
 The successor to Henry Lummis, the much revered 
Professor of Greek, who died at the age of eighty-one in 
1905, was Albert Augustus Trever, one of Lawrence's most 
respected professors and scholars, who taught first Greek, 
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then history, for thirty-five years until his death in 1940 
(Trever Hall is named in his honor).  Trever, a native of 
Calumet County, Wisconsin,  graduated from Lawrence in 1896 
and received the Bachelor of Sacred Theology degree at 
Boston University, after which he spent a year studying in 
Germany at Halle and Berlin Universities.  During his first 
years of teaching at Lawrence he spent several summers and 
one year's leave at the University of Chicago until he had 
earned a master's degree and a Ph.D. (1913).    
 
 For a number of years, Trever inserted in Lawrence 
catalogues a declaration in favor of the study of Greek, 
"Turn to what phase of life we will, to civics, art, 
oratory, philosophy, poetry in its several branches, we find 
evident marks of Greek influence."116   Yet despite his 
enthusiasm, enrollments in Greek continued to decline to the 
point where he had no more than seven students in his 
introductory courses and fewer than five in  some of the 
other courses.  With encouragement from Plantz, he began in 
1908 to give courses in Greek civilization taught entirely 
in English:  courses on Greek drama, Greek oratory, Greek 
sculpture and architecture, and classical mythology.  
Finally, by teaching a course in Greek history and later 
Roman history, he began a move to the History Department 
which was confirmed in 1917 when his title was changed to 
George M. Steele Professor of Ancient and Medieval History 
(see below for his career in the History department).  When 
Trever ceased teaching the Greek language, the professor of 
Latin continued teaching some courses in that subject, but 
the offerings since 1919 have been minimal. 
 
 Hebrew, which had been offered briefly in the early 
days of the University, was revived in the 1890's, taught by 
the Rabbi of the Zion Congregation in Appleton, Dr. Emmanuel 
                                                          
116 Cat (1913), 168. 
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Gerechter.  Born in Germany, he received a classical 
education in a German gymnasium and followed it with 
theological training in Breslau. Before coming to Appleton, 
he was a rabbi in Detroit, Grand Rapids, and Milwaukee.   In 
Plantz's first year, Rabbi Gerechter joined the Lawrence 
faculty, teaching Hebrew, and then Hebrew and German, though 
the former was not offered every year.  A full-time 
professor until 1913, he continued to teach German on a 
half-time basis for another five years.  After his 
retirement, he moved to New York, but he is buried in the 
Jewish cemetery in Appleton.117 
 
 Until Dr. Gerechter joined the faculty and began to 
teach German, a succession of women instructors, each of 
whom remained only a few years, had taught French and 
German.  Beginning in 1896, Mabel Eddy taught all the French 
and shared in the teaching of German.  By 1899, she and Dr. 
Gerechter were offering three years of French and four of 
German.  After a three year interim, Miss Eddy returned to 
Lawrence in 1909 and taught for another twelve years during 
which time she began to offer courses in Spanish as well as 
French.   
 
 One of the leading linguists of the Plantz and Wriston 
eras, Professor Louis C. Baker, was a native of Seymour, 
Wisconsin, and a Lawrence graduate of the Class of 1906.  He 
was primarily a Germanist, with a Ph.D. from the University 
of Pennsylvania, but he was competent in a variety of other 
languages including Old Irish and Sanskrit.  Appointed 
Professor of German in 1914, he taught a variety of courses 
                                                          
117  President Wriston notes that the Lawrence faculty  
changed the regular day of faculty meetings from Friday to 
Tuesday so as not to conflict with Rabbi Gerechter's 
observation of the Jewish Sabbath. Henry M. Wriston, 
Academic Procession (N. Y., 1959), 87.           
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in German language and literature until America's entry into 
World War I in 1917 when the study of German became 
unpopular.  In September, 1916, 304 students were enrolled 
in German courses;  a year later, the number dropped to 158, 
and there were only 7 in the fall of 1918.  At that point, 
Baker gave almost all of his time to French, and apparently 
decided to transfer to French.  Baker remained on the 
faculty as a Professor of French until 1949.  Only in 1919-
1920, with the arrival of Gottlob C. Cast, did enrollments 
in German begin to recover from the blow dealt by the war. 
In Plantz's last year, there were three full-time teachers 
of French.118 
 
 
 In 1916, when Professor Trever gave up the teaching of 
Greek in order to teach full-time in History, he took a step 
which helped to establish that department as one with 
greater stability and continuity of faculty than almost any 
other department in the College.  (Up to that time, History 
had been taught by a series of professors who remained for 
no more than one to four years).  As Professor of Ancient 
and Medieval History, Trever taught these courses until 
1940.  The culmination of a life of scholarly work in Greek 
and Roman history was the publication of his major textbook, 
A History of Ancient Civilization (2 vols., 1936, 1939) 
                                                          
118  One of these was Mlle. Marguerite Mainsonnat, a native 
French woman, who taught from 1921-25 and directed a 
production in French of Moliere's Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme.  
When Professor Baker went on leave for two years in Europe 
from 1920-22, Professor Raney filled in as Professor of 
French;  his wife, Carrie Raney, also taught later in the 
French department. 
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which received strong praise from scholars in the field.119   
As a teacher, Trever was apparently frightening to students, 
but he appears to have been very much respected.  One 
student from the Class of 1934 recalls, "He [Trever] scared 
the living daylights out of me as a freshman...After I 
graduated from college I would still break out in a cold 
sweat, thinking I'm not ready yet for that ancient history 
exam."120 
 
 John B. MacHarg, who came on a temporary appointment in 
1917, ended by staying at Lawrence for twenty years.  
Appointed Professor of American History in 1919, the first 
to hold that title at Lawrence, he offered not only courses 
in that field but also in Canadian and Latin-American 
history.  A graduate of Hamilton College, he had studied at 
the University of Leipzig  and eventually received his Ph.D. 
from Columbia.      
 
 The third member of the department, William F. Raney, 
had studied history as a Rhodes Scholar at Oxford and later 
did graduate work at the University of Wisconsin in European 
history, completing his doctorate in 1919.  When he first 
came to Lawrence in 1920 he taught French for two years, but 
in 1922 he took over an English history course from MacHarg 
and a course in modern European history from Trever.  He 
taught these two courses almost continually from 1922 until 
                                                          
119  See, for example,  a copy of a letter from Preserved 
Smith, a distinguished historian at Cornell University, 
dated 4/27/36 to Trever at the time of the publication of 
the first volume:  "I have found it [your book] so well 
balanced, so scholarly, and such pleasant reading that I can 
hardly imagine a  work of its compass that could have done 
better...."  (Personal file of Albert Augustus Trever in 
Lawrence Archives). 
120  Personal interview, Spring, 1988. 
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his retirement in 1955. Fondly remembered by generations of 
Lawrence students, Professor Raney was also a meticulous 
scholar who found time during his tenure at Lawrence to 
research and write a textbook entitled Wisconsin:  A Story 
of Progress published by Prentice-Hall in 1940;  the book 
was for a time the standard work read in colleges of the 
state system.  
 
 
 Reflecting the overall trend in the curriculum, the 
number and variety of courses offered in the Natural 
Sciences grew considerably under Plantz.  During the 
President's first three years, one professor taught geology 
and biology, and a second taught physics and chemistry.  All 
science work was done in Main Hall until Stephenson Hall was 
available in the fall of 1899.  When Plantz died, five 
professors and three instructors were teaching the Natural 
Sciences which included courses in the following 
departments:  Botany, Chemistry, Geology and Mineralogy, 
Physics, and Zoology.  Another department was collectively  
entitled Mathematics, Engineering, and Astronomy.121 
 
 Three outstanding professors in the sciences in the 
Plantz era continued to teach well into the Wriston 
presidency.  The first of these was Lewis A. Youtz, the 
Robert McMillan Professor of Chemistry, appointed in 1902, 
who had his Ph.D. from Columbia and taught at Lawrence until 
1934.  Upon his arrival he established a standard set of 
courses which remained little changed for three decades:  
General Inorganic, Qualitative Analysis, Quantitative 
Analysis, and Organic Chemistry.  In addition, the 
department occasionally offered Physical Chemistry and 
Industrial Chemistry.  Youtz was granted leaves of absence 
                                                          
121  For a detailed listing of faculty and courses taught 
over the thirty year period, see Raney, "History," 346-352. 
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from Lawrence  which enabled him to continue research at 
both Harvard and Stanford. 
  
 With a Ph.D. from Harvard, Rollin C. Mullenix came to 
Lawrence in 1911 and taught Biology for twenty-four years.  
His offerings, in addition to the introductory course, 
included Vertebrate Anatomy, Histology, Embryology, Human 
Physiology, Neurology, and Evolution and Genetics.  At the 
time he retired, President Wriston remarked that in 1911 
Mullenix had single-handed carried the work of a department 
which in 1935 employed four people. 
 
 Best known as a scholar in his field was Rufus M. Bagg, 
Professor of Geology, a graduate of Amherst College with a 
Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University, who came to Lawrence in 
1911 and taught until his retirement in 1934.  At the time 
of his death in 1946, President Pusey praised him in the 
following words: 
 
A prolific writer and lecturer, a discriminating 
collector, and active, inquiring intelligence, a 
great traveller, and a lover of people, he made 
geology meaningful to generations of students and 
did much to build the high reputation in this field 
which Lawrence now enjoys.122 
 
 Professor Bagg is known more popularly through a memoir 
written by his daughter, writer Gladys Bagg Taber, entitled 
Especially Father, which lovingly describes the 
eccentricities of this man who was known to students as 
"Rocky Rufus."123   
 
                                                          
122 Lawrence Alumnus (May, 1947), 8. 
123 (Philadelphia, 1948) 
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 The principal Professor of Mathematics through the 
Plantz era was John C. Lymer, an extremely conscientious man 
who was apparently known in the college community as "Honest 
John."124  Named to what he thought was a temporary 
appointment in 1904, he remained at Lawrence for thirty-
seven years until 1941.  Beginning in 1908, a second full-
time person in Mathematics was named, and a succession of 
young men, some trained as engineers, filled this position, 
usually teaching freshman courses.125  According to the 
catalogue, one of the purposes of mathematics courses was to 
lay the foundation for such professions as surveying, 
engineering, and architecture.  As early as 1905, an 
arrangement was worked out with the University of Wisconsin 
whereby a Lawrence student who took a certain number of 
courses in Mathematics and Physics could enter the State 
University and complete an engineering degree in two years.  
A more explicit admission of engineering into the curriculum 
was made in 1909 when a small group of studies appeared 
separately under that heading in the catalogue.  Plantz was 
frank to concede to the trustees that the purpose of such 
courses was to hold beyond the freshman year students 
interested in becoming engineers. 
 
 
 
 If Plantz justified the addition of engineering courses 
on pragmatic grounds, he compensated for his deviation from 
the liberal arts a year later when he urged the trustees to 
                                                          
124 Raney, "History,"  349. 
125  One of these was Adam Remley, a member of the department 
from 1912 to 1914, who married Elsie Plantz, the older 
daughter of the President.  He left teaching to become City 
Engineer of Appleton and later spent many years in the paper 
industry. Their son, Arthur Remley, served for many years as 
a Lawrence trustee and Chairman of the Board.   
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consider the establishment of a department of Fine Arts.  
Instruction in painting and drawing had been available ever 
since 1849 and was taught when Plantz became president by 
Ella M. Bottensek, the wife of John Bottensek, an Appleton 
lawyer and Lawrence trustee.  But no courses in art history 
were offered until Emma Corkhill of the English department 
began teaching in 1907 a two hour course dealing "chiefly 
with the development of painting and sculpture."126  In a 
plea to the trustees for a department of Fine Arts or a 
School of Art, Plantz declared in 1910: 
 
 What we ought to have at Lawrence is a 
department of fine arts which would include work in 
music, expression, drawing, painting, ceramics and 
other similar studies.  I believe there is a place 
for such a school.  At the present time there is a 
very great tendency toward the practical in 
education.  The high schools are introducing more 
and more vocational studies, and our state 
universities are getting to be exceedingly 
utilitarian.  I cannot, however, but believe that 
the aesthetic...is so large a factor in life and so 
deeply rooted in human nature, that it is an 
essential and permanent element in the development 
of civilization.  There is sure to be a reaction 
against the purely mechanical, material, and 
utilitarian, and the ideal and the aesthetic are 
sure to reassert themselves.  A college which could 
provide a strong school of fine arts would do much 
for human society in counteracting the somewhat 
sordid tendencies of our modern life and bringing 
back...a proper appreciation of the significance of 
the beautiful in our experience.127 
                                                          
126 Cat (1907), 90. 
127 Pres Rept (1910), 13. 
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 Such a statement anticipated in some respects the 
position later taken by President Wriston concerning the 
place of the arts in a liberal arts curriculum, but neither 
president got very far with his proposal for a full-fledged 
program.  A step in that direction was taken in 1912 when 
Otho Pearre Fairfield, who had come to Lawrence four years 
earlier as a member of the English department, began 
teaching art history exclusively.  His only previous 
experience in this field had been as a lecturer on art at 
the New York School of Ceramics at Alfred University.  
Beginning with general courses in the History of Painting 
and the History of Architecture and Sculpture, he gradually 
expanded his offerings to include a course in Social 
Aesthetics and a series of period courses on the art of 
Europe and America.  Fairfield continued to be the sole art 
historian at Lawrence until his retirement at the age of 
seventy in 1934.   
 
 
 Not a part of the regular liberal arts curriculum, one 
other "school," which lasted from 1903 to 1914, was the 
School of Expression, an institution which belongs very much 
to the era at the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the 
twentieth centuries.  At this time, many believed that one 
could build a career on the speaking voice employed in the 
oral interpretation of literature.  Schools of Oratory and 
and Schools of Expression, frequently connected with 
universities, were plentiful throughout the country and 
their graduates were anxious to found and operate similar 
schools in colleges like Lawrence.  It would be unrewarding 
to recount in detail the vicissitudes of the School of 
Expression which was plagued with low enrollments and 
financial difficulties through most of its history.128  
                                                          
128  See Raney, "History," 380-85. 
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Plantz seems never to have been very enthusiastic about it, 
but some of the trustees were anxious to prolong its life.  
The program had an impact on the the College in two ways:  
it  provided instruction in Public Speaking for regular 
college students;  and a Dramatic Club of the School 
performed open-air plays (including Shakespearian 
productions) on campus during commencement week. 
 
Composition of the Faculty:  Gender, Educational Background 
 
  Although women on the faculty continued to hold a 
lesser status than men in that they were normally appointed 
to  the rank of instructor and were paid less than their 
male counterparts, at least one post was established during 
the Plantz era--the Edwards-Alexander Chair of English 
Literature-- designated exclusively for a woman professor.  
The percentage of women on the college faculty rose somewhat 
from about 23% in 1894 to 28.5% in 1924.  But of the 
fourteen women on the college faculty in Plantz's last year, 
only three held a rank above instructor.  In the 
Conservatory, about half were women, bringing the percentage 
of women for the College and Conservatory faculties combined 
to thirty-five. 
 
 The percentage of professors with the Ph.D. increased 
dramatically from only one--Plantz himself--in 1894 to l6 
(or about a third of the college faculty) in 1924.  They had 
been trained in  a number of universities:  three had 
degrees from Wisconsin;  two each from Columbia, Harvard, 
Minnesota, and Boston University;  and one each from 
Chicago, Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Pennsylvania, and Yale.  
 
 Most of those whom Plantz named to the faculty had 
their undergraduate degrees from church-related colleges, 
more often than not Methodist-affiliated.  Of these quite a 
few long-time teachers were Lawrence graduates.  Plantz 
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continued the tradition of naming to the faculty at least 
some men trained as preachers.  This might be expected for 
appointments to the Religion department, but a number of 
individuals from other departments-- Trever in Greek and 
History, and one each in German, sociology, and English--had 
the degree of Bachelor of Sacred Theology from theological 
seminaries.   Indeed, Plantz made no secret of his view that 
one of the primary responsibilities of Lawrence faculty 
members was "the moulding of Christian character."129  On one 
occasion, he wrote a recommendation criticizing a former 
member of the Commerce Department on the grounds that the 
man was "not a church goer, and he is extremely liberal for 
a Christian college."  Plantz had apparently seen a letter 
written by the professor to the local Methodist minister in 
which "he stated that he did not understand how men could 
believe in a personal God these days."130 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Students and Student Life 
 
 
                                                          
129  See, for example, a letter he wrote to male faculty 
members in 1910 when he said, "I often feel that in the rush 
of school work we are making teaching our most exclusive 
business and do not quite realize that the only need of a 
christian college is its christian work and influence.  If 
we fail, therefore, in our influence of moulding christian 
character we fail in the purpose for which the school is 
designed...."  Plantz to ten male faculty members, Box 2, 
1909-10. 
130 Plantz to W. H. Faunce, President of Brown University 
(3/25/19), No. 9623.  
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 President Plantz, delivering his annual report to the 
trustees in June, 1909--about halfway through his 
administration--spoke of growing disciplinary problems which 
he attributed to the changing character of the student body.  
Amplifying his comments, he noted that until recently 
Lawrence took students recommended by clergymen of their 
communities;  now, however, the college was recruiting more 
directly from the high schools of the state. 
 
The result is that the character of the student body 
has decidedly changed.  Instead of about 90% of them 
being christian young men and young women as was the 
case ten or fifteen years ago, I do not presume that 
more than 1/3 of the men are church members when they 
come here and perhaps not more than 60% of the girls.  
These students belong to various denominations or to 
families without any church connections.  They are used 
to the utmost freedom in their amusements and many of 
them have been accustomed to be quite lax in their 
habits.  No small number especially of those from 
German families have been accustomed to the use of 
tobacco and beer and the amusements of cards, pool 
rooms, etc.  They do not take kindly to restrictions in 
these directions, regard them as Puritanic and resist 
them without conscience in the matter.131 
 
 Contrasting the "secular education" of the high schools 
with that provided by the "old Academy," he complained that 
the high schools had "lower standards of scholarship" and 
"looser attitudes on personal habits."  "The high school 
pupil," he continued, "is aping the large university and 
especially the State University and these institutions feel 
that the conduct of students is scarcely their matter and 
are absorbed simply with the intellectual side of things." 
                                                          
131  Pres Rept (1909), 7-8. 
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 This was one of the rare occasions when the President 
commented directly on the changing character of the student 
body to the trustees, and his remarks are especially 
significant.  For the methods he used for attracting 
Lawrentians--advertising and publicity aimed particularly at 
the public high-schools--provide one more example of his 
attempts to break out of the traditional mold in order to 
promote the growth of the institution.  In this instance, it 
is obvious that he was not entirely happy with the results. 
 
 During Plantz's term as president, the number of 
students enrolled in the college practically doubled every 
five years and increased more than tenfold in the entire 
thirty-year period.    When he arrived in 1894-5, the 
student body, drawn from similar geographical, religious, 
and family backgrounds, was still a relatively homogeneous 
group who shared a more or less common set of values.  
Although they had chafed under certain restrictions 
concerning evening study hours and the association of the 
sexes (particularly under President Huntley), most still 
accepted the Methodist "Discipline" and the limits it placed 
upon social behavior. 
 
 But it is clear from the foregoing remarks of President 
Plantz in 1909 that--in his opinion, at least--the student 
body as well as their mores and attitudes towards discipline 
were changing rapidly.  The newer college generations 
appeared to him more diverse in their backgrounds, 
increasingly secular in their outlook, and more inclined to 
social distractions.  The President ended his report by 
asking the trustees to consider the problem and to inform 
the faculty whether they should give more freedom and 
latitude of amusements to students or whether they wanted 
"the more rigid college ideals enforced which have 
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characterized the past history of this institution."132  The 
Board took no specific action at this meeting, but Plantz 
had posed the dilemma which faced college authorities during 
the remainder of his administration.  Pressure from students 
to liberalize social regulations mounted in the succeeding 
decade and especially after World War I. 
 
 During the Plantz era, the most important change in the 
extra-curricular life of the institution was the decline of 
the old literary societies and their replacement by 
fraternities and sororities, a development (discussed in 
detail below) which undoubtedly accelerated the trend 
towards greater social activity on the campus.  Although the 
literary societies had served a social as well as an 
intellectual function, they were closely related to the 
central purpose of the institution in that they provided a 
forum for debates on important issues and a training ground 
for future public speakers.  Fraternities and sororities, on 
the other hand, fairly soon became identified with their 
primarily social function, peripheral to the academic 
enterprise.   
 Another indication (also discussed below) of the 
erosion of the ethos of the old college was the decline in 
appeal, especially after World War I, of the only extra-
curricular organizations explicitly dedicated to religious 
activity:  the campus YMCA and YWCA organizations.   
 
Composition of the Student Body 
 
 Although some statistical information is available on 
the composition of the student body from 1894 to 1924, 
detailed data are lacking on some important characteristics 
of the group.  As for geographical origins of students, the 
catalogues for the thirty year period show that, although 
                                                          
132  Ibid. 
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the overwhelming majority were state residents, there was a 
steady growth in the number of Lawrentians from outside 
Wisconsin.  Whereas only 4 out of 77 students enrolled in 
the college in 1894-95 were from out of state, the number 
had jumped to 125 out of 824 in 1924-25, though this was 
still a mere fifteen percent of the total.  In the last year 
of Plantz's presidency, eleven young people were from 
foreign countries, all of these either Chinese or Japanese, 
presumably referred to Lawrence by Methodist missionaries in 
these countries.133 
 
 Information is simply not available for this period on 
the professions or vocations of parents of Lawrentians.134   
One suspects that the families of Lawrentians reflected 
demographic changes occurring in the state;  that is, that 
an increasing percentage of students came from urban or 
semi-urban rather than rural backgrounds, but the numbers of 
those who came from cities like Milwaukee, Racine, and 
Kenosha were still relatively small in 1924-25.135   Plantz's 
concern that tuition and fees be kept at a reasonably modest 
level suggests that he wanted to make it possible for 
children of families with limited incomes to attend 
Lawrence;  it is doubtful that the University attracted 
children of the very wealthy.136  But whether the relative 
                                                          
133  Fifteen graduates or former students were active as 
missionaries in China, and three in Japan, at the time.  
Lawrence Alumnus (October, 1923), 18-19. 
134  Academic records, the only individual student forms that 
have survived, do not include this information. 
135  Out of a total college enrollment of 877:  18 from 
Milwaukee, 19 from Racine, 9 from Kenosha.  Only 6 students 
listed their residence as Chicago. 
136  In 1912, Plantz wrote to the Corresponding Secretary of 
the Methodist Church in New York, requesting funds for 
student loans, "Our institution needs a large loan fund.  We 
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income level of parents of Lawrentians rose significantly 
during the period is impossible to ascertain. 
 
 Surprisingly, for this Methodist-affiliated 
institution, no regular records of religious preferences of 
students appear to have been kept.  Only one census of this 
sort was taken, in 1923, towards the end of the Plantz 
era.137  Of 873 enrolled in the college at the time, the 
following preferences were indicated: 
 
  Methodists  365 
  Congregationalists 131 
  Presbyterians   90 
  Catholics    73 
  Lutherans    72 
  Episcopalians   27 
  Baptists    26 
  Christian Science  16 
  Hebrews    12   
  Evangelical   11 
  Reform     6 
  Undesignated   44   
 
 The percentage of Methodist students in 1894-95, 
Plantz's first year, had undoubtedly been much higher than 
                                                                                                                                                                             
have an extensive territory in northern Wisconsin which is 
missionary territory being settled by those who are trying 
to turn the stump into farms.  The nearness of the 
University of Wisconsin, the University of Minnesota, 
Chicago and Northwestern Univ., result in those persons of 
larger means going to these great institutions and the 
majority of those who come to us are poor boys and girls, 
many of the boys earning their own way through school."  LU 
Archives, Series 2A Box 4g.  (9/16/12) 
137  Pres SA Rept (November, 1923), 2. 
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the 41% revealed by this survey, but there is no documentary 
evidence for this supposition.  Plantz made no comment upon 
the variety of preferences listed in 1923 except to say that 
it showed "the interdenominational character of the college 
patronage."138 
 
 Another interesting survey conducted in the same 
academic year (1923-24) analyzed statistically some of the 
features of the junior class of that year (the Class of 
1925).139  It provides answers to some interesting questions 
for at least one year near the end of the Plantz era (It is 
regrettable that no comparable surveys were carried out 
earlier in the institution's history).  This survey 
revealed, among other findings, that 62 students (42%) of 
the 156 members of that college class were earning part of 
their way through college--36 of these were "carrying their 
studies and working from 10 to 50 hours a week."  The survey 
also disclosed that 24 or 17% were borrowing in order to 
meet their college expenses, and 18 were spending a total of 
from $ 1000 to $ 1500 a year at Lawrence.  55 juniors were 
spending $ 750 or less, and the smallest amount spent by a 
student not living at home in Appleton was $ 500 per year 
(Tuition and fees amounted to approximately $ 160 per year;  
dormitory rooms, including board, ranged from $ 285 to $335 
annually). 
 
                                                          
138 Ibid., 2.  Of some interest is the fact that Plantz  
substituted in his own handwriting in the report the term 
"interdenominational" for "non-sectarian" and added the word 
"patronage" after "college." 
139 Pres Rept (1924), 6-8.  (This annual report is bound with 
Lawrence College Trustee Minutes, 1923-1925).  There were 86 
men and 70 women in the class, but the results of the survey 
are, unfortunately, not broken down by gender. 
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 Students were also asked why they had chosen to come to 
Lawrence.  Their responses probably did not differ 
significantly from those many of today's students would 
give.  36 responded that it was because the college was near 
their home;  32 because they had friends or relatives who 
had gone to Lawrence;  14 because of advertising they had 
read;  8 because it was not a large college;  6 because of 
its reputation;  3 because of its religious influence;  and 
3 because of its athletes.  
 
 Finally, the survey asked students of the Class of 1925  
what their "ideals or highest desires" were.  One assumes 
they must have been provided with options for which they 
expressed a preference.  Of those who responded, 50 said 
they would prefer above all things to be great thinkers;  28 
to be great moral and spiritual leaders; 48 to be leaders in 
some profession;  25 to be eminently successful in business; 
6 to be great athletes;  and 4 to be distinguished political 
leaders.  Two did not care to be distinguished in anything, 
and one wanted above all things to get married and have a 
home. 
 
Enforcing Student Discipline 
 
 The growing restlessness of Lawrentians over 
restrictions on their social life challenged a longstanding 
policy of the institution to enforce "the [Methodist] 
Discipline," a code of behavior designed to guide the 
faithful.  The trouble was that this was not always clearly 
defined and it evolved considerably over the years, subject 
to interpretation by the clergy or, in the colleges, 
academic authorities.  A further complication was the 
ambiguity over the identity of Lawrence as a Methodist 
institution, resulting in part from Plantz's appeal for 
support to the Carnegie Foundation which made its grants 
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conditional upon the non-denominational character of the 
recipient colleges. 
 
     The matter of who was to administer discipline evolved 
somewhat during Plantz's presidency.  Up to 1908, the 
primary responsibility for enforcing regulations lay with 
the entire faculty which spent hours discussing disciplinary 
cases and meting out punishments.  During the fall of that 
year, Plantz took an apparent step in the direction of 
greater student responsibility in these matters.  He 
proposed the establishment of a Student Council (later known 
as the Student Senate) to act as intermediary between 
students and faculty on certain matters, introduced an honor 
system in the administration of examinations,  and 
inaugurated a system of student self-government in the 
women's dormitories (there were at this time no men's 
dorms).  In justifying these innovations, he  expressed his 
belief "that the best way to handle any company of people is 
through their co-operation and that the old method of 
external authority would scarcely work where the democratic 
spirit so largely prevails as in our time."140  
 
 But Plantz seems not to have been motivated entirely by 
the "democratic spirit."  At least, he admitted to the 
trustees that one reason for taking disciplinary matters out 
of the hands of the faculty was that students were aware of 
differences among professors on such questions and exploited 
them to their advantage.  Indeed, he ended his 
recommendations to the trustees by favoring a disciplinary 
system which, if anything,  was more authoritarian than that 
which it replaced, since he proposed a change in the by-laws 
providing that the discipline of the college be administered 
                                                          
140  Pres Rept (1909), 9. 
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by the President, "except in such matters as he may see fit 
to refer to the faculty for its action."141 
 
 As it turned out, the Student Senate's powers were 
limited for the most part to issues such as the program for 
All-College Day, a day set aside at the beginning of the 
year for contests and recreation, which replaced the 
traditional freshman-sophomore "scraps."  Other 
responsibilities included planning college-wide 
celebrations, "pep" meetings, and excursions, and managing 
elections of its own officers and officers of the several 
college classes.  Finally, the Senate had jurisdiction over 
violations of the honor system that were reported to it, but 
they had to submit their decisions to a Faculty Discipline 
Committee which forwarded recommendations to the entire 
faculty for approval. 
 
    From the beginning, the honor system, which provided 
that students were on their honor in taking examinations, 
was controversial, since students objected (as they have 
perennially) to a provision of the code that required them 
to report violations by their peers.  The honor system 
remained in force, however, until the fall of 1921 when 
students voted it out (It was not restored until 1962).  
 
 The most successful of the three reforms recommended by 
Plantz in 1908 was the provision for self-government in the 
women's dorms.  According to this system, all control over 
the conduct of women was taken from the Dean of Women and 
put into the hands of an elected council of nine members who 
made their own rules and regulations for the dormitory.  
Proctors in charge of sections of the dorms reported 
offenses to the Council, which acted upon the case and meted 
out punishment.  Here too, however, the ultimate authority 
                                                          
141  Ibid., 34. 
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rested with the faculty, which had to approve decisions in 
major disciplinary cases.  Though the catalogue boasted of 
the system of self-government that prevailed at Lawrence, 
some students were more skeptical, like the Lawrentian 
editor who wrote, "...we all know that student self-
government resolves itself into a faculty committee of six 
invested with final power in all vital cases."142 
 
Restrictions on Social Dancing 
 
 The principal issue over which disagreement arose 
between students and the administration was the privilege of 
social dancing which was still considered dangerous and 
immoral by conservative Methodists and was forbidden by the 
Discipline.  At Lawrence, the status of social dancing was 
ambiguous.  Not long after fraternities and sororities were 
organized at the beginning of the century, they received 
permission to hold dances off campus if someone outside the 
college took responsibility for their party and chaperoned 
it.143  But this privilege did not extend to other campus 
                                                          
142  Lawr (4/17/24), 4. 
143  A card of instructions to chaperons from the Plantz era 
has survived.  After listing student members of a committee 
responsible for the fraternity dance, the instructions 
continue:  "Should you have any criticisms or suggestions 
regarding the form of dancing, you will please communicate 
with any one of the members of this committee.  It is 
desired that all extremes in dancing be avoided and that 
correct dancing position be observed by all couples.  Such 
correct position is defined as follows:  The only contacts 
between the partners should be the resting of the young 
woman's right hand in the young man's left, of her left hand 
upon his shoulder, and the placing of the young man's right 
hand upon the middle of the young woman's back--not at her 
waistline." 
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organizations, to entire college Classes, nor to the college 
as a whole.    
 
 The irony of the situation at Lawrence was that Plantz 
himself seems to have held a more liberal position than most 
Methodist clergy on this question.  At least, he was 
reported by the Lawrentian to have taken a stand at the 
General Conference of the Methodist Church in 1916 in favor 
of eliminating from the Discipline the prohibition against 
games of chance, theater attendance, and dancing on the 
grounds that the continuation of these restrictions would 
tend to keep young people out of the church. He was also 
quoted as saying: 
 
We want this changed from a disciplinary law to one 
of advice, because we want to save our ministers 
from insincerity and from the failure to obey an 
obligation to enforce a law which is nowhere 
enforced.144 
 
The Lawrentian concluded from statements such as the above 
that a change was about to take place at Lawrence which 
would permit organizations other than fraternities and 
sororities to hold dances. But no change in the regulations 
seems to have occurred and three years later the Lawrentian 
was still complaining, "As far as we know, no all-college 
party has ever seen dancing of any kind but the Virginia 
reel."145   
 
 The issue of Lawrence's identity as a Methodist 
institution was injected directly into the debate over 
dancing when a letter to the Lawrentian signed merely "A 
Methodist Student" asserted that since Lawrence was a 
                                                          
144 Lawr (5/17/16), l. 
145 Lawr (1/23/19), 4. 
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Methodist college and the Methodist Discipline forbade 
dancing, it was up to students and faculty to live up to the 
discipline.  This provoked a response from a correspondent 
who cited a Lawrence publication asserting that Lawrence is 
a "Christian," not a sectarian college and concluded, "If  
Lawrence is not a Methodist college, then why must students 
adhere to principles in which they do not believe[?]"  
Another response argued that Lawrence would never have been 
given the Carnegie Library if it had been a denominational 
school.146  
 
 College women finally won some relaxation of the 
restrictions on dancing in the immediate postwar era when 
the administration announced that they could have permission 
to attend eight dances a year and that this included the 
right to attend dances given in town "which are considered 
of the right sort."147   Presumably this extended beyond the 
traditional fraternity and sorority dances.  They achieved 
what might appear an even greater freedom not long 
afterwards when they heard that on a trial basis the doors 
of women's dormitories, which had been locked at 8:00 P. M., 
would remain open until 10:00 on week nights and until 11:00 
on Friday and Saturday nights.  Exulting in their newly won 
privilege, the Lawrentian declared: 
 
The girls are no longer to be treated as children 
but as individuals old enough to take care of 
themselves...With the privilege of being out until 
10 o'clock on all nights except Friday and 
                                                          
146  In fact, the condition concerning the non-sectarian 
character of a recipient college had not applied to Carnegie 
library grants. 
147 Lawr (1/30/19), 4. 
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Saturday, when the time is extended one hour, no 
 girl could ask for more, reasonably.148 
 
 But the question of restrictions on dancing continued 
to cause unrest among students during the final four years 
of Plantz's presidency.  Petitions to the faculty receiving 
almost unanimous student support called for liberalization 
of regulations, but concessions were slow to come.  
Students, in 1922, calling for the right to hold All-College 
dances, expressed their frustration: 
 
 We have foolishly tried for years to entertain 
an entire student body with a ticky-tacky-tasket, 
drop-the-handkerchief program;  but each fall we 
are sufficiently discouraged to keep from making 
any other attempts for the rest of the year.  As a 
result we are obliged to seek our social pleasures 
in segregated groups--or possibly at forbidden 
places.149 
                                                          
148 Lawr (4/10/19), 4. 
149  Lawr (4/13/22), 4.  A letter sent to the author by a man 
from the Class of 1926 (dated 3/24/87) provides the 
following account of the situation that he encountered when 
he came to Lawrence: "When our class entered in the Fall of 
1922, enough of the old Methodist strictness existed so that 
there were no college dances.  And, of course, Prohibition 
was still in effect.  These two circumstances created a 
rather unusual situation which you probably will not find 
reflected in the pages of the 'Lawrentian':  If you wanted 
to take a girl dancing you had no college dances to take her 
to (outside of the customary expensive formal dances that 
the fraternities and sororities put on each year), except to 
Terrace Gardens, a roadhouse west of Appleton or Rainbow 
Gardens, to the east.  And, of course, both of those 
institutions were off limits because, if they did not serve 
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 Plantz, caught between pressure from the students, on 
the one hand, and threats of disapproval from clergy and 
parents, on the other, hedged any relaxation of the ban on 
dancing with detailed restrictions: 
  Inasmuch as many students who attend this college 
belong to churches which prohibit dancing, and 
inasmuch as the parents of many students do not 
wish them to engage in this form of amusement, and 
inasmuch as many people question the moral 
influence of the dance as a social institution, the 
faculty of Lawrence does not feel that this 
amusement should be permitted except under strict 
limitations.150 
 
 By the time Plantz died in 1924, rules had been relaxed 
to the extent that a given college Class could hold a dance 
as long as attendance was restricted to members of that 
Class and their dates and as long as it was not referred to 
as a prom;  but such events could still not be held in 
college buildings.  Indeed, only after Henry Wriston became 
president was dancing permitted on the campus itself. 
 
 Although the ban on dancing was the principal student 
grievance in the early 1920's, others included the 
requirement inherited from the early days of the college 
that students attend a church in Appleton every Sunday and 
report their attendance the following day to college 
                                                                                                                                                                             
liquor, they willingly served 'setups' and the customer 
provided the alcoholic supplement."  The same correspondent 
writes of the beginning of the Wriston era, "The college 
dances came in and although most of us took a drink now and 
then, I cannot recall that drunkenness or abuse of alcohol 
was ever a problem."  
150  Lawr (9/30/20), 2. 
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authorities.  There seem to have been no objections to 
attending daily chapel at the College, but complaints about 
the Sunday requirement continued, partly on the grounds that 
it encouraged dishonesty from students who turned in 
attendance slips when they had not gone to church.  As one 
student put it, "We know that 'I hereby assert upon my 
honor' is merely the formula customary to Monday chapel 
slips."151 
 
 Even allowing for the exaggeration frequently found in 
the student newspaper editorials, one is forced to conclude 
that the mood of Lawrentians at the end of Plantz's 
presidency was one of mounting discontent with restrictions 
they saw as outmoded and unreasonable.  Six months before 
the President's sudden death in 1924, an editorial titled 
"Lawrence Paternalism" appeared in the Lawrentian: 
 
 Wherever we turn we are confronted with the 
insinuation that the Powers that Be KNOW that we 
are not capable of handling ourselves and so 
dogmatically tell us just what we must and must not 
do...Is it to be wondered at that students break 
dormitory rules, think 
 nothing of cribbing on exams, and have no mind for 
 conscientious study with such a veil of mistrust and 
 paternalism enveloping the campus?152 
 
 
 If Plantz had been disturbed over the changing 
character of the student body in 1909, he was even more 
upset in 1919, the year following the end of the war.  Some 
of the changes he attributed to the presence on campus of 
about a hundred veterans many of whom had seen service 
                                                          
151  Lawr (4/17/24), 4. 
152  Lawr (5/1/24), 4. 
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overseas.  These men, said the President, "...have been 
accustomed to outdoor activity and the society of the crowd.  
Most of them found it difficult to get down to good school 
work the first half of the year and we had an unusually 
large number who failed to pass in their studies..."153  But 
he went on to note that the effects of the war were not 
confined to ex-soldiers: 
 
The restlessness that is in the air, the resistance 
to authority, the semi-Bolsheviki spirit has been 
felt in all the colleges.  It seems harder for 
students to get down to work and there is a 
noticable [sic] craving for excitement.  The morals 
of the service men were not improved by the war and 
many earnest Christian boys came back with 
reverence for religious things gone and their faith 
shaken.  War does not have a moralizing effect on 
the young men who are under its temptations nor 
does it refine their manners or improve their 
habits.  In our religious work especially we have 
seen a notable indifference and decline, 
notwithstanding the special efforts that have been 
made. 
 
 Plantz's remedy for this situation was to increase the 
amount of religious work offered by the college by employing 
a professor of religious education, to relate courses in 
English Bible and religion to the work of that professor, 
and to develop courses especially designed to train students 
for various forms of social and religious service.154 
  
 
 
                                                          
153 Pres Rept (1920), 4. 
154 Ibid., 5. 
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Literary Societies Give Way to Fraternities and Sororities 
 
 Student literary societies played a key role in the 
life of the University during its first fifty years.  These 
organizations offered a kind of intellectual stimulation and 
opportunity for individual initiative that was all too often 
lacking in the classroom.  At the same time, they provided a 
framework for personal associations and social activity that 
no other campus institutions offered.  The two men's 
organizations, Phoenix and Philalathean, and the women's 
societies, Athena and Lawrean, each enjoyed a friendly 
competition with their counterparts of the same gender, and 
each developed a collaborative relationship with a society 
of the opposite sex for occasional social functions.   
 
 These institutions, apparently so well suited to the 
needs of nineteenth century colleges, gradually went into a 
decline. They withered and succumbed owing to a variety of 
circumstances, some internal and some external.  One reason 
for their demise was that one of their principal functions--
the practice of declamation and debate--was taken over as a 
separate extra-curricular activity by interclass and 
intercollegiate debate and oratory.  Also, some of the kinds 
of topics that had been debated in the literary societies 
found their way into the curriculum.  But even more 
important was the challenge offered by a newer kind of 
social organization:  fraternities and sororities.  At 
Lawrence, the crucial decade in the displacement of the 
literary societies by Greek-letter societies was about 1905-
1915. 
 
 During the first years of Plantz's administration the 
literary societies continued to function, but the growth in 
the number of students taxed the ability of the men's 
organizations to accommodate them;  in 1900, at least a 
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third of the students were not members.155  The faculty 
attempted to find a remedy for this problem by excluding 
Academy students from the two men's organizations and 
setting up a third society, the Demosthenian, exclusively 
for preparatory students.  This situation lasted until 1908 
when the trustees voted to drop the Academy.    
 
 By 1905, when several fraternities and sororities had 
been chartered, the condition of the literary societies had 
deteriorated to the point where the faculty intervened to 
try to resuscitate them by proposing (along with other 
recommendations) that every student should be given the 
opportunity to join a society and that all must join unless 
excused by the faculty.156  But this attempt to inject new 
vitality into the societies was unsuccessful.  Three years 
later, the Lawrentian got to the heart of the problem in an 
editorial.  Conceding that the societies were in a bad way, 
the editors argued that it was not the fault of the Greeks.  
The function of the latter was social; the function of the 
literary societies should be literary (the term "literary," 
as noted earlier, was defined very broadly to denote any 
activity of a serious, intellectual nature).  But one of 
their important literary functions had been lost with the 
rise of interclass oratorical contests and debates.  The 
editorial concluded:  "If we would make our societies a 
factor in the college we must give them a function."157 
                                                          
155  Lawr (January, 1900), 151-57. 
156  Plantz, at this time, lamented the decline of the 
literary societies and saw a causal relationship with the 
rise of fraternities and sororities:  "It seems inevitable 
that when the Greek letter societies come into the college 
that the old debating societies are practically destroyed.  
Personally, I regard this as a decided loss...."  Pres Rept 
(1905), 6.  
157  Lawr (10/5/08), 6. 
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 Losing members to the fraternities and unable to find 
any real justification for their continued existence, 
Phoenix and Philalathean dwindled in numbers and died at the 
end of the  academic year 1912-13, much to the regret of 
many alumni who had viewed them as "the glory of Lawrence." 
 
 The women's societies, Lawrean and Athena, survived 
somewhat longer.  Lawrean was the first to go out of 
existence.  Up to 1914 it was still a literary society with 
fifty members but in that year it declared itself a "social 
society" with a membership limited to twenty-five.  In 1916, 
it reorganized as a local sorority, taking the name Delta 
Delta Sigma;  finally, two years later it became a chapter 
of the national sorority, Kappa Delta. 
Athena outlived Lawrean by about ten years;  it continued to 
hold initiations and schedule programs in the early 1920's, 
but its membership declined to the point where its last 
picture in the 1926 Ariel showed only sixteen members.  
Loyal Athena alumnae returned annually for  reunions at 
Commencement, but the society announced in 1929 that this 
would be the last such gathering.  Athena, which had 
nurtured such distinguished graduates as Elizabeth Wilson 
and Kate Lummis, had enjoyed a life of over seventy years. 
    
 The first fraternity established in America was Phi 
Beta Kappa, founded at the College of William and Mary in 
1776.  Initially a society comparable to modern social 
fraternities, it changed its nature in 1826 and became non-
secret and honorary.  At about the same time, however, at 
colleges in upper New York state and Ohio, a number of new 
societies came into existence from which modern fraternities 
are descended.  Sororities date only from the post-Civil War 
era, one of the first having been founded at Monmouth 
College in 1867, and another at Indiana Asbury College 
(later DePauw) in 1870. 
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 Fraternities and sororities at Lawrence date, with one 
exception, from the turn of the century.  Their acceptance 
on campus was undoubtedly delayed, in part, by the hostility 
to them of Methodist clergy associated with the college.  
Henry Colman, for example, a long-time trustee and a member 
of Lawrence's first graduating class, declared at Lawrence's 
semi-centennial celebration in 1897, "No Greek letter 
societies have developed caste distinctions and weakened the 
college life [at Lawrence] by costly social pleasures."  
Plantz also wrote at about the same time in publicity for 
the University, "The outside expenses...are with us very 
light as we do not admit the college fraternities which are 
usually such an expense to the student."158 
  
 But within a few years, the official attitude of 
Lawrence authorities changed.  The first fraternity received 
permission to exist in February, 1899, and within four 
years, two more fraternities received approval.  No further 
men's organizations came into existence until 1909.  As for 
sororities, four emerged between 1902 and 1904, after which 
there was a pause until 1914.  But by the end of Plantz's 
administration, Lawrence had eight social fraternities, six 
local and two affiliated with national organizations;  and 
nine sororities, seven of them members of national 
societies.  In addition, there were two musical sororities, 
more professional than social, and limited to Conservatory 
students. 
 
 The origins of the first fraternity, which emerged in 
1897 and was officially authorized by the faculty in 1899, 
are of some interest since it had as its ancestor a society 
which had existed secretly for a brief period (1859-61) on 
the eve of the Civil War as the Wisconsin Beta chapter of 
                                                          
158  The Messenger (June, 1897), 2. 
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Phi Delta Theta but which had not at that time been 
recognized by Lawrence authorities.  Nevertheless, Robert 
Boyd '99, the son of one of the members of that early 
organization, in 1897 gathered a group of Lawrence men 
around him intending to revive the long-dormant chapter of 
Phi Delta Theta.  Finding that this was initially 
impossible, the group formed a local fraternity, named it 
Theta Phi, and asked for reactivation as the Wisconsin Beta 
chapter of Phi Delta Theta.  Beginning in 1900, for almost 
three and a half decades, Theta Phi presented repeated 
requests for admission or (as they saw it) reinstatement to 
Phi Delta Theta, but they were always turned down, primarily 
because of the opposition of the fraternity's chapter at 
Madison which considered Lawrence too small a college to 
support a chapter of the organization.  Finally, after more 
than a third of a century, in 1934, with the support of 
George Banta, the first president of the General Council of 
the fraternity, his son George Banta, Jr., and other 
prominent fraternity men, Theta Phi was re-chartered as 
Wisconsin Beta of Phi Delta Theta.159   
 
 The first sorority, formed at Lawrence in 1902 and 
authorized by the faculty the following year, was Kappa 
Upsilon, a local group, which in 1915 became a chapter of 
the national sorority Kappa Alpha Theta. 
 
 Because each of the fraternities and sororities at 
Lawrence preserves the memory of its founders, keeps records 
of its past achievements, and honors its outstanding 
alumni/ae, no attempt will be made here to trace the history 
of each organization. Instead, what follows is a list of 
fraternities and sororities founded during the Plantz era 
                                                          
159  The Scroll of Phi Delta Theta (June, 1934), 251-257; and 
Marguerite Schumann, Appleton Post-Crescent (2/3/59), B, 14.  
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with the years of their authorization by Lawrence and the 
dates of their affiliation with national organizations.160 
 
Fraternities 161 
 
Order    Local name with date     Order     Name as national   
as         of authorization       as        with date of in- 
Local     by faculty        National  stallation at Lawrence 
 
  1        Theta Phi                3      Phi Delta Theta 
            2/6/99                          5/12/34 
 
  2        Beta Sigma Phi           5      Beta Theta Pi 
            6/12/02                         12/19/36 
   
  3        Delta Iota               4      Delta Tau Delta 
            2/27/03                         4/6/35 
 
  4        Sigma Tau Nu             1      Sigma Phi Epsilon 
            10/29/09                        2/27/15 
 
  5        Phi Kappa Alpha          -      Never became 
national;              10/25/16                        
disbanded 9/15/29 
 
  6        Tau Alpha Sigma          2      Phi Kappa Tau 
                                                          
160  The list, with some of my additions, was compiled by 
Raney, in his "History," 413-414.   
161  Another fraternity established much later at Lawrence 
was Phi Gamma Delta, chosen by a committee of trustees in 
1957 to occupy a sixth fraternity house in the quadrangle 
when it was completed.  The chapter did not become formally 
active until September, 1958. The local chapter remained at 
Lawrence for approximately thirty years;  it turned in its 
charter to the national fraternity in October, 1987. 
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            10/24/19                        12/4/20 
 
  7        Delta Sigma Tau          -      Never became 
national; 
            1/6/21                          disbanded 
5/28/39 
 
  8        Psi Chi Omega            -      Never became 
national; 
            11/10/24                        disbanded 1935 
 
   
Sororities 162 
 
 
Order    Local name with date     Order     Name as national   
as         of authorization       as        with date of in- 
Local     by faculty        National  stallation at Lawrence 
 
  1       Kappa Upsilon            4         Kappa Alpha 
Theta 
           5/29/03                            10/2/15 
 
  2       Alpha Gamma Phi          8         Alpha Chi Omega 
           6/19/03                            2/20/30 
 
  3       Theta Gamma Delta         3         Delta Gamma 
          6/19/03                             9/11/15 
 
  4       Zeta Omega Phi            1         Alpha Delta Pi 
          11/11/04                            6/10/08 
 
                                                          
162  Another sorority, founded much later, was Pi Phi Gamma 
established at Lawrence in 1939, which affiliated the 
following year with the national sorority Pi Beta Phi. 
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  5       Phi Mu                    2         Phi Mu    
          2/12/14                             4/10/14 
                                              ended at 
Lawrence 
                                              1935 
 
  6       Delta Delta Sigma         5         Kappa Delta 
          10/5/16                             11/16/18 
 
  7       Epsilon Alpha Phi         7         Beta Phi Alpha 
          10/31/19                            4/30/24 
                                              ended at 
Lawrence 
                                              1933 
 
  8      Zeta Omega                 6          Zeta Tau 
Alpha 
         2/21                                  9/24/21 
                                               ended at 
Lawrence 
                                               1938 or 1939 
 
  9      Rho Beta Phi, Jewish       -          Never became                
Women's Society                       national; ended             
11/10/24                              1927 or 1928 
 
In addition, two musical sororities, limited exclusively to 
Conservatory women, were founded in the Plantz era:  Mu Phi 
Epsilon (1912) and Sigma Alpha Iota (1917).   
 
 
 From the beginning, the faculty attempted to regulate 
the conduct of fraternities and sororities.  In 1899, 
professors drew up a set of ten conditions for the admission 
of a Greek-letter society which, revised and modified 
numerous times in the succeeding years, became a code for 
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fraternity behavior.163  (Despite the term "Greek-letter 
society," it seems clear that the rules were intended 
primarily for the control of fraternities and that there was 
much less concern for regulating sororities). 
These conditions included specifications about the number of 
meetings that could be held (no oftener than every two 
weeks), and a restriction on holding meetings the night 
before a recitation day or on the same evening as the 
Literary Society meetings (the latter restriction lasted 
until 1907).  Membership was limited at first to fifteen 
sophomores, juniors, and seniors.  By 1903, fraternities 
could pledge and initiate freshmen;  and the membership 
allowed was extended to 20 in 1908, and to 30 in 1910.  The 
faculty "urged" that a high standard of scholarship should 
be required for membership;  and for four years, a 
regulation stipulated that "the society shall not be merely 
a social organization, but must do successful literary 
work." 
 
 The University made an explicit move to introduce the 
Methodist Discipline into the code with a regulation that 
forbade "card or dancing parties, the use of alcoholic 
liquors, and anything else out of harmony with the rules of 
the college."  To this was added in 1903 a ban on smoking 
rooms in the fraternity houses.  The ban on dancing parties 
was subsquently relaxed to the extent that patrons or 
patronesses of a Greek-letter society living in the 
community could offer private dances for their members, but 
no fraternity or sorority could arrange for a dance on its 
own until 1920.  
 
 President Plantz's regret over the decline of the 
literary societies was clear, but his attitude towards 
Greek-letter societies seems to have been ambivalent.  In 
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1904, when four fraternities and three sororities had been 
authorized, he expressed his satisfaction that they had not 
shown a disposition to be a disturbing element as they had 
been at many colleges, but he added, "They have, however, 
had considerable to do in advancing social events, and if 
they have any detrimental influence, it is in the line of 
social distractions."164  On the other hand, he conceded that 
they offered opportunities for close friendships and, "...in 
a good many cases, [they] are helpful in stimulating 
[in]different students to more earnest work."  Almost ten 
years later, he had become a little less friendly towards 
fraternities, noting that the worst objection to them was 
that 
 
  "...they try to monopolize the offices and 
positions in college;...they assume [sic] to be 
superior to the other students, and...they 
segregate their members so that their interest is 
centered more in the fraternities than in the 
college."165 
 
 The general attitude of students towards fraternities, 
at least as reflected in the Lawrentian, was that Lawrence 
really had no choice but to adopt them if it were keep up  
with other institutions. Fairly typical of this point of 
view is the following excerpt from an editorial in 1903: 
 
  Lawrence is rapidly rising to a place of importance 
among the larger colleges of the West, and as she 
swings upward she must needs adopt the ways of the 
institutions in whose class she would stand.  The 
fraternity is the time honored organization of 
college men, and the time has now come for this 
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method of association to enter into our own 
Institution.  As is always the case when the new is 
tried, the calamity howlers are busily engaged 
prophesying rack and ruin to every college 
organization as a result of fraternity rivalry.166 
 
 The faculty appears to have confirmed definitively the 
existence of fraternities in 1908 when a committee sent out 
a questionnaire to a number of other colleges and 
universities posing a series of questions about the 
financial, scholastic, and moral impact of fraternities at 
their particular institututions (they did not inquire about 
sororities).167  Responses came from thirty-four of these 
schools, and although they varied considerably, they 
generally favored fraternities by about a two-thirds 
majority.  The faculty then instructed the committee to 
"...post themselves on national Fraternities with the idea 
of learning which are standard."168  
 
 One after another, fraternities came to own houses near 
the campus. Legal title to these rested in a house-holding 
corporation in which alumni and patrons had the chief 
responsibility.  Since most women lived in dormitories, the 
question seems never to have arisen of their acquiring their 
own houses, and they were likewise forbidden from renting 
"isolated suites of rooms."169  They could, however, rent 
rooms where "the landlady is willing to act as chaperon and 
will cooperate in upholding the rules of the college."   
 
 Inter-fraternity and inter-sorority rivalry did not 
take long to develop and within a decade or so became 
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increasingly bitter.  (Rivalry had existed among the 
literary societies, but it appears to have been less 
acrimonious).  A Lawrentian editor of 1915 characterized the 
relationship among fraternities as one of, "quarreling, 
dissension, and gentlemanly 'knifing,'" and continued: 
 
There is no use to beat around the bush and attempt 
to avoid the truth as it faces us today...we are 
aware that there is a barrier between ourselves and 
someone else because he or she is a member of a 
different society from ours, or a member of a 
clique of societies with whom our own clique is not 
friendly."170 
 
The establishment of an Interfraternity-Council the same 
year seems to have mitigated this hostility somewhat but did 
not remove it.   
 
 Certainly by the end of Plantz's administration, Greek-
letter societies had became a permanent fixture at Lawrence 
and were becoming increasingly influential.   In the 
academic year 1922-23, forty-seven percent of men in the 
College and Conservatory belonged to fraternities, while 
thirty-seven percent of women were members of sororities 
(college and musical).171  
 
Religious Organizations:  the YMCA and YWCA 
 
 Plantz set a high value upon two student organizations 
which he found in existence when he became president:  the 
Young Men's Christian Association and the Young Women's 
Christian Association.  Indeed, a history of the movement 
reveals that the Lawrence Y.M.C.A., founded in 1870, was one 
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of the first college associations in the country formed by 
an accredited agent of the national organization.172   
Although it was open at first to both men and women 
students, a separate society for women was formed in 1884.  
These two organizations were active throughout Plantz's 
presidency, carrying out their religious and social 
activities, like similar societies at many other colleges, 
under the direction of a national office.    
 
 For a number of years (beginning in 1897), Lawrence 
catalogues contained a lengthy notice about their activities 
from which the following is an excerpt: 
 
Much of the Christian life of the institution 
centers in these Christian Associations, the 
objects of which are to promote the growth in grace 
and Christian fellowship among their members and to 
develop a true  
 Christian manhood and womanhood....173 
 
The most important functions of the Associations were 
regular Sunday night Gospel Meetings held by the men in 
their "neatly furnished and home-like room on the third 
floor [of Main Hall]" and by the women in the music room of 
Ormsby.  After Brokaw was opened in 1911, the Y.M.C.A. 
acquired a large meeting room at the south end of the second 
floor of that building, while the women normally met in the 
auditorium of Peabody, the Conservatory building.   
 
 In addition to Sunday evening meetings, the 
Associations sponsored volunteer Bible study classes, and 
they now engaged in so-called "deputation work," that is 
                                                          
172  C. Howard Hopkins, History of the Y. M. C. A. in North 
America (New York, 1951), 274.  
173  Cat (1897), 54-55.  
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evangelistic activity by students away from the campus.  A 
"Lawrence University Gospel Team" conducted revival meetings 
in Kaukauna in 1902, and this kind of activity continued for 
a more than a decade in a number of small towns in 
Wisconsin.174  The two Associations also cooperated as a 
missionary society and held joint meetings once a month.  At 
one such meeting in 1900, "...the company was favored with 
an introduction to Elizabeth Plantz and Harriet Ormsby, two 
little girls whom our societies are educating in China.  
They rendered a little song very pleasingly."175  (How these 
girls found their way to Appleton is not revealed, but they 
must have been charges of a Lawrence graduate involved in 
missionary work). 
 
 As a service to the University, the Associations for 
many years sponsored a reception in the fall known as the 
"Walk-Around," a kind of promenade or grand march which 
enabled new students to meet the old.  Originally held in 
the old chapel in Main Hall, this event was subsequently 
transferred to the first Alexander gymnasium and was later 
moved outdoors since the gym could no longer accommodate 
everyone.  An account of this event held in 1913 provides 
some idea of what was involved: 
 
Folded cards with numbered lines were passed 
around, and the people mixed informally, each 
trying to get the largest number of signatures on 
his or her card.  An excellent orchestra furnished 
music during this and the traditional marches which 
followed.  There were only two marches, first the 
so-called new girls and old men, and then the old 
girls and new men, both being led by Prof and Mrs. 
Garns...Next the company was divided into five 
                                                          
174 Lawr (March, 1902), 128.  
175 Lawr (May, 1900), 10.  
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groups, according to the section of the country 
that the people came from.  Each group had a leader 
and presented a charade, which was guessed by the 
others.  The northeast section of Wisconsin won 
with three correct guesses.  Brick ice cream and 
wafers were served, and the evening closed with the 
singing of the Alma Mater.176  
 
Some indication of the reputation of this particular 
tradition in the post-World War I era (at least, for some 
students) appears in  a column in the Lawrentian of 1921 
which ridiculed the Walk-Around as the "annual Lawrentian 
substitute for a dance," and noted that everybody was there 
"except the hundred or so who went to Madison to see our 
eleven wipe the map with the U one and ten."177 
 
 Plantz reported almost annually to the trustees on the 
religious life of the college during the preceding year, and 
his account normally emphasized the activities of the 
Associations.  Towards the end of World War I he informed 
the trustees, "As a result of the lack of leadership by 
older men and the loss of our foremost Christian workers, 
the Y.M.C.A. has been in a very depleted and inactive 
condition."178   The men's society revived somewhat in the 
postwar era, but neither association was as important as it 
had been from 1890 to 1915, the heyday of the "Y" movement 
in American colleges and universities.179  Both survived 
through the 1920's, but the last pictures of their members 
appeared in the yearbook of 1930. 
 
                                                          
176  Lawr (9/30/13), 6. 
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game to the University of Wisconsin 28-0). 
178  Pres Rept (1918), 7.   
179  Hopkins, History of the Y. M. C. A., 627.  
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Oratory and Debate 
 
  During its first half-century, the University 
placed a good deal of emphasis on public speaking.  Students 
began their training in the Preparatory Department and 
continued it until they graduated from Lawrence.  Every year 
citizens of Appleton had an opportunity to hear the best 
Lawrence student orators in a "Junior Exhibition" in March 
and in chapel speeches given by seniors in May. 
 
  Indeed, Lawrentians first competed with students from 
other colleges not in sports but in oratory.  In 1875, 
Lawrence, Beloit, Milton, and the State University formed an 
organization known as the Wisconsin Intercollegiate 
Oratorical Association which held annual contests to 
determine which had produced the best orator.  The winner in 
the State Contest then went on to represent Wisconsin in an 
Interstate Contest.  Participating institutions followed 
these matches with great interest, to judge by the acclaim 
given a Lawrentian, Olin Curtis of the Class of 1877, who 
won the state contest in April of that year with his oration 
"Satan and Mephistopheles;"  he then went on to win the 
Interstate Contest competing against representatives from 
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Iowa.  Upon his 
return to Appleton from his second victory, the citizens of 
Appleton, as well as the University community, gave him a 
great ovation.180   
 
 Despite the initial success of these contests, the 
State Oratorical Association lapsed a couple of years later 
and was not revived until 1894 when Lawrence, Beloit, and 
Ripon began an annual competition.  In fact, the State 
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Oratorical Contest continued through and beyond the Plantz 
era and aroused the kind of enthusiasm that accompanied some 
sports events.  Once again, a Lawrentian, William S. Wescott 
of the Class of 1900, won not only the State but the 
Interstate Contest over competitors from nine other states 
with an oration entitled "Macbeth and Iago."  When news of 
his victory in Denver reached Appleton, students staged a 
victory parade down College Avenue while those on campus 
engaged in "war dances, cake-walks, and various expressions 
of joy...Two street-cars [were] chartered and decorated, and 
as many as could find standing room on top or elsewhere rode 
(and yelled) to the junction [Appleton railroad junction on 
the west side of town] and return."181  The crowning event of 
this celebration was the reception given Wescott when he 
returned to Appleton several evenings later: 
 
He was met at the train by the student body, the 
faculty, seniors in cap and gown, and the Neenah 
Brass Band which acted as escort.  The carriage was 
drawn by the students by means of a long rope, down 
College avenue from Superior street to Union...to 
the campus, through the triumphal arch [presumably 
erected for the occasion] lighted by a large number 
of incandescent lamps, up the front walk which was 
a veritable avenue of Japanese lanterns, to the 
college building [Main Hall];  here the hero of the 
hour was raised to the shoulders of a few of the 
boys and carried to the chapel.182 
 
 Although the prejudice against women speaking in public 
had been overcome at Lawrence as early as 1867, women 
orators' participation in state or interstate competition 
seems to have been the exception.  At least, it appears to 
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have been a red- letter day when Martha Irish '06, who had 
already won the state contest, went on to participate in the 
Interstate Oratorical Contest of 1906 in Topeka, Kansas, 
where she placed third with a speech entitled "A Pioneer in 
Social Reform."183 
   
 Intercollegiate debating was also a major extra-
curricular activity  during this era.  Begun initially in 
1893-94 with  freshman competitions between Lawrence and 
Ripon, the first intercollegiate debate for upperclassmen 
took place in 1902.  Since the literary societies were still 
in existence at this time, debaters were initially chosen 
from their ranks for competition with Methodist schools like 
Albion and Hamline as well as with Lake Forest, St Olaf, and 
Carleton (Although women had regular debates in their 
literary societies, they seem not to have been included in 
intercollegiate debates;  at least no women appear on lists 
or in photographs of debating teams in the Ariel).  
 
 Beginning in 1922, the Lawrence Debating Team took 
western tours that went on one occasion as far as the states 
of Washington and Oregon.184  From 1902 on, one or more 
faculty members acted as advisors to the debating team or to 
the executive committee of an Oratorical and Debating 
League.  Debating entered the formal curriculum with 
elementary and advanced courses in the subject taught 
initially by Judson Rosebush, Professor of Economics.  In 
the spring of 1911, Lawrence began conferring the Lawrence 
"L" upon outstanding orators and debaters, an award that had 
previously been given only to athletes.  One more honor 
attainable by orators and debaters was membership in Tau 
Kappa Alpha, a national honorary oratorical fraternity, 
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which installed a chapter at Lawrence in 1912.  Election to 
this organization was considered "the highest  
honor attainable in the intercollegiate forensic world."185 
 
 
 
Honor Societies and Honors 
 
 Two years before Lawrence acquired a chapter of Phi 
Beta Kappa in 1913, Lawrence students organized "Mace," a 
men's honor society which recognized outstanding service to 
the college community. A comparable organization for senior 
women, Theta Alpha, formed in 1914, was displaced in 1922 by 
the installation of a Lawrence chapter of Mortar Board, a 
national senior women's honor society.  Of the two 
organizations, Mace disappeared in the late 1960's;  Mortar 
Board continues today but is open to men as well as women. 
 
 The idea for Mace, an organization unique to Lawrence, 
seems to have come from a senior in the class of 1911 who 
felt that "capable, progressive men" should have something 
to anticipate during their college careers other than the 
ultimate securing of a diploma.  Pointing out that athletes 
received letters, and debaters and orators received special 
honors, he argued that those leaders devoted to "the 
upbuilding of the college" should receive some special 
recognition.  He proposed, therefore, the establishment of 
an honor society for junior and senior men, to be called 
Mace, defined as "a staff carried as an ensign of honor and 
authority."186   
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 Before his proposal could be acted upon, an editorial 
appeared in the next Lawrentian asking why the society 
should be restricted to men and challenging the rationale 
presented by the originator of the proposal "that the 
qualifications for election would allow only a very few 
women to enter since the idea is that initiative active work 
[sic] for the college shall be the requirement and not 
merely scholarship."187  To this argument, the female editor 
of the Lawrentian replied, "There is not however sufficient 
reason for making it exclusive of women since everyone is 
aware that in the past women have shown up in oratory and 
editorial and executive work in a manner equal if not 
superior to men."188  
 
 Apparently the decision on this issue was left up to "a 
committee of seniors" who retained the restriction based on 
sex so that senior men alone had the right to vote for the 
charter members.  As the society emerged, it consisted of 
twelve members--six seniors who proceeded each year to name 
six juniors.  To be eligible, a student had to demonstrate 
(1) recognized student leadership, (2) prominence in 
athletics, forensics and other class and collegiate 
activities, (3) exceptional scholarship, or (4) exceptional 
literary achievement in college publications.189 
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 The qualifications for Mortar Board, the women's 
organization, were stated somewhat more briefly, when the 
Lawrence chapter was founded in 1922: 
 
Service, scholarship, and leadership are the 
standards of Mortar Board.  On the basis of these 
three qualities, members are elected from the girls 
of the Junior class during the second quarter of 
each year.  Active interest in the extra-curricular 
activities of the campus, an average of at least B, 
and a definite personal influence for the good are 
required for membership.190 
 
 Plantz, with the help of a number of faculty, carried 
on a lengthy campaign to secure a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa 
for Lawrence, a process that was finally rewarded with 
success in 1913.191  Endorsements of Lawrence's application 
came from Cornell University, Boston University, Wesleyan 
University, and DePauw University.  A dean at the University 
of Wisconsin inspected Lawrence for the National Society and 
reported favorably to the National Senate of Phi Beta Kappa 
which approved the application.  Finally, the Triennial 
Convention or Council of the organization voted on September 
10, 1913 to authorize a chapter at Lawrence.  The 
Lawrentian, in reporting the College's acceptance, boasted 
that Lawrence was one of only 78 institutions in the country 
that possessed chapters at the time.192   Among other 
institutions granted chapters at the same convention were 
                                                                                                                                                                             
responsibility, marked qualities of leadership, and genteel 
personality as manifested in student activities." 
190  Ariel (1924), 182. 
191  In the account which follows, I am relying on Raney, 
"History," 307. 
192  Lawr (9/22/13), 1. 
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Radcliffe College, the University of Washington, the 
University of Georgia, and the University of North Dakota. 
         
 Three Lawrence professors, already members of the 
organization from their respective institutions, were 
declared charter members of the Lawrence chapter.  They, 
with Plantz, chose six other professors (seven with Plantz), 
to be founding members of the chapter.  These ten then 
selected about ninety distinguished graduates to become 
members and also elected four members of the Class of 1914.  
All four students, chosen for their outstanding scholarship, 
were women.  The formal installation of the Gamma chapter, 
hailed by the Lawrentian as "one of the greatest honors that 
has come to Lawrence during its entire history," occurred on 
February 20, 1914,  with Dean Edward Birge of the University 
of Wisconsin serving as  the installing officer and 
principal speaker.193 
 
Rhodes Scholars 
 
 The Plantz era witnessed the awarding of Rhodes 
Scholarships to three Lawrence graduates, each of whom spent 
the customary period of study at Oxford University.  The 
first of these was Athol Rollins of the Class of 1904, an 
Oshkosh native, and a member of the third group of students 
to enter Oxford under the will of Cecil Rhodes.  A classical 
scholar, he taught high school upon his return to the United 
States, then had a brief career as a journalist with the 
Milwaukee Journal and a Chicago newspaper.  For the last 
twenty-three years of his life, from 1919 to 1942, he was 
associated with Compton's Encyclopedia and became its 
managing editor.    
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 Earnest A. Hooton, Class of 1907, the second Rhodes 
recipient and one of Lawrence's most distinguished 
graduates, spent three years of graduate work at the 
University of Wisconsin  (where he eventually received his 
doctorate) before studying at Oxford from 1910 to 1913.  
Having earned a Diploma in Anthropology "with distinction" 
and a Bachelor of Literature, he  went on to attain an 
international reputation as a physical anthropologist, and 
was a professor for many years at Harvard University.  
Hooton wrote many books, of which the most celebrated was Up 
from the Ape, which became a classic in the field.  He died 
in 1960. 
 
 L. Keville Larson, Class of 1920, a native of Neenah, 
was the third Rhodes scholar;  after he received his B. 
Litt. degree from Oxford in 1926, he went into business, and 
ultimately became an executive with the Weyerhaeuser Timber 
Company at its headquarters in New York. 
 
 
 
 
Traditions 
 
 Many of the traditions that older graduates associate 
with Lawrence date from the era of Samuel Plantz, a period 
that seemed particularly favorable to the sort of 
sentimental customs and celebrations that went out of 
fashion in the supposedly more sophisticated 1920's.  A few 
of these, however, survived two World Wars and the Great 
Depression, only to succumb in the turmoil of the late 
1960's.  Some, such as the crowning of the May Queen, could 
be found at numerous colleges and universities.  Others, 
like the "Best Loved Banquet," were unique to Lawrence and 
became a part of college lore passed from one generation to 
the next. 
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 "The Rock," probably the most enduring of Lawrence's 
traditions, dates from President Plantz's first year.  It 
had become the custom for each graduating class on Class Day 
to present a gift to the University to honor the memory of 
that particular class.  The gift of the Class of 1895 was a 
granite boulder weighing 4,700 pounds with the phrase "Class 
of 1895" chiseled upon it.  It seems that this was not the 
original intention of those who brought the rock to the 
campus.  Rather it was discovered on a geology field trip 
led by Professor D. P. Nicholson to Mosquito Hill, a bluff 
in the vicinity of New London.  According to A. Arthur 
Bennett of the Class of 1895: 
 
In riding out from the city [New London] to the 
bluff this four-ton granite pebble was noticed 
lying on the side of the road. [It became customary 
to exaggerate the size of the boulder]  Several of 
the class thought it would be a fine memorial of 
the occasion if it could be transferred to the 
campus.  A dray was secured, and with considerable 
help the stone was brought to the city and placed 
on a flat car that it might be shipped to 
Appleton.194 
 
 Once it was on the campus, the seniors decided to 
appropriate it as their class gift.195   On the day of its 
                                                          
194  Lawrence Alumnus (Summer, 1960), 22.  Source of 
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195   A parody of Hamlet's soliloquy appeared in the May, 
1895 issue of the Lawrentian: 
 
A tree or a boulder;  that's the question 
     Is't better to plant a tree, have it suffer 
     The blasts of winter, the envy of Juniors 
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dedication, with fitting ceremony, the seniors gathered 
around the rock (west of the center walk from College Avenue 
to Main Hall) to hear the class oration.  Revealing that the 
original foundation on which the boulder rested had crumbled 
under its weight, the orator commented on the metaphorical 
significance of the new base:  "We believe that here we have 
laid well the foundation of our life work, and that when in 
the turmoil and struggle of life the billows dash fiercest 
upon us, and men hiss and gold glitters we truely believe 
that foundation will not crumble.196 
 
 Little did the original donors realize that the Rock 
was destined to become a rolling stone, transported in the 
dark of night from site to site on the Lawrence campus by 
succeeding generations of students (aided by professional 
tow truck companies), splashed with many coats of paint and 
festooned with numerous inscriptions.197  It has even been 
missing from the campus on a one or two occasions, cached in 
one of Appleton's ravines, or heaved into the Fox River from 
where it was rescued in 1963 by Brokaw Hall residents and 
                                                                                                                                                                             
     Have it die as did the woodbine of '94 
     Or to take arms against these dire misfortunes 
     And place instead an immovable boulder? 
196  Lawr (July, 1895), 19. 
197  Probably the first defacement to occur is described by 
the same Arthur Bennett, '95:  "We seniors were taking a 
written quiz under Dr. Samuel Plantz.  One of the boys asked 
the president if he would promise us our degrees provided we 
passed satisfactorily.  'Oh,' said the Doctor, as he shook 
with laughter, 'your degree is out on the stone.'  Imagine, 
if you can, our indignation when we, after finishing the 
quiz, visited the stone.  Some miscreant had puttied up with 
clay the first two chiseled letters of 'Class' [of 1895] and 
had added the letters 'es.'  But we forgave them.  They 
didn't know any better." 
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placed on their front lawn.  Abducted shortly afterwards by 
Plantz Hall residents, it was buried deep behind Plantz by 
the Class of 1967 and remained there for fifteen years, only 
to be exhumed by that same class for their fifteenth reunion  
(During the period of its burial, Lawrentians awoke one 
morning to find a papier-mache replica of the Rock balanced 
on a corner of the roof of Stephenson Hall).  Purists would 
like to see it returned to its original site in front of 
Main Hall where it served as a headstone for Maxie, the 
campus cocker spaniel mascot, who lived on the campus and 
attended classes from 1942 to 1952.  
 
 Another feature of the Class Day exercises during the 
Plantz era (now defunct along with Class Day itself) was the 
presentation by the seniors of a wooden spoon to a man, and 
a spade to a woman of the junior class.  The origins of this 
tradition pre-date the Plantz era and are obscure, but it is 
probable that the spoon was first conferred in 1875 since 
the carved inscription it bears reads "'75 to '76 to'77."198  
By 1888, the spoon was conferred upon "the homeliest man" in 
the junior class but the Lawrentian noted in 1920 that since 
some men had been embarrassed by this characterization, 
"Today he is the best fusser who receives the spoon."199  
(The term "fusser," current at this time, seems to have 
meant ladies' man, or perhaps good at spooning).  Although 
the spade appears to have been awarded during the 1880's 
when it was also used to plant ivy on Main Hall, the Class 
of 1894 bought a new spade and claimed later that they had 
"started  this memento on its career."200  The spade seems to 
have been given frequently to a woman active in sports.201   
Both spoon and spade were still awarded in the post-World 
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War II era, but they now languish in the library archives 
waiting to be rescued from oblivion. 
 
 Particularly characteristic of this era and one of 
Lawrence's favorite traditions for several decades was the 
crowning of the May Queen at the annual May Day celebration.  
The "first May Day festival ever seen at Lawrence 
University" was held in 1906 as a means of raising money for 
the two Christian Associations.202  The Queen that year was 
Martha Irish, '06  who had won the State Oratorical Contest 
and was President of the student Y.W.C.A.;  indeed, for many 
years the May Queen was an active member of that 
organization and participation in it became a prerequisite 
for election.203 
 
 On this occasion, 150 coeds, dressed in white and led 
by two little pages, escorted the Queen to a throne set up 
on the green in front of the new Carnegie Library.  The 
crowning of the Queen was followed by a maypole dance by 
sixteen young women.204  Four years later Plantz described 
the May Day celebration in similar terms and continued,  
 
The whole affair winds up by a caricature by the 
boys who generally rush on the scene to crown the 
May King, carrying a wheel barrow or some similar 
conveyance, and taking off the girls by winding a 
fish pole with old rags or something of that kind.  
They usually get the same applause the clown does 
in a circus...The day is very popular here and is 
always attended by a large number of people.  It is 
followed by a sort of picnic on the campus.  The 
Y.M.C.A and the Y.W.C.A. erect quite a number of 
                                                          
202 Fac Min (5/4/06), 25 [check] 
203  Lawr (4/28/21), 1. 
204  Lawr (5/28/06), 335-336. 
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booths in which various eatables are sold...The 
proceeds are used to pay expenses of delegates to 
the Y.M. and Y.W.C.A. summer conferences.205 
 
 A feature of the May Day ceremony, added in 1921, that 
provided some sort of tie with Milwaukee-Downer's celebrated 
"Hat Hunt" long before the merger of the two institutions, 
was the search for "Doc Sammy's" silk skull cap, an item 
that invariably figured in cartoons of the President.  In 
that year all students were divided into birthday month 
groups to search the campus for the hidden cap.206   The 
winner found the treasure contained in a walnut shell hidden 
under the bushes in front of Main Hall and was rewarded a 
meal ticket for the picnic supper.207    
 
 Although the May Day ceremony has been replaced today 
by the quite different spring event known as "Celebrate!," 
one aspect of the earlier event described in the May Day of 
1913 remains constant: 
 
 Due to the swarms of lake flies that arrived 
during the afternoon and "infested the beauty of 
the scene" on the campus, supper was served in the 
gym.208 
 
Perhaps this is the reason the event was held only briefly 
in an amphitheater constructed on the banks of the Fox River 
behind the President's House.  But that location, when used 
in 1916, gave an opportunity for a dramatic performance, a 
                                                          
205 Plantz to J. R. Joy (6/10/10). 
206  Lawr (5/19/21), 14. 
207  Lawr (5/26/21), 1. 
208  Lawr (5/20/13), 1. 
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masque entitled "The Triumph of Spring" with a cast of over 
one hundred students.209 
 
 Another tradition unique to Lawrence which lasted for 
over four decades was the annual election by all women on 
campus of four senior women as "Best Loved."  Election as 
"Best Loved" was considered a great honor bestowed upon some 
of the most outstanding women graduates. In its fully 
developed form, the tradition called for the young women so 
chosen to appear at the Best Loved Banquet, held on or near 
Washington's birthday, dressed in colonial costumes and 
powdered wigs as George and Martha Washington and James and 
Dolly Madison and to dance a minuet before the assembled 
guests. 
 
 Exactly when and how this custom developed is not 
entirely clear though it seems to have combined some 
features of the May Queen election (which continued) with a 
Colonial Banquet held annually at Sage Hall.  An article on 
the May Queen, published in 1920, states:  "To be selected 
May Queen is to be recognized as the one who has rendered 
the greatest service to the Alma Mater and is to be chosen 
the 'best loved girl at Lawrence.'"210  Four years later, 
another article explained that election as May Queen is the 
highest honor that can be given to a girl at Lawrence, and 
that it means a girl must be the "best loved" senior on the 
campus.211   
 
                                                          
209  Lawr (5/24/16), 1.  The open-air amphitheater had been 
constructed as early as 1912 and was used for dramatic 
performances by the School of Expression then in existence. 
210  Lawr (5/27/20), 4;  the same phrase is used in Lawr 
(4/28/21), 1. 
211  Lawr (4/10/24), 1.  The May Queen was elected by men as 
well as women on campus. 
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 The tie with the Colonial Banquet goes back to an event 
celebrated at least as early as 1918 called the Martha 
Washington Ball, held at Sage Hall for the benefit all 
college women.  The two leading participants in this event 
played Monsieur Lafayette and Madame Washington, who led a 
minuet described as follows: 
 
 The minuet was given by eight girls dressed in 
costumes of four generations ago.  Four girls 
dressed in old-fashioned ball gowns with powdered 
heads held high and their partners in the more 
sombre garb of the men of long ago.212 
 
 The first account of an event at which the four women 
elected were known as "best loved" was held on February 22, 
1924, and featured the young women dressed in the roles that 
became traditional as George and Martha Washington and James 
and Dolly Madison.  On this occasion, it was reported that 
most of the 125 coeds who attended were in colonial costume, 
and the event was referred to as the "annual Colonial 
banquet."  It was sponsored by the Y.W.C.A. and held in the 
parlors of the Methodist Church. 
 
 In this form, the tradition continued through World War 
II into the 1960's.213  The last such banquet seems to have 
been held in 1966. 
                                                          
212  Lawr (2/28/18), 11. 
213  Nenah Fry, one of the "Best Loved" of 1956, and later 
President of Sweet Briar College, tells of the problem she 
had in her first year as a graduate student at Yale 
University explaining to her friends there why she was 
making a special trip back to Appleton in February of that 
year to attend an event known as the Best Loved Banquet.  
Marguerite Schumann, "Best Loved" of 1944, and Lawrence 
Publicity Director, used to talk of the difficulties of 
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 An idea of what was expected of Lawrence students, 
especially freshmen, in their encounters with the faculty, 
appears in a Lawrentian notice of 1911: 
 
 It is a tradition here at Lawrence, that the 
men students salute members of the faculty, when 
passing them on the street by either lifting or 
touching their hats, according to whether the 
faculty member is a lady or a gentleman.214  
 
 Stating that some students had grown careless of late 
in observing this courtesy to the gentlemen, the reminder 
continued: 
 
 We owe these men of learning, from whom we are 
acquiring our training for afterlife, a certain 
honor and respect, which is manifested, in part, by 
the observance of this salute. 
 
 Underclassmen were reminded in subsequent issues that 
they were growing lax in the observance of two other 
traditions;  that is, that they were supposed to stand when 
seniors marched into a room or building in cap and gown, and 
that the bench in front of Main Hall was reserved for the 
use of seniors.215 
 
 Another custom that lasted for over a half-century, and 
ended only in 1930, involved visits by students to a small 
grocery store (known as Traas's grocery for its last twelve 
                                                                                                                                                                             
altering the costumes for the Washingtons and the Madisons 
from year to year, and of preparing the women whose identity 
was kept secret until the banquet. 
214  Lawr (11/21/11), 4. 
215  Lawr (3/5/12) 4; (5/14/12), 4. 
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years) located on the northwest corner of College and Union 
streets adjacent to the chapel.  It was estimated in 1926 
that as many as 150 students a day visited the grocery to 
grab a late breakfast snack of a chocolate doughnut or a 
"Swedish roll" before attending chapel or between classes.  
Purchased by the college, the grocery was torn down in 1930 
along with another building immediately to the west of it 
used as a warehouse.  Although the disappearance of these 
two buildings enhanced the beauty of the grounds around the 
chapel, students and alumni lamented the loss of this 
landmark.216 
   
  
 
 
Professions or Vocations of Lawrence Graduates (1857-1921) 
 
 As a college that offered a classical curriculum whose 
primary goal was mental discipline and the shaping of 
character, Lawrence University did not initially train its 
students for a specific career or careers.  When, at the 
turn of the century, the college began to describe itself as 
a liberal arts institution, its goal was still to provide 
"general culture" rather than training for a particular 
vocation.  Undoubtedly the hope of its early presidents and 
professors was that many of its male graduates would enter 
the ministry, preferably as Methodist clergymen.  Yet, as 
noted earlier, William H. Sampson, founder and principal, 
denied that this was the explicit purpose of the institution 
and maintained that the Trustees' chief object was "to 
furnish all students, male or female, without 
                                                          
216  Lawr (12/3/26), 1;  (3/21/30), 1; and Lawrence Alumnus 
(April, 1930), 7. 
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discrimination, the facilities for a thorough education 
under safe, Christian Supervision...."217  
 
 A question of considerable interest is what professions 
or vocations Lawrence graduates did, in fact, choose during 
the first seventy-five years of the University's history.  
To what extent did they enter the so-called "learned 
professions" of law, medicine, and the clergy?  Did any 
women graduates succeed in entering these professions?   
Also a matter of interest is whether or not there was a 
significant change in the career choices of graduates after 
Plantz assumed the presidency in 1894.  Unfortunately, the 
University kept no systematic, continuous record of such 
data, but a valuable source of information is the Lawrence 
College Alumni Record, 1857-1922, published on the occasion 
of the 75th anniversary.  This volume contains the responses 
to a request for biographical data sent out to all graduates 
of the College or their surivivors who could be reached. (It 
does not include alumni of the Conservatory, the commercial, 
the "academical," or other ancillary departments of the 
university).  Of a total of 1526 graduates from 1857 to 
1921, information was returned on 1348 (87%) men and 
women.218   Of those on whom such information is available, 
696 were men; 652, women.219    
                                                          
217  Lawr (January, 1886), 97. 
218  The total number of graduates listed is 1589, but only 
the current addresses are listed for the 52 members of the 
Class of 1922.  The statistics that follow are based on my 
own analysis, supplemented (for female graduates) by that of 
Pamela Paulsen, "Women at Lawrence University:  the First 
Seventy-Five Years, 1849-1924," a senior honors thesis 
submitted at Lawrence University in 1983. 
219  More women than men responded.  Of the total listed in 
the Alumni Record, 852 were male graduates;  674, female. 
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 Perhaps the most striking (though not surprising) 
result of the survey was the limited number of careers 
chosen by--or open to--women (of 674 women graduates, data 
are available on 652, 97%).  Because the view still existed 
that a woman's primary responsibility was the care of 
children and maintenance of the home, relatively few 
occupations were regarded as suitable for them.220  
 
 The overwhelming majority of Lawrence female graduates 
(436, or 65%) went into teaching, a profession that had been 
open to women since at least the beginning of the 19th 
century.  Since society viewed teaching as a kind of 
extension of woman's traditional responsibility as the 
rearer of children, it was a socially acceptable 
occupation.221  But another reason many women went into 
teaching was economic.  It was a low-paying occupation in 
which women replaced men because they would accept low 
wages, even for the same work.  Of Lawrence women who chose 
the teaching profession, many (42%) taught only until they 
married; indeed, this seems to have been the most common 
pattern for women graduates--to teach in elementary or 
secondary school until marriage but to give it up upon 
                                                          
220  See Carl Degler, At Odds:  Women and the Family in 
America from the Revolution to the Present (New York, 1980), 
8-9. 
Degler argues that in 19th century families "the wife, as 
the mistress of the home, was perceived by society and 
herself as the moral superior of the husband, though his 
legal and social inferior.  The organizational basis for 
this relationship was that woman's life was physically spent 
within the home and with the family, while the man's was 
largely outside the home, at work."  He refers to this 
"ideological division" of labor and activity as "the 
doctrine of the two spheres" or "separate spheres." 
221  Ibid., 380. 
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marriage.  42% per cent of women teachers did not marry, and 
14% continued to teach after marriage.   
 
 The second most numerous occupation was that of 
homemaker (76, or 17.4%, listed no other occupation);  but 
to this figure, must be added the 184 women who gave up 
teaching after marriage for domestic responsibilities, and 
another 60 who continued their teaching after marriage--for 
a total of 320 homemakers or 47% of the total number of 
women.  What may appear surprising, however, is that, of the 
women graduates reported in the survey, over 82% had gainful 
employment outside the home at some point during their adult 
lives. 
 
 Other occupations listed by women included writing 
(15), college or university teaching (15), librarian (14), 
missionary work (11), YMCA/YWCA work (10), and nursing (10).  
During the entire period from 1857 to 1921, only two women 
attended medical school and received the M. D. degree.  Only 
one of these, Phoebe D. Bullock, Class of 1866, became a 
practicing physician after attending the Michigan University 
Medical School.  (The other became a Christian Science 
practitioner).222  Two women in seventy-five years entered 
the traditionally male profession of law.  Lella (McKesson) 
Millar, Class of 1888, was a graduate of the woman's law 
class at the University of the City of New York.  Twenty-
nine years later, Vivian McMullen, after graduating from 
Lawrence in the Class of 1917, took her LL. B. at the 
Marquette University Law School, and entered practice in 
Milwaukee. 
 
                                                          
222  I am indebted to Pamela Paulsen, "Women at Lawrence," 
124-125, for identifying the individual women mentioned in 
this and the paragraphs immediately following. 
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 Among other women from this era who had unusual careers 
were Margaret Jane (Evans) Huntington, Class of 1869, who 
studied and travelled widely in Europe and was appointed the 
first woman corporate member of the American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions.  Having served as 
Preceptress at Lawrence from 1870-74, she became dean of 
women and professor for thirty-four years at Carleton 
College.  Two women, both outstanding members of the Class 
of 1890, mentioned elsewhere in this study, had 
distinguished careers:  Katharine ("Kate") Lummis, daughter 
of Greek Professor Henry Lummis, received her M. A. and 
Ph.D. in Classics at Stanford University, and studied at the 
American School of Classical Studies in Rome. She taught 
Latin and Greek at the College of the Pacific and at Sweet 
Briar College. Her classmate, Elizabeth Wilson, first woman 
editor of the Lawrentian, taught English and Latin at 
Lawrence from 1894 to 1900 and studied at the universities 
of Jena and Oxford.  She devoted much of her life to YWCA 
service, both as international secretary in New York, and in 
India, before returning to Appleton and ultimate retirement 
in California. 
 
 Of 862 male graduates during the same period, 
information is available on 708 (82%).  Occupations are a 
good deal more diverse, but the largest numbers tended to be 
concentrated in three groups.  Although Sampson denied that 
Lawrence's purpose was to train clergymen, the largest 
single group of men (143, or 20%) became ministers or 
missionaries.  Just behind this group (135, or 19%) were men  
who chose secondary or elementary school teaching.  And a 
close third (131, or 18.5%), went into some kind of business 
or banking. 
 
 Among the 143 who became ministers and/or missionaries, 
well over half identified themselves as Methodist.  In the 
earlier decades of the college (1857-94), almost 30% of the 
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male graduates went into the ministry, while only 14% chose 
this vocation in the Plantz era.         
 
 Before 1894, only 14% of the male graduates listed 
their occupation as some form of business or banking.  
During Plantz's administration, when business and commercial 
courses were directly integrated into the curriculum, over 
21% of those who graduated from the college with a 
bachelor's degree listed their occupation as banking, 
manufacturing, sales, commerce, etc.     
 
 In the entire era from 1857 to 1921, a sizeable number 
of male graduates (84, or 12%) went into higher education as 
college or university professors.   
 
 Perhaps the most surprising statistic concerns law as a 
profession.  In the pre-Plantz era, it had been the choice 
of almost a quarter of the men;  but in the Plantz years the 
number who chose this career plummeted to only 3%.  (For the 
entire seventy-five year period, 72 men, or 10% of the 
total, went into this profession).  One possible explanation 
for this significant drop is that it was much easier to 
enter the legal profession in the 19th century.  Training in 
law school and a law degree were not necessary for the 
practice of law;  many young people merely served an 
apprenticeship in a law firm as preparation for admission to 
the bar.  It has also been argued, with specific reference 
to Lawrence, that the dropping of required training in the 
U. S. constitution and constitutional law in the 1880's, and 
the proliferation of business and commercial courses after 
the turn of the century account for the drop in the number 
of lawyers.223   
                                                          
223  A. G. Roeber, "Lawrence and the 'Learned Professions,'" 
Lawrence Today (Winter, 1983), 4-7.  Roeber's argument was 
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 Among other fields chosen by men were medicine (5.5.%), 
publishing (4%), farming or ranching (2.5%), and government 
or public service (2.5%).  About 2.5% were scientists not 
employed in higher education. 
 
 
 
 
Two Wars and a Presidential Visit 
 
 During the thirty years of Plantz's presidency, 
national and international events rarely impinged directly 
upon the University.  But the campus community did not 
escape the impact of two wars:  the Spanish-American War 
(1898), which had relatively few repercussions at Lawrence;  
and World War I which, despite America's involvement for 
only a year and a half (1917-18), sent hundreds of 
Lawrentians into uniform (students and alumni) and left 
twelve war dead.  In addition, for those left on campus, the 
effects of World War I were highly disruptive.  In between 
these two conflicts, Lawrence had the excitement of the only 
visit in its history of a sitting president of the United 
States. 
 
 The Spanish-American War (1898) attracted relatively 
little attention at Lawrence, to judge from the scant 
coverage given it in official documents or in the college 
newspaper.224  Despite the fact that all able-bodied male 
students served in a military company that had existed on 
campus since 1894, none of the men were required to enlist 
                                                                                                                                                                             
challenged in the following issue of the magazine (spring, 
1984), by Lawrence graduate George B. Christensen, '26. 
224  See Lawr (May, 1898), 101, for the only article that 
appeared on the subject during 1898. 
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in 1898.  Comparing the response to that during the Civil 
War, the Lawrentian explained that "the only reason this 
college is not again destitute of male students is because 
the country does not yet need them."  Seven Lawrence 
students and one alumnus chose, nevertheless, to enlist in 
Company G, Light Infantry, First Wisconsin Volunteers, which 
left Appleton on April 28.  Lawrence University cadets and 
Appleton Civil War veterans, accompanied by a drum and bugle 
corps, escorted the volunteers down College Avenue and north 
on Oneida Street to the train station where the crowds sang 
"America," "Yankee Doodle," and "Marching Through Georgia" 
while waiting for the train. 
 
 Margaret (Winslow) Russell '01, a freshman at the time, 
records in her diary that the orders to report that day were 
received at 4:00 A. M. and that "all the whistles blew for 
nearly an hour;"   the college was dismissed so that 
students could witness the departure of their friends.  
"When the boys had gotten on the train I saw Walter 
[Joliffe] and he said good-bye to me.  It was so sad to see 
the boys go off and when the band began to play I could not 
keep the tears back.  So many people were crying out 
loud."225 
 The same young young woman was again overcome at the 
train station when Company G returned in September.  Four 
men from the company had died (none of them Lawrence 
students who enlisted) and numerous soldiers were left sick 
in Puerto Rico.226  "The boys that did come back," says 
Margaret Russell, " were pitiful to look at--so very thin, 
                                                          
225  Entry for 9/18/98 [written several months after the 
event].  Copies of diaries of Margaret (Winslow) Russell, 
1889-1911.  LU Archives.  
226  The plaque in the Memorial Union names one Lawrentian 
who died in the Spanish American War:  Willard Jay Merrill 
'95. 
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and dusty, and ragged, and wasted they were, besides being 
so tanned they looked like Indians."227     
 
     Among a number of distinguished  visitors to the campus 
in 
the Plantz era, none was more famous than William Howard 
Taft, the twenty-seventh president of the United States.  
Taft, who was making a political swing through the midwest 
about halfway through his term of office (1909-13), made a 
one hour stop in Appleton on October 26, 1911.  Escorted to 
the campus from the railroad station, he was welcomed at 
Main Hall where he addressed students and Appleton citizens 
from the front steps.   
 
 The President was given "a unique welcome," according 
to the Lawrentian, as he entered Main Hall:228 
 
The coeds of the senior class, all dressed in white 
and each wearing a white jersey sweater, were lined 
up on either side of the hallway, connected with a 
streamer of red, white and blue, and as the 
executive entered the south door he was presented 
with a bunch of roses in behalf of the college by 
Miss Florence Plantz [daughter of President 
Plantz]. 
 
When Mr. Taft emerged from the front door of Main Hall he 
was greeted with yells and a tipping of hats by Lawrence 
students.  He responded by removing his tall silk hat, 
bowing, and smiling, before he seated himself in a big chair 
behind a flag-draped pedestal on the porch (President Taft 
is reported to have weighed three hundred pounds).  Faculty 
and college students were assembled in front of the extended 
                                                          
227  Russell, Diaries, 9/25/98. 
228  (10/31/11). 
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platform, "the faculty and senior boys appearing in caps and 
gowns."    
 
 Introduced by the mayor, President Plantz proceeded to 
welcome Mr. Taft to the city of Appleton and to enumerate 
his achievements as a federal judge, the first governor 
general of the Philippines, secretary of war, diplomat, and 
as a successful president.  President Taft began his speech 
by referring to his great pleasure in coming "into these 
academic shades, into this hive of industry in the Fox river 
valley."  In his brief speech, he alluded to peace treaties 
with France and England pending before the Senate which 
provided for submission of disputes between nations to 
arbitration and predicted that if the treaties were 
ratified, "nations now armed to the teeth can begin 
disarmament."229  It was up to the United States to lead "the 
poor people of Great Britain and France and other countries 
of the world" in the movement for peace among the nations. 
Turning particularly to the young people in the audience, he 
concluded by exhorting them to feel a sense of 
responsibility not only towards their own country "...but, 
with your power and intelligence and opportunities, a sense 
of duty which will impel you to help advance the highest 
ideals of Christian civilization throughout the world." 
 
 When the United States declared war on Germany in 
April, 1917, Lawrence had an enrollment  of over 550 
students with a Conservatory enrollment of about 300 (though 
most of the latter were preparatory students of elementary 
or high-school age).  Two months after the declaration of 
war, President Plantz reported that Lawrence had already 
lost 40 or 50 men who had enlisted, gone into YMCA work, or 
entered some form of service such as work in shipyards or on 
farms.  The following academic year, 1917-18, brought an 
                                                          
229 Ibid. 
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even greater drop in the number of men and of women as well.  
By the fall of 1918, only the arrival of a unit of 400 
soldiers known as the SATC, or Student Army Training Corps,  
enabled the college to keep afloat.  By the time that unit 
arrived, the number of civilian men left on campus had 
dwindled to a mere 36 and the number of women had dropped to 
about 200. 
 Lawrentians' attitudes during World War I reflected 
those held more generally in American society.  Anti-German 
sentiment, for example, took a much uglier form in World War 
I than it did in the Second World War.  On the campus, this 
showed up in a fifty per cent drop in enrollment in German 
courses in the fall of 1917, despite a plea from Dr. Louis 
Baker, professor of modern languges, for the importance of a 
knowledge of German for technical work and for the enduring 
qualities of classical German literature.230  A year later, 
only seven students signed up for German courses.  Even more 
disturbing were charges of pro-Germanism directed against a 
Conservatory professor, Ludolf Arens, who had left Germany 
and become an American citizen ten years before the war.  So 
widespread were these rumors that the President felt called 
upon to defend the professor publicly in the Lawrentian.231 
 Anti-German sentiment was complemented by a kind of 
super-patriotism.  In March, 1918, Judson Rosebush, a 
trustee and former Lawrence professor, organized a Lawrence 
chapter of the Loyalty Legion, which had a membership of 
50,000 in Wisconsin.  Its avowed goals were to encourage 
enlistment in the army and navy but also "to seek out 
traitors and bring them to punishment, to hold slackers up 
to public contempt, and to teach and practice a broad 
vigorous American patriotism."232 
                                                          
230  Lawr (1/16/18), 3. 
231  (5/9/18), 2. 
232  Lawr (3/21/18), 1.  Six weeks after it was founded, the 
Loyalty Legion claimed a student membership of 32% of 
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 Lawrence students, like others throughout the nation,  
contributed in a number of ways to the war effort.  Women 
formed a Patriotic League associated with the YWCA whose 
purpose was to encourage  a variety of activities that 
included knitting sweaters and rolling bandages for the Red 
Cross.  Seventy-five young women announced their intention 
to work on farms during the summer of 1918.  Every able-
bodied male student participated in compulsory military 
training and drill.  There were repeated drives to sell 
thrift stamps and war bonds.  When food rationing was 
introduced, one hundred pounds of meat per week were saved 
in dormitories and fraternities by the observance of 
"meatless days" when soup, beans, or fish were served as 
substitutes.  Commenting on this record, the Lawrentian 
wrote, "Every Lawrence student has shown by his attitude 
that he is more than willing to make this small but all-
important sacrifice, because in so doing he feels that he is 
having a part in putting the finishing touches on Kaiser 
Bill."233 
 The stay of the Student Army Training Corps on campus 
was brief;  that is, only one term in the fall of 1918.  The 
November armistice put an end to it, but it had a 
significant impact while it lasted.  Its purpose was to 
train potential officers for the army and to provide skilled 
workers for various departments of the national service.  
The War Department contracted with a number of colleges and 
universities to provide, at a fixed per diem rate, housing, 
rations, and instruction in certain subjects. Some 400 
soldiers arrived on campus in October, 1918, and were housed 
in Brokaw and Ormsby Halls.  Unlike the navy's V-12 Program 
in World War II, the SATC turned the Lawrence campus into 
something of an armed camp.  Trainees not only marched from 
                                                                                                                                                                             
seniors, 23% of juniors, 18% of sophomores, and 8% of 
freshmen.  Its goal was to sign up every student.  
233  (11/22/17), 5. 
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one college building to another, but they constituted a 
group set apart from the rest of the campus with armed 
sentries standing guard at night to prevent them from 
sneaking out after hours.  Describing their impact on the 
campus after they had gone, Plantz said,  "The SATC broke up 
the order of things, changed the school life, and brought 
with it a bad reaction from the students not members of it.  
The usual activities were suspended and everything took 
second place to military training."234 
 The attitude of women on the campus towards the 
soldier-students seems to have been mixed.  At the time 
their departure was announced, a Lawrentian article 
reported,  
 
A few of the girls are glad to see them go. 
"Everything has been so unsettled on account of 
them, you know [one commented].  And some of them 
aren't the college type of man at all."  However 
the majority of the girls will be sorry to see the 
men leave.235  
 
 From the point of view of college authorities, the 
worst effects of the war may have come in the period 
following.  Plantz complained in the spring of 1920,  "The 
restlessness that is in the air, the resistance to 
authority, the semi-Bolsheviki spirit has been felt in all 
the colleges.  It seems to be harder for students to get 
down to work and there is a noticable [sic] craving for 
excitement."236  He was particularly disturbed by the impact 
of about a hundred veterans who, he said, were initially 
"restless, unwilling to obey college rules, not inclined to 
study, and some of them without the ideals which have long 
                                                          
234  Pres Rept (1919), 5. 
235  (11/19/18), 5.   
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been prevalent here."237  There is no question that the 
postwar era saw increasing pressure on the part of students 
for a relaxation of the kind of social restrictions that had 
prevailed on the campus up to that time. 
 With considerable effort, the college compiled a list 
of 470 Lawrentians who had served in World War I but 
admitted that the record was still incomplete.  Of these, 
twelve died in the service.  Their names were recorded on a 
bronze plaque in the Memorial Chapel and are now inscribed 
in the Memorial Union.238 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lawrence's Relationship with the University of Wisconsin 
and the State Normal Schools 
 
 An allusion by President Plantz in his inaugural 
address to the "state university" and the respective 
functions of a college and a university raises the more 
general question of the  ambiguous relationship that existed 
between Lawrence and the University of Wisconsin from the 
time of the founding of the two institutions.    
 Lawrence and the University of Wisconsin came into 
being at about the same time in mid-nineteenth century.  One 
year after the territorial legislature granted Lawrence's 
charter, the state constitution of 1848 provided for the 
establishment of a university, free from sectarianism, at or 
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near the seat of government and for the protection of the 
land grant which was to support the institution.239  
 Through the period of the Civil War, the state 
university grew slowly and offered an education not 
significantly different from that available in the private 
colleges of the state.  Indeed, enrollments at Lawrence in 
the 1850's exceeded those at Madison.  Although the state 
constitution permitted the University to establish a 
connection with the state colleges, the university regents 
showed no inclination to share with the "sectarian colleges" 
income derived from the sale of lands bestowed upon the 
University by federal land grants.  This did not prevent 
private colleges from claiming a share of such revenues, 
particularly in 1866, when the University set about 
implementing the Morill Land Grant Act (1862) that had 
allotted 240,000 acres of land to the state to be used for 
the endowment of a college of agriculture and mechanical 
arts.240  On this occasion, representatives of Lawrence and 
Ripon petitioned the state legislature to give the land to 
their respective schools, but their attempt was 
unsuccessful.  The income assured to the state university 
from land sales, and later from legislative appropriations, 
in the long run, provided the state institution with the 
kind of financial support not available to private colleges. 
 
 Despite this advantage, the University's enrollment in 
the mid-1870's was still no larger than that of Lawrence.  
During the last quarter of the century, however, under the 
impact of the state's increasing economic development, the 
growing need for specialized training and skills, and the 
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outstanding leadership of three presidents--John Bascom, and 
especially, Thomas Chamberlin and Charles K. Adams--the 
University enjoyed a period of remarkable expansion and 
growth in size and reputation.  The unity of the earlier 
institution now gave way to separate faculties of Letters 
and Sciences, Law, Engineering, and Agriculture, each with 
its own dean.  A corresponding expansion of financial 
resources and physical plant made of the University of 
Wisconsin one of the top two or three state universities in 
the nation.241 
 
 This was the institution that confronted Samuel Plantz 
when, in 1894, he drew the distinction between a university, 
with its professional schools and its specialized training, 
and a college like Lawrence whose function was to provide 
its students with "general culture."  Aware of the 
competition between the two, actual and anticipated, he 
expressed the hope that the University of Wisconsin would 
cease trying to provide "college work" and concentrate on 
its special function, to act as a bridge between college and 
the professional work of the lawyer, the physician, the 
engineer, etc.  
 
 Whether Plantz was under any illusion that his wish 
would be realized is improbable;  in any event, the 
University did not abandon its undergraduate program.  As a 
consequence, Plantz may have been guided by the maxim, "if 
you can't beat 'em, join 'em."  In 1904 he began to promote 
collaborative arrangements between his institution and the 
University of Wisconsin that would permit Lawrentians 
transferring to the state university to receive credit there 
for work done at Lawrence.  He was abetted in this policy by 
the man who became president of the state university in 1903 
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and held this office until his death in 1918:  Charles R. 
Van Hise, viewed by many as Wisconsin's greatest 
president.242  
 
  Within a year after his installation as president, Van 
Hise signalled his desire for cordial relations with the 
private colleges by inviting representatives of Lawrence, 
Ripon, Beloit and Milton to a conference in Madison to 
discuss common problems and to work out arrangements whereby 
they would confine their offerings to college-level work and 
leave professional, graduate, and advanced training to the 
University.  One result of these meetings was an agreement 
in 1904 that the University would accept students from 
Lawrence and Ripon with two years of training as transfers 
with junior standing to the University.243  In a further 
effort to promote cooperation between the University and 
private colleges, the former agreed to exchange lists of 
accredited high-schools with Lawrence, an arrangement that 
resulted in similar entrance requirements for the three 
institutions.244  
 
 These collaborative arrangements between the state 
university and Lawrence, which lasted through the 
administration of President Plantz, permitted Lawrence 
                                                          
242  Van Hise, the first native of Wisconsin and the first 
alumnus to serve as University president, was a geologist 
with an international scholarly reputation.  An outstanding 
leader, he made of Wisconsin one of the top universities in 
the country. 
243  Curti and Carstensen, University of Wisconsin, II, 259.  
See Lawrence catalogue (1904-05), 41, which describes the 
agreement as reciprocal and states that it applies to those 
transferring after only a year who will receive sophomore 
standing. 
244 Ibid. 
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students to transfer easily to the University.  To what 
extent the loss of students by transfer to Madison after one 
or two years was compensated for by an increase in the 
admission of students who applied to Lawrence with such 
expectations is impossible to determine.245  Suffice it to 
say, that President Wriston was disturbed to discover after 
his arrival at Lawrence that the faculty, in order to 
facilitate transfers to Madison, frequently approved new 
courses to the degree that they approximated courses taught 
at the state university;  he, therefore, took steps to 
discourage students from entering Lawrence who fully 
intended to transfer after one or two years. 
 
 Normal schools for training teachers for the common (or 
elementary) schools in Wisconsin had been in existence ever 
since the 1850's.  Indeed, Lawrence University benefited for 
several years from a normal school fund set up by the state 
legislature with proceeds from the sale of swamp lands 
awarded to the state by Congress in 1850.  Any college or 
academy that trained teachers was eligible for a share of 
distributions from the fund.  Participation in this program 
by Lawrence ended in 1866, but many Lawrence students--
particularly women--went into the teaching profession where 
a bachelor's degree (or even less) was enough to qualify.    
  
 State normal schools proliferated during the remainder 
of the 19th and into the 20th centuries.  Operating with 
their own board of regents, separate from the University 
regents, these two-year schools offered some liberal arts 
subjects along with courses designed specifically for 
teacher-training.  Those closest to Appleton were the school 
at Oshkosh, founded in 1871, and one at Stevens Point, 
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founded in 1894.  President Plantz gave some indication of 
his concern over possible competition from the normal 
schools when he accepted a bid from President Van Hise to 
join the University of Wisconsin in blocking proposals 
before the state legislature that the state normal schools 
adopt a four-year program culminating in a bachelor's 
degree.246 
 
 After Lawrence began to offer courses in education (the 
first one was taught in 1898), it became possible for 
Lawrence graduates to obtain teachers' certificates from the 
State Superintendent of Instruction "on exactly the same 
footing" as graduates of the University of Wisconsin.247   
These entitled recipients to teach in high-schools 
throughout the state, unlike the normal school graduates who 
were still restricted to teaching in elementary schools.   
 
 Plantz provided an unusually candid statement of his 
views on the status of private colleges in Wisconsin and on 
the relationship he thought should exist between these 
colleges and the University of Wisconsin in a letter he 
wrote to the president of Beloit in 1914.248  In it, he 
expressed the view that if the state grants an institution 
the power to confer degrees, it should see that the work 
they do is worthy of the power conferred.  Indeed, he 
favored a state inspection of colleges and said Lawrence had 
nothing to fear from such an inspection.  "It would in a 
measure do away with the feeling that we are entirely 
independent and private and the state has no need to look 
after our interests, and since we are preparing teachers for 
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the state and doing other work for it, it would be eminently 
fitting and helpful to both." 
 
 As for the relationship with the University, he felt it 
could be much closer.  Those colleges which satisfied the 
requirements of the University should be counted as 
"registered" institutions which would mean that they 
operated under the approval of the University and in 
correlation with it.  He even went so far as to suggest that 
the head of a department at a "registered college" should 
submit courses to be taught to the corresponding department 
head at the University for approval, and that professors 
offered positions at the private college might be approved 
by the appropriate department head at the University.  It 
appears that Plantz discussed such a proposal with President 
Van Hise and Dean Birge of the Faculty of Letters and 
Science, that they were sympathetic with it, and that they 
were prepared to accept Lawrence and Beloit in such a 
relationship.  But they had questions about whether some of 
the other colleges in the state were competent to do senior 
and junior work as the University would expect it to be 
done.  Plantz informed President Eaton of Beloit when he 
learned of this attitude, that he had decided to drop the 
proposal since he thought other colleges would feel 
discriminated against if one or two colleges were favored 
over the rest. 
 Even in the Wriston era (and since), transfers have 
continued between Lawrence and the University of Wisconsin, 
but the reasons for such transfers are often social rather 
than academic;  that is, the desire on the part of 
Lawrentians for a bigger school with what they anticipate to 
be more varied social opportunities, and the wish of 
University of Wisconsin students for a smaller school where 
the individual receives greater attention.  Of course, many 
Lawrence alumni have over the years chosen to pursue 
graduate work at the state university;  and the University 
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of Wisconsin has provided Lawrence with a considerable 
number of its faculty members. 
 
 
  
 
 
Anniversary Celebrations:  50th and 75th 
 
 During his thirty year term of office, President Plantz 
presided over two anniversary celebrations of the founding 
of Lawrence University:  the Semi-Centennial in 1897, and 
the 75th in 1922.  Each, in its own fashion, recalled the 
origins of the institution and extolled its achievements. 
 
 The first of these was an elaborate affair, extending 
over two days, planned well in advance and attended by a 
variety of alumni and guests.249  It opened with an evening 
convocation held in the Main Hall chapel which had been 
festooned in blue and white.  Over the platform "was draped 
a beautiful silk flag, and imposed upon the same was a 
portrait of Amos A. Lawrence...while the figures ''47-'97' 
appeared at the sides.250  The program at this first evening 
session featured a "Festival Overture" by Leutner played by 
Professor John Silvester, Director of the Conservatory;  a 
prayer;  an address of welcome;  a vocal solo "Ever True" 
sung by Harry Heard, Professor of Singing and Voice Culture;  
and two addresses, one by Professor H. M. Whitney of Beloit 
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"In behalf of the Educational Institutions of Wisconsin," 
and the other by President H. W. Rogers of Northwestern 
University "In behalf of the Educational Institutions of 
Methodism." 
 
 The second day of festivities was crammed with events.  
A prayer service at 9:00 A. M. was followed by another 
convocation at 10:30;  this featured the keynote address of 
the event, a long speech entitled "The Christian College a 
Necessity," delivered by the Rev. C. H. Payne of New York, 
Secretary of the Board of Education of the Methodist Church.   
In the speaker's view, colleges should be centers of 
religious life, and the criteria for judging them should be 
how many students are converted and how many graduates enter 
the ministry.   
 
 The afternoon program began, somewhat surprisingly, 
with a "Drill Exhibition by the Military Department," held 
in the Appleton Armory.  This department, which existed at 
Lawrence from 1894 to 1900, was under the supervision of a 
U. S. army officer, who drilled the corps, made up of all 
physically able male students.  In 1898, some of the cadets 
in the corps, although not required to do so, enlisted in 
the military and served in the Spanish American War.  
 
 More speeches followed at a 2:30 convocation:  "The 
College and the City," "The College and the State," "The 
College in Patriotic Service"  (by a colonel who had been a 
student during the Civil War); and "The College and Its 
Alumni" by Fanny Kennish Earle, a graduate of the Class of 
1877. 
 
 The talk on "The College and the City," delivered by 
Augustus L. Smith, a prominent Appleton banker, state 
senator, and Lawrence trustee, urged his listeners not to 
underestimate the importance of Lawrence to the city of 
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Appleton:  "It is a great and almost inestimable privilege 
to live in a college town."251  But, he continued, it was a 
privilege that was not always appreciated "for the reason 
that we fail to comprehend the subtle moulding influences 
that radiate from a high seat of learning."  These 
influences, he added, were even more important than the 
material benefits that accrued to the city from the presence 
of "two or three hundred strangers" who in the eight or nine 
months a year they stayed in the community "expend large 
sums of money that find their ways into the various 
industries and occupations of our people."  Despite these 
advantages which Appleton enjoyed, he acknowledged that the 
University had not always been supported in the community: 
 
                                                          
251  Proceedings of the Semi-Centennial Celebration, 31.  
Among other tributes to the link between the city and the 
university was a poem written by Mary Ann Phinney Stansbury, 
Class of 1859, for the occasion and read aloud at one of the 
convocations.  Two stanzas of the poem, titled "Collegium et 
Urbs Festum Diem Agunt," follow: (p. 19) 
 
Learning and trade struck common hands 
     To chain the wave, and clear the lands, 
     And, from the vanquished wilderness 
     Claiming the builder's swift redress,  
     To rear, with din of busy tool,  
     The even walls of home and school,-- 
 
     College and city,--two in one-- 
     Whose equal life at length has run 
     The circle of the fiftieth year,-- 
     Vie, each with each, in joyous cheer, 
     To spread, with welcome warm and free, 
     The golden feast of memory.  
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Many who came here to live thirty or forty years 
ago, liking its location, and attracted by the 
future of its great water powers, were not in 
sympathy with the college.  They begrudged it its 
large tract of unimproved land stretching through 
the center of the city and seriously debated the 
purchase of this property for a cotton mill.252 
 
 Smith concluded his address with a plea to the citizens 
of Appleton to recognize the value of the University to the 
community.  Pointing out that the city charter prevented 
giving pecuniary aid directly to the University, he urged 
his audience in their capacity as individuals, "to multiply 
and perpetuate its advantages, thus preserving to your 
families and those who follow you a most potent 
instrumentality for securing the highest and best type of 
living."253  
 
 A passage from Fanny Earle's address is worth quoting 
since it was the only reference in the entire celebration to 
Lawrence's heritage as a coeducational college.  After 
enumerating the exploits of a number of male alumni, she 
noted that women graduates, "with the exception of a few 
independent souls, or very recent graduates, who are labeled 
'teacher'..." listed themselves as "without occupation."  
Deploring the fact that most alumnae were "calmly following 
in the footsteps of their mothers and grandmothers" as 
housewives, she foresaw a new era dawning: 
 
 I believe for the coming girls of Lawrence 
there will be a still broader culture, a larger 
life, a more perfect development, than for us who 
have been tossed about on the uncertain waves of a 
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transitional era;  and that will come through the 
catholicity of their brothers, their lovers, their 
husbands, who have learned in a coeducational 
institution the true relation of man to woman, and 
of both to society and to God.254  
 
 One more convocation at 7:30 P. M. included, in 
addition to musical numbers (one of which was appropriately 
titled "The Long Day Closes"), two more speeches:  a 
"Historical Address" by the Rev. Henry Colman '57;  and a 
talk entitled "Our Benefactors," delivered by Professor of 
Greek Henry Lummis, who acknowledged recent gifts to the 
University  that had increased the endowment by $ 100,000. 
 
 As if these events were not enough, the day ended with 
a banquet in the dining room of Ormsby Hall, attended by 160 
guests, complete with a toastmaster, numerous toasts, and 
responses.  Among the toasts was one to "Our Girls and 
Education," responded to by Ellen C. Sabin, President of 
Milwaukee-Downer College, an honored guest at this occasion. 
 
 The 75th Anniversary celebration, held on June 5-6, 
1922, was a somewhat less elaborate affair.255   An 
anniversary concert featuring the 100-voice Lawrence Choir, 
conducted by Carl Waterman, was the sole event of the 
opening day.  Following "Anniversary Exercises" the next 
morning, held in the recently built Memorial Chapel, the 
principal event of the day was a historical pageant entitled 
"The March."  
 
 Written by Laura Lummis Schutz '03, one of the 
daughters of the late Professor Lummis, the pageant was 
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divided into a prologue, eight episodes, three interludes, 
and an epilogue.256  Combining a few facts with a great deal 
of fiction, the first half of the pageant dwelled upon the 
role played by Eleazar Williams ("The Lost Dauphin") in the 
origins of Lawrence University.  Early scenes depicted Marie 
Antoinette in the Tuileries pleading for mercy for her son, 
the Dauphin;  Eleazar Williams promising his Indian brethren 
to seek help for them in their hour of need; and Amos 
Lawrence in Boston reluctantly offering to buy Williams' 
land on the Fox river.  An interlude presented Amos Lawrence 
in a dialogue with the Spirit of the Wilderness who 
introduces him to Alma Mater and the Church and shows him 
the Pathway of the Years Ahead. 
 
 The second half of the production has (among other 
scenes): Sampson discussing with his fellow-founders the 
sacrifices necessary to get the institution under way;  a 
frivolous conversation among girls of the first college 
classes about restrictions they have to observe;  the spirit 
of [Civil] War demanding of Alma Mater the sacrifice of her 
finest sons;  a dialogue between representatives of the 
fraternities and sororities with their predecessors in the 
literary societies about differences between the two; and 
another scene when Alma Mater bids farewell to her sons 
bound for the World War. 
 
 A final scene is played between two Lawrence seniors--a 
male and a female--sitting on the bank of the Fox River 
talking of their long-standing friendship and of her plans 
to do "something really worth while" after graduation.  But 
they are suddenly bewitched by elves, fairies, and the 
Spirit of the Fox into declaring their love for each other: 
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Record (1922), 114-54.  
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Girl:  But--what will I tell the girls?  I honestly 
meant every word I said about my career, but I 
didn't know--what will they say? 
 
Boy:  What do we care what they say.  We'll tell 
them it was the Old Fox that did it, and something 
about the moonlight and the campus. 
 
 (Fanny Kennish Earle's prediction, made in 1897, had 
yet to be realized). 
 
 In the Epilogue which follows, a bugle blows and a 
Herald speaks: 
 
Thus have you seen upon this stage 
 The History of Lawrence.  Here reviewed 
 The tactics of that little band,  
 Straggling, often exhausted, 
 Who even so kept step in the long March... 
 Remember them--those first adventurers-- 
 Who set out, upon an unknown course,  
 And by whose steps you profit. 
 With the same quenchless courage, 
 Fortitude and faith, 
 May you march on 
 To victory! 
 
 
 
  
 
The End of an Era 
 
 In 1923, about a year before he died, Samuel Plantz 
addressed a meeting of the Association of American Colleges 
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as Vice-President of the Board of that organization.257  The 
fact that he had been named to this office is a good 
indication of his personal prestige and that of the college 
he headed.  Speaking on the topic "College Objectives and 
Ideals," he dealt with some of the criticisms currently 
directed against American higher education. Although he was 
not referring specifically to Lawrence, the speech provides 
some insight into his views on the state of higher education 
at the end of his life.  Among the criticisms he cited was 
"the materialistic motive lying back of our education, and 
the most entire lack of scholarly interest in our student 
bodies."258  Plantz conceded that a considerable change in 
the spirit of the American college had occurred in recent 
years, a noticeable secularization of its ideals and 
purposes.  He attributed it to the increase in wealth in the 
country which had brought great numbers of students flooding 
into colleges, "some of them with heads so wooden that if 
one scratched them he could get splinters in his fingers."259    
 
This has changed the curriculum so that it includes 
a great body of subjects which are intended to fit 
the youth for distinct professions and callings.  
It has also brought many specialists into college 
faculties who have no general intellectual 
interests and very little general culture.  This 
has dimmed, doubtless, the bright shining lamp of 
learning.260 
 
 Given the admission of a number of such subjects into 
the Lawrence curriculum during his own era, it should come 
as no surprise that he defends the existence of such courses 
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and argues that there is a place in colleges for those who 
lack the capacity for serious intellectual interests.  "The 
best we can expect of them is to do well the routine work of 
life, and by so doing promote the economic and social 
welfare of the communities in which they live."  Still, 
Plantz seems to have been disturbed (somewhat 
inconsistently) by the charge of "intellectual dullness and 
lack of scholarly interest" on the part of college students.  
"Are we producing dullards instead of thinking men?," he 
asks;  "Is the light which gleams in the college 
halls...twilight?"  In response to his own questions, he 
reiterates that one of the functions of a college is to 
"prepare inefficient youth for the practical obligations of 
life," but he denies that this is the the highest or the 
best mission of the college.    
 
It [a college] is not simply a professional school 
or a technical school.  It has the noble task of 
preparing its students to participate in the 
spiritual life of their generation, that heritage 
of culture which the past has developed.  This 
means that our students are to attain to such 
knowledge and secure such development of the 
creative faculty that they shall know the true, 
appreciate the beautiful, and serve the good.  The 
college is to put the students in an atmosphere of 
ideas and ideals which will stimulate the thought 
and awaken moral feeling.261 
 
This reaffirmation of the primacy of the liberal arts, 
despite the curricular compromises he had sanctioned, 
suggests that Plantz continued to be torn until the end of 
his life by the desire to preserve the classical tradition 
he had inherited and his willingness to bow to the demands 
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of students intent upon preparation for specific careers or 
vocations. 
 
 In response to another criticism he mentioned, however, 
his stand was clear.  This was the accusation that Christian 
colleges or church colleges were no longer fulfilling their 
purpose of providing a true Christian education for their 
students.  Plantz concurred with the validity of the charge.  
"The colleges still maintain their Christian ideals and 
encourage religious activities;  but it must be confessed 
than many of them have, at the same time, permitted student 
life to drift toward the rocks of religious indifference and 
secularization."262  Against such a trend he was determined 
to stand firm.  
 
In this day--especially--when the moral foundations 
of society seem shifting and in some places to be 
tottering, it is imperative that the Christian 
college prepare a leadership for the world which is 
established in Christian principles and guided by 
                                                          
262  Ibid., 12.  He cites as evidence for this statement "the 
over-growth of extra-curricular activities, the extravagance 
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in our Christian colleges in recent years, and have shown a 
result of indifference to religion and of fast living which 
would have alarmed the college of a generation ago."  (pp. 
12-13) 
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Christian motives.  To secure such leadership the 
college must supervise and direct the religious 
development of its students as truly and faithfully 
as it looks after their intellectual growth. 
 
The remainder of his speech was devoted to ways in which a 
college could counteract the trend towards secularization 
and religious indifference by choosing the right kind of 
professors, arousing faculty members to the task of 
developing Christian character, and expanding the offerings 
in religious subjects.  All of these were measures he was, 
in fact, taking at Lawrence to try to stem the tide of 
religious apathy.  
 
 Juxtaposed with Plantz's gloomy observations on postwar 
students' "spirit of recklessness" and "inclination to kick 
at everything," and his resistance to student demands for a 
relaxation of disciplinary restrictions, these remarks 
confirm that the President was having difficulty coping with 
the changing mores of young Americans.   
 
 
 Towards the end of his life, nevertheless, Plantz could 
look back with pride on an exceptional achievement.  He had 
rescued a college on the brink of collapse and through 
monumental effort, coupled with resourceful strategies, had 
promoted its growth and established it on a solid foundation 
for his successors.  But during the postwar era, he was 
developing something of a siege mentalilty in response to 
the rapid increase in the number of students and their 
pressure for greater freedom from restrictions.  He was 
still very much in control of the institution, and its 
financial situation improved markedly in the last four years 
of his life, largely as a result of his efforts.  But a 
certain weariness may have set in after thirty years in the 
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saddle, and there are some indications he was considering 
retirement.263  
 
 It would be a mistake, however, to conclude this survey 
of Plantz's administration by dwelling on his mood in these 
final years.  Rather one may turn to the assessment of his 
overall achievement by his immediate successor.  Henry 
Wriston, addressing the trustees during his first year as 
president and paying tribute to Plantz, said, "It is more 
true of Lawrence than any other college I know that it 
represents the achievements and personality of one man."264   
  
  
 
 
                                                          
263  In June, 1923, Plantz wrote to James A. Wood, Treasurer 
of the College: 
 
I probably could do the job [of president] for a 
number of years yet, but I could not at the pace I 
have gone for I have put in about twelve hours a 
day or more ever since I have been on the job.  I 
have just passed 64 and in two or three years I 
will need to let up some. 
     (Wood papers, 6/16/23) 
 
  
264  Pres SA Rept (November, 1925), 13.   
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IV.  HENRY WRISTON:  THE LIBERAL COLLEGE (1925-1937) 
 
 Significance of Wriston's Contribution 
 
 At some point in the history of a number of distinctive 
liberal arts colleges there appears a single leader, a 
charismatic figure, who so transforms the institution and 
its values that he sets its tone for several generations.  
In the words of an analyst who has studied this phenomenon, 
that leader establishes an "organizational saga,"  a 
combination of structure and values that endures and 
inspires leaders and members of the college community for 
several generations.1 
 
 The "saga" may spring from a particular kind of 
curriculum or method of teaching that embodies and expresses 
the college's distinctiveness, such as the elaborate honors 
program at Swarthmore or the co-operative program at 
Antioch.  But for it to last, the saga must develop "belief 
and power in a core of personnel," usually the senior 
faculty, who remain after the leader has left.  In addition, 
it rests on the importance of an external social base, 
"those small segments of the larger society that send 
students, money, moral support, and affection."2 
 
 It is doubtful whether Lawrence is a "distinctive 
college" in the sense used by the creator of the concept of 
the "organizational saga," who takes Antioch, Reed, and 
                                                          
1  Burton R. Clark, The Distinctive College:  Antioch, Reed, 
and Swarthmore (Chicago, 1970).  For a comprehensive 
definition of the term, see the Introduction and Part IV of 
this work. 
2  Ibid., 9. 
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Swarthmore as models for his analysis.  Each of these 
colleges developed curricular and/or teaching programs so 
unusual that they attracted national attention and became 
identified with that particular college.  But the author's 
idea of the importance of a charismatic leader who 
establishes an organizational saga, or --to put it in more 
conventional terms--transforms the college and defines its 
mission and values for succeeding generations, is helpful in 
assessing the importance of Henry Wriston to Lawrence 
University. 
 
 The president who served Lawrence from 1925 to 1937 
came with a reasonably well-defined idea of what a liberal 
arts college should be, and he set about vigorously 
implementing this idea during his twelve-year tenure.  
Wriston may not have had the "gift of grace" implied by the 
term charismatic, but he was a dynamic leader who had the 
will and energy to push through changes he thought necessary 
for the well-being of the college.  A measure of his 
importance is that his successors have continued many of the 
policies initiated by him and and have returned to his 
writings as the source of inspiration for their own efforts.   
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Wriston's Selection and Prior Experience 
 
 The Board of Trustees, shocked by the sudden death of 
President Plantz and without experience for the task of 
selecting a successor, named a committee of trustees, 
faculty, an alumni representative, and a representative of 
the Wisconsin Methodist Conference, to submit nominations 
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for the presidency.  Meanwhile, Wilson S. Naylor, Plantz's 
dean, was appointed Acting President. 
 
 Very little information has survived about the search 
for a new president, which lasted from November, 1924, until 
the following July, when Henry Wriston's formal appointment 
was announced.3  Wriston, a professor of Government at 
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Connecticut, was apparently 
on the lists of three institutions at the time he was 
approached by Lawrence, and claims he chose to go to 
Appleton partly because he was advised that of the three it 
was "the most plastic, the one most ready for action."4  In 
an amusing account of his visit to Appleton for interviews 
during Commencement week in June, 1925, he says he had the 
feeling he was being kept under strict surveillance and not 
                                                          
3  In May,1925, the Lawrentian repeated rumors in the 
Milwaukee papers that the presidency had been offered to the 
Reverend J. C. Baker, head of the Wesley Foundation at the 
University of Illinois and pastor of the University 
Methodist Church in Urbana.  That such an offer was made and 
declined is confirmed by Henry Wriston in his Academic 
Procession (N. Y., 1959), 29, who reveals that Dr. Baker 
refused since he had hopes of being appointed a bishop, 
hopes that were later fulfilled. 
4  Academic Procession, 29.  Dr. James Reeve, a trustee at 
the time Wriston was a candidate for the presidency, later 
revealed what Wriston had said to the selection committee 
when he came to Appleton for his interview, "He told the 
committee that if the aim of the friends of Lawrence was to 
make it 'a real good school, even a very good school, well 
abreast of others of like types,' he was not interested in 
the idea of accepting its presidency, but if the hope was to 
make it grow in time to be a really notable institution, 
with distinctive aims and efforts, he might consider the 
matter seriously."  Lawr (11/23/32), 1. 
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allowed to explore the campus on his own.  He also noted a 
pungent smell in the air.  Escaping from the chapel during 
the baccalaureate sermon, he says he followed his nose and 
discovered there had been a serious fire in Brokaw Hall the 
night before his arrival.  He continues, "At the moment I 
began what later became characteristic:  I went through the 
building from cellar to garret to see at first hand what had 
happened and what should be done to prevent a recurrence."5 
 Even after he received a formal offer from Lawrence he 
delayed accepting, since he was generally satisified with 
his situation at Wesleyan and reluctant to leave.  Indeed, 
he reports he was twice on the point of telegraphing his 
refusal but was persuaded by his wife to take more time 
before reaching a decision.  Delay, as he says, brought 
Lewis M. Alexander, President of the Lawrence Board of 
Trustees, to Middletown and "he made it all sound so 
attractive that on July 4, 1925--my thirty-sixth birthday--
we accepted."6 
 
 Henry Merritt Wriston, the first president of Lawrence 
who was not a Methodist minister, may have been acceptable 
to the trustees in 1925 in part because his father, Henry 
Lincoln Wriston, had followed this calling.  The older 
Wriston, educated at Ohio Wesleyan and the University of 
Denver, held a pastorate in Laramie, Wyoming when his 
younger son Henry was born in 1889.  Wriston's mother, 
Jennie Atcheson Wriston, was a member of a pioneer family 
that had settled in Colorado where she taught school before 
she was married.  Within a year after young Henry's birth 
the family moved to Boston where the father continued his 
education at the Boston University School of Theology.  
Wriston later spoke proudly of his birth in the west but he 
was in fact brought up and educated in a number of different 
                                                          
5  Ibid., 30.  
6  Ibid., 31. 
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Massachusetts towns and cities, principally Holyoke and 
Springfield, where his father held pastorates. 
 
 Wriston has provided an account of his early years in a 
semi-autobiographical work written in later life entitled 
Academic Procession:  Reflections of a College President, a 
book remarkable for the candor with which he discusses  the 
influences upon his career.7  He stresses his parents' 
commitment to education, stating that both took it for 
granted that their sons would go to college, a course he 
followed when he entered Wesleyan University in Connecticut 
in 1907.  His experience there was a happy one and appears 
to have had an important effect not only upon his choice of 
a career but upon the views he subsequently held as a 
college president.  He entered fully into the life of the 
institution, both curricular and extra-curricular, without 
any particular concern initially for his vocational 
objective. 
 
People talk about "preparation for life;"  whatever 
meaning that inane phrase was supposed to possess, 
it had none for me.  I was living already and 
having many very real experiences.  How one could 
be more alive I could not then see--and never have 
since.8 
 
Settling somewhat accidentally upon an English literature 
major, Wriston also took a variety of courses in history and 
                                                          
7  (N. Y., 1959).  Another important source for Wriston's 
early years is an unpublished doctoral dissertation by 
Harold E. Van Horn, Humanist as Educator:  The Public Life 
of Henry Merritt Wriston, accepted for the degree at the 
University of Denver in 1968.  A copy of this dissertation 
is available in the Lawrence University Archives. 
8  Academic Procession, 4. 
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economics.  He joined the staff of the college newspaper and 
became its editor-in-chief during his junior and senior 
years.  As a debater he developed his skill as an effective 
public speaker.  President of his fraternity, Delta Tau 
Delta, he acquired a lifelong commitment to the  positive 
features of the fraternity system. 
 
 But it was as student publicity director for Wesleyan, 
a position for which he was paid five dollars a week, that 
he had an experience that he claims first sparked his 
ambition to become a college president.  At the beginning of 
his junior year in 1909 he witnessed from the inside, as it 
were, the inauguration of a new president.  A gala occasion 
for the university, the academic procession comprised not 
only the customary visiting college presidents in full 
regalia but a group of dignitaries that included the 
president of the United States, William Howard Taft, and 
Vice President James S. Sherman.  Wriston concludes his 
account of this impressive occasion as follows: 
 
As the procession came to its end President 
Shanklin [of Wesleyan] spied me and called out, 
"Good morning, Hennery"--an unfailing argot.  
President Taft noticed the odd pronunciation of my 
name and with a broad grin echoed, "Good morning, 
Hennery."  It was a day full of excitement for the 
junior who went everywhere, saw everyone, and heard 
everything.  The inevitable conclusion was:  "This 
is the life."  I decided to accept the inevitable 
and make it my career.9 
 
In fact, a number of later experiences which Wriston 
describes in his autobiography were to disillusion him, at 
                                                          
9 Ibid., 7. 
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least temporarily, and remove some of the glamor he first 
associated with a college presidency. 
 
 Even as an undergraduate Wriston had developed some of 
the personal characteristics that remained with him for the 
rest of his life.  Friends and classmates at Wesleyan later 
described him as "aggressive,"  "brilliant," 
"controversial," "impatient," and further noted his 
"devastating sarcasm."10  A close personal friend commented, 
"One either loved and admired him as I did, or was vehement 
in his criticism of his positiveness and biting sarcasm."11  
Wriston was to inspire similar reactions as president of 
Lawrence. 
 
 Having completed the requirements for a B. A. and an M. 
A. at Wesleyan in only four years, Wriston entered the 
Harvard Graduate School of Arts and Sciences in 1911 as a 
candidate for a Ph.D. in medieval history.  He devotes 
little space in his autobiography to his years at Harvard 
and his biographer concludes that his experience there was 
not a particularly happy one.12  Having made two false starts 
on a dissertation, Wriston ended by selecting a topic in a 
quite different field of history and did not complete the 
requirements for the degree until 1922, when he had been 
teaching for several years.  It has been suggested that his 
experience in a large university confirmed his preference 
for the environment of a small liberal arts college. 
 
                                                          
10  Van Horn, Humanist, 23.  Van Horn cites here the 
reminiscences of Wesleyan undergraduates collected by 
Professor Theodore R. Crane in the 1960's. 
11  Ibid., 24. 
12  Ibid., 25-26. 
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 Offered a position as an instructor in history, Wriston 
returned with enthusiasm to Wesleyan in 1914.13  His 
initiation into the teaching profession was, as he puts it, 
"backbreaking," for he was required to teach courses almost 
all of which were outside the field of his graduate 
training, including American history, American government, 
and comparative government.  Yet the experience taught him 
the importance of versatility and adaptability as qualities 
necessary for a teacher in a liberal arts institution.   
 
 Wriston's teaching career at Wesleyan, which lasted 
until he came to Lawrence in 1925, was interrupted briefly 
by two episodes that were important to his training as an 
administrator.  America's entry into World War I led to a 
drop in enrollment, particularly in men's institutions, and 
Wriston was told in 1918 to find other employment until the 
war ended.  Physically disqualified for the armed forces, he 
served as a "Four-Minute Man," speaking in theaters on the 
meaning of the war and selling war bonds in street booths.  
While engaged in this activity he became interested in more 
efficient ways of raising money for war service agencies and 
was commissioned by the Connecticut State Council of Defense 
to write a report on War Chest practices.  He completed the 
assignment successfully, and though he avows that the report 
was no literary masterpiece it was apparently the only full-
length discussion of its kind published until the Second 
World War.  What is more important, it provided him with a 
reputation as an expert on fund-raising, a reputation he 
                                                          
13  Earlier in the same year he married Ruth Colton Bigelow, 
the daughter of an insurance broker in Springfield, 
Massachusetts.  They were to have two children:  Barbara, 
born in 1917, who became director of education at the 
Chicago Art Institute;  and Walter, born in 1919, who became 
president of the First National City Bank of New York in 
1967.  Both children were brought up in Appleton. 
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feels was undeserved since the report was based more on 
observation and description than on actual experience. 
 
 The second episode, a one-year stint in 1920-21 as 
executive secretary of the Wesleyan University Endowment 
Campaign, with headquarters in New York, further contributed 
to his reputation as a fund-raiser.  But this assignment, 
described in some detail in Academic Procession, was also 
one of the sources of a disillusionment with college 
administration which very nearly deterred him from a career 
as a college president.  Wriston's temporary position 
required that he work closely with President Shanklin, a man 
whom he liked personally but for whom he had no respect 
intellectually or academically.  Despite his disapproval, he 
accepted the appointment.  But no sooner had he arrived in 
New York to begin his duties when he discovered from the 
chairman of the Wesleyan board of trustees  that the 
trustees wanted to see the endowment campaign fail so that 
they could use this as a pretext for getting rid of the 
president.  Wriston describes his reaction to the revelation 
of the trustees' position: 
 
 In all the years since I have never forgotten 
the headache that interview induced....My position 
seemed completely hopeless.  I must work intimately 
with a man of whom I disapproved.  It had now been 
made abundantly clear that there would be no more 
cooperation in the project from the leading 
trustees, who, to give them full credit, were 
themselves excellent money raisers.  The 
appointment could be a steppingstone to an old 
ambition only on terms that would prove me unfit 
for the reward.14 
 
                                                          
14  Wriston, Academic Procession, 17. 
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 After he had recovered from his initial dismay, Wriston 
decided to make the best of what appeared an impossible 
situation.  Ignoring the admonition from the trustees, he 
proceeded to collaborate with President Shanklin in what 
turned out to be a reasonably successful money-raising 
campaign.  In the process he alienated a number of the 
trustees who were not sorry to see him leave Wesleyan at the 
time he got the offer from Lawrence.  Another result of his 
experience was that it brought him into contact with a 
number of college presidents from both the east and the 
middle west who were engaged in their own campaigns.  His 
reaction is significant, "I gained some insight into the 
arduous character of money raising, its tremendous drain 
upon the physical and nervous energy of presidents."15  
Wriston is here indicating what was to be his attitude 
towards fund-raising at Lawrence, namely that it was 
primarily the task of the trustees. 
 
 One other experience prior to his coming to Lawrence 
was important to his reputation and success as a college 
president.  His scholarly activity culminated in a doctoral 
dissertation in 1922 and ultimately a book entitled 
Executive Agents in American Foreign Relations.16  Granted a 
leave of absence from Wesleyan in 1921-22, Wriston spent the 
year at Harvard and in the State Department Archives 
completing the project, begun several years before, on 
special agents appointed by American presidents throughout 
the history of the republic.  His dissertation shared a 
prize with another as the outstanding Political Science 
thesis submitted at Harvard that year and caused him to be 
invited to deliver a series of guest lectures at Johns 
Hopkins in the spring of 1924. 
 
                                                          
15  Ibid., 18-19. 
16  (The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, 1929) 
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 After his twelve year term as president of Lawrence, 
Wriston moved on to the presidency of Brown University from 
1937 to 1955.  From l955 to 1965, he held successive 
positions as Executive Director, President, and Chairman of 
the American Assembly, an educational institution affiliated 
with Columbia University which holds nonpartisan assemblies 
of American leaders to discuss vital issues of public 
interest and consider alternatives for national policy.  He 
was also President of the Council on American Foreign 
Relations from 1953-1964 and served on numerous commissions 
and committees treating educational and governmental issues.  
He died in 1978. 
 
 
 
Wriston's Ideal of a Liberal Education 
 
 
 
 Almost from the moment he arrived in Appleton, Henry 
Wriston began his campaign as propagandist for the ideal of 
a liberal arts college he intended to realize at Lawrence 
College.  Aware that many of his proposals for Lawrence 
would encounter resistance, he delivered speech after speech 
in which he reiterated with the fervor of a missionary the 
themes he hoped would convert the recalcitrant.  In his 
inauguration address delivered in November, 1925, in 
convocation speeches, commencement addresses, talks to 
alumni groups and local service clubs, and ultimately to 
regional and national educational associations, Wriston 
developed a formidable reputation as an advocate of liberal 
education. 
 
 He was an accomplished orator even though he admitted 
that public speaking did not come easily to him.  As an 
instructor at Wesleyan he had written out all his lectures 
"down to the last phrase" and confessed that he required six 
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hours to prepare a one-hour lecture.17  Although his 
biographer is describing a more general character trait in 
the passage which follows, what he has to say may be applied 
more specifically to his speaking technique: 
 
He was often combative, and might exhibit 
irascibility and a lack of tact amidst the tensions 
of controversy.  Often he responded most vigorously 
to a hostile situation, and his need for an 
adversary was such that if none was readily 
apparent, he frequently created one by directing 
attacks against some person, institution, policy, 
or doctrine, in a manner resembling a debater 
seeking to refute an opponent's central point.18 
 
 To distill an educational philosophy expressed in 
countless speeches, books, and articles is a challenging 
task, but certain basic themes tend to recur in Wriston's 
definition of a liberal education and the mission of the 
liberal arts college. 
 
 Wriston describes a liberal education in almost 
mystical terms as a "profound experience" which the 
individual undergoes, "something which occurs within him, 
makes some organic change in the structure of his life and 
thought, and leaves him permanently different."19  On more 
than one occasion he compared the experience to two others 
undergone by human beings which are similar in that they are 
equally indescribable in objective terms.  One of these is 
falling in love, which he maintains is impossible to explain 
                                                          
17  Wriston,  Academic Procession, 4l;  Van Horn, "Humanist," 
29. 
18  Van Horn, "Humanist," 151. 
19 Henry M. Wriston, The Nature of a Liberal College 
(Appleton, Wisconsin, 1937), 1.  
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to someone who has not had the experience.  The other is a 
religious experience or conversion such as that undergone by 
John Wesley, when he could only say that he felt his heart 
"strangely warmed."  
 
Things which alter life as a whole most 
significantly, as education and love and 
religion most certainly do, are all 
things the values of which are direct, 
immediate, subjective, and intrinsic.  
Therefore, they cannot be explained in 
terms which are inevitably objective, 
indirect, and derived.20 
 
 The function of a liberal arts college is to stimulate 
in the individual student what he terms an intellectual 
crisis  "wherein the world is somehow discovered anew and is 
seen in terms of a fresh relationship with himself, when he 
feels his own creative power, his own capacity for 
discovering truth...."21  Such a crisis may come in an 
experiment in the laboratory when the student gets unlooked 
for results, or in writing a composition when an idea may 
strike him which he expresses with vigor and force and with 
the new realization that it is his own, or when he sees a 
work of art afresh with revealed vision.  It is the duty of 
those who teach not only to stimulate this crisis in the 
first place but to detect it when it comes and to nurture 
and discipline its development after it comes.  Wriston 
appears to feel that such a crisis is most apt to come where 
there is the kind of close relationship that exists in a 
liberal arts college between student and teacher. "The 
                                                          
20  Ibid, 2. 
21 Henry Merritt Wriston, "Inaugural Address" in The 
Inauguration of Henry Merritt Wriston as the Ninth President 
of Lawrence College, Tuesday, November 24, 1925," 17.     
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teacher is no longer passing along the torch of learning as 
he has received it from the hands of his teachers.  He is in 
control of high explosives, and he is teaching youth to deal 
with them."22 
 
 Although Wriston stresses the importance of the 
cultivation of the intellect, he by no means believes that 
this is the sole purpose of a liberal education.  In a 
statement that comes closest to a concise definition, he 
writes, "A liberal education consists in the acquisition and 
the refinement of standards of values--all sorts of values--
physical, intellectual, emotional, aesthetic, and 
spiritual."23  He was particularly disturbed by educators who 
insisted that the sole function of a college is to train the 
mind, and that other aspects of experience, and specifically 
the emotions, are irrelevant.  "We know that while we learn 
with the mind, the drives which impel us to learn are 
emotional.  Therefore to insist upon intellectuality as the 
only aim is to deny the whole process of education itself."24  
 
 In a chapter of his work The Nature of a Liberal 
College entitled "The Emotional Life," he singles out a 
number of features of the college experience that are 
especially conducive to emotional development: the 
relationship between the sexes in a coeducational 
institution, the comradeship of fraternities (he does not 
                                                          
22  Pres Rept (1926). 
 
 
 
 
 
23 
  Wriston, Liberal College, 9. 
24  Ibid., 116.  
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explicitly mention sororities), participation in athletics 
when put in proper perspective, and finally the exposure to 
beauty in the arts.  He is particularly disturbed that the 
arts--painting, sculpture, music, and dramatics--have been 
neglected in college curricula or relegated to peripheral 
status.  Convinced that students would benefit from an 
enhanced aesthetic environment, he introduced at Lawrence 
programs and strategies that he hoped would heighten their 
sensitivity to beauty in the arts.    
  
 Religion must also contribute to the emotional and 
spiritual development of young people in college, although 
Wriston may have felt this needed less emphasis at Lawrence, 
given its Methodist heritage.  He did argue that the 
spiritual life of a college cannot be measured solely in 
organized activity.  Rather it is important that students 
live in an atmosphere where they can acquire a sense of 
values.  "The educated man must know what is worthwhile not 
only in a material sense but in a moral sense, and even in 
the field of emotion."25   Four years after he came to 
Lawrence he admitted that some of the traditional religious 
organizations on campus were not as strong as they had been. 
"On the other hand, I do not know where you will find 900 
students who live in a cleaner moral atmosphere."26   
 
 If a liberal education is successful, it will provide 
the impetus for growth which should remain for the rest of 
the student's life: 
 
 It would be a bitter admission if we were to 
admit that education stopped with college...We must 
strive to sink the roots of curiosity so deep in 
the minds of undergraduates;  we must equip them so 
                                                          
25  Pres Rept (1929), 10. 
26 Ibid., 12. 
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well as students, that they may continue to learn 
from books things which will help them in business 
and in the home, in leisure hours, and at their 
daily tasks.27 
 
  He was adamant in his opposition to the emphasis 
placed by some colleges upon vocational preparation and 
premature vocational choice.  Such concerns might belong in 
vocational or professional schools but they have no place in 
a liberal arts college.  "Though it is much the harder 
educational program for the college, everything should be 
done to keep vocational choices plastic, to multiply 
opportunities for choice."28 
 
 Rejecting an interpretation of the term "service" which 
he attributed to state universities of the time, that is, 
that the university should be a kind of service-station 
offering a variety of courses to prepare the student for 
specific vocations, he substituted his own conception of 
service to one's fellow man as an ideal to which liberal 
arts students should aspire.    
 
 In saying that we should discourage 
vocationalism, in urging that we should limit 
ourselves to strictly collegiate studies and should 
not undertake to prepare our students for some 
business or profession, I recognize that we are not 
meeting a demand for the teaching of practical 
subjects which will make for earning power after 
graduation.  The answer must be that the purpose of 
a college education is not to supply that sort of 
                                                          
27 Wriston, "Inaugural Address," 28. 
28 Wriston, Liberal College, 169. 
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demand...Our task is to supply the needs of the 
community rather than its demands.29 
 
 Wriston's conception of a liberal arts college was 
somewhat elitist.  Although he believed that the opportunity 
for a liberal education should be available to every young 
person who would benefit from it, his view as to who might 
benefit was rather restricted.  He repeatedly regretted the 
disparity between the best and the worst students at 
Lawrence and argued that the lack of homogeneity in the 
student body hampered effective teaching. "It is perfectly 
clear that we can do better work if our students are able to 
meet our pace.  The laggard holds up the whole procession."30  
This view was consistent with his belief in the importance 
of limiting the size of the student body: 
 
The materials with which we work are so different 
from the materials of industry that one cannot 
simply keep adding units.  Our resources are 
limited.  We must, consequently, limit our output.  
It is better that the limitation should be upon 
quantity rather than upon quality.  We should make 
every effort to see to it that we give those whom 
we do admit the best which they are capable of 
receiving.31  
 
 With ideals such as these Wriston set about the task of 
transforming Lawrence into a true liberal arts college.    
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
29  Ibid., 26.  
30  Ibid., 31. 
31  Ibid. 
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Raising Academic Standards and Revising the Curriculum 
 
 Wriston believed that if Lawrence was to earn a 
reputation as one of the leading liberal arts colleges in 
the middle west, the college must raise its academic 
standards and improve the caliber of the student body.  
Better teaching would ultimately contribute to these 
results, but he took a number of other immediate steps to 
achieve these ends.   
 
 During his first year as president he appointed a 
committee of five full professors to prepare a report on the 
state of teaching at Lawrence.32   Wriston himself may have 
been disturbed by some of the committee's criticisms which 
they expressed in unusually frank terms.  Although the 
president passed the report on to the trustees, he labelled 
it "a family document...not for publication."33  One of the 
most upsetting revelations in the document concerned the 
rate of turnover in the student body, for it appeared that 
according to the most recent statistics available, 40% of 
the freshman class did not return for the sophomore year, 
and the average loss from freshman to senior year was 73%.  
The problem of retention of students was, therefore, 
crucial.   
 
 He proposed several ways of dealing with this 
situation.  One was to raise standards of admission, since 
those students who failed academically tended to come from 
the lowest group of admitted students scholastically.  
Henceforth Lawrence would admit no students who fell below 
the top three-quarters of their high-school class 
scholastically (at first glance, not a very high standard, 
                                                          
32  Appended to Pres Rept (1926).  
33  Pres Rept (1926), 22.  
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but better than the top four-fifths which had been the 
practice).  He also took the step of denying admission to 
any student who had been advised to leave by another 
institution, on the grounds that this policy would give 
Lawrence a reputation as a more selective school and would 
boost the morale of those who were admitted.34  The college 
would also institute better methods of examining applicants 
for admission and better recruiting techniques. In 1928, he 
appointed Gordon R. Clapp, a graduate of the Class of 1927, 
to the position of "Student Secretary for Recruiting."  
Clapp, later to become one of Lawrence's most distinguished 
alumni as director of the Tennessee Valley Authority, had 
the assignment of determining how best to secure a freshman 
class of the requisite quantity and quality.  A year later 
Wriston reported that he had gone about this task "with 
great industry and intelligence."35 
 
 The President made it clear that he was prepared to 
risk admitting a smaller freshman class if this would result 
in a higher rate of retention and a higher caliber of 
students.  Fulfilling his pledge, Lawrence admitted fifteen 
per cent fewer students in the second year of Wriston's 
administration and he observed with satisfaction a year 
later that 70% of those admitted had returned for the 
sophomore year as opposed to only about 50% the year before.  
He also pointed with pride to the fact that one-third of the 
current freshman class entered with high-school grades 
averaging 90% or higher.  
                                                          
34  He later claimed in Academic Procession (p. 183) that 
Lawrence refused any student "who failed of acceptance 
elsewhere," but I can find no record of such a statement in 
the new regulations for admission drawn up by the faculty 
and voted on April 2, 1926. 
35  Pres Rept (1929), 5.   Unfortunately, admissions records 
from this era have not been preserved. 
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 One of the most significant reasons for the drain of 
students was the tendency of many to transfer after their 
freshman or sophomore year to other institutions, especially 
to the University of Wisconsin.  Indeed, many students 
applied to Lawrence with the intention of transferring to 
Madison after one or two years.  So ingrained was this 
practice, Wriston discovered, that the Lawrence faculty 
frequently approved new courses on the grounds that credit 
for them could be transferred to the state institution.  The 
new president decided to curb this tendency by making it 
clear to applicants that, "while it [Lawrence] would not bar 
from admission students who intended to transfer later, it 
would not be hospitable to their applications and would do 
nothing whatever to facilitate those plans."36  Although the 
initial consequence of this move was a drop in the size of 
the freshman class, it eventually resulted in an increase in 
the size of the upper classes, better instruction in the 
last two years, and--according to Wriston--raised the 
academic morale of students.37 
 
 Another series of moves designed to reduce the number 
of drop-outs, failures, and transfers had as their aim 
making the freshman year more interesting and appealing.  
Central to achieving this goal was upgrading teaching in 
courses normally taken by freshmen, particularly English 
composition.  Wriston discovered that, in the preceding 
decade, this course had been taught by twenty-three 
instructors of varying grades but that their average term of 
service had been only a little over two years.  Arguing that 
freshman English is one of the hardest courses to teach in 
an agreeable and effective way, he concluded, "Yet we are 
asking our least experienced and nearly transient faculty to 
                                                          
36  Wriston, Academic Procession, 183. 
37  Ibid. 
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handle that difficult and delicate process."38  A survey of 
teaching of freshmen in Physical Education, Foreign 
Language, and Science revealed other shortcomings which he 
hoped to see remedied. 
 
 Three broader innovations introduced during 1926-27 
affected upperclassmen as well as freshmen: the substitution 
of a semester calendar for the three-term or "quarter" 
schedule that had prevailed at Lawrence for three years; the 
introduction of Saturday classes; and what Wriston termed a 
"new curriculum."  The introduction of a two-semester year 
would result, he hoped, in fewer occasions for registration 
and, therefore, presumably fewer opportunities for students 
to transfer or drop out, although Wriston justified it to 
the trustees on the grounds that it was consistent with the 
practice of "colleges such as ours."39  Saturday classes, 
which were not common in colleges in the middle west at the 
time, were adopted "with some trepidation" but the President 
argued that they made more efficient use of the plant, 
avoided conflicts, and induced students to organize their 
time more effectively, "reducing the temptation to fritter 
away the weekend."40 
 
 The "new curriculum" may not seem, in retrospect, to 
have been particularly innovative, but the Lawrence 
curriculum had not been fundamentally altered since 1905, 
                                                          
38  Pres Rept (1926), ll. 
39  Pres Rept (1927), 1.  Lawrence, like most 19th century 
colleges operated on a three-term calendar from 1852 to 
1904, changed to a semester calendar from 1904 to 1923, and 
returned briefly to a three-term calendar in 1923 when 
Plantz was considering the possibility of inaugurating a 
summer school. When this did not materialize, the faculty 
favored a return to a semester calendar in 1926.  
40  Ibid. 
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and it failed to recognize recent educational reforms which 
had curtailed the excesses of the elective system.  Up to 
1926, the curriculum was divided into nine groups of courses 
from which every student elected at least one course, but 
the student could take these in almost any order, and there 
was frequently little differentiation between introductory 
and more advanced courses.  The "new curriculum" reflected 
the dominant trends in curricular reform during the 1920's 
and bore a similarity to curricular revisions made at 
Wesleyan University in 1919.41  
 
  The broad thrust of the "new curriculum" differentiated 
more clearly between the first two years and the last two 
years of learning in college.42  Freshmen and sophomores 
would take a number of general or introductory courses 
spread over a variety of fields, while the junior and senior 
years would be devoted primarily to fulfilling requirements 
for a major and pre-professional training.43  Most students 
                                                          
41  Van Horn, "Humanist," 110, footnote 38. 
42  For Wriston's explanation and justification of the new 
curriculum, see Pres Rept (1927), 2. 
43  All Freshmen were required to take:   I. English 
Composition--6 hours;   II.  an Introductory course in 
science (Botany, Chemistry, Geology, Physics, or Zoology)--8 
or 10 hours;  III.  a foreign language (if candidates for 
the B.A. degree)--6 to 10 hours;  IV.  one or more subjects 
from the group:  History--6 hours, Mathematics--6 hours, a 
second foreign language (but not more than one first-year 
course)--6 to 10 hours;  V.  Physical Education--2 hours.  
[34 hours (17 each semester), including Physical Education 
was the maximum any Freshman might elect]. 
 
     Sophomore requirements were:  I.  Repetition of any 
required subject of Freshman Year which had not been 
satisfactorily completed;  II. Physical Education--2 hours;  
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already enrolled in college, given a choice between 
completing requirements under the old curriculum or shifting 
to the new, chose the latter option and Wriston reported 
after a year of its operation that it had steadily grown in 
favor with students and faculty.  
 
 In 1927,the President announced the first of a series 
of minor but symbolically important steps towards his goal 
of purging the curriculum of programs he considered 
inconsistent with the liberal arts.44  What had been the 
Department of Commerce now became the Department of Business 
                                                                                                                                                                             
III.  12 hours from the following group:   (a)  English 
Literature--6 hours; (b) not more than 6 hours from:  
Economics--6 hours, Political Science--3 hours, Sociology--3 
hours;  (c)  Art--3 hours;  (d)  Philosophy--3 hours;  (e)  
Public Speaking--3 hours;  IV.  Sufficient hours to complete 
the program from the following list:  (a) Foreign language, 
if the requirement for the degree had not already been 
satisfied;  (b) Any course in group III [above] not already 
chosen;  (c)  Science;  (d)  Mathematics;  (e)  Mechanical 
Drawing;  (f) Debate;  (g) Accounting;  (h) Psychology;  (i)  
Religion;  (j)  Music (Choral Ensemble or Harmony).   
 
     Junior and Senior Years:  Students who had successfully 
met the requirements of Freshman and Sophomore years, were 
required to take 3 hours of Biblical Literature in the 
Junior year;  they had also to complete, in the Junior and 
Senior years, a major in some chosen field of study.  
44  See the Catalogue for 1926-27 (pp.30-33)  The Department 
of Commerce listed six courses in Accounting (two 3-hour 
courses and four 6-hour courses);  and eleven courses in 
Business Administration (seven 3-hour courses, and three 6-
hour courses).  It was possible to major in either 
Accounting or Business Administration, or a combination of 
the two.  
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Administration, and he added that its work would be more 
closely integrated with that of the Department of Economics.  
Furthermore, "the work in accounting has been reduced to 
accord with the best college and university practice."45  A 
few months later the Executive Committee of the Board of 
Trustees voted that the departments of Economics and 
Business Administration be consolidated under the joint 
title Department of Economics and Business Administration.46  
The culmination of this process occurred during a general 
reorganization and consolidation of departments in 1930-31, 
when Economics was paired with Sociology in a new Department 
of Economics and Sociology, and the terms Business 
Administration and Business disappeared entirely from the 
catalogue.  
 
 By far the most important innovation in the curriculum 
undertaken by Wriston was the introduction on a broad scale 
of instruction by tutorial. The President believed strongly 
in the value of individual instruction and viewed it as one 
of the most important features of a liberal arts education.  
He was particularly disturbed that students in college had 
available only limited opportunities for self-expression and 
explained the attraction of extra-curricular activities on 
the grounds that in debate, dramatics, musical 
organizations, and even athletics students had such 
opportunities.  But these should also be available in the 
formal curriculum.  
 
 The President conceded that for many years individual 
professors at Lawrence had conducted some work on a tutorial 
basis, but he was determined to make it more generally 
available.  As early as 1930, the faculty established 
                                                          
45 Pres Rept (1927), 3. 
46 Ex Com Min (9/6/27). The title was later changed simply to 
"Economics and Business." 
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tutorial on an experimental basis for juniors and seniors 
with an average of 85 or higher in the departments of 
history, philosophy, English, foreign languages, and 
economics.  The experiment was successful enough for the 
faculty to vote in 1932 to adopt the program on an even 
wider basis for juniors and seniors, although tutorial was 
still not available in all disciplines.  As the 
opportunities broadened, the method of teaching through 
small tutorial groups displaced purely individual 
instruction, but the purpose remained--to develop the 
capacity for self-expression as well as to emphasize the 
tastes, interests, and capacities of each student.  
Wriston's hope was that students would develop habits during 
their college years that would persist throughout their 
lives. 
 
...the tutorial plan opens the way for student 
initiative, for self-direction, and for freedom 
from the "spoon-feeding" process which has been the 
curse of so much educational activity.  It 
stimulates the process of self-education and gives 
it an opportunity to function during college years.  
When college days are over, for nine-tenths of the 
students all subsequent education must be self-
education wherein the student sets his own tasks 
and judges his own results.  The tutorial plan is 
based upon the idea that we ought, so far as is 
possible, to habituate students in college to the 
idea of self-education.47 
 
 A few comments made by the President to the trustees in 
November, 1932, suggest that the plan in its broader form 
did not go entirely smoothly during its initial year (1932-
                                                          
47  Pres Rept (1932), 12-13.  
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33).48  In order to introduce tutorial instruction on such a 
wide scale, a number of junior and senior courses had to be 
dropped, but the effect in some departments was to saddle 
professors with a heavier teaching load than before.  Nor 
was the student reaction entirely favorable. "Some of them 
find it extremely difficult independently to organize their 
time, to accept large assignments and keep them upon 
schedule.  Many students much prefer to listen to the 
professor rather than undertake to develop their own ideas 
in long papers or in active discussions."49 
 
 Wriston persisted, nevertheless, and in 1935 brought to 
Lawrence, with the title of "sophomore tutor," Nathan M. 
Pusey, who remained for three years in this position and 
returned, of course, in 1944 as Lawrence's eleventh 
president.  The President may not have used a term that 
subsequently came to be applied to the second year in 
college, "sophomore slump," but he recognized there were 
shortcomings to the sophomore year he hoped to overcome, at 
least for a selected group of students.  He argued that 
students during this year confronted subjects not normally 
taught in high-school, such as economics, philosophy, and 
psychology--subjects which involved new terms, basic data, 
and unfamiliar modes of approach;  the mere acquisition of 
these meant that they relied too much on textbooks and saw 
no connections among the disciplines they encountered.  The 
fundamental purposes of sophomore tutorial, a new 
experiment, were "to encourage students towards intellectual 
independence, and to help them find some coherence in the 
total pattern of sophomore thought."50 
 
                                                          
48  Pres SA Rept (November, 1932), 6-7. 
49  Ibid., 7. 
50 Pres Rept (1936), 12. 
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  Pusey himself described the task which confronted 
him and how he tried to deal with it: 
 
 I came early to see that the first part of my 
task would be to kindle, by example or exhortation, 
or perhaps only by prayer, an active personal 
interest in learning.  This interest, I am 
convinced, is the answer to the problem of 
correlation.  For the patterns in which the 
customary divisions of our knowledge overlap are as 
various as the minds confronting them.  Their 
integration is not something that is done once and 
for all, or for one by another.  It is, rather, a 
vital process which is nothing less than the 
process of learning itself.  If a student 
has...experienced...an intellectual conversion, and 
if he is given competent instruction in the several 
fields of knowledge, the task of formulating his 
information into a coherent pattern must (and can) 
be left to him.51 
 
 Wriston was delighted with the success of the first 
year of sophomore tutorial, "Never in my experience has an 
educational experiment met with such undivided faculty 
approval.  The students who participated likewise are a unit 
in expressing their enthusiasm for the results."52  For him, 
one of the proofs of the value of the program was that 
sophomore tutorial students read four times as many books 
per capita as sophomores who were not involved in the 
experiment.  These were not, moreover, textbooks but "great 
authors who are so much admired and so little read."  
Unfortunately the program was costly because of the high 
faculty-to-student ratio.  Pusey continued to teach 
                                                          
51 Quoted in Pres Rept (1936), l2. 
52 Ibid., 12-13. 
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sophomore tutorial for another year after Wriston's 
departure, but it was dropped in 1939, both for economic 
reasons and because the instructor who succeeded Pusey was 
apparently much less successful in teaching it. 
 In revising the Lawrence curriculum, Wriston may not 
have done much more than purge it of courses he thought 
inconsistent with the liberal arts and bring it into line 
with those of some of the better liberal arts colleges in 
the nation.  But his emphasis on more flexible teaching 
methods and his concerted attempt to raise academic 
standards set a pattern which his successors have followed 
ever since. 
 
    
 
Improving the Faculty 
 
 One of Wriston's principal goals for the college was to 
improve the quality of the faculty, since he was convinced 
that this was the ultimate measure of a first-rate liberal 
arts institution.  As he put it many years later, "I wished 
to develop a faculty  which combined  scholarship, 
really productive scholarship, with extraordinarily good 
teaching and warm personal relationships.  All these things 
I was used to."53  In his book entitled The Nature of a 
Liberal College, written at the end of his Lawrence 
presidency, he enumerated some of the qualities he believed 
a good teacher in a liberal arts college should have.54 
Contrasting the college professor with his counterpart in a 
university, he believed that teaching in a college was a 
much more personal matter.   
 
                                                          
53  Interview by Marshall Hulbert of Henry M. Wriston (May, 
1967), 2.  
54  See Chapter IV, "The Faculty," in Liberal College.  
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The values which constitute a liberal education 
cannot be transferred from instructor to student by 
direct teaching procedures.   They are acquired by 
a species of infection....Teaching, in those 
circumstances, must be to a significant extent the 
power of unconscious example;  it is the projection 
of a rich personality.55 
 
 Drawing upon his personal experience at Wesleyan, he 
maintained that a teacher should be able to reach out to 
fields other than his own or at least be able to teach a 
variety of courses within his own discipline beyond his own 
specialty. 
This was part of his hostility to departmental divisions 
which he saw as barriers to communication among a liberal 
arts faculty.  
When he first arrived, he talked of constructing a new 
administration building with a room set aside for faculty 
members to meet and exchange ideas;  he even spoke later 
about designating one of the houses owned by the college as 
a faculty club.  He realized neither project during his 
presidency. 
 
 To those who maintained that teaching was more 
important for a liberal arts professor than research, 
Wriston argued repeatedly and vigorously that the two were 
inseparable.  In his view, "teaching requires an original 
mind and the creative spirit.  While these often exist 
without research training, it can safely be said that an 
enlightened piece of research is the best available evidence 
for their presence."56  And when he talked about sources of 
refreshment available to faculty members who were in danger 
of going stale, he set a high priority on research which not 
                                                          
55  Ibid., 46. 
56  Ibid.., 50. 
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only "deepens and enriches" one's knowledge of a discipline 
and thereby enhances teaching, but also earns the respect of 
students.  It was undoubtedly as a result of Wriston's 
inspiration that the Lawrentian noted in front page articles 
the publications and the professional activities of the 
faculty. 
 
 Wriston recalls that before coming to Lawrence he was 
most confident about his future relationship with the 
faculty.  He had taught at Wesleyan for a number of years, 
he was at ease with the faculty there, and he felt he 
understood the problems of the faculty having come up 
through the ranks himself.  During the course of a visit to 
Lawrence three months before he assumed the presidency he 
had met with a number of professors and had been impressed 
by what he saw.  But he concludes, "In no matter did the 
realities prove to be so much at variance with my 
expectations as in the relationship with the faculty."57 
 
 His statement is misleading if it suggests that he was 
at odds with the faculty throughout his entire term of 
office. Indeed he probably earned the respect, if not the 
affection, of a majority of the faculty within two or three 
years after his arrival. But the initial atmosphere he 
encountered was poisoned by the hostility of at least some 
professors, among whom were two who had hoped to succeed to 
the presidency themselves.  Resentment against him may also 
have stemmed from what were thought to be his eastern 
origins and the impatience with which he sought to impose 
initiatives derived in part from 
the Wesleyan model.58  Finally, he undoubtedly suffered 
initially from the mere fact of succeeding a president who 
                                                          
57  Wriston, Academic Procession, 87.  
58 Professor F. Theodore Cloak, a Wesleyan graduate himself 
and a former student of Wriston, recalls Wriston's opening 
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had been at Lawrence for thirty years, the man who had 
appointed the entire faculty to the positions they held, and 
from whom they were used to taking direction.   
 
 The methods the new president used to upgrade the 
quality of the faculty were many and varied.  Most important 
perhaps were the time and energy he devoted to recruitment 
of new faculty.  Indeed he asserts that this is perhaps the 
greatest task of a college president. It was a practice 
continued by his successors until the 1960's when President 
Tarr, with a faculty twice as large as Wriston's, shifted 
much of the responsibility for recruiting to individual 
departments, which he thought should be more directly 
involved.  Not content to  restrict his search to midwestern 
graduate schools, Wriston made the rounds of major 
universities, primarily on the east coast.  Among Yale 
graduate students he found two young women, Dorothy Bethurum 
and Dorothy Waples, whom he recruited as members of the 
English department;  both of them proved to be outstanding 
teachers as well as scholars and became almost legendary as 
"the Dorothys."59  Another of his early recruits was the 
economist M. M. Bober from Harvard, who was one of the 
leading lights of the economics department well into the 
post-World War II era.  Other outstanding professors hired 
by Wriston included Warren Beck, novelist and critic and an 
                                                                                                                                                                             
remark to him in a job interview on campus in the spring of 
1929 to the effect that the only thing working against him 
was that he was a Wesleyan man.  When Mr. Cloak asked for an 
explanation, Wriston replied that there were those who felt 
he was "importing too many easterners and eastern ideas."  
Interview with Professor Cloak (1/15/87).   
59  The term is used by both President Wriston and President 
Pusey. The latter recalls that they were among the faculty 
who most impressed him when he first came to Lawrence as 
sophomore tutor in 1935. (Interview, August 1987). 
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inspiring teacher of creative writing;  F. Theodore Cloak, 
who almost immediately established a reputation as a highly 
gifted director of plays; and Stephen Darling, recruited 
from Harvard as a bright, young chemist.60   All remained at 
Lawrence for many years. 
 
 Although he obviously hoped to retain on the faculty as 
many as possible of the bright, young people he brought to 
Lawrence, he was reconciled to seeing some of them leave 
after they had been at the College for only two or three 
years.  Speaking of the departure of a brilliant, young 
faculty member after only two years at Lawrence, he later 
asserted,  
 
I had the strong feeling that a small college which 
couldn't pay large salaries ought to take people 
with first-class training and first-class minds and 
give them a start and get all the benefits from 
their enthusiasm, their freshness, their vigor, and 
their nearness to students (because the difference 
in age was not striking), and then let them go 
elsewhere and find others equally good.61 
                                                          
60  Wriston had his eccentricities in recruiting.  He told 
his secretary at the Institute of Paper Chemistry on one 
occasion, "You know, I never hire anyone who has run-down 
heels.  It indicates a personal trait I don't want."  
(Interview with Helen Proctor, 10/22/87) 
61 Interview with Marshall Hulbert  May, 1967).  The 
person who left was Harry Dexter White, an 
economist whom he recruited at Harvard a year after 
Bober's arrival.  White left Lawrence in 1934 to 
join the Treasury Department and became an 
Assistant Secretary under Henry Morgenthau.  He was 
later charged by a congressional committee with 
having been a Communist. Wriston believed the only 
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 Despite the foregoing comment, Wriston provided as many 
incentives as possible to retain good faculty at the 
institution.  These included attempts to raise salaries, to 
lower teaching loads, to reward achievement through 
promotion, and to provide sabbaticals to those he thought 
would benefit from them.  He made some progress towards 
achieving the last three of these goals during his first 
five years at Lawrence, and he recommended small increases 
in salary for a few faculty members, but his inability to 
increase the general salary scale was tied to the failure of 
attempts to raise endowment and to the advent of the 
depression. 
 
 The introduction of his so-called "new curriculum" in 
1926-27 was accompanied by a reduction in faculty teaching 
load from fifteen to twelve hours per week and the 
elimination from the catalogue of all courses not actually 
taught.  This reform was diluted somewhat from the faculty's 
point of view by the provision that professors would be 
available to students for individual work, a preliminary to 
the subsequent introduction of formal tutorials for 
upperclassmen. 
 
 To rectify the maldistribution of ranks among the 
faculty was a process which took longer, but it is obvious 
that Wriston rewarded performance of some of his new, young 
instructors by promoting them to assistant, associate, or 
even full professorships.62  Only towards the end of his term 
                                                                                                                                                                             
basis for the charges was his willingness to work 
with the Soviet Union at the time Russia was allied 
with the anti-fascist powers.  As a Jew, White was 
bitterly opposed to the Nazi regime.   
62  When Wriston arrived at Lawrence, he was critical of the 
distribution of ranks among the faculty which he saw as top-
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as president in 1936 did he feel that the distribution among 
ranks was satisfactory enough to introduce a formal tenure 
policy, though it was one which still allowed the 
administration considerable flexibility.  Instructors were 
to have one year appointments, assistant professors two, 
associate professors three.  Only full professors enjoyed 
"normally indefinite tenure."63   
 
 As early as the spring of his first year at Lawrence, 
Wriston proposed granting a leave of absence for one 
semester with pay "in the nature of a sabbatical year" to 
Dr. L. A. Youtz, a professor of chemistry, who was one of 
the productive scholars on the faculty.64  The administration 
granted a comparable privilege the following year to A. A. 
Trever, the George M. Steele Professor of Ancient and 
European History, to enable him to accept a one-year 
teaching position with the International University Cruise 
around the world.65  This practice of granting sabbaticals to 
deserving faculty who requested them continued throughout 
Wriston's presidency, although these became much rarer once 
the college began to feel the impact of the depression. 
 
 Wriston pleaded with the trustees on frequent occasions 
to recognize the importance of raising endowment in order to 
increase faculty salaries and thus enable professors to 
enjoy the security so essential to creative teaching and 
productive work. 
                                                                                                                                                                             
heavy with full professors and overloaded with instructors.  
Only a half-dozen out of a faculty of fifty held the rank of 
associate or assistant professor. 
63  Pres Rept (l936), 19-22. Approved by the Board of 
Trustees, 6/5/36. 
64  Ex Com Min (4/4/26). 
65  Ex Com Min (3/7/27). 
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At a time when most full professors were receiving less than  
$3800 per year, the President urged that the maximum salary 
of a full professor should be raised to $ 4,500. 
 
 Members of the faculty should buy books;  they 
should travel;  they should study in great 
libraries.  Those activities are expensive.  We 
ought certainly to bear in mind that the problem of 
an adequately paid faculty, working under the best 
conditions, is the major problem of the board of 
trustees.66 
 
 Two other measures Wriston took to improve the quality 
of the faculty probably did more than anything else to 
increase hostility towards him and to contribute to an image 
of toughness or even ruthlessness.  In 1933 he recommended 
without warning a change in the by-laws of the college to 
provide for normal retirement of faculty at the age of 
sixty-five, though exceptions might be made for some 
professors who could then receive annual appointments up to 
the age of seventy.  In accordance with the provisions of 
this new ruling, three professors who had reached the age of 
sixty-five and three who had reached the age of seventy were 
forced to retire in June, 1934.  Among these were several 
long-time members of the faculty including Otho Pearre 
Fairfield, Myra Goodwin Plantz Professor of Art History and 
Appreciation, who had been at Lawrence since 1908; Lewis A. 
Youtz, Robert McMillan Professor of Chemistry, who had come 
in 1902;  and Rufus M. Bagg, Professor of Geology and 
Mineralogy, at Lawrence since 19ll. In a measure that may 
have been designed to soften the blow, all of those retiring 
who were not Lawrence graduates were awarded the honorary 
degree of master of arts ad eundem "so that their names may 
be borne upon our rolls as alumni of the institution and 
                                                          
66  Pres Rept (1928), 16. 
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they may be entitled to all the rights and privileges of the 
alumni of the college."67  Thus began a policy which has been 
followed ever since. 
 
 If he eliminated some of the older professors by a new 
retirement policy, Wriston also found ways of getting rid of 
faculty whom he considered incompetent or ineffective as 
teachers.  In Academic Procession, he writes, "My experience 
at Wesleyan had convinced me that incompetent instruction 
should not be tolerated."68  He goes on to describe with a 
certain degree of pride the methods he used to "persuade" 
several full professors to leave the campus through a 
process he later referred to as a "purge."69  His technique 
was to question confidentially a few full professors, whom 
he trusted, about the performance of such people.  If their 
evaluations were unanimously negative he summoned the 
potential victim to his home in the evening and offered him 
a year's full pay in exchange for his resignation.  He 
boasts of this achievement, "it is one of the extraordinary 
experiences of my life that I got the resignations of four 
full professors with tenure--they were essentially 
involuntary resignations--without getting into trouble with 
the Association of University Professors."70   He attributes 
his luck on this score to the fact that he had been one of 
the early members of the Association and knew personally the 
individual who was at the time the executive director of the 
organization, "an extraordinarily understanding and 
intelligent man."  On a later occasion, he criticized the 
American Association of University Professors for being too 
successful, charging that it had overextended itself to the 
                                                          
67  Pres Rept (1934), 8. 
68  (N. Y., 1959), 98.  
69  Interview by Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967), 11. 
70  Ibid., ll. 
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point where it was protecting the tenure of poor teachers in 
cases that had nothing to do with academic freedom.71 
 
 In a somewhat different manner he got rid of two full 
professors of business administration, a department he 
believed should not be part of a liberal arts college.  By 
dropping one of these from the position of Business Manager, 
a position he held concurrently with his professorship, he 
reduced his salary to the point where, "not to gloss the 
matter over, I froze him out." 
 
The other man tried a trick on me.  He told me that 
if I didn't raise his salary he would accept a post 
at another institution, the President of which was 
a friend of mine but had not consulted me, 
whereupon I immediately congratulated this man by 
telegram on his new appointment and accepted the 
faculty member's resignation, which he hadn't 
really offered.  He [the President] then somewhat 
agitatedly called me and said this wasn't firm, and 
I said as far as I was concerned it was firm, and 
so we were rid of him.72    
  
  One would think that measures such as those just 
described might have provoked a revolt, or at least strong 
opposition, on the part of the faculty.  There is some 
evidence that hostility to the president peaked on two 
occasions: first, in 1929-30, when opponents rallied around 
a disappointed professor who had been bypassed in the 
presidential selection process and who attempted to stir up 
antagonism to the president among students. On this 
occasion, according to one of those on the faculty at the 
time, defenders of Wriston organized an unofficial meeting 
                                                          
71  Van Horn, "Humanist," 103. 
72  Interview by Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967), l2. 
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in which they mutually pledged their continued support for 
the president and deplored the tactics being used against 
him.73  This action apparently had the effect of allaying the 
opposition and may even have strengthened Wriston's 
position.   
 
 On the second occasion, in the spring of 1933, rumors 
of a "lack of harmony" between the faculty and 
administration were significant enough to provoke the 
appointment by the executive committee of the Board of 
Trustees of a special ad hoc committee to investigate the 
situation and submit a report.  In this undated report, the 
committee concluded after investigation that the 
"disaffection is more limited in its extent and less serious 
in nature than had been represented" and reaffirmed the 
confidence of the committee in the able administration of 
the president and his educational program.74    
 
 Whatever reaction his policies provoked, it is 
incontestable that Wriston improved the quality of 
instruction at Lawrence during his tenure.  One faculty 
member, admitting that drastic steps had been taken, later 
paid tribute to Wriston: 
 
He [Wriston] knew what a good college was and was 
willing to pay the price of having it.  
Consequently, he drove hard and was exceedingly 
intolerant of the shoddy, and the shabby and the 
make believe.  This was pretty revolutionary 
                                                          
73  Interview with Professor F. Theodore Cloak (1/15/87). 
74  Report filed under heading, "LU.  Trustees.  Special 
Committee on disharmony between faculty and administration, 
1933." 
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and...not the stuff out of which comes 
popularity...what does come is great respect.75  
 
 
 
 
 
Encouragement of the Arts 
 
 Among the components of the emotional life which he 
thought a liberal arts education should nurture, Wriston 
rated very highly a sensitivity to the visual arts, drama, 
and music.  In his view these had been neglected by American 
colleges and universities.  "Colleges began in America under 
the impulse of the Puritan spirit, which disapproved wholly 
of the theater, of much of art, and of a great deal of 
music."76  These strictures on artistic expression, when 
combined with the relative poverty of most institutions of 
higher learning, resulted in a kind of starvation of the 
aesthetic life of college students.  Wriston was determined 
to supply this need at Lawrence to the extent that this was 
possible within the resources of the college.  To this end 
he paid particular attention to the further development of 
the already existing Artist Series, secured a grant for the 
purchase of art books for the library, inaugurated a program 
for renting framed reproductions to students, and ultimately 
created a Department of Fine Arts which brought together 
into a major a selection of courses in  art, music, and 
theater. Here, as elsewhere, he was limited in what he could 
accomplish by the advent of the depression.  
 
                                                          
75 Wriston Reminiscences (1963-    ), Lawrence Staff, letter, 
March 17, 1964, quoted in Van Horn, "Humanist," 106. 
76  Wriston, Liberal College, 100-01. 
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 Although the Artist Series had been inaugurated by 
William Harper, director of the Conservatory under President 
Plantz in 1908, Wriston took an interest in maintaining it 
as an important part of the cultural life of the institution 
and a valuable service to the community.  Among artists 
brought to the stage of the Chapel during the first years of 
Wriston's administration were violinist Fritz Kreisler, 
pianist Walter Gieseking, cellist Pablo Casals, and the 
celebrated operatic contralto Ernestine Schuman-Heink.  
Indeed the visit of Schuman-Heink to the campus in April, 
1927 at the age of sixty-six became the occasion for a 
celebration at which she was awarded an honorary Doctor of 
Music.  The Lawrentian's account of the festivities provides 
some idea of the excitement aroused by the event: 
 
 Madame Schumann-Heink waved her diploma 
triumphantly in the air, as amid deafening applause 
from her audience, she left the chapel building to 
face a battery of news reel cameras.  The jovial 
good will of the famous singer could never have 
been more in evidence as, passing up the aisles 
amid the standing students, she touched several 
playfully upon the arm, and waved at a score more 
who were grinning their congratulations to her.77 
 
Later in the day she paid a visit to the fraternity house of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon where, according to the Lawrentian's 
account, her wonderful personality put "the boys readily at 
their ease" and she greeted them with the words, "Remember, 
boys, that Mother Schumann-Heink loves you all." 
 
 Because Lawrence did not yet have an art center at 
which to display artistic works, Wriston arranged with the 
American Federation of Arts for the temporary loan of a 
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group of reproductions which were shown in the "parlors" of 
Russell Sage Hall in December, 1926.  The collection 
included well-known, representative works of Italian, 
French, English, Spanish, and Flemish schools. The exhibit 
was open to the public and was avowedly for the benefit of 
both the college and the community. On a later occasion in 
November, 1928, reporting a gift of ten original block 
prints,  the president noted that this was to the best of 
his knowledge the first gift of original work to the college 
and expressed the hope that this would form the nucleus of a 
permanent collection. 
 
 It is earnestly to be hoped that, as the years 
go on, the college will be the recipient of not 
only more reproductions, but also of original 
works, so that we may ultimately have a permanent 
gallery in the college for the community.78  
 
 Wriston credited his wife Ruth Bigelow Wriston, who 
shared his interest in the arts, with the inspiration for 
establishing a picture rental service for students.  A gift 
from a trustee enabled the college to buy over fifty framed 
reproductions which were rented to students at a cost of 
fifty cents per semester for use in their dormitory rooms.  
The president subsequently managed to interest the Carnegie 
Corporation in the project and secured a grant of $ 2,000 
for its expansion; this came on top of an earlier Carnegie 
grant of $ 10,000 for the purchase of books and materials 
for the teaching of art.  Within a year after the service 
had been inaugurated, the President reported to the trustees 
that 240 pictures were now available and commented 
enthusiastically, "The response of the students has been 
astonishingly fine.  A much larger number of pictures was 
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taken out than we had dared to hope."79   Always alert to the 
advantages of publicity, he published articles in at least 
two periodicals describing the project and claimed that the 
plan had attracted the attention of colleges throughout the 
country.  
  
 Wriston's policies with respect to the Conservatory of 
Music are treated in a separate history of that institution 
included elsewhere in this volume, but a few remarks here 
may suggest what his general attitude was and how it 
complemented his overall concern for the arts.  During his 
term of office, he presided over a significant transition of 
that school from a traditional "studio-type" of institution 
(in which teachers focussed on individual pupils and their 
performance ability rather than on their overall musical 
education) to an academically respectable school that was 
more closely integrated with the college and its principal 
mission.  
 
 The President recognized that the Conservatory made a 
contribution to the cultural life of the college in that it 
supplied each week a program for one of the daily 
convocations, offered faculty and student recitals, and 
sponsored the Artist Series as well as an annual May Music 
Festival.  But he was disturbed by what he deemed a 
difference in standards between the college and the 
conservatory and took a number of steps described elsewhere 
to raise the academic standards of the latter. 
 
 Faced with the advent of the depression in the 1930's, 
a rapidly shrinking enrollment and a mounting deficit in the 
conservatory, Wriston defended the Conservatory from 
trustees who were proposing to close it.  Asserting that the 
arts were coming to have a larger and more significant place 
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in the curricula of "progressive institutions,"  he argued 
that Lawrence could not afford to abandon the study of 
music.  He recognized, furthermore, that a change was 
occurring from an era when a music school was regarded as a 
profit-making enterprise to a time when it had become a 
vital part of the educational program which would have to be 
financed on a new basis.  
 
 Despite the shrinkage of the total number of students 
in the Conservatory, the number of college students 
participating in musical activities continued to grow.  
Encouraged by this development, Wriston declared, "The 
conservatory and the college continue to draw closer 
together."80  Whether this was actually the case or not, the 
President hoped to foster such collaboration by creating a 
new Department of Fine Arts in the fall of 1935.   He 
described the program to the trustees at the end of the 
academic year: 
 
 This year we have taken the work in dramatics 
from the English and Speech Department, the work in 
fine arts which has moved in its own orbit, and 
those sections of the Conservatory which are of 
most service to College students and organized them 
into a new department of fine arts.  The object is 
to give opportunity for students to develop a 
coherent major program in that broad field and to 
have them understand music as well as stage, and 
the theatre as well as the history of arts and 
architecture.81 
 
He reported that a number of students had selected this 
department for their major and expressed the hope the 
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following year that eventually Lawrence would "have a 
separate fine arts building including a small theatre and 
recital hall, music studios, and art museum, class rooms, 
offices, and work shops."82 
 
 The Department of Fine Arts lasted only a few years 
after Wriston's departure in 1937.  His dream of a fine arts 
building had to wait even longer to be realized.  
 
 
 
 
Expanding the Library 
 
 
 
 Confirming his frequently expressed view that the 
library is "the very heart of a liberal arts college," 
Wriston paid close attention to the needs of the Lawrence 
library and almost invariably included in his reports to the 
trustees information on the functioning of the library and 
pleas for its improvement and expansion.  He also used 
statistics on use of books in the library as a tool to 
measure the demands made by the faculty upon students and as 
a gauge of the academic standards of the institution.  
Indeed, he later revealed that he had even instructed the 
librarian to provide him with statistics on faculty use of 
the library as a means of judging their academic 
performance.83 
 
  The library was not without problems when the new 
president arrived in 1925.  Although the Carnegie building 
had been constructed less than two decades earlier in 1906, 
a final floor of stacks provided for in the original plan 
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had never been installed.  Even worse, from the point of 
view of the librarians, was the continued presence on the 
second floor of the building of the college's principal 
administrative offices, which had been put there as a 
"temporary expedient" in 1909.  The result was considerable 
pressure on the space available for actual library use, 
including books.  In 1926, one of the top recommendations of 
the trustee Committee of Fifteen was for a new 
administrative building to house the president, deans, and 
other officers currently occupying space in the library or 
elsewhere on the campus.  Little did they realize that it 
would take almost a half-century before all the 
administrators left the building and that only the wrecking 
ball would force them out. 
 
 Just as serious had been the relatively slow 
acquisition of books.  It appears that the income from 
Samuel Appleton's $10,000 gift for endowment of the library 
had been applied exclusively to administrative costs, rather 
than to the purchase of books.  Indeed, Wriston discovered 
that there was no provision for the addition of books 
included in the annual budget for current expenditures;  
funds for this purpose came only from special gifts or 
surpluses which could be spent for capital account.  
 
 The President set about trying to remedy this 
situation. In response to a report describing the needs of 
the library, four trustees donated $ 10,000 in 1926 for the 
purchase of books.84  A year and a half later, Wriston  
reported that the gift had been put to good use and added 
that from that time forward, he would include in the budget 
an annual appropriation for the purchase of books.85   He 
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could also report a sharp increase in the number of books 
used in the library or taken out for general reading.86 
 
 A detailed survey of Lawrence carried out under the 
auspices of the Methodist Board of Education in 1929-30 paid 
considerable attention to the library and concluded that it 
was "in a most healthy condition."87  But it included among 
its major recommendations the removal of administrative 
offices from the library, the addition of stack space which 
was then sufficient for only 60% of the book collection, and 
an increase in the annual operating budget.  Another gift of 
$ 10,000 during the following year enabled the College to 
satisfy one of these recommendations by adding a third floor 
of stacks along with carrels for individual study.   
 
 But the onset of the depression put a temporary hold on  
any further plans for expansion.  In 1932, the President 
noted that the following year would see a "big reduction" in 
funds spent for library books, and admitted that the college 
could now spend on books only about half as much as the 
accrediting agencies established as a minimum expenditure.88 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
minimum expenditure for books in a college library, 
including periodicals, should be $ 5.00 per student, he 
revealed that Lawrence was spending only $ 3.95. 
86 Pres SA Rept (November, 1928), 6.  From July to November, 
1928, the number of books used in the library and taken out 
for general use was 9,592, a gain of 4,540 over the same 
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87  "Report of a Survey of Lawrence College Under the 
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 Despite this setback, Wriston pointed with pride a year 
later to the dramatically increased use of the library, 
caused primarily by the inauguration of a broad-based 
tutorial program.  The number of books used per student had 
almost doubled since 1926, while the number of volumes 
borrowed from the library was up by almost 200%.89  And in 
his ten-year review of his administration, delivered to the 
Board of Trustees in 1935, he admitted that "the progress of 
the library is the most heartening aspect of our work."90 
 
   
 
    
Loosening the Ties With the Methodist Church 
 
 As the first Lawrence president in the history of the 
university who was not a Methodist minister, Henry Wriston 
was in a position to modify the relationship with the 
Methodist church more easily than his predecessors.  Brought 
up in a Methodist household, he believed in the importance 
of moral and spiritual values to the individual;  some of 
his policies as president revealed, moreover, a lingering 
adherence to aspects of Methodist discipline--for example, 
his strong feelings on student drinking.  Convocations 
included prayers and hymn-singing and the President, on 
occasion, read from the scriptures.  But he considered the 
ties of the college with the Wisconsin Methodist Conferences 
anachronistic and artificial. 
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 He waited until he had been at Lawrence for seven years 
before loosening the long-standing connection with the 
Methodist Church.  Whether he considered other changes more 
important or had misgivings about what the reaction to the 
move would be is not clear, but in November, 1932, he 
announced to the trustees a proposal for a change in the 
status of the Board of Visitors, the body provided for in 
Lawrence's original charter.91 
 
 Up to that time the Board of Visitors, a twelve 
(originally nine) man body of ministers elected to serve 
rotating terms by the Wisconsin Conference and the West 
Wisconsin Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, had 
sat as ex officio members of the Board of Trustees, attended 
meetings of the board, and had votes which equalled those of 
the regular trustees.  Their original function, as described 
in the Charter, had been "to inspect the work of the 
institution, attend the examinations, and look into the 
condition generally and make such reports as may be required 
by the by-laws."92 
 
  In justifying the alteration of their status, Wriston 
pointed out that circumstances had changed so markedly over 
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the years that the Visitors no longer fulfilled the 
functions originally assigned to them.  "It is many years 
since they attended examinations;  they do not make any 
inspection, and they report, as a body, neither to this 
board nor to the conferences."93  He conceded that even after 
they ceased to serve these functions, they had continued to 
discharge other important duties.  The church had been one 
of the principal agents for recruiting students for the 
college, and an annual collection was taken in the Methodist 
churches of the state for the support of the college.  The 
Visitors were in a position to certify to the necessity of 
such a collection and to the wisdom of the expenditure of 
the proceeds.  Again, owing to a change in historical 
circumstances, these functions had also disappeared.   
Although ministers still co-operated in finding worthy 
students for Lawrence, Wriston argued that this was seldom 
done on a denominational basis.  The Wisconsin Methodist 
churches no longer took annual collections nor did the Board 
of Education of the Methodist Church make any appropriation 
for the support of the college.  These developments further 
deprived the Visitors of distinctive functions. 
 
 Wriston cited one other objection to the continued 
presence of the Visitors on the Board of Trustees, even as 
ex officio members, namely Section 3 of the Charter, which 
provides that "no religious tenets or opinions shall be 
required as qualifications for trustees."  There had always 
been some conflict between this provision and the election 
of the Visitors by the conferences of the Methodist Church.  
In 1901, an attempt had been made to resolve this conflict 
through a change in the Charter so as to remove the 
restriction that the visitors should come from the Methodist 
denomination;  the manner of their election was left 
entirely to the by-laws to be adopted by the trustees.  But 
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if the object of this change was to make possible co-
operation with other denominations, this aim had never been 
achieved. 
 
    For all the reasons just cited, Wriston proposed that 
the trustees ask the state legislature to repeal the 
provision in the Charter for a Board of Visitors.  He 
hastened to assure his listeners on the Board of Trustees 
(which still included members of the Board of Visitors) 
that, "This proposal should not be interpreted as an attempt 
to repudiate the debt of gratitude Lawrence College owes to 
the Methodist Church and to the two conferences.  Without 
that denominational support continued for many years, the 
college could not have survived, and that fact should never 
be forgotten."94 
 
 To appease the Methodist conferences, Wriston further 
proposed that they continue to elect visitors but that their 
functions and responsibilities should be redefined and that 
they no longer sit with the Board of Trustees.  
 
 In place of the present arrangement, I propose 
to ask them [the visitors] to come at a time when 
we can give them our full and undivided attention, 
to offer them the opportunity to visit classes, to 
discuss the subject in which they have a lively 
interest, namely, the provisions for the spiritual 
welfare of the students, and to invite them to 
counsel with us in that respect.95 
 
 The trustees took one additional step to make the 
proposal more acceptable to the Methodist conferences.  At 
the same time that Lawrence petitioned the state legislature 
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to amend the Charter to eliminate the Visitors as ex-officio 
members of the Board of Trustees, the College asked for an 
amendment expanding the Board from thirty to thirty-six 
members. To fill the six newly created positions, the Board 
of Trustees nominated six ministers, five of whom were 
members of the Wisconsin and West Wisconsin Conferences.  
Thus Lawrence was still to have some Methodist ministers on 
its Board of Trustees, but they would be chosen by the 
trustees rather than the conferences and their number would 
be determined by the Board.   
 
 As for the new status of the visitors, a change in the 
by-laws was prepared and circulated for their approval.  A 
majority accepted the following description: 
 
 It is the function of the Board of Visitors to 
consult from time to time with the president of the 
college and with committees of the faculty named by 
him with a view to understanding the aims, 
purposes, and procedures of the institution, and 
interpreting those to the Wisconsin Conference and 
to the West Wisconsin Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church.96  
 
 Wriston reports that he invited members of the newly 
defined Board of Visitors to come to Appleton to discuss 
their proposed new functions and that they "responded in a 
most cordial manner."97  They discussed a number of possible 
kinds of activity including a proposal that members of the 
faculty might meet with as many ministers as could be 
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induced to come for a brief period to survey the recent 
literature and trends of development in their fields that 
would be of particular interest to the clergy.  But, 
according to President Barrows, Wriston's successor, the 
Visitors never met again during Wriston's administration.98  
 
 In characterizing the change in the relationship 
between the college and the church, resulting from the 
charter amendment and the amendment of the by-laws, Wriston 
declared,  
 
The change is radical in form rather than in 
substance.  In reality, it is merely the 
recognition of developments which have taken place 
through many years.  It is not designed, in any 
sense, as a rebuff to the church.  That is well 
understood, I think, by the ministers of the 
church;  indeed, several  of the visitors have 
expressed the belief that the new relationship will 
be a more desirable and a more effective one than 
the old.99 
 
 Despite this disclaimer, the fact that the Board of 
Trustees initiated the change in status of the visitors 
unilaterally, without advance consultation with the 
Methodist Conferences, undoubtedly caused resentment.  A 
standard history of Methodism in Wisconsin refers to the 
"unilateral action" of the college in altering the status of 
the visitors and concludes that, since the change lessened 
the responsibility of the Conferences to Lawrence, Wisconsin 
Methodists looked more and more to the Wesley Foundation at 
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Madison as their main responsibility in the field of higher 
education.100 
 
 Among the Methodist clergy who subsequently served as 
trustees elected by the Board were a number of outstanding 
people who contributed significantly to the welfare of the 
college.  One of these was Ralph Taylor Alton, minister of 
the United Methodist Church of Appleton and later Bishop of 
the Wisconsin Conference, who was appointed to the Board 
during the presidency of Nathan Pusey and who served the 
institution loyally for many years. 
 
 Thomas Barrows, Wriston's successor as president and by 
temperament a conciliator, took steps towards mending fences 
with the Methodist Church that are discussed more fully in 
the following chapter.  During his first year as president, 
he made a point of inviting the visitors to the campus to 
discuss the Board's relationship with the college;  this was 
but the first in a series of meetings held at least annually 
with the Board of Visitors through May, 1942.  A report of 
the Board issued in 1940-41, commenting on a talk by Barrows 
titled "Objectives of the College," noted a reversal of the 
trend towards the separation of the church and higher 
education and the drawing together in a common purpose.101 
 
 After a period of minimal relations between Lawrence 
and the Wisconsin Conferences during Nathan Pusey's 
administration, a renewed rapprochement occurred in 1955, 
during the presidency of Douglas Knight.102  Reports from the 
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Boards of Visitors to their respective Conferences noted, 
"Currently there is a revival of interest and concern for 
strengthening of the relationship between Lawrence College 
and the Methodist Church."103  President Knight invited the 
Board of Visitors to confer with him in an advisory capacity 
with regard to the religious program on the campus and the 
discovery of ways by which the relationship could be made 
more effective.  The Visitors reported, 
 
 We are unanimously delighted with the sincere 
evidences on the part of the Lawrence 
Administration of an interest in the deepening and 
strengthening of the Methodist tradition at 
Lawrence....We are impressed by such activities as 
the Religious Convocations and the annual Religion 
in Life Conference that is campus-wide in its 
impact.104 
 
The report concluded by recommending to the Methodists of 
Wisconsin that they encourage their young people to consider 
Lawrence College when deciding on advanced training and 
urged the Conferences, through their Visitors, "to encourage 
a mutually helpful relationship between Lawrence and the 
Methodist Church, recognizing that Lawrence represents in a 
unique way the responsibility of Wisconsin Methodists in the 
field of higher education." 
 
 One concrete result of this revived relationship 
appeared in 1957 when the Wisconsin Conference included $ 
2,800 in its budget to help support a professor at Lawrence 
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"who will give a portion of his time to religious work on 
the campus.  We understand that he will help relate that 
religious work on the campus to the churches of the city of 
Appleton.  Such a man has been employed by Lawrence College 
and we are already participating in his support."105 
 
 This temporary revival of a closer relationship between 
Lawrence and the Methodist Church did not endure.  By the 
1970's, the Church still listed Lawrence as an "associated 
college."  But in 1982, in response to an initiative from 
the church, which sought closer ties with its allied 
colleges, and after conversations President Richard Warch 
held with Wisconsin Bishop Martha Matthews and with 
representatives of the Methodist Board of Higher Education 
and Ministry, the University Senate of the United Methodist 
Church decided to drop Lawrence from its list of affiliated 
colleges.106  Thus, the initiative for a final severing of 
the long-standing ties between Lawrence and the Methodist 
Church came from the Church. 
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Finance and Building 
 
 One of the least impressive aspects of Wriston's 
presidency was the financing of the institution.  His plans 
for the improvement of Lawrence--the raising of faculty 
salaries,an increase in scholarship funds, the expansion of 
the library, the enhancement of the physical environment--
all hinged upon an increased endowment, but he did not 
consider this to be the task of the president and he was 
unwilling to assume personal responsibility for raising 
funds.  In his defense it can be argued that the economic 
climate during the second half of his term of office was one 
of the worst in the history of the nation, but even in the 
relatively prosperous years 1925-29, at the beginning of his 
administration, he appeared unable to spur the board of 
trustees to the kind of fund-raising activity necessary to 
fulfill the goals he had set. 
 
 President Plantz had recognized the need for increased 
endowment and the trustees had voted to undertake a campaign 
for this purpose, but his sudden death interrupted the 
plans.  In Wriston's first year at Lawrence, the trustees 
appointed a Committee of Fifteen of their own number "to 
study the whole problem of the general endowment" and assess 
the needs of the institution with respect to faculty, 
scholarships, and library,    as well as buildings.  Wriston 
appears to have directed their deliberations, which 
culminated in a report presented to the full board in June, 
1926.107  The document reveals that the trustees were well 
aware of the deficiencies of the institution at the time;  
they laid out an ambitious blueprint for satisfying its most 
pressing needs.  Wriston's arguments for an increase of 
faculty and of faculty salaries are discussed elsewhere in 
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this chapter.  Estimating the need for additional salaries 
for at least fifteen new faculty and increased salaries for 
those already on the payroll at $ 94,200 per annum, the 
committee called for an increase in endowment of $ 1,884,000 
for this purpose.  At a time when the average scholarship 
available for needy students was only $ 78, the committee 
proposed an additional $ 200,000 in endowment for 
scholarships. Another $ 100,000 was needed for the annual 
budget of the library to be increased by $ 5,000. 
   
 Turning to the need for new buildings, the report 
pointed out that no new construction had taken place since 
the chapel had been built in 19l8 when the enrollment had 
been at 500; with the current enrollment at 880, it was 
obvious that there was a serious need for new equipment.  
The building program laid out by the Committee of Fifteen 
was particularly ambitious and served as a kind of agenda 
for Lawrence for the next thirty-five or forty years.  
Indeed, some of the buildings proposed were not realized 
until the 1960's and one--a unified administration building-
-has never been constructed.  
 
  At the top of the list was a new gymnasium.  Wriston 
felt obligated to honor this one large commitment inherited 
from the Plantz era, and this project may have siphoned off 
whatever time and energy he and the board were prepared to 
devote to money-raising.  For several years Plantz had 
discussed with L. M. Alexander, the long-time chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, plans for a gymnasium to replace or 
supplement the gym Alexander had subsidized twenty-five 
years earlier.  In September, 1925, shortly after Wriston's 
arrival, Alexander announced he would give $ 150,000 for the 
new gymnasium, provided an additional $ 150,000 was raised 
within two years.  The total cost of the project--$ 500,000-
-would include, in addition to the building, $ 50,000 for 
equipment and $ 100,000 for maintenance.   
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 Other projects planned included a new administration 
building which would bring together in one structure offices 
of administrators scattered throughout the campus;  it would 
also include a room where faculty might gather, and faculty 
offices that could not be housed in Main Hall.  Particularly 
pressing, said the Committee, was the need to move the 
President, the Registrar, and the Dean of the College out of 
the second floor of the Carnegie library where they were 
taking up space intended for librarians and books. In fact, 
some administrative offices remained in the library building 
for almost fifty more years until it was razed in 1974 to 
make room for construction of the Seeley G. Mudd library.  
Wriston proposed that the administration building be named 
in memory of Samuel Plantz as a reflection of the unique 
position he had held in the development of the college. 
 
 High on the list of priorities was a new building for 
the Conservatory of Music to replace both Peabody Hall, the 
structure built in 1909 on the site of the original academy 
building, and two adjacent houses used for practice 
purposes. The Committee of Fifteen dwelt in grim detail on 
the inadequacies of these cramped and outdated structures 
which, in fact, continued to be inhabited by the 
Conservatory until the new Music-Drama Center was opened in 
1959: 
 
There are at present only 33 practice rooms, 
whereas there are enrolled in the Conservatory 
nearly 500 students.  None of these practice rooms 
have any soundproofing at all.  Many of them are 
exceedingly small.  Some have serious difficulties 
with light or ventilation, or both.  Others are in 
the basement where the dampness affects the 
instruments and where water comes in at times and 
prevents any use of the rooms at all....The recital 
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hall is adequate in size, but it is located in the 
center of the building and is not soundproofed, so 
that when anything is going on there it can be 
heard throughout the building, and similarly, the 
noise from the studios and practice rooms 
penetrates into the recital hall so that it cannot 
be used conveniently unless the whole plant is 
quiet.108    
 
 Other proposed buildings included an additional women's 
dormitory since Ormsby and Sage could no longer accommodate 
all women students and the overflow were living in three 
small houses (Smith House, Peabody, and Sage cottage), all 
of which were considered inadequate or needed repairs.  
Badly needed renovations of Main Hall would cost an 
estimated $ 50,000.  The Committee also recommended 
remodelling the old gymnasium to make it suitable for 
housing the chemistry department which would be moved out of 
the already overcrowded Science Hall.  That building itself 
would require alterations in order to rearrange the other 
science departments and equip them properly.    
 
 To provide sites for some of the new buildings, the 
college recognized the necessity for major capital 
expenditures on land which could come neither from endowment 
nor current income.  Indeed the Committee had already 
concluded from preliminary investigations that $ 100,000 
might be required to purchase land for the new gymnasium.  
Added to this might be land acquisitions needed for the new 
Conservatory building as well as the women's dormitory.  The 
total cost of such land acquisitions was estimated at $ 
250,000.  
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 A final project, dear to the heart of President 
Wriston, was a group of fraternity houses, to be built in 
the immediate vicinity of the campus;  these would replace 
the fraternity-owned older homes scattered throughout the 
neighborhood of the college. A strong proponent of 
fraternities, Wriston admitted that opinions of 
administrators might differ on their value, but the report 
concluded that "when properly organized and managed, 
fraternities may be of decided value, not only in the social 
life of the institution, but in its intellectual life as 
well.  This can best be done when the fraternities are 
grouped together, close to the campus."109  Claiming that all 
eight existing fraternities were building up funds for the 
construction of homes, the Committee proposed that the 
college need only provide for the acquisition of enough land 
to carry out this project.  The Committee's report was vague 
on how such funds might be raised, prescribing only that 
they should be made available but neglecting to make an 
appropriation definitely for this purpose.  This final 
recommendation was, of course, the genesis of the idea for 
the fraternity quadrangle realized, with some important 
modifications only in 1940, during the presidency of Thomas 
Barrows.  
 
 The Report of the Committee of Fifteen concluded that 
the items of endowment increase alone would amount to $ 
2,184,000.  Adding some of the proposed capital expenditures 
to this figure, the group recommended that the Board of 
Trustees should authorize and direct the raising of three 
million dollars.  Recognizing that the goal proposed was 
"startling in its boldness," the Committee conceded the 
difficulties of raising a sum five times as large as any 
that had hitherto been attempted by the college, 
particularly since "the alumni body of Lawrence is widely 
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scattered, and contains an unusually large proportion of 
teachers and preachers and a normal proportion of 
housewives,--professions which do not bring large financial 
reward."110   
 
 The full Board of Trustees adopted this comprehensive 
program item by item at its annual meeting in June, 1926.  
But the campaign appeared to be stalled and plagued with 
difficulties from the very start.  Where the blame lay for a 
series of unfortunate appointments to the campaign staff, 
resignations, and delays must remain a matter of conjecture.  
President Wriston had tried to assign the responsibility for 
getting the campaign under way to the trustees, and it may 
be that the principal responsibility for its failure lay 
with them or with the executive committee of the board.  But 
he must share some measure of the blame through his 
insistence that the president not become directly involved 
in questions of fund-raising and his consequent failure to 
exercise the leadership necessary to get the campaign off to 
a good start.   
 
 It was unfortunate that the endowment campaign was from 
the outset tied closely to efforts to raise funds for the 
new gymnasium;  this was a costly undertaking which absorbed 
funds that might have been devoted to less demanding 
projects, and it also proved to be a controversial one.  Yet 
the plan for a large new gymnasium had been under discussion 
for a number of years, and it had the backing of the 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, who was prepared to 
support it generously with his own funds.   
 
 A controversy over the gym arose not so much over the 
need for such a building, which was generally conceded, but 
over the question of its site.  Both Wriston and Alexander 
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became convinced that it should be located on the south side 
of the Fox River, at a distance of at least a half-mile from 
the main campus, a decision that was to have long-range 
consequences for subsequent generations of students forced 
to cross the windy bridges over the river in all kinds of 
weather. 
  
 One argument for this site involved the future 
expansion of the college. At what point Wriston arrived at 
the idea of a "south campus" across the river is difficult 
to determine, but he first broached the subject to the Board 
of Trustees at a meeting in November, 1926.111  On this 
occasion he revealed his plan to create a "boys' campus," 
locating a new men's dormitory and the proposed group of 
fraternity houses in the vicinity of the new gymnasium on 
the other side of the river. A corollary of this 
recommendation was the conversion of Brokaw to a women's 
dormitory and the assignment of the old gymnasium to women.  
One advantage he saw to such an arrangement was "some 
segregation of men and women.  It tends to promote separate 
social life for the two groups without unduly dividing 
them."  Indeed, he further revealed that the college had 
already purchased thirty acres of land on the other side of 
the river for the creation of the south campus.   
 
 A reason that may have been just as important in the 
minds of the trustees, who eventually approved the site for 
the new gymnasium, was that the land on the south side of 
the river was much less costly than the real estate 
contiguous to the campus.  Another argument for acquiring 
land on the other side of the river was that Alexander 
offered to add to his original gift the cost of the land on 
which the gymnasium was built.   
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 Although Wriston had the support of the trustees for 
the site that had been chosen, it turned out he did not have 
the support of the faculty.  In fact, one faculty member, 
Professor MacHarg of the History Department, who was 
something of a wit, proposed in a convocation talk that 
students could be transported to the South Campus in baskets 
suspended from wires.112  The entire issue came into public 
view in January, 1928, when Mark Catlin, the football coach 
and a well-known public figure in the community, published a 
letter to the Appleton Post-Crescent in which he asserted 
that the gymnasium across the river was "the pet scheme of 
the president," that "he permits no interference," and that 
the faculty and students are "shackled" and "scared" away 
from freedom of expression on the whole proposition.113  The 
violence of Catlin's charges against the President can be 
explained in part by Wriston's dismissal of him as football 
coach a month earlier because of differences over athletic 
policy. 
 This public attack on the President and his position on 
the issue provoked a response from the faculty who, in a 
pair of respectful communications to the trustees, indicated 
their "sincere desire" to see the new gym located on the 
north side of the Fox River in a location convenient to the 
campus, but denied Catlin's charge that the President had 
closed off all discussion on this issue.  Indeed, the 
faculty went so far as to maintain that on this and other 
legitimate matters of college policy, the President "courts 
free discussion and desires the fullest expression of 
opinion from us all."114  
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 The public discussion of the site seems to have 
stimulated further contributions from the Board of Trustees.  
In June, 1928, the Treasurer of the Board reported that over 
$ 120,000 had been subscribed towards the goal of $ 150,000 
in matching funds that Alexander had made a condition of his 
gift.115 [check this and following footnotes]  In any case, 
the progress had been such that the Board authorized its 
president to sign a contract with the architects and 
ultimately with the contractors for erecting the building at 
a cost of $ 350,000.116  Construction began in the summer of 
1928 and the building was completed by the autumn of  1929, 
when a gala dedication ceremony brought to the campus Dr. 
Glenn Frank, President of the University of Wisconsin, and 
other dignitaries as speakers.  Some three thousand visitors 
admired the new building at open houses.  The Lawrentian, 
which devoted its entire issue to the events of the 
dedication, reported that at the moment of the flag-raising 
ceremony held in front of the building, some 1000 spectators 
watched a flock of geese flying overhead form an "L" in the 
sky.117 
 
 Although the gym had still not been fully paid for and 
the college faced the prospect of annual costs of $ 10,000-
12,000 for heating, lighting, janitorial service and 
mechanical upkeep of the building, the trustees could at 
least take satisfaction in the completion of one project 
envisaged in the endowment campaign initiated over three 
years earlier.  Yet it was clear that the preoccupation with 
raising money for the gymnasium had crowded out all other 
items proposed by the Committee of Fifteen, including 
raising endowment for faculty salaries, scholarships, and 
the library.  The endowment campaign had, in effect, become 
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a drive for the completion of the Alexander gymnasium and it 
was particularly unfortunate that the achievement of this 
goal coincided with the stock market crash of 1929 and the 
advent of the Great Depression. 
 
The Impact of the Depression 
 
 It did not take long for the effects of the depression 
to be felt, though Lawrence seems in the initial years to 
have weathered the storm better than many colleges.  A few 
straws in the wind began to appear in the first months of 
1930.  The authorization by the executive committee in 
November, 1929 of a gardener and ground-keeper to serve at 
no more than $ 135 per month was cancelled six months later 
"owing to lack of funds for this purpose."118  Professor 
Rufus Bagg of the Geology Department, who had requested 
additional funds for his department, withdrew the request, 
an action that was commended by the trustees in a resolution 
of March, 1930.119   
 
 The following month the treasurer of the Board was 
authorized to take out short term loans of $ 50,000 and $ 
25,000 from banks in accordance with a vote of the full 
board the preceding June, which empowered the executive 
committee to borrow funds necessary "for the completion of 
the gymnasium and for other necessary purposes."120  Finally, 
the Board was called upon formally for the first time at 
their annual meeting in June, 1930, to defray a deficit of $ 
18,000 by individual donations of at least $ 500 apiece from 
those who were able to contribute.121   
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 In his annual report at the same meeting, Wriston 
voiced the sense of discouragement which the declining 
economy engendered among faculty and students: 
 
 Our financial limitations are the only bar to 
more rapid progress than we have yet enjoyed.  A 
continuous program of blighting economy discourages 
even the most optimistic, and the older men whose 
loyalty and service over many years have given the 
college a significant educational position cannot 
help but be discouraged when their hopes are 
defeated from year to year, and the plans which 
they have been encouraged to make never come to 
fruition....Moreover the students are made acutely 
conscious of financial stringency in a multitude of 
ways.  Inevitably this affects their faith in the 
stability of the institution.122 
 
 From this point on, the situation continued to 
deteriorate as income from endowment declined and 
enrollments began to drop.  Wriston complained that 
Lawrence's success in admitting good students was 
increasingly limited by the inadequacy of scholarship funds.  
Although the funds devoted to scholarship aid had doubled in 
the years since he had become president, Lawrence was 
devoting only $ 5-6,000 annually to scholarships whereas 
"one of our neighboring colleges is spending $ 50,000 a 
year" and another $ 25,000.123 
 
 Wriston avoided cutting faculty salaries, a remedy that 
many other institutions were resorting to, for as long as he 
possibly could.  In a long discussion devoted to this 
subject in June, 1932, he reminded the trustees that in 1929 
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he had pointed out the inadequacy of the faculty salary 
scale which had not been raised in the preceding four years. 
Since it had been recognized as inadequate in 1929, it would 
certainly be unjust to lower salaries now.  He enumerated at 
some length economies that had been taken in operating the 
institution.  Among these were a policy of not filling 
vacancies that occurred in some departments, an  increase in 
the size of sections to forty students in certain courses, 
and the cutting of equipment expenditures in both the 
laboratories and the library.  Noting that no more had been 
spent on maintenance during the year just past (1931-32) 
than was spent during 1925-26, despite the addition of the 
Alexander Gymnasium, he paid tribute to "the unceasing 
vigilance for economy and administrative skill" of Ralph 
Watts, the Business Manager.124  Indeed, Watts became a 
legendary figure in the annals of Lawrence because of his 
parsimoniousness and attention to financial detail in 
overseeing the use of college funds.   
 
 Despite all these measures, a further decline in income 
from investments and a drop of five per cent in enrollment 
forced the administration to recommend in the autumn of 1932 
a ten percent cut in faculty and administrative salaries 
effective immediately.  A faculty advisory committee was 
appointed to deal with the issue and, according to the 
President, agreed unanimously that the reductions were 
necessary.   
 
 A year later, the executive committee voted a further 
reduction of five per cent, making a total cut of fifteen 
per cent of base salaries established in June, 1933.125   The 
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college retained its commitment, however, to match five per 
cent  
contributions deducted from salaries of faculty members 
enrolled in Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association 
(TIAA) program.  The full board also voted a month later 
that faculty salaries "should not be reduced beyond the 
fifteen per cent already authorized by the executive 
committee."126 
 
 Despite the fifteen per cent salary cut, the year 1933-
34 appears to have been the worst financially for Lawrence.  
Wriston devoted his entire semi-annual report at a meeting 
of the Board of Trustees, called a month earlier than usual, 
to the question of declining enrollment and ways of 
balancing the budget.127  The total number of undergraduates 
had dropped from 758 the preceding year to only 705 in the 
current year and many of these did not know how they were 
going to finance the spring semester.  Some assistance had 
come from a loan fund established by the state legislature, 
and the meager funds available for scholarships from 
endowment had been supplemented by $ 6000 appropriated from 
current funds.  Thirty-three students from the college and 
the conservatory were involved in a "make-work" or emergency 
employment program;  others were on part-time employment. 
But many students "have simply begun the year in the hope 
that somehow they will be able to finish it."  According to 
the President, students were taking their work more 
seriously, 
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So many are contributing to their own support, so 
acutely do they realize the hazards and the 
uncertainty of employment upon graduation that a 
new spirit of purposefulness is developing in 
student life.  There are styles and fashions in 
student life precisely as in every other field.  
The jazz age has passed though there is still some 
jazz, and students seem to be taking scholastic 
matters much more seriously.128  
 
 The major problem of the college, according to the 
President, was how to balance the budget.  In his report, he 
proceeded to list eight ways to deal with the mounting 
deficit and left it up to the trustees to determine the 
proper procedure.  It was impossible to reduce operating 
expenses further since they had already been cut to the 
bone.  Some had proposed using income from dormitories to 
finance the deficit;  although this was already being done 
it would be unfair to dormitory residents to increase this 
figure, and it was also important to keep dormitories in 
decent repair.   Cutting appropriations for promotion and 
publicity would be self-defeating in the increasingly 
competitive situation in which the college found itself. The 
size of the instructional staff could be cut no further 
since this had already been carried to the limit, nor could 
the faculty be made to undergo further salary reductions to 
make up for a drop in endowment income for which they were 
certainly not responsible.   
 
 One proposal which apparently received serious 
consideration at this time was the elimination of the 
Conservatory of Music, a former money-maker which was now 
contributing to the mounting deficit.  But Wriston rejected 
this solution for at least two reasons, one financial and 
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the other educational.129  He maintained, first, that the 
Conservatory still brought in enough students to help 
populate the dormitories, thus covering a share of their 
overhead.  On educational grounds, he argued that the arts 
were "just coming into their own" and playing a larger role 
"in the curricula  of progressive institutions."  Even if 
the Conservatory were abandoned, Lawrence would still need a 
department of music.  "The change would not represent a 
saving in cost commensurate with the loss of students."130 
 
 Having discussed all the above options and implicitly 
ruled them out or rejected them, Wriston also pointed out 
the disadvantages of further borrowing.  Even though 
Lawrence's total indebtedness was not large compared with 
that of some institutions--approximately $ 63,000--the 
President was reluctant to increase it further.  The only 
alternative was to raise money through gifts.  Admitting 
that the times were not the most propitious, he noted that 
in the preceding three years $ 29,000 had been received as 
gifts for current account and this figure did not include 
donations for scholarships or other non-expendable funds, 
nor for plant.  "Under normal conditions the amount of these 
gifts would be much larger, but it is tangible evidence that 
money can be raised." 
 
 This appeal for gifts did not produce a dramatic 
response from the trustees, to judge from a gloomy report by 
the Business Manager at the end of the same academic year 
(1933-34); he announced that only $ 1,835 in gifts had been 
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received towards an anticipated deficit of $26,000.131  The 
President once again put the issue to the trustees: 
 
 To put the matter in the plainest terms, the 
administrative officers have come to the end of 
their resources as far as savings are concerned.  
Any further savings are of the kind which would 
impair the educational project.  That would have 
disastrous effects upon the prestige of the 
institution, upon attendance, upon our self-
confidence and our capacity to interest people in 
the college.  There is no other answer to the 
situation except new money to replace that which 
has withered away through an investment policy 
which has proved to have been inadequately 
conservative.132  
 
 1934-35 marked a turning point in at least one respect.  
For the first time since 1930 the total of non-productive 
endowment funds dropped instead of rising, owing to the 
refinancing of mortgages held by the college and the 
manipulation of other real estate investments.  Ironically, 
however, even though the principal of the college's 
endowment funds was in a better position with respect to the 
total in default and the market value of the securities, the 
income from this source was not much improved over the 
preceding year because of lower interest yields on 
securities held.   
 
 The annual meeting of the Board of Trustees in June, 
1935, provided the occasion for Wriston to review his ten 
years at Lawrence and included some discussion of the 
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financing of the college, although there was not much for 
him to boast about.133  He noted that the accumulated deficit 
over the decade was $ 55,000 or about $ 5,000 per year for 
the entire period.  After the first year there had been no 
net deficit until 1930, and he took some pride in stating 
that only three times in the course of ten years had the 
trustees been called upon to help meet the current deficit.  
He added, "In the history of American education that is 
worth at least a footnote, for all too often it has been a 
commonly accepted annual aspect of trustee responsibilty."134  
In the next sentence, however, he regretted the necessity of 
continuing the practice for the present.   
 
 As if to explain Lawrence's economic difficulties, he 
lamented that the college had benefited from no such large 
gifts as the Sterling Fund at Yale, the Duke Endowment at 
Duke, the great Hall gift to Oberlin, the Morse and 
Armstrong gifts to Wesleyan, and the recent gift of Miss 
Chapman of one million dollars to Milwaukee-Downer 
College.135   Indeed, the largest bequest Lawrence had 
received in the preceding decade was $ 37,045 from the 
estate of Judge R. D. Marshall, and two others of 
approximately $ 24,000 each, none of them from Lawrence 
graduates.  "Indeed, the college has been mentioned in these 
ten years in the wills of alumni only three times."  (None 
of these bequests amounted to more than $ 1,000) 
 
 The net increase in general endowment over the ten year 
period had been a mere $ 55,000 from $ 1,397,741 to $ 
1,452,833 and was down by $ 100,000 from what it had been in 
1930. The advance in plant assets had been somewhat more 
impressive (an increase of $ 593,541 from $ 1,217,631 to $ 
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1,811,172) since it comprised the Alexander Gymnasium, land 
for the south campus, the enlargement and improvement of 
Whiting Field, and the installation in the chapel of a new 
organ dedicated to the memory of Samuel Plantz. 
 
  
 On the eve of President Wriston's departure from 
Lawrence a decision was made for a general salary increase.  
During the summer of 1936 the executive committee had 
discussed "the general need for an advance in the salary 
scale and the difficulty in filling vacancies because of the 
scarcity of teachers of the character and quality necessary 
to maintain the standards of Lawrence College."136  Acting 
upon the committee's recommendation, the full board voted at 
the same meeting at which Wriston's resignation was 
announced (semi-annual meeting in October, 1936) to increase 
the salaries of the members of the Lawrence College staff in 
accordance with a plan outlined by the Business Manager and 
in the amounts recommended by the President.137   
 
 Considering the fact that at least half of Wriston's 
tenure at Lawrence coincided with years of the Great 
Depression, an era when many colleges barely survived or 
even succumbed, Lawrence fared better than most 
institutions.  Some relief to the financial fortunes of the 
college came during Wriston's last full year with the 
acquisition of $ 60,000, a part of the estate of George A. 
Whiting, which came to the college upon the death of his 
widow, Mae Whiting.138  Part of this bequest was used to 
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enlarge Whiting Field, but the remainder was devoted to 
clearing up the plant debt of the college.  "This will 
restore to the endowment fund amounts borrowed from time to 
time and leave us again with a clear record in the handling 
of our trust funds.  It will reduce our interest charges and 
assist in the task of balancing the budget."139   
   
 
 
 
 
 
Wriston and the Campus Culture of the 1920's and 30's 
 
 Lawrentians of the Wriston era--or to generalize more 
broadly, of the 1920's and 1930's--probably did not differ 
significantly from their counterparts at other midwestern 
liberal arts colleges.  Remnants of student discipline 
imposed by the Methodist-oriented administration of the pre-
World War I era lingered on into the 1920's, but Lawrence 
did not escape from features of college life called to mind 
by the term "Joe College."  Fraternities and sororities, 
rushing, football, homecoming weekends, and a host of extra-
curricular activities competed with academic pursuits for 
the students' time.  This is not to suggest that the image 
of the "roaring twenties" accurately describes Lawrentians' 
behavior, if that phrase implies prohibition drinking, 
flappers, and permissive sex.  There were undoubtedly 
examples of each of these, as the actions of the faculty 
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Discipline Committee testify, but President Wriston 
commented to the trustees on the "clean-living" tone of the 
campus as a whole.  The advent, moreover, of the Great 
Depression of the 1930's, which forced many students to 
spend  a large proportion of their time earning tuition, 
room and board, inevitably put a damper on whatever excesses 
may have existed in the preceding decade.   
 
 President Wriston's policies with respect to the social 
life of students and student discipline reveal a certain 
ambiguity that persisted throughout his term of office at 
Lawrence.  On the one hand, he seemed to favor a more open 
and freer atmosphere than that which had prevailed under 
Plantz as well as a greater measure of self-government and 
self-discipline.  On the other hand, he showed during his 
first year that he was prepared to enforce some regulations 
with great strictness and took a stance that was described 
by some as paternalistic or even authoritarian. 
 
 In an interview with the Lawrentian at the beginning of 
his first year, Wriston stated, "Discipline  that is 
worthwhile is self-discipline and the ideal situation is one 
in which the students accept responsibility."140  
Furthermore, student self-government is "absolutely 
essential" and should be "sanely and carefully developed and 
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adopted."  He even envisaged the restoration of an honor 
system although he did not anticipate such a "radical step" 
in the near future.   
 
 But the actions of the new administration, except in a 
few matters, did not seem to bear out the attitudes 
expressed in these initial pronouncements.  The faculty 
"Discipline Committee" reviewed existing rules with the 
purpose of simplifying them and eliminating those that 
proved unenforceable. For example, the prohibition of dances 
on campus was now lifted.141   Wriston favored this change 
and showed his support by attending dances himself, even 
dancing with coeds at some of these occasions.  Attendance 
by students at "road-houses" in and around Appleton was no 
longer a matter for disciplinary action, but misbehavior at 
such places was considered as such.142  For example, a female 
student was suspended for two weeks in December, 1925 for 
                                                          
141 Fraternities were allowed to have formal dances at 
locations off the campus, but these were expensive and 
exclusive. 
142  Fac Min, (12/ll/25).  A male graduate of the class of 
1926 writes that such places had been off limits because,"if 
they did not serve liquor, they willingly served 'setups' 
and the customer provided the alcoholic supplement." Letter, 
3/24/87. 
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smoking at the Terrace Gardens, a roadhouse west of 
Appleton.143    
  
 One graduate of the Class of 1926 remembers "although 
most of us took a drink now and then, I cannot recall that 
drunkenness or abuse of alchohol was ever a problem."144  
Smoking while walking across the campus was no longer 
formally banned but, as a Lawrentian editorial put it in 
1930, "there is an unwritten law, a tradition that frowns 
upon the practice...What price another 100 feet before the 
first drag?"145  More than one alumnus from this era recalls 
students congregating to smoke on the corner of College and 
Park Street (off-campus) where the Music-Drama Center now 
stands. 
 
 If there was somewhat more leniency with respect to the 
matters just mentioned, the policy on others was stricter.  
The right of students to have cars was limited to "cases 
where it could be shown that the possession of an automobile 
                                                          
143 One alumnus recalls attending such road-houses regularly 
and even playing in the band at one of them.  When asked 
whether liquor was available at such places during this 
prohibition era, he said he assumed it was though he never 
drank himself.   
144  Letter, 3/24/87.   
145  10/31/30. 
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was of direct benefit in securing an education."146   The 
President admitted at the end of his first year that the 
"application of this rule has not been without friction," 
but maintained that the student body was coming to 
understand and appreciate its importance. 
 
 Wriston continued the traditional ban on the use of 
liquor not only on legal grounds (national prohibition was 
in effect during most of his administration) but on moral 
grounds as well.  A faculty vote made clear that students 
found using intoxicating beverages would be dismissed from 
the college without honor.147  Four students were expelled 
for this reason during the year 1925-26.  In the case of one 
popular student who was subjected to this penalty, the 
"storm of criticism" (the Lawrentian's term) from students 
was such that Wriston decided to address the issue in a 
                                                          
146  Pres Rept (1926), 5. 
147  Fac Min (3/2/26).  According to one alumnus of the Class 
of 1936, Wriston used to go on Saturday night to one of the 
local restaurants that served liquor (after the repeal of 
the 18th amendment) in order to check up on faculty and 
students who might be drinking there.  He adds, "He may not 
have been a Methodist minister, but he sometimes acted like 
one."  (Interview, 2/11/88) 
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convocation speech in which he defended the policy and 
explained the circumstances of this particular case.148 
 
 Wriston felt very strongly about academic dishonesty 
and was prepared to punish it severely. In his 
autobiographical work Academic Procession, he wrote much 
later that he found cheating at Lawrence when he arrived 
"rampant and virtually unchecked."149  Determined to deal 
harshly with it, the faculty Discipline Committee voted that  
except in the case of a freshman's first offense, the 
punishment for cheating was dismissal from the college 
"without honor."  Eight upperclassmen were sent home for 
this reason during Wriston's first year in office and 
fifteen freshmen lost credit for courses in which they had 
cheated.  
 
 One case brought him into a test of strength with the 
executive committee of the Board of Trustees in an episode 
he describes in Academic Procession.150  It appears that two 
                                                          
148 Lawr (3/5/26), 1.  Wriston was quoted as saying in his 
speech, "Which of you will say that it is a wise thing, or a 
gentlemanly thing, to feed the beast in you when in company 
with a girl?...It is in the long run the sure road to 
tragedy."  
149  (New York, 1959), 66. 
150  Ibid., 67. 
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boys, "both of prominent families in a neighboring state," 
were found to have turned in papers copied word for word 
from the Encyclopedia Britannica.  Both of them were 
dismissed without further ado.  One of them happened to be 
the roommate of a son of a member of the executive 
committee. Wriston continues the story: 
 
At its [the executive committee's] next meeting the 
man challenged the wisdom of my action.  I called 
the attention of the committee to the charter 
provisions [that student discipline was in the 
hands of the president and the faculty], but they 
insisted that they would nonetheless review the 
matter.  Thereupon I announced I was out of office, 
left the meeting and went home.  It was some two 
hours before an emissary came to say that if I 
would return the trustees would not again interfere 
with discipline.  My relations with that particular 
member of the committee thereafter were excellent. 
 
 Although the Women's Student Government Association, 
established in 1919, had some jurisdiction over disciplinary 
matters in the women's dorms, it merely recommended 
penalties to the faculty Disciplinary Committee for serious 
infractions.  Fraternity presidents held bi-weekly meetings 
and were given some autonomy in dealing with minor 
infractions in their respective houses.  But when the 
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Student Senate, in February, 1926, attempted to take 
President Wriston at his word by proposing a larger measure 
of self-government, he turned the proposal down. 
   
 Later in his administration Wriston talked on more than 
one occasion of the desirability of student self-government 
but seems to have stopped short of taking any steps towards 
making it a reality.151  At one point he argued in a student 
forum that the All-College Club, made up of the entire 
student body, should not be a mere club, but "a corporate 
structure which will take a responsible attitude towards 
education."152  Responding to a student suggestion at the 
same forum that all disciplinary action be placed within a 
student committee,  Wriston stated, "that until we have a 
well established, thoroughly grounded student government, 
disciplinary situations cannot be dealt with  
effectively."  In other words, the student organizations or 
structures never seemed to be ready, in the view of the 
President, to handle the responsibilities of self-
government.   
 
 Not only was Wriston unwilling to grant authority to 
student government but he also appears to have encroached 
                                                          
151 See Lawr, "Campus Needs Student Self-Rule," (10/20/31), 
1; "Dr. Wriston Talks Before Forum Group," (3/10/33). 
152  Lawr, 3/10/33. 
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upon areas of responsibility which had traditionally 
belonged to students;   former students later charged him 
with having attempted to influence the Lawrentian by  
exerting pressure on its staff and with having exercised 
control over athletic and other student funds.153  One 
alumnus who expressed respect for Wriston's intellectual and 
administrative accomplishments wrote: 
 
On the other hand, I also felt that he ruled the 
student body with an iron hand which was possible 
at that period of time but probably would not be 
palatable at present [1964]. It was my opinion that 
Dr. Wriston had little flexibility and even less 
tolerance with points of view, opinions, or 
activities which were at variance with his own 
thinking.  As a result, student government, student 
publications and student life were molded quite 
definitely to the Wriston manner.154 
                                                          
153 For information on these questions derived from a survey  
conducted in 1964 of students enrolled at Lawrence during 
the Wriston years, see Harold E. Van Horn, "Humanist as 
Educator:  the Public Life of Henry Merritt Wriston", 
Chapter V: "Wriston and the Undergraduates." 
154 Letter from a former Lawrence student, June 15, 
1964, quoted in Van Horn, "Humanist as Educator," 
141.  
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Another student criticized his tendency "to barge 
inexplicably into disciplinary problems and...to 
issue...unwarranted ultimatums."155  Still others who 
expressed great respect for him nevertheless observed that 
he was "somewhat thin-skinned and not too tolerant of 
criticism" and singled out as flaws his "impatience," 
"impulsive criticism," and "lack of tact."156 
 
 Fraternities and sororities played a major role in the 
life of the campus during the Wriston era and seem to have 
been accepted as part of the natural order. The Lawrentian 
gave top billing in the fall to lists of pledges of both 
fraternities and sororities following rush week and only 
occasionally raised questions about some of their practices.  
For example, an editorial in 1934 praised the fraternities 
and their potential for good but conceded they had their 
shortcomings, primary among them the practice of rushing 
during the first week in the fall semester.  "This is a 
gamble at best for the fraternity, but for the freshman, who 
is not even acquainted with the campus by that time, it is 
still worse."157  Only in 1959 did the college defer rushing 
until the second term. 
                                                          
155 Ibid. 
156 Ibid. 
157 Lawr (4/13/34), 8.  
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 From his days at Wesleyan, Wriston was a strong 
supporter of fraternities and the fraternity system.  Having 
attended a men's college, he was unfamiliar with sororities 
and seems to have been less concerned and less interested in 
them.  Throughout his career as a college president, both at 
Lawrence and at Brown, he remained convinced that 
fraternities could make an important educational 
contribution to their respective colleges and to the 
development of their members as individuals--intellectual 
and aesthetic as well as social.  He recognized that they 
frequently fell short of this ideal and criticized their 
overemphasis on social life at the expense of intellectual 
development as well as the fiscal irresponsibility of local 
chapters, but he felt that the values which they inculcated 
outweighed whatever shortcomings they may have had.158  At 
Lawrence, in an effort to challenge the fraternities 
academically, the trustees voted to offer a cup to that 
fraternity whose members had the highest scholastic 
standings during the academic year 1926-27 and this practice 
continued.159 
 
                                                          
158 For a general discussion of Wriston's views on 
fraternities which draws upon speeches he made on the 
subject, see Van Horn, "Humanist as Educator," 142-148. 
159  Ex Com Min (12/6/26). 
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 He was particularly anxious to have local fraternities 
and sororities, many of which had existed at Lawrence since 
the turn of the century, affiliate with national groups and 
encouraged their efforts to do so. Two Lawrence 
fraternities--Sigma Phi Epsilon (1915) and Phi Kappa Tau 
(1920)--were already affiliated with national organizations 
(at the dates indicated in parentheses) when Wriston arrived 
at Lawrence;  three more were installed as chapters of 
national organizations during his presidency:  Phi Delta 
Theta (1934), Delta Tau Delta (1935), and Beta Theta Pi 
(1936).160   
 
 President Wriston, a member of Delta Tau Delta, served 
as toastmaster at the installation in April, 1935 of the 
local fraternity Delta Iota as a new chapter of his national 
organization.  Among those encouraging the acceptance in 
1936 of Beta Sigma Phi as a chapter of the national 
fraternity Beta Theta Pi was Elmer Jennings, an influential 
and respected trustee, and president of Thilmany Pulp and 
Paper of Kaukauna.  The circumstances surrounding the long-
delayed acceptance of Theta Phi into Phi Delta Theta were 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
                                                          
160  See preceding chapter for an account of the earlier 
origins of Phi Delta Theta at Lawrence. 
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 Of the nine sororities on campus at the time Wriston 
arrived, all but two were already affiliated with national 
organizations. Of the remaining two, Alpha Gamma Phi became 
a chapter of Alpha Chi Omega in 1930 and Rho Beta Phi, a 
local Jewish Women's Society, went out of existence in 1927 
or 1928.   
 
 One feature of the fraternity system to which Wriston 
particularly objected was the cost to students of belonging 
to them.  He especially deplored the fact that colleges had 
allowed fraternities and sororities to build houses and 
undertake financial obligations which resulted in social 
costs for members out of all reasonable relationship to the 
costs of the educational process.  Lawrence had prevented 
this in the case of sororities by declining to permit them 
to construct houses and requiring all women except local 
students to live in the dormitories.  The President did not 
consider the fraternity houses that existed satisfactory as 
permanent homes. As early as 1926 the trustee Committee of 
Fifteen proposed the building of a group of fraternity 
houses adjacent to the campus as the best solution.  Five 
years later Wriston was still arguing, "That the college 
should develop a housing policy which will include the 
fraternities, and which will avoid needless, wasteful, and 
extravagant competition among them, each for a more elegant 
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house than anyone else [sic]."161  He was convinced that when 
the college had the funds, the fraternities would approve 
the plan. 
 
  Wriston repeatedly recognized the importance of 
"college spirit" or the students' sense of pride in their 
institution.  He later claimed that he was shocked upon 
coming to the Middle West to find an absence of self-esteem 
and even a sense of academic inferiority prevailing in the 
liberal arts colleges.  "[T]he state universities were so 
dominant that all other institutions were denigrated 
automatically to second grade."162  His concerted efforts to 
upgrade academic and admission standards at Lawrence and to 
discourage the propensity of students to transfer to the 
University of Wisconsin after one or two years were an 
important part of his strategy to cultivate a sense of pride 
and heightened morale, but he used other devices as well. He 
took the opportunity in his convocation speeches to try to 
stimulate directly and indirectly a sense of pride in 
Lawrence, an awareness of its character as an outstanding 
liberal arts college, and loyalty to the institution. Taking 
advantage of the enthusiasm generated by Homecoming Weekend 
in 1926, he urged students in a convocation speech not to 
allow such enthusiasm to die but to keep it "alive as the 
                                                          
161  Pres Rept (1931), 19. 
162  Academic Procession, 181. 
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cornerstone upon which to build the new Lawrence spirit" 
adding that "scholastic as well as extra-curricular 
activities should be entered with into with this new 
spirit."163 
 
 Lawrence had in common with other colleges in this era
 the excitement that went with football games, 
particularly the Homecoming game with its attendant 
festivities.  But a student columnist in the Lawrentian in 
1930 lamented the passing of some traditions, noting that 
the last chartered train to take Lawrence fans "down the 
rails" to Ripon had run in 1925.164  The administration made 
an attempt in the fall of 1930 to revive "All-College Day" 
which had fallen by the wayside.165   This was a special 
holiday during the week that involved a variety of games 
including tennis, baseball, bag rush, tug o' war, and horse 
and rider contests, pitting freshmen against sophomores.  
Another feature of the day was a baseball game between 
                                                          
163 Lawr (11/16/26), 1. 
164 Lawr (11/29/30), 1.  The same column reported recent 
comments by two professors who were not identified.  One 
said traditions were passing everywhere and favored letting 
them go.  The other said that traditions were something that 
made college life, for "nobody remembers math, lit, or 
physics, but they do remember the fun they've had." 
165  Lawr (9/24/30), 2;  (9/26/30), 1. 
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seniors and faculty. The day began with the tolling of the 
bell in Main Hall tower at 8:00 A. M. and lasted through a 
dance in the evening held in the new Alexander gymnasium.   
 
 Some resisted the attempt to stir up college spirit.  
For example, a Lawrentian editorial entitled "Whither 
Rahrahism" of December, 1930, maintained that college 
students might no longer believe in "rahrahism" and the 
"idolatry connected with athletic display."166  Instead, the 
writer went on, they may be turning to a new definition of 
college spirit.  "Progressive students" may be ill at ease 
with mass display of song and cheer and may be "more 
introvertive [sic]."  The editorial concluded that there was 
no reason to lament the passing of the old school.  "It does 
not follow that a thing is good merely because it has been." 
 
 How the advent of the depression and the deteriorating 
international situation of the 1930's affected the morale of 
students is not easy to ascertain.  Most college activities 
including those of fraternities and sororities that had been 
reported by the Lawrentian in previous years seem to have 
continued normally despite the declining economy, but 
occasional references to events taking place on the national 
or international scene reveal an awareness, at least on the 
                                                          
166  Lawr (12/5/30), 1. 
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part of some students, of the crisis through which the world 
was passing. 
Wriston, who had a professional interest in government and 
international relations, told the trustees in June, 1933 
that he was disturbed by Lawrence students' lack of concern 
with "the exciting and world-stirring events of the last few 
months" and expressed the desire that an interest in public 
affairs, including international relations, should become 
one of the leading extra-curricular interests of students.167  
On the other hand, he recognized that students might be 
subtly affected by events taking place in the world.  
Referring to the "acute hysteria" through which the nation 
had passed during the national bank holiday and 
manifestations of a similar temper abroad with the rise to 
power of Hitler in Germany, he concluded, "We tend to think 
of the college as somewhat cloistered, but it would be 
difficult for such tides of emotion to sweep the country 
without having repercussions within the institution."168  
Both students and faculty, he argued, could not help but be 
affected by this instability and general uneasiness. 
 
 The President seems to have been especially concerned 
about student morale during the difficult year 1933-34.  
Calling the attention of the trustees to the increase in 
                                                          
167  Pres Rept (1933), 25-26. 
168  Ibid., 27. 
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scholarships, loans, and "make-work" for students, he 
pointed out that this was evidence that colleges were 
heeding the plight of this generation of college students.  
But he cautioned that excessive work might impair 
students'scholastic performance and even health, 
 
 Worry and anxiety as to the immediate and 
distant future tend to weaken physical and nervous 
resistance, to impair morale and so adversely 
affect scholastic achievement.  These things have 
been desperately serious in individual cases and 
genuinely serious in the total atmosphere of the 
college.169 
 
 The Lawrentian took on a particularly serious tone 
during the academic year 1933-34 under the editorship of 
Norman Clapp, younger brother of Gordon, and another of the 
family that has contributed several outstanding students to 
Lawrence.  The editor changed the format of the paper and 
published it only once a week instead of the twice-weekly 
schedule that had prevailed since 1926-27.  Emphasizing 
campus news less, the paper adopted a new reportorial and 
editorial policy that featured long editorials on 
substantive issues such as the proposed comprehensive 
examinations, the grading system, a critique of the 
                                                          
169  Pres Rept (1934), 15. 
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fraternities, the possible elimination of the honorary 
societies Mace and Mortar Board as superfluous 
organizations.  The paper also published occasional articles 
dealing with international topics such as the Hitler regime 
in Germany, and the dangers to democracy in Europe.  At the 
top of the editorial page each week the paper proclaimed, "A 
Student Paper That Dares Be Liberal And Progressive."  At 
the end of the year Wriston commented to the trustees on the 
change in the character of the paper and praised the editors 
for their attempt, 
 
...to alter the character of the LAWRENTIAN and to 
make it a significant organ of student 
opinion....While it suffered from a too aggressive 
tone and an inadequate appreciation of its own 
limitations, the total result was by far the most 
vigorous and intelligent comment on problems of 
interest to students that we have had in a great 
many years....If the new editors will bring the 
same courage and intelligence to bear and will 
season it with something more of urbanity and a 
sense of humor, the paper will have a distinctive 
place among college journals.170 
 
                                                          
170  Ibid., 12-13. 
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But the editors for the following year were either unable or 
unwilling to respond to this challenge, and the paper 
reverted to the less serious and more parochial concerns of 
previous years.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peace Parade Attracts National Attention 
 
 
 On April 22, 1936 occurred what President Wriston later 
termed "the most exciting episode of the college year" and 
probably the most newsworthy event of the 1930's at 
Lawrence:  the Peace Parade.  Even if the parade had not 
ended in a clash with the Appleton police which attracted 
attention in the national media, it stands out as the 
principal instance of Lawrence students' involvement in a 
movement that affected college campuses throughout the 
country.  It also ended by stimulating a sense of community 
among students, faculty, administration, and trustees that 
was unique in the history of the college during this era.    
 
 There is no evidence during the year 1935-36 for the 
existence on the Lawrence campus of an active peace movement 
or organization.  But a few articles picked up by the 
Lawrentian from a college news service in the weeks 
preceding the episode told of the formation at Princeton 
University of a mock organization entitled Veterans of 
Future Wars.  Taking its cue from the recent demands of 
existing veterans' organizations for a bonus for World War I 
veterans, the new association proposed the immediate payment 
of a $ 1000 bonus to each member which would be due them 
June 1, 1965.  "Payment now [i.e. in 1936]," stated the 
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officers of the organization, "would lift the country out of 
the depression and would enable the beneficiary to enjoy it 
before he has been slain or disabled in a future war."171  If 
the movement had stopped there, it might have attracted less 
hostility from the American Legion and other veterans' 
organizations, but the Princeton students were joined by 
Vassar women who organized the "Association of Gold Star 
Mothers of Veterans of Future Wars," an auxiliary which 
proposed "trips abroad to view the prospective graves of 
their future sons."  Not surprisingly, the organization 
mushroomed and spread to campuses throughout the nation 
including Harvard, Williams, Pennsylvania, Chicago, 
Stanford, Georgia Tech, Southern Methodist and the 
University of Wisconsin. 
 
 No formal record exists of the establishment of a 
chapter of the Veterans of Future Wars at Lawrence, but one 
seems to have been in place by April 22 when the Peace 
Parade was held.  The date for the parade coincided with 
that set by the leadership of the American Student Union for 
a national student anti-war strike to be held on campuses 
throughout the nation.  A college news service article in 
the Lawrentian carrying this announcement recounted earlier 
participation in anti-war student strikes in 1934 and 1935 
and noted, "The current war scare in Europe and internal 
factors such as the huge 1936 military appropriations will 
bring an even greater increase [in the number of strikers] 
this year, backers of the strike predicted."172  A further 
impetus to participation by Lawrentians in the demonstration 
came with the showing at a local movie theater of a "March 
of Time" newsreel devoted to the origins and spread of the 
                                                          
171 Quoted in Lawrentian article, "Princeton, Vassar Organize 
Farce Veterans Groups," (3/27/36), 4. 
172  Lawr (4/17/36), 4. Hitler's invasion of the Rhineland in 
March, 1936, had precipitated a major war scare. 
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Veterans of Future Wars, which asserted that the student 
organization by that point had 20,000 members and 144 posts 
throughout the nation.   
 
 Louis Cherney '36, a student who held the title of 
Commander-in-chief of the Veterans of Future Wars, had 
applied for and secured permission from the Appleton Police 
Department for students to march from the campus down 
College Avenue after the end of classes on the morning of 
April 22.173   At the last minute, however, the police chief 
withdrew the permission, allegedly to avoid disorder and 
because of protests from local citizens.  An appeal from 
Cherney to Appleton's Mayor Goodland to allow the parade to 
proceed was turned down by the mayor on the ground that "he 
did not believe in it."  Students were told by the police 
that the parade must be confined to the college campus. 
 
 The Lawrentian provides some idea of the components in 
the parade: 
 
 The parade, led by Chet Roberts and the Pep 
Band which would have been blocks long was crowded 
on the small sidewalk and divisions moved by in 
rapid succession.  There was Sage's "Gold Diggers, 
Profiteers of Future Wars" division with the co-eds 
in men's suits, derbies, and smoking big cigars as 
they followed the wheel-barrow of gold foil "War 
Profits."  Future "Merry Widows" followed in black 
veils....Ormsby's section of nurses and baby 
buggies formed an "Infant-ry."  The men followed 
with stretchers and coffins carrying banners.  "St. 
Peter Pays no Bonus!" "Hearst in War, Last in 
Peace," "Make the World Safe for 
                                                          
173 All the following details concerning the episode are 
taken from Lawrentian articles of 3/24/36.  
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Hearstocracy,"..."We Haven't Been Gassed Yet," "The 
Devil Pays no Bonus."    
 
After circling the campus some of the paraders arrived at 
the corner of College and Drew Streets.  According to 
eyewitnesses quoted in the Lawrentian, a few students 
stepped off the curb and proceeded toward the downtown 
district "but with no attempts to lead the others with 
them."  At this point the police seized one student by the 
shoulder and clubbed him on the head.  Others rushed to his 
aid when he collapsed and carried him to the infirmary where 
the gash in his head was sewed up.  Three other students 
took blows from police clubs on the head, the neck, or the 
arms. The bulk of the paraders congregated around the Main 
Hall steps where the leader, Louis Cherney, rallied the 
crowd, informing them of the withdrawal of permission to 
march.  "The paraders cheered when it was voted to continue 
the parade down town with the co-eds leading the way."  At 
this point a number of faculty intervened, chief among them 
Professors F. Theodore Cloak and Warren Beck, counselling 
students not to leave the campus and advising them not to 
counter force with force.  In the absence of President 
Wriston, who was in Chicago for a North Central Association 
commitment, Dean Thomas Barrows also played a restraining 
role.  In any event, no more students attempted to leave the 
campus and the parade ultimately dispersed.      
 
 But the repercussions of this episode lasted for a 
number of weeks.  The Lawrentian two days later was, of 
course, full of the affair.  The lead article was headed in 
bold type, "Students Clubbed As Officers Halt Peace Day 
Parade" and an adjoining photograph with the caption 
"Assaulted by Police" showed Albert Haak, the first student 
to be struck, with a patch on his head and blood on his 
shirt.  Another article told of Lawrentians huddling around 
their radios listening to a national news broadcast which 
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told of the anti-war strike at Yale, Harvard, Princeton and 
"small Lawrence College" in Appleton, Wisconsin, where the 
opposition of the police was encountered.  A report from the 
headquarters of the American Student Union claimed that not 
less than a half million college students had participated 
in the anti-war demonstrations.  Proportionate participation 
ranged from 400 out of 700 students at Lawrence to 50 out of 
1,400 students at DePauw University in Greencastle, Indiana.  
A box on the front page of the Lawrentian, headed "We Demand 
an Explanation," recounted the reasons for the demonstration 
and the last-minute withdrawal of permission by the police 
and the mayor.  It concluded in bold type, "As citizens of 
the United States we are constitutionally guaranteed the 
right of free speech and assembly.  Can we then expect a 
formal explanation from the Chief of Police of the reasons 
why the students of Lawrence were not allowed to parade as a 
demonstration of their anti-war sentiments?"  
 
 No formal explanation was forthcoming from police or 
city authorities.  Mayor Goodland merely termed the incident 
"unfortunate" but said he had received only one complaint 
about police activity at the demonstration.  Opinions of 
individual faculty members, solicited and printed in the 
following issue of the Lawrentian, were almost unanimous in 
their support of the students and condemnation of the action 
of the police.  Some of them took the opportunity to comment 
on the conservatism and super-patriotism of the Appleton 
community, particularly those elements that had pressured 
the police into withdrawing permission for the parade.  Many 
praised the students for their anti-war sentiments but also 
for their restraint in the face of provocations.   
 
 After Wriston had returned to Appleton from an extended 
trip to the east coast, the Executive Committee of the Board 
of Trustees met and issued a formal statement congratulating 
the students for their restraint "in the face of grossly 
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provocative action on the part of the police" and praised 
the dean as well as members of the faculty for their 
leadership of the students at a critical moment.174   The 
statement maintained that the students were acting wholly 
within their legal and constitutional rights, whereas the 
police came to the college campus "armed and with an 
ostentatious display of clubs," and "had used provocative 
language to students, officers of the college, and private 
citizens."  The trustees ended with a request that the 
Police and Fire Commission reprimand the Chief of Police and 
the members of the force who took part in the attack.   
 
  
 
 
 
Educating the Alumni 
 
 
 
 Wriston was particularly proud of the innovative 
reading program for alumni which he instituted with a grant 
from the Carnegie Corporation.  The program arose from his 
somewhat idealistic conviction that the primary tie between 
a college and its alumni should not be a merely sentimental 
one focussing on athletics, fraternity or sorority 
affiliation, or the social aspects of college life, but that 
the bond should derive from the central purpose of the 
college which is educational or intellectual.   
  In a chapter on "Alumni" in his Academic Procession 
Wriston recognizes that the primary problem in dealing with 
alumni tends to be an outdated, sentimentalized view of 
their alma mater which inclines them to regard with 
                                                          
174 The Executive Committee met on May 6, 1936 and their 
resolution was printed in Lawr (5/8/36), 1.  For further 
details on the repercussions of the Peace Parade, see 
Chapter 4 of the published version of this work.    
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suspicion changes which alter the character of the college 
they knew.  In his very first message to alumni in The 
Lawrence Alumnus he addressed this issue: 
 
 [B]ut the besetting danger for Alumni is that 
they should look at the college through glasses, 
the lenses of which are out of date.  If one must 
wear glasses at all, he should see that the lenses 
are changed from time to time, if he is to see 
things in their proper proportions.175 
  
 The new president's first task was to dismiss the 
incumbent alumni secretary who, according to Wriston, 
"calmly told me that he was going to continue to follow the 
orders of my predecessor, and would not be bound by any 
directions from me."176  He also decided that the alumni 
magazine, whose circulation had been restricted, would be 
sent to all alumni free.  Within a year after his arrival, 
he had determined that the expenses of the alumni 
association should be borne by the college.  Although he 
looked upon alumni as a potential source of financial 
support for the institution, he undertook no concerted 
campaign to increase alumni giving.  Indeed, he seems to 
have felt that recruiting good students was just as 
important a function for them.  In addressing this question 
he revealed, incidentally, his hopes that Lawrence might 
become a genuinely national institution: 
 
We want the students from Wisconsin, but we want 
them to be educated side by side with students from 
other states.  There is a large educational element 
in the mere mixture of students from the several 
                                                          
175  Lawrence Alumnus, vol. 6, no. l (October, 
1925), 4. 
176  Wriston, Academic Procession, 152. 
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sections of a country of such imperial proportions 
as ours.  The alumni on the Atlantic coast and on 
the Pacific slope will do a service to Lawrence by 
sending us students.177  
  
 In 1930, arguing that the alumni of Lawrence had been 
"singularly neglected," Wriston announced the establishment 
of a program of "intellectual co-operation" with its alumni 
to be supported by a grant of $ 2500 from the Carnegie 
Corporation.  Although other colleges had published 
suggested reading lists for alumni, Lawrence went one step 
further by actually providing copies of books for loan to 
its graduates, though they might also obtain such books, 
when available, from their local libraries.  Initially he 
and his wife selected the titles for the list, read them 
all, and reviewed them; later they enlisted the help of 
faculty or, in some cases, alumni in providing titles.178  
Within a year he could report that a quarter of the alumni 
had responded, asking for books or notifying Lawrence that 
they were getting them from their local libraries.  The list 
of books was not restricted to fiction or light reading;  
indeed, Wriston boasted, 
 
Books of considerable difficulty have been 
among the most popular...Eddington's Nature of 
the Physical World, Jennings' The Biological 
Basis of Human Nature, and...Streeter's 
Reality have had a vigorous circulation.179 
 
                                                          
177  Lawrence Alumnus, vol. 6, no. 2 (January, 1926), 11. 
178  Academic Procession, 205. 
179  Pres SA Rept (November, 1930), 2. 
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Proud of the success of the experiment, Wriston concluded 
that "there is a real cultural experience in college, the 
values of which persist and are carried forward."180 
 
 When the initial funding by the Carnegie Corporation 
ran out, Wriston secured a gift of $ 1200 for its 
continuation.  By the end of the academic year 1931-32, he 
informed the trustees that "almost exactly half the living 
alumni" had taken advantage of the program and maintained, 
perhaps with some exaggeration,  that it had attracted 
nationwide attention.181  Unfortunately the program 
ultimately fell victim to the depression and was abandoned 
in 1933 on the grounds that money could not be appropriated 
for an alumni project when undergraduates were in such need.   
 
 In 1931, Wriston inaugurated one other project for 
alumni that has become familiar on many college campuses 
since.  This was an "Alumni College" held during reunions, 
in which faculty or administrators were asked to lecture on 
selected topics to alumni groups.  The list the first year 
included "college policy, modern economic problems, English 
literature and artistic interests of life."182 
 
 The main thrust, then, of Wriston's approach to 
Lawrence graduates was to try to increase educational and 
intellectual contacts between them and the college--in a 
word, to educate the alumni.  At a time when the institution 
was in serious need of increased endowment if it was to 
achieve his goals, he made no concerted effort to increase 
alumni giving to the college.  
One can only speculate over the reasons for this omission.  
Perhaps he hoped that a heightened awareness of Lawrence's 
                                                          
180  Ibid., 2 
181  Pres Rept (1932), 19. 
182  Pres Rept (193l), 15. 
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academic program would ultimately lead to greater financial 
support.  Or he may have thought that too great a dependence 
upon alumni support might endanger the implementation of 
policies they opposed.  
 
 
 
  
 
Founding of the Institute of Paper Chemistry 
 
 It is ironic that for Wriston, the champion of the 
liberal arts ideal, one of his proudest achievements at 
Lawrence was the establishment in 1929 of a technical 
graduate school:  the Institute of Paper Chemistry.  He 
describes it himself as "the boldest move I ever made at 
Lawrence."183  Although the idea for the Institute did not 
originate with him, he certainly deserves much of the credit 
for its creation and it was, until the departure of the 
Institute from Appleton in 1989, perhaps the most tangible 
reminder of his presence in Appleton.  He was convinced, 
moreover, that the success of this unique institution would 
redound to the credit of Lawrence and heighten its 
visibility across the nation.184 
 
 President Plantz seems to have had an idea as early as 
1915 that anticipated one of the functions the Institute 
would ultimately fulfill.  In that year he recommended the 
appointment of a Trustee committee, 
                                                          
183  Wriston, Academic Procession, 112.  
184  For an excellent history of the Institute, see John G. 
Strange [Lawrence, '32], Fifty Years of Aspiration:  An 
Abridged History of the Institute of Paper Chemistry 
(Appleton, WI, 1980).  Strange was President of the 
Institute from 1955 to 1974. 
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 ...to consider whether the college could not put 
in some courses on the chemistry of paper making 
which would be of advantage to the mills of this 
part of the state, somewhat similar to a course 
being offered at the University of Maine, the 
expense of which would be borne by the mills....It 
has seemed to me that if something of this 
character could be developed. it would enable  our 
college to be of larger service to the community in 
which it is placed.185 
 
 Later, acknowledging receipt of a letter and a circular 
from Syracuse University sent him by M. A. Wertheimer, a 
Lawrence trustee and president of Thilmany Pulp & Paper of 
Kaukauna, Plantz commented,  
 
It seems to me that a school of this kind in our 
vicinity...would be of very great advantage to the 
men who are in the paper mill industry.  Of course 
it would take considerable money to provide for 
it.186 
 
Plantz seems to have had in mind a training school for paper 
mill workers, something quite different from the graduate 
institute that ultimately emerged, but his view that 
Lawrence should attempt to serve the paper mills of the Fox 
Valley region in some kind of collaborative enterprise lay 
at the heart of the subsequent proposal for the IPC 
(Institute of Paper Chemistry). 
 
                                                          
185  Pres Rept (1915).  Recommendations at end, p. 
l. 
186  Plantz to Wertheimer (4/14/19). No. 8982A. 
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 Because the Institute, once founded, was so successful, 
some disagreement exists as to who should receive credit for 
its establishment.  Wriston, himself, recognizes the major 
contribution of Ernst Mahler, an industrialist and trustee, 
who had "experience, determination, influence, and 
willingness to put those at the service of the venture..." 
and also pays tribute to the promotional skill of Westbrooke 
Steele, who was at the time a fund-raiser for both Lawrence 
and the Institute.187  Mahler became president of the Board 
of Trustees of the Institute and Steele its executive 
secretary.  Yet Wriston was largely responsible for the 
organization of the Institute and, as its first Director, 
played an important role in its initial years of operation. 
 
 In formally announcing the establishment of the 
Institute in October, 1929, the Lawrentian listed its 
principal objectives:   
 
first, to develop technically trained chemists who 
will be available for the particular needs of the 
paper industry;  second, to establish a 
comprehensive library and information service for 
the advantage of the paper industry;  and finally, 
to promote and carry forward research both for 
                                                          
187  Wriston, Academic Procession, 113.  He mentions neither 
individual by name but their identity is confirmed by 
statements made elsewhere by Wriston.  In his history of the 
Institute, John Strange singles out the three mentioned 
above--Mahler, Wriston, and Steele--as the founders.  But he 
also stresses the importance to the initial success of the 
enterprise of Otto Kress, the first full-time staff member, 
and Harry Lewis, the first full-time Dean.  (Strange, Fifty 
Years, chapter 2) 
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individual corporations and for the group as a 
whole.188 
 
     The nature of the relationship between Lawrence and the 
Institute, though defined fairly precisely at the outset, 
proved to be a source of puzzlement to many people.  
Organized by Lawrence and financed by the paper industry, 
the Institute had its own Board of Trustees and operated 
with its own budget. 
At the outset, however, the President of Lawrence College 
was also the Director of the Institute of Paper Chemistry, 
and four of the seven members of the Board of Trustees were 
simultaneously trustees of Lawrence.189   A Technical 
Director--originally Otto Kress, held a Ph.D. from Columbia 
University in chemistry, and also fulfilled the functions of 
a dean;  indeed, Wriston drew an analogy between this 
position and that of the Dean of the Conservatory of Music.  
In the early years, five professors from the Lawrence 
faculty (four of them scientists and one from the German 
Department) taught part-time at the Institute along with 
several full-time Institute faculty.  What may have been 
confusing to the public was that, although empowered by its 
charter to grant degrees, the Institute never exercised this 
right.  Instead, Lawrence College (after 1964, Lawrence 
University) through recommendation of the faculty and Board 
of Trustees of the Institute to the Board of Trustees of 
Lawrence, granted Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy 
degrees to Institute students.  Once a year, therefore, the 
faculties of Lawrence and the Institute of Paper Chemistry 
joined in the academic procession at Commencement, and a 
                                                          
188  Lawr (10/25/29), 1. 
189 Later, the President of Lawrence was merely an ex-officio 
member of the Institute's Board of Trustees, and the Dean 
became the de facto administrator of the Institute.   
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familiar part of the ritual was the awarding of advanced 
degrees to graduates of the Institute. 
 
 Wriston reassured the trustees of the value of the 
Institute to Lawrence College: 
 
 The establishment of the institute in 
affiliation with the college has already brought 
the college favorable recognition throughout the 
country, and it is certain to have an important 
effect within the institution.  It will give a 
further incentive to students to major in 
chemistry, and help to diversify the vocational 
interests of our students.  This effect will not be 
limited to chemistry, but will extend to the 
physics and mathematics departments as well.190 
 
 Because the Institute had no building of its own 
initially, it began operations in quarters rented from 
Lawrence on the top floor of the new Alexander Gymnasium.  
Support from the paper industry guaranteed the new body an 
annual budget of $ 60,000 for a period of five years and an 
additional gift of $ 15,500 was designated for the 
establishment of a basic collection of books and 
periodicals.  Three students were enrolled when the first 
classes began in February, 1930.  By September, 193l, the 
first permanent building was dedicated opposite the 
Alexander Gymnasium on the south campus and, on the same 
occasion, announcement was made of a $ 100,000 gift from J. 
C. Kimberly for a library building to be built in memory of 
his father J. A. Kimberly, one of the founders of the 
Kimberly-Clark Corporation. The principal speaker at the 
dedication was John H. Finley, associate editor of the New 
                                                          
190  Pres SA Rept (November, 1929) 3-4. 
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York Times, whose selection insured that the event received 
coverage in that newspaper.191 
 
 In February, 1935, five years after the Institute 
opened its doors, it could boast a rapid increase in 
equipment and personnel.  Two buildings housed its 
operations and it enrolled thirty-one students.  Financed 
initially by nineteen paper mills, it now had the support of 
thirty-six companies with members on both coasts.  The 
technical and administrative staff had grown from an 
original ten to forty-six.  Nine Ph.D.'s and thirty-three 
Master of Science degrees had already been awarded to its 
graduates by Lawrence College. 
 
 The remarkable success of the Institute in raising 
funds during the depth of the depression was undoubtedly a 
source of envy for the college which had to adjust to 
increasingly straitened circumstances.  At approximately the 
same time that the college had cut faculty salaries in an 
effort to curb the deficit, Wriston reported to the Lawrence 
trustees, "This year [1933-34] cash income [of the 
Institute] is exceeding expenditure by from seven to ten 
thousand dollars;  generous gifts and the addition of new 
members have greatly relieved the strain."192  
 
 He openly acknowledged this tension in an address 
delivered at a dinner of the Lawrence trustees in November, 
1935.  Citing the establishment of the IPC as one of the 
"great achievements" of the decade just past he continued, 
 
Its unique quality as an educational and research 
organization, its financial success, its energy and 
morale, its effective research have all been 
                                                          
191  New York Times, September 24, 193l. 
192  Pres Rept (1934), 24. 
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remarkable.  Being so young and successful it 
sometimes forgets how much it owes to the college;  
and the college constituency seeing the Institute's 
prosperity in the midst of its own adversity 
sometimes is tempted to look upon it with a 
jaundiced eye.  Each should come fully to 
appreciate the other.193 
 
 Perhaps the pride Wriston took in the success of the 
Institute of Paper Chemistry, financial and otherwise, 
provided some kind of compensation for the failure of 
Lawrence's initial attempts at fund-raising in the 1920's 
and the perilous economic conditions imposed by the 
depression on the college in the 1930's. 
 
 In 1989, after a sixty year association with Lawrence, 
the Institute transferred its operations from Appleton to 
Atlanta, Georgia, where it became affiliated with the 
Georgia Institute of Technology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Henry Wriston's Legacy 
 
 In his twelve years as president, Henry Wriston created 
for Lawrence an ideal of what a liberal arts college should 
be that has profoundly influenced the institution ever 
since.  His contribution lay not in buildings, not in 
expansion of enrollment nor in growth of financial 
resources, but in a definition of goals and the 
                                                          
193 Address, "Lawrence vs. Colleges X, Y, and Z," delivered 
November 18, 1935. 
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establishment of standards of excellence to which future 
generations could aspire.  An accomplished public speaker 
and able writer, he took every possible opportunity to 
promulgate his ideal. 
 
 Central to his beliefs was the conviction that a 
liberal education should be a powerful experience that so 
transforms the individual--intellectually, emotionally, 
aesthetically, and spiritually--that it endures throughout a 
lifetime.  He was the first to admit that this goal was not 
easily attainable, that it in fact ran counter to the 
prevailing view of a college education as a ticket to 
material success;  but he brooked no compromise and, indeed, 
saw resistance to the ideal as a stimulus to the struggle 
for its attainment.   
 
 To create the kind of environment where genuine liberal 
education was possible, Wriston emphasized the crucial 
importance of an outstanding faculty, a group of men and 
women whose personal qualities as well as their intellectual 
distinction equipped them for the creative art of teaching.  
In an effort to build this kind of teaching staff, he became 
actively involved in the search for new teachers and took a 
variety of steps to improve the overall quality of the 
Lawrence faculty. 
 
 If he introduced no revolutionary innovations in 
curriculum, he stripped the catalogue of career-oriented, 
"practical" courses he thought inconsistent with the liberal 
arts.  More important than substantive changes in course 
offerings was his encouragement of flexibility of teaching 
methods, especially the close teacher-student relationship 
that the introduction of the tutorial system afforded. 
 
 For Wriston's goals to be realized, the college needed 
good students responsive to the appeal of a liberal arts 
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education.  Disappointed initially by the mediocrity of the 
weaker students 
at Lawrence and the high drop-out rate, he tightened 
admission and grading standards, improved recruiting 
methods, and discouraged applications from those who 
intended to stay no more than a year or two before 
transferring.  In so doing, he also hoped to stimulate 
Lawrentians' self-esteem and their pride in the institution.  
How successful he was in arousing this pride is difficult to 
determine, but he asserted that the retention rate of 
entering students had risen significantly.194 
 
 Although the President devoted most of his attention to 
enhancing the academic quality and reputation of the 
college, he realized that extra-curricular activities and 
organizations had a role to play in the total experience of 
a liberal education.  For this reason, he tried, for 
example, to extend to all students the benefits of a program 
of physical exercise and intramural sports, thereby shifting 
the emphasis formerly focussed on varsity sports, especially  
football.  As a supporter of fraternities, he perhaps 
underestimated some of their shortcomings, but he was 
convinced that the social advantages of Greek-letter 
societies outweighed whatever disadvantages they may have 
had. 
 
 Wriston's blueprint for transforming Lawrence into a 
first-rate liberal arts college, offering the kind of 
education he favored, was almost flawless.  Yet in order to 
achieve the kind of excellence he sought for the college, he 
                                                          
194  Detailed data to confirm this assertion are not 
available;  but the President maintained statistics showed 
the raising of admission standards in 1927 improved the 
chances for an entering freshman to graduate by almost 100% 
over those admitted the preceding year. Lawr (10/10/30)   
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needed additional financial resources--especially endowment 
for faculty salaries, better teaching equipment, reduced 
teaching loads, and increased scholarship funds.  He and his 
trustees failed, however,  to raise the necessary funds even 
to begin to satisfy these needs. 
 
 Part of their failure can be ascribed to circumstances 
beyond their control, notably the advent of the Great 
Depression halfway through Wriston's administration, which 
dried up virtually all sources of increased funding.  But 
Wriston's excuse that fundraising was not the responsibility 
of the president and his reluctance (or inability) to incite 
the trustees to assume this responsibility in the pre-
depression era must be seen as weaknesses of leadership.  
Acknowledging the danger of applying criteria of the 1990's 
to his record of the 1920's, it is still difficult to 
comprehend his failure to seek significant foundation 
support, which was available at least up to 1930, or 
actively to reach out to alumni, as many other institutions 
were doing. 
 
 If Wriston was proud of Lawrence's heritage as one of 
the oldest coeducational colleges in the nation, he spoke of 
this rarely, if at all.195  Educated in an all-male college 
himself, he seems to have shared the prevalent masculine 
outlook of this, and of an even later age, that first 
priority in higher education should go to men, since they 
were the ones who would assume positions of leadership in 
society and would enter professions still virtually closed 
to women.  The common assumption, even among female 
                                                          
195  About coeducation in general, however, he expressed the 
view (cited earlier) that "the relationship between the 
sexes in a coeducational institution" was one feature of the 
college experience that contributed to students' emotional 
development.  
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students, was that the only fields open to women were 
teaching and secretarial work.  It is true that he added at 
least two outstanding women to the Lawrence faculty, and 
that he at one point commented to the trustees on the 
inferiority of athletic facilities available to women (yet 
nothing was done to remedy the situation).  But his reports 
to the trustees concerning fraternity issues added the 
sororities as an afterthought, if at all.  It would be 
anachronistic to expect him to have used feminine pronouns 
along with masculine in references to students or faculty, 
but his writings occasionally betray his bias when, for 
example, in a chapter on faculty in The Nature of a Liberal 
College, he says, "When some student becomes a disciple, the 
teacher often assumes a responsibility for shaping the life 
of the young man." (p. 53)   
 
 Finally, in assessing the strengths and weaknesses of 
Wriston's presidency, his action with respect to the Board 
of Visitors of the Methodist Church must be considered.  He 
was undoubtedly correct in asserting the anachronistic 
character of the situation which found Methodist visitors, 
named by the Conferences, sharing equal status with 
regularly elected members on the Lawrence Board of Trustees.  
The visitors no longer performed the functions assigned to 
them by the Lawrence Charter eighty-five years earlier.  He 
may, therefore, have performed a useful and necessary 
service, in dealing with this anomaly. But the method he 
chose--abrupt unilateral action with no attempt to negotiate 
the change in relationship with the other party--was 
characteristic of the President's lack of sensitivity 
evident in a number of other situations.   
 
 In the last analysis, Wriston was a decisive, 
authoritarian individual, who knew what he wanted and was 
impatient for results. In his defense, it must be said that 
his ideal of what a liberal college could and should be was 
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both explicit and lofty.  His vision goes a long way towards 
explaining the durability of his legacy. 
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THOMAS BARROWS (1937-43) AND WORLD WAR II 
 
 
 
 If, in the development of Lawrence University, Henry 
Wriston was a pivotal figure who reshaped the institution in 
accordance with his own educational philosophy, it is 
reasonable to ask how closely those presidents who followed 
him--especially his three immediate successors (Thomas 
Barrows, Nathan Pusey, and Douglas Knight)--carried on his 
legacy and where they turned away from it.  All three paid 
tribute to Wriston's ideals, to his achievement in defining 
the nature of Lawrence as a liberal college, and to the 
standards he set for the institution.  In a number of 
respects they carried on initiatives and policies begun by 
Wriston.  Yet each had his own aims and interests, and it is 
therefore understandable that at least the latter two placed 
their own stamp on the character of the institution. 
 
 Although Thomas Barrows, Wriston's immediate successor,  
served as Lawrence's president for nearly seven years (1937-
43) and had held the office of dean for more than two years 
before becoming president, it is probably true that he had 
less impact upon the institution than any president in this 
century.  Imposed upon the trustees by Wriston at the time 
of his resignation, lacking the respect of the faculty, he 
was a genial man who maintained a kind of holding operation 
between the administrations of two more innovative 
presidents.1   President when World War II broke out, he did 
                                                          
1  President Pusey confirms that many faculty members, 
including himself, had little respect for Barrows.  He 
(Pusey) was persuaded by Wriston to stay on as sophomore 
tutor for one more year after Wriston's departure, but he 
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not foresee at first what its impact might be upon 
institutions of higher education nor did he take any steps 
to prepare for the inevitable adjustments that would be 
required in the postwar era.  He resigned because of ill 
health in the fall of 1943 and returned to California where 
he lived until his death in 1962.2 
 
Barrows' Appointment 
 
 Critics of Henry Wriston have cited his choice of 
Barrows  as his successor and the abruptness with which he 
foisted him on the trustees as the most important mistake of 
his presidency.3 Having received the offer from Brown, 
Wriston was apparently anxious to settle the succession as 
rapidly as possible.  Minutes  of the executive committee 
show that Wriston announced on September 26, 1936, his 
intention to resign in order to accept another position, 
after which the executive committee constituted itself a 
committee to nominate a new president.  The minutes 
continue, "After a number of names were discussed the 
President [Wriston] was instructed to discuss with Mr. 
Thomas N. Barrows whether he would accept the appointment if 
                                                                                                                                                                             
left the following year for Scripps College.  Transcribed 
interview of Nathan Pusey (8/6/86), 5. 
2  Barrows died of a heart attack while playing golf at the 
North Shore Country Club during a visit to the Fox Cities.   
3  Harold E. Van Horn, "Humanist as Educator:  the Public 
Life of Henry Wriston,"  Ph.D dissertation, University of 
Denver, December, 1968, 192.  Van Horn quotes interviews 
with Lawrence staff members who were here at the time:  "One 
faculty member contended 'we deserved something better,' and 
others were equally critical, not only of Wriston's choice, 
but of the precipitious [sic] manner in which it had been 
accomplished."  This opinion is confirmed by retired faculty 
members with whom I spoke. 
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an offer were tendered."4  The committee then adjourned  to 
meet the following day at the home of Ernst Mahler, a 
trustee and President of the Board of Trustees of the 
Institute of Paper Chemistry.  At that meeting Wriston 
reported his conversation with Barrows who had agreed to 
accept the appointment if it were tendered. 
 
 A long discussion ensued, during which several 
names were canvassed.  It was unanimously Voted:  
that this committee nominate to the Board of 
Trustees Mr. Thomas Nichols Barrows for election as 
President of Lawrence College.5 
 
The discussion of alternative names cannot have lasted long 
since the entire meeting took only an hour and ten minutes 
and included the discussion of Barrows successor as dean 
(John S. Millis) who was named at the same meeting. 
 
 Mahler's remarks in recommending Barrows to the full 
board at its semi-annual meeting twelve days later suggest 
that Barrows was clearly viewed as Wriston's man. 
 
He [Barrows] has been working under Dr. Wriston for 
over two years and he has proved to be an able 
administrative officer.  Mr. Barrows proved himself 
an outstanding citizen, a decided influence in the 
community, and inasmuch as we expect no great 
change in the program of Lawrence College but 
building upon the foundation that Dr. Wriston has 
laid, the nominating committee unanimously proposes 
his name.6 
 
                                                          
4  Ex Com Min (9/26/36). 
5  Ex Com Min (9/27/36). 
6  Tr Min (10/9/36). 
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 Son of David Barrows, former president of the 
University of California, Thomas Barrows attended Dartmouth 
College and received his B. A. from the University of 
California in 1922.  After two years in investment banking, 
he entered graduate school at Columbia University in 
economics.  Although he served as a lecturer in economics 
for six years at Columbia, he earned no advanced degree.  At 
the time he was hired as dean by Wriston, he was director of 
Woodmere Academy on Long Island.  
 
 In the shadow of President Wriston as long as he was 
dean, Barrows remained in a sense under his shadow even 
after Wriston had left, as indicated by his opening remarks 
to the Board of Trustees in his first report to them.  He 
referred to Wriston's book The Nature of a Liberal College, 
which had just been published and distributed to the 
trustees.  Pointing out Wriston's insistence that the book 
represented only his personal ideas and did not commit the 
college to the program he outlined, Barrows, nevertheless, 
added:  
 
[I]t is clear that the philosophy he expounds has 
permeated the entire institution and has become its 
goal.  There is no major issue or ideal discussed 
to which I do not subscribe.  While the details of 
my administrative policy and the means used to 
attain the ends may differ, I propose we adopt this 
underlying philosophy as the continued program for 
Lawrence College.7 
 
Accomplishments 
 
 Of the initiatives begun by Wriston and completed by 
Barrows, perhaps the most significant was the construction 
                                                          
7  Pres Rept (1937), 1. 
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of the fraternity quadrangle, the five houses built of 
lannon stone which replaced the scattered dwellings in which 
the fraternities had previously lived (A sixth house was 
added in 1958).  Approved by the Board in November, 1939, 
the buildings became available for occupancy in the spring 
semester of 1941.8  Wriston returned to speak at the formal 
dedication ceremonies held March 21-23, 1941.9  Barrows' 
enthusiasm for the project is clear;   he attributed a ten 
percent increase in enrollment the following fall "primarily 
to the attitude of our undergraduates, the cooperative 
relationship with the fraternities, the quadrangle buildings 
themselves, and to the growing recognition of Lawrence's 
high standards in the educational world."10 
 
 Wriston's preoccupation with the importance of the arts 
in a liberal education and his hope that eventually an art 
center could be built received added impetus during Barrows' 
presidency when the Executive Committee, in January, 1938, 
approved the development of a fine arts building in its 
plans for expansion.  Nothing came of the proposal in the 
years immediately following, but it was during Barrows' 
administration that Charles and Mary Worcester, wealthy 
Chicago art patrons, presented a gift of $ 200,000 to 
Lawrence "to be used to promote the program in fine arts."11  
                                                          
8  Estimated cost for the five houses, reported by Barrows 
to the trustees, was about $ 245,000, which came from the 
following sources:  Gifts, principally from two trustees, $ 
70,500;  Fraternities, about $ 39,000 expected;  Loan from 
endowment, $ 125,000;  leaving a net balance of 
approximately $ 10,000 to be secured. 
9  For a full account of these, see Lawr (3/25/41).  
10  Summary of Pres SA Rept (October, 1941).  
11  In reporting the gift to the trustees, Barrows termed it 
"the largest single gift in the history of the college and 
said that the corpus of the gift would be used to construct 
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Mr. and Mrs. Worcester, Sunday painters themselves, had 
devoted much of their fortune to building up the Chicago Art 
Institute, especially its collection of Venetian paintings 
and German primitives, and Mr. Worcester ultimately served 
as honorary president of the Art Institute.  Because of 
wartime restrictions on construction, the art center was not 
finally built until 1949, during Nathan Pusey's 
administration. 
 
 Two curricular changes of some significance were 
undertaken by the faculty during Barrows' administration.  
One was the introduction of the Bachelor of Science degree 
which eliminated any foreign language requirement either for 
admission or for graduation and required at least three 
years of work in science or math (including at least one 
year of each).12  The other was the introduction in 1941-42 
                                                                                                                                                                             
a building to house the fine arts or the income from it may 
be used to expand our program, particularly in aiding 
students to gain an appreciation of the values in the arts 
in their daily living."  (Pres Rept, 1943, 6)   Some 
paintings from the Chicago Art Institute and the Worcester 
collection had been lent to Lawrence for an exhibit in 1937 
and Mr. Worcester was awarded an honorary degree in 
September of that year.  He became a trustee of Lawrence in 
1938 and served as an honorary trustee until his death in 
1956.    
12  Fac Min (proposed 3/25/38; approved 4/15/38).  The first 
students eligible for this degree would graduate in 1940.  
In some years after World War II, more students graduated 
with the Bachelor of Science degree than with the Bachelor 
of Arts.  The faculty voted to abolish the B. S. degree 
(1/15/54) but reinstated it a month later (2/19/54) with a 
two year language requirement.  In 1962, the faculty again 
voted (4/20) to abolish the B. S. degree since so few 
students chose to receive it;  the action was effective 
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of a program of senior honors work under the supervision of 
the Faculty Committee on Honors.  The availability of senior 
honors, based on independent study, became in time an 
important feature of Lawrence's liberal arts curriculum.13 
 President Barrows was responsible for the appointment 
of a number of outstanding faculty members, most of whom 
taught at Lawrence for several decades.  Among these were 
Anne Jones, French;  Paul Gilbert, Physics (Margaret 
Gilbert, Professor Gilbert's wife, was later named Lecturer 
in Biology by Nathan Pusey); William Read, Geology;  Andrew 
Berry, Mathematics;  and Herbert Spiegelberg, Philosophy.  
Bernie Heselton, Lawrence's celebrated football coach, was 
also appointed in 1938 by Barrows. 
 
 In his relationship with two groups, Thomas Barrows 
parted company with policies pursued by Henry Wriston and in 
each case he seems to have been concerned with repairing 
damage caused by his predecessor.  Those who are otherwise 
critical of Barrows' presidency give him credit for some 
important fence-mending.   
                                                                                                                                                                             
beginning at commencement, 1963, when all students graduated 
with the B. A.   Once before, in 1905, during the Plantz 
era, the Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Philosophy 
degrees had been abolished and all students received the B. 
A., but a Bachelor of Philosophy degree was revived, 
beginning in 1909, for a minority who graduated without 
foreign language. 
13    Requirements at first were flexible; the student signed 
up for a course with six hours credit designated "Senior 
Honors."  The catalogue further specified:  "The content and 
nature of this course are determined in the case of each 
student by a special committee appointed by the Committee on 
Honors:  a thesis may be required, or a comprehensive 
examination, or other work, or all of these combined." Cat 
(1941-42), 48.  
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 The first of these involved the ties between Lawrence 
and the Wisconsin Conferences of the Methodist Church.  
Wriston's unilateral termination in 1933 of participation by 
the Methodist Board of Visitors in the Lawrence Board of 
Trustees has been discussed.  Despite his promise that the 
Visitors might play a redefined--though obviously lesser--
role in the life of the College, he called no meeting of the 
Visitors after 1933.  During his first year as president, 
Barrows made a point of inviting the Board of Visitors to 
the campus to discuss the Board's relationship with the 
college.  Reporting to the trustees on the results of the 
meeting, Barrows said, 
 
 While no definite action was taken by the 
Board of Visitors, I feel that the meeting was 
highly successful.  We had an opportunity to clear 
up some misunderstandings and in the few specific 
matters which we had time to discuss suggestions 
made by the members of the Board will prove 
extremely helpful to administrative officers.14 
 
 This was but the first in a series of meetings held at 
least once a year with the Board of Visitors through May, 
1942.15  Barrows commented in 1939 on "the growing amity 
between the Methodist Conferences and the College," 
indicated by his election to membership on a Commission of 
the Methodist Board of Education, and a year later reported 
his attendance at meetings of both Wisconsin Methodist 
Conferences.  A report of the Methodist Board of Visitors to 
Lawrence issued in 1940-41 tells of meetings with the 
faculty, an inspection of the new fraternity quadrangle, and 
                                                          
14  Pres SA Rept (November, 1937), 2. 
15  See Pres Repts for 1938;  1939;  November, 1940;  1941; 
and 1942. 
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a talk by President Barrows on the "Objectives of the 
College," and concludes, "In this statement we see the trend 
towards separation of the church and higher education 
reversed and the drawing together in a common purpose."16   
 
 Although his relationship with the second group is more 
difficult to pinpoint, there seems to be no question that 
Barrows improved the ties between Lawrence and the 
surrounding community.  Wriston was frequently insensitive 
to the reactions of others in the pursuit of policies he 
thought ultimately good for Lawrence.  In the process, he 
undoubtedly offended some people in Appleton and the Fox 
Cities as, for example, in his initial statements 
emphasizing the importance of scholarship over athletics.  
Barrows, on the other hand, seems to have been at ease in 
social situations, played golf at the country club, and 
associated freely with trustees and their wives.  After a 
little more than a year as president, he commented 
specifically to the trustees on "the extremely cordial 
relationship existing between the college and the community" 
and paid tribute to a variety of individuals and groups that 
had contributed to this state of affairs.17 
 
 Whether Barrows might have accomplished more as 
president had World War II not intervened is, of course, a 
matter for speculation, but his record prior to 1941 does 
not suggest the presence of new ideas waiting to be 
implemented nor the qualities of leadership that would have 
made him an outstanding president.  A discussion of his role 
in Lawrence's reaction to American involvement in the war 
appears in the following section. 
 
                                                          
16  Report of the Board of Visitors appended to Pres SA Rept 
(November, 1940). 
17  Pres SA Rept (November, 1938), 12. 
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 The Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees 
announced the resignation of President Barrows for reasons 
of health at the beginning of September, 1943.  Elaborating 
on his condition, the announcement stated, "Happily 
President Barrows has no active ailment, but competent 
medical authority advises that he move to a milder climate 
in order to avoid possible future complications."18  Ralph J. 
Watts, business manager of the college since 1926, was named 
acting president until a successor could be found, a process 
which the committee added would be carried out deliberately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Initial Effects of World War II 
 
 
 
 Lawrence authorities were certainly not alone among 
those in other American colleges and universities in failing 
to recognize initially what kind of impact the outbreak of 
war in Europe in September, 1939, would have upon the life 
of their institution.  Assuming, like most Americans, 
particularly midwesterners, that the United States would 
stay out of the conflict, Lawrence students appeared to take 
relatively little interest in the events of the war during 
the first year or more of hostilities.  About a month after 
the invasion of Poland by Nazi Germany, the event which 
began the war, an article in the Lawrentian, headed "Campus 
Opinion Gloomy on European Situation," reported the views of 
several professors and students who had been approached by 
the newspaper.19  Almost all expressed their conviction that 
the U. S. must stay out of the conflict, although a few felt 
                                                          
18  Fac Min (9/9/43).   
19  Lawr (10/5/39), 4. 
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the country might eventually become involved.  Almost no 
further notice was taken in the Lawrentian of the war during 
the winter of 1939-40, the period of the "phony war," when 
the countries of Western Europe waited for the invasion that 
did not come.  During those months, the event which got the 
biggest headlines in the college newspaper was President 
Barrows' announcement of the decision to build a new 
fraternity quadrangle on campus to replace the scattered 
frame houses where fraternity men had lived.20  Not untypical 
of other interests on the campus at the time was an article 
headed, "Women to Choose Six Most Handsome Men in College."21  
 
 When the trustees met in June, 1940, just after the 
fall of France, President Barrows conceded that even though 
"the distressing situation in Europe may seem far removed 
from our program...it was possible that the European 
situation might affect [it]--in just what respect it is 
impossible now to say." 
When, in October, 1940, all male students, faculty, and 
staff between 21 and 35 were required to register under the 
Selective Service Act, the President reassured the trustees 
that it would have a minimal effect upon enrollment since 
all eligible students currently enrolled would be allowed to 
finish the academic year before being drafted.  He added 
that because of voluntary enlistments, it was almost certain 
that no students would be called during the first year of 
the draft, "but even without them we should not lose more 
than two or three students a year...."22  Nor did he 
anticipate the establishment of any organized units on the 
campus such as had existed in World War I (Student Army 
Training Corps or Reserve Officer Training Corps), since the 
War Department had indicated such an arrangement would 
                                                          
20  Lawr (12/14/39), 1. 
21  Lawr (1/11/40), 1. 
22  Pres SA Rept (November, 1940), 6. 
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probably not be repeated.  Barrows explanation was that  
"the fundamental objectives, purposes, motives, and methods 
of modern warfare and those of the liberal arts colleges are 
completely incompatible."23   
 
 The President was, in fact, not far off the mark in his 
view that enrollments would not in the short run be 
seriously affected, since Lawrence suffered no significant 
drop in numbers of students until the year 1942-43.  In 
fact, the College experienced a ten percent increase in 
numbers of both men and women (most of them freshmen) from 
the autumn of 1940 to that of 1941.  The attack on Pearl 
Harbor and U. S. entry into the war in December, 1941, of 
course made inroads into the ranks of junior and senior men, 
but better than ordinary retention of those students who did 
not enter the service compensated for the loss of those who 
were drafted or enlisted.24   As to the impact of America's 
direct involvement on student morale, Barrows reported a 
general reduction in academic standards throughout the 
nation after Pearl Harbor, and added, "Many of our young 
men, confused and wondering what the proper course of action 
should be, let down in their studies but I think to a lesser 
degree than was generally the case in most institutions."25 
                                                          
23  Ibid., 7. 
24  Pres Rept (May, 1942), 4.  This was also the period when 
students could still enlist in one of the branches of the 
armed forces and be placed on inactive service pending 
completion of their college careers or "until the emergency 
demands their more immediate participation." 
25  Ibid.  For one reaction to the declaration of war 
announced in chapel, see an article in the Lawrentian by a 
young woman reporter (12/12/41) headed, "Is Lawrence Doomed 
to be a Girl's [sic] School?" which began, "The declaration 
of war in the chapel program Monday left a lot of girls with 
long faces.  They really couldn't help it, it seems.  
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 As noted above, the real effect of the war on 
enrollments began to be felt during 1942-43.  Starting the 
academic year with approximately 700 students, the College 
lost 60 men and 20 women by the end of the first semester 
(50 of the men to the armed forces).  Soon after the start 
of the second semester, all men in the Army Air Corps 
Reserves and all but 17 of the Army Enlisted Reserves were 
called to active duty. A few other students enlisted, 
bringing to 250 the total who had entered the Army or Navy 
since the beginning of the war.26 
 
 During that same year, the campus began to feel more 
directly the consequences of the war.  Athletic Director Art 
Denney inaugurated a rigorous physical training program for 
all college men featuring an obstacle course laid out on the 
river bank near the Alexander Gymnasium and a steeple chase 
course in the ravine to the east of the varsity football 
field (later the site of the Banta Bowl).  All men in 
college were required to take four hours of exercise each 
week, three of which were devoted to strict physical fitness 
work and another to a competitive sport.27  The college was 
also pursuing, insofar as possible, a regular 
intercollegiate athletic season. 
 
 At the suggestion of Barrows and the president of the 
student body, students volunteered (provided they were 
joined by faculty) to dig up some twenty-eight tons  of old 
steam pipes buried six feet underground on the campus, to be 
contributed to the scrap metal drive.  Pictures from the era 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Everyone's mind was on the L.W.A. dance and who she was 
going to date if all of the boys trucked off to make the 
enemy swim in mustard gas." 
26  Pres Rept (May, 1943), 3.   
27  Lawrence Alumnus (October, 1942), 3-4). 
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show President Barrows and one of the deans wielding shovels 
as they stood chest-deep in a ditch behind Main Hall, while 
coeds supplied them with soft drinks.28  World War II also 
witnessed some of the same kinds of contributions by 
Lawrentians to the war effort that World War I had seen, 
including war stamp drives, meatless days in the dining 
halls, and knitting of sweaters, as well as donating blood 
for the Red Cross. 
 
The Navy V-12 Program (1943-45) 
 
 As enrollments and revenue from tuition declined 
drastically during the spring of 1943, rescue of the 
institution arrived in the form of an announcement from 
Washington, D. C. that Lawrence had been chosen as one of 
131 colleges and universities in the nation to receive a 
Navy V-12 unit of 300 cadets who would begin training at the 
beginning of July, 1943.29   The training was designed to 
provide "a continuing supply of officer candidates in the 
various special fields required by the U.S. Navy, Marine 
Corps and Coast Guard."30  About eighty percent of the first 
group at Lawrence  were chosen from students already at 
Lawrence or other colleges, ten percent were picked directly 
from the fleet, and the remainder were high-school graduates 
                                                          
28  Lawr (9/30/42, 10/9/42).  See also Lawrence Alumnus 
(October, 1942), 5-6. 
29  For details on the program, see Pres Repts (May, 1943), 
5-6;  (May, 1944), 8-10;  (June, 1945), 1-2;  Lawrence 
Alumnus (July, 1943), 3-4; Lawrentian, passim, 1943-45.  On 
the V-12 Program as a whole, see James G. Schneider, The 
Navy V-12 Program:  Leadership for a Lifetime (Boston, 
1987).  A brief account of the unit at Lawrence with 
enrollment figures may be found on p. 518 of this work.  
30  Schneider, Navy V-12 Program, 6. 
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who had scored well on the V-12 test.31  Although the navy 
students took some courses directly from naval personnel, 
they were enrolled for the most part in classes with regular 
Lawrence students taught by Lawrence professors in 
departments such as Mathematics, Physics, English, History, 
Psychology, etc.  The men were on active duty, in uniform, 
and under Navy discipline and compensation, but it was made 
clear from the start that the military aspects of the 
program would be kept to a minimum and that the main purpose 
was to give cadets as much of a normal college education and 
training as possible.32 
 
 Unlike members of the Student Army Training Corps 
program in World War I, the naval cadets fitted into the 
life of Lawrence College to a remarkable degree, and the 
collaboration between the naval officers heading the unit 
(particularly the commander, Lt. Angus Rothwell) and college 
administrators seems to have been very smooth.33  Before the 
unit arrived, the faculty voted to shift to the Navy's 
schedule by adopting a year-round calendar consisting of 
three sixteen week semesters, even though their compensation 
was not adjusted proportionately.  
 
                                                          
31  Lawrence Alumnus (July, 1943), 3. Students who had been 
enrolled in the earlier Navy V-1 and V-5 programs were 
transferred to V-12 units. 
32  Pres Rept (May, 1943), 5. 
33  President Pusey, paying tribute to Rothwell at the time 
of the departure of the unit, said, "Skipper of the Unit 
here from its beginning virtually to its end, he proved to 
be a good friend of both town and gown, and his considerate 
and skillful management impressed all who came in contact 
with him." Lawrence awarded Rothwell an honorary Master of 
Arts degree at the unit's final review and decommissioning 
exercises.  Pres Rept (1945), 2. 
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 What is perhaps surprising was the integration of V-12 
students into almost every phase of college life.  Navy 
students participated in a variety of campus activities 
including athletics, dramatics, college publications, and 
choir;  they also joined fraternities and were elected as 
class officers.  Weekly columns in the Lawrentian entitled 
"Gobnobbin" and "On the Quarterdeck" kept them up on navy 
activities in the "Good Ship Brokaw" and Ormsby, the two 
dormitories taken over by service men. As the Lawrence 
Alumnus informed its readers, "Except for separation of 
living quarters on opposite sides of the campus and the 
conspicuous uniforms, Navy men have fitted into the student 
body without the slightest confusion."34    
 
 Civilian students occupied the east end of the campus--
the men in the Phi Tau and Phi Delt houses and the women in 
the three remaining fraternity houses and Sage Hall.35  
Enrollment of civilian students may have dropped to a low 
point in the summer of 1944 when the registrar reported a 
total of 336 men (of whom 300 were V-12 trainees) and 115 
women.36  That the relationship between the cadets and 
civilian students on campus may not have been entirely 
idyllic is suggested by a brief comment to the trustees by 
Ralph Watts, acting president in the interim between 
President Barrows' departure and President Pusey's arrival: 
 
                                                          
34  (July, 1943), 3. 
35  Marguerite Schumann writes in her Creation of a Campus 
(Appleton, 1957), p. 73, of the lace curtains which graced 
the windows of the fraternity houses occupied by the women. 
36  Lawr (7/14/44), 1.  These figures were allegedly provided 
by the registrar to the reporter at the beginning of the 
July semester, but enrollment statistics from this era are 
not entirely reliable.  
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As might be expected, the presence of the navy 
trainees has created some problems of discipline 
and academic achievement among civilian students, 
particularly the civilian men.  However, under the 
direction of the Deans, our traditional standards 
have been satisfactorily maintained.37 
 
 Indeed, campus morale seems to have suffered if one is 
to believe a Lawrentian editorial of November, 1943, which 
complained of the state of "mental turpitude [sic]" in the 
college.38  The writer complained that "most students don't 
bother to think any more." 
 
There is no thought (or very little) about current 
events, books, music, or any of the hundred and one 
other subjects which should engross college 
students and enrich their life at Lawrence.  Today 
few conversations get beyond the intellectual level 
of gabbing about 'boogie-woogie,' the opposite sex, 
and how to inveigle a prof. into giving you a D- 
instead of an F. 
 
But, interestingly, the writer did not blame this condition 
on the presence of navy men since "some of the most serious 
men on campus are in the navy unit."  Rather, the editorial 
continued, it was a trend which had been in effect for quite 
a while and was just now making itself felt.   
 
 Even at this stage, the progress of the war in Europe 
and the Pacific received little attention in the pages of 
the college newspaper.  One of the two events which did 
galvanize the college emotionally, however, was the news of 
                                                          
37  Pres Rept (May, 1944), 5. 
38  (11/27/43), 2. 
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the D-Day landings in Normandy, which provoked the following 
reflections from an editorial writer: 
 
 Sometimes we who are here at Lawrence, 
seemingly isolated from the rest of the world are 
noticeably out of touch with the events which are 
taking place on foreign shores.  This week seemed 
different.  The arrival of D-Day brought the war 
and its newest tactical onslaught much nearer to 
all of us.39 
 
The other event was the death of President Roosevelt, which 
was observed in a memorial service in the Chapel in April, 
1945. 
 
 The Lawrence Alumnus, beginning in May, 1942, with the 
news of the first Lawrentian killed in action, regularly 
reported casualties as well as lists of men and women in the 
service.  The final toll of Lawrentians who lost their lives 
in World War II was 51, which President Pusey remarked was 
more than twice as many killed as in all previous wars 
combined.40  At this point, the President reported that 1887 
Lawrentians had served in the armed forces.   
 
 Pusey was proud of the success of the V-12 Program, 
which trained some 705 navy cadets during the six semesters 
of its existence from July, 1943 to July, 1945 (each trainee 
served in the unit for four sixteen week semesters).  But he 
also recognized the important contribution--in part, 
financial--the program had made to Lawrence when he said, 
"their being here made it possible to keep something like a 
                                                          
39  Lawr (6/9/44), 2. 
40  Pres Rept (1946), 2-3.  The total of 44 casualties 
announced by the President at this point was later revised 
upwards. 
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normal college life going during the past two difficult 
years--which was decidedly not the case in most institutions 
of higher learning."41  The withdrawal of the unit, he added, 
was like "the departure of a beloved and cordial guest after 
a long visit, and we are left behind with a feeling of 
emptiness."   
 
 
 
 
                                                          
41  Pres Rept (1945), 2.  Two Lawrence alumni of 1934, 
residents of Appleton, recall that the V-12 Unit was 
generally popular in the community and contributed to a 
feeling that Lawrence and Appleton were doing their part in 
the war. 
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VI.  NATHAN PUSEY (1944-1953):  FRESHMAN STUDIES AND  
 
A RENEWED EMPHASIS ON RELIGION 
 
 
 
Pusey's Selection:  the Faculty's President 
 
 
 Thomas Barrows resigned as president during the war in 
the fall of 1943;  after an interim of almost a year during 
which Ralph Watts, the business manager, presided over the 
college, Nathan Marsh Pusey succeeded Barrows as Lawrence 
tenth president and took office during the summer of 1944.  
Before beginning its search for a successor to President 
Barrows, the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees 
took the unprecedented step of asking the Lawrence faculty 
to create its own committee which would express the ideas of 
the faculty on what qualifications the new president should 
have.1  The committee of five members, elected by the 
faculty and chaired by Professor M. M. Bober of the 
Economics Department, accordingly drew up a document which 
was approved by the entire faculty and submitted to the 
trustees.2    
 
                                                          
1  Fac Min (10/15/43). 
2  Appended to Fac Min (11/10/43). 
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 In unusually frank terms, the faculty committee singled 
out what it viewed as the principal weaknesses of Lawrence 
at the time and outlined the qualifications for a president 
who might be expected to address these weaknesses.  The 
document discussed in considerable detail some of the 
principal problems of the college:  the mediocrity of the 
student body; the atmosphere on campus which emphasized 
extra-curricular activities rather than encouraging 
"intellectual curiosity, a zeal for learning, and a 
seriousness of purpose;"  and the high turnover of faculty 
which discouraged "the loyalties uniting alumni to an 
institution [which are] primarily the loyalties to 
individual men." 
 
 A president capable of confronting these problems, 
according to the faculty, should have been associated with 
an effective educational program, preferably a person with 
"successful teaching experience on a high level."  The 
candidate should also be considered for "the breadth and 
vitality of [his] educational and social philosophy,"  "the 
nature of [his] social relations," and the "devotion of the 
candidate to an ideal and cause greater than himself."  "Too 
often," the document continued, "college administrators  are 
concerned primarily with their own opportunities for 
promotion."  That no mention was made of money-raising 
ability is a reflection of the times when this was not 
necessarily considered the responsibility of the president.  
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More surprising is the omission of any reference to 
administrative ability or experience, perhaps an indication 
of the somewhat unrealistic bias of the faculty. 
 
 How seriously the trustee committee which engaged in 
the search for a new president took these criteria is, of 
course, a matter for conjecture, but when Elmer Jennings, 
the Chairman of the Board, announced to the faculty six 
months later the appointment of Nathan Pusey as Lawrence's 
president, he expressed the gratitude of the trustees for 
the statement of qualifications submitted, and said that 
"every candidate had been carefully examined in the light of 
that statement."3  In choosing a candidate whose outstanding 
qualification was his teaching ability and experience, the 
trustees may well have heeded the faculty's recommendations. 
 
 Nathan Pusey, who was born in Council Bluffs, Iowa, in 
1907, earned his B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. from Harvard, and was 
known to many at Lawrence because of his three-year 
                                                          
3  Fac Min (5/20/44). Elmer Jennings was President of the 
Thilmany Pulp and Paper Company.  Two other men played a 
leading role in the selection of the president:  William E. 
Buchanan, President of Appleton Wire Works; and George 
Banta, Jr., President of the George Banta Publishing 
Company. 
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appointment as sophomore tutor from 1935 to 1938.4  
Eminently successful as a teacher, he had formed close 
associations with a number of faculty, some of whom 
undoubtedly recommended him informally to the trustees as a 
candidate for the presidency.5   Between the time he left 
                                                          
4  Pusey was recommended to President Wriston for the 
sophomore tutorial position by Victor Butterfield, a good 
friend who was teaching at Lawrence, and who was himself 
later to become president of Wesleyan University.  
Butterfield left Lawrence before Pusey's arrival on the 
campus and when Wriston left for Brown in 1937 and was 
replaced by Barrows, Pusey says he lost interest in 
Lawrence. He was persuaded by Wriston, however, to stay on 
for one more year (1937-38) "in order to help with the 
transition." (Transcribed interview with Nathan Pusey, 
8/6/86, 5).   
5  Interview with Nathan Pusey, 6;  in an earlier interview 
with Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967),(p. 6) Mr. Pusey asserted 
that Professors M. M. Bober and Dorothy Waples proposed his 
name (Hulbert's notes on an interview with Pusey, p. 6).  
When Pusey's appointment was announced, Edwin R. Bayley '40, 
who had been a student in Pusey's sophomore tutorial course 
and who later went on to a career as a journalist, wrote to 
the Lawrentian (8/11/43), congratulating Lawrence on the 
selection of its new president, adding that the college need 
have no fear for the integrity of the liberal arts.  "When 
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Lawrence and the year he was chosen as president, he served 
for two years as Assistant Professor of history and 
literature at Scripps College (1938-40), and as Assistant 
and later Associate Professor  of Classics at Wesleyan 
University (1940-44). 
 Pusey seems to have been astonished when he was 
approached by the Lawrence search committee to become 
president and says he protested that he didn't have the 
qualifications.  Presumably he had in mind his lack of 
administrative experience, particularly  with the financial 
aspects of college administration.  He was apparently 
reassured by Henry Wriston, whom he consulted on this 
occasion, and who told him, "Don't worry, Ralphie [Ralph 
Watts, longtime Business Manager and Acting President] will 
'learn' you."6 
 
  Further evidence as to the trustees' reasons for 
choosing Pusey is contained in a letter written by the 
candidate to a member of the trustee search committee just 
                                                                                                                                                                             
he [Pusey] taught at Lawrence before, his sophomore tutorial 
class was the place where many of us were jolted out of the 
lethargic attitude we had about our own education.  No one 
who took that course has forgotten the experience.  For Mr. 
Pusey, learning was a serious business.  And it is." 
6  Hulbert interview with Pusey, 2. 
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after he had paid a visit to Lawrence in April, 1944.7  It 
appears that some of the trustees with whom he met on that 
occasion expressed the view that "he would make a wonderful 
dean, but he looked really too young to be a president."8  
The three-person search committee, convinced that he would 
make an outstanding president, asked him when he left the 
campus to write giving "his impressions of Lawrence, the 
faculty, and how, if he felt so inclined, he might fit into 
the picture." 
 
 Pusey's reply--a long, thoughtful letter about the 
state of small liberal arts colleges in America generally 
and Lawrence College in particular--expressed his opinion 
that it was not enough for Lawrence to be "a little better 
than the other colleges with which she is commonly 
associated" but that she must attempt "to rise clearly and 
considerably above these others."  His earlier experience 
with the faculty when he had taught at Lawrence and his 
current impressions of those with whom he talked during his 
visit convinced him that the faculty possessed "intellectual 
integrity and...a very impressive fund of idealism" but that 
                                                          
7  This letter, dated 4/10/44, addressed to Elmer H. 
Jennings, was preserved by Mr. Jennings and turned over to 
Helen Proctor, Secretary to the President, with an 
accompanying letter dated 10/29/63.   
8  Jennings' letter to Helen Proctor (10/29/63). 
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"their success is less than it might be."  What they needed, 
he felt, was "a little encouragement and assurance of 
understanding under a sympathetic leadership" which would 
provide them with renewed enthusiasm for their work.  With 
the backing of a nucleus of trustees  whom he had met, and 
the support of professors with whom he still maintained warm 
friendships from his earlier stay at Lawrence, Pusey 
believed he was capable of providing the kind of leadership 
needed.  This conviction, in addition to other arguments in 
Pusey's letter, helped persuade the trustees to offer him 
the position. 
 
 Pusey set the tone for his presidency at his first 
faculty meeting (August 18,1944) when he declared that "his 
chief purpose as an administrator would be the enhancement 
of the educational function of the college especially as 
this pertained to effective classroom teaching."9  To the 
trustees, he stressed the postwar demands that would be made 
on liberal arts colleges by the greatly increased 
enrollments he anticipated and the increased need of the 
nation for outstanding leadership.   
 
[W]e, the institutions of liberal learning in the 
United States, will have to supply the trained 
intelligence, interest, and aspiration which shall 
take us through the difficult years that lie 
immediately ahead, if anyone is to do it.10 
 
                                                          
9  Fac Min (8/18/44). 
10  Pres Rept (October, 1944), 2. 
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In a statement reminiscent of Henry Wriston's educational 
philosophy, Pusey said it was up to the liberal arts 
colleges to provide "a stimulating environment--physical, 
personal, intellectual, and spiritual--in which the selected 
group of young men and young women who come to us shall be 
given an opportunity for favorable growth during a formative 
period of their lives."11 
 
 Also like Wriston before him, Pusey focussed more upon 
the individual than upon society, arguing that only by 
transforming individual students, provoking "revolutions" 
within them, would they be equipped to provide the 
leadership necessary to improve society.  Frankly an 
elitist, he told students in a matriculation day address 
that as students in a liberal arts college they belonged to 
a small group that had been chosen for a period of 
withdrawal from the main stream of American life for study 
and hard intellectual exercise:   
 
You are chosen in part, of course, for personal 
enrichment, but also for preparation.  Your role is 
necessarily different from that of the other young 
people of your generation, less well-endowed or 
less fortunate than yourselves.  For your job is 
later to make part of a minority group within our 
great society;  part of an intellectual minority 
trained for and eager to think, not to follow and 
obey, nor just to drift--but to think, courageously 
and independently;  part of a minority group armed 
with love, integrity, understanding, and high 
purpose, and dedicated to effecting, again and 
                                                          
11  Ibid. 
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again, for it is never done, the world's 
transformation.12  
 
Upgrading the Faculty 
 
 To Pusey, as to Wriston, the quality of the faculty was 
of critical importance if Lawrence was to fulfill its 
educational mission and to achieve the reputation he thought 
it deserved.  When he first arrived, he confessed that 
although there were able teachers at Lawrence, "the faculty 
as a whole is somewhat lacking in that distinction to which, 
with greater means at our disposal, we might aspire."13   
Comparing Lawrence with a select group of liberal arts 
colleges throughout the country, Pusey pointed out that its 
low endowment per student put the college in a rank close to 
the bottom of the scale.  Some way must be found to increase 
                                                          
12  Matriculation Day speech (9/23/48), 15-16.  See file 
titled "Pusey, Nathan M.:  Speeches and essays" in LU 
Archives.   
In Pres Rept (June, 1947), pp. 7-10, reflecting upon 
Lawrence's past hundred years, he offered a further 
elaboration of his educational philosophy and the goals of a 
liberal arts education.  He was particularly concerned over 
the tendency he noted among social scientists to focus upon 
groups of men and their behavior at the expense of the 
individual:  "It is an almost universal faith...that 
attention should properly be centered on the so-called large 
determinative, controlling, organizational features of 
society...From the point of view of liberal education this 
is an heretical faith, for what is of first importance to it 
is the individual and his individuality.  For those who 
believe in liberal education the individual must always come 
first and the large organizational structures of society 
afterwards."   
13  Pres Rept (October, 1944), 2. 
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the resources of the institution if Lawrence were to attract 
and keep the best teachers and to enlarge and enrich its 
educational program.  Indeed, finding ways to increase the 
financial resources of the institution was the principal 
topic of his first formal meeting with the Board of 
Trustees.  Although increasing the endowment was the long-
range goal, Pusey recognized that for the time being annual 
gifts would probably have to supply the gap between income 
and expenditures.  And even though Lawrence had run an 
average annual deficit of $ 22,000 in the years immediately 
preceding, he proposed a new scale for faculty salaries to 
be implemented by the end of the following academic year.14  
Confessing that he did not know where the money would come 
from, he nevertheless expressed the hope that the trustees 
would adopt the new salary scale at their next meeting the 
following spring.15   
  
 Like Wriston, Pusey assigned a high priority to 
recruiting new faculty personally and spent a good deal of 
time travelling to midwestern and eastern universities to 
                                                          
14  Pres Rept (October, 1944), 4.  The proposal called for 
salaries for professors of $ 4,000 to $ 4,500;  for 
associate professors from $ 3,500 to $ 4,000;  assistant 
professors from $ 2,500 to $ 3,500; and instructors from $ 
2,000 to $ 2,500.  Proposing that the lower figure in the 
range for each rank be established as a minimum, he urged 
that the institution begin by moving present members of the 
faculty, with a very few exceptions, to the minimum rate for 
their rank. 
15  These minimums were not reached for the academic year 
1945-46 despite increases for full professors of 10% and for 
instructors and assistant professors of about 13%  See 
Summary Budget Statement dated 4/25/45 appended to Exec Com 
Min (4/30/45).  They were, however, reached for appointments 
made for the year 1946-47. 
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interview candidates.  But his task in recruiting young 
faculty was complicated in these years (1944-53) by the 
demands of the armed forces and the government for personnel 
and the relative scarcity of students trained in the 
graduate schools during the war.  The shortage was 
particularly critical in the postwar era as enrollments in 
colleges and universities rose dramatically, a situation 
which placed prospective employers in an intense competition 
for teachers.16  
 
 One device he used for turning up good prospects was to 
approach secretaries of departments at major universities 
for suggestions because, as he explains, chairmen would not 
normally propose their top candidates for positions at 
colleges lacking the prestige of better known institutions.  
He then got in touch with these people directly in an effort 
to persuade them to come to Lawrence.  In this way he 
secured, among others, William Riker from Harvard in 
Government and Merton Sealts from Yale in English, both of 
whom turned out to be outstanding teachers as well as 
scholars.17 
 
 In comparison with Wriston, he may have placed less 
emphasis on the importance of scholarship and publication 
for good teaching, but he regularly called attention in his 
annual reports to the achievements of Lawrence faculty in 
this respect.  Beginning in 1951, Lawrence also took 
advantage of the offer of the Ford Foundation for the 
Advancement of Education to nominate professors each year 
                                                          
16  The magnitude of his task is suggested by the fact that 
twenty-one new full-time and seven part-time teachers were 
added to the Lawrence faculty in 1946-47. 
17  Interview with Pusey, 26.   
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for fellowships that enabled them to take leaves of absence 
for research or advanced study.18 
 
 Nathan Pusey felt at home with the faculty and, despite 
an administrative style which was somewhat authoritarian, 
went out of his way to cultivate their respect and 
friendship.  He and his wife Anne regularly entertained 
small groups of faculty for supper on Sunday evenings in 
their home, in an atmosphere which favored good conversation 
and discussion.  More than one professor who served during 
his administration has commented on Pusey's attendance at 
almost every lecture by a faculty member that took place on 
the campus.  He was, according to one professor who knew him 
well, particularly solicitous of new young faculty members 
and encouraged older members of their departments to work 
with them in an effort to improve their teaching.19 
 
 Despite the instability caused by the rapid growth of 
the student body in the postwar years and the corresponding 
increase in the number of  teachers, a sense of community 
seems to have existed among the faculty which owed a good 
deal to the character of the president.  Indeed, Pusey 
believes that "to build a sense of community in a liberal 
arts college is one of the most important goals to be kept 
                                                          
18  Faculty members who benefited from these grants were 
Professors Warren Beck (English), Charles Brooks (Art and 
Architecture), John Bucklew (Psychology), Paul Gilbert 
(Physics), Anne Jones (French), William Riker (Government), 
Merton Sealts (English), and Howard Troyer (English). 
 
19  Interview with Anne Jones (10/11/87), 10.  Miss Jones 
identifies the improvement of teaching as one of his main 
goals.  As a believer in "the perfectibility of human 
beings," he encouraged older faculty to work with new young 
instructors.   
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in mind."20   This is not to suggest that there were none who 
disagreed with Pusey or found him occasionally inflexible in 
his positions, but the warmth of the statement of 
appreciation drawn up by the faculty at the time of his 
departure was more than perfunctory and suggests a genuine 
affection for the man who led the faculty for almost ten 
years.  It commented particularly on "his humane and warm 
concern for the faculty" and expressed the faculty's deep 
appreciation for "his service to us and for his fellowship 
among us."21  
  
Freshman Studies  
 
 Given Pusey's overriding concern with the educational 
function of the college and with what went on in the 
classroom, it comes as no surprise that he took an intense 
interest in the curriculum and attempts to improve it.  It 
had been customary under Wriston and Barrows for the 
president to chair the faculty Committee on Instruction, 
                                                          
20  Interview with Pusey, 13. 
21  Faculty resolution appended to Fac Min (6/11/53).  
Pusey's response to this resolution, sent on behalf of his 
wife and himself after he had assumed the presidency of 
Harvard, was no less warm.  (Letter from Pusey to Professor 
Craig R. Thompson [Secretary of the Faculty], dated 9/1/53, 
and appended to Fac Min, 9/23/53)  He wrote, in part: 
 
Since human emotions are capable of mixture, it 
should not be thought surprising if, while being 
excited and happy in the new responsibility that 
faces us here, we are at the same time genuinely 
regretful not to be present with you where we came 
to feel a lasting sense of belonging, and where, 
among congenial friends all engaged in the same 
significant work, we were very happy indeed.  
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that committee which is charged with recommending approval 
of new courses and changes in the curriculum;  Pusey carried 
on this tradition and participated in four other faculty 
committees as well of which he chaired three.22  Although he 
did not chair the Honors Committee, he was a member of that 
group and a strong supporter of the Senior Honors program.  
 From his position on the Committee on Instruction he 
was able to introduce at the beginning of the academic year 
1945-46 what is certainly recognized as his most enduring 
contribution to Lawrence, the course which became identified 
with his name:  Freshman Studies.  In the words of Professor 
F. M. Doeringer, who wrote in 1986 a brief history of 
Lawrence's Freshman Program, the initiative of Nathan Pusey 
"has proven remarkably hardy, withstanding a number of major 
changes in the size and nature of the institution.  Indeed, 
Freshman Studies--the basic course underlying the program--
has not only weathered frequent transformations over the 
years but even survived a brief suspension in the 1970s."23 
 
 Pusey drew upon a number of sources for the idea of 
Freshman Studies.24  To some degree, it constituted a part of 
the reaction against specialization in higher education and 
a movement towards general education that characterized the 
period following World War II.  In its emphasis upon the 
careful reading of a selected number of basic texts, it owed 
something to the "Great Books" curriculum instituted by 
Robert Hutchins at the University of Chicago.  Pusey had 
                                                          
22  Administration, Convocation, and Honorary Degrees.   
23  F. M. Doeringer, "History of the Freshman Program," l.  A 
duplicated statement (31pp.) filed in the LU Archives.  The 
best treatment of Freshman Studies as it was taught in the 
first decade of its existence is by Anne Prioleau Jones, 
"Freshman Studies, an Experimental Course at Lawrence 
College," The Educational Record (July, 1954), 208-220. 
24  Interview with Pusey, 6-9. 
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been exposed in his previous experience to programs at 
Scripps and taught in a humanities course at Wesleyan which 
provided him with ideas that were incorporated in Freshman 
Studies.  But one purpose unique to the course at Lawrence 
was to encourage members of the faculty to move outside 
their disciplines and to assume some responsibility for the 
general education of students.  In addition, Pusey expected 
faculty members teaching in the course--regardless of their 
own disciplines--to be responsible for student writing, 
since Freshman Studies replaced a required freshman 
composition course entitled "Contemporary Writing" taught by 
members of the English department.    
 Among the purposes of the course listed in the original 
proposal presented to the faculty were the following: 
 
--to introduce the student, through the study of a 
small number of books of major importance, to the 
four great human enterprises--philosophy, science, 
art, and religion;25 
 
--to acquaint the student with the nature of a 
college of liberal arts, and especially with the 
program, departmental structure, and teaching 
personnel of Lawrence; 
 
--to encourage a more active student participation 
in the learning process; 
 
--to emphasize the discussion of ideas rather than 
the acquisition of information.26  
 
                                                          
25  The term "art" was used broadly to include literature and 
history as well as the fine arts.  
26  Fac Min (2/5/45).  Proposal appended to the minutes. 
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 From the beginning the course was structured in a way 
that has persisted, with modifications, ever since.  
Freshmen were divided into discussion groups of 
approximately fifteen students which met three times a week 
throughout the year;  an additional scheduled hour was 
frequently devoted to a lecture on the current book by a 
specialist drawn from the Lawrence faculty or from outside.  
A staff of twelve to fifteen faculty members, chosen from 
different departments, headed the discussion groups, which 
were scheduled in such a way that students were exposed to 
four different teachers during the year. Justifying what was 
perhaps the most controversial feature of the course, i.e. 
that all teachers, regardless of their disciplines, were 
expected to teach all the books, Anne Jones of the French 
department--one of the pioneers in the course--wrote: 
 
 The student understands that each of his 
teachers is a specialist in some one field but is 
interested, as an educated man or woman, in other 
fields.  He learns that liberally educated people 
are able to read with intelligence and pleasure 
significant books on various subjects without, of 
course, pretending to be specialists in them.  When 
he sees a physicist reading Hamlet, an English 
professor discussing Darwin, or an Art Historian 
recommending John Stuart Mill, he realizes that his 
teachers, professed believers in the liberal arts, 
are here honestly making proof of their 
principles.27 
 
 Pusey concedes that he had to overcome some initial 
misgivings over this aspect of the course.  Indeed, a few 
faculty members refused to teach Freshman Studies on the 
ground that they were not qualified (or did not want) to 
                                                          
27 Jones, "Freshman Studies," 210. 
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teach works outside their disciplines, but the initial staff 
appear to have been enthusiastic about their experience and 
a number of them offered to return to the course over a 
period of several years.  Although he did not state it 
publicly, Pusey admits that one of his purposes was to 
educate the faculty.  
 
 Student response to Freshman Studies has, of course, 
varied considerably over the years and within given classes.  
The amount of work demanded at first was considerable.  In 
addition to four hours of class per week, students were 
required to participate in a weekly three hour laboratory 
dedicated to the performance of some art such as music, 
painting, drama, or literary writing.  On top of this they 
had to prepare two formal talks during the year and complete 
eleven essays (including one research paper).  Despite this 
heavy work load, President Pusey reported at the end of the 
first year the results of a questionnaire distributed to 
freshmen which showed them "overwhelmingly enthusiastic" 
about the course.28 
 
 During the 1950's, however, a number of changes were 
made in response to student and faculty suggestions and 
complaints.  The laboratory requirement in the arts was 
abandoned in 1952 ostensibly because students objected that 
it was not significantly related to the rest of the course.  
Not long afterwards the faculty ceased to include in the 
                                                          
28  Pres Rept (1946), 9.  The Lawrentian, reporting  the 
results of the poll on the course (6/8/46), said students 
had sung its praises, "...claiming that it had given them a 
wider outlook, newer ideas, led them to read books they 
might not otherwise have read, stimulated dormitory 
discussion, awakened intellectual interest, acquainted 
students with many of their faculty and helped them plan 
their next year's course of study."  
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course works of art, music, or cinematography because of 
technical difficulties encountered in presenting such works 
to students, but it may also have been because faculty 
members genuinely professed themselves incapable of teaching 
musical works and felt too much was being asked of them.29   
 
 One of the perennial objections to the course has been 
that instructors cannot devote the time to correcting and 
criticizing student writing that is possible in a Freshman 
English course taught exclusively by members of the English 
department.  Some teachers from other disciplines have also 
complained that they 
are not trained to assume this task.  That these objections 
have some validity cannot be denied, but Freshman Studies 
rests on the assumption (perhaps questionable) that every 
educated person teaching at the college level should be able 
to write correctly and can criticize student writing in this 
course as well as in courses in his or her own discipline.30 
 
 Among the principal benefits of Freshman Studies, 
though it may not have been fully anticipated at the outset, 
was that it provided a common set of readings or "core" to 
all students in a given college class and, to the extent 
that works like Plato's Republic have been repeatedly 
included on the reading list, a core to which professors can 
refer with profit in other contexts throughout the student's 
                                                          
29  Doeringer, "Freshman Program," 10.  Such works have 
recently (1987) been re-introduced into the course. 
30  Anne Jones states that Pusey believed strongly in the 
importance of good writing in all courses.  She recalls a 
story told by Paul Gilbert, Professor of Physics, who 
required a student to rewrite a lab report because it was so 
poorly written.  The student's reaction:  "Who do you think 
you are, an 
English teacher?" Interview with Anne Jones (10/11/87)   
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college career.  A noteworthy example of the highly 
successful exploitation of such a work taught in Freshman 
Studies was a production of Hamlet staged in March, 1949, 
and directed by Ted Cloak, for many years the leading 
professor and director in the Theater Department.  By the 
time the play was produced, every student in the college had 
read and carefully studied the work.  The success of the 
production was enhanced by the outstanding performance in 
the title role of student-actor William Munchow '50, who 
later went on to a career on the professional stage.  
Reviews and comments in the Lawrentian convey the sense of 
enthusiasm that pervaded the campus over this event, which 
was termed "an all-college production" in which every one, 
faculty and students, participated in some way.31  President 
Pusey recalls that this was an instance when "a whole 
community had...a real intellectual experience...one of the 
most exciting things I ever saw in higher education."32 
 
 Towards the end of President Pusey's tenure, the 
college secured a grant from the Carnegie Corporation which 
freed a number of faculty to spend part of their time on a 
special committee set up to make a careful study of the 
curriculum and the entire academic enterprise at Lawrence.  
This "Special Study Committee on the Curriculum," chaired by 
Professor of English Howard Troyer, and known unofficially 
as the "Troyer Committee," carried on its deliberations over 
a two year period (September, 1952 to June, 1954) and 
completed its report during the presidency of Douglas 
Knight.33  The entire faculty had an opportunity to discuss 
                                                          
31  Lawr (3/18/49). 
32  Interview with Pusey, 13. 
33  Its findings are embodied in "A Report of the Special 
Study Committee"  filed in the LU Archives.  Both presidents 
served as ex officio members of the committee. 
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and debate the report as it was being produced and 
ultimately to approve it. 
 
 Including, as it does, survey-based special reports 
submitted to the faculty for discussion on "The Lawrence 
Student," "The Lawrence Enterprise," (a brief statement of 
the aims of a Lawrence education), and "The Lawrence 
Graduate," the Troyer Committee's findings constitute an 
important source for understanding the perceptions of 
students and faculty in the early 1950's.34  By the time the 
committee completed its deliberations in 1954, it had 
formulated a revised definition of the aims of a liberal 
education at Lawrence and advanced a series of proposals for 
a general revision of the curriculum.  A discussion of these 
appears in the next chapter. 
 
 
 
 
               Pusey and the "Christian College" 
  
 One respect in which President Pusey turned away from 
the Wriston model was in his emphasis on the importance of 
religion at Lawrence, though it would be misleading to 
exaggerate unduly the differences between the two.  Wriston 
had, after all, been brought up as the son of a Methodist 
minister and had attended Wesleyan University, a college 
with a Methodist tradition.  He undoubtedly considered 
himself a practicing Christian with a strong religious 
faith.  But just because Lawrence had been so deeply imbued 
                                                          
34  These documents (appended to the minutes of meetings at 
which they were originally submitted to the faculty) do not 
constitute an integral part of the final "Report of the 
Special Study Committee" but are listed as addenda to that 
report. 
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from its beginnings with Christian ideals, he may have felt 
that this aspect of its heritage required less emphasis than 
intellectual, emotional, and aesthetic values that had been 
neglected. Religion, he argued, had a place in the emotional 
and spiritual development of young people, but he also 
believed that the spiritual life of a college could not be 
measured only in terms of organized religious activity.  
Consequently he did not try directly to promote such 
activities nor did it appear in his annual reports that he 
was particularly concerned with the religious life of 
students or faculty. 
 
 Pusey, on the other hand, almost from the time he 
arrived,  affirmed the identity of Lawrence as a "Christian 
college."  Recalling that the purpose of the first American 
college had been to train the clergy, he conceded that many 
colleges had grown away from the particular churches which 
had aided in their growth but, despite this, he felt their 
aims had not profoundly changed.  "They are still 'Christian 
colleges.'  As Lawrence is, and I hope will always remain."35  
 
 In the months and years that followed, President Pusey 
expanded upon this theme in a variety of contexts.  He was 
to do the same when he arrived at Harvard and endeavored to 
make more of a place for religion in the curriculum and for 
religious ideas in the life of the institution.  His 
initiative stemmed from a conviction that colleges and 
universities, reflecting the values of society as a whole, 
had become too secularized.  In an extended discussion of 
this issue in an early report to the trustees, he cited two 
"isms" which he said might have been held up as "reproaches 
to our institutions of higher learning" in the pre-World War 
II era:  hedonism and secularism.36  In his view, the charge 
                                                          
35  Pres Rept (1945), 11. 
36  Pres SA Rept (November, 1945), 7-9. 
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that young people in college were solely concerned with 
pleasure may have been valid for some institutions before 
the war, but the way they had responded to the crisis of the 
war itself was an indication of their moral fiber and their 
willingness for self-sacrifice.  If hedonism was still a 
problem on college campuses, however, the way to combat it 
in his opinion was to provide a stimulating enough 
intellectual environment to engage students, for the 
"pursuit of divertissement and pleasure...thrive unduly only 
where the intellectual interest of a campus offers too 
little attraction and is insufficiently compelling."  He 
cited the new Freshman Studies course as one means of 
providing this intellectual stimulus to both students and 
faculty. 
 
 Secularism was more difficult to combat, according to 
Pusey,  since it was an all-pervasive quality of the adult 
world that young people were moving into.  Recognizing that 
secularism had been in no small measure responsible for many 
of the intellectual, scientific, social, and political 
advances made in the modern world, he felt at the same time 
that "its advance has seriously weakened our hold on 
defensible values, and more seriously, by undermining all 
feeling of dependence upon God, it has fostered pride and 
conceit in all of us, and continues to do 
so."  How to deal with this pride and how to prevent 
students from putting their trust in "false deities" were 
difficult matters to discuss.   
 
I do not believe in a lot of moralistic preaching 
any more than our students do, nor do I wish to 
promote any particular creed or a new revivalism.  
But at the same time I feel an obligation to help 
students to become conscious, if they have not 
already done so, of the spiritual potentiality they 
have within them, and to know that life lived at a 
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merely "human" level is  no very satisfactory life 
for men.37 
 
 Towards this end Pusey reported in 1945 that the 
college had already revived monthly religious convocations 
which had lapsed during the war, and was making an effort to 
bring outstanding religious thinkers to the campus who would 
"serve to make the cause of religion attractive to young 
people both by their arguments and their personalities."  He 
also noted with approval that students were holding vesper 
services on alternate Sunday evenings on their own 
initiative, and that they were doing so "with dignity and 
taste." 
 
 A year and a half later, Pusey remarked upon "a marked 
increase in interest in religion and a more ready 
willingness to hear what it has to say."38  Religious 
convocations had been the most successful of the year, 
according to the President, owing to the presence of a 
number of distinguished preachers.  He was also encouraged 
by the spontaneous formation of a Student Christian 
Association and a large turnout for a forum at which four 
faculty members had spoken on "What Religion Means to Me." 
 
 Interestingly, Pusey does not seem to have followed 
President Barrows in taking active steps to reinforce 
Lawrence's ties with the Methodist Church (He was, himself, 
an Episcopalian).  Rather he talked about Lawrence's "own 
religious program."  Addressing students in a matriculation 
day speech, he said: 
 
 All [religious denominations] always have been 
welcome and still are welcome, but our willingness 
                                                          
37  Ibid., 9. 
38  Pres Rept (1947), 6. 
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to serve the higher educational needs of so many 
and varied religious groups should not be 
interpreted to mean that the College is indifferent 
to religious considerations or that it has no 
religious program of its own.  We are Christian, 
and we are Protestant, though we are trying to be 
as interdenominational as we can, and you are all 
expected as Lawrentians not to surrender your own 
church allegiances, but to continue them, and at 
the same time to join our program.39 
 
 The most significant step taken by the College in an 
attempt to realize President Pusey's goals was the 
inauguration in 1952 of the first of a series of "Religion 
in Life Conferences," held early in the second semester each 
year.  Organized primarily by students of the Lawrence 
Christian Association and the Student Executive Committee, 
the first such event, entitled "An Alternative to Futility," 
lasted over two days and featured as the keynote speaker Dr. 
Howard Thurman, pastor of the Church of the Fellowship of 
All Peoples, an interracial, interdenominational church in 
San Francisco.40  He was assisted by Dean William N. Hawley 
of the University of Chicago Divinity School, a number of 
                                                          
39  Nathan Pusey, Matriculation Day Speech (9/23/48), 7. 
(LU Archives, File of Pusey's Speeches)  Although no 
statistics on religious affiliation of students are 
available for this particular year, Pusey reported in 
November, 1950, the following figures:  Methodist - 160;  
Lutheran - 159;  Congregational - 148;  Roman Catholic - 
117;  Presbyterian - 113;  Episcopalian - 87. (Pres SA Rept, 
November, 1950).  Since 923 students were enrolled at the 
beginning of this semester, it appears that 139 were not 
reported in this census. 
40  For details on the first conference, see Lawr (1/11/52 
and 1/18/52) and Pres Rept (1952), 3. 
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Lawrence faculty,  and about a dozen ministers of various 
denominations from the community and other parts of the 
state.  In addition to speeches on two evenings, a forum, 
and a convocation address by Dr. Thurman, the conference 
comprised discussion groups held in dormitories.  President 
Pusey reported enthusiastically on the success of the 
Conference, "For three days most of the people on campus 
were involved in excited discussions of God and man and 
endless burning questions about how a man should live."41  
The conferences continued long after President Pusey's 
departure from the campus and ceased only in the mid-1960's. 
 
 There is some indication that Pusey's identification of 
Lawrence as a "Christian institution" and his emphasis on  
religion did not meet with the unanimous approval of the 
faculty.  The subject arose in a faculty meeting on March 
16, 1953, when those present were discussing a preliminary 
report of the so-called "Troyer Committee," which was 
engaged in reviewing the curriculum.  In a report entitled 
"The Lawrence Enterprise" which proposed a statement of the 
general objectives of the college, two passages aroused 
particular discussion.42   Although it may be somewhat 
misleading to quote these out of context, they were the 
following: 
 
[W]e seek for them [our students] an active 
commitment to a life of intelligence and faith. 
 
 To accomplish this [an extended list of goals] 
we provide a formal curriculum of liberal studies, 
taught by skilled and humane teachers, together 
with an experience in community living of a 
                                                          
41  Pres Rept (1952), 3. 
42  The report is appended to the faculty minutes for that 
date. 
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peculiar kind--peculiar in that intellectual and 
Christian values are expected to play a more 
considerable part than is frequently accorded them 
in many non-campus communities.  
 
 According to the faculty secretary, a long discussion 
ensued concerning the use of the words "faith" and 
"Christian" in the passages just quoted.  As the secretary 
put it, "There was a feeling on the part of some members 
that the use of these words in the context of the report 
might imply a restriction upon intellectual freedom or 
involve the necessity of propagandizing a particular faith."   
In the course of the discussion, President Pusey pointed out 
that Lawrence belonged to a class of colleges that was 
rooted in a Christian background, but that this did not 
imply that sets of values other than Christian could not be 
examined or that there was any limitation on intellectual 
freedom because of Lawrence's Christian tradition.   
 
 With respect to the word "faith," the secretary 
continued, "it was pointed out [the speaker was not 
identified] that the word was a very broad one and could 
include such interpretations as Dewey's practical faith, 
Kant's ethical faith, as well as a specific religious 
faith."  Professor Troyer, the chairman of the committee, 
asserted that in the phrase "an active commitment to a life 
of intelligence and faith," the emphasis was meant to be 
placed upon commitment and not upon a particular type of 
faith.  In any event, the faculty was not asked to vote its 
approval of this particular report and it was incorporated 
merely as an addendum to the final report of the committee. 
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Improving Student Quality:  the Prize Fellowships 
 
 Like Wriston before him, Nathan Pusey was determined to 
recruit better students for Lawrence and thereby, he hoped, 
to raise the intellectual level of the campus.  But he did 
this not so much by changing the general criteria for 
admission as by a technique which might be described as 
"leavening the loaf."  During his first full year as 
president he persuaded Fanny Lyons Babcock, a longtime 
member of the Board of Trustees, to fund Prize Fellowships 
to be awarded to four outstanding freshmen, renewable 
throughout their four years in college, if the student 
maintained honor standing.  The college asked several 
hundred high school principals and superintendents to 
recommend candidates.  From this group, Lawrence selected 
thirty-four students who took a competitive examination; 
from the ten who performed best on the examination, the 
college selected four for prize scholarships. Pusey reported 
that, "The four finally chosen can unquestionably be said to 
rank with the very best students entering any of the 
colleges in the country next fall."43  Pusey's hope was that 
                                                          
43  Pres Rept (June, 1945), 6.  The President reported four 
years later (Pres Rept, June, 1949, 7) that of the original 
four students, one had dropped out at the end of her 
freshman year, but that the other three had maintained 
consistently high records.  One was graduating summa cum 
laude and the other two magna cum laude. One of the Prize 
Fellows was scheduled to do graduate work in English, 
another had taken a position at the Oxford University Press 
in New York, and the third was planning to be married and 
would accompany her husband to do missionary work in Cuba.  
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enough other donors would come forward to permit four such 
fellowships to be awarded each year to entering freshmen, 
thus insuring that sixteen students would be studying on 
Prize Fellowships at any given time. His hope was, in fact, 
fulfilled, and the seed was sown for the somewhat similar 
Henry Merritt Wriston Fellowships, awarded since 1975 to 
outstanding students at the end of the freshman year for the 
remainder of their college careers. 
 
 To what extent this very small group of selected 
students may have raised the intellectual level of the 
campus is, of course, difficult to judge, but two of the 
original group ended up as editors of the Lawrentian in 
years when the quality of its journalism was especially 
high.   
 
 If one of the criteria for judging the caliber of a 
student generation is the number of Rhodes Scholars it 
produces, the Lawrence Class of 1954 is without peer.  Two 
members of this class won the coveted scholarships for study 
at Oxford:  Elmer Pfefferkorn in 1953, and Michael Hammond 
in 1955  (Both graduated from Lawrence in 1954, but Hammond 
spent the academic year l954-55 on a Rotary Fellowship in 
                                                                                                                                                                             
In his last report to the Lawrence Board of Trustees (June, 
1953), Pusey stated, "the thing...which has meant most to me 
personally has been the Prize Fellowship Program which Mrs. 
Babcock has made possible and encouraged me in.  A 
succession of very exceptional young people has been brought 
to Lawrence through this program...and it continues." (p. 9) 
One of the Prize Fellows was Shirley Hanson (Benoit) '50 
who, after studying in France, returned to Lawrence as a 
faculty member in 1952;  another was Maurice F. (Maury) 
Brown '49, who taught English at Lawrence for two  years 
beginning in 1953, and later earned his Ph.D. in American 
Literature at Harvard. 
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India and entered the Rhodes competition in the fall of 
1955).   
 
 Pfefferkorn, a native of Manitowoc, Wisconsin, and a 
pre-medical student, compiled a near-perfect academic record 
as a biology major.  Winner of the Phi Beta Kappa cup as a 
freshman, the Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship as a junior, he was 
elected to the honorary fraternity itself as a senior.  A 
member of the varisty tennis team, he held offices in a 
variety of campus organizations and was cited as the 
outstanding junior man when he was awarded the Junior Spoon.  
Pfefferkorn entered the honors program in animal physiology 
at Oxford, where he was awarded a B. A.  Upon his return to 
the U. S., he enrolled at the Harvard Medical School where 
he earned his M. D.  He has served as Professor and Chairman 
of the Microbiology Department at the Dartmouth Medical 
School, Hanover, New Hampshire. 
 
 Michael Hammond, an Appleton native, active in theater 
and music while at Lawrence, was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, 
and graduated with honors.  On a Rotary Fellowship in India, 
he studied philosophy at the University of Delhi and 
classical Indian music under Ravi Shankar.  During his stay 
at Oxford, where he earned B. A. and M. A. degrees, his 
interests ranged widely in philosophy, psychology, and 
neurophysiology.  Described by some as a "Renaissance man," 
he studied both advanced conducting and medicine at the 
University of Wisconsin, training which prepared him in the 
1960's to teach neurophysiology at the Marquette University 
Medical School, physiology at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, and to serve as director of composition studies 
and instructor in orchestration at the Wisconsin 
Conservatory of Music.  He joined the faculty at the State 
University of New York at Purchase in 1968 and became 
president of that institution in 1977. More recently he has 
been 
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Dean of the School of Music at Rice University.  Lawrence 
awarded him an honorary doctorate in 1975.      
 
 
The Worcester Art Center and the Memorial Union 
 
 In October, 1944, a few months after President Pusey 
arrived on the campus, he listed what buildings he thought 
Lawrence needed most urgently.44  At the top of the list was 
the remodelling and refurnishing of Science Hall, followed 
by the completion of remodelling of Main Hall begun by his 
predecessor, and necessary repairs to the Chapel.  But the 
next priority he assigned to a new Student Union to replace 
the now entirely inadequate Hamar Union, a Victorian house 
located on the northeast corner of College and Union 
Streets, which had served for twenty years as a gathering 
place for students.45  The Union would honor Lawrence's war 
dead, particularly the fifty men and one woman who had lost 
their lives in World War II.  Another project which Pusey 
hoped to realize--an Art Center--had been the dream of Henry 
Wriston, for which the funds had been donated by Charles and 
Mary Worcester of Chicago during the presidency of Thomas 
Barrows.  Finally, "in the less immediate future" he hoped 
to construct a new women's dormitory.  Since the country was 
still at war and construction workers and materials were 
scarce, there was little chance that these projects could be 
completed in the near future.  And even after the war ended 
in 1945, postwar instability, financial uncertainty, and 
                                                          
44  Pres SA Rept (October, 1944), 2. 
45  The campaign for such a social center had been led by 
Olive Hamar of the Class of 1925 who died in that year from 
meningitis contracted when she underwent an appendectomy.  
Students who wanted to honor her memory completed the 
project and named the house after her.  
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inflation made the realization of the College's goals 
difficult.   
 
 Plans for financing the Memorial Union got under way in 
1944 when officers of the Alumni Association voted to raise 
$ 150,000 by 1947, the year in which Lawrence would 
celebrate its centennial. By that time, despite repeated 
appeals, only $ 100,000 had been raised, but a decision was 
made to proceed with the plan to lay the cornerstone for the 
new building.  The project at the time called for 
incorporating both the campus gymnasium and the observatory 
tower (located where Youngchild Hall stands today) into the 
structure, so it was on this site that the cornerstone was 
laid with considerable fanfare during the centennial 
celebration.  But the complications of fitting older 
buildings into a new one along with rising costs of 
construction led to a decision to scale down the original 
plan; the Union was, therefore, located on the site 
overlooking the river bank next to the President's House 
(Sampson House) where it now stands.46   
 
 Despite the valiant efforts of Russell Flom '24 and 
John Wilterding '23, each of whom served in succession as 
chairmen of the drive, funds were slow in coming in from 
alumni, with the result that construction was delayed until 
1950 and the Union did not finally open until the spring of 
                                                          
46  According to Marguerite Schumann, the revised plan was 
drawn up by President Pusey himself:  "In the spring of 1947 
when the observatory-gym idea was abandoned, President 
Nathan M. Pusey sat down with a used envelope one day and 
scratched a few lines on it. 'This is what it is going to 
look like,' he announced to one of the office staff." 
Creation of a Campus (Appleton, 1956), 81.   
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1951.47  Once the building had been put into use for plays, 
dances, meetings, and varied recreational activities, and 
the grill had become a popular meeting place, the delays 
were forgotten and the entire Lawrence community expressed 
its satisfaction with the new social center.  
On the walls of the Union's memorial alcove overlooking the 
river are listed in columns the seventy-one names of those 
Lawrentians who died in the Civil War, the Spanish-American 
War, and the First and Second World Wars.  Above them all is 
a fragment of a poem by  British poet Stephen Spender: 
 
The names of those who in their lives fought for 
life, Who wore at their hearts the fire's center. 
 Born of the sun, they travelled a short while toward 
the sun 
     And left the vivid air signed with their honor. 
 
 Although Charles and Mary Worcester as early as 1943 
had made their principal gift of $ 200,000 for an Art Center 
to Lawrence (to which they subsequently added another $ 
80,000), a scarcity of materials during and after the war 
delayed the construction of the building until 1949.48  The 
original hope that the new building would be a large center 
for the arts, including work in music and theater as well as 
the graphic arts, had to be abandoned because of its 
prohibitive cost.  Instead, the President proposed to build 
                                                          
47  A cartoon in the Lawrentian (10/1/48) showed the 
projected Memorial Union with a sign posted in front of it 
bearing the following text:  "New Lawrence Student Union--to 
be completed 1948, 1949, 1950, 1951, 1952."  Each year was 
crossed out, and the last year was followed by the words, 
"Aw Hell!!"   
48  The figure often cited for the Worcester gift was $ 
260,000, but the higher total is confirmed by President 
Pusey in Pres Rept (1949), 11. 
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"a smaller, almost a laboratory-type building for the work 
in the graphic arts alone."49  It was estimated that the 
building would cost approximately $ 180,000, leaving $ 
100,000 in endowment for the maintenance of the center. 
Charles Brooks, Associate Professor of Art and Architecture, 
who had been brought from Scripps College by President 
Pusey, had considerable responsibility for planning the 
center, including the choice of colors, materials, and 
furnishings for the building.  An important feature of the 
structure was a central exhibition room designed as a 
memorial to Ruth Bigelow Wriston, the first wife of 
President Wriston, who did so much to foster the fine arts 
on the campus.50  
 
 The official opening of the Worcester Art Center was a 
gala occasion held during Commencement Week in June, l950.  
Although the Worcesters could not be present, arrangements 
were made for the loan of ten paintings from the Worcester 
collection of the Chicago Art Institute to serve as the core 
of an exhibit displayed in the Ruth Bigelow Wriston room.  
To these ten paintings, which included works of Lucas 
Cranach, Gentile Bellini, Tiepolo, Veronese, Toulouse-
Lautrec, Pierre Bonnard, and Fernand Leger, were added a 
dozen valuable pictures lent by residents of the Fox River 
Valley, including works by Sir Joshua Reynolds, 
Gainsborough, Turner, Van Dyck, Inness, Canaletto, and 
Derain.  Marguerite Schumann, in her Creation of a Campus, 
reports that a "college maintenance man slept in the 
building to guard the treasures, and everybody heaved a sigh 
                                                          
49  Ibid., 11. 
50  She is alleged to have been the originator of the idea of 
a student picture rental service adopted at Lawrence and 
subsequently imitated by many other colleges. 
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of relief when they were returned to their respective 
homes."51 
 Speaking at the dedication of the exhibition room named 
in honor of her mother was Barbara Wriston, daughter of 
President and Mrs. Wriston, then on the staff of the Boston 
Museum of Fine Arts.52  
 
 
 
 
Impact of Veterans in the Postwar Era 
 
 Like most American colleges and universities in the 
post-World War II era, Lawrence received a massive influx of 
veterans who significantly affected the general tone of the 
campus.  The College began the first semester after the 
departure of the Navy V-12 unit (September, 1945) with an 
enrollment of just under 600 students.  Among these, as 
President Pusey pointed out, "The ratio [of women to men] 
was approximately four to one," and he added, "Nice for the 
men, not so nice for the women."53  At the same time,  there 
was a four-to-one preponderance of freshmen and sophomores 
over juniors and seniors, causing the president to comment, 
"It is clear that we have been in the way of becoming both a 
woman's college and a junior college, or putting the ideas 
together, a woman's junior college...."54 
                                                          
51  p. 77. 
52  Appleton Post-Crescent (6/12/50).  Barbara Wriston was 
also an honored guest in 1989 for the dedication of the new 
Wriston Art Center, built on the site of the demolished 
Worcester Center.   For further details on the dedication of 
the Worcester Art Center, see a file of materials labelled 
"Art Center. Information" in LU Archives. 
53  Pres SA Rept (November, 1945), 3. 
54  Ibid. 
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 The huge enrollment of veterans studying on the G. I. 
Bill soon altered this imbalance between men and women.  In 
one twelve-month period (from the fall of 1945 to the fall 
of 1946), enrollment jumped from 594 to 1027.  Eighty 
percent of the male students at the latter date were 
veterans.  Obviously this created a variety of problems, 
among them a critical shortage of housing.  Many students 
from the Fox Valley lived at home, but the pressure grew for 
additional dormitories for the men as well as another one 
for the women, a need that was not fulfilled until Douglas 
Knight's presidency.  This was the era that also saw the 
erection of quonset huts or barracks for married students 
next to the chapel and south of the library. 
 
 Harder to discern is the intangible effect which the 
increased enrollment, particularly of veterans, had upon the 
life of the campus.  The evolution of President Pusey's 
personal reaction to the veterans at Lawrence (as revealed 
in his comments to the trustees) is especially interesting.  
He admits that he was eager but uneasy about the arrival of 
the first group of fifty in the fall of 1945 and reported 
after they had been on the campus for only two months: 
 
They are much less out-going, more drawn in upon 
themselves, and hard to get at.  They often have a 
furtive look in their eyes, are tense, nervous, and 
apparently frightened.  They are unhappy, they are 
full of rather indefinite hate, and they are 
unfriendly.  Furthermore, they invariably find it 
impossible to stay at their books, to concentrate 
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on the matter in hand, and to remember material 
from one day to the next.55 
 
 By the end of that academic year, however, when 247 
veterans were enrolled, the President appears to have 
reversed his original assessment almost entirely.  Arguing 
that a few in the first group had been through severe shock, 
he now reported that, for the most part, the veterans were 
completely at ease and free from mental tensions of any 
unusual kind.  Their academic performance, moreover, was 
somewhat better than that of non-veterans.  "And their 
conduct has been very fine,--mature, interested, 
responsible."56  A few months later, he was waxing almost 
lyrical about the veterans and their effect on Lawrence: 
 
 The men [veterans] are older in years and they 
are much older in experience than college students 
have normally been.  They seems to have brought a 
more serious purpose to our campus than has existed 
here for some time, and in this connection it is 
possible that they may succeed in getting more 
mature practices and customs established here than 
have formerly obtained.57  
By June, 1947, after two full years with the veterans on 
campus, the President reports still another impression in 
declaring that the former G. I.'s  were not so different 
from "civilian students" except for the fact that they were 
older and perhaps more in a hurry.  The goals of the two 
groups were roughly the same and did not differ greatly from 
the goals of pre-war students.  "Both want what they take to 
                                                          
55  Pres SA Rept (November, 1945), 3.  Since Pusey 
had some of these students in his own classes, his 
reaction was based upon personal experience. 
56  Pres Rept (1946), 11. 
57  Pres SA Rept (November, 1946), 2. 
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be an education, both want to live honorably, both want a 
good time, both want a job and a family."58 
 
 Whether or not one accepts the President's personal 
view of the beneficial effect the veterans had upon the 
student body in the immediate postwar era, there is plenty 
of evidence--interviews with students and faculty from the 
era, Lawrentian editorials and features--to suggest that the 
period immediately following the war was an exciting time to 
be at Lawrence.  A Lawrentian editorial at the end of the 
academic year 1945-46 commented enthusiastically on the 
success of this first postwar year, noting students' 
approval of the new Freshman Studies course which it claimed 
had influenced all college classes, the heightened interest 
in all kinds of extra-curricular activities, the increased 
number of plays presented, the revival of regular religious 
convocations, and the revitalized conference sports program.  
The article concluded, " The results of the past year, 
together with the plans for the future, should make Lawrence 
an even greater liberal arts school...."59   
 
 The following year witnessed the expansion and 
revitalization of an almost dormant International Relations 
Club in what the Lawrentian termed "a year of decision for 
the world and the college community," and the launching of a 
World Student Service Fund Drive, sponsored by religious 
groups, to provide assistance to students overseas.60  The 
                                                          
58  Pres Rept (1947), 5.  The Lawrentian, reporting on 
forthcoming elections for student body president (4/18/47), 
noted that all three candidates were veterans and one of 
them (Henry Dupont '49) was probably the only married man 
ever to run for president of the Lawrence student body. 
59  Lawr (6/8/46), 4. 
60  Lawr (2/28/47) l.  The following issue of the Lawrentian 
(3/7/47) reports on a faculty show designed to raise money 
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Lawrentian during that year published a series of articles 
signed by Bob French  [Robert S. French '48], taking note of 
developments in Europe:  the Communist coup in 
Czechoslovakia, the threat to Finland, the impact of the 
Marshall Plan, etc.  
  
 The burgeoning enrollments of these years enabled the 
College to be far more selective in its admissions policy; 
Pusey noted that for every student taken "four or five 
reasonably good prospects" had been turned away.61  In his 
view, this situation led to higher academic performance in 
college.  He cited as partial confirmation of his opinion a 
very recent Lawrentian editorial which noted that "courses 
seem tougher" and "competition is undoubtedly keener," but  
which concluded, "We are here to study.  We are here to 
learn.  To by-pass these requirements and ignore the future 
implications of such action will mean only grief.  Our 
                                                                                                                                                                             
for this cause which earned $ 800.  President Pusey played 
the role of a bartender in a skit entitled "The Shooting of 
Dan McGrew," and a takeoff on student life was entitled 
"Pusey's Zoo and Sideshow." 
61  Pres SA Rept (November, 1946), 1.  It is impossible to 
confirm this statement since Admissions Office records from 
this period no longer exist.  Of the 1027 full-course 
students enrolled, 924 were in the College and 103 in the 
Conservatory.  Whereas the ratio of women to men had been 
four-to-one a year before, the figures were now 542 men and 
485 women full-course students.  The average age of the 
women was about 18-19, of the men 23.  Pusey claimed this 
was "probably the largest enrollment in Lawrence College's 
history," noting that the figure of 1200 from twenty-five 
years earlier included many students not of college age who 
were taking special work at the Conservatory and another 
group who were counted twice, i. e. in both the College and 
Conservatory.  
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requirements are high;  they should be.  Only by application 
will we be worthy of the degree we earn."62 
 
Cold War, Korean War, and the Air Force ROTC 
 
 In the opinion of President Pusey this atmosphere began 
to change in 1947-48 as the storm clouds of the Cold War 
gathered.  When the Soviet Union consolidated its hold over 
the satellite nations of eastern Europe and the U. S. 
responded  with the Truman Doctrine and then with the 
announcement of the Marshall Plan, Pusey noted a change in 
the mood of students: 
 
...a feeling of hesitation, of uncertainty, of 
waiting, and along with these a puzzling lack of 
purposeful direction in our students' thinking 
which may very well have been caused by...the 
uncertainty and concern everywhere observable in 
the adult world outside.  The possible 
recrudescence of war, the draft, prices, boom-or-
bust anxiety,--these and other things have been 
disturbing to many, and not least to the present 
generation of college students who, after young 
lifetimes filled wholly with depression and war, 
are understandably eager for some kind of 
stability.63 
 
 As the number of veterans enrolled began to dwindle in 
the late 1940's, Lawrence (like many other institutions) 
once again faced the prospect of deficits, since revenue 
from the G. I. Bill had provided a considerable part of the 
                                                          
62  Lawr (11/8/46), 4. 
63  Pres Rept (1948), 1. 
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college's income in these years.64  The President was 
particularly concerned about where to find scholarship aid 
for continuing students because only modest amounts had been 
devoted to this need since 1946.  In his opinion, American 
colleges were moving in 1949 from what he called the first 
postwar period to a second (and different) one.  Many 
colleges were looking to the federal government to "bail 
them out," but his own view was that each college should and 
must solve its own problems locally.  Income from gifts 
would, he hoped, fill the gap.65 
 
 Into this uncertain situation broke the news in June, 
1950, of the North Korean invasion of South Korea, and the 
resulting response by United Nations forces in which the 
United States played the major role.  To a college 
administration hoping for a period of stability, the Korean 
War (1950-53) brought the renewed threat of a loss of male 
students to the military, although colleges and universities 
were informed that students would be eligible for deferment 
from the draft until the end of the academic year 1950-51.  
In a gloomy report to the semi-annual meeting of the Board 
                                                          
64  Pres Rept (1949), 3.  President Pusey listed such income 
as follows:  1946-47:  $ 204,000;  1947-48: $ 196,000;  
1948-49:  $ 158,000 (estimated).  The number of veterans 
enrolled in these same years was 445, 382, and 300.  One 
year later, he reported to the trustees (Pres Rept, 1950, 3) 
that the number of married students had declined from 90 to 
70 but that Lawrence still needed the quonset huts and 
barracks for them.  He added, "If some of you finds these 
'temporary' buildings which have now been used for almost 
four years something less than an aesthetic joy, I can only 
say I agree with you, but the fact remains that we have an 
obligation to the worthy young people who went to war and 
who are still clamoring to get in to them." 
65  Ibid., 4. 
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of Trustees in November, 1950, President Pusey saw the 
prospect of "years and years of military commitment lying 
ahead."66 
 
 The situation confronting us this autumn is 
not an encouraging one,--war abroad, fear and 
mounting inflation at home, and an increasing 
tenseness marked by recrimination in national life.  
Explosions can occur in any of a number of places, 
and over the whole strained world situation hangs 
the terrible possibility of atomic 
bombing...Private education in the United States 
may conceivably go under, at least in large measure 
in the decade ahead.67 
 
 In June, 1951, reflecting on the academic year just 
past, Pusey declared it had brought more anxiety to 
administrative officers than any he had known as president.68  
The chief worry, he declared, had been the "tormenting 
uncertainty" for students, faculty, and administration.  At 
the same time, he acknowledged that, because of newly 
announced procedures, not as many men would be drafted as 
had been earlier anticipated, and he also foresaw a larger 
freshman class for the fall than in the previous year.  
 
 But the major announcement to the Board of Trustees at 
that meeting was that Lawrence would have, beginning 
officially on July 1, 1951, an Air Force Reserve Officers 
Training Corps unit on campus, and participation in this 
program would be required for virtually all men entering 
                                                          
66  Pres SA Rept (November, 1950). 
67  Ibid., 9. 
68  Pres Rept (1951), 1. 
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college in the fall.69  Students would normally continue in 
the program through their sophomore year and, as long as 
they were enrolled in it, they would be exempt from a call 
                                                          
69  Ibid., 4-6.  Because colleges appying for an AFROTC unit 
were required to secure a vote by faculty and students on 
whether they wished to have such a program, polls of both 
groups had taken place earlier in the academic year.  At a 
special meeting on 2/23/51, the faculty voted as follows: 
 
     (1)  Establishment of an Air Force ROTC unit at 
Lawrence on           a permanent basis: 
 
                    Strongly favor                59% 
                    Favor                         32% 
                    Indifferent                    1% 
                    Opposed                        2% 
                    Not voting                     5% * 
 
* discrepancy in total not explained. 
 
     (2)  Establishment of an Air Force ROTC unit at 
Lawrence for 
          the duration of the present emergency only: 
 
                    Strongly favor                73% 
                    Favor                         21% 
                    Indifferent                    1% 
                    Opposed                        0% 
                    Not voting                     5% 
 
     Results of student voting in a special convocation held 
2/27/51 were published in the Lawrentian (3/2/51).  To the 
questions posed above, students responded to # 1 with the 
following percentages:  40, 29, 13, 16, and 2.  To question 
# 2, percentages were:  66, 24, 4, 4, and 2.              
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by Selective Service.  Those who were selected and chose to 
continue in the program through their junior and senior 
years would be inducted into the Air Force at that point 
and, upon graduation, would be commissioned as second 
lieutenants.  They would then be liable for at least two 
years additional service in the Air Force or the Air Force 
Reserve.70   
 
 Acknowledging that the establishment of an AFROTC unit 
would alleviate the problem of a drain of male students to 
the draft, Pusey nevertheless felt called upon to defend the 
decision.71 Admitting that hitherto Lawrence "had obligations 
so compelling as a liberal arts college that we could not in 
peace time get involved in military programs," he argued 
that the present was not a "peace time."  Rather for as far 
as one could see into the future, the world was going to be 
in a mingled "war-peace" condition which was neither one 
thing nor the other as these had formerly been known:  
 
And because of this all young Americans are going 
to be required in the years to come to make 
personal contributions in time to the enormous 
military effort needed to secure and maintain world 
order.   
 
 The AFROTC program got under way in the fall of 1951 
without incident, and Lawrentians soon became accustomed to 
seeing male students on campus dressed in Air Force uniforms 
                                                          
70  Freshmen and sophomores in the program were expected to 
give one hour a week to drill and two hours to classes 
taught by Air Force personnel. Juniors and seniors in the 
advanced program  would devote one course each semester to 
the Air Force--one out of the normal five courses--and their 
study of the liberal arts would be decreased by this much.   
71  Ibid., 5. 
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on days when they were required to drill.  Pusey predicted 
that the program "will be with us for a long time to come."  
In fact, it remained on campus through the 1960's and became 
the object of protests during the Vietnam War.  Membership 
in the unit was ruled optional by the University in 1959.  
In 1969, the Air Force informed Lawrence that it was among a 
number of institutions that would lose their AFROTC programs 
because they had not produced the required minimum of 15 
officers per year.  Beginning in 1969, no more students were 
admitted to the four-year program;  the two-year program 
continued, but it was phased out at the end of the academic 
year 1970-71.  When the Lawrence faculty was asked whether 
the University should apply for a new contract with the Air 
Force, the proposal was turned down by a vote of 38-28.72  
 
 
 
 
The Racial Issue Surfaces 
 
 For a university founded under the aegis of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, which had split over the issue 
of slavery into northern and southern branches on the eve of 
the Civil War, the subject of race or racial discrimination 
is surprisingly rare in campus publications or official 
pronouncements during Lawrence's first century.  
 
 It is true that Oneida Indians were among the first 
students in the preparatory department and that two of them 
graduated from the college in the 1860's, but their numbers 
dwindled to nothing in the final decades of the 19th 
century. 
 
                                                          
72  Fac Min (5/15/70). 
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 Slavery was among the favorite topics for debates in 
the 19th century literary societies in the decade prior to 
the Civil War, but the subject must have had a remote 
quality for students living on the northwestern frontier, 
most of whom had probably never seen a black.  For those 
Lawrentians who fought in the war, the subject was no longer 
remote, but what sort of long-range impact the experience 
had upon veterans who returned to their overwhelmingly white 
communities in Wisconsin is questionable.  
Within a decade or so, a new generation of young people 
entering Lawrence probably had little or no contact with 
people of other races.   
 
 We know practically nothing about the experience of 
seven Chinese students, presumably sent by missionaries, all 
from Tsing Hua College, who attended Lawrence and graduated 
in 1920 and 1921;  but the brief notations about each in the 
Ariel suggest that they were scarcely involved in campus 
activities. 
 
 One young woman from Liberia, Frederica Kla Bada Brown, 
of the Class of 1917, was probably the first black graduated 
from Lawrence.73  A member of Athena (the literary society), 
the History Club, and the Chemistry Club, she became a 
teacher and dean at Wiley University in Marshall, Texas, 
after graduation, and later was secretary of "the colored 
branch of the YWCA" in Indianapolis.74  
 
 The anniversary of the adoption in 1865 of the 
thirteenth amendment, banning slavery, was the pretext for 
                                                          
73  Alum Rec (1922), 472.  
74  Alum Rec (1922), 472.  This is the last information 
available about her. 
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an exceptional editorial that appeared in a Lawrentian of 
1924 entitled "The New Slavery."75   
 
The one great social evil of the United States was 
thereby eradicated,--so it was supposed.  But out 
of the material emancipation of the negro in body 
has grown a new slavery in mind and spirit as a 
result of cast [sic] and race prejudice which 
threatens to undermine our American democracy to a 
greater extent than did the slavery of a half 
century ago. 
 
Called to service in the armed forces during the World War, 
the negro, according to the editorial, had come to a 
realization of the frightful conditions to which he was 
subjected and this aroused in him a determination not to 
return "to the squalor of pre-war days."  The result was a 
steady exodus of negroes from the south to the north and the 
emergence of a racial problem when race riots broke out in 
Chicago and Washington, D. C. in 1919. 
 
Our colored comrades had been good enough to be 
placed in the front ranks as targets for the 
Germans.  They had been good enough to sleep 
alongside of whites in defense of our country.  But 
here at home it seemed too much to ask that they be 
allowed to eat at the same table we did, to sleep 
under the same roof we did, to work at a machine in 
the same shop as we did, to attend the same college 
we did. 
 
 The final paragraph of the editorial asked what the 
future of the American negro was to be.  "How are we to cope 
with the question of race discrimination?"  The answer to 
                                                          
75  (1/31/24). 
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bridging the gap between the races lay, concluded the 
writer, with "an educated and intelligent public opinion.  
And the backbone of that intelligent public opinion is the 
college youth of today.  Are you preparing yourself now to 
shoulder just such responsibilities  after you leave college 
to take up your life's work?" 
 
 What reaction, if any, there was to this isolated 
editorial is impossible to determine.  No further editorial 
comment or correspondence from readers dealt with the issue. 
Any suggestion that the task of bridging the gap between the 
races should begin in the Lawrence College of that day was 
conspicuous by its absence. 
 
 Not until twenty-five years later, in 1949, in the 
aftermath of World War II, did a visiting speaker pose a 
challenge directly to Lawrence College.76   Having addressed 
the Student Christian Association on the subject of "Race 
Relations," Dr. George Kelsey, a black, who was associate 
executive secretary of the National Council of Churches, was 
asked what could be done at Lawrence "to help the race 
situation."  His reply, according to the report on the 
meeting, was:  "You have no Negro students at Lawrence, do 
you?  Is that not rather peculiar since you have an 
enrollment of 800 or 900 students...and this school has a 
Christian background, does it not?" 
 
 Quick to react, the SCA [Student Christian 
Association], in the next number of the Lawrentian, issued a 
call for the admission of Negro students to Lawrence.77  Its 
statement declared "We believe that a fundamental cause of 
racial prejudice is ignorance and that this cause must first 
be combatted by bringing races into contact with one 
                                                          
76  Lawr (2/18/49). 
77  2/25/49. 
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another."  A spokesman for the organization added "that the 
college itself ought to bring selected colored people for 
both educational and moral reasons."  A Lawrentian editorial 
in the same issue phrased the appeal more explicitly by 
urging the administration "to secure from five to ten 
Negroes, both men and women, for entrance into Lawrence as 
full-time students next fall."78 
 
 In response to these statements, President Pusey 
commented that "race has never been a criterion for 
admission to Lawrence College," and affirmed that non-
discrimination was provided for in the college charter.79  In 
fact, the original charter had ruled out discrimination on 
the grounds of religion but said nothing about race.80 
 
 The Lawrentian reported further that a Negro girl 
[Frederica Brown, cited above] had received a bachelor's 
degree in 1917, and "that a Negro man was enrolled for a 
time in the middle '20's."81 In attempting to explain the 
absence of blacks at Lawrence, Marshall Hulbert, dean of 
administration, said that "inquiries by Negro students have 
not numbered more than a half dozen in the past twenty 
years, and that none of them ever made formal application."  
College authorities attributed the lack of applications to 
"the relatively high fees"  and  to "the fact that most 
Negroes who seek a college education have a specific 
                                                          
78  Ibid. 
79  Lawr (3/4/49). 
80  "No religious tenets or opinions shall be requisite as a 
qualification for the office of trustee, except a full 
belief in divine revelation;  nor of any students, shall any 
religious tenet be required to  entitle them to all the 
privileges of the institution."  (Chapter 1, Article 1, 
"General Laws of the Territory of Wisconsin, 1847) 
81  Ibid. 
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professional goal which is better obtained at a university 
than at a college of liberal arts."82 
 
 Whatever explanations were offered, the appeals of the 
SCA and the Lawrentian provoked a number of letters to the 
editor that make interesting reading.83  Professor of 
Chemistry Stephen Darling, announcing that he was "heartily 
in sympathy with those who would like to better our inter-
racial relations," tried to point out some of the obstacles 
the SCA might encounter in attempting to realize their goal:  
were they prepared to defend negroes who were denied 
admission to restaurants, theaters, and other public places?  
was it right to "secure" five to ten young men and women 
without making it plain to the negroes involved what the 
purpose of bringing them to Lawrence was?  "To artificially  
attempt to force to a solution an issue may actually lead to 
retrogression."84  
                                                          
82  Ibid. 
83  Lawr (3/4/49). 
84  Before this entire issue was raised, a Lawrence coed, 
Rosalie Keller '50, had conducted an informal, personal 
survey (apparently by telephone, not identifying herself as 
a Lawrence student), of a number of Appleton movie houses, 
hotels, "eating places," and other commercial establishments 
to determine whether or not they would admit and/or employ 
negroes.  She had previously determined that there were no 
laws or zoning restrictions prohibiting negroes from living 
in the city, but the Chamber of Commerce informed her that 
there were no negro families living in Appleton.  She 
published the results of her survey in the Lawrentian 
(11/12/48).  Responses to her question were mixed.  "In some 
cases they [the respondents] were extremely evasive, some 
very belligerent and others had the grace to sound a little 
apologetic and embarrassed."  A similar survey conducted by 
two students in March, 1949, discovered that every 
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 The sharpest response came from Dar Vriesman '51, who 
claimed to "have had numerous contacts with Negroes," and to 
"have studied, to some extent, the Negro point of view;"  he 
disagreed entirely with the article and editorial.   
 
I guess both the S.C.A. and the editors really do 
need to get to know Negroes better.  You see 
Negroes are people and not things to be 
experimented with.  Let's reverse the situation.  
If one of us was a "selected" Negro and an attempt 
was made to "secure" us to attend a college where 
we knew there would be a great deal of prejudice 
against us, I doubt that one person would be 
willing to enroll. 
 
  Another undergraduate and veteran who said he was 
"raised in a Chicago suburb with a relatively large Negro 
population" and had also known Negroes in the army, argued 
that neither Lawrence College nor Appleton was prepared to 
accept them.  "If we are going to accept Negro students, we 
must first of all prepare Appleton and vicinity for them, 
then we can work on the Lawrentians." 
 
 In the face of these and other similar reactions, the 
Lawrentian reiterated its original stand in an editorial 
headed "We Still Mean What We Said."85  Denying that they 
intended to make "guinea pigs" of Negroes who would attend 
Lawrence, that they would "force" them to come, the editors 
maintained they would make clear to any prospective student 
                                                                                                                                                                             
restaurant and bar they had approached, with one exception, 
said they would serve a negro, although several places 
qualified their response by saying "if he were a student." 
(Lawr (3/11/49) 
85  Lawr (3/11/49). 
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what kind of conditions he would face if he came here;  "he 
would be fully aware of the problems he would face as a 
pioneer."  Affirming that they still believed it would be 
desirable to have negroes at Lawrence, the editorial 
concluded: 
 
No change ever comes naturally, spontaneously.  
Someone, sometime, must take the first step and 
exert the first force in order to produce 
it....[W]e believe that in accordance with the 
Christian and humanitarian principles upon which 
the college was founded, Negroes should be offered 
equality of education with their white neighbors 
and actively encouraged to take advantage of 
it....We believe that the time is now and the place 
is here.  To delay the issue until a convenient 
time is to delay it forever. 
 
 Despite the apparently strong feelings aroused by this 
exchange in 1949, a decade or more passed before several 
blacks applied in the same year, and were accepted, for 
admission to Lawrence.86   When this occurred, the primary 
issue among students was no longer whether they should have 
been admitted;  this was probably widely accepted.  Rather 
the principal question (discussed in the next chapter) was 
whether fraternities and sororities would feel free to 
pledge blacks to membership in their local chapters.   
                                                          
86  See Chapter 7.  In May, 1960, the college confirmed that 
five blacks had been admitted for the fall semester and that 
three more might be added to this number.  The minutes of an 
administrative staff meeting, held 5/6/69, list George Gray, 
Jr. '62, who would have entered in 1958, as "the first black 
to enroll at Lawrence in modern times."  The staff 
apparently overlooked Frederica Brown '17 and Denise Boyd 
(Benskin), who entered in 1957 and graduated in 1961. 
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The Centennial Celebration (June, 1947) 
 
 The celebration of Lawrence's centennial came as a 
climax to a particularly exciting academic year on 
 the campus.  The campaign of the Alumni Association to 
raise funds for the Memorial Union in time for Lawrence's 
centennial had got under way as early as 1944;  detailed 
planning for the event itself began in June, 1946, with the 
formation of a Centennial Committee composed of trustees, 
faculty, students, and alumni.  Although Lawrence's Charter 
had been granted by the territorial legislature on January 
15, 1847, it was decided to celebrate the hundredth 
anniversary in conjunction with commencement in June.  No 
effort was spared to make it a gala event that extended over 
three days.87   
 
 Friday, the first day, saw a Centennial Convocation in 
the Memorial Chapel, largely religious in character.  
President Pusey, in opening the ceremony, noted the somewhat 
arbitrary but significant nature of centennial celebrations 
when he said, 
 
 This is the hundredth birthday.  It doesn't 
really begin anything and it doesn't end anything.  
It is a moment in time--a moment of peculiarly 
poignant value in our history which a decent 
respect for the customs of mankind suggests that we 
                                                          
87  For a full account, see Lawrence Alumnus (July, 1947), 3-
14.  Unless otherwise noted, all details and quotations that 
follow are drawn from this account.  See also folder in LU 
Archives: "LU. Anniversaries. Centennial. 1947." 
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should meet here today to signalize and to observe 
together. 
 
Lawrence awarded honorary degrees on this occasion to five 
men, among whom were Victor Butterfield, former Lawrence 
faculty member and President of Wesleyan University, and 
Donald J. Cowling, President Emeritus of Carleton College, 
the Convocation speaker. 
 
 A banquet in the evening held in the Alexander 
gymnasium attracted "upwards of 1,000 alumni and guests."  
The account of this occasion, cited as "the biggest banquet 
in Appleton's history," describes the "gargantuan project" 
of the Milwaukee firm that catered the meal--a turkey dinner 
"cooked in Milwaukee and packed in vacuum-sealed containers 
guaranteed to keep hot for nine hours...."  Accompanying the 
food in two semitrailers were forty waitresses, chairs, 
tables, napkins, dishes (at least 6,000 plates), and other 
table accessories, a total load approximating twenty tons. 
 
 Among those at the speakers' table, in addition to the 
afternoon's honorary degree recipients, were F. J. 
Sensenbrenner, President of the Board of Regents of the 
University of Wisconsin;  John S. Millis, former Lawrence 
dean and President of the University of Vermont;  and former 
Lawrence President and Mrs. Thomas Barrows.  Former 
President Henry Wriston, the principal banquet speaker, 
focussed upon the importance of America's brand of education 
in the victory won by this country in World War II.  
 
 A memorial service honoring the forty-seven Lawrentians 
who died in World War II was one of the principal events of 
Saturday's program.88  Featured on this occasion was the 
performance of Faure's Requiem by the Lawrence College Choir 
                                                          
88  Later reports raised the death toll to fifty-one.   
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under the direction of Dean Waterman, with Marshall Hulbert 
'27 and Marguerite Schumann '44 as soloists.  Immediately 
afterwards the audience adjourned to the Underwood 
observatory where the cornerstone for the Memorial Union was 
laid (the site for the Union was later changed).  Earlier in 
the day, at an alumni picnic held in the Alexander gymnasium 
for 1400 guests, Russell Flom '24 had announced that the 
Centennial Memorial Fund had reached the $ 100,000 mark.   
 
 The climax of the entire celebration came on Sunday, 
June 8, with the baccalaureate and commencement services.  
At the first event, the Reverend Frederic C. Lawrence, 
grandson of the College founder, preceded his sermon with 
remarks about his grandfather, Amos Lawrence, and his 
family's role in the establishment of the college.  At the 
commencement exercises in the afternoon, 160 students 
received their degrees, the largest class up to that time in 
Lawrence's history.  The academic procession into the chapel 
was led for the last time by Arthur H. Weston, Professor of 
Classics since 1919, who as a retiring faculty member of 
long service received an honorary degree.  Also in this 
second group of honorary degree recipients were several 
distinguished Lawrence graduates and former Lawrence faculty 
members, including:  Lewis Youtz, Professor Emeritus of 
chemistry; Dorothy Bethurum, formerly of Lawrence's English 
department;  Lucille Meusel, an opera singer and 
Conservatory graduate of the Class of 1924;  Gordon Clapp 
'27, Chairman of the Tennessee Valley Authority, who was the 
Commencement speaker;  and Elizabeth Wilson of the Class of 
1890 who returned from her retirement in California to 
attend the Centennial.89  
                                                          
89  See Chapter 3 for a discussion of this outstanding 
Lawrentian who attended both the academy and the college, 
received a graduate degree, and taught for several years at 
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Pusey's Selection as President of Harvard 
 
 In his Semi-Annual report to the Board of Trustees in 
November, 1951, President Pusey reported briefly on some of 
his activities off the campus in regional and national 
organizations.90  For the fifth year he was serving 
informally as executive officer of the association of 
presidents of the Midwest Conference Colleges and for the 
third year as president of the Association of Presidents and 
Deans of the private colleges of Wisconsin.  But he was  
becoming involved with national organizations as well.  He 
had just been reappointed for the second year a member of a 
National Committee to administer the Faculty Fellowship 
Program of the Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancement of 
Education.  But he  was particularly pleased, since it was 
"something of great personal interest to me," to report that 
he had assumed the chairmanship of the Commission on Liberal 
Education of the Association of American Colleges.  This was 
a body whose purpose was "to discuss the nature and current 
condition of liberal education as a preliminary to 
consideration of how it might most profitably be helped."  
In this position, Pusey undoubtedly began to attract the 
attention of prominent educators and advocates of liberal 
education throughout the country.  Among these were 
presumably the members of the corporation or top governing 
board of Harvard University who were beginning a search for 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Lawrence before pursuing a career in the YWCA in the United 
States and India. 
90  Pres SA Rept (November, 1951), 10. 
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a successor to President James Bryant Conant, who had held 
this office since 1933.91  
 
 One other aspect of Pusey's record at Lawrence may have 
aroused support for his candidacy at Harvard.  This was his 
public opposition during the final years of his presidency 
to Joseph R. McCarthy, the notorious senator from Wisconsin 
and Appleton native, who was pursuing his anti-communist 
crusade at this time.92  Prior to McCarthy's campaign for re-
election to the Senate in 1952, Pusey joined a group, 
organized by The Progressive magazine (Madison), of 
prominent Wisconsin bankers, industrialists, clergymen, 
educators, doctors, and lawyers in a "Wisconsin Citizens' 
                                                          
91  President Pusey expressed this opinion in a transcribed 
interview (8/6/86), 24-25.  He also believes there was a 
feeling at Harvard that they "needed a president who would 
emphasize the College, because Mr. Conant had a great 
interest in other things."   See also the opinion of Kenneth 
J. Conant, Professor of Architecture at Harvard, who had 
received an honorary degree from Lawrence in 1933.  Kenneth 
Conant wrote to Marshall Hulbert after attending Pusey's 
Harvard inauguration (10/13/53):  "...it becomes ever more 
clear to me that Harvard College is most in need of what 
President Pusey can do best--that is, exemplify the warmth 
of spirit and intellect which come from a devoted attachment 
to the humanities and an understanding of the religious 
aspects of intellectual life."  (Letter filed with Fac Min, 
10/16/53) 
92  Pusey, himself, states:  "[My stand against McCarthy] may 
have had something to do with [the interest of] the Harvard 
Corporation.  That, I don't know, but that certainly 
wouldn't have hurt, because they were also having their 
troubles with him...." Interview with Pusey, 41.  
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Committee on McCarthy's Record."93  This committee sponsored 
a critical factual booklet, published in the summer of 1952, 
entitled The McCarthy Record, which systematically exposed 
and documented the Senator's abuses.  The booklet received 
widespread publicity in the press and "served as major 
campaign material for McCarthy's opponents in the 1952 
election."94  Pusey's public stand against McCarthy required 
courage, for a number of industrialists on the Lawrence 
Board of Trustees were strong supporters of the senator and 
he still had widespread backing in the Fox Valley.   
 
 McCarthy did not launch an all-out attack on Pusey 
until the summer of 1953 when his appointment to the Harvard 
position was announced.  In an interview with a Boston 
newspaper columnist, who asked McCarthy for his opinion of 
Pusey, the Senator replied with the widely quoted comment 
that "Harvard's loss is Wisconsin's gain."95  He went on to 
attack Pusey as "a man who has considerable intellectual 
possibilities but who has neiher learned nor forgotten 
anything since he was a freshman in college."96  In 
additional comments, he charged that Pusey "appears to hide 
a combination of bigotry and intolerance behind a cloak of 
phony, hypocritical liberalism," and concluded, "I do not 
think Pusey is or has been a member of the Communist party" 
but he was "a rabid anti, anti-Communist."97             
                                                          
93   For a description of this committee, see Michael 
O'Brien, McCarthy and McCarthyism in Wisconsin (Columbia 
[MO] and London, 1980), 114-115.  O'Brien also deals briefly 
with McCarthy's subsequent attack on Pusey, pp. 149-50.  
94  O'Brien, McCarthy and McCarthyism, 115. 
95  Boston Traveler, quoted in The Capitol Times (Madison), 
7/1/53. 
96  This and the following quotations taken from O'Brien, op. 
cit., 149. 
97  Ibid. 
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 One beneficial result of the attack on him, according 
to Pusey and others, was that it opened the eyes of a number 
of heads of corporations and others in the Fox Valley to the 
true character of McCarthy and undermined his credibility 
with them from that time on.98  As Pusey puts it, "[W]hen he 
[McCarthy] attacked me, it raised doubts in their minds.  
They said well, gosh, we know Nate;  it just can't be true.  
So I think that the desertion of the rich Wisconsin 
supporters of McCarthy was brought about, at least in part, 
by his attack on me."99 
 
 Pusey had received offers from other institutions prior 
to 1953 but had no interest in considering them because, as 
he said, he was "having the time of my life at Lawrence."100   
But the offer from Harvard was one he felt he could not 
refuse.  The entire process of his final selection seems to 
have taken no more than a couple of months and involved, as 
he told the Lawrence trustees, "telephone calls, letters, 
flights to Boston, and the unexpected publicity and 
inordinate attention which I have too little known how to 
cope with or properly to accept."101 
                                                          
98  One of those who had been an avid supporter of McCarthy 
and who changed his position as a result of the senator's 
attack on Pusey was John R. Riedl, vice-president and 
general manager of the Appleton Post-Crescent.  Interview 
with Pusey, 38. 
99  Interview with Pusey, 39. 
100  Ibid., 23.   
101 Pres Rept (1953), 1.  A frequently repeated story 
concerns a visit of Harvard representatives to Appleton in 
the final stages of the selection process.  One of them was 
overheard making a long-distance call in the evening from 
the President's house to Cambridge reassuring his colleague 
on the other end of the line that President Pusey "makes a 
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 Although news had leaked out a week earlier in some 
quarters that Pusey was being considered for the post, most 
Lawrentians received the word only on June 1, 1953, the day 
that Harvard made the official announcement that the Harvard 
Corporation was forwarding Pusey's name for approval to the 
Board of Overseers as the next president of the institution.  
The news created great excitement on the Lawrence campus.  
Professor Emerita Anne Jones recalls the reaction of 
students in a tutorial she was teaching when she relayed the 
news to them, "They just gasped,  'Harvard!  Harvard!  Why 
would he leave Lawrence to go to Harvard?'"102   
 
 Word spread that Life magazine was coming, the Harvard 
Crimson was sending a reporter to do an article on Lawrence, 
and Time magazine would be there the following day.  That 
evening a crowd of students and faculty gathered in the 
Memorial Union and proceeded with lighted torches to the 
front of the President's house (Sampson House), where they 
serenaded the Puseys as they had nine years before when the 
family first came to Appleton.  After  a "warm 
straightforward speech by the student body president," Mr. 
Pusey "began to talk--simple, unassuming words about loving 
Lawrence and Appleton, and the ache of leaving their home, 
even for the excitement and celebrity of the east."103 
 
 
An Assessment of Pusey's Administration 
  
                                                                                                                                                                             
good martini."  This has been confirmed by one of the 
Lawrence trustees present. 
102  Interview, 10/11/87.  See also the article in the 
Lawrence Alumnus (summer, 1953), 9-10. 
103  Ibid., 10. 
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Because he went directly to the presidency of Harvard from 
Lawrence, Nathan Pusey's name is probably more widely known 
than that of any other Lawrence president.  His appointment 
at Harvard also put Lawrence College on the map for many 
Americans who had not previously heard of the institution.104  
But an assessment of Pusey's administration must concentrate 
on what he did or did not do for Lawrence while he was 
president.  Such an evaluation 
would certainly emphasize his creation of Freshman Studies, 
one of Lawrence's most successful courses which has 
continued, with only a brief interruption, for almost a 
half-century.  He also deserves praise for initiating the 
first thorough self-study of the institution by the faculty 
in Lawrence's history, the project which culminated, after 
his departure, in the "Troyer Report."  Pusey, himself, 
would undoubtedly stress his attempt to increase the place 
given to religion in the curriculum and in the extra-
curricular life of the institution.  One of his central 
goals was also to enhance the quality of teaching at 
Lawrence through the recruiting of good faculty and active 
encouragement of good teaching in Freshman Studies and 
elsewhere in the curriculum.  Finally, as noted earlier, he 
believed in the importance of trying to establish an 
intellectual community among the faculty and, by extension, 
in the college as a whole.  Despite the instability caused 
by the great influx of veterans and the corresponding 
increase in the size of the faculty in the post-World War II 
era, Pusey and his wife, Anne, did their best to become 
acquainted with every faculty member and showed a direct 
interest in them by attending their public lectures or 
performances and entertaining them informally. 
                                                          
104  Many a Lawrentian who spent time on the east coast in 
the 1950's and '60's met with the following response when 
claiming a connection with Lawrence College, "Oh yes, that's 
the place Pusey came from." 
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 His concern for creating and maintaining a close, 
viable community may explain, however, what some might 
consider a weakness of his administration;  namely, a 
somewhat limited vision for Lawrence's place in American 
higher education, especially when his perspective is 
compared with that of his predecessor, Henry Wriston, and 
his successor, Douglas Knight.  He shared with both of these 
men the view that Lawrence should strive to improve the 
quality of its students and saw as the principal advantage 
of the entry of large numbers of men and women in the 
postwar era the opportunity for the college to be more 
selective in its admissions.105  Yet at the same time he 
seems to have felt ambivalent towards the prospect of 
increased enrollments made possible by the G. I. Bill and 
the probability that such benefits might be extended through 
subsequent legislation.  Indeed, he expressed the opinion in 
June, 1946, that Lawrence should try to preserve its size 
and "to seek now only to do better what we have long been 
doing."106 
 
 A year later, when the average enrollment in the 
College and conservatory had jumped from 657 in 1945-46 to 
1013 in 1946-47, he anticipated that the higher enrollment 
would continue for at least another year but added, "Perhaps 
by the following year we can begin to go down.  At least, it 
is my hope at this time that we can, for I am convinced it 
is desirable for us to grow smaller not larger."107  By 1950, 
as the bulge of veterans had passed, the President had his 
wish as the number of students dropped again below 1000 and, 
by the time he left Lawrence in 1953, to about 750. 
 
                                                          
105  Pres Rept (1946), 13-15. 
106  Ibid. 
107  Pres Rept (1947), 4. 
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 If the size of the institution in these abnormal years 
was a matter of concern to Pusey, his perspective showed up 
even more clearly when he spoke of the geographical 
provenance of Lawrence students and his hopes for the 
reputation of the college.  Whereas Wriston had expressed 
the wish that Lawrence could begin to attract students from 
both coasts of the nation and Knight sought actively to 
recruit them from outside the middle west, Pusey at first 
seems to have been content to have Lawrence known as "the 
most outstanding of the independent colleges of liberal arts 
in the state [italics mine]."108  In a later discussion 
devoted specifically to this question, Pusey conceded that 
Lawrence drew its students "from a comparatively restricted 
area in the Middle West," but he denied that this was a bad 
thing;  rather it might be a source of strength.109 
 
I can see no reason why we should become a national 
college in the sense of a college that draws 
equally from all parts of the country.  We ought to 
serve the needs of the abler young people in 
Wisconsin first of all and then of the immediately 
neighboring states...I am not anxious that Lawrence 
should become a national college, but I would like 
it to have a national reputation, and I should like 
it both to be true (as it virtually is), and be 
generally recognized (as it still is too 
                                                          
108  Pres SA Rept (November, 1945), 10. 
109  Pres SA Rept (November, 1947), 3.  He had just revealed 
that 17 percent, or 183 students (the largest single group), 
came from Appleton, Neenah, and Menasha;  and about 70 
percent of the total enrollment came from the state of 
Wisconsin.  Another large contingent (137) were from Chicago 
and its suburbs;  39 from Michigan;  23 from Minnesota;  and 
a total of 21 from other states coast-to-coast and from 
Hawaii. 
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inadequately) that the quality of education given 
here is inferior to none.110 
 
 How Lawrence was to acquire a national reputation while 
remaining a college whose students were drawn from a 
relatively restricted area of the nation he did not explain 
except to say that it would be helpful to have a "sprinkling 
of students from other parts of the country and a much 
larger group from foreign countries than we have ever 
had."111 
 
 When the above views are juxtaposed with other features 
of Pusey's administration--a relatively unaggressive record 
of fund-raising (which he was content to leave almost 
entirely to the trustees), and the absence of a concerted 
attempt to reach out to alumni for support--one is left with 
the impression of a president whose principal concern was 
with improving teaching and curriculum but who was otherwise 
fairly conservative in his outlook for the institution.   
 
 
 
 
                                                          
110  Ibid. 
111  Ibid., 4. 
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VII.  DOUGLAS KNIGHT (1954-1963):  A BROADER VISION FOR 
LAWRENCE 
 
Premature Announcement of Knight's Selection 
 
 President Pusey, at his last Lawrence faculty meeting 
in June, 1953, announced that upon his recommendation the 
trustees would not appoint an acting president in the 
interim between his departure and the arrival of a new 
president.1  During this period, which lasted about seven 
months, Dean Marshall Hulbert supervised the academic 
routines of the institution and Business Manager Harlan Kirk 
was responsible for financial administration.  President 
Pusey also informed the faculty that the same trio of 
trustees who had selected him as president would carry out 
the search for Lawrence's new president:  George Banta, Jr., 
William Buchanan, and Elmer Jennings.  He assured the 
faculty that these men understood the nature of the college 
and would study carefully the needs of the position and the 
qualifications of the candidates until the right person had 
been found.  
 
 The news of the selection of a new president, normally 
confirmed by the full Board of Trustees and announced to the 
faculty and students just before the deadline for a press 
release, was anticipated for Douglas Knight when the Yale 
Daily News, the undergraduate newspaper, broke the story 
about ten days ahead of time.  Dean Hulbert was forced to 
announce the news to the Lawrence community in a convocation 
on November 5, 1953, even before the full Board of Trustees 
had met to approve the appointment.  It appears that 
                                                          
1  Fac Min (6/5/53). 
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President Knight's seven-year old son Christopher let the 
cat out of the bag at his school in New Haven during a show-
and-tell period when he reported, "My daddy has a new job 
and is leaving New Haven."  The teacher in his class, who 
happened to be the wife of a member of the Yale English 
department, put her husband on the trail and the Yale Daily 
News had the story the next day.2 
 
Knight's Background and Goals for Lawrence 
 
 Douglas Maitland Knight, the eleventh president of 
Lawrence, was only thirty-two years old, younger than any 
Lawrence president at the time of his appointment, and 
reported to be the youngest college president in the nation 
at the time.3  Born in Cambridge, Massachusetts, he attended 
high school in Washington, D. C. and at Phillips Exeter 
Academy before entering Yale University in 1938.  An honor 
student, elected to Phi Beta Kappa, and a member of the 
editorial board of the Yale literary magazine, he received 
his B. A. (1942), M. A. (1944), and Ph.D. (1946) from Yale.  
His doctoral thesis, "Alexander Pope and the Heroic 
Tradition," was published by the Yale University Press in 
1951.  Appointed an instructor in the English department at 
Yale after receiving his Ph.D., he was promoted to an 
assistant professorship the following year and taught until 
his appointment at Lawrence. He served in 1951-52 as a 
member of and interviewer for the Faculty Study Fellowship 
Program of the Ford Fund for the Advancement of Education.  
What may also have appealed to the Lawrence trustee search 
committee was his service as the youngest member and 
secretary of a seven man Committee on General Education 
                                                          
2  Lawr (12/4/53), 3. 
3  Lawr (3/5/54), 1.  Only Robert Hutchins at the University 
of Chicago, inaugurated at 30, was younger at the time of 
his appointment than Knight.  
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appointed by the Yale president.  In that capacity he 
compiled a widely discussed report that recommended a major 
revision of the first two years of the Yale curriculum.  He 
had also demonstrated a keen interest in religious affairs 
as a member of the National Council for Religion in Higher 
Education and of the editorial board of the Christian 
Scholar. 
 
 In an interview with Marshall Hulbert in 1967, thirteen 
years after his arrival at Lawrence, Douglas Knight was 
asked what his idea of the job was when he became president, 
what needed to be done, and how he proposed to go about it.  
In response, he confessed that he had "a wonderful romantic 
notion of...[Lawrence as]...a small and personal 
institution...that turned out to be very largely supported 
by evidence that wasn't merely romantic."4  He was 
determined to maintain these qualities, whatever was later 
built or whatever expansion there was.  At the same time he 
says he soon realized "that resources in libraries and 
laboratories were not really up to the assumptions we were 
making about ourselves," and he resolved to do something 
about these.   
 
 Yet the list of goals or "areas of concern" he 
presented to the trustees in one of his early reports 
differed little from what Wriston and Pusey might have 
offered:  1) the maintenance and development of quality in 
the faculty and curriculum;  2)  a steady increase in the 
caliber of students;  3) a plant adequate to the housing and 
educational needs "of the kind of college we want to 
become;"  and 4)  an endowment "adequate to sustain an 
                                                          
4  Transcript titled "Mr. Hulbert's Interview with Dr. 
Douglas M. Knight, Former President of Lawrence College 
(1954-1963) in May, 1967," 1.  (Lawrence University 
Archives) 
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absolutely first-rate college."5  Perhaps, owing to the 
circumstances in which the two earlier presidents found 
themselves (the depression and World War II), they simply 
did not have the resources to devote to the physical plant 
or the opportunities to increase the endowment that they 
might have wished; hence Knight's basic goals remained 
fairly consistent with those of his forerunners.  In what 
follows, however, it will become clear that Douglas Knight 
in his nine-year tenure at Lawrence made a kind of quantum 
leap (comparable in some ways to that made by President 
Plantz, though in a much shorter time span) in the 
realization of these goals, particularly the last two, by 
increasing the financial resources available to the 
institution and adding several much needed buildings to the 
physical plant.   A period of relative prosperity and the 
unprecedented generosity of large foundations in the 1950's 
certainly aided him in this process. 
 
 From the beginning, he set his sights for Lawrence high 
and talked of the possibility of making it a college which 
in ten or fifteen years should be "as demanding, as 
effective, as influential as any college in the United 
States."6  To both the trustees and the faculty he 
emphasized the necessity of looking at Lawrence and its 
problems against a national rather than a local or regional 
background.7  Reporting to the trustees in June, 1955, that 
he had travelled nearly 50,000 miles during the academic 
year speaking to alumni groups, searching for new faculty, 
and visiting foundations, he affirmed that "a first-rate 
college today belongs to the whole country...We cannot sit 
                                                          
5  Pres SA Rept (November, 1954), 3. 
6  Ibid.  In the same report he said he would like to see 
Lawrence rank with Swarthmore, Amherst, or Carleton in ten 
years. 
7  Pres Rept (1955), 7;  Fac Min (4/3/56), 1. 
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at home and expect the world to come to us, and yet we 
cannot realize our best potentialities unless in a profound 
sense that larger world does come to us. To put it another 
way, we must participate in the development of national 
thinking about education."8 
 
 He spent over a quarter of his annual travel dealing 
with national foundations, and he felt that one result of 
the growing contacts between the college and the foundations 
was that the name and influence of Lawrence were becoming 
familiar in educational circles throughout the country.9  
 
 Despite his aspirations for national recognition for 
Lawrence, he portrayed the college as rooted in the 
surrounding community which it had served.  Indeed, he went 
so far as to argue that this is what distinguished Lawrence 
from other colleges: 
 
                                                          
8  Pres Rept (1955), 7. 
9  Fac Min (4/3/56).  Knight's own perception of the rising 
prestige of the college received confirmation, though not 
perhaps of the most desirable sort, in an article in 
Harper's entitled, "Good Colleges That Are NOT Crowded," 
(February, 1959).  After citing the mounting pressures for 
admission on Ivy League colleges, the article cited Lawrence 
along with nineteen other "good colleges" throughout the 
nation as places that prospective students should consider.  
Lawrence was, in fact, in pretty good company since among 
those also recommended were Bowdoin, Haverford, and Hamilton 
in the east;  Carleton, Kenyon, and Grinnell in the midwest;  
Claremont College for Men, Pomona, and Reed in the far west.      
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The unique living reality of Lawrence is this:  a 
fusion of local service and national stature beyond 
that of any other college I know about in the country.10 
  
 Broadening the geographical representation of the 
student body became one of Knight's aims when he discovered 
that almost 60% of Lawrentians in 1954 still came from 
Wisconsin, and just over 30% from Illinois.  Although he 
denied that he wanted radically to change the college's 
basic constituency, in the fall of 1954 he sent the 
Associate Director of Admissions to New England and the 
Atlantic states on a six week recruiting tour, and urged 
that the college also try to draw young people from some of 
the smaller communities of the midwest, frequently 
overlooked by colleges, rather than rely so heavily upon the 
Milwaukee and Chicago areas.   By 1959, although a 
considerable majority of students still came from Wisconsin, 
Illinois, and Minnesota, he could boast that the entering 
class that year drew students from twenty-six states.11 
 
 In 1955, the college took a step towards improving the 
academic quality and geographical range of entering students 
when it gained admission to the College Entrance Examination 
Board.  Membership in this group of 160 colleges meant not 
only that prospective Lawrentians would be required to take 
the Board's standardized national examination, but also that 
it brought the college to the attention of superior students 
throughout the nation and provided access to a clearing 
house for scholarship applications.12  
 
                                                          
10  Speech delivered at "Friends of Lawrence" dinner, 
reported in Appleton Post-Crescent (6/2/56). 
11  Pres SA Rept (November, 1959), 2-3. 
12  Pres Rept (1955), 3;  Lawr (5/13/55). 
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 Finding an enrollment of approximately 750 students 
when he arrived in 1954 (660 in the College and 90 in the 
Conservatory), Knight affirmed a year later, "We have cast 
our lot with quality.... The mandate we have put upon 
ourselves is that of growing slowly enough so that we can 
remain a true community."13  This appeared to mean initially 
a student body of 800 to 900, a range within which Lawrence 
grew in the next five years.  But a marked rise in 
applications in the early 1960's led the President to revise 
upward his estimate of the number of students the college 
could accommodate with some additions to the physical 
plant.14  
 
 Indeed, he and the trustees gave serious thought at 
this time to year-round operation of the college, a 
possibility that led to the inauguration in the autumn of 
1962 of the so-called "3-3 Plan," still in operation today.15  
This substituted a three-term academic year in which 
students normally take three courses per term for the two-
semester year in which the average semester load was four 
courses in the freshman year and five in the succeeding 
years.  The new plan would have permitted the addition of a 
fourth term in the summer, but this was not a part of the 3-
3 proposal voted by the faculty in the fall of 1961.16  As it 
                                                          
13  Fac Min (4/3/56) 
14  Knight attributed the increase to the emergence of 
Lawrence as "a nationally known institution of true quality" 
and to a broader shift on the part of parents in favor of 
smaller private colleges as opposed to a university.  Pres 
Rept (1961), 2. 
15  See Pres Rept (1961), 6;  Pres SA Rept (October, 1961), 
6. 
16  See Fac Min (9/18/61) for the original proposal from the 
Committee on Instruction;  and Fac Min (10/20 and 11/17/61) 
for modifications and debates.  Some opponents of the "3-3" 
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turned out, no fourth term was added.  But the opening of 
the new library addition and the projected addition of a 
science building and men's dormitories enabled the 
institution to expand to an enrollment of 1130 (1030 
College, 100 Conservatory) by the time the President left in 
1963.17 
  
 Knight certainly concurred with much that Wriston had 
said and written about the purposes of a liberal education, 
but he realized that Lawrence was preparing its students for 
a more complex and mobile America than had existed two or 
three decades earlier.  In his view, society now put two 
demands on its citizens:  the demand of constant change in 
responsibility; and the demand of change in place and 
community.  Lifelong careers were no longer automatically 
made in one community, working in one job.  The greatest 
need for the next fifteen years, said the President, was for 
men and women educated at a very high level of professional 
and technical competence:   
 
But it will mean very little as a contribution to 
the country unless it is founded on the rock of 
                                                                                                                                                                             
saw it as possibly opening the way to year-round operation 
of the college to which they objected.  Others, particularly 
the foreign language departments, questioned whether it 
would be possible for students to absorb the same amount of 
material in a ten-week term that had been covered in a 
fourteen-week semester by expanding the average classroom 
time from 50 to 70 minutes.  Despite these objections and 
others, the faculty adopted the program by a vote of 63 to 
15. 
17  Lawrence's peak enrollment of 1470 was not reached until 
1971-72, after which it began to decline.  Enrollment in 
1992-93 stood at about 1200 students, drawn from 45 states 
and 40 foreign countries. 
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inner and individual life....What we really offer 
our graduates and our society is the combination of 
outer flexibility and inner depth necessary to meet 
the demands of so complex a world.18 
 
 
  
 
 
Curriculum:  The "Troyer Report" 
  
 Sophomore Studies, the most innovative course added to 
the curriculum during President Knight's administration, 
arose from the report of a faculty committee appointed by 
President Pusey and continued under President Knight.  The 
mission of the committee, supported by a grant from the 
Carnegie Corporation, was to carry out "an exhaustive study 
of Lawrence's academic program."19  This committee 
(officially a subcommittee of the faculty Committee on 
Instruction), chaired by Professor Howard Troyer of the 
English Department, began its investigation in the fall of 
1952 and carried its work through two academic years until 
June, 1954.  Pusey was an ex officio member of the group 
during its first year and was succeeded in this position by 
President Knight for the final semester of the committee's 
deliberations.20 
 
                                                          
18  Pres Rept (1957), 5-6. 
 
19  Fac Min (9/24/52), 1. 
20  The "Final Report of the Special Study Committee, "a 
mimeographed document of forty pages with two appendices, 
dated June, 1955, is filed in the Lawrence University 
Archives under the heading "Committee on Instruction:  
Special Study Committee Report, 1955." 
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 The Troyer Report, as it came to be called, was the 
first extended examination of Lawrence's academic program 
and its goals carried out by the faculty in the history of 
the institution. 
Henry Wriston, in the final years of his presidency at 
Lawrence, had provided a personal definition of the goals of 
a liberal education in his work The Liberal College, which 
may have been viewed by some as an expression of Lawrence's 
goals, but this was not a collective effort produced by 
those actually engaged in teaching.  And even if it reflects 
in the way it addresses issues some attitudes and trends 
specific to the early 1950's, the Troyer Report remains a 
thoughtful and provocative statement of the broader purposes 
of a liberal education and the goals of Lawrence College.  
To summarize the report briefly does not do it justice, but 
it is important to understand the arguments which underlay 
the introduction of a significant curricular innovation 
carried out during the presidency of Douglas Knight. 
 
 By way of background, the report traced the evolution 
of Lawrence from a "sectarian institution" in the 19th 
century to a liberal arts college in the 20th.  During this 
"liberalizing, secularizing process," the Committee argued, 
Lawrence lost its adherence to a single ideal or goal, the 
training of Christian young people for the ministry, 
missionary work, or teaching.  As students began to prepare 
for careers in business and other professions, the original 
dedication of the institution to a single ideal was replaced 
by a multiplicity of conflicting ideals among faculty as 
well as students.  Such disagreement on values and the 
purposes of education was not necessarily bad, according to 
the committee; rather disagreement may be endemic to a 
profession centrally concerned with the expression of basic 
ideas.  But the committee hoped, through a series of 
changes, to offer a coherent curricular program that would 
meet the diverse needs of Lawrence students. 
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 Some colleges and universities attempted, especially in 
the post-World War-II era, to ignore differences in values 
and goals by offering simplified General Education courses 
on the assumption that an easily agreed-upon set of 
traditional ideas, and attitudes towards them could be 
presented to students before they went on to a special 
field.  The committee rejected this solution not only 
because the material taught in such courses was frequently 
"fragmented, pre-packaged, second-hand," but also because 
these courses had little to do with the work a student did 
later in college.  Lawrence required a curriculum that would 
provide a sustained drive to carry the student through four 
years of education. 
 
 What Lawrence needed, moreover, was not less but more 
"specialization" and a greater sense of "vocation."  A good 
deal of space in the report was devoted to defining these 
terms, but, essentially, the committee wanted to see a 
student's specialty (or major) explored in greater breadth 
and depth.  It also hoped the curriculum would develop in 
students a sense of vocation which would enable them to 
distinguish between a mere job and a "calling" to which they 
might become dedicated. 
 
 Turning to the strengths and weaknesses of a Lawrence 
education as it was then structured, the committee concluded 
from a questionnaire sent out to graduates of the preceding 
ten years and interviews with current students, that the 
freshman year (in large part because of Freshman Studies) 
and the senior year (because of tutorial or honors work) 
tended to be praised whereas the sophomore and junior years 
received low marks.  The sophomore year, in particular, was 
viewed as anti-climactic and directionless after the 
excitement of the freshman program, and the junior year was 
also seen as lackluster as students took a few courses in 
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their major while sampling related fields or fulfilling 
remaining distribution requirements. 
 
 The principal thrust of the committee's proposals then 
was towards strengthening the curriculum in "the 
intermediate years" in order to provide the kind of 
sustained drive necessary to move students to greater 
maturity and a deeper appreciation of their own specialties.    
The group's most important recommendation was the 
introduction of Sophomore Divisional Studies (referred to 
when it was adopted simply as Sophomore Studies), a new 
course which was described as an introduction to the major 
ways of thought and contemporary problems in each of the 
three divisions: Natural Science & Mathematics;  Social 
Sciences & History; and Literature and the Arts.  Students 
would enroll in the division in which they intended to major 
and the teaching would be done cooperatively by faculty in 
that division.21  Initially, enrollment in each division was 
to be limited to about fifteen students who would be chosen 
on the basis of their freshman records or the recommendation 
of an instructor.  
 
 A second new course called Junior Departmental Reading 
consisted essentially of directed reading in the 
departmental major.   Where the sophomore course was 
designed as an introduction to the major philosophical 
problems of each discipline and to a few substantive themes 
that crossed departmental lines, this course would intensify 
the study by narrowing it from a group of disciplines to 
one.  Reading would be directed toward both breadth and 
                                                          
21  Faculty and prospective majors of departments such as 
Religion, Philosophy, and Psychology, which did not fit 
readily into the divisional categories, would assign 
themselves for the purposes of this course to the division 
that most closely fit their academic interests. 
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range within the discipline and preparation for senior 
honors or tutorial work.  Finally, the proposal envisaged a 
considerable expansion of Senior Honors Work which involved 
intensive reading or research and the preparation of an 
honors paper.  The hope of the committee was that one-third 
of the senior class would be enrolled in this course rather 
than the current one-tenth. 
 
 The final section of the report examined the extra-
curricular life of Lawrence students.  Asserting that 
students frequently spent as much time on extra-curricular 
activities as they did in the classroom, the committee 
believed that the faculty had a responsibility for 
overseeing such activity if the student was to derive 
benefit from it and relate it to his classroom learning.  
The principal recommendation in this section was for the 
faculty to establish a standing Committee on Extra-
Curricular Affairs which, together with student 
representatives, would continuously appraise and reshape the 
extra-curricular program. 
 
 
 
 
Impact of the Troyer Report:  Sophomore Studies 
 
 The report of the Troyer Committee was not accepted by 
the faculty without debate, but the disagreements did not 
focus so much on the new courses proposed as on the wording 
of a preliminary document entitled "The Lawrence 
Enterprise," a brief statement of the broader purposes of 
the institution, in which terms such as "faith" and 
"Christian values" were questioned by some faculty members 
as among the stated goals of a Lawrence education.22   An 
                                                          
22  See Chapter 6 and Fac Min (3/16/53). 
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even more prolonged debate ensued over certain requirements 
already in force that were incorporated in the 
recommendatons of the Troyer Committee.23   
 
 But the principal impact of the report of the Special 
Study Committee on the curriculum was the introduction, 
beginning in 1956-57 of Sophomore Divisional Studies, a 
course taught for seven years.  The inauguration  of the 
program had been delayed initially by the unwillingness of 
                                                          
23  Fac Min (12/16/55; 4/20/56).  Specifically, the social 
science departments objected to the number of courses 
required in the freshman and sophomore years, which included 
Freshman Studies, History of Western Civilization, An 
Introduction to English Literature, and two years of a 
foreign language.  Since students might also be fulfilling 
other graduation requirements including one year of 
laboratory science and a year of religion or philosophy 
during these two years, the social science departments 
argued that the opportunity to take courses in their fields 
would be seriously limited.  This issue was not settled 
until 1958-59 when the requirement for all students of a 
year course in the History of Western Civilization was 
replaced by "a year course in one of the social sciences 
(Anthropology, Economics, Government, History, or Social 
Psychology) and one other semester course in a social 
science," and An Introduction to English Literature was 
replaced by "a year course in English or foreign 
literature."  (Catalogue, 1959-60).  For debates, see Fac 
Min 2/20/59; 3/10/59.  The new requirements could be 
satisfied at any time during the student's first three years 
in college.  
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the Carnegie Corporation to consider Lawrence's grant 
proposal during a time of change of the college's 
administration.  After still more delays, a grant of $ 
50,000 was finally secured in the spring of 1956.  The funds 
were used at the rate of $ 10,000 per year over a period of 
five years to support salaries of staff teaching the course 
as well as for library and laboratory supplies. 
 
 Each division (Literature & the Arts; Natural Sciences 
& Mathematics; and the Social Sciences) offered a year-long 
course taught at first by four (later three) instructors 
drawn from different disciplines to a selected group of 
fifteen students. Classes normally met once or twice a week 
for two hours in a seminar format.  Although the topics 
chosen for study varied from one year to the next, the 
purposes of the courses remained fairly constant.   
 
 The literature and the arts instructors normally 
selected a particular period in European history for 
examination (e.g. the Renaissance, the "Age of Reason," or 
the nineteenth century) and focussed upon works from English 
and continental literature, painting, architecture, and 
music for analysis.  The courses also attempted to discover 
critical principles underlying and interrelating the arts. 
 
 In the natural sciences and mathematics course, one 
representative topic offered for two years was an 
examination of the nature of radiation and the problems it 
posed for society from the standpoint of physics, chemistry, 
mathematics, and biology.  The description stressed, 
however, that this was not primarily a course on radiation, 
but rather one which served to illustrate the methods of the 
natural sciences, the role of mathematics, and what it is 
necessary to know in order to understand a problem of modern 
science. 
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 Topics in the social sciences course (which sometimes 
included a historian) varied greatly with the instructors 
and disciplines represented. For three years, the course 
focussed upon the culture and civilization of India, using 
this topic as a means of introducing students to the 
approaches and methods characteristic of anthropology, 
economics, history, and political science. 
 
 Needless to say, the success of Sophomore Studies 
varied from year to year depending upon the topic, the 
instructors, and the caliber of the students selected, but 
it was the opinion of a number of professors who taught in 
these courses that this was the most exciting and 
challenging kind of teaching they had done. Students were 
also generally enthusiastic about what some of them termed 
the best course they had taken in college.  Courses in 
literature and the arts consistently attracted larger 
numbers of applicants which may have meant, because of the 
stricter criteria necessary for their selection, that these 
groups were particularly outstanding.  In any event, the 
course in Literature and the Arts outlasted those in the 
other two divisions by three years. 
 
 The catalogue listed Junior Departmental Reading only 
after the first group of students had taken Sophomore 
Studies.  Since this course was under the control of 
individual departments which probably differed in the 
encouragement they gave to students to enroll in it, it is 
difficult to assess its impact. Most departments offered 
tutorials that were open to juniors as well as seniors and 
it is probable that the distinction between junior reading 
and tutorial for juniors became blurred over a period of 
years.  Junior Departmental Reading continued to be listed 
in the catalogue, however, as long as Sophomore Studies was 
offered. 
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 To what extent the two new courses provided the  
"coherence of motivation" or the "steady development in 
intellectual demand from freshman...to senior year" the 
Troyer Committee had hoped for is problematical.  Perhaps 
one criterion for the success of the program might be the 
number of seniors who undertook honors projects after the 
courses had been in operation for several years.  The Troyer 
Committee had set as a goal the increase in the number of 
seniors doing honors work from one-tenth to one-third of the 
class.  In the event, no dramatic rise in numbers occurred, 
but it may be that other factors affected enrollment in the 
honors program and that the relatively brief period in which 
the courses were offered  was insufficient to provide the 
kind of stimulus the Committee had anticipated. 
 
  By the mere fact that the college applied for and 
received a $ 50,000 grant from the Carnegie Corporation to 
get the course under way, the administration implicitly 
recognized the extraordinary cost in faculty time and money 
of Sophomore Divisional Studies.  To tie up nine or more 
professors in teaching forty-five students (three faculty 
and fifteen sophomores per division) required a faculty-
student ratio that could not be sustained for long.  Yet the 
Troyer Committee had talked optimistically about expanding 
from a modest start of one section within each division to a 
more extensive program.  That the course continued for two 
more years (and the Literature and the Arts section for 
five) after the Carnegie grant ran out is an indication of 
the importance attached to it by the administration and 
faculty, but the Natural Sciences and Social Sciences 
sections were abandoned in 1964-65 and the Literature and 
Arts section followed them three years later.   
 
 One other recommendation of the Troyer Committee 
adopted by the faculty was the appointment for 1956-57 of a 
standing faculty Committee on Extra-Classroom Activities.  
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If this new committee had a significant impact on the 
operation of such activities and students' involvement in 
them, this does not appear in contemporary records.  In any 
event, the faculty voted to drop this committee in 1960. 
 
 Perhaps one indirect result of this proposal, however, 
was the scheduling in the  spring of 1956 of the first of a 
series of student-organized, off-campus conferences that 
were held annually and came to be known as "encampments."24  
These brought together in a rural setting student, faculty, 
and administration delegates for a weekend of informal 
discussions on a variety of topics concerning the college.  
President Knight opened the first conference with an 
informal talk to the entire group of about sixty which was 
followed by a general discussion of the topic, "What do we 
want from a liberal arts college?"  The conference 
subsequently broke up into small groups which focussed on 
such topics as campus publications, athletics, social 
program, Lawrence Women's Association, racial 
discrimination, prospective students' orientation, 
fraternity forums, and student government. 
According to a Lawrentian editorial that appeared the 
following week, the forty student delegates felt they had 
spent "one of the most valuable weekends in their years at 
Lawrence."25  Although these conferences had no legislative 
authority, they offered an opportunity for candid exchanges 
of views among students, faculty, and administration, and 
occasionally generated proposals or suggestions that 
resulted in official action or legislation.  
                                                          
24  The first two such meetings had the title "Student-
Faculty Conference."  Beginning in 1958, the term Encampment 
was used. 
25  (5/11/56), 8.   
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Annual encampments, usually held in early May, continued 
through 1968.26 
 
 One proposal resulting from an encampment was the 
establishment in 1958-59 of an honors dormitory for men in a 
college-owned house on Washington Street.  Geared 
particularly to the needs of senior men writing honors 
theses, it was also seen as a place to invite speakers or to 
hold evening discussion groups.  Because the first group of 
men to live there received from librarian Hastings Brubaker 
a collection of books for the house that included a 36-
volume set of the works of Balzac, the residents decided to 
call themselves "The Balzac Society." They described the 
Society as one which "has no constitution, no bylaws, no 
organization, no meetings, no secret handshake, rituals, or 
housemother."27   
 
 Not until four years later was it announced that an 
honors dorm for women would be opened in the fall of 1962;  
but this failed to materialize since only twelve women 
applied for it, a number insufficient to fill the dorm.28  
The Lawrentian, in an editorial headed "Women's Honors Dorm 
Flops," deplored the lack of interest in a living situation 
that would have provided both intellectual and social 
advantages for the women involved.  An honors dorm for women 
did, in fact, open in 1964-65.       
 
 
 
 
                                                          
26  A file listing discussion topics and names of 
participants is located in the LU Archives under the heading 
"LU Encampment." 
27  Lawr (10/24/58), 1. 
28  Lawr (5/4 and 5/18/62). 
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Emphasis on the Sciences and Non-European Studies 
 
 In addition to the introduction of Sophomore Studies 
and other courses called for by the Troyer Report, two other 
important trends characterized the development of the 
curriculum during the Knight administration (1954-62).  They 
were certainly not unique to Lawrence and reflected broader 
national concerns during the early stages of the Cold War.  
One was the increased emphasis upon the natural sciences and 
technology, precipitated in part by the Soviet Union's 
acquisition of atomic weapons and its success in launching 
the space satellite sputnik in 1957;  the other was the 
study of non-European cultures and languages, considered 
essential if the United States were to retain its dominant 
role in the world.   
 
 Although trained as a humanist, Douglas Knight 
confesses to a long-standing interest in the natural 
sciences.  Perhaps more than any of his predecessors, he 
viewed the natural sciences as a crucial aspect of a liberal 
education and set as one of his initial goals the expansion 
of the science departments which he felt were "operating at 
a minimal level" when he arrived.29  Between 1954 and 1959 
the college added at least one new position each to the 
departments of Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics, and 
Psychology.   This expansion and encouragement of the 
science faculties and the upgrading of facilities available 
to the science departments must be seen as one of the major 
accomplishments of his administration.30       
 
                                                          
29  Pres Rept (1955), 4. 
30  Transcript of interview with Douglas Knight by Marshall 
Hulbert, May, 1967 (LU Archives), 10-11. 
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 Addressing the trustees in the autumn of 1957, Knight 
commented upon the "crisis in the sciences" and the 
obligations it placed upon American colleges and 
universities: 
 
I am concerned about the health of the sciences at 
Lawrence...not because a crash program of immediate 
technological advance has any place in our future;  
but quite precisely because steady creative 
progress in the sciences is put in such jeopardy by 
even the best intentioned of crisis solutions.  It 
is our job to see that basic work, creative work in 
the sciences does not suffer.31 
 
 The President believed that if science professors were 
to keep abreast of their rapidly developing fields and 
introduce programs that combined teaching and research, they 
must have better laboratories and equipment.  To this end, 
he appears to have had in mind for several years the 
expansion of the space available to the science departments.  
But the energy and resources devoted to raising funds for a 
new women's dormitory, the Music-Drama Center, and an 
addition to the library forced the postponement of plans for 
a new science building.  Only in his last year at Lawrence 
did the offer of $ 1,000,000 from Casper E. Youngchild make 
possible the realization of his hopes.32  The completion of 
this building in 1964, discussed below, virtually tripled 
the space available to the sciences and helped to establish 
the reputation of some of these departments as among the 
best at Lawrence. 
 
                                                          
31 Pres SA Rept (November, 1957), 2. 
32  See the discussion of Knight's building program later in 
this chapter. 
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 Knight understood the importance of addressing the 
second need mentioned above;  that is, overcoming American 
ignorance of non-European societies, cultures, and 
languages.  Recognizing that the United States had been 
thrust into a position of leadership in post-World War II 
era, he argued that no amount of power could help this 
country if it failed to develop the kind of knowledge 
necessary to understand these critical areas of the world.33   
The President conceded that Lawrence could not compete with 
the "great graduate centers" in the introduction of non-
European studies, but he hoped that it could be a pioneer 
among small colleges in giving attention to a few critical 
areas.    
 
 The Anthropology Department was already offering 
courses in the ethnology of Africa and of Oceania, but a 
modest start was made in the study of developing nations 
when the social sciences section of Sophomore Studies chose 
as the topic for its study in 1958 an examination of the 
culture and civilization of India.  At about the same time 
President Knight was negotiating with the Carnegie 
Corporation for a grant of $ 66,500, awarded in 1959, to 
support a five-year experimental program in Chinese and 
Indian studies.  The result was the addition of new faculty 
and the introduction of courses on "The Civilizations of 
India and China," "Nationalism in Modern India," "Problems 
of Contemporary India" and "Peoples of Eastern Asia."34                  
 With the appointment of Mojmir Povolny to the 
Government Department in 1958, the College began regular 
course offerings on the Soviet system and the history of 
Russia, fields which had been taught only sporadically by 
                                                          
33  Pres SA Rept (November, 1957), 2. 
34  New faculty members appointed in 1959 were Minoo 
Adenwalla, Assistant Professor of History and Government and 
Frank B. Bessac, Instructor in Anthropology and Sociology. 
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non-specialists up to that time.  To these were added 
courses in the Russian language beginning in 1960 and two 
years later a pattern major in Russian area studies and a 
major in Russian language and literature.  The addition of 
another Government professor, Chong-do Hah, in 1961 
permitted that department to offer courses on "Nationalism 
and Communism in China," and "Nationalism and Communism in 
Southeast Asia."  Finally, two courses in the history of 
Latin America were added to the curriculum in 1962, though 
unfortunately this field has not been offered consistently 
since that time.   
 
 Progress in the introduction of non-European and 
Russian studies was somewhat slower than the expansion of 
the sciences, but at least a start was made towards 
achieving greater balance in what had been a heavily North 
American and European-oriented curriculum.   
 
 
 
 
 
Building Program 
 
 Less than a year after he became president, Douglas 
Knight announced in November, 1954, plans for building 
Colman Hall, a women's dormitory, the first of six major 
buildings completed or projected during his nine year 
administration.35  This dramatic expansion of the College's 
physical plant, comparable in some respects to the building 
program of President Plantz though carried out in a much 
briefer span of years, is certainly one of President 
Knight's most impressive achievements.  Looking back  later 
at his presidency, President Knight claims it took him two 
                                                          
35  Pres SA Rept (November, 1954), 5;  Lawr (12/3/54), 1. 
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or three years "to screw up his courage...and establish 
publicly that Lawrence had some major unmet needs and that 
many of them were physical;  they were in the area of 
faculty salaries as well as physical resources in buildings 
and working space."36   
 
 The need for another women's dormitory had been 
recognized by President Pusey ten years earlier, but the 
unsettled conditions of the war and postwar eras, coupled 
with the finishing of other projects for which funding had 
been secured (the Memorial Union and the Worcester Art 
Center), meant that the need was still pressing.  Even so, 
the College had only a third of the necessary funds in hand 
when the project whose cost, estimated at $ 900,000, was 
announced.  Architect Frank Shattuck of Neenah designed the 
building which was to house 130 young women.  Construction 
began during the summer of 1955 and the building was 
completed and ready for occupancy in September, 1956. 
   
 The dormitory was named in memory of Lucinda Darling 
Colman, a member of Lawrence's first graduating class in 
1857, who has been mentioned more than once in these pages.37  
A spirited woman of wit and intelligence, she taught school 
briefly in Madison and Sheboygan before marrying the 
Reverend Henry Colman, a classmate and the son of Lawrence's 
first steward.  When the Colmans settled in Milwaukee, after 
many years of moving from parish to parish, Mrs. Colman 
served in the 1880's and '90's as President of the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union and was also the second Wisconsin 
Conference Secretary of the Women's Foreign Missionary 
Society.  A frequent visitor with her husband to Lawrence 
                                                          
36  Interview by Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967), 3. 
37  See also Marguerite Schumann, Creation of a Campus 
(Appleton, Wisconsin, 1957), Chapter 18, "Lawrence's First 
Lady Gets a Namesake--Lucinda Darling Colman Hall." 
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commencements and reunions during their 67 year marriage, 
Lucinda Colman was honored after his death when she 
addressed a Lawrence convocation in 1929 at the age of 94.38   
 
 The formal dedication of Colman Hall in November, 1956, 
was enhanced by the presence of some eight descendants of 
Mrs. Colman although the group unfortunately did not include 
Laura, her last surviving child, who had died the previous 
summer at the age of 89.  A portrait of Lucinda Colman, 
painted posthumously from photographs, hangs in the lobby.  
The dormitory houses, in addition to student rooms, a 
pleasant lounge with adjoining terrace, a spacious dining 
room overlooking the Fox River, and separate meeting rooms 
for the sororities.  One of these was converted, several 
years after the merger with Milwaukee-Downer, into a meeting 
room for Downer alumnae and contains various memorabilia and 
furnishings brought from that institution.   
 
 Even before Colman Hall was completed, the College 
announced in January, 1956, a drive to provide funds for a 
music-drama center, a men's dormitory, and an additional 
fraternity house.  The president noted that the Lawrence 
Development Fund for Greater Service was the first public 
                                                          
38  President Wriston delivered the following eulogy of 
Lucinda Colman in a convocation address reported in Lawr 
(1/9/31):  "She was an educated woman.... Perhaps this is 
the greatest mark of her distinction.  She came to 
understand that self-education is the only type;.... She was 
the embodiment of all the college stood for then and all it 
stands for now--a keen mind, well stored with knowledge, 
active and optimistic and idealistic in its attitude upon 
the changing world;  a cultivated taste, quick and wise in 
its appreciation of beauty in every form;  a spiritual 
earnestness growing out of a profound religious faith, and a 
daily life dominated by Christian principles." 
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campaign for funds undertaken by Lawrence in forty years.  
Heading the drive was Guy E. McCorison, at the time Vice-
President and later President of Thilmany Pulp and Paper 
company, who put together a team that included many 
prominent business people of the Fox Valley as well as 
Lawrence trustees.  With an initial goal of $ 1,800,000, the 
campaign ultimately raised over $ 2,000,000, of which $ 
1,400,000 went towards construction of the Music-Drama 
Center, and $ 350,000 to its endowment.  The remainder was 
spent on a sixth fraternity house and a new boiler and power 
line necessary to supply the increased demands on the 
college's utilities. 
 
 The Music-Drama Center was, without question, the most 
complex building undertaken by Lawrence to date and 
constituted a challenge to the architects, the firm of Frank 
C. Shattuck Associates, Inc of Neenah.  Because it includes 
under one roof a 500 seat theater, a smaller arena theater 
seating 200, a shop for stagecraft, a recital hall seating 
250,  and a conservatory wing complete with studios and 
practice rooms--each unit a potential noisemaker--it was 
necessary to separate them with ample air space in the form 
of corridors, lobbies, and courts.  The various units share 
a lobby and lounge area and administrative offices.39    
 
 Although the primary activity in the Music-Drama Center 
is undergraduate teaching, the building has been from the 
beginning a resource of great value to the Fox Valley 
                                                          
39  See document prepared by Frank C. Shattuck Associates, 
Inc., Architects, titled "Theatre-Conservatory Building, 
Lawrence College, Appleton, Wisconsin:  July 18, 1956" in 
folder "LU.  Buildings. Music-Drama Building" in Archives.  
Most impressive at the time it was installed were 
switchboard and stage equipment which made possible "a fine 
range of technical possibilities."  
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culturally.  Ted Cloak and other members of the theater 
department's faculty have regularly offered three major 
productions a year in Stansbury Theater which has also 
served as an auditorium for visiting theatrical troupes as 
well as films and large lectures.  During the summer months 
the Center has been the home of Appleton's Attic Theater 
which draws its actors and supporters from the entire 
community.  Many student-directed one-act plays have been 
performed in the smaller experimental theater.  Hardly a day 
goes by without a recital by students, faculty, or visiting 
artists in the acoustically excellent Harper Hall.  It was 
not long before the Conservatory outgrew the facilities 
provided in the Peabody wing, a situation that forced some 
of its activities into neighboring structures and in the 
1990's has required a major addition to the building.40 [add 
chapter # in footnote] 
 
                                                          
40  The major components of the building are named after 
prominent individuals associated in some way with Lawrence.  
The larger theater honors Mary Ann Phinney Stansbury, Class 
of 1859, who graduated at the age of 16,  the author of 
published poems and short stories, wife of Dr. Emory 
Stansbury, a trustee, and herself one of the two first women 
trustees in 1874.  The recital hall is named after William 
E. Harper, first dean of the Lawrence Conservatory (1908-
1914), who did much to establish the reputation of that 
institution (see Chapter 3).  The music library commemorates 
Dr. Carl J. Waterman, beloved dean of the Conservatory 
(1920-49), and outstanding choral director.  The Peabody 
wing of the building perpetuates the name of George  F. 
Peabody, civic leader, and donor of Peabody Hall, the home 
of the Conservatory from 1909 to 1959.  More recently the 
smaller arena theater was designated the Theodore F. Cloak 
theater. 
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 The official cornerstone-laying ceremony for the Music-
Drama Center in June, 1959, brought together many who had 
participated in planning the structure and raising the funds 
for it. Among those present were Karl E. Stansbury and Clara 
Stansbury Young, two children of Mary Ann Phinney Stansbury 
of the Class of 1859, for whom the larger theater is named.  
An editorial in the Post-Crescent celebrated the event as "a 
public achievement" and pointed out that not since a similar 
public subscription for the Memorial Chapel forty years 
earlier had "so many non-Lawrentians worked for Lawrence."41  
The event was marred, however, by the sudden death on the 
eve of the celebration of Dr. Carl J. Waterman, who was to 
have participated in the ceremony, the man who had taught in 
the old Peabody hall for forty-three years and served as 
dean of the Conservatory from 1920 to 1949. 
 
 Because proceeds from the building fund drive were not 
sufficient to cover the cost of a projected men's dormitory, 
the College took advantage of a government loan program to 
finance the construction of the $ 800,000 structure that 
became known as Samuel Plantz Hall, located at the corner of 
College Avenue and Lawe Street, across from the library.  
Many, including President Knight, felt that a building 
commemorating the name of Lawrence's seventh president 
(1894-1924) was long overdue.42  The dedication of the new 
dormitory in the autumn of 1961, honoring "Doc Sammy," 
brought together a number of his descendants including his 
daughter Elsie Plantz Remley, and three grandchildren--
                                                          
41  6/9/59. 
42  President Wriston had talked of constructing an 
administration building to be named after Plantz, but the 
project was never realized.  The Memorial Chapel honored 
Myra Goodwin Plantz, the wife of the president, but the only 
memorial prior to Plantz Hall in 1961 was the organ located 
in the Chapel. 
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Arthur Remley of Neenah, Samuel Remley of Omaha, and Nancy 
Gochnauer Stiles of Elm Grove, Illinois.43 
 
 From the time that President Knight came to Lawrence, 
he was concerned about the problem of the Carnegie Library, 
the structure built in 1906 which was now totally inadequate 
to accommodate a growing student population and an ever-
expanding collection of books and periodicals.44  The need 
for additional space was accentuated by the continued 
presence of administrative offices on the second floor of 
the building.  Accordingly, the trustees approved an 
addition to the library as an "urgent need" in the autumn of 
1960.  Because funds were lacking for building an entirely 
new structure, a decision was made to raise $ 600,000 for a 
wing which would extend the library to the east and south 
and reorient the library to the south, with the principal 
entrance just opposite the entrance to the Worcester Art 
Center.45  The addition would double the existing floor space 
and increase the stack space in the combined buildings by 
the same ratio.  Student seating in the reading rooms was 
                                                          
43  Another daughter of Plantz, Florence Plantz Gochnauer, 
had recently moved from Green Bay to Florida and was unable 
to attend;  she was represented at the ceremony by her 
daughter Mrs. Stiles. 
44  Knight revealed to the trustees in his annual report for 
1959 that the annual operating budget of the library for the 
following year would be four times what it had been upon his 
arrival at Lawrence.  The book collection would outgrow 
available space in three to four years.  Student use of the 
library was increasing greatly while space for quiet 
reading, for research on seminar topics, and for work on 
honors essays was far too limited.  Pres Rept (1959), 4. 
45  The addition still remains and was incorporated as the 
rear section of the new Seeley G. Mudd library completed in 
1974.   
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more than doubled and the carrels available for individual 
study were increased from 40 to 124.   
 
 Combining the Carnegie library of 1906 with a new 
addition provided an opportunity to remember Samuel 
Appleton, the donor in 1853 of a gift of $ 10,000 to endow 
Lawrence's original library.  The joint structure was 
dedicated in October, 1962 as the Samuel Appleton-Carnegie 
Library, a name superseded only when the Seeley G. Mudd 
library was completed in 1974.  
 
 Douglas Knight had moved on to the presidency of Duke 
University by the time two final buildings he planned were 
constructed:  Trever Hall, a dormitory for men, finished in 
1963;  and the Casper E. Youngchild Hall of Science, 
dedicated in 1964.  The $ 835,000 cost of Trever, located at 
South Meade and South Streets overlooking the river, was 
financed primarily through a government loan.  A four-story 
building of red brick, it was designed to house 176 men and 
a resident supervisor.  The name chosen for this building 
was particularly fitting since Albert A. Trever, first a 
professor of Greek and then of ancient and European history 
for a total of 35 years (1905-1940), had lived across the 
street from the site of the new dormitory and, according to 
his son, "loved this area as if he owned it."46  [add chapter  
# to footnote] Trever, one of the most respected professors 
in Lawrence's history, was described by a colleague as, "A 
scholar of the first rank, an inspiring teacher, and 
colorful personality...with candid integrity, flinty 
courage, and an aversion for shabbiness in human conduct."47  
Two of Professor Trever's children, Ruth Trever of Highland 
                                                          
46  For further details on the career of Professor Trever, 
see Chapter 3. 
47  Professor M. M. Bober, quoted by university archivist 
Carol Butts in "Lawrence News Letter," May, 1989. 
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Park, Illinois, and Karl L. Trever of Washington, D. C., 
were on hand for the dedication of the building in the 
autumn of 1963. 
 
 President Knight's strong interest in the natural 
sciences and his determination to enlarge and upgrade the 
science departments have been mentioned in an earlier 
discussion of important curricular trends during his 
administration.  Having added new personnel to each of the 
science departments during his first five years, he argued 
that a whole cluster of needs now made an expansion of the 
facilities available to the scientists imperative:  the 
heightened pace of faculty and student research, greater 
emphasis on individual study and experimentation, an 
increasing number of students in the sciences, and the 
inevitable deterioration of equipment purchased thirty or 
forty years earlier.48  Although Stephenson Hall, built in 
1899, had been remodelled in 1947, it was clearly unable to 
meet the needs just enumerated.  Raising funds for a new 
building loomed as a formidable task, however, particularly 
after the effort devoted to the campaigns for Colman Hall, 
the Music-Drama Center, and currently for a new library 
addition.  Plans for a new science building had to be 
postponed. 
 
 In 1962, help came from an unexpected quarter in the 
form of a $ 1,000,000 gift for a science building from 
Appleton resident Casper E. Youngchild, an eighty year old 
veteran of the paper industry, retired general manager for 
manufacturing with the International Paper Company, and 
engineering consultant to paper mills all over the nation.49  
                                                          
48  Pres Rept (1959), 5. 
49  The final cost of the building was $ 1,900,000.  The gift 
was not entirely unexpected since the way had been prepared 
by several friends on the Lawrence Board of Trustees and the 
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A Wisconsin native, "Cap" Youngchild began his career in the 
mills at the age of sixteen, cutting paper for the 
Marinette-Menominee Paper Company, and remained associated 
with the paper industry for sixty-five of his eighty-one 
years. Without a college education himself, he developed "a 
strong attachment to undergraduate education along with a 
mounting desire to assist and encourage young people in 
pursuit of educational goals."50 
 
 Youngchild Hall is connected with and was designed to 
complement Stephenson Hall.  The addition of Youngchild 
virtually tripled the instruction space available to the 
science departments.51  The two buildings house facilities 
                                                                                                                                                                             
President had met him before the actual offer was made.  
According to Knight, Youngchild broached the subject by 
asking him, "Young man, which would be of more use to your 
college, five hundred thousand or a million dollars?," a 
question which required that Knight justify the million 
dollar gift.  Youngchild's lawyer, who had accompanied 
Knight to the interview, commented afterwards, "I don't know 
what made Cap do that, he'd made up his mind exactly what he 
wanted to do."  Knight responded that Youngchild obviously 
wanted some proper payment for this very generous gift and 
that he also wanted to have a little fun.  (Interview with 
Douglas Knight (11/18/90). 
50  From a citation prepared by the editors of Who's Who in 
America to celebrate exceptional educational philanthropy.  
Quoted in Appleton Post-Crescent, 10/8/64.      
51  Stephenson measured 22,638 square feet of instruction 
space;  the net total of the two buildings is 60,195 square 
feet.  Among the more than 120 rooms in the combined 
building are a number of spaces shared among departments:  a 
2,236 square foot lecture room, four seminar rooms, darkroom 
and shops for glass blowing, wood and metal work.  In the 
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for anthropology, biology, chemistry, geology, psychology, 
physics, and mathematics.  A feature of Youngchild, new to 
the campus at the time, is a computer center used for 
research as well as for administrative processes.  More than 
$ 42,000 worth of equipment initially placed in Youngchild 
came through grants from the National Science Foundation. 
 
 Casper Youngchild died several months before the 
dedication in October, 1964 of the building named for him, 
but a brother and sister attended the ceremony presided over 
by President Curtis W. Tarr.  Douglas Knight returned from 
Duke for the occasion to deliver the principal address 
entitled "The Humane Sciences" and was awarded an honorary 
degree. 
 
 During his nine years as president, Douglas Knight 
tripled the book value of the educational plant from 3.5 
million to 10 million dollars.  But more important than this 
was his recognition of what Lawrence's critical building 
needs were if the college was to achieve a reputation as a 
first-rate institution:  the addition to the library, the 
Music-Drama Center, and the new science building.  As the 
result of two major fund-raising campaigns, he was able to 
fulfill these needs and thus to have an impact on the 
institution for the next twenty to fifty years. In 
reflecting later on this achievement, he says it was 
necessary at this particular time to "provide the flesh with 
which the spirit of the place could flourish."52   
 
 
    
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
newer building are 16 general laboratories, 23 research 
laboratories and a dozen offices. 
52  Interview with Douglas Knight (11/18/90). 
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Bjorklunden 
 
 A unique addition to Lawrence and one of its most 
valued possessions came as a gift in 1962 from a Chicago 
couple, Donald and Winifred Boynton:  the 325-acre estate in 
Door County on the shores of Lake Michigan known as 
Bjorklunden.53   A condition of the donation was that the 
Boyntons would have the use of the property as long as they 
lived;  Lawrence did not, therefore, have full control over 
the estate until 1974.  But even before that date 
Bjorklunden began to be used in a number of ways by the 
University, and since 1980 it has served as the site of a 
series of week-long summer seminars offered by Lawrence 
faculty members or guest leaders.  Under the direction of 
Joseph A. Hopfensperger, a former member of the Theater 
Department, Bjorklunden took on a life of its own and its 
many enthusiastic alumni form a group, along with other 
supporters, known as the Friends of Bjorklunden. 
 
 The focal point of the estate is a chapel built in the 
15th century Norwegian Stavkirke style and modeled after a 
church in Lillehammer, Norway, that was destroyed in World 
War II.  Other buildings include a spacious lodge, studio, 
and caretaker's cottage, all of Scandinavian architecture.  
The chapel was designed, painted, and carved by the 
Boyntons' own hands through nine summers, from 1939 through 
1947.   
 Winifred Boynton tells in detail how the chapel was 
created in the book Faith builds a Chapel, published in 
                                                          
53  Initially, Lawrence received only 160 acres; the 
remainder was acquired in parcels.  The full name given to 
the estate by the Boyntons was Bjorklunden Vid Sjon or 
"birch forest by the water." 
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1953.54  In a quiet forest of white pines, cedars, and 
birches near the lake shore, the Boyntons erected the chapel 
whose purpose she describes: 
 
 Since the beginning of time the world has been 
seeking peace.  Feeling that there must be a 
consciousness of peace within each one of us before 
it can be found throughout the world, we built this 
retreat.  Far removed from confusion and aggression 
it offers a sanctuary for all.55 
 
When the building was completed, it was opened for non-
denominational weekly worship services which attracted more 
than 3000 visitors each summer.  The chapel is still open to 
the public two days a week in the summer and is used 
occasionally for weddings, christenings, and other religious 
purposes. 
  
 Although the chapel is in every sense an original work 
of art, both Boyntons studied with a Danish master carver 
during the time they were creating the intricately patterned 
woodwork of the altar, cross, pulpit, baptismal font, 
arches, and pews.  In preparation for designing the numerous 
panels on the chapels walls and ceilings, Mrs. Boynton did 
extensive research on Christian and particularly 
Scandinavian religious symbols.  Although she painted the 
panels herself she sought the advice and prior approval of a 
professional artist and friend for the designs. 
 
 In a postscript addressed to her children, Winifred 
Boynton confessed that at some point during the nine years 
of labor she and her husband devoted to the project, "[W]e 
became aware that in reality the Chapel was building us.  As 
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day by day we built with physical tools, patiently and 
painstakingly the Chapel was building with spiritual 
tools."56 
 
 Principally to insure the preservation of the chapel 
and its public program, the Boyntons chose to will their 
estate to an independent college founded under the auspices 
of a religious denomination.  Douglas Knight has recently 
related how the Boyntons chose Lawrence.  When he and his 
wife were attending a national educational meeting they 
received an urgent message to call William Buchanan, then 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees.  President Knight 
continues the story: 
 
 When I reached him, it turned out that the 
financial vice president of Northwestern 
University, [Harry L. Wells, also a member of the 
Lawrence College Board of Trustees] had been 
talking with the Boyntons about their property.  (I 
assume that he hoped to have it for Northwestern 
and that they [the Boyntons] made it clear they 
wanted something else.  Then he thought of us).  I 
was put in touch with the Boyntons, and Grace and I 
went down to have lunch with them at their home on 
the north shore.  We had a very good initial 
discussion then and more meetings later on, during 
which we developed our common philosophy about the 
uses of the property.... I must admit that I have 
always been deeply proud of the fact that we were 
able to bring that wonderful property to Lawrence.57 
 
                                                          
56  Ibid., 135. 
57  Letter to Joseph Hopfensperger dated 8/24/89, quoted by 
Marwin Wrolstad in "A Newsletter for Friends of 
Bjorklunden,"  Winter 1990. 
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 Although the legacy imposed no legal restrictions on 
the use of the property, the Boyntons expressed their wish 
that the chapel and other buildings located on the property 
be preserved for their artistic and spiritual values.  At 
the time the gift was announced, the Lawrence board of 
trustees stated, "We regard our first obligation to continue 
the spirit of non-sectarian religious insight which is so 
central to the chapel and its setting."58  
 
 During the seventeen years between the conveyance of 
part of the property and the first summer of Bjorklunden 
seminars, a number of ad hoc committees studied the question 
of how best to make use of the estate, which remains even 
today on the Door Country tax rolls.  Among the ideas 
considered was the possibility of selling a part of the 
estate to the Nature Conservancy or the state Department of 
Natural Resources, but neither of these agencies was in a 
position to make a reasonable offer for the property.  
Marwin Wrolstad, former Business Manager of Lawrence, ends a 
brief historical account of Bjorklunden with the following 
comment: 
 
Happily, for those of us who have wanted to keep 
the property intact and unexploited, the pressures 
that Bjorklunden not be a drain on the university's 
resources have eased, and the seminars, ten years 
later, are well-established and accepted...and 
self-supporting.59  
 
 Professor Hopfensperger retired as director of 
Bjorklunden in 1990, but the seminars still thrive and the 
property annually attracts many devoted visitors. 
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Financial Accomplishment 
 
 
 In his recent work Street of Dreams:  The Nature and 
Legacy of the 1960's, Douglas Knight describes the 1950's as 
a "time of growth, of excitement, of heady competition" for 
American institutions of higher education.  Although major 
research-oriented universities benefited most from infusions 
of capital from government and foundations, enterprising 
liberal arts colleges could share in the relative prosperity 
of the era.60 
 
 Lawrence profited from the generosity of foundations 
during this era, but Knight and an active group of trustees 
successfully exploited private sources of financial support 
as well.  Even earlier, during President Pusey's 
administration, a successful effort was made by the Trustee 
Committee on Endowment and Finance (under the leadership of 
William E. Buchanan) to secure gifts from industries in the 
Fox Valley.61   During the 1950's, gifts for current purposes 
from this source continued as did donations from the 
"Friends of Lawrence," a group established originally by 
Trustee Elmer Jennings in 1951.62  
                                                          
60  (Durham and London, 1989), 16. 
61  Pres Rept (1945), 9.   
62  See Annual Financial Reports of Lawrence College, 1950-
64. " Gifts for Current Purposes" from local industry 
between 1954 and 1962 averaged between $ 45,000 and $ 50,000 
annually;  during this same period Lawrence began to attract 
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 One of Knight's most important financial achievements 
was to draw on a relatively untapped source:  the alumni.  
Even though alumni contributions had been solicited for the 
Memorial Union, relatively little had been done before 
Knight's administration in developing a program of annual 
giving.  Indeed, he reports his shock at discovering that a 
mere 332 alumni had contributed to the institution the year 
before he arrived and that alumni gifts during 1953-54 
totalled about $ 8,000.63  Speaking to the trustees in his 
first annual report, he expressed his determination to 
broaden alumni support and revealed that in the previous 
year only 6% of Lawrence alumni had contributed to the 
college compared with 23% for Carleton, 26% for Beloit, and 
56% for Amherst.64  Two years later he reported that alumni 
gifts had almost doubled over the previous year and that the 
total of alumni contributing was almost four times what it 
had been the year before.65  Part of the success was owing to 
the addition of a Director of Alumni Relations in 1954, but 
                                                                                                                                                                             
additional support from "other industries" as well as 
sharing in the funds raised by the Wisconsin Foundation of 
Independent Colleges.  Gifts from "Friends of Lawrence" 
dropped from a peak of $ 11,340 in 1954-55 to an average of 
$ 5,000 to $ 6,000 annually. 
63  Interview by Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967), 4.  The Annual 
Financial Report for 1953-54 lists contributions of $ 6,948 
to the Alumni Foundation and $ 1,516 from "Other Alumni" for 
a total of $ 8,465. 
64  Pres Rept (1954), 7-8.  Figures presented in a report in 
the Lawrence Alumnus (summer, 1955) for the fiscal year 
1954-55 were even gloomier.  Although total contributions 
from alumni were $ 8,372, the report revealed that only 350 
alumni out of a total of 8,700 had contributed, or 4.05% of 
the total body.   
65  Pres Rept (1956), 5. 
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much of the credit for expanding relations with the alumni 
must go to the President, whose travels included numerous 
meetings with alumni groups. During 1961-62, a year before 
Knight left Lawrence, alumni giving had risen to $ 40,000, 
five times what it had been when he came. 
 
 Asked recently to interpret the relative lack of 
financial support by alumni to the institution prior to this 
time, Knight offered one or two possible explanations.66  One 
was the fact that among the most powerful trustees chosen by 
Wriston from the ranks of industrialists in the Fox Valley, 
few were Lawrence alumni, even though a number of them 
developed a strong loyalty to the institution (he might have 
added that Plantz, before Wriston, pursued a similar policy 
in his choice of trustees).  In a sense, therefore, Lawrence 
came to depend for its primary support upon such people 
rather than upon alumni;  and alumni were not made to feel 
that it was their responsibility to sustain the college.  
Another explanation offered by Knight is that coeducational 
colleges (and he might have added women's colleges) may not 
be able to rely as heavily on alumni support as men's 
colleges since many of their women graduates are married, 
and the larger donations of a couple have tended to go to 
the husband's alma mater.  Although Knight's explanations 
are plausible, the simplest explanation for a lack of alumni 
support prior to his own time is that, except for a drive by 
alumni leaders to fund the building of the Memorial Union, 
little effort had been exerted to cultivate such support.   
 
  Although Lawrence benefited greatly from foundation 
support during Knight's presidency, some of the major gifts 
came to the college without being directly solicited.  One 
can assume that the growing reputation of Lawrence among 
liberal arts colleges made it a likely candidate for support 
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in the distributions made by some of the large foundations.  
This was true, for example, of a grant of $ 404,400, 
announced in December, 1955, from the Ford Foundation for 
raising faculty salaries.  The largest such award to any 
college in Wisconsin, Lawrence's "bonus" was owing to 
progress made in the previous ten years (primarily under 
President Pusey) in raising faculty salaries and to the fact 
that Lawrence devoted 63-64% of its annual budget to this 
item as opposed to the national average of about 54-55%.67   
 
 Mention has been made elsewhere of a grant from the 
Carnegie Corporation of $ 50,000 (spread over five years) 
announced in May, 1956, to support the new Sophomore Studies 
program.  The two-year study on which the proposal for this 
grant was based had been initiated under President Pusey and 
completed under President Knight, who prepared the final 
report submitted. The grant was used for staff salaries as 
well as for library and laboratory supplies. 
 
 Another grant from the Carnegie Corporation, directly 
solicited by the President and awarded in 1959, provided 
support for a five-year experimental program in Asian 
Studies which enabled the College to add to the faculty 
specialists on India and the Far East. 
 
 Of the buildings added to the campus during Knight's 
administration, only the addition to the library was 
financed in part through support of the Ford Foundation.  As 
noted elsewhere, 
the two men's dormitories (Plantz and Trever) were financed 
through government loans, while Colman Hall, the Music-Drama 
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Center, and Youngchild Hall were all funded through 
individual and corporate contributions.68 
 
  Just as the campaign to raise funds for an addition to 
the library was winding down in 1962, Lawrence was notified 
that it was the recipient of a $ 2,000,000 challenge grant 
from the Ford Foundation, the terms of which required the 
college to raise  
$ 4,000,000 in matching funds over a three-year period.69  
Considering the tremendous amount of energy that had been 
invested over several years in raising funds for new 
buildings, the mixed reaction of the trustees to the news of 
the Ford grant is perhaps understandable.  Knight later 
recalled that his trustee friends groaned: 
 
In fact, they pretty well told me this was 
impossible...and just for the record, I'll have to 
say that I found it wise to filter the word back 
through one of my colleagues that I really couldn't 
live with the idea that we'd be the one College in 
the United State to refuse a Ford grant if it were 
offered to us.70 
 
 In fact, Lawrence had prepared the ground for the Ford 
grant by drawing up at the request of the Foundation a 10-
Year Plan of Expansion which sought to bring $ 12,500,000 of 
capital improvements to the College over the decade 1962-72.  
Of this amount, $ 3,860,000 was earmarked for buildings and 
                                                          
68  When Youngchild Hall opened, about $ 42,000 worth of 
equipment had been provided through grants from the National 
Science Foundation. 
69  For details on the grant, see the news release that 
appeared in the Post-Crescent (6/27/62). 
70  Interview by Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967), 13. 
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$ 8,600,000 for general endowment.71  Among additions to the 
physical plant projected under the plan were a science 
bulding, an infirmary, a teaching museum, and a new 
administration building.  This fund-raising drive, which 
came to be known as the Greater Lawrence Program, headed by 
John Stevens, Lawrence trustee and former chairman of the 
board of the Marathon Corporation, had as its initial goal 
to raise the $ 4,000,000 required for the  Ford challenge 
grant.  Within a year (i.e. by June, 1963) gifts and formal 
pledges toward the Ford grant passed the half-way mark, 
owing in part to the $ 1,000,000 gift from Caspar Youngchild 
for a science building. Two years later, by July l, 1965, 
the deadline set by the Ford Foundation for meeting its 
challenge, the goal of $ 4,000,000 had not only been reached 
but was oversubscribed by more than $ 600,000.72  By this 
time, however, Curtis Tarr had assumed the presidency. 
 
 Perhaps the best measure of Knight's success can be 
found in the treasurers' financial reports which show that 
the book value of Lawrence's endowment rose from 
approximately $ 2.5 million in 1953-54, the year he arrived, 
to almost $ 6 million in 1962-63, his last year.  During the 
same period, the book value of the educational plant rose 
from approximately $ 3.5  million to almost $ 10 million.  
Although the most tangible evidence of President Knight's 
achievement was the new buildings on campus, he was 
particularly proud of progress made in increasing faculty 
salaries.  In 1962, he noted that in nine years salaries had 
risen to the point where a beginning instructor was now 
earning the equivalent of what a senior faculty member had 
earned at the earlier date and that senior faculty members' 
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salaries were now two and one-half times what they had been 
nine years earlier.73  Indeed, he ventured the assertion that 
Lawrence salaries were now probably the best in the 
Associated Colleges of the Midwest. 
 
 
 
 
 
Lawrentians of the 1950's and Early '60's 
 
Conformism, Diversity, and Individual Responsibility 
 
 A good deal has been written about college students of 
the 1950's as essentially complacent, conforming creatures, 
eager for security and not open to new ideas or difficult 
jobs.  Those who characterize that generation of 
undergraduates in such terms are apt to compare them with 
their predecessors of the 1940's, many of whom who were 
called upon to fight a war or to adjust to the abnormal 
circumstances of the postwar era, and with their successors 
of the late 1960's who challenged established traditions and 
conventions in their educational institutions and in society 
at large.  Such stereotypes are, of course, bound to be 
misleading given the differences among students from one 
institution to another and the variety of young people 
within a given college or university at a particular time. 
   
 Allowing for the fact that a student newspaper does not 
necessarily mirror the mood or the preoccupations of the 
student body as a whole, a perusal of the Lawrentian during 
these years 
might seem to confirm the stereotype of the 1950's student 
generation mentioned above.  As in other eras, the newspaper 
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devoted a good deal of attention to social events and 
activities on campus, fraternity and sorority matters, 
football games, and homecoming. In 1957-58, a new regular 
weekly column dealt exclusively with the social activities 
of individual fraternities and sororities.  Agitation for a 
liberalization of rules did not play as significant a role 
among student grievances as it had in the post World War-I 
era of President Plantz, but continued restrictions on 
possession of cars, drinking, hours for women's dorms, and 
required attendance at convocations were the subject of 
criticisms. 
   
 Student complaints of a lack school spirit, 
particularly over the student body's failure to support 
athletic teams enthusiastically enough, have periodically 
surfaced at Lawrence, and the 1950's were no exception to 
such charges.  But an interesting twist was given to this 
topic when a student wrote a letter to the Lawrentian in 
March, 1958, asserting that the most important force binding 
students together at Lawrence should be intellectual.  
Lawrence might have too little spirit but what there was, he 
argued, should be directed into "constructive activities  
which are educational and which are in line with academic 
tradition.  Perhaps not many people go to the games, but 
fewer still go to the plays or the concerts or the 
International Club meetings."74 
 
 What is interesting is that the letter provoked a 
heated discussion in the "Melting Pot" column of the 
Lawrentian, a series of letters that challenged, ridiculed, 
and in some cases supported the writer's point of view.  The 
student was attacked as "an intellectual snob" and told in a 
response heavy with irony that perhaps he would like to see 
athletics eliminated, the Union turned into a small library, 
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and social life done away with.75  Another writer argued that 
every student could follow his own interest at Lawrence, 
whether "your pleasure lies in sitting in the Union and 
playing historical guessing games with Dr. Chaney, or 
spending your time at the Superburger picking up townies," 
but pleaded with readers not to "cut down" others whose 
interests were different from their own.76  In response to 
this letter, still another student defended the original 
writer and objected to the most recent writer's confusion of 
"interests" and education.  His own view of education, he 
said, was "to know and understand those things which have 
been the concern of the observant members of the human race 
for the past two or three thousand years...Perhaps this sort 
of outlook is boring and 'unrealistic' to many people, but I 
think it is the outlook around which a college must be 
centered."77 
 
 That such a debate continued for several weeks suggests 
that not all students were suffering from complacency and 
conformity at this particular moment in the 1950's.  
President Knight, in a convocation address delivered at 
about this time, labeled his "annual report to the 
undergraduates," took note of the disagreements being voiced 
and concluded, "The great variety of opinion and attitudes 
shown is the indispensable condition of a good college.... 
How else (but by disagreement) can you come to know 
yourself;  how else can you learn to hold your place in the 
world?"78 
 
 Whether in response to student objections to 
regulations or not, a trend towards a liberalization of 
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restrictions and greater individual responsibility appears 
during the decade of the '50's.  Even before President 
Knight arrived on campus, the faculty accepted a student 
petition to establish a Judicial Board to deal with student 
violations of college rules of behavior.79  Student 
representatives elected by the entire student body would 
henceforth share with the faculty Committee on 
Administration (in equal numbers and with equal votes) 
responsibility for cases involving student misconduct in 
matters other than academic. 
 
 Compulsory attendance in classes was first breached in 
1954 when juniors and seniors on the Dean's List were 
allowed unlimited cuts except for announced exams and 
laboratories.80 
But three more years elapsed before this privilege was 
extended to all students in good standing, with the 
exception of freshmen.81  Even so, attendance at convocations 
continued to be required. 
 
 A slight relaxation of the policy on drinking was 
approved by the faculty in November, 1957, in response to a 
proposal made at the Student-Faculty Encampment the 
preceding spring.  Possession or use of alcoholic beverages 
"in any college building, on the campus, or in connection 
with any student or college function" was still not 
permitted, but it was recognized that students might drink 
before or after scheduled college functions and in 
connection with unscheduled, impromptu celebrations.82  Beer 
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was to be permitted at these non-registered or impromptu 
affairs, but "unbecoming conduct resulting from such use of 
intoxicants would be open to censure." 
  
 More significant than any of the above changes in the 
trend towards greater individual responsibility was the 
revival in 1962 of the honor system for examinations and 
papers, an institution that had existed earlier in 
Lawrence's history but which had been abandoned in 1921.  No 
longer would students have to submit, as they had for many 
years, to examinations proctored by faculty members in the 
campus gymnasium (which, incidentally, was soon to be razed 
to make room for the new Youngchild Hall of Science).  A 
preamble to the description of the honor system stated that 
it was established "in the belief that responsible college 
students can profit from an atmosphere of mutual trust and 
respect;  and that Lawrence College students are capable of 
assuming the responsibility for maintaining the standards of 
the Honor System."83  Part of the plan called for the 
establishment of an Honor Council consisting of the Dean of 
the College who was to serve, ex officio, as non-voting 
advisor; and eight students, one of whom would act as the 
non-voting chairman.  Debate in the faculty over the 
acceptance of the system focussed on, among other features, 
the student's pledge that "I will be in honor bound to see 
that any apparent violation of the Honor System is reported 
to the Honor Council," a promise that some thought would 
create a "spy system" for enforcement and others thought 
unworkable, but this provision of the pledge was accepted 
along with others.  The Honor System at Lawrence has 
continued ever since.   
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Unrest in the Early 1960's 
 
 Except for the introduction of the Honor System just 
mentioned, everything discussed so far concerns developments 
in the 1950's.  What is amazing is how quickly the mood at 
Lawrence, as at many other colleges and universities, seemed 
to change almost overnight with the advent of the 1960's.  
Douglas Knight is not alone in having argued recently that 
the year 1960 marked a kind of watershed in American 
institutions of higher education as well as in American 
society.84  No single national or international event of that 
year seems to have precipitated this change, although the 
election of President John F. Kennedy in November marked a 
shift in this country to a new generation of leaders.  Fidel 
Castro had come to power the previous year in Cuba with the 
first Communist regime in the western hemisphere, and the 
support he received from the Soviet Union produced a 
heightening of tensions in the Cold War.  In the United 
States, this was the era of sit-ins by blacks at lunch 
counters in the South and growing agitation for voting 
rights for blacks. 
 
 Whatever the causes, beginning in 1960, a marked 
increase in student unrest on the campus appears in the 
pages of the Lawrentian.  To be sure, this was a far cry 
from the kind of violent disruptions that came later in the 
decade at the University of California (Berkeley), the 
University of Wisconsin, and other large universities.  The 
agitation took the form rather of verbal attacks on "the 
administration," for example, for alleged injustices in the 
handling of disciplinary cases; mounting criticism of 
fraternities and sororities on a number of grounds;  
objections to convocations, especially religious 
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convocations; and complaints about "fragmentation" in the 
student body. 
 
 The unrest was noticeable enough for the President to 
address it in convocation speeches and reports to the 
trustees.  To students who were protesting recent 
administrative decisions, he said "it was completely obvious 
from the emotional response some of you had to them [the 
decisions] that they themselves were not what was really 
bothering you."85  He went on to analyse the variety of 
pressures being exerted upon students including those to get 
good grades in order to establish themselves in jobs, and 
world and national tensions inherent in contemporary society 
which "are exerting the most serious and at times 
destructive kinds of pressure on us all."    
 
 Recently discussing this change of mood, Knight doubts 
that anything specific that happened at Lawrence was 
responsible for it.  Rather he speculates that some of the 
brighter students entering college were bringing from high 
school things they were beginning to read, to see in the 
papers, or on television, that made them more aware of what 
was going on in the country on issues such as integration.  
Also, they were perhaps "tired of being called the silent 
generation, this whole student apathy cliche.  I think they 
got fed up with it as much as everybody else."86  
 
 One device the President had inaugurated which enabled 
him to keep abreast of student grievances and problems was a 
"President's Committee," a group of about ten members that 
included representatives of each college class, a couple of 
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faculty members, and the President.87  The Committee met 
monthly over lunch and, according to descriptions in the 
Ariel, its purpose was to promote "mutual understanding  and 
cooperation among students, administration, and faculty," 
and "to discuss current problems and ways of improving the 
campus."88   Douglas Knight recently termed the committee a 
"seismograph" and a "defusing group" which relayed rumors 
that were circulating on campus and which "worked 
beautifully."89 
 
 In June, 1960, acknowledging to the trustees the 
increasing unrest among students, including those on the 
Lawrence campus, during the preceding academic year, Knight 
characterized current students in the following way: 
 
They are restless, curious, harsh but eager in 
their judgments, often self-assertive but hungry to 
find convictions and commitments, often too hopeful 
of immediate answers but surprisingly reasonable 
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and thoughtful in their analysis of difficult 
problems.  They demand from us far more than their 
predecessors did;  and we must see that their 
legitimate demands are met.90  
 
One could hardly ask for a better description of students of 
the 1960's. 
 
 
 
Race and the Fraternities and Sororities 
 
 On May 13, 1960 appeared in the Lawrentian a letter 
signed by nine fraternity men in which they identified "one 
outstanding weakness" in the groups they had joined, an 
aspect of the national fraternity system which they found in 
constant conflict with their personal moral standards:  "the 
racial discriminatory clauses, written and unwritten, woven 
into the fabric of the national fraternities."  Pointing out 
that Lawrence had enrolled five "Negro students" in the 
class of 1964 [entering in the upcoming fall semester] with 
the prospect of three more enrolling, the authors of the 
letter declared, "Your desire to pledge and activate any of 
these Negro students may well be thwarted by pressures from 
the national fraternity."  Convinced that they represented 
in their beliefs "a sizeable portion, perhaps a strong 
majority, of the student body," they concluded that if a 
survey of campus opinion confirmed their view, 
 
[W]e see no reason why any fraternity here should 
not give equal consideration to Negro and white 
rushees alike, even if it entails the simultaneous 
serious censure from the national fraternity or 
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disaffiliation of all social fraternities and 
sororities from their national membership. 
 
 Although one or two black students had attended 
Lawrence in the period since World War II, the admission of 
the group mentioned above for the autumn of 1960 seriously 
confronted fraternities and sororities with an issue most 
had previously skirted.  Many fraternity men and women still 
believed that the best strategy for dealing with the issue 
lay with "working from within" the national organization in 
order to bring about a change in its position, but others 
(as the foregoing letter indicates) were prepared to risk 
censure by the national and, if necessary, disaffiliation in 
order to uphold what they considered a moral principle.   
 
 In fact, such a poll was announced in the same issue in 
response to "intense student interest in the question of 
discriminatory clauses in national fraternities."  The 
phrasing of the crucial question in the survey says 
something about the biases in 1960 (conscious or 
unconscious) of those who designed the survey. The poll 
asked students whether they would support "the pledging of a 
Negro to your social fraternity if he were of a personal 
merit comparable to that of current members of your group or 
to white rushees whom you desire to pledge."  In addition to 
the condescension implied in the qualifying clause, the 
framers of the question seem to have overlooked the fact 
that the poll was directed to women and independents as well 
as to fraternity men.  In any case, the results, published 
in the next issue of the newspaper, showed that of the 60% 
of the student body who answered the questionnaire, 
approximately 78% responded affirmatively to the question.91  
Of the fraternity men who responded, 70.4% replied 
affirmatively.  The comparable figure for sorority women was 
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75.8%, and for independents 91.6%  A higher percentage of 
freshmen than of other any other class voted affirmatively.  
But as the Lawrentian pointed out in releasing the results 
of the poll, it did not determine whether a change in the 
status quo was to take place in the form of "revolutionary 
or gradual evolution."  Nor did it determine that any 
definite action regarding the pledging of Negro students 
would occur in the fall.  Any such action would have to come 
from the Greek groups themselves. 
 
 The question of access to the college by blacks (and 
the implications of this for fraternities and sororities) 
had arisen at Lawrence long before;  in his book Street of 
Dreams Douglas talks of a conversation he had in 1955, a 
year after the celebrated Brown vs. Board of Education 
decision by the Supreme Court.   
 
As president of Lawrence College, I was visited one 
afternoon in 1955 by three trustees--all of them 
staunch fraternity men, two of them violently 
agitated, and the third there, as he told me later, 
"to see that there is fair play and that they don't 
try to run all over you."  Their message was in 
fact a lament rather than a tirade, and I heard the 
cliches about social change in their basic, classic 
form.  "I know," said the elder of the two 
mourners, "that there will be, must be, change.  
But why here and why now?"92 
  
 How the President ultimately brought these particular 
trustees and others to accept change is not revealed in the 
official documents, but he recalled later that the only 
"unpleasant disagreement" he had with the trustees during 
his entire term at Lawrence was over the problem of 
                                                          
92  Street of Dreams, 18. 
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integration and the implications of integration for the 
fraternities and eventually the sororities.93  Neither the 
trustees nor the administration ever issued a formal public 
statement on this question but many informal discussions of 
this issue were undoubtedly carried on in the early 1960's 
among students, faculty, administrators, and trustees.  In 
April, 1961, the Lawrence chapter of Beta Theta Pi announced 
in the columns of the Lawrentian that "our sole standard of 
membership selection shall be the moral and intellectual 
level necessary for the existence of a profitable 
relationship of mutual assistance and brotherhood among our 
members."  In the following fall, this fraternity pledged a 
black for the first time.94 
 
 A further step in the development of this issue came in 
November, 1961, when the faculty passed without dissent on a 
voice vote a resolution in which it strongly affirmed "its 
opposition to racial and religious discrimination as a 
principle of selection for membership in the fraternity and 
sorority chapters in the College."  The resolution added, 
"We therefore also condemn any national control of 
fraternity and sorority policy which results, either 
directly or indirectly, in such discrimination at Lawrence 
College."95  Shortly afterwards, the SEC (Student Executive 
Council), in response to a petition signed by 562 students, 
went on record as "opposed to any imposition of racial or 
                                                          
93  Interview by Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967), 16-17.  He 
adds, "It was deeply upsetting to a few of them, who have 
since, I would say, accepted it." 
94  Lawr (4/21/61; 9/29/61).  I have been unable to determine 
whether this was, in fact, the first fraternity to do so.  
An editorial in the same issue of the Lawrentian (9/29/61) 
merely states, "Beta Theta Pi recently pledged a Negro for 
the first time at Lawrence College."   
95  Fac Min (11/17/61) 
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religious discrimination as criteria for membership in any 
organized group on campus," a resolution which passed 25-1 
with 5 abstentions.96 
 
 According to a number of articles or editorials written 
at about the same time, Lawrence sororities lagged behind 
fraternities in confronting or protesting discrimination by 
their national organizations.97  One such article conceded 
that no sorority on the campus belonged to a national 
organization which explicitly forbade the pledging of anyone 
on the basis of race, creed, or color, but added, "However, 
in each group there are technicalities, written or 
unwritten, which effectively prevent the pledging of a negro 
and in some cases a Jew and/or an oriental."98  One such 
"technicality" present in some organizations was the need to 
secure a recommendation from a local alumna of the sorority 
in the student's home area, a condition which could 
effectively prevent the pledging of a minority student.  All 
the sorority presidents interviewed agreed that the 
fraternities had made more progress in removing or seeking 
to remove restrictions on pledging and, when asked why, one 
allegedly responded, "Boys just have more guts than girls--
they are more willing to take risks."  
 
 How much effect the issue of racial integration had 
upon the fortunes of the Greek groups on campus is 
problematical.  Figures on the percentages of men and women 
in the freshman class who pledged reveal that fraternities 
held fairly steady in the years 1960-63 with 50%, or just 
under, of the men joining fraternities, while the percentage 
of women pledging dropped from 64% in 1960 to 57% in 1961 
                                                          
96  Lawr (12/8/61), 1. 
97  See Lawr (9/22/61 and 9/29/61). 
98  "Little Initiative Made Toward Ending Sorority 
Restrictions" by Judith Williams in Lawr (9/29/61), 1. 
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and 49% in 1962-63.99  Another issue which was hotly debated 
in these years was that of deferred rushing, which was 
initially opposed by some of the fraternities and almost all 
the sororities.  With the introduction of the 3-3 plan in 
1962-63, all fraternities and sororities deferred their 
pledging until January, the beginning of Term II.  
 
 
 
The Civil Rights Movement 
 
 The involvement of Lawrence students in the civil 
rights movement off-campus began modestly in the spring of 
1962, when the Student Executive Council voted, and a 
student referendum  approved, a proposal to donate $ 50 in 
SEC funds to the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee 
(SNCC), an organization protesting voter registration 
policies in the South.100  A year later, a group of 
Lawrentians (80 students and faculty) organized to protest 
discriminatory practices against blacks by 127 stores in 
Jackson, Mississippi.101  Rather than attempt an economic 
boycott against the four stores in Appleton that were part 
of national chains against which the protest was directed, 
Lawrentians stood in front of the stores involved (J. C. 
Penney, Woolworth, Walgreen, and Thom McCann shoes) 
soliciting signatures on petitions in support of the Jackson 
boycott; these were sent to the national headquarters and 
Jackson branches of the chains.  The protest group, which 
                                                          
99  Figures taken from Lawrentian articles in each of these 
three years.  In 1962-63, deferred rushing had been 
universally adopted and the numbers of pledges were not 
published until early in Term II.  Figures for the men were 
1960-61 - 47%, 1961-62 - 50%, and 1962-63 - 48%  
100  Lawr (4/20 and 5/4/62). 
101  Lawr (4/5, 4/12, 4/19, and 4/26/63). 
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had the approval of the Appleton Post-Crescent, a number of 
local ministers, and other prominent Appleton citizens, 
succeeded in collecting almost 3000 signatures in the first 
weekend and another 2000 the following weekend.  
 
 No sooner had this project ended when a group of 
students, acting in cooperation with the Appleton Youth 
Council, organized a movement to collect and send money, 
food, and clothing to blacks who were attempting to register 
to vote in Greenwood, Mississippi.102  Prevented by local 
authorities in Mississippi from getting supplies designated 
for them by the federal government, blacks were receiving 
support from the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, 
which sought the aid of student groups throughout the 
country.  Lawrence students spoke at local groups and 
schools and joined in canvassing the city for donations.                                                            
 If discrimination against blacks became an issue at 
Lawrence in the early 1960's, discrimination on the basis of 
gender received much less explicit attention in this 
coeducational institution.  It could be argued that there 
were good reasons for this neglect;  Lawrence women shared 
official positions with men on the Student Executive 
Council, as members of the boards of Religion in Life, 
Lawrence United Charities, the Encampment, and as editors of 
the Lawrentian, the Ariel, and the Contributor.  They also 
took their share of honors and awards by election to Phi 
Beta Kappa and Mortar Board. 
 
 The only public occasion during the Knight 
administration which specifically raised issues involving 
the education of women was a two-day event entitled "The 
Lawrence College Conference on the Education of Women" held 
                                                          
102  Lawr (5/4 and 5/11/63). 
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April 17-18, 1961.103  Chaired by Mary Morton, Dean of Women, 
it had the support of President Knight and Catherine Cleary, 
a member of the Board of Trustees and also a member of the 
Commission on the Education of Women of the American Council 
on Education.  Chief Consultant for the Conference was 
Margaret Habein, Chairman of the Commission just mentioned, 
and at the time, Dean of the Liberal Arts College at Wichita 
State University.  A committee of faculty and staff members 
planned the program for the conference, prepared 
bibliographical materials, and served as speakers or 
chairmen of the discussion groups.  In addition, ten 
Lawrence students and seventeen alumni and citizens of the 
local community were invited to participate.  The conference 
comprised sessions on "Women in Today's American Society," 
"The Education of Women at Lawrence" (including topics on 
the Lawrence Curriculum as it Relates to the Education of 
Women, and Occupations of Lawrence Alumnae), and "What 
Education Do Women Need?"   
 
 It would be impossible to summarize briefly the 
questions raised, the content of the discussions, or the 
inferences drawn from these discussions, but the Conference 
appears to have been provocative and stimulating for the 
participants and the public, which was admitted to an open, 
evening forum.  Perhaps as valuable as anything else coming 
out of the conference were statistics on the rapidly growing 
percentage of women in the American work force, the fact 
that one couple out of four was now a two pay-check family, 
and, ironically, the still limited range of occupations held 
by women college graduates.  Women in a liberal arts college 
were encouraged to anticipate their lives as potential 
                                                          
103  A copy of the twenty page report summarizing the 
conference is available in the LU archives in a file 
entitled "LU.  Symposia, institutes, etc.;  Conference on 
the education of women, April 17, 1961." 
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members of the work force and as citizens in addition to 
their roles as wives and mothers.  The Appleton Post-
Crescent gave considerable coverage to the conference, but 
it may be significant that the Lawrentian provided only an 
announcement of the forthcoming event, listing the names of 
participants, and a relatively brief account (on an inside 
page) of the consultant's closing summary after the 
conference ended.104 
 
 Two years later, President Knight appointed a Committee 
on Women's Education whose purpose, according to the 
Lawrentian, was "to study movements in women's education, to 
recommend programs to the faculty on this subject, to study 
the role of woman in society and to study the various 
problems of continuing education for women."105  Initially, 
this Committee consisted only of administrators and 
professors, but it was stated that three students would be 
added to the group later.  There was no further mention of 
this Committee or its findings in the Lawrentian during the 
remainder of the academic year.106  Lawrence waited a number 
of years before the issue was revived and discussed in any 
organized way.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
104  Lawr (4/14 and 4/28/61). 
105  3/8/63. 
106  The only surviving member of this committee cannot  
recall whether it ever met.  See Knight, Street of Dreams, 
25-26, for his view of the almost total absence of 
discussion in the 1950's of women's role in society and the 
emergence of this issue in the 1960's. 
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New Institutions in the 1950's:  the ACM and WLFM 
 
 Two new unrelated institutions, both founded in the 
1950's, have played a role in the lives of Lawrentians ever 
since:  the Associated Colleges of the Midwest;  and WLFM, 
the campus FM-radio station.  Many students and faculty have 
participated in off-campus programs in this country and 
abroad sponsored by the consortium of midwestern liberal 
arts colleges known as the ACM;  WLFM has been a presence in 
the dorms and the community and has actively involved many 
students in broadcasting. 
 
 The roots of the ACM can be traced to the Midwest 
Athletic Conference, founded in the early 1920's, which 
brought together in sports competition ten colleges from 
four states in the upper midwest.  In 1947, during the 
presidency of Nathan Pusey, the faculties of the colleges in 
the conference decided to collaborate in matters other than 
athletics.107  Thus began a series of annual conferences 
where representatives of the college faculties met to 
discuss a variety of common concerns.  But the formal 
consortium known as the Associated Colleges of the Midwest 
was not organized until the fall of 1958.  The result of an 
initiative by the presidents of the ten colleges, the 
proposal received a grant of $ 550,000 from the Ford 
Foundation to get the Association under way.  The ACM came 
formally into being in January, 1958, and an office opened 
in Chicago in July, 1959, with Blair Stewart, a former dean 
at Oberlin College, as president.  Under the original 
proposal, the functions of the executive office were to 
include "solicitation of funds from foundations and other 
sources, long-range planning of finances with primary 
                                                          
107  Fac Min (10/24/47). 
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emphasis on improvement of faculty salaries, and the 
efficient use of resources of the member colleges."108 
 
 The first project was a meeting to consider a program 
for the teaching of languages in the ten colleges.109   
Another collaborative enterprise, inaugurated in June, 1960, 
was a program for faculty and students of the ACM colleges 
in Biology, Chemistry, and Physics to spend research time at 
the Argonne Laboratories in Lamont, Illinois.110   During the 
more than three decades since, a host of programs in the 
United States and abroad has come into being;  for example, 
an Urban Studies program in Chicago, Tropical Field Research 
in Costa Rica, and study in Florence, India, and Japan.  
Funding has come in some cases from foundations as well as 
from contributions by the member colleges.  Such programs 
enrich the opportunities available to students in the 
consortium and make it possible for both students and 
faculty to engage in research or study that would be 
otherwise difficult or impossible.111   
 
 At a faculty meeting in May, 1955, President Knight 
reported on a proposal by an ad hoc committee for the 
inauguration of an educational FM-radio station sponsored 
and supported by the college.112  The results of a postcard 
                                                          
108  "Report of the Lawrence College Delegation to the 
Midwest Faculty Conference at Grinnell College, September 3-
4, 1958,"  Section IV, Proposed Federation of Midwest 
Colleges (Appended to Fac Min, 9/15/58).  
109  Fac Min (1/16/59). 
110  Proposal attached to Fac Min (10/16/59). 
111  Two colleges were subsequently added to the original 
list;  the group now comprises Beloit, Carleton, Coe, 
Colorado, Cornell, Grinnell, Knox, Lawrence, Macalester, 
Monmouth, Ripon, and St. Olaf. 
112  Fac Min (5/20/55). 
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survey in the local area had revealed a potential audience 
of between 600-700 in addition to students on the campus.  
Those who responded expressed an interest in the following 
types of programs (listed in descending order):  music, 
drama, readings, lectures and addresses, Lawrence sports 
events, children's programs, reviews of current books, 
plays, etc., and programs on current affairs.  The proposal 
called for beginning operations during 1955-56 on a limited 
scale, using half the time of one faculty member as staff 
supervisor and depending upon voluntary student 
participation under the control of the Committee on Extra-
Curricular Activities.  Such was the genesis of WLFM. 
 
 The inauguration of the station, which had a radius of 
forty miles, was made possible through the donation of a 
used FM transmitter by Green Bay radio station WJPG, a 
subsidiary of the Green Bay Press Gazette.113  With the 
volunteer assistance of Frederick Hervey, engineer for WHKW-
FM, a station of the state radio FM network, the transmitter 
was installed and a studio wired in the basement of the 
campus gymnasium.  Hervey also trained the student engineers 
who, along with him, operated the station.  Joseph 
Hopfensperger '52, at that time an administrative assistant 
in the dean's office, organized the operation and became the 
station's first director.  WLFM was "fired up" and went on 
the air for the first time on March 10, 1956, with an eight-
hour broadcast.  Hopfensperger later reported that it was 
one of the most "haphazard" days in the station's history;  
because the transmitter had not been used for so long, the 
glass of its tubes crystallized and cracked, requiring a 
replacement of $ 500-600 worth of tubes.114  The schedule the 
                                                          
113  For further details on the origin of the station and its 
initial operations, see Appleton Post-Crescent (3/9/56; 
3/25/60) and Sunday Post-Crescent (1/27/63). 
114  Sunday Post-Crescent (1/27/63). 
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first day included speeches on how the station had come into 
being, interviews with theater director Ted Cloak and with 
Gloria Lane, a recent performer in the artist series, along 
with recorded music, news, and sports, and a drama from the 
British Broadcasting Corporation.  For the remainder of the 
spring and the summer of 1956, the station restricted its 
operations to Saturday broadcasting only. 
 
 After four years of operation, growth of its student 
staff from about 50 to 80,  and expansion of its on-air time 
to thirty-three hours a week, the station moved its studio 
to the basement of the new Music-Drama Center.115  In 1963, 
the College invested in major improvements of the station's 
equipment, which included the addition of a 140-foot self-
supporting tower and four-bay transmission antenna that 
boosted the output of the overhauled transmitter to an 
effective radiated power of 10,500 watts.   
 
 WLFM began to attract a good deal of attention, 
favorable and unfavorable, once a year, with the 
inauguration in 1966 of the first Midwest Trivia Contest, a 
fifty-hour marathon broadcast which has become an annual 
event and one of Lawrence's most publicized traditions.  
Responsibility for the first such event lay with James B. 
deRosset '66, who says he started it because he had not been 
invited to the annual encampment and figured that something 
was needed for "the trivial minds that stayed behind."116  
During the full weekend of consecutive broadcasting, some 
400 trivial questions, researched by students, are posed to 
informally organized teams both on and off-campus who call 
                                                          
115  Appleton Post-Crescent (3/25/60). 
116  Douglas S. Looney, "Minds Over Minutiae,"  American Way 
(June, 1984), 122.  This is one of a number of feature 
articles on the Trivia Contest that have appeared in various 
publications, including one in the Chicago Tribune in 1983. 
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in their answers as rapidly as possible to telephone 
respondents at "Trivia Central" in the radio station.  
Teams, which choose imaginative (and frequently obscene) 
names, accumulate points that qualify the winners for 
worthless, but humorous, prizes at the end of the fifty 
hours.  Over the years, the contest has acquired a wealth of 
customs and traditions including the reading of the first 
question over the air by the college president, and the 
second by the mayor of Appleton.  Students who become 
addicted to Trivia while in college occasionally make a 
special trip to Appleton for the event as alumni 
participating in off-campus teams.    
 
 
 
 
 
Douglas Knight's Achievement 
 
 Although Nathan Pusey left Appleton occasionally to 
recruit new faculty or to attend professional meetings, he 
seems to have been happy to remain on the campus most of the 
time, actively engaged in teaching and administration, 
presiding over the faculty, chairing several faculty 
committees, attending campus events, working with key 
trustees, and fostering the kind of intellectual community 
he thought was essential to a liberal arts college.  It was 
perhaps symbolically significant that he and his family 
maintained their residence in what is now Sampson House, the 
traditional home of Lawrence presidents, at the heart of the 
campus. 
 
 In contrast, Douglas Knight looked much more to the 
wider world outside and spent a considerable amount of his 
time as president travelling on behalf of the college, 
combining on his trips attendance at alumni and professional 
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meetings, visits to foundations, and recruitment of new 
faculty.  Ambitious for Lawrence to achieve a national 
reputation that would enable it to be ranked with some of 
the best liberal arts colleges in the country, he was 
convinced that a conscious effort must be made to bring the 
name of the institution to the attention of constituencies 
not formerly reached.  Aware that, for the time being, the 
principal source of the college's financial support lay in 
the prosperous region where it had its roots, he 
nevertheless set about the long-range task of reaching out 
to the alumni for regular contributions as well as for help 
in publicizing the college and recruiting prospective 
students. 
 
 For Lawrence to achieve the status of a first-rate 
liberal arts college comparable to some of the best in the 
nation, he realized fairly soon after his arrival that major 
gaps in its educational plant had to be filled.  
Particularly important were the expansion of the library, 
the addition of laboratory space for the sciences, and a 
modern building to house the Conservatory and the Theater 
Department.  All these, plus three new dormitories, a sixth 
fraernity house, and a bowl were either built or the funds 
raised for them during his administration. 
 
 But just as important as bricks and mortar was an 
increased endowment that would enable Lawrence to continue 
the task begun by Wriston, Barrows, and Pusey of recruiting 
and retaining an outstanding faculty.  With help from the 
Ford and Carnegie Foundations, Knight was able to increase 
faculty salaries annually and thus to make Lawrence 
competitive with other leading institutions in the 
Associated Colleges of the Midwest.   
 
 Acting on the recommendations of the faculty "Special 
Study Committee on the Curriculum", the college supplemented 
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Freshman Studies and the senior honors program with new 
experimental courses designed to make the sophomore and 
junior years more challenging and to provide students with a 
coherent academic program during their four years at 
Lawrence  (After a trial of several years with limited 
numbers of students, the Sophomore Studies course proved too 
costly to continue without foundation support).  In 
addition, Knight put particular emphasis in the curriculum 
on expanding the science departments and inaugurating 
courses in non-European studies. 
 
 The President continued the effort begun by Wriston and 
Pusey to improve the academic quality of the student body by 
gaining acceptance for Lawrence to the College Entrance 
Examination Board and by pursuing a more aggressive 
admissions effort.  He also sought to attain a greater 
diversity of geographic backgrounds by recruiting students 
from regions outside the midwest.  No comparable effort 
seems to have been devoted to achieving greater diversity in 
social, economic, or racial backgrounds of Lawrence 
students, although the college began to attract a few black 
students in the early 1960's. 
 
  Like most college presidents, Knight did not enjoy 
universal popularity with the faculty thoughout his 
administration.  Some resented his initial efforts to 
upgrade the science departments and his tacit support of the 
social sciences in debates over recommendations proposed by 
the Troyer Committee.  A vociferous minority opposed the 
adoption in 1961 of the "3-3 Plan."   Some found his manner 
ingratiating and complained that, because of this, they did 
not always know where they stood at the end of an interview 
with him.  Few complained, however, about the regular 
increases in faculty salaries. 
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 Knight was concerned about the dangers of too rapid 
growth if it might jeopardize the sense of community that he 
found at Lawrence, but he overcame such misgivings enough to 
allow the enrollment to increase by over 65% (from 750 to 
1130) during the nine years of his administration.  Despite 
this fairly rapid expansion, particularly in the early 
1960's, Knight and his wife, Grace, succeeded in preserving 
a sense of community on the campus and were generally 
popular with students.  Through such devices as the 
President's Committee and the encampments, and the 
occasional teaching of a course, the President kept the 
lines of communication with students open and came to know 
many of them individually.   
 
 The announcement on November 2, 1962, that President 
Knight had accepted an offer of the presidency of Duke 
University came as a distinct shock to the entire campus.  
If a Lawrentian editorial that appeared the following week 
is an accurate indication of students' reaction, they were 
particularly upset by the news of Knight's impending 
departure: 
 
As the news engulfed the campus, this reaction was 
immediate and general:  a sincere sorrow at the 
President's leaving, accompanied by a real sense of 
loss.117 
 
After enumerating his achievements as President--the 
increase in endowment, the improvement of the physical 
plant, and the elevation of the standards and reputation of 
the college-- the editorial continued: 
 
 Yet he has not been simply a President to the 
students of Lawrence;  he has been a concerned 
                                                          
117  Lawr (11/9/62). 
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advisor, an inspiring teacher and, most 
importantly, a trusted friend.  He has taken a 
sincere interest in the students, he has shared in 
their activities, he has listened to their 
problems.  He has made himself, his counsel and his 
services as available as any man as busy as he 
possibly can. 
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VIII.  THE CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC (1894-1970) 
 
Founding and Early Years 
 
 A principal asset of Lawrence University that 
distinguishes it from most liberal arts colleges is a 
thriving Conservatory of Music that has trained, since its 
inception, numerous generations of music teachers and 
performers. The "Con" has also provided instruction in music 
and opportunities for participation in ensembles to hundreds 
of students enrolled in the College.  With a steadily 
growing reputation for quality of instruction and 
performance, the Conservatory has contributed immeasurably 
to the cultural life of the University and the surrounding 
community.  A recurring theme in the Conservatory's history 
has been its relationship to the College and the degree to 
which the Conservatory has been integrated into the liberal 
arts tradition of the institution as a whole. 
 
 Some ambiguity exists concerning the founding date.  
Although a centennial celebration was held in 1974, the 
Conservatory of Music that was announced one hundred years 
earlier had only one professor, T. Martin Towne (mentioned 
in Chapter 2), who also held the title of Director.  
Dependent solely on students' fees for his income, Towne 
resigned after two years of low enrollments, and the 
Conservatory disappeared with him.  It had been little more 
than a name.1  Music instruction for several years reverted 
to a series of women who held the title of instructor.2 
                                                          
1  For further details, as well as a history of music 
offerings at Lawrence in the first half-century, see Stephen 
E. Busch [C '53], "A History of the Lawrence Conservatory of 
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 The chances for a revival of a Conservatory of Music 
improved with the appointment by President Bradford Raymond 
of John Silvester, an Englishman, as Professor of Vocal and 
Instrumental Music in 1885.  Silvester, who remained at 
Lawrence with one brief interruption until 1910, had 
ambitious plans for the music department.  He was 
responsible for outlining a five year "Musical and Literary 
Course," combining work in piano or organ with selected 
offerings in English, history, and modern languages, leading 
to a Bachelor of Music as well as a Bachelor of Literature 
degree.  Although the Music Department enrolled an average 
of about fifty students in the late 1880's and early 1890's, 
only one student had completed the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Music degree by 1892.3  
 
 What prompted President Plantz to give Silvester the 
title "Director of the Conservatory of Music" in the 
academic year 1894-95 remains a mystery since practically no 
presidential reports for the years 1893-1903 have survived 
among college records.4  Nor do minutes of faculty or 
trustee meetings for 1894-95 provide reasons for the 
decision to expand the music faculty and to adopt the name 
"Conservatory."  Whatever the explanation, the first 
catalogue to contain a separate section entitled 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Music," an unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of 
Michigan (1960), Chapters I and II.   
2  For two years, from 1883 to 1885, Alex. M. Zenier was 
listed in the catalogue as Professor of Vocal and 
Instrumental Music. 
3  Students who fulfilled the musical requirements of the 
course, but took no "literary work," received diplomas 
rather than degrees. 
4  Only six pages of Plantz's report of 1896 and one page of 
his 1902 report have survived the 1893-1903 period. 
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"Conservatory of Music"--with the exception of T. Martin 
Towne's ill-fated venture twenty years earlier--was that of 
1894-95.5  Although the Conservatory was occasionally 
referred to by other names (e.g. "School of Music,") in the 
first two decades of its existence, it has now survived 
continuously for close to a century.   
 
 Silvester had the right to appoint members of the music 
faculty (subject to approval by the executive committee of 
the Board of Trustees), and to set fees for lessons, but he 
seems not to have been very aggressive in requesting 
expanded authority for himself or additional space for his 
department.  Until 1889, one room in Main Hall had served as 
Silvester's studio and three pianos constituted the total 
equipment of the music department.6  With the completion of 
Ormsby Hall as a women's dormitory in 1889, Silvester 
occupied a room (or rooms) in that building, but it is not 
clear where other teachers had their studios or where 
practice rooms were.  Some additional space became available 
with the construction of Stephenson Hall [of science] in 
1899, when the Conservatory was assigned part of an upper 
floor of that building.  With expanding Conservatory 
enrollments (from 54 in 1894-95 to 113 in 1905-06), 
President Plantz complained to the trustees in 1904: 
 
 We are at a loss to know how to accommodate 
the [music] students.  The quarters in Science Hall 
have long since been out grown.  We have had to 
                                                          
5  p. 41.  This catalogue was actually published in May, 
1895. 
6  This was still an improvement on the situation in 1884 
when President Raymond complained to the trustees that the 
Professor of Music [Alex. Zenier] had only one room, 
"altogether too small," and "one wretched piano." (Pres 
Rept, 1884), 620. 
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place pianos in all vacant rooms we can find in the 
buildings and often to the great annoyance of the 
teachers holding classes in adjoining rooms.7 
 
 Despite the lack of space, Silvester listed six faculty 
members, some of whom undoubtedly taught only part-time, 
when the Conservatory was officially established in 1894-95.  
These included, beside Silvester himself, who taught Piano-
Forte, Organ, and Harmony:  a Professor of Singing and Voice 
Culture, an Instructor in Violin Playing, an Instructor in 
Brass Instruments, and an Instructor in Mandolin, Guitar, 
and Banjo.  One teacher listed on the Conservatory faculty 
was Ella M. Bottensek, an Instructor in Painting and 
Drawing, who was the sole art teacher at Lawrence in the 
years prior to 1908.  It was thought appropriate to include 
her on the Conservatory roster since students preparing to 
teach music in public schools were sometimes called upon to 
teach art as well. 
 
 In addition to his responsibilities at Lawrence, 
Silvester taught music in the Appleton Public Schools from 
1890 to 1910. 
In 1895, he introduced a "teachers' training class in Public 
School Music, the aim of which is to prepare students to 
teach singing in the public schools."8  This was the first 
program of its kind at Lawrence, beginning an almost 
continuous tradition in the Conservatory of preparing music 
students for public school teaching.9  Initially, the public 
school course concentrated on singing and required only one 
year of training;  subsequently it was extended to two 
years.  Under Earl L. Baker, who taught in the Conservatory 
                                                          
7  Pres Rept (1904), 7.  
8  Cat (1895-96), 54.  
9  No teacher training course is listed in the catalogue for 
1907-08. 
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from 1922 to 1933 and supervised the Appleton elementary 
school music program in these same years, the curriculum was 
expanded further to require three years for a diploma in 
school music and four for a Bachelor of Music in the same 
field.  
 
 President Plantz's attitude towards the Conservatory 
was ambivalent from the first and remaned so throughout his 
presidency.  As long as it was at least self-supporting 
through tuition or fees provided by students, he favored the 
existence of the school and was even enthusiastic, but when 
it threatened to become a financial burden to the University 
his enthusiasm waned. The historian of the Conservatory 
observes, "Unfortunately, financial success had to be the 
basis for support of the Conservatory by Plantz or any other 
college official;  the idea of Lawrence College supporting a 
large music department for its educational value was 
nonexistent."10 
 
 A two year crisis (1906-08) that followed the 
resignation of John Silvester as Director, one of the two 
times in its history when the Conservatory was seriously 
threatened with dissolution, tested Plantz's commitment.11  
Problems began with the executive committee's decision to 
purchase for the Conservatory a large frame house (the 
"Adkins estate") lying on the northeast corner of Lawrence 
and Morrison Streets.  The property cost the University $ 
8,000 to which was added $2,000 for remodelling and 
installation of steam heat, all borrowed from endowment.  In 
order to pay the interest on the debt incurred, the 
University drew up a contract with the new Conservatory 
director, T. Dillwyn Thomas, transferring all financial 
responsibility for the school, including payment of teachers 
                                                          
10  Busch, "History,"  55.  
11  Silvester returned from 1908-10 to offer organ lessons. 
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and all bills, to him.  The University would provide him the 
building free of charge, but he was to pay for light, heat, 
janitor services, etc.  In compensation for the use of the 
building, the contract provided that the Director would turn 
over to the University a specified percentage of the 
teachers' gross income from lessons.  Plantz was apparently 
convinced that with proper direction the revenue would be 
sufficient to pay at least the interest on the investment.   
 
 What he did not take into account, unfortunately, was 
the lack of practical experience of Mr. Thomas or his 
successor Dudley L. Smith, each of whom turned out to be 
incompetent in financial matters, and lasted only one year 
or less.  Thomas, at the end of his first and only year, 
offered to cancel his three-year contract with the 
University if the trustees would give him $ 500.  Plantz, 
later commenting on his decision to accept the offer, told 
the trustees,  
 
It was very evident that the Music School could not 
be carried on under his [Thomas'] directorship, as 
he had made himself offensive to the students as 
well as to his fellow teachers, and had become 
unpopular in the city.12 
 
After Smith, Thomas' successor, incurred additional debts 
the following year and brought the Conservatory close to 
bankruptcy, Plantz had become so disenchanted with the 
institution that he reported to the trustees in June, 1908: 
 
 My recommendation is that if the School of 
Music does not the present year develop [so] that 
we can be reasonably sure of securing our interest 
on the investment for the year to come, it be 
                                                          
12  Pres Rept (1908), 9.   
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closed and the building devoted to dormitory 
purposes or sold.  I do not believe that we have 
any right to consume endowment funds in the 
development of work which is not germane to the 
College, and which is of minor importance to us 
when we consider our proper scholastic mission.13 
 
William Harper as Director (1908-13) 
 
 At this crucial point in its history, a new director 
was named who turned the fortunes of the Conservatory around 
and made of it "a very active and respected school of 
music."14  This was William E. Harper who, despite his 
relatively brief tenure (1908-13) as director, has come down 
as one of the major builders of the Lawrence Conservatory 
(In recognition of his achievements, the recital hall in the 
Music-Drama Center, dedicated in 1959, is named after him 
and his portrait hangs in the lobby).  Before coming to 
Lawrence, Harper had achieved considerable success as a 
performer.  Born in England, he came to the United States in 
early childhood.  His musical education as a singer (a 
baritone) included two years of study in Italy, one in 
Germany, and one in France.  His reputation in the United 
States was based largely on his performance in oratorios, 
especially the title role of Mendelssohn's Elijah.  In 1907, 
President Plantz, having heard Harper sing in that oratorio 
at a summer Chautauqua program, invited him to teach voice 
at the Conservatory in the fall.  When Dudley Smith had to 
surrender his contract owing to his disastrous financial 
policies, Harper offered to assume the direction of the 
Conservatory, arguing that he could make it profitable.  His 
term as director began officially in the fall of 1908. 
 
                                                          
13  Pres Rept (1908), 10. 
14  Busch, "History," 121. 
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 Harper has been described by those who knew him as 
"very energetic, aggressive, well liked, and always a 
perfect gentleman."15  As noted elsewhere, William Harper, 
not long after he arrived in Appleton (1909), married Emma 
Peabody, the daughter of George Peabody, a wealthy Appleton 
merchant and trustee of Lawrence.  Peabody opposed the 
alliance since Harper had been divorced, but Peabody's death 
cleared the way for his daughter's marriage.  Shortly before 
his death, Peabody gave $ 12,000 for a new Conservatory 
building, and Emma Peabody Harper pledged an additional $ 
6,000 towards the cost of the building.16  The completion of 
the new building and the removal of the Adkins house to a 
location just north of it (where it served as an annex) 
considerably expanded the space for studios and practice 
rooms.   
 
 Under Harper's direction, with a vigorous advertising 
campaign, Conservatory enrollment grew rapidly from 86 in 
his first year to a peak of 233 students in 1910-11, after 
which it declined somewhat in his last two years.17  In 
addition to issuing a variety of publications designed to 
bring the Conservatory before the public, he saw the value 
of the Men's Glee Club as a publicity and recruiting device.  
The Club, which had begun under Silvester in 1901, had 
enjoyed an annual tour of a week to towns and cities in 
northern Wisconsin;  this was now extended to almost three 
weeks (including spring vacation) and proved to be highly 
successful.  Harper's attempt to found a Women's Glee Club 
                                                          
15  Busch, "History," 91. 
16  See a footnote on Plantz's building program in Chapter 3 
for an account of what happened to her pledge. 
17  These figures include preparatory students, i.e. children 
taking lessons and others not enrolled in formal curricular 
programs.  
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met with less success, perhaps because he was less 
interested in it.18  
 
 Harper increased the size of the faculty from five the 
year he arrived in Appleton to nine during his first year as 
Director.  Among those he appointed was Percy Fullinwider 
who headed the violin department and organized the orchestra 
into a creditable ensemble which has continued ever since.  
Fullinwider taught at the Conservatory from 1911 until 1944. 
 
 Harper was also responsible for introducing a graded 
curriculum in 1910 which remained essentially unchanged for 
a decade.19  For each of the departments of piano, voice, 
violin, organ, and theory, the catalogue listed four 
curricula:  (1) preparatory , (2) academic, (3) normal 
(later called junior curriculum), and (4) collegiate.  The 
first two were first and second year work for which only a 
"Certificate of Proficiency" was awarded.  A student who 
stopped after three years work could receive a teacher's 
certificate in the normal curriculum;  those who completed 
the four year collegiate curriculum won a diploma.  The 
Bachelor of Music degree (which had been proposed by 
Silvester as far back as 1887 but which had been earned by 
only four students from 1892 to 1906) demanded, in addition 
to the applied music requirements for the diploma, two years 
of harmony, counterpoint, and analysis, one year of music 
history, a full recital, and a minimum of thirty-two hours 
from the Bachelor of Arts curriculum.  Completion of the 
Bachelor of Music degree normally took five years of study.   
 
 Harper seems also to have been influential in 
persuading the College faculty to allow students in the 
                                                          
18  Busch, "History," 117. 
19  Cat (1909-10), 183-89. 
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College full credit towards the B. A. for any course taken 
in the Conservatory.   
  
 One of Harper's lasting contributions was the 
inauguration in 1908 of an Artist Series, featuring outside 
artists along with some Conservatory faculty members.  The 
series, held initially in the Appleton Theatre, began with a 
concert on November 2, 1908, featuring David Bispham, a 
tenor from New York.  Pleased with the success of this 
enterprise, Harper introduced in 1912 an annual music 
festival.  Held in May, the festival involved the 
participation each year until 1930 of the Minneapolis 
Symphony Orchestra along with performances by Lawrence and 
Appleton ensembles. 
 
 Finally, Harper introduced Lawrence's school song, 
"Hail to Our Alma Mater," some time during the academic year 
1908-09.  Minna Rogers  Winslow, Class of 1878, an Appleton 
resident, wrote the words;  Louis R. Dressler, a 
professional composer, wrote the music;  and Harper had the 
song published. 
 
 Despite Harper's success in increasing the size and 
scope of the Conservatory, President Plantz was not entirely 
happy with the way the relationship between the Conservatory 
and the College was developing.  Part of his misgivings 
stemmed from the financial arrangements.  The contract with 
Harper was similar to those concluded with his ill-fated 
predecessors, which left the financial responsiblity for the 
Conservatory almost entirely in the Director's hands with a 
provision that a percentage of any earnings beyond a 
specified level would go to the University.  Only three 
months into Harper's first year as Director, Plantz 
expressed his opinion to the trustees that Harper was 
"making a good income" and that he could "pay a fair rental 
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for the building and make a good thing for himself."20  As 
the Conservatory became even more prosperous by 1911-12, the 
executive committee decided to appropriate a larger share of 
the profits by taking over directly the business management 
of the institution and putting Harper on salary as Director.  
Reasons other than financial, however, contributed to this 
decision;  that is, Plantz was alarmed at the increasing 
independence of the Conservatory.  Explaining the mixed 
motives of the executive committee to the full board, he 
declared in June, 1912: 
 
 The executive committee felt that a 
continuation of the present contract [with Harper] 
was undesirable ...because the [music] department  
was not closely connected with the College nor 
under its direction or management.  The result was 
that the students in attendance felt no interest in 
the College itself, and the two institutions were 
growing rapidly apart. Again, the income of the 
Conservatory was so large that it seemed just that 
the College itself should have a larger per cent of 
the profits.21 
 
 One aspect of the Conservatory's independence which 
particularly disturbed Plantz was the lack of University 
control over resident women students in the Conservatory, 
most of whom lived in houses rented by Harper and equipped 
as dormitories.  It seems that Conservatory women lived 
under much more liberal rules than those in the College, a 
situation which understandably annoyed College women.  As 
Plantz put it, "It will be apparent to all that we cannot 
have a student body split up into two sections under 
                                                          
20  Pres Rept, special meeting (12/2/08), 15. 
21  Pres Rept (1912), 8-9.  
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different rules and regulations."22  The revised arrangement 
with Harper gave the College complete control over the 
dormitories. 
 
 During Harper's last year (1912-13), the Conservatory 
operated at a loss, partly because it was paying bills left 
over from earlier years (it seems that Harper kept no 
regular books), and partly because the Director was 
distracted by his wife's ill health and joined her in the 
south for four months out of that academic year.  At the end 
of the year, he resigned because of his wife's illness and 
moved to California where he lived until his death in 1947.  
Despite his somewhat anti-climactic final year, Harper's 
overall accomplishments were very impressive. Upon his 
departure, the Executive Committee expressed its gratitude 
to him for "his services in building up the School of 
Music."23 
 
Frederick Vance Evans as Dean (1913-20) 
 
 Only thirty years old when he replaced Harper as Dean, 
Frederick Vance Evans was less innovative than his 
predecessor, but the Conservatory enjoyed continued growth 
under his direction and began to acquire a reputation 
described by later presidents of Lawrence  as the "money-
maker" of the institution.  Before coming to Lawrence he had 
been trained in voice at the Drake University School of 
Music and directed the voice department at Highland Park 
Conservatory in Des Moines.  Evans operated the Conservatory 
according to the arrangement concluded with Harper during 
his last year;  that is, the College retained all authority 
in business matters, while the Dean assumed responsibility 
for the instructional program.  
                                                          
22  Pres Rept (1911), 9.  
23  Executive Committee Minutes (6/24/13).  
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 Except for the years when the United States was engaged 
in World War I, enrollments rose steadily under Evans and 
reached a figure of 382 (including preparatory students) in 
the fall of 1919, approximately double the number enrolled 
in 1913-14.  During his last year as Dean (1919-20), 
Conservatory income exceeded expenses by over $ 7000, a 
surplus that was used to pay off some of the debt inherited 
from previous years.  Indeed, a part of the profits of the 
preceding two years was used to offset the deficit in the 
College's current expense account.    
 
 In order to accommodate the increased enrollment, the 
faculty grew by 1919 to fifteen.  Of the eight faculty 
members (other than the dean) Evans found when he arrived in 
1913, four were still teaching in 1920 despite personality 
conflicts which had caused some resignations.  Plantz 
commented to the trustees at the end of one academic year, 
"We have had the usual scrapping in the Conservatory 
faculty.  Musicians have never learned to live together in 
peace, and a harmonious conservatory faculty is perhaps too 
ideal a thing to be expected."24          
 
 Towards the end of his tenure as Dean, Evans appointed 
as Professor of Piano Gladys Ives Brainard, who taught in 
the Conservatory from 1919 to 1952 and became something of a 
legend for her temperament and eccentricity.  Miss Brainard, 
who has been described as "a great teacher and a superb 
concert artist,"25 studied with--among other noted performers 
and teachers--the celebrated harpsichordist and pianist 
Wanda Landowska, and performed with the Minneapolis Symphony 
and the New York Philharmonic Orchestras.     
 
                                                          
24  Pres Rept (1918), 8. 
25  Raney, "History," 378. 
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Carl J. Waterman: "The Judge" (1920-49) 
 
 Because of his forty-seven year association with the 
Conservatory, twenty nine-years of which were spent as dean, 
and because of his great skill and popularity as a choral 
director, Carl Waterman had a major impact on several 
generations of Lawrentians, both in the College and the 
Conservatory.  Known familiarly to professors and students 
of those years as "the Judge," he is still remembered fondly 
by many older alumni and faculty of those years.   
 
 Waterman's ties with Lawrence go back to his 
undergraduate days, from 1902 to 1905, during which he was 
enrolled in the Conservatory and the School of Expression.  
A voice student, he attracted attention early through his 
participation in the Glee Club as leader of the first 
tenors, reader, and a member of the quartet.  After his 
graduation in 1905, he spent five years teaching at an 
industrial school for boys in Waukesha, Wisconsin, but 
concurrently continued voice lessons in Milwaukee and 
Chicago. He returned to Lawrence in 1910 to teach public 
school music, voice, and music history, and assumed the 
direction of the Glee Club three years later.  When 
Frederick Evans requested a leave of absence for the year 
1920-21 for reasons of health, Waterman became acting dean 
and assumed full direction when Evans resigned a year later.   
 
 Because of Waterman's somewhat casual administrative 
style as dean, he is probably remembered most for his 
outstanding direction of a series of Lawrence choral 
ensembles.  From an "All-College Choir" or mixed chorus of 
Conservatory and College students formed in the fall of 
1921, he chose twenty-four talented students a year later to 
make up the Schola Cantorum, a group which performed music 
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of the early classical period.  In 1923 he discontinued the 
small group and used the term Schola Cantorum to designate 
the large chorus which sang under that name until 1954.  
Once again, however, in 1929, Waterman selected fifty from 
the larger chorus and named this group the A Cappella Choir, 
an ensemble which quickly replaced the Glee Club as the most 
popular musical group at Lawrence and in the community.26  
The A Cappella Choir appeared regularly in convocations as 
well as in non-college functions both in and out of 
Appleton.  A part of the annual Artist Series, it also made 
an annual tour as well as shorter tours of two to four days.  
After his retirement was postponed in 1949, Waterman 
continued to conduct the Choir for another four years, 
adding up to a total of twenty-three years that he gave this 
group his inspired direction. 
 
 During his twenty-nine years as Dean of the 
Conservatory, Waterman's administrative style has been 
described as follows: 
 
Dean Waterman exerted little initiative in 
directing the Conservatory faculty.  If any teacher 
approached the dean with a request for a change in 
the curriculum or the management of his department, 
Waterman would obligingly grant the change.  If 
more than one faculty member was involved, he would 
appoint a committee to work out the problem.  He 
was never a man to give commands to his faculty and 
risk personal conflict, but chose to be a friendly 
moderator.27 
                                                          
26  Waterman had apparently lost interest in the Glee Club 
which was disbanded in 1932 after thirty years of 
performance. 
27  Busch, "History," 148.  Busch's assessment is confirmed 
by Conservatory professors who served under Waterman. 
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To some degree, Waterman was merely continuing, especially 
during the 1920's, the policies of Harper and Evans, who 
rarely held faculty meetings or directed any joint faculty 
endeavor such as 
curriculum revision or development.  The Conservatory's 
historian characterizes the institution up to about 1930 as 
a "studio-type"  of Conservatory;  that is, a school in 
which "each teacher was much more interested in his 
individual pupils and their performance ability than in 
their pupils' overall musical education, or with the 
Conservatory as an educational institution."28   
 
 Conservatory enrollment continued to rise during the 
prosperous 'twenties to a yearly average of about 450 
including full-time, special, and preparatory students.  
During this period, indeed beginning in 1914-15, the 
Conservatory earned a profit every year, and the total 
profits for the period from 1915 to 1929 were reported by 
the Lawrence Treasurer to have been nearly $ 100,000.29  This 
was the period when the Conservatory truly merited its 
reputation as the "money-maker" of the institution.  Some 
music faculty members earned handsome incomes for teachers 
of this era.  The practice had been started during Evans' 
period as Dean of allotting sixty percent of students' fees 
to the faculty member, the other forty percent to the 
institution, with most music teachers receiving a guaranteed 
minimum salary ranging from $ 900 to $ 3,000.  If fees did 
not reach that minimum, the difference was made up from 
profits of the more popular departments.  Some faculty 
members also added to their income through direction of a 
church choir or concert performances, thus raising their 
total income to $ 5,000 or $ 6,000 per annum.   
                                                          
28  Ibid., 148-49. 
29  Ibid., 151.   
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 The impact of the depression upon the Conservatory was 
quickly felt and severe.  Because individual lessons made 
the cost for full-time Conservatory students higher than 
tuition in the College and because music lessons came to be 
viewed as a luxury by special and preparatory students, 
enrollments declined rapidly.  During the academic year 
1930-31, the Conservatory ran a deficit for the first time 
in sixteen years. In the following two years enrollments 
plummeted further and deficits mounted, reaching a peak in 
the academic year 1932-33, when expenses exceeded income by 
over $ 15,000.30   
 
 Henry Wriston was the Lawrence president who confronted 
this second crisis in the history of the Conservatory.  
Because the view still prevailed that the Conservatory must 
pay its own way, Wriston was under serious pressure from 
some trustees to abandon it.  To his credit, he resisted 
this counsel and defended the continued existence of the 
school to the trustees on both financial and educational 
grounds: 
                                                          
30  A bitter irony of this crisis was the offer Lawrence 
received in 1931 of $ 75,000 for a new conservatory building 
from the Presser Foundation of Philadelphia.  President 
Plantz had as far back as 1923 declared Peabody Hall and its 
adjoining annexes entirely inadequate to current needs and 
future growth of the Conservatory;  and Wriston, who 
succeeded him in 1925, echoed his view that this was one of 
the crucial needs of the institution.  But the Presser offer 
was contingent upon Lawrence's raising a matching sum and 
upon furnishing a site and equipment.  Wriston initially 
showed some disposition to accept the challenge, but the 
deepening of the depression forced him to abandon attempts 
to raise the  matching funds.  See Pres SA Rept (November, 
1931), 11-16;  Pres Rept (1932), 23.  
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 There are, it seems to me, two decisive 
reasons why it should not be discontinued.  The 
first is that despite the deficit the conservatory 
has still a favorable effect on our total budget.  
It brings enough students to have a marked 
influence in keeping the dormitories better 
populated, thus taking care of a share of their 
overhead.  It also leads many to register for 
college courses for which fees are paid. 
 The second reason is not financial but 
educational.  I think there is no doubt whatever 
that the arts are coming into their own 
educationally.  Just as science had to fight its 
way into the curriculum, just as the social studies 
had to win a favorable position, so now the arts 
are coming to have a larger and more significant 
place in the curricula of progressive institutions.  
If we were to abolish the conservatory, we could 
not escape having a department of music.  The 
change would not represent a saving in cost 
commensurate with the loss of students.31 
                                                          
31 Pres SA Rept (October, 1933), 7-9.  One measure 
Wriston took to try to check declining enrollment 
was the appointment in the summer of 1932 of 
Marshall B. Hulbert, who had just graduated from 
the Conservatory in June, to the post of Secretary 
of the Conservatory.  Hulbert, accompanied by 
Waterman or La Vahn K. Maesch (later named dean), 
personally met with prospective students who had 
inquired about the Conservatory in an effort to 
improve recruitment.  This was but the first of 
many positions held by Hulbert in a career of 
service to Lawrence that extended over fifty years.  
Hulbert held this position until 1943 when he was 
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 Wriston, who presided over Conservatory faculty 
meetings personally from 1929 until his resignation as 
President in 1937, had already taken steps to upgrade 
standards by getting the faculty to adopt a system of 
grading and a method of awarding grade points uniform with 
the College plan.32   Reporting on the introduction at the 
same time of applied music examinations in which the entire 
faculty of a given department heard students perform and 
graded them accordingly, he commented, "This has toned up 
the whole standard of the Conservatory in a remarkable 
manner." 
 
 Another measure, precipitated by the depression, was 
calculated to make grades of students more meaningful.  In 
1934, Wriston announced a change in the policy of 
compensating faculty, whereby those who taught full-course 
students or candidates for degrees would be put on a fixed 
salary rather than receive a percentage of their students' 
fees.  Justifying the change from an educational point of 
view, he pointed out, "It is difficult for a teacher who 
knows a low grade will tend to send a student to another 
teacher, and so reduce his own income, to give grades on a 
strictly impartial basis.... "33 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
appointed assistant dean of the college and 
director of admissions.  He became dean of the 
college in 1954 and served as vice president from 
1961 to 1970.  He also taught voice in the 
Conservatory and a number of courses in the College 
including, towards the end of his career, one on 
Africa.  He died in 1984. 
32  Pres Rept (1930), 19. 
33  Pres Rept (1934), 20-21. 
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 These and other measures were designed to heighten the 
academic respectability of the Conservatory and to bring it 
into line with the standards of the College.  Wriston was 
well aware of the general thrust of these changes when he 
said: 
 
 We are in the midst of a difficult transition, 
from a time when a music school was regarded as a 
profit-making enterprise without much educational 
significance to a time when it has become a vital 
element in our educational program, which must be 
financed on a new basis.34 
 
 One step, taken before any of the above measures were 
introduced, seems to have run counter to the general 
direction of Wriston's reforms;  it remained in place until 
1949.  In the fall of 1927, the academic requirements for 
candidates for the Bachelor of Music degree (i.e. courses 
they were required to take from the College curriculum) were 
reduced from thirty-two to twenty-four semester hours, a 
change which allowed Conservatory students to place more 
emphasis on applied skills and music theory.  From the 
Conservatory's point of view, the change was thought 
necessary since the average time required to complete the 
Bachelor of Music degree had been lowered from five to four 
years early in the 1920's.  The College faculty did not 
oppose this change, but did require that Bachelor of Music 
candidates must take at least one course in the College 
curriculum each semester including a course in Freshman 
English (composition) and that candidates for degrees in 
vocal music must include in their programs the equivalent of 
two years of college work in a foreign language.35 
 
                                                          
34  Ibid., 22. 
35 Fac Min (3/11/27), 161. 
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 Despite the change in requirements just mentioned, 
which seemed to accentuate the professional nature of a 
Conservatory education, Wriston remained concerned 
throughout his presidency with the problem of integrating 
the Conservatory and the College more fully.  Stating that 
"one of the disadvantages of having the Conservatory of 
Music as a separate professional school has been the 
tendency to draw its work apart from that of the College," 
he encouraged the introduction in 1935-36 of a "Department 
of Fine Arts" with its own major, combining work in 
dramatics, the fine arts, and music.  Although a few 
students chose this interdisciplinary major, it did not 
survive long after the president's departure in 1937. 
 
 Dean Waterman was scheduled to retire at the end of the 
academic year 1948-49 when he became sixty-five.  In a plea 
to the trustees to set aside the rule of compulsory 
retirement in this particular case, President Pusey praised 
"the Judge" with the following words: 
 
Happy, hard-working, talented, a great choral 
director, a unique personality, a friend and an 
inspiration to youth--the thought of his enforced 
retirement scheduled for this year when he seems at 
the very peak of his powers, and when his programs, 
so consummately ordered and executed, still seem 
fresher than tomorrow, has been more than many of 
his friends and admirers among alumni and music 
lovers could face or accept.  And the thought of 
the Choir without his large, confident, vibrant 
presence before it, has been more than I could 
imagine.36 
 
                                                          
36  Pres Rept (1949), 12.  
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 Waterman stayed on for an additional four years as a 
faculty member and director of the Choir, retiring 
definitively in 1953.  His death in 1959 occurred just one 
day before he was to have participated in the dedication of 
the Music-Drama Center, the new building that had been 
sought for so many years.  
 
Interregnum and the Appointment of La Vahn Maesch (1949-70) 
 
 Although Waterman remained as choral director and 
professor after 1949, no successor was appointed to the 
position of dean (or director) of the Conservatory for five 
years.  It appears that Nathan M. Pusey, Lawrence president 
at the time, chose not to replace him.  Instead, he 
announced the abolition of the dean's position and stated 
that he would henceforth conduct monthly meetings of the 
Conservatory faculty himself, and that the Conservatory 
would become the fourth "administrative group" of the 
College, joining the natural sciences, social sciences, and 
the humanities.37 
   At the same time, the President set up a Committee on 
Academic Policy for the Conservatory under the chairmanship 
of Professor La Vahn K. Maesch;  this committee, which 
included three other music faculty members besides Maesch, 
met regularly with Pusey or Marshall Hulbert, Dean of 
Administration.  The committee seems to have had no 
important administrative function but discussed such topics 
as course schedules and credit requirements for degree 
candidates.38    
 No explanation for these decisions appears in the 
President's Annual Report to the trustees for June, 1949, 
nor in the trustee minutes.  But a publicity release to the 
Post-Crescent offered as a justification for the abolition 
                                                          
37  Minutes of the Conservatory Faculty Meetings (6/13/49).   
38  Busch, "History,"  191-2.   
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of the deanship that it was "prompted by the increasing 
merger between the music school and the college" and added, 
"The new committee head will devote himself to curricular 
duties, and other administrative tasks will fall to the 
college."39  A year later, Pusey commented in his annual 
report that, "The Conservatory, with a few stresses and 
strains, came through its first year under new management 
quite well."40  He explained that Mr. Hulbert had "general 
oversight of the Conservatory," but that Miss Elyn Williams, 
Conservatory office manager "serves as the administrative 
officer on the spot."41 
 It appears that this new arrangement which, in the 
words of the Conservatory historian, left the Conservatory 
"without any leadership from within its own ranks" was not 
at all satisfactory to the faculty.42  But it continued until 
1953 when President Pusey's departure for Harvard was 
announced.  At that point the faculty took the unusual step 
of addressing a petition to the Board of Trustees urging the 
appointment of "a Conservatory head with the requisite 
                                                          
39  6/11/49.  At a meeting of Conservatory faculty, Pusey 
explained that the dominating idea back of the 
reorganization was "to achieve efficiency and economy, there 
being no desire on the part of Mr. Pusey or anyone else to 
effect a change in the Conservatory program B. M. degree, or 
the Conservatory itself."  The President also expressed the 
hope the Conservatory and College faculties could be drawn 
closer together and indicated "combined faculty meetings for 
all twice a year."  Minutes of the Conservatory Faculty 
(6/13/49).   
40  Pres Rept (1950), 5. 
41  Ibid. 
42  Busch, "History," 191. 
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authority to guide our administrative and curricular 
policies."43     
 Because of the change of presidents, no formal action 
was taken on this petition until the spring of 1954 when 
Douglas Knight, the new president, announced to Conservatory 
faculty his intention of recommending to the Board of 
Trustees the appointment of La Vahn Maesch as Director of 
the Conservatory of Music.  A second recommendation was the 
appointment of five Conservatory faculty members to active 
membership on the regular College faculty.44   If Knight's 
first action restored a measure of independence to the 
Conservatory that had been lacking under Pusey's 
administration, the second may be viewed as part of his 
strategy for bringing about a closer integration of the 
Conservatory and College faculties. 
 La Vahn Maesch '26, Professor of Organ and Choral 
Music,  College Organist, and one of the Conservatory's 
outstanding graduates, had served on the faculty since 1927.  
A brilliant music student, he played his junior organ 
recital at the end of his freshman year, and succeeded in 
completing requirements for the Bachelor of Music degree in 
only three years.  He received his Master of Music degree at 
the Eastman School of Music and studied in Paris with 
organists Marcel Dupre and Abel Ducaux.  Maesch became 
widely known professionally as an associate and regional 
officer of the American Guild of Organists.  He also held 
offices in the Music Teachers National Association and 
                                                          
43  Letter, dated 6/12/53, signed by eleven faculty members, 
on file in a folder labelled Conservatory of Music 
(General), 1949-  .  The petition pointed out that "during 
the past four years the diffusion of responsibility among 
individual faculty members has resulted in confusion of 
purpose and uneconomical operation...."  
44  Conservatory Faculty Minutes (4/21/54) 
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served as Vice President of the National Association of 
Schools of Music. 
  Partly because of the personal recognition he 
received, Maesch broadened the reputation, both regional and 
national, of the Lawrence Conservatory of Music  (Even 
before Maesch's appointment as director, Conservatory 
faculty strove to bring the school up to standards of 
eligibility required for membership in the National 
Association of Schools of Music, the major accrediting 
organization in the U. S., a goal that was achieved in 
1948).  During his term as director, which lasted until 1970 
(his title was changed to dean in 1965), Maesch operated the 
Conservatory independently of the College administration, 
but decisions and policies were submitted to Conservatory 
faculty vote.  One of his first steps was to appoint eight 
faculty committees to assist in managing the Conservatory 
and recommending improvements.45 
   The faculty approved two important curricular changes 
early in the Maesch years.  One was the development of a 
Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in music, a proposal 
that met with some opposition in the College faculty on the 
grounds that applied music study (which constituted part of 
the requirements for the degree) was not suitable for a 
liberal arts curriculum, but the proposal passed and the 
degree became available as an option in the fall of 1955.  
The B.A. in Music was intended as one move, among others, 
towards a closer relationship between the College and the 
Conservatory.46   Maesch, recalling the days when the 
                                                          
45  Minutes of the Conservatory Faculty Meetings (5/13/54).  
Divisions and disagreements among the faculty did not end 
and, according to one faculty member, one of Maesch's 
administrative techniques was "to divide and conquer." 
46  More recently, it has become possible for a student to 
pursue a five-year program culminating in a Bachelor of 
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Conservatory functioned almost entirely as an independent 
professional school concerned primarily with developing 
performing skills, stressed the different philosophy that 
underlay the adoption of the new degree: 
 
The Conservatory today is much closer to the ideals and 
objectives of he College than ever before.  We are 
deeply concerned with our capacity to develop our 
students' entire musical personalities within the 
framework and under the influence of the liberal arts 
tradition.  Our concern is not only with our own 
students but with those of the College as well.47 
 
 The other curricular innovation was the establishment 
of a common program for all Bachelor of Music candidates 
during the freshman and sophomore years (announced in the 
fall of 1955).  The purpose of the change was to eliminate 
the necessity for a student having to choose his or her 
major at the beginning of freshman year.  Instead, students 
were exposed to basic areas of the curriculum during the 
first two years;  at the end of the sophomore year, the 
student chose a major from one of seven areas of 
specialization:  piano, organ, voice, string instruments, 
wind or percussion instruments, theory and composition, and 
music education.   
 
 Certainly, a major event during the Maesch era was the 
Conservatory's move into the new Music-Drama Center in 1959.  
The construction of this building (discussed in Chapter 7) 
finally removed the music faculty and students from the 
cramped, somewhat makeshift quarters in which they had been 
forced to operate for several decades into a new, modern 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Music along with a Bachelor of Arts degree in another 
discipline. 
47  Lawrence Alumnus (summer, 1955), 13-14. 
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building with thirty-eight practice rooms, a seminar room, a 
music library and listening laboratory, classrooms, teaching 
studios, and a fine 250-seat recital hall with excellent 
acoustics.48 
  
 The Music-Drama Center also provided access to two 
theatres which meant that for the first time it became 
possible to put on student opera performances;  these have 
proved popular with the community and have provided 
opportunities for voice students, some of whom have 
benefited from their experience to go on to professional 
careers.  Two such graduates are Dale Duesing '67, whose 
career as an opera singer has included roles at the 
Metropolitan Opera, and Eva Tamulenas '61, who has had an 
operatic career in Europe.  Among other Conservatory 
graduates during the years 1954-70 who have had 
distinguished careers, are Edward Smith '57, an 
internationally known harpsichordist;  Fred Lerdahl '65, a 
composer who has taught at Columbia, Harvard, Michigan, and 
the University of California;  and Janet Schmalfeldt '67, a 
pianist and music theorist who also received a B. A. in 
French, and who has served on the faculty of McGill and Yale 
Universities.  Other graduates are playing in leading 
American orchestras.   
 
 One of the primary functions of the Conservatory 
continued to be the training of music teachers for public 
schools.  Students specializing in Music Education were 
                                                          
48  An indication of the significant expansion of the 
Conservatory since 1959 is that it soon outgrew this 
building.  The need for additional room, particularly 
ensemble rehearsal space, required the construction of a new 
addition, the Ruth Harwood Shattuck Hall, tied 
architecturally into the Music-Drama  Center and the 
Memorial Chapel, and dedicated in 1991. 
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expected, in the words of the 1955-56 catalogue, "to become 
excellent theoretical and practical musicians and to master 
the pedagogy of their profession."  Bachelor of Music 
candidates in this field, as in other courses, are exposed 
to the liberal arts through enrollment in the Freshman 
Studies program and the requirement that they take at least 
one course each term in the College.   
 
 By 1970, the Lawrence Conservatory of Music was well on 
the 
way to becoming one of the outstanding music schools in the 
country, training undergraduates musicians for careers as 
teachers, performers, and composers. In addition, the 
association of the Conservatory with a liberal arts college-
-both inside and outside the classroom--continued to make it 
particularly attractive to young people seeking a broader 
kind of training than that offered in a purely professional 
school or department of a state university.  The presence of 
the Conservatory has also enhanced the life of the Lawrence 
community by offering College students an opportunity to 
take music courses and lessons as well as participate in 
ensembles.  Finally, it has enriched the Fox Valley by 
providing frequent recitals and concerts, arranging the 
perennial Artist Series, and performing annually in December 
The Messiah or another major choral work.   
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IX.  THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES (1847-1964) 
 
 
 As is the case in almost all private colleges and 
universities in America, the highest authority at Lawrence 
University has been from the outset the Board of Trustees.  
The Board, as a corporation, holds legal title to the 
property and funds of the institution.  All official actions 
such as the granting of degrees and the appointment of 
faculty are taken in the name of the Board.  One of its most 
important responsibilities is the selection of the 
president, who serves at the pleasure of the Board.  In 
addition, the Board is responsible  for the long-term 
welfare of the institution, which includes safeguarding and, 
whenever possible, increasing the endowment and protecting 
the university against outside interference, whether from 
the community, alumni, or the state and national government.  
As one commentator puts it, "The trustees are the ultimate 
goalies."1 
 
 Shaping the purposes and policies of the University is 
not an explicit function of the Lawrence Board of Trustees, 
yet the Board (and more particularly, its Executive 
Committee) can in a number of ways influence the nature of 
the institution.  In its choice of a president, perhaps its 
most important single action, the Board may well affect for 
a decade or more the general direction followed by the 
University.  Through its Committees on Investments, Audit 
and Budget, and Development, it exercises ultimate control 
over financial policy.  Some of its more recent committees 
                                                          
1  David Riesman in a foreword to Miriam M. Wood, 
Trusteeship in the Private College (Baltimore, 1985), ix. 
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(Academic Affairs, Student Affairs, etc.), have an 
opportunity to review policies pursued by the University in 
these matters.                      
 
The First Board and the Methodist Visitors 
                                                                  
 Lawrence's original Board, listed in the Charter of 
1847, consisted of thirteen men--a number of them prominent 
in Wisconsin politics--including Henry Dodge, the 
territorial governor.  It seems, however, that at least some 
of these (Dodge among them) took little or no interest in 
the institution since they never attended a meeting of the 
board and were replaced within a year or two after their 
appointment.  Prominent among the original group were the 
three Methodist ministers who played such an important role 
in the founding and the early operation of the university:  
Henry Colman, William H. Sampson, and Reeder Smith.  Another 
important figure was the Honorable Mason C. Darling, a 
native of Massachusetts, a physician and land speculator of 
Fond du Lac, who served as the Board's first president and 
held that office almost continuously from 1847 to 1859.  
Darling, who was elected as one of Wisconsin's first 
congressmen (1848-49), was incidentally the uncle of William 
H. Sampson, the first principal of the university. 
 
 After teaching began in 1849 the Board met yearly, its 
"annual meeting" coinciding with the end of each academic 
year.2 
In 1855 an amendment to the charter raised the number of 
trustees to twenty-five in addition to the President, who 
was then made a trustee ex officio.  Officers of the Board, 
elected annually, were a President, First and Second Vice-
Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer.   
                                                          
2  Not until 1912 did president Samuel Plantz begin the 
practice of holding semi-annual meetings of the Board. 
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 The Charter also authorized the Wisconsin Conference of 
the Methodist Church to elect a Visiting Committee of nine 
to look into and report on the condition of the 
institution.3  By a statute of 1855 the Visitors were made 
ex officio trustees with all the rights and duties of other 
trustees.4  Since the Trustees and Visitors met together, 
the governing body of Lawrence for decades was referred to 
as the "Joint Board" of the institution.5 
   
                                                          
3  After 1856 the Wisconsin Conference elected only six 
Visitors and the West Wisconsin Conference which had been 
formed in that year named three.  Beginning in 1895 each 
Conference was authorized to name six. 
4  By custom, however, Visitors could not be elected as 
President or Vice-President of the Board.  Nor could they be 
counted towards the requisite quorum at meetings.  They 
were, however, named to the various  committees of the 
Board. 
5 
  In 1909, considering the position of the Visitors on the 
Board anachronistic, President Plantz recommended to the 
trustees, "That the constitution of the board of trustees be 
changed so as to read 36 trustees [the number had been 
increased in 1901 to 30], and the provision for a board of 
visitors be stricken out.  This board of visitors is an 
anomaly, and seems to serve no purpose.  Those who 
constitute it are somewhat limited in privileges and cannot 
count towards a quorum.  They often do [not] consider 
themselves full trustees and hence are less faithful in 
attendance."  Pres Rept (1909), 34.  But the Board refused 
to go along with Plantz and the Visitors remained.  As noted 
in Chapter 4, President Wriston in 1933 carried out changes 
very similar to those Plantz recommended in 1909.    
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 In between annual meetings, the primary 
responsibilities of the Board fell (and still fall) upon the 
Executive Committee which was made up at first of the 
officers.  In 1882 an amendment to the Charter provided that 
the Board should elect its officers as before, but should 
appoint separately an Executive Committee of from five to 
nine members which had "the power to execute all business of 
the corporation committed to them by the by-laws of the 
institution."6  At first, the Executive Committee met 
somewhat irregularly but in the first year of President 
Plantz's administration it began the practice of meeting 
monthly.  Other standing committees of the Board provided 
for by the early by-laws included the following:  Faculty 
and Degrees; Nominations; Buildings, Apparatus and Grounds;  
Library;  Endowment and Finance;  Auditing; and 
Investments.7 
 
 Following a common practice in many colleges and 
universities, the Board of Trustees is self-perpetuating.  
Its members, elected for three year terms, are divided into 
three classes with one class retiring each year.  Beginning 
in 1901, when the Board was further expanded to thirty 
members, three of the members were elected on nomination of 
the alumni.8    
                                                          
6  Wisconsin Statutes, 1882, Chapter 16.  Normally three or 
four of the officers were included on the Executive 
Committee. 
7  The current board, in addition to the Executive 
Committee, has eleven committees as follows:  Investment, 
Milwaukee-Downer Trust Fund, Academic Affairs, Student 
Affairs, Buildings and Grounds, Development, Audit and 
Budget, Honorary Degrees, Trustees, Lawrence Corporation of 
Wisconsin, and Steering. 
8  Wisconsin Statutes, Chapter 116, 1901.  The original 
Charter of the Lawrence Institute was amended at the request 
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Professional Backgrounds of the Trustees  
 
 The professional backgrounds of Lawrence trustees from 
the founding of the institution to 1964, the year of the 
merger with Milwaukee-Downer, are a matter of considerable 
interest since they reflect to some degree the changing 
character and purposes of the institution over a period of 
117 years.  In the initial decades from 1847 to President 
Plantz's first year as president in 1894-95, 126 men and 
women served as trustees.  Unfortunately, no occupation is 
listed for 49 of these.  Of the remainder, 33 (26% of the 
total) were clergymen--the overwhelming majority of them 
Methodist.  The number is particularly striking given the 
fact that the Methodist Church was already represented by 
the Visitors on the "Joint Board."  The next most numerous 
group (22) were attorneys, some of whom also held political 
office, whether as mayors, state legislators, congressmen, 
                                                                                                                                                                             
of the trustees six times during the first half-century.  In 
1900 the trustees took steps towards a re-enactment of the 
Charter which was approved by the Legislature in 1901 in the 
statute cited above.  The new law consisted of all that was 
still valid in the first charter and the amendments, 
rearranged as a unified whole.  It fused into one the two 
statements of purpose contained in the original Charter so 
that the new text read, "The design and purpose of the said 
corporation is hereby declared to be, to found, establish 
and maintain at Appleton...an institution of learning on a 
plan sufficiently extensive to afford instruction in the 
liberal arts and sciences and to develop the scholar...."  
This was the first time that the phrase "liberal arts" 
appeared in the official statutes affecting Lawrence 
although the phrase had been used in catalogues since 1892. 
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or even United States senators.9  Five are identified as 
lumber or paper manufacturers and four others had some 
business affiliation as merchants, insurance men, or dealers 
in real estate. Three were physicians.  
 
 During this initial period of forty-seven years, only 
three women were elected to the Board, the first of them in 
1874.  One of these, Mary Ann (Phinney) Stansbury, was a 
prominent Lawrence graduate of the Class of 1859, who 
regularly published poems and short stories for magazines 
and journals.  She was the first of the Stansbury family to 
serve as trustees and friends of Lawrence.10  After the death 
of her first husband, Mary Ann Phinney married Dr. Emory 
Stansbury, a physician from Baltimore, who was himself named 
a trustee of Lawrence in 1884.  One of their children, Karl 
E. Stansbury, became President of Thilmany Pulp and Paper 
and served as a Lawrence trustee from 1933-61 and as an 
Emeritus Trustee from 1961-65.  Of the other two women 
trustees, one was a former faculty member, Ophelia Forward 
Brown, who had been a Preceptress and teacher of French and 
Latin. 
 
 During this same period, eleven alumni were elected to 
the Board even though there was no provision at the time for 
the nomination by alumni of trustees.  All but three 
                                                          
9  Among these was United States Senator Philetus Sawyer, an 
Oshkosh lumberman and powerful figure in the state 
Republican Party (member of the Board from 1866 to 1900;  
president from 1896-1899). 
10  She also served as the first woman president of the 
Lawrence Alumni Association in 1893.  Stansbury Theater in 
the Music-Drama Center is named in her memory.  A 
granddaughter, Helen Stansbury Dupree, is a 1954 graduate of 
Lawrence. 
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trustees identified were Wisconsin residents, many of them 
from Appleton and the surrounding area.11 
 
 An analysis of the occupations of the 63 trustees 
chosen during Samuel Plantz's thirty year presidency (1894-
1924) shows a dramatic shift in the composition of the 
Board.  Once again, occupational identification is missing 
for 24 of these.  But of the remainder, only four were 
chosen from the clergy and of these only two were 
Methodists.  The predominance of clergymen was now replaced 
by that of manufacturers, of whom 17 are listed--13 of them 
in either the paper or lumber industries or both.12  Seven 
others appear as businessmen--merchants, printers, dealers 
in real estate, etc.  Whereas attorneys had constituted the 
second largest occupational group in the earlier period, 
only three appear as trustees in the Plantz era.  A new 
profession represented on the Board was that of journalist, 
of whom there were three including editors of the Appleton 
Post and the Milwaukee Journal.   
                                                          
11  The three from out of state were Methodist Bishop Matthew 
Simpson of Evanston;  Lee Claflin of Boston, a prosperous 
boot and shoe manufacturer and a Methodist, who donated $ 
10,000 for an endowed professorship;  and John A. Owen, a 
Chicago attorney, from the Class of 1860. 
12  These included Lewis M. Alexander, President of the 
Nekoosa-Edwards Paper Company (trustee 1894-1932,  President 
of the Board, 1899-1932, honorary trustee 1932-34);  John A. 
Kimberly, President, Kimberly-Clark Corporation (trustee 
1899-1902);  William Gilbert, President, Gilbert Paper 
Company (trustee, 1901-11);  George A. Whiting, President, 
George A. Whiting Paper Company (trustee, 1905-30);  Cyrus 
C. Yawkey, President Marathon Paper Company, (trustee, 1908-
14);  Monroe A. Wertheimer, President, Thilmany Pulp & Paper 
Company (trustee, 1909-36);  and Charles S. Boyd, President, 
Appleton Coated Paper Company (trustee 1915-38, 1941-52). 
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 To what extent the Nominating Committee of the Board or 
Plantz himself was responsible for this shift in the 
composition of the Board of Trustees is, of course, a matter 
for speculation; but that it represented a change in the 
perceived needs of the institution and in the character of 
the society of which it was a part is hardly open to 
question.  Although explicit statements on the 
qualifications considered desirable for trustees are rare,  
Plantz was quite candid in a letter he wrote to a member of 
the Executive Committee near the end of his life on the need 
for wealthy men on the Board: 
 
You can't build up colleges by having preachers on 
the board of trustees.  You have got to have paper 
mill manufacturers and men with big ranches and 
that sort of material.13 
 
 Plantz had been president for two decades before any 
women were named as trustees despite the fact that there was 
a precedent for this as far back as 1874.  In 1914 he 
recommended that women be named to three vacancies on the 
Board: "Personally, I believe that a few women could render 
valuable service in connection with our dormitories and some 
matters which especially concern women students."14  The 
women elected were placed the following year on a newly 
created Committee on Welfare and Activities of Women 
Students and some eventually found their way on to other 
committees.  Of the total of ten women trustees in the 
Plantz era, the last five named were all either wives or 
widows of male trustees.  Noteworthy among women trustees in 
her length of service and her contribution to the 
institution was Ruth Harwood Shattuck, who was a member of 
                                                          
13  Plantz to Judson Rosebush, 6/3/1924, No. 16,253. 
14  Pres Rept (1914), 1. 
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the Board continuously from 1920 to 1970, served on the 
Executive Commitee, and became an Emerita Trustee from 1971 
to 1980.  Mrs. Shattuck was without question one of the most 
devoted and generous trustees in Lawrence's history.15   
 
 The election of industrialists as trustees begun during 
the Plantz era continued during the presidency of Henry 
Wriston (1925-37) when a total of 34 trustees were named to 
the Board.16  Of the eleven manufacturers elected, eight were 
associated with paper mills.  Ties with the paper industry 
were, of course, strengthened during this era by the 
creation of the Institute of Paper Chemistry in 1929.17  In 
addition, the list of Lawrence trustees now included seven 
men identified as bankers, investment bankers, or brokers.  
Of the four clergymen named to the Board, two were Resident 
Bishops of the St. Paul, Minnesota Area of the Methodist 
Church, and one was the Episcopal Bishop of the Fond du Lac 
Diocese.  Among the three women named during this thirteen 
year period were Fanny Lyons Babcock, widow of H. K. Babcock 
whose family was among the founders of the Kimberly-Clark 
Corporation, and Alice Miller Chester, a prominent Milwaukee 
citizen who had originated the Girl Scout organization there 
and was descended from T. A. Chapman, the founder of the 
Girl Scouts in America.  Mrs. Chester was a member of the 
Milwaukee-Downer Board of Trustees before she was elected a 
trustee of Lawrence in 1933, and later served as Vice-
President of the Lawrence University Board. 
 
                                                          
15  Her service to Lawrence was acknowledged in 1991 when the 
addition to the Music-Drama Center and Chapel was named Ruth 
Harwood Shattuck Hall. 
16  Only four of these are listed without occupation.  
17  See Chapter 4 for a discussion of the Institute and its 
relationship with Lawrence. 
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 The trends noted during the presidencies of Plantz and 
Wriston continued, for the most part, during the 
administrations of Presidents Barrows, Pusey, and Knight, 
when sixty-three new trustees were named.  Manufacturers, 
principally executives, retired executives, or other 
officers of corporations tended to dominate the Board as 
before.  Pusey and Knight added a few officers of large 
insurance companies.  The number of bankers, investment 
bankers and brokers remained fairly small as did the number 
of attorneys.  Three clergymen were named to the Board 
during Pusey's administration, all of them either Methodist 
bishops or men later appointed bishops.   
 
 A tendency towards a little more diversity of 
occupational backgrounds appears during Pusey's and Knight's 
presidencies when several educators were named to the Board 
including Mary Alice Davis, Dean and Professor from 
Milwaukee-Downer; two Vice-Presidents from Northwestern 
University; and alumni trustee George E. Watson '21, the 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction for Wisconsin.  
David H. Stevens, a Vice-President of the Rockefeller 
Foundation, served first as an alumni trustee in 1949 and 
later as a regular term trustee.  Gordon R. Clapp '27, 
Chairman of the Tenessee Valley Authority, also served one 
term as an alumni trustee.  Among the eleven women elected 
(out of a total of sixty-three trustees) under these three 
presidents, most are still listed without occupation, but 
two named during Douglas Knight's administration were 
Catherine Cleary, First Vice-President of the First 
Wisconsin Trust of Milwaukee, and Marjorie Culmer '33, an 
attorney from Libertyville, Illinois.  Only a dozen trustees 
are listed with residences out of state and some of these 
were Wisconsin residents who retired to other parts of the 
country.    
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The Relationship Between the Trustees and the President 
 
     Much of the successful operation of a college or 
university depends upon a good working relationship between 
the Board of Trustees and the President. If the trustees 
have confidence in the president whom they have named, they 
may be willing to allow him considerable latitude in the way 
in which he administers the institution and refrain from 
interference.  If that confidence is lacking, board members 
may attempt to take part in the internal administration of 
the college in such a manner as to cause difficulty and 
misunderstanding.   
 
 In a recent study of trusteeship at ten private 
colleges in the United States, the author identifies three 
types of boards with respect to their operating styles (by 
this term she means the board's informal decision-making 
processes and its relationship with the president and with 
campus constituencies).18   The first of these, the ratifying 
board, sees its role as "providing a president for the 
college and then putting itself, as well as the college, in 
his or her hands.  Board members' reliance on the 
president's advice is virtually total, and their 
relationships with other administrators, as well as with 
faculty and students, are superficial or almost 
nonexistent."19  In the second type, the corporate board, the 
trustees and the president run the board as if the college 
were a business corporation.  
In this model, the board plays a role in framing 
those financial and managerial issues that also 
arise in the corporate world, such as capital 
expenditures, property acquisition, and management 
                                                          
18  Miriam M. Wood, Trusteeship in the Private College 
(Baltimore, 1985), Part III.    
19  Ibid., 94. 
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of assets.  At the same time, the board expects the 
president to assume full operating authority, and 
the president...orchestrates and controls the 
board's contacts with others on campus.20  
 Trustees under the third model, the participatory 
board, "are more likely than those in...[the other two]...to 
engage in activities the president may feel are interfering 
in the administration of the college...."21  They are apt to 
establish contacts on their own initiative with subordinate 
administrators, faculty, or students.  Having established 
these classifications, the author concedes that it is rare 
to find any of them in its pure form and notes that it is 
possible for the board of a given college to change from one 
type to another over a period of time.   
 Any attempt to fit the Lawrence Board of Trustees into 
one of these categories during the 117 year period covered 
by this history is fraught with difficulties, particularly 
in the first half-century of the University's existence when 
records are scarce and personal papers of presidents and 
trustees are almost totally lacking.  The principal evidence 
on which to base such judgments are the annual reports of 
the presidents and the minutes of the Board of Trustees and 
the Executive Committee.  But it is not always easy to 
determine from these records whether the initiative for a 
given policy or decision emanated from the president or from 
a group of trustees.  The fact that the main problem for 
much of this era was the financial survival of the 
institution inevitably involved the trustees in questions 
such as the fate of the so-called "perpetual scholarships," 
the perennial deficits, and attempts to raise endowment, but 
more often than not it appears to have been the president or 
a financial agent who had the primary responsibility for 
appealing to Wisconsin Methodists and others for financial 
                                                          
20  Ibid., 101. 
21  Ibid., 115. 
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support.  And although meetings of the Board regularly 
included reports by faculty from the various academic 
departments, there is no clear evidence of intrusion by 
trustees in the purely academic concerns of the institution 
except perhaps to veto the addition of new faculty or 
departments on financial grounds.  Trustees obviously played 
a dominant role in the selection of new presidents, though 
the process by which they identified potential candidates 
(except in the case of Edward Cooke, the first president, 
and Charles Gallagher, the sixth) is scarcely revealed in 
the official records.22  More often than not, one suspects, 
they appealed for recommendations to officers or trustees at 
sister colleges such as Wesleyan University, from which four 
of the first six Lawrence presidents graduated.  As for the 
departure of presidents, only one--President Gallagher 
(1889-93)--appears to have resigned as a result of his 
                                                          
22  For the choice of Cooke, see Chapter 1.  For the 
selection of President Gallagher, see  a "Report of Special 
[Trustee] Committee on Candidate for Presidency of the 
University" in Pres Rept (1889), 47.  "We began a 
correspondence with parties in various parts of the country 
and after a little time we had before us three candidates.  
We sent out the following paper, asking for replies on the 
points specified. [No such paper is included in the Report]  
The replies to these questions concerning one man are all 
that could be desired.  Other good men were before us, but 
none called out responses so clear and strong and 
satisfactory on all the points as did Dr. Gallagher of 
Providence...Information has been sought from several 
preachers, from young men and old men, from preachers and 
laymen, from his alma mater and others who have known him 
more or less intimately."  On the basis of this written 
information, the Committee unanimously recommended Gallagher 
for the presidency. 
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unsatisfactory performance and consequent loss of support 
from the trustees.23 
 
 Samuel Plantz, in his thirty year tenure as president 
(1894-1924), probably came as close to operating with a 
"ratifying board" as any Lawrence president, particularly in 
the last two decades of his administration, when it is 
pretty clear that the major decisions and questions of 
policy as well as the detailed operations of the institution 
were in his personal hands.24  The Board appears to have had 
great respect for Plantz and to have deferred to his 
judgment on most questions, although there were isolated 
instances when they refused to go along with his 
recommendations;  for example, they rejected his attempt to 
eliminate the Methodist Board of Visitors in 1909.  Part of 
the explanation for the willingness of the Board to  submit 
to his direction may have been the long-standing 
relationship established between Plantz and Lewis M. 
Alexander, a trustee appointed in Plantz's first year as 
president and elected President of the Board in 1899.  
Alexander served in this position for the remaining twenty-
five years of Plantz's presidency and, indeed, continued to 
                                                          
23  See Chapter 2. 
24  President Wriston confirms this assessment when he states 
that upon his arrival at Lawrence in 1925 "most trustees had 
only the vaguest knowledge of the business of the college.  
My predecessor [Plantz] had been in office thirty years, and 
by reason of experience, ability, and tact he had dominated 
the board as well as every phase of daily operation."  Henry 
M. Wriston, Academic Procession (New York, 1959), 63.  It is 
difficult to draw conclusions about Plantz's relations with 
the Board in the first decade;  his correspondence before 
1908 has not been preserved, and for his first nine years 
only two small fragments of his annual reports have 
survived.    
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serve as President of the Board during the first seven years 
of Wriston's administration.  Although Wriston commented at 
the time of Alexander's death in 1934 on the fruitful 
association between the Chairman of the Board and Plantz 
over a quarter-century, there is some reason to believe that 
Alexander, who did not live in Appleton and who did not 
serve continuously on the Executive Committee, was content 
to let Plantz shape his own policies.25  His particular 
interest was in the buildings and program for physical 
education as indicated by his gift of two gymnasiums to 
Lawrence.    
 
 Ironically, Plantz on at least one occasion complained 
that the trustees should take a greater interest in the 
institution: "The office of a trustee is a most important 
one as the whole policy of the institution should be shaped 
by their direction.  It has long seemed to me that our own 
institution would be very much strengthened if the trustees 
did not leave so much of its affairs to the President, 
faculty and the executive committee."26  Yet if the trustees 
did not take more interest in the institution in this era, 
Plantz himself was probably the person most responsible for 
their neglect.   
                                                          
25  Wriston, in eulogizing Mr. Alexander, said, "Mr. 
Alexander had the good fortune as a vigorous young man to 
become associated with Dr. Plantz who was approximately his 
own age and who was filled with like vigor and ambition.  
Almost from the moment of the association they became 
comrades in the development of Lawrence College, Dr. Plantz 
as president of the college and Mr. Alexander as president 
of its board of trustees.  This fruitful association 
continued for over a quarter of a century during which the 
college grew and prospered...."  Pres SA Rept (November, 
1924), 2. 
26  Pres Rept (1909), 2. 
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  Henry Wriston expressed his views on the role of 
trustees in American colleges and universities at 
considerable length in a thoughtful chapter of his semi-
autobiographical work Academic Procession.27  During the 
course of this discussion, he draws upon his own experiences 
at Lawrence and at Brown University for illustrations of his 
points.  It is unnecessary to repeat these accounts in 
detail, revealing though they may be, in order to reach 
conclusions about Wriston's relationship with the Lawrence 
Board of Trustees.   
 
 During the course of his discussion, Wriston repeats 
his response to someone who questioned him shortly after his 
arrival at Brown as to what he wanted from a trustee.  His 
answer was "work, wealth, and wisdom, preferably all three, 
but at least two of the three."28  The foregoing review of 
the professional qualifications of trustees selected during 
Wriston's presidency suggests that wealth was an important 
criterion in the nomination of numerous paper mill 
executives, investment bankers, and brokers to the Lawrence 
Board.  Wriston also stressed the importance of providing 
trustees with work or meaningful assignments as individuals 
or members of committees.  Whether he was successful in 
securing wisdom is more difficult to ascertain.  But he 
recounts with some pride his prompt refusal of an offer by a 
leading trustee at the beginning of his presidency to meet 
weekly with a small group of trustees to "lay out the next 
week's work," a proposal which would have meant (in his 
view) the direct involvement of a clique of trustees in the 
day-to-day operation of the college.29  He also challenged 
the right of a member of the Investment Committee, a 
                                                          
27  (New York, 1959), Chapter 2. 
28  Ibid., 44. 
29  Ibid., 62-63. 
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generous donor to the college, to manage almost single-
handedly the funds he had given to the institution.30  Nor 
did he hesitate to reject the efforts of a member of the 
executive committee to interfere in a student disciplinary 
case.  In fact, he threatened to resign in response to this 
challenge to his authority in matters that the charter 
assigned to the administration and faculty.31    
 
 In short, by rebuffing attempts on the part of trustees 
to meddle in the administration of the college or to exert 
control over the implementation of policy, Wriston clearly 
ruled out the idea of a "participatory board."  Yet he 
seems, if one is to believe his protestations, to have kept 
the Board well-informed about the college and to have 
encouraged trustees to share through their committees in the 
formulation of policies and the initiation of specific 
projects.  In his annual report of 1929 he provided a 
definition of the "perfect trustee" as "a person of wide 
interests who, in the midst of many pressing 
responsibilities bears the college ever in mind, keeps 
acquainted with the affairs of the institution as intimately 
as possible, and displays initative in improving its 
facilities for work."32 
As illustrations of the kinds of activity he had in mind, he 
cited the accomplishments of several groups of trustees in 
                                                          
30  Ibid., 63-64 
31  Ibid., 66-67.  President Wriston, in an interview with 
Marshall Hulbert, avowed that, "This episode convinced me 
that one of the major functions of a college 
president...[was]...to develop the kind of a Board that he 
felt the college would need," and proceeds to talk in some 
detail about his personal approaches to individuals he 
wanted on the Board in his effort to reshape its character. 
Interview with Dr. Wriston (May, 1967), 7-9. 
32  Pres Rept (1929), 10. 
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the preceding year.  One had considered the relationship of 
the college to industry with a view to forming a plan of 
cooperative effort that might be fruitful to both.  Another 
had taken an active interest in the revision of by-laws 
regarding investments.  A group of women trustees had been 
concerned with the improvement of recreation rooms and had 
raised funds for their redecoration and furnishing.  
 
 One important instance when Wriston may have 
overstepped the limits of his own authority vis-a-vis the 
trustees was in the selection of his successor Thomas 
Barrows as president (Barrows had been appointed by Wriston 
as Dean and had served just over two years in that 
position).  Although all the details of the way in which 
this was accomplished may never be known, the haste with 
which the choice was made and the absence of serious 
alternative candidates strongly suggest that Wriston imposed 
his will upon the trustees.33  The manner in  which Wriston's 
successor was chosen might appear less significant were it 
not for the fact that Barrows, in the opinion of many, 
lacked some important qualifications for the presidency and 
turned out to be one of the least distinguished Lawrence 
presidents of this century.  
 
 For the better part of three decades, from the 1940's 
into the 1960's, three prominent trustees dominated the 
executive committee and the board:  George Banta, Jr. (1930-
67;  Emeritus Trustee, 1967-77), President of the George 
Banta Publishing Company;  William E. Buchanan (1937-78;  
Emeritus Trustee 1978-1993), President of the Appleton Wire 
Works;  and Elmer H. Jennings (1938-68;  Emeritus Trustee, 
1970-83), President of Thilmany Pulp & Paper Company.  None 
was a graduate of Lawrence but all three devoted their time, 
                                                          
33  See Chapter 5, "Thomas N. Barrows and World War II," for 
an account of this episode. 
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energy, and financial support to the institution in great 
measure.  All three formed the core of the search committees 
which brought Presidents Pusey, Knight, and Tarr to head the 
institution and continued to support them through their 
presidencies. 
 
 Pusey has stated that because of the confidence these 
men placed in him he "never even thought about my 
relationship with the trustees.  I just took it for 
granted."34   Although he was relatively young and 
inexperienced in administrative matters, he was apparently 
given a good deal of freedom in the way he ran the college.  
Continuing a tradition established during Wriston's 
presidency, the trustees did not expect Pusey to be a money-
raiser.  Although Pusey fulfilled speaking engagements at 
gatherings in the Fox Valley and elsewhere, two or three 
local trustees were primarily responsible for whatever funds 
were raised during Pusey's administration.35  Describing the 
situation into which he had fallen, he says, "It was just a 
happy, happy time."36   
 
 Douglas Knight, commenting on the Lawrence Board of 
Trustees, recognizes the importance of Henry Wriston's 
legacy, citing as perhaps his greatest contribution to 
Lawrence "the creation...and then the education of a group 
of Trustees who could put the College first and their own 
prejudices and inclinations and private ideas second.  This 
was a remarkable accomplishment."37  Noting that he inherited 
                                                          
34  Interview with Nathan Pusey (8/6/86), 22. 
35  Ibid., 33, 35.  Pusey adds, "We didn't make any of the 
great financial gains that we should have and that have come 
since, but I guess we had begun to move a little bit." (p. 
44) 
36  Ibid., 17. 
37  Interview by Marshall Hulbert (May, 1967), 15. 
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a good many of these same trustees, Knight says they were 
still making use of the lessons they and Wriston had learned 
together, particularly in their way of working with the 
administration of the College. 
Indeed, Knight argues that both he and Pusey were educated 
by substantially the same group of men and women and that 
the reputation Lawrence acquired as a kind of "educational 
incubator" for college and university presidents may be 
attributable to the unique experience they had with the 
Board of Trustees.38 
 
 
Some Noteworthy Trustees 
 
 Among the many outstanding trustees who have served 
Lawrence in its history, a few stand out for the quality and 
length of their association with the institution.  The 
earliest of these, a man who literally grew up with the 
University, was the Reverend Henry Colman, son of the 
Reverend Henry R. Colman who (with William H. Sampson and 
Reeder Smith) chose the site for Lawrence and served as 
steward of the boarding hall in the first University 
building.  Young Henry Colman, born in 1834, entered the 
Lawrence Academy on February l, 1850, two months after the 
school opened, and assisted his father by performing 
janitorial duties in the University building.  He was 
graduated from the College in the first class of 1857, 
served for a year as tutor in classics after graduation, and 
entered the Methodist ministry in 1858.  He was elected to 
the Board of Trustees in 1869 and was a member of that body 
continuously until his death in 1927.  A tribute to him by 
the trustees at the time of his death pointed out that he 
had known personally and intimately every president of 
Lawrence and probably had met every teacher with the 
                                                          
38  Ibid., 15. 
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exception of those who had come in the most recent years.  
The eulogy concluded, "All these he regarded as real 
friends, so interested was he in their work and well-being.  
In his relations with the college was shown in its rarest 
form that real grace, fidelity."39  
 
 In 1860 Colman married Lucinda S. Darling, another 
graduate of the first Lawrence class.  Honored guests at 
Lawrence commencements and anniversary celebrations well 
into the twentieth century, this venerable couple dramatized 
the age of the institution.  Their interesting recollections 
of Lawrence's first decade are an important source for the 
early history of the institution.40  Lucinda Colman survived 
her husband by four years and died at the age of ninety-
five.41       
 
 Another trustee, no less distinguished, was Dr. James 
S. Reeve of Appleton, a prominent physician who entered the 
Lawrence Academy in 1877, was graduated from the college 
summa cum laude in 1885, and received his medical training 
at Johns Hopkins, Harvard, and the Columbia College of 
Physicians. He practiced in Appleton from 1891 until his 
retirement in 1934 at the age of 70.  Appointed a trustee of 
Lawrence in 1899, he served continuously on the executive 
committee for forty-five years, and for twenty-five of those 
years was Secretary of the Board.  A familiar figure in 
Appleton, he was the owner of the first automobile  in the 
                                                          
39  Tr Min (June, 1927), 52.  See also a published record of 
eulogies delivered at memorial services for Henry Colman at 
Milwaukee and Appleton on May 27 and May 28, 1927.  
(Personal file of Henry Colman in LU Archives). 
40  Reproduced in Alum Rec (1905), 12-18 and Alum Rec (1922), 
155-60. 
41  For further information on Lucinda Colman, see the 
account of the naming of Colman Hall in Chapter 7. 
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city and later told of the entertainment he provided to 
local citizens as he and his handyman tried to keep the car 
going.  He kept a bicycle on the back of the car in case he 
stalled on a country road so that he could hurry ahead on a 
call while his "mechanic" worked on the automobile.42  Upon 
his retirement to honorary status on the Board in 1944, 
President Pusey, in awarding him an honorary Doctor of Laws 
degree, said: 
 
 Raised virtually in the morning shadow  of 
Main Hall, you have been concerned with the affairs 
of the college in one way or another during the 
administration of eight of the college's ten 
presidents, and throughout all that time you have 
believed in the college, have hoped for it, worked 
for it, and loved it as have few others.43 
 
 One of the most eccentric of Lawrence's trustees, 
something of a legend, was unquestionably William H. Hatten 
(frequently spelled Hatton) who was elected in 1896 and 
                                                          
42  "Reeve Becomes an Honorary Trustee,"  The Lawrence 
Alumnus (July, 1944), 9. 
43  Cited in his obituary in  the Appleton Post Crescent 
(7/23/53).  Another indication of the place he held in the 
college community was a letter sent to him by the Lawrence 
faculty at the time of his retirement from the Board of 
Trustees, and reproduced in the faculty minutes of 9/15/44.  
The letter read in part, "Those of us who have known you 
well have always regarded you as a fine example of a 
liberally educated gentleman, and admired your breadth of 
interests, your command of expression, and your helpful 
support of worthy efforts in the community.  We are 
especially appreciative of your profound understanding of 
the ideals and motives of that peculiar animal, the college 
professor."  
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served until his death in 1937;  from 1931-37 he was 
President of the Board. Three years after his death a series 
of three articles appeared in the Milwaukee Journal, 
recounting the details of his life and the many stories told 
about him.44  The first of these, headed "No One Mourns 
Millionaire Who Was Man of Mystery," told of the obscure 
origins in upper New York state of this son of Irish 
immigrant parents whose father, a stonemason, after the 
mother's death, migrated to Fond du Lac when William was 
only eleven. The boy, who ran away from home not long 
afterwards, settled with a family named Woodin, later had 
himself adopted by them and for a while took their name.  As 
a young man he became involved in the lumber business and 
began to demonstrate the shrewd business sense that 
ultimately won him a fortune estimated during the 1920's at 
over fifteen million dollars.  The base of his operations 
was the William H. Hatten Lumber Co. in New London, 
Wisconsin, but he acquired mills and property in Alabama, 
Mississippi, Tennessee, and Louisiana as well as in 
Michigan, Minnesota, and the northwest.       
 
 His only formal education was in a district school as a 
boy and a brief period at Daggett's business college in 
Oshkosh.  At one point in his career, he ventured into 
politics and served two terms in the state Senate but was 
defeated by Isaac Stephenson (also a Lawrence trustee at the 
time) in a bid for the Republican nomination for United 
States Senate in 1907;  he also ran in the primary for 
Republican candidate for governor of Wisconsin in 1914 and 
1916 but lost both times.  
  
 As he grew older and wealthier, his miserliness became 
legendary.  To his employees in New London who were paid 
                                                          
44  April 22, 24, and 25, 1940. Under the by-line of Gustave 
Pabst, Jr.  
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meager wages and who were concerned about their future, he 
is alleged to have said, "You folks think you're working for 
me.  I'm working for you.  The money you make goes back into 
the mill and one day it will all be yours."  Yet this man, 
who refused to believe he would die, never made a will and 
the mill was shut down not long after his death.  When an 
employee died in one of Hatten's lumber camps leaving a 
widow with four children, the story goes that Hatten 
wouldn't even pay the man's wages for the month, saying, "He 
didn't earn it; he's dead."  
 
 Although he was a trustee of Lawrence for forty-one 
years, little appears in the official records about his 
personal relationship with the other trustees.  As President 
of the Board and head of the executive committee in the last 
six years of his life, he regularly attended meetings.  A 
bachelor, he lived for many years in a hotel room in New 
London and became increasingly slovenly in his dress.  One 
former trustee recalls hearing that when he left his room in 
New London he requested that the hotel deduct from his bill 
the days that he was away and bought a one-way bus ticket to 
Appleton in the expectation that one of the other trustees 
would give him a ride back. 
 
 Hatten served as a trustee at Ripon as well as at 
Lawrence, and rumors circulated (according to the 
biographical articles in the Milwaukee Journal) that he had 
lavished gifts anonymously on both institutions during his 
lifetime.  The author concludes, however, that "a careful 
check of those two colleges reveals that the millionaire 
gave Ripon about $ 20,000 and Lawrence $ 29,000, some of 
which sums were collected with the greatest difficulty after 
they had been promised by Hatten."45  Both institutions 
                                                          
45  4/24/40.  Minutes of the Semi-annual meeting of the Board 
of Trustees (November, 1927) contain an announcement of a 
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obviously hoped to be remembered in his will but, as noted 
above, he died intestate.  Approximately twenty-five 
individuals from both the Hatten and Woodin clans appeared 
to lay claim to the estate of almost $ 3,000,000 that 
remained at his death.46  The court decided that his sister 
who was living in poverty in Chicago should receive $ 
440,000, but she died before the funds were released.  It is 
estimated that 65% of the total estate went for federal and 
state taxes.   
 
 Conclusion:  the Role of the Lawrence Trustees 
 
 The Lawrence Board of Trustees, which originally 
consisted of only thirteen men, has today grown to a body of 
forty-two members (of whom over one-quarter are women).  
                                                                                                                                                                             
gift of $ 25,000 by Hatten to be used in the construction of 
a new gymnasium, but a report of the Business Manager to the 
Board in June, 1928, does not include his name among those 
who have made bona fide and signed pledges.  I have been 
unable to confirm whether he actually made the gift.  
Hatten's trustee personnel file contains correspondence 
between Hatten and President Wriston in which the latter 
made several eloquent pleas to Hatten for large donations.  
The only success he had was a letter sent 4/28/29 in which 
Hatten said he was enclosing a check for $ 2500, his share 
of a gift of $ 10,000 made by four individuals in that year.  
A number of Hatten's letters to Wriston enclose children's 
poems and brief homilies and on one occasion in 1934 he said 
he was sending the Wristons a small brick of Kasper cheese.  
46  "Warrant to Appraisers, Oath and General Inventory" 
(11/7/37), Waupaca County Register of Deeds, lists the value 
of total real and personal estate as $ 2,841,991.54   
Several large files held by the Waupaca Register in Probate 
contain the extended record of litigation over Hatten's 
estate. 
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Some have criticized the size of the Board as unwieldy and 
argue that it has, on occasion, left some individual 
trustees feeling that their role is merely to ratify 
decisions made by the Executive Committee.  In recent years, 
however, the more active role played by committees of the 
Board, whose deliberations have become an important feature 
of annual and semi-annual meetings, has to some degree 
allayed this criticism. 
 
 Lawrence has been extremely fortunate, especially since 
the Wriston era, in having a nucleus of trustees dedicated 
to the  institution, willing to work for its welfare, but at 
the same careful not to interfere in the internal 
administration of the university.  Some members of this 
inner group have come from the ranks of the alumni, but many 
of them had no formal ties with Lawrence before joining the 
board.  Douglas Knight pays a particular tribute to the 
group of trustees with whom he dealt, saying, "There was 
respect for the real purposes of the college without their 
trying to articulate them to the administration or to 
intrude."47  
 
 
 
                                                          
47  Interview with Douglas Knight (11/18/90). 
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X.  ATHLETICS  
 
 Athletics at Lawrence has, by long-standing tradition, 
taken its place in the total educational enterprise, but 
varsity competition has, for the most part, played a 
subordinate role 
to academic concerns in the lives of Lawrentians--whether 
active participants in sports or spectators.  This does not 
mean that Lawrence teams have not wanted to win--Lawrence 
has had over the years many championship teams--but winning 
has usually been kept in some kind of perspective.  Since 
the beginning of this century, the faculty, through its 
Athletic Committee and, later, through its representation in 
athletic conferences, has exercised a measure of control 
over intercollegiate competition in matters such as 
scheduling, rules of eligibility, and recruiting of 
athletes.  The philosophy of the institution, particularly 
from the 1920's to the 1960's, was to encourage as 
widespread student participation in recreation and sports as 
possible, whether intercollegiate, intramural, or 
individual.   
 
 
Early Sports and Recreation 
 
 Although students must have played games and got other 
forms of exercise (including, for the men, chopping wood for 
stoves in the dormitory rooms)1 in the early years of the 
                                                          
1  An article entitled "The Class of 1871" by John Faville, 
a graduate of that year, written ten years later, states 
that his room in Main Hall "was noted for the amount its 
stove could smoke and the variety of gymnastics its 
occupants originated.  In those days, every room had its 
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University, no information about athletics exists until the 
Collegian (Lawrence's first newspaper) began to appear in 
December, 1867, and referred in its initial issue to the 
current "BaseBall [sic] mania."  Indeed, professional 
baseball was just getting under way in the United States 
about this time, when the Cincinnati Red Stockings became 
the first official club (1868).  And, in fact, baseball 
became the leading sport at Lawrence during the next 
quarter-century.  It was apparently played at first to the 
east of Main Hall since the student newspaper commented when 
ground was broken for the President's House (later, Sampson 
House) in 1880:  "Our loss but your gain, Dr. [Huntley].  It 
is the right  field of the base-ball grounds."2  
 
 In 1884, male students organized an Athletic 
Association and held the first of a series of "Field Days," 
that is, a track and field meet involving only Lawrentians.  
Five years later, in June, 1889, Lawrence saw the beginning 
of intercollegiate athletics--and a long rivalry--when the 
university met Ripon in a Field Day and baseball game 
(Lawrence won the field day but lost the ball game).  This 
double event was held annually for several years. 
 
 Football did not get a real start until the fall of 
1893, although a few sporadic games had been played before 
that time, never according to any organized or authoritative 
system of rules.3  At a banquet in 1938 Colonel Byron 
Beveridge, a member of the first team, gave an account of 
the first year of football. 
                                                                                                                                                                             
little pile of wood on the south side of the building, and 
after school, sawing wood, with wrestling (for a rest) was 
the order of exercises."  Quoted in Lawrence Alumnus 
(January, 1927). 
2  Collegian and Neoterian (October, 1880), 9. 
3  Lawr (January, 1893), 96. 
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The initiative for organizing a team, according to 
Beveridge, came from Walter Garrey '94, who saw the game 
played between the New York and Chicago Athletic Clubs when 
he was working during the summer of 1893 at the Columbian 
Exposition in Chicago.  When he returned to Lawrence in the 
fall, he talked football to every male student he met and 
the decision was made to organize a team.  When the call 
went out for players, only two men (including Garrey) had 
ever seen the game played before.  Beveridge continues, 
"Each player paid for his own suit, consisting of canvas 
jacket with long sleeves and canvas pants.  A few got shin 
guards and a couple had nose guards (a hard rubber 
contrivance that went over the nose, held in place with a 
strap around the head and a mouth piece.)  Head gears were 
unknown.  Each player had cleats nailed to the soles of old 
shoes.  Not a man owned a sweater."4 
 
 Lawrence's first football coach, who came to Appleton 
for a week to initiate the team into the mysteries of 
football, was David Henry Walker, an alumnus of the Class of 
1890, who had played the game for two years while enrolled 
at the University of Wisconsin Law School.  The team played 
three games during its first season, only one of them 
intercollegiate, when Ripon defeated Lawrence 24 to 6. 
 
 Exercise and athletics for women received little 
attention until 1890, but an indication of the trustees 
concern for such activity was the inclusion in Ormsby Hall 
(completed in 1889) of a gym on the third floor.  
Calisthenics for women was called Delsarte after the French 
inventor of the exercises.  Two trustees offered to pay the 
cost of Delsarte lessons for women, and an Ormsby Delsarte 
Club was active for a number of years.  Women also organized 
                                                          
4  Lawr (12/2/38), 8. 
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an Ormsby Tennis Club as a counterpart to three tennis clubs 
for men that had been formed by 1893. 
 
 
 
     Expansion of Athletics in the Plantz Era (1894-1924) 
 
 Once intercollegiate football had begun at Lawrence in 
1893, it became the leading spectator sport as it did at 
many other colleges in this era, eclipsing the earlier 
active involvement by students in baseball and track.5  
During the first three decades, Lawrence teams played a 
variety of other institutions including State Normal 
Colleges such as Oshkosh and Stevens Point (later to become 
State Teachers' Colleges and now integral parts of the 
University of Wisconsin system).  More surprising, they also 
played occasional games in this era against three large 
university teams:  Wisconsin (16 games in the 23 years from 
1899 to 1921), Minnesota, and Chicago, although they never 
succeeded in defeating any of them.  One Lawrence coach gave 
this reason for participating in these lopsided contests:  
"the only time during the season when they [Lawrence] made 
any money was when they played the big teams."6 
 
 But the most frequent opponents in football were four 
other independent colleges, all in Wisconsin:  Ripon, 
Beloit, Northwestern at Watertown, and Carroll.  With 
Lawrence, they formed what sportswriters called the "Little 
                                                          
5  For a brief sketch of Lawrence football in these years, 
see the 1923 Ariel published in the spring of 1922.  For 
more detail on athletics during Plantz's presidency, see 
Raney, "History," 429-45, on which I have drawn in what 
follows. 
6  John P. Koehler (coach from 1904 to 1906) in Appleton 
Crescent (1/22/04), 1.  
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Five."   the "Little Five."  Ripon and Beloit came to be 
regarded as the chief rivals, although the series of games 
with Ripon was interrupted for several years after a game in 
1896 when a Ripon player "slugged Arthur Jolliffe [the 
Lawrence captain] seven times when the umpire could not see 
him...No blow was struck in return although Lawrence men saw 
every motion of Gill's [of Ripon] arm."7  President Plantz 
forbade the Lawrence team to enter another game with Ripon 
as long as Gill was on the team. 
 
 Not until the end of the Plantz era did Lawrence begin 
to compete on a regular basis with out-of-state colleges in 
what became known as the Midwest Conference.  In 1920, Knox 
College proposed the establishment of an athletic league 
that would bring together the eight strongest colleges in 
five states (two in Indiana were included in the earliest 
plans).8  An organizational meeting was held at Coe College 
the following year, at which the delegates chose the name 
Mid-West College Conference.9   The initial membership 
fluctuated somewhat, but by 1924 there were ten member 
colleges from four states:  Monmouth, Knox, and James 
Millikin (Decatur) from Illinois; Coe and Cornell from Iowa;  
Hamline (St. Paul) and Carleton from Minnesota;  Ripon, 
Beloit, and Lawrence from Wisconsin.   
 
 Football was not without its critics in the early 
years, in part because of the number of injuries and even 
fatalities, but also because it appeared to encourage 
professionalism and detract from participation by students 
                                                          
7  Lawr (November, 1896), 72. 
8  for a history of the Midwest Conference, see The Midwest 
Collegiate Athletic Conference:  The Story of an Association 
of Liberal Arts Colleges in Four States in the Middle West, 
1920-1963 (n.p., 1964). 
9  Lawr (5/19/21), 1. 
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in other sports.  In the period  between 1900 and World War 
I, the game fell into disfavor among college faculties and 
was dropped in a number of institutions, only to be 
reinstated upon the insistence of students and alumni.10  The 
controversial nature of the issue at Lawrence is suggested 
by a symposium published in the  Lawrentian in 1903,   a 
decade after the introduction of the sport, entitled "Shall 
Football be Continued as a College Sport?"  The seven people 
who provided brief statements included a trustee, a faculty 
member, a recent graduate and Methodist minister, the 
current captain of the football team, and three named but 
otherwise unidentified individuals;  all but two favored the 
sport, arguing for it on a variety of grounds including the 
physical and moral benefits to the players, the boost it 
gave to school spirit, and the favorable publicity it 
provided to the university.  One of the two dissenters was 
James S. Reeve, of the Class of 1885, an Appleton physician, 
and a recent appointee to the Board of Trustees and its 
Executive Committee, who wrote: 
 
In proportion as football has developed as a means 
of intercollegiate strife, milder and more rational 
pastimes among students generally have lost their 
attractiveness and the average student has become a 
spectator, taking his exercise largely by proxy, 
and interested more in seeing his college win than 
in the game for its own sake.  Other college sports 
may share in this criticism but football is the 
chief of sinners.  But were all this otherwise, a 
"sport" which has a fixed death rate can well be 
spared.11 
 
                                                          
10  Harry Alexander Scott, Competitive Sports in Schools and 
Colleges (New York, 1951), 17-18. 
11  Lawr (12/1/03), 37. 
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 President Plantz appears also to have had serious 
reservations about football, as suggested by his active 
support of a movement in 1907 among private colleges in 
Wisconsin to abolish intercollegiate football.  He expressed 
his views at some length in an article in the Lawrence 
Bulletin in 1907, where he summarized the arguments for and 
against the sport.12  Among the latter he cited:  
professionalism, the fact that players were too tired to 
study, injuries, betting, and rowdyism (the last included 
the impulse after a victory to "paint the town red").  
Plantz's solution was "for the various institutions in the 
state to agree to stop intercollegiate contests for a series 
of years." 
In another article written about the same time he conveyed 
his ambivalence towards the issue when he said he supported 
football and other college sports as long as they retained 
their proper place, adding:  "A boy is not in college to 
learn to punt and tackle but to learn how to speak and write 
and reason."13  Plantz approached three of the Wisconsin 
college presidents again in 1915 with a similar proposal to 
abolish foootball, but nothing came of the move.14 
 
 Among the men who coached the Lawrence football team 
during its first three decades, none was better known than 
Mark Catlin, who during his stint as coach from 1909 to 1916 
compiled a remarkable record.  While an undergraduate at the 
University of Chicago he had been captain of the football 
team that won a national championship. For four consecutive 
years, from 1911 to 1914, Lawrence under Catlin won the 
state championship in football and in the last three of 
                                                          
12  (December, 1907), pp. 6, 7, 14. 
13  Lawr (12/16/07), 5-6. 
14  Plantz to President Eaton of Beloit, (1/18/15).  In a 
file of selected letters and papers of President Plantz used 
by W. F. Raney. 
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these years, "no state college eleven was able to cross the 
Lawrence goal for a touchdown."15   During these years Catlin 
had a number of outstanding players on his teams, including 
a legendary trio of brothers of the Tippet family, all of 
whom graduated from Lawrence:  Ralph of the Class of 1913;  
Earl, 1914; and Walter, 1915.16  Catlin returned to Lawrence 
to coach a team of the Student Army Training Corps in 1918 
and again from 1924 to 1927 when, as an attorney in 
Appleton, he spent the fall term each year as Lawrence's 
coach.  One of his star backfield men in this later period 
was Eddie Kotal, '28, one of three Lawrentians to have gone 
on to a career with the Green Bay Packers.17  According to 
                                                          
15  Lawr (12/7/16), 12. 
16  A much later feature article on the family, written when 
Earl's son Ralph (Class of 1954) was winding up his career 
as a basketball player, describes the three brothers as "the 
scourge of the Lawrence gridiron and hardcourt."  All three 
brothers were named to the Wisconsin All-State football team 
for three years in succession.  Ralph was killed in action 
in France in World War I. 
Lawr (1/22/54), 7.   
17  Kotal, captain of the team in the 1925 season, was 
suspended from Lawrence during the fall for an infraction of 
college regulations but apparently completed the 
requirements for the degree in 1928.  He played with the 
Green Bay Packers under Coach "Curly" Lambeau from 1925 to 
1929 and returned to Lawrence as football coach for one 
season in 1930.  He then left to coach at Stevens Point for 
seven years before returning to the Packers as line coach.  
Other Lawrentians who played for the Packers were:  Myrtle 
N. ("Myrt") Basing '23 (Packers, 1923-27);  Albert E. ("Al") 
Zupek '44 (Packers, 1946).  Packer records list one other 
player as a former Lawrentian, Art Johnstone (Packers, 
1931), but his name does not appear in Alumni records.  I am 
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the Lawrentian  at the time he finally retired, "Lawrence 
teams under Catlin have gained national fame as being hard 
as nails, due to his refusal to allow his men to wear 
headgear or shoulder pads in practice or on the playing 
field."18 
 
 Lawrence athletic teams began to be referred to as 
"Vikings" in the fall of 1927.19  Up to that time, the 
traditional names "Blue and White" or "Blues" had been used 
and, in fact, continued to be used along with the new name.   
 
 Basketball in the United States originated in the 
Y.M.C.A. training college at Springfield, Massachusetts, in 
the fall of 1891;  the rules were first published in a 
Y.M.C.A. periodical in January, 1892, and the game spread 
quickly throughout the country.20  Although basketball was 
played at Lawrence for three seasons beginning in 1896, it 
did not really flourish until the first Alexander gymnasium, 
used by both men's and women's teams, was completed in 1901.  
The appointment of Arthur C. Denney as Director of Athletics 
in 1923 provided a further boost to the sport since he was 
especially devoted to basketball and served for many years 
as its coach.  Denney, who had been in charge of athletics 
                                                                                                                                                                             
indebted to Jerry Polzin for pointing out this information 
in a Packer Yearbook. 
18  (12/13/27), 1.  The following justification was offered:  
"The old Chicago star proceeds on the theory that the 10 or 
12 pounds of extra weight supplied by padding fails to 
compensate in the way of protection for the freedom and 
speed that is lost."  Lawr (10/22/25), 7. 
19  See articles on sports page in Lawr (9/23/27), 5.  
According to an article in the Lawrence Alumnus (Fall, 
1960), 13, the adoption of the new name was the result of a 
student vote, but I have found no record of such a vote. 
20  Raney, "History," 435. 
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at Appleton High School before he came to Lawrence, was one 
of Plantz's last and best appointments to the athletic 
staff.  With the slogan, "A Sport for Every Man in School," 
he succeeded in arousing interest in sports other than 
football. He continued to operate with this ideal during his 
long tenure as a faculty member which lasted until his death 
in 1964. 
 
 How athletic activities were organized and who 
exercised control over them evolved a good deal from the 
1880's to 1914. 
As early as 1884 male students set up an Athletic 
Association which conducted the first "Track and Field Day."  
During the next generation the Association underwent 
frequent reorganization and adopted several constitutions.  
One of its early functions was to raise money since 
initially students had to bear the entire cost of their 
athletic activities.  In 1893, for example, an "Athletic 
benefit entertainment" was held with assistance from the 
Glee Club, the Banjo Club, and other groups.21   An 
alternative method of financing was tried in 1904 when 
students founded an organization known as the University 
Club which all were invited to join;  its primary purpose 
was to give better financial support to athletics, oratory, 
debate, and the Lawrentian.  But because only part of the 
student body joined this organization, it failed to provide 
adequate funds.  Beginning, therefore, in the fall of 1911, 
                                                          
21  Lawr (May, 1893), 7.  Karl Stansbury '01, recalled much 
later that around the turn of the century, the Lawrence and 
Ripon teams had to pay their own carfare to the game when it 
was played at the other campus.  He also remembers that 
feelings ran so high between the two colleges that the 
Lawrence-Ripon game had on at least one occasion to be 
played on a neutral field with police protection.  Lawrence 
Alumnus (fall, 1952), 3. 
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the Trustees decided to collect from all students a fee 
which was divided among these enterprises.  Ultimately, all 
athletic activities, which are under the jurisdiction of the 
Physical Education department, came like other departments 
to be budgeted from a general fund.22  
 
 Another function of the Athletic Association was to 
draw up regulations governing eligibility of players.  The 
constitution of 1897, for example, ruled that in order to 
play on a Lawrence team, a man must be taking regular work 
in the college or preparatory departments; it excluded from 
participation those who were "members solely of the music, 
art or commercial schools."23  In reporting this regulation, 
the Lawrentian expressed the hope that "other schools will 
follow her example so that all Wisconsin athletic events may 
be free from the charge, deserved in some quarters, of 
importing athletes." 
 
 The same constitution provided for a student Athletic 
Board of Control, one of whose duties was to enforce 
eligibility and other rules drawn up by the Association.  
The faculty cooperated by appointing one of its own members 
to the Board as well as approving and supporting the rules 
of the Athletic Association.  Faculty supervision was 
further extended when the first faculty Committee on 
Athletics was appointed in 1902. 
 
 In 1895 the Athletic Association began awarding the "L" 
in recognition of athletic performance;  by 1906, seventy-
nine male athletes had qualified for the honor.  In the fall 
of 1920, the "L" men then in college organized the "L" Club, 
which former athletes were invited to join.  Its original 
purposes were to encourage good athletes to come to 
                                                          
22  Lawrence Alumnus (winter, 1957) , 19.  
23  Lawr (February, 1897), 136. 
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Lawrence;  to raise money to enable the coach to recruit 
athletes throughout the state;  and to find employment for 
athletes who needed financial support.24  Women were entitled 
to wear the varsity "L" beginning in 1918 and a women's "L" 
Club was founded in 1926. 
 
 With the rise of modern intercollegiate athletics after 
the turn of the century, the local Athletic Association was 
superseded.  An "Intercollegiate Athletic Association of 
Wisconsin" was created in the fall of 1908 and the 
presidents of various Wisconsin colleges met about the same 
time to draft a set of rules governing athletic activities 
at their institutions.  The rules adopted were then approved 
by the faculties of participating colleges.  Among these 
were provisions that the faculty exercise control over 
athletics and that coaches operate under the supervision of 
the Director of Physical Education, a faculty member. 
 
 Organized athletics for women got off to a slower start 
than those for men, partly because of a lack of facilities.  
Beginning in 1902, the yearbook occasionally displayed 
pictures of  women's basketball teams clad in somber black.  
But it was not until 1917 that a Women's Athletic 
Association was organized and a Women's Athletic Board 
named.  The Board, composed entirely of students, was made 
up of four officers and representatives of each of the five 
women's sports, listed that year as basketball, hiking, 
indoor meet, swimming, and tennis.  This situation continued 
until 1924 when the Board was altered to consist of four 
faculty members and three women students.25 
 
                                                          
24  Plantz papers, No. 14,910.  Copy of a prospectus sent out 
to former athletes. 
25  Information in the foregoing paragraph drawn from Raney, 
"History," 443-44. 
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Wriston and the De-Emphasis of Intercollegiate Sports (1925-
37) 
 
 Less of an innovator when it came to athletics than in 
other aspects of the college, Henry Wriston was content, for 
the most part, to continue the program established in the 
era of President Plantz.  But he frequently reiterated the 
position he took early in his presidency on the place of 
athletics in a liberal arts college;  in a speech delivered 
to the Lions' Club of Appleton in September, 1926, he 
stated, "No one would deny that intercollegiate sport has a 
place in college life and training.  No one should deny that 
it is not the primary business of the college, or of the 
student in college."26   The new president appears to have 
shared the views of Art Denney, the Athletic Director, 
appointed two years before his arrival, about the importance 
of diffusing as widely as possible the benefits of 
participation in sports.  Denney continued to press towards 
this goal and noted with pride in 1929 that 360 out of 400 
men students on campus engaged in some form of athletics, 
whether in varsity, interclass, all-campus, or 
interfraternity groups.27  Both Wriston and Denney were 
characteristic of their era in that they paid less attention 
to women's sports.28   Yet the Lawrentian noted in 1935 that 
                                                          
26  Reprinted in the Lawrence Alumnus (October, 1926), 3-5. 
27  Lawrence Alumnus (May, 1929), 8. 
28  One exception to this generalization should be noted.  In 
June, 1931, after the construction of the new Alexander 
gymnasium, the President pointed out to the trustees the 
disparity between this excellent new facility for men and 
the old gymnasium on the campus, badly in need of repair and 
remodelling, now turned over to women.  Nor did the women 
have an adequate playing field for baseball and hockey.  To 
remedy this situation he urged the remodelling of the gym at 
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two-thirds of the women in college participated in at least 
one of the competitive athletic activities of an 
intersorority league.29 
 
 The groundwork for two major additions to the athletic 
facilities had already been laid by Plantz--Whiting Field 
with its field house and the new Alexander Gymnasium--but 
both of these were realized during the Wriston presidency.  
Indeed, Wriston's first autumn at Lawrence in 1925 saw the 
dedication of Whiting Field (on the south side of the 
river), the gift of George A. Whiting, a Neenah paper 
manufacturer and trustee.  The field with its wind-swept 
bleachers served as the site of Lawrence's home football 
games until the construction of the Lawrence Bowl in 1965 
(renamed the Banta Bowl in 1978) and continues today in 
expanded form as a complex that includes an eight-lane 
track, baseball field, soccer fields, and practice fields.30   
The story of Lewis M. Alexander's challenge grant for a new 
gymnasium, the campaign to meet this challenge, the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
a cost of $ 15,000 and the construction of an athletic field 
for women on the river bank behind Ormsby and Stephenson at 
a cost of $ 10,000.  "As long as we pursue so progressive a 
policy with reference to the boys, and give them such 
splendid facilities, and do not give the girls equally good 
conditions, we are unjust."  Nothing came of his proposals, 
however, since the college was already feeling the effect of 
the depression.  Pres Rept (1931), 7-8.  
29  Lawr (3/29/35), 6. 
30  Lawrence benefited even further from George Whiting's 
generosity when, after his death in 1930 and the subsequent 
death of his widow in 1935, the college received an 
additional $ 60,000 which was used to enlarge Whiting Field 
and pay off almost all the existing debt on the physical 
plant. 
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controversy over the choice of a site, and the dedication of 
the second Alexander gymnasium in 1929 is told in Chapter 4.   
 
 Despite Lawrence's involvement in the Midwest Athletic 
Conference, the college had continued its participation in 
the so-called "Little Five" Wisconsin independent colleges 
with Beloit, Ripon, Carroll, and Northwestern of Watertown.  
When Beloit withdrew from this group in 1924, Lawrence 
continued to play the other three colleges and in 1926, Lake 
Forest was added to a short-lived group known as the 
Wisconsin-Illinois Conference.  This Conference, in turn, 
collapsed the following year when Lawrence and Ripon both 
withdrew in order to concentrate their interest on 
competition in the Midwest Conference. 
 
 Yet the desire to maintain some form of intra-state 
group among the independent colleges in Wisconsin led to the 
creation in 1928 of a new league comprising Lawrence, 
Carroll, Beloit, and Ripon which eventually became known as 
the "Big Four."  Imitating the Big Ten universities, this 
new league named a high commissioner whose function was to 
oversee the competition among the four colleges and to 
settle all disputes among them.  This post was held for a 
number of years by S. F. Shattuck of Neenah, who had a 
longtime involvement in work with boys' organizations.  
Strict rules on eligibility not only excluded freshmen from 
varsity competition (this had been Lawrence's policy since 
1926) but also transfer students from other institutions who 
had to have a year of residence before they were eligible 
for varsity sports.  Member colleges also agreed to abandon 
scouting the teams of other members. 
 
 The "Big Four" appears to have operated satisfactorily 
for several years and earned a commendation from the 
Commissioner of the Big Ten who said the Big Four "had what 
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was ideal in a conference."31  Despite its success, this 
four-college league disintegrated in its turn in 1932 when 
Beloit announced its withdrawal in order "to devote all its 
attention next season to opponents in the Midwest 
Conference."32  Commissioner Shattuck's resignation the 
following year because of new demands on his time as vice-
president of Kimberly-Clark Corporation, spelled the end of 
any further attempts to maintain a league among the 
Wisconsin independent colleges. Lawrence continued to play 
its longtime rivals Ripon and Beloit as co-members of the 
Midwest Athletic Conference, but the special relationship 
among state colleges which dated back to the beginnings of 
the "Little Five" near the turn of the century ended.      
 
 When Henry Wriston came to Lawrence in 1925, he found 
the legendary Mark Catlin in place as football coach.  
Catlin, it will be recalled, had earned his outstanding 
reputation during his first stint in this position from 1909 
to 1916 and returned to Lawrence in 1924 on a part-time 
basis (i. e. during the football season only).  Given 
Catlin's reputation as a tough coach of winning football 
teams and Wriston's views on the place of athletics in a 
liberal arts college, it is not surprising that they had 
their differences.33  Catlin undoubtedly had the support of 
                                                          
31  Lawr (11/15/29), 1.  Quoted by Commissioner Shattuck, in 
a convocation talk reported in this issue.  Shattuck 
attributed the success of the Big Four to "the fact that all 
of the colleges are christian [sic] schools, and all of the 
coaches are of a christian [sic] character."   
32  Lawr (12/6/32), 1. 
33  Olin Jessup '30, a Lawrence football player, recalls 
that, according to Catlin, Wriston approached the coach at 
halftime on one occasion and told him to take Jessup out of 
the game because he was playing too rough.  Catlin allegedly 
told Wriston to get back up to the stands and to mind his 
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what Wriston called "the sporting fraternity" in Appleton, 
men who asked what had happened to the Lawrence "stars of 
yesteryear" and lamented the fact that the College was 
losing good players to other institutions.  Wriston's speech 
of 1926 to the Lions' Club (referred to above), entitled 
"How to Spoil Boys," was a direct response to such 
complaints and an attack upon the practice of providing 
"help" to athletes in order to hold them at an institution.   
 
There are a thousand ways of concealing pay to 
athletes, and of fooling ourselves into the belief 
that we have done no wrong.  In point of fact, 
wrong is done,--not merely wrong to the opponents, 
but to the boy.  Many a college boy is injured by 
well-intentioned friends who unwisely "help" him. 
 
How widespread such practices were at Lawrence at the time 
and the extent to which Coach Catlin condoned them is 
impossible to say.  But the fact that Wriston enumerated 
such devices as advancing "loans" to athletes without 
expectation of repayment, giving a boy a job with nominal 
duties or with higher pay than the job deserved, suggests 
that Wriston believed they existed and deplored them as 
abuses he would do his best to eradicate.   
  
 Whether this policy on the part of the administration 
hampered Catlin's activities as a coach in the seasons from 
1925 through 1927 is difficult to determine, but the record 
of his teams during these years did not match that of the 
era when Lawrence won state championships in four 
consecutive seasons.  In any event, Wriston decided to 
terminate Catlin's appointment as  coach after the 1927 
season, offering as the official explanation Lawrence's need 
                                                                                                                                                                             
own business.  (Conversation with President Warch, March, 
1991) 
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for a full-time member of the Physical Education department 
who would coach football during the fall season and assist 
in coaching intra-mural sports during the remainder of the 
year.34  Catlin's dismissal coincided with the controversy 
over the site for the new Alexander gymnasium and provoked 
his vigorous attack on the President in a letter to the 
Appleton Post-Crescent that is referred to in Chapter 4. 
 
 Although Catlin's dismissal undoubtedly provoked 
resentment among many in the community, his successor as 
football coach, Clarence Rasmussen (known universally as 
"Razz"), seems to have been popular at Lawrence.35  Rasmussen 
had been Director of Physical Education at Milwaukee Country 
Day School before coming to Lawrence and returned there in 
1930 to become Principal of the Junior Division.  Wriston 
apparently found him much more sympathetic to his own 
attitude towards athletics at Lawrence than his predecessor 
had been, as revealed by the President's letter accepting 
his resignation, when he wrote, 
 
I especially appreciated your readiness to enter 
into the spirit of the new athletic program and to 
shape your policies in harmony with the ideals of 
an educational program which made the coaching of 
winning teams an unusually difficult task.  From 
                                                          
34  Lawrence Alumnus (January, 1928), 28. 
35  At the time of his resignation, an editorial in the 
Lawrentian praised him as "teacher, leader, counsellor, a 
friend to every one, and a splendid football coach...Razz's 
teams have not won all of their games, but Razz did win the 
hearts and confidence of every man with whom he worked." 
(3/26/30). 2. 
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few men could we have gotten such wholehearted 
assent and co-operation."36 
 
 Exactly what Wriston meant by "the new athletic 
program" in the foregoing statement is unclear since no 
explicit announcement of such a program was made at the time 
of Rasmussen's arrival in 1928.  But he may have been 
referring to the newly-formed Wisconsin Intercollegiate 
Athletic Association (the "Big Four") with its explicit 
rules on eligibility as well as to the increased emphasis 
upon intramural athletics and corresponding de-emphasis of 
varsity sports.   
 
 Wriston continued to be concerned about the place of 
athletics at Lawrence through the remainder of his 
administration, as indicated by his appointment in 1931 of 
an advisory Committee on Athletics headed by trustee George 
Banta, Jr. and made up of representatives of trustees, 
faculty, students, and alumni.37  The Committee was asked, 
within certain guidelines, to come up with recommendations 
concerning athletics at Lawrence. Its report produced no 
startling conclusions and accepted as the basic athletic 
policy of the institution three principles set forth by 
President Wriston in his charge:  that Lawrence should 
maintain not only an intercollegiate sports program but a 
program of intramural sports and individual physical 
education;  that it was a fixed policy to maintain both the 
letter and the spirit of regulations of the conferences 
regarding recruiting and inducements to athletes;  and that 
                                                          
36  Quoted in Lawrence Alumnus (April, 1930), 8.  
Rasmussen's record during his two seasons as 
football coach:  
1928:  2 wins, 5 defeats, 1 tie;  1929:  4 wins, 2 defeats, 
l tie.  
37  Lawrence Alumnus (January, 1931), 7, 14. 
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the standards set by the faculty with respect to grading and 
the like could not be deviated from in the case of 
athletes.38   The Committee was particularly concerned to 
deny (and this may have been a reason for the appointment of 
the Committee in the first place) the alleged hostility 
towards intercollegiate athletics held by the Lawrence 
administration.  The report stated: 
 
There is a widespread impression among Lawrence 
students, Appleton townspeople, newspaper men, 
Lawrence alumni, and Wisconsin high school students 
that the present administration and faculty are 
hostile to intercollegiate athletics, and inclined 
to be unfair in their treatment of boys with 
athletic interest.  The committee finds no basis 
for such feeling. 
 
 Wriston may never have entirely dispelled the 
impression to which this report referred for his attempts to 
improve academic standards, to tighten admission 
requirements, and to hold athletes to the same standard as 
all other students continued throughout his administration.  
But he may have won over some of those who originally 
criticized him, particularly during the 1934 football season 
when the Lawrence team coached by Percy Clapp defeated 
Ripon, Beloit, and Carroll, thus winning the state college 
championship for the first time since 1922. 
 
 
The Bernie Heselton Era in Football (1938-64) 
   
 If Mark Catlin stands out as the leading Lawrence 
football coach of the first third of the 20th century, his 
counterpart in the middle decades of the century was Bernard 
                                                          
38  As reported in Lawr (2/20/31), 1. 
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("Bernie") Heselton, whose teams won no less than six 
Midwest Conference championships in his first thirteen years 
as coach and who became a legend in his own right for 
spectators as well as participants.  A demanding mentor, he 
earned the respect and affection of several generations of 
football players.  In his 25th season as coach, the 
Lawrentian paid him the following tribute: 
 
 After a quarter century of highly successful 
coaching at Lawrence College, the spirit of 
Athletic Director and head football coach Bernie 
Heselton has become a way of life for thousands of 
athletes who have played under his tutelage.  That 
way of life embodies vigor, personal courage, high 
principles, and fighting determination with each of 
his athletes.39 
 
 Heselton, a graduate of the University of Minnesota, 
had served for ten years as athletic director of Riverside 
High School in Milwaukee before coming to Lawrence in the 
fall of 1938.  His remarkable first season set a standard 
hard to match.  When only twenty men turned up for practice, 
he worked them hard so that they could play, if necessary, 
the full sixty minutes;  during conference games, no more 
than 13 or 14 men played in each.  Less than three weeks 
into the season, when the team had already won two games, 
the alumni magazine reported that he and his squad had 
"upped football enthusiasm on the campus and in Appleton to 
an unbelievable high."40  By the end of the season, Lawrence 
had won the first Midwest Conference championship in its 
history and established what Bernie later called the 
                                                          
39  (11/16/62), 6. 
40  Lawrence Alumnus (October, 1938), 1.  Article by Hank 
Johnston '29. 
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"winning tradition" set in the years up to 1942, when the 
team won its second conference title.41 
 
 When World War II depleted the ranks of regular male 
students, the arrival of the Navy's V-12 trainees on the 
campus in July, 1943 (described in Chapter 5), permitted the 
continuation of a barebones intercollegiate athletic 
program.  Because Lawrence was the only college in the 
Midwest Conference with a Navy program and regular 
conference competition was suspended, Lawrence teams, 
composed almost entirely of V-12 cadets, played games with 
whatever teams were available.  In the fall of 1943, for 
example, football games were scheduled with Marquette, St. 
Mary's College of Winona, Minnesota, and a Notre Dame Naval 
ROTC team.  
 
 The academic year 1945-46 saw the departure of the V-12 
unit and the revival of conference competition in 
basketball, track, tennis, and golf.  But football had to 
wait until the fall of 1946 when 63 men turned out for 
practice (9 of whom had played on the 1942 team), and 
inaugurated what Bernie Heselton called "the greatest era" 
in his coaching career.  Under his leadership, the Vikings 
won three Midwest conference titles in four years (1946, 
1947, and 1949) and were runners-up in 1948.  His 1947 stars 
                                                          
41  During that same year--the first full year of American 
involvement in World War II--Lawrence teams also won titles 
in basketball, track, swimming, and golf.  The Lawrence 
Alumnus declared somewhat defensively:  "Lest anyone get the 
notion that Lawrence has been successful through ignoring 
the war effort, it can be justly said that Lawrence is 
carrying on a physical fitness program surpassed by no 
college in the midwest and its young men are entering the 
service just as rapidly as are those of other institutions." 
(May, 1943), 4.  
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won seven spots out of twelve on the all-conference team and 
included such outstanding backs as Ralph Buesing, Reed 
Forbush, and Dick Flom.42 
 
  What Bernie termed his "second greatest era" followed 
immediately in the years 1950-54;  although the Vikings won 
only one midwest conference title (in 1951), they were 
runners-up in two of those years against increasingly tough 
conference competition.  The 1952 team appeared well on its 
way towards another winning season when they lost to Coe 12-
6 in the season's finale, ending a winning streak of 
fourteen games, third longest in the nation at the time.  
These were the years which saw three Vikings named to Little 
All-American teams:  end Claude Radtke in 1949, fullback 
Bruce Bigford in 1952 (second team), and end Charles ("Sal") 
Cianciola in 1953 and 1954 (second teams).43  Cianciola was 
ranked at the end of his four years as fourth in the nation 
among small college pass receivers, having caught during his 
career 105 passes for a total gain of 1842 yards, and 23 
touchdowns.   
                                                          
42  Also named to the all-conference team were end Bill 
Burton, tackles Kenneth Bahnson and Don Pawer, and center 
Bruce Larson.  See Lawr (12/5/47), 5, and article in 
Lawrence Alumnus, 
(February, 1965), 10-12, by John L. Paustian, Appleton Post-
Crescent sports editor, at the time of Heselton's retirement 
as football coach.    
43  Two other Lawrentians won honorable mention on Little 
All-American teams in the Heselton era:  Joe Lamers in 1960 
and Carey Wickland in 1961.  
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 The polio epidemic in Appleton in the fall of 1955, 
which delayed the opening of the college by two weeks and 
forced Lawrence to drop the first three football games from 
its schedule, meant the Vikings were no longer in contention 
for the conference championship that season.  This fact, 
plus the curtailment of spring football practice by the 
conference, seems to have broken the spell for Heselton's 
teams and brought several lean years.  Yet, as one 
sportswriter put it, "upsets by Heselton's numerically small 
Viking teams became a watchword--and a constant threat for 
other conference coaches."44  He mentions as an example the 
1960 season when Lawrence, having lost their first four 
games and scored a total of only two touchdowns, rebounded 
to shut out Ripon 13-0, upset Coe 18-2, and in the season's 
finale to defeat St. Olaf 20-16, the conference champion.  
 
 In a change of positions, Heselton was named director 
of athletics in 1960-61 and Art Denney, who had held that 
post for 37 years, became director of physical education and 
recreation. 
Denney had not been well and was now free to give his 
primary attention to those aspects of the athletic program 
in which he had a particular interest.  Gene Davis, who had 
come to Lawrence in 1956, now became head coach of track and 
cross country and continued to coach swimming as he had done 
since his arrival.  Heselton remained as football coach for 
another five years, but his responsibilities were broadened 
to include overseeing the entire intercollegiate athletic 
program.45  He retired as football coach after the 1964 
season and as athletic director in 1968. Ron Roberts, who 
had been serving as assistant coach to Heselton for two 
                                                          
44  Lawrence Alumnus (November, 1962), 17. 
45  Lawrence Alumnus (winter, 1961), 12. 
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years, was named his successor and a new era in Lawrence 
football began. 
  
 Other Lawrence intercollegiate sports during the 
Heselton years (1938-64) may not have won the publicity or 
the crowds of spectators of Bernie's victorious football 
teams, but basketball, track, cross country, tennis, golf, 
swimming, and wrestling attracted many dedicated athletes 
and occasionally produced championship teams in 
intercollegiate competition.  Art Denney coached a 
championship team in basketball in 1942-43 (as he had in 
1925-26);  in track, his teams won midwest conference 
championships in 1938, 1943, 1946 and 1947;  and in cross 
country, his squads won titles in 1936, 1949, 1950, 1951, 
and 1957.  Among the outstanding athletes of these years was 
Dick Miller '47, described in his senior year as "probably 
the best basketball player ever to perform for the Vikes," 
and Jim Fieweger '43, a record-breaking track star who won a 
variety of awards during his college career and was named to 
the All-American Intercollegiate Track team of 1943.  Tad 
Pinkerton '60, characterized in 1959 as "the greatest miler 
in Lawrence College and Midwest Conference history" broke 
three records in that year, including that of the Midwest 
Conference. 
 
 Throughout his forty-year tenure, Art Denney best 
exemplified the Lawrentian philosophy that athletics should 
be open to all interested students regardless of their 
abilities and to this end he stressed the intramural and 
recreational program.  Indeed, in the last decade of his 
career he developed a range of athletic activities for 
students that could be continued in their mature years, 
including curling, skiing, sailing, and horseback riding. 
 
 During his last year as Lawrence president, Douglas 
Knight had the privilege of announcing in December, 1962, 
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the gift "by an anonymous friend of Lawrence" of a new 5000-
seat athletic stadium to be sunk in the ravine just east of 
the existing Whiting field.  Completed at a cost of $ 
350,000 in 1965 and dedicated as the Lawrence Bowl, it was 
rededicated and renamed the Banta Bowl in September, 1978, 
in honor of its donor George Banta, Jr.  Banta, president 
and chairman of the board of the Banta Company of Menasha, 
had begun his association with Lawrence in 1910 as a student 
in the Lawrence Academy, and served as a member of the Board 
of Trustees (and twice as its chairman) from 1930 until his 
death in 1977.  A generous philanthropist, civic leader, and 
promoter of local and state history, he is described on a 
plaque in the stadium as a "life-long friend of Lawrence 
University."  
 
 The possibility of a stadium on this site had been 
envisioned as early as 1926.46  It had two distinct 
advantages over Whiting Field, the traditional site of 
Lawrence football games.  Its north-south orientation meant 
that during games neither team would have to face the sun, 
and its protected location insured that spectators would no 
longer have to endure the cold winds of the exposed stands.  
Landscaping of the hill at the south end of the bowl makes 
it an unusually attractive stadium.                                                  
 
 
 
The Place of Athletics at Lawrence 
 
 In the decades since the 1960's, Lawrence has continued 
to adhere to the position towards athletics taken by Henry 
Wriston and supported by Art Denney during his long tenure 
as Director of Athletics.  Varsity teams and intercollegiate 
competition play a significant role in the total athletic 
                                                          
46  See Ariel (1927; issued 1926), 206. 
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enterprise;  Lawrence has its outstanding men and women 
athletes and successful seasons.  But the University keeps 
these in perspective and assigns a higher priority to 
academic achievement.  In January, 1986, the completion of 
the Buchanan-Kiewit Recreation Center at the heart of the 
campus and the simultaneous abandonment of a physical 
education requirement have meant that individual and 
intramural activity are now less structured, but the 
excellent athletic facilities available provide a wide range 
of opportunities for students to engage in physical exercise 
on an individual or group basis. 
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XI.  MILWAUKEE-DOWNER COLLEGE AND THE MERGER OF 1964 
 
Introduction:  The Origins of Milwaukee-Downer 
 
 One of the major events in the second century of 
Lawrence's development was the merger in 1964 with 
Milwaukee-Downer, a pioneering women's college with a proud 
history, whose origins went back approximately as far as 
those of Lawrence.  Founded under the influence of the noted 
educator, Catharine Beecher, Milwaukee-Downer was one of the 
first women's colleges in the middle-west.  Offering a 
combination of education in the liberal arts with training 
in several professional and practical disciplines, 
Milwaukee-Downer graduated many generations of young women 
who developed a deep and  abiding loyalty to their alma 
mater.   
 
 Milwaukee-Downer, as the hyphenated name suggests, came 
into being as the result of the amalgamation in 1895 of two 
institutions:  Milwaukee College (originally Milwaukee 
Female Seminary, then Milwaukee Normal Institute and High 
School, then Milwaukee Female College), officially chartered 
in 1851;  and Downer College (formerly Wisconsin Female 
College) located in Fox Lake, Wisconsin, and chartered in 
1855.1  Both institutions were ground-breakers in higher 
education for women in the middle 
                                                          
1  A comprehensive history of Milwaukee-Downer is Grace 
Norton Kieckhefer, A History of Milwaukee-Downer College, 
1851-1951 (Milwaukee, 1950).  A lively short chronology with 
a parallel account of Lawrence's past, accompanied by 
illustrations, is provided in Time and Traditions, a 
brochure produced by the Lawrence Public Affairs Office in 
1988.  Older histories include Annals of Milwaukee College, 
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. 
 Beginnings of Higher Education for Women in America 
 
 Harvard College, founded in 1636, had been in existence 
for two centuries before a movement for the higher education 
of women emerged in the nineteenth century.  The reasons for 
this delay lay in the long-standing prejudice inherent in 
European culture that women were and should be subordinate 
to men and that they were intellectually inferior, incapable 
of receiving the kind of training given to men.  Their place 
was essentially in the home, where they had useful functions 
to perform.  Partly as a result of the Enlightenment and the 
American Revolution, a few people began to challenge these 
views.  Among them were those who pointed out the 
differences between American and European women--in their 
circumstances and in the demands made upon them.  
Particularly on the frontier (and the frontier included at 
first remoter regions of states on the eastern seaboard), 
women were called upon to educate children when their 
husbands were absent from the home;  sons had to be prepared 
to assume the role of citizens;  and the absence of a 
servant class in a mobile society meant that women had to be 
trained to perform domestic duties.2     
                                                                                                                                                                             
1848-91, prepared under the direction of the Trustees by 
William W. Wight (Milwaukee, 1891), and Reverend H. A. 
Miner, The History of Downer College (n.p., n.d. [1920]).  
 
2  Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University  
(N.Y., 1965), 309.  See also, on the movement for higher 
education for women, Thomas Woody, A History of Women's 
Education in the United States, 2 vols., (N. Y., 1929);  
Mabel Newcomer, A Century of Higher Education for Women, (N. 
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 The experience of teaching girls in the first common 
schools and academies made it clear that females were 
capable of being educated, but such training did not at 
first include education at the higher levels.  To women 
involved in the women's rights movement that had its 
beginnings in the 1820's and '30's, the demand for equal 
rights for women implied the right to the kind of higher 
education that men enjoyed.  To provide such an education, 
at least beyond the primary level, a number of pioneering 
seminaries were founded in the east:  Emma Willard's at 
Troy, New York, dating from 1821;  Catharine Beecher's in 
Hartford, established in 1823;  and Mary Lyon's Mt. Holyoke 
Seminary (later Mt. Holyoke College), founded in 
Massachusetts in 1836.  Although none of these women 
attempted at first to provide a college education, the 
women's college movement was to some degree an upward 
extension of of the idea of the female seminary.   
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Y., 1959); and Barbara Miller Solomon, In the Company of 
Educated Women, (New Haven, 1985). 
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Catharine Beecher and Milwaukee College 
 
  Catharine Beecher, renowned educator and champion of 
higher education for women, was the "founding spirit" for 
Milwaukee Female College and dominated its development for 
at least the first twenty years.3   She was the daughter of 
the celebrated Presbyterian minister, the Reverend Lyman 
Beecher of Boston, and older sister of Henry Ward, Charles, 
and Edward Beecher, and Harriet Beecher Stowe.  After the 
death by drowning of her fiance Professor Alexander Fisher 
of Yale, Catharine Beecher resolved to live a celibate life 
and to devote herself to the education of her own sex.  She 
taught for almost a decade in the Hartford Seminary before 
turning her energy to writing numerous booklets, tracts, and 
articles advocating the expansion of popular education and 
the training of teachers.  By mid-century she had developed 
an "Educational Plan for Women" which she hoped to see 
implemented in the West and South.  
 
 Among the most important features of Catharine 
Beecher's Plan was the aim to raise the level of instruction 
for women to a truly collegiate grade, its chief purpose 
being "to educate women for their profession."  She was 
convinced that women were particularly adapted by nature to 
four fields:  child care, school teaching, nursing, and the 
"conservation of the domestic state" or homemaking.4  
Although this formulation of the capabilities of women is 
                                                          
3  Kieckhefer, History, 5.  Biographies of Catharine Beecher 
include Kathryn Kish Sklar, Catharine Beecher:  a Study in 
American Domesticity (New Haven, 1973), and Mae Elizabeth 
Harveson, Catharine Esther Beecher, Pioneer Educator 
(Philadelphia, 1932).   
4  Kieckhefer, 22.  For a full explanation of the Plan, see 
Catharine Beecher, The True Remedy for the Wrongs of Woman 
(Boston, 1851), 141-45. 
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hardly one that would appeal to modern feminists, it was 
revolutionary for the time in that it rejected the view that 
education for a woman was merely to provide the "adornments" 
such as music and drawing that would fit her for a proper 
life in society.  She was especially intent upon the 
training of teachers, the profession most available to women 
in the nineteenth century, and one in which women could have 
a profound influence upon society as a whole. 
 
 Among those who became interested in Miss Beecher's 
Plan 
was Lucy Seymour Parsons, a native of upper New York state 
and the wife of a Congregational minister in Milwaukee.  
Disturbed by the lack of educational facilities available to 
children when she and her husband arrived in Milwaukee, she 
launched in 1848 the Milwaukee Female Seminary, the 
precursor of Milwaukee Female College.5  She set high 
educational standards for the young ladies of her seminary, 
whose purposes were described as character building and 
physical, mental, and moral discipline that would fit women 
not only "to adorn the higher circles of society, but to 
meet the varied and practical responsibilities of life."6  
The announced curriculum included for the more advanced 
students work in the natural sciences, mathematics including 
algebra and trigonometry, natural and mental philosophy, 
logic, and evidences of Christianity.  Interestingly, it 
differed from the contemporary training offered young men in 
academies of the era in the absence of studies in Latin and 
Greek, although these were later introduced. 
 
                                                          
5  On the founding of Milwaukee College, see, in addition to 
Kieckhefer's work,  Louise Phelps Kellogg, "The Origins of 
Milwaukee College," Wisconsin Magazine of History, IX (1925-
26), 386-408.    
6  Kieckhefer, Milwaukee-Downer, 2. 
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 Within two years after the founding of the seminary, 
Lucy Parsons sought the support of Catharine Beecher, who 
was only too happy to have an opportunity to implement her 
Plan.  Responding to an invitation from Mrs. Parsons, 
Beecher paid the first of several visits to Milwaukee in the 
spring of 1850, and with the support of prominent citizens--
especially pioneer naturalist and author Increase Lapham--
set about the task of adapting her Plan to the fledgling 
seminary.  Although she was never to administer directly or 
to teach in what became Milwaukee College, she had a 
profound influence upon its early development. For example, 
the fact that the institution from the beginning was 
identified with no religious sect (though it was Christian 
in inspiration and offered courses in Biblical history, 
Church history, etc.) reflected one of Miss Beecher's 
beliefs.  Her interest in the training of teachers was 
reflected in the name given the institution when it was 
formally chartered in 1851:  the "Milwaukee Normal Institute 
and High School" (even though it was authorized to grant 
college degrees).  Only in 1853 was the name changed to 
Milwaukee Female College. 
 
 Indeed, Milwaukee-Downer, perhaps to a greater degree 
than any other women's college, embodied throughout its 
history some key ideas on women's higher education expounded 
by Catharine Beecher.  Although the emphasis on a more 
conventional liberal arts curriculum increased over time, 
the training of women in "practical" disciplines such as 
home economics, occupational theory, and nursing still 
formed an important part of Milwaukee-Downer's offerings in 
the 20th century. 
 
 The relationship between college authorities and 
Catharine Beecher was at times a stormy one, owing to some 
deviations from her Plan, her unwillingness to compromise, 
and the failure of the Women's Educational Assocation 
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(founded by Miss Beecher to provide endowments for women's 
colleges) to come through with a pledge of financial 
support.  But her influence continued to be exercised 
through a disciple, Mary Mortimer, an outstanding teacher 
and de facto administrator of the College for a good part of 
the first quarter-century of its existence.  Like most 
nineteenth century colleges, Milwaukee College struggled 
with financial difficulties during its early history, partly 
because of the cost of erecting and maintaining a new 
building constructed in 1852, described as a handsome Gothic 
structure ornamented with spires.  This was the building, 
with additions, which the school occupied until the merger 
with Downer College in 1895. 
 
 Some temporary relief from economic pressures came with 
the appointment of Professor Charles Farrar as Principal in 
1874.  Farrar, who had been chairman of the science 
departments at the newly-founded Vassar College, brought to 
Milwaukee much of his personal scientific equipment and a 
library of one thousand volumes which he put at the disposal 
of Milwaukee College (the word "female" was dropped from the 
name of the College at this time).  He also used his own 
personal resources to add to the college building and for a 
number of other projects.  Professor Farrar's scientific 
interests resulted in expansion of work in this field at the 
expense of the numerous courses in Biblical History, Church 
History, and History of Religion that had been offered under 
the influence of Catharine Beecher and Mary Mortimer;  but 
this period also saw the addition of humanistic courses in 
literature, languages, and the arts, which ended by being 
the dominant interest of Professor Farrar during his 
fifteen-year term as Principal.  Indeed, under his 
leadership  Milwaukee College placed increased emphasis on 
Latin and Greek and the course of study began to approximate 
more closely the classical curriculum of contemporary men's 
colleges.  His desire to make Milwaukee College a cultural 
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center for the entire city led him to offer a course of 
lectures  for adult women which resulted in the creation of 
a "Ladies' Art and Science Class" and an annual lecture 
series that became an integral part of the College.  Indeed, 
the popularity  of this Class, which in time attracted 
several hundred women, tended to distract Farrar from the 
collegiate undergraduate program and contributed to a 
decline in its enrollment.   
 
 Farrar retired from his post as Principal in 1889, but 
under his two immediate successors college enrollments 
declined even further, to the point where the trustees 
considered suspending the college department.  The Seminary 
or Preparatory Department continued, but also with a 
dwindling number of students.  This was the condition of the 
institution in 1895, the year of the merger with Downer 
College. 
 
Downer College:  Ellen Clara Sabin (1891-1921) 
 
 Wisconsin Female College at Fox Lake (after 1889, 
Downer College) began under less favorable auspices than its 
counterpart in Milwaukee.  Located in the sparsely populated 
central region of the state rather than in a rapidly growing 
city, Wisconsin Female College had a difficult time 
attracting students and financial support.  The College, 
chartered in 1855, opened its doors to students the 
following year. It was founded by the Baptist Education 
Society at the same time as Wayland University (later 
Wayland Academy) at nearby Beaver Dam;  the two schools were 
known for a time as the "Baptist twins."  But the Baptists 
withdrew from their affiliation with the institution in 1862 
and the Board of Trustees came to be dominated by 
Congregationalists and Presbyterians.  One handicap from 
which the College suffered was a rapid turnover of 
administrators--almost fifteen in the first forty years of 
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its existence--some of whom remained for no longer than a 
year or two at the institution. 
  
 From the outset, the College displayed a strong moral 
tone and strict discipline, and these features of the school 
eventually attracted the support of Jason Downer, a native 
of Vermont and Dartmouth graduate, who had set up a law 
practice in Milwaukee.  Widely known as a lawyer and judge, 
Downer was appointed an Associate Justice of the Wisconsin 
Supreme Court where he served from 1864 to 1867.  Through 
his second wife, he became acquainted with Wisconsin Female 
College and the struggles of its staff and students to make 
ends meet.7  As Chairman of the Board of Trustees for two 
different periods in the 1860's and 1870's, he contributed 
to the cost of a new building (dedicated in 1870 as Downer 
Hall) and on more than one occasion personally made up the 
deficit in the college budget.  But the major gift of Jason 
Downer to the College was a bequest received after his death 
in 1883, which ultimately brought $ 65,000 to the hard-
pressed institution.  Because of his generosity and devotion 
to the College, it was renamed Downer College in his honor 
in 1889.  Two conditions Downer imposed upon his bequest 
were that, in order to maintain the Christian character of 
the College, three-fourths  of its trustees must be members 
of the Presbyterian or Congregational churches and that the 
College was from that time to be open only to women.  Judge 
Downer doubtless added the second condition not only because 
of his strong commitment to the education of women, but 
because for two brief periods in its early history the 
institution had admitted male students in order to 
supplement its enrollment. 
 
 An interesting similarity between the curriculum at 
Downer and that favored by Catharine Beecher for Milwaukee 
                                                          
7  Kieckhefer, 47. 
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College lay in the strong emphasis on "Domestic Economy."  
Courses in this subject at the academy at Fox Lake included 
"home management, sanitation, marketing, laundry work, 
cookery, sewing, home nursing, child care, home recreation, 
entertaining, and family religion."8 
 
 Concerned about the rapid turnover of administrators 
and teachers, the Trustees of Downer decided in 1890 to 
revise the administrative structure of the school by 
replacing the office of Principal with the more responsible 
and authoritative office of President of the College.  To 
fill this new office, they sought a "thoroughly qualified 
person who would be willing to consecrate her life to 
carrying out the plans and hopes of the College's 
benefactor, Judge Downer."9  Under these circumstances, 
Ellen Sabin came to Downer in 1891.  This remarkable 
educator carried the institution through the merger with 
Milwaukee College in 1895 and remained the head of 
Milwaukee-Downer College for twenty-six more years until she 
retired in 1921.    Miss Sabin, whose portrait now hangs in 
a place of honor in the Lawrence University library, is an 
almost legendary figure who inspired great devotion as well 
as respect from several generations of Milwaukee-Downer 
students and alumnae.10   Ellen Sabin's thirty-year tenure 
and her distinguished contribution to the growth and 
reputation of Milwaukee-Downer have a striking parallel in 
the almost contemporary achievement of Samuel Plantz as 
                                                          
8  From the catalogue of 1884-85, quoted by Kieckhefer, 56. 
9  Kieckhefer, 56. 
10  On Ellen Sabin as educator, see Estelle Pau On Lau, Ellen 
C. Sabin:  Proponent of Higher Education for Women 
(Milwaukee, 1977).  For personal impressions of Ellen Sabin 
by a former student, see a memoir by Neita Oviatt Friend, 
Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1909, in Diane Long Hoeveler, ed., 
Milwaukee Women of Yesterday (Milwaukee, 1979), 33-35. 
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President of Lawrence from 1894 to 1924.  Her name lives on 
at Lawrence in the Sabin Alliance, an association of faculty 
and staff women. 
 
 Unlike most of her predecessors at the two colleges, 
Ellen Sabin was a native of the Middle West;  she was born 
in 1850, the oldest of eleven children, in Sun Prairie, 
Wisconsin, near Madison, and brought up on a farm near 
Windsor, also close to the capital. Her formal education was 
abbreviated.  After several years in a District School she 
entered the preparatory department of the University of 
Wisconsin at the age of fifteen and remained there for three 
years without graduating.  Indeed, she once exclaimed, "I 
never graduated from anything."11  While at the University 
she began a long teaching career by conducting a small 
country school near Sun Prairie;  she continued to teach in 
public schools in that town and in Madison where she became, 
at the age of nineteen, Principal of the Fourth Ward School.   
 
 In 1872, her father, who had participated in the gold 
rush, packed up his entire family and moved to Oregon, where 
Ellen continued her elementary school teaching career.  
After several years as Principal of one of the public 
schools in Portland, and a year's leave for travel in Europe 
to observe the school systems there, she was appointed in 
1887 Superintendent of Portland Schools, the only woman at 
the time to hold such a position in a large American city.  
Why she chose to leave this post to accept the presidency of 
a small rural college in the backwoods of Wisconsin at a 
salary half what she was making in Oregon and why the 
Trustees of Downer College approached a woman who had no 
previous connection with any college or with women's 
education in general are questions that require explanation.  
Apparently her old grammar-school teacher and friend, to 
                                                          
11  Kieckhefer, 57. 
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whom she had confided the ambition of some day conducting a 
girls' school along experimental lines, suggested her name 
to her brother, a trustee of Downer.  An investigation of 
her outstanding record as Superintendent of Schools in 
Portland led a pair of trustees to approach her somewhat 
diffidently since they feared that the meager salary they 
had to offer would not be enough to tempt her away.  Miss 
Sabin accepted, however, and agreed to assume the presidency 
in September, 1891. 
 
 Ellen Sabin set out in her first year at Downer to 
upgrade the scholastic level of the College by revising the 
requirements for graduation, making them consistent with the 
standards demanded in the better men's colleges of the day.  
She also set as goals the trebling of the institution's 
enrollment (which stood at 52 at the time), the 
establishment of a $ 10,000 endowment fund for the library, 
and the addition of another building the size of Downer Hall 
for academic purposes.  Before this program could be 
realized, the union with Milwaukee College had taken place 
and the campus at Fox Lake was leased to  a Bible Institute 
there; the buildings were totally destroyed by fire fifteen 
years later. 
 
 
 
 
 The Union of the Two Colleges (1895) 
 
  The merger between Milwaukee College and Downer 
College in 1895 appears in retrospect to have had distinct 
advantages for both.  Two independent colleges for women 
whose aims and background were similar, located not too far 
from each other in the same state, both suffering from 
relatively small college enrollments, might seem to have had 
an interest in uniting.  But the idea of a union came about 
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because Milwaukee College was seeking a new president, and a 
visiting missionary who had just met Miss Sabin at Downer 
strongly recommended her as a candidate to a pair of 
trustees in Milwaukee.  Once she had accepted the presidency 
of Milwaukee College, the idea of a merger followed 
naturally and the union was achieved in 1895.12 
 
 The choice of Milwaukee as the site of the combined 
colleges seemed a logical one because of the greater 
potential patronage there and the cultural advantages of the 
surrounding community.  Yet because the downtown was 
encroaching upon the existing location of the College in 
Milwaukee and because of the difficulty of accommodating the 
combined enrollments of the two institutions there, the 
trustees decided to find a new site on the outskirts of 
Milwaukee;  the first of the new buildings (Merrill Hall and 
Holton Hall) were available for occupancy in 1899.  The 
creation of this handsome new campus on Milwaukee's 
northeast side, occupied by Milwaukee-Downer until the 
merger with Lawrence in 1964, resulted from the devoted 
efforts and financial support of many dedicated Milwaukee 
citizens.  The decade from 1895 to 1905 saw the completion 
                                                          
12  The physical consolidation of the two colleges in 
Milwaukee, resulting from the action of the Boards of 
Trustees of both institutions, occurred in the fall of 1895.  
Named at first "Milwaukee and Downer Colleges," the school 
was under the temporary management of committees of both 
boards.  Bills were introduced in the legislature in 1897 to 
realize the purposes of the two colleges and a new 
corporation called Milwaukee-Downer College was formed under 
the General Statutes of Wisconsin, with thirty-two trustees.  
To this new institution the two old Boards turned over the 
charge, management, and control of their respective Colleges 
on January 22, 1897, thus dating the new College (Annual 
Catalogue of Milwaukee-Downer College, 1897-1898, 5-6). 
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and furnishing of five major buildings, some of them named 
after generous donors or prominent trustees. This period 
also saw the establishment of the first of a number of 
endowed chairs whose names are still perpetuated in 
professorships at Lawrence University. 
 
 Although Ellen Sabin was a strong proponent of higher 
education for women, she did not speak out much on issues 
such as female suffrage or women's rights.  Rather her 
primary focus was upon the need to increase opportunities 
for women to pursue higher education and to improve the 
quality of such training. A statement in one of the early 
Milwaukee-Downer catalogues listed as the purposes of the 
guardians of the institution "to make thorough, earnest 
scholars, women fitted in mind and heart to advance the best 
interests of the world, and to build a college of the first 
rank."13  And though she took pride in Milwaukee-Downer as 
the only women's college in Wisconsin and one of two pre-
eminent in the Northwest, she acknowledged the importance of 
independent coeducational colleges such as Lawrence in the 
state.14 
                                                          
13  Annual Catalogue of Milwaukee-Downer College, 1897-1898, 
6. 
14  In a speech delivered in Madison in 1898, she praised 
Lawrence University and Milton College for their leadership 
in this respect, saying, "To Lawrence University belongs the 
honor of being the first institution of its rank in 
Wisconsin and one of the first in America to receive women 
on absolutely equal terms with men....All honor to Lawrence 
University for her leadership in this new and almost 
untrodden path...."  Collection of the Wisconsin State 
Historical Society, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, MSS, L, Box 1, 
File 1-6, quoted by Lau, Ellen Sabin, 121.  In her reference 
to Milwaukee-Downer as one of two women's colleges "pre-
eminent in the Northwest" she probably had in mind Rockford 
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 Miss Sabin appears initially to have been somewhat 
ambivalent in her attitude towards the incorporation in the 
Milwaukee-Downer curriculum of so-called "practical courses" 
and gave considerable thought to what the best course of 
study for a women's college should be.  In her view, the 
first task of women's colleges had been to demonstrate the 
equal intellectual ability of women and men by adopting the 
same sort of classical curriculum found in men's colleges.15  
But the tradition inherited from Downer College and the 
teachings of Catharine Beecher probably influenced her to 
include such practical courses in the curriculum and to 
establish in 1901 a Department of Domestic Science.  Renamed 
three years later the Department of Home Economics, this 
program became an important feature of the Milwaukee-Downer 
curriculum.  In addition, a two-year teacher training course 
was offered in this field;  later the College inaugurated a 
four-year course culminating in a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Home Economics. 
 
 The President, like Catharine Beecher before her, 
believed strongly in the importance of physical education 
for women.  Accordingly, the trustees installed a gymnasium 
of the latest design on the second floor of Holton Hall, the 
first dormitory built on the campus.  Students were 
especially enthusiastic over the construction of a boat 
house located in Riverside Park which housed the six-oared 
barge the Downer women had acquired shortly before the union 
of the two colleges, and which they insisted on bringing to 
Milwaukee. "Boating" had been a popular sport at Fox Lake 
and it soon became a favorite sport of Milwaukee-Downer 
                                                                                                                                                                             
College in Rockford, Illinois which began as a female 
seminary and became Rockford College in 1882. 
15  Lau, Ellen C. Sabin, 77. 
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women who for several decades competed in regattas on the 
Milwaukee river.16 
 
 The second decade (1905-1914) of Milwaukee-Downer 
witnessed an expansion of the original campus from ten to 
over forty acres and the construction of a number of 
important buildings, including one for the Music Department, 
which eventually offered a Bachelor of Music degree.17  This 
era also saw the growth of an outstanding Art Department, 
for many years under the direction  of Emily Groom, an 
artist and teacher of painting.  In 1910, the trustees made 
an important decision to separate the Seminary or 
preparatory department from the College;  students in 
Milwaukee-Downer Seminary, an independent institution with 
its own staff, were from that time housed in newly erected 
buildings across the street from the College campus. 
 
 World War I brought a temporary drop in enrollment, but 
the war affected Milwaukee-Downer less than it did 
coeducational or men's colleges.  One important consequence 
of World War I was the creation of a Department of 
Occupational Therapy in October, 1918, one of the first in 
the country.  Restricted initially to adult women as a war 
service, the "0. T." Department in the interwar era became 
                                                          
16  Kieckhefer, 71-72.  This sport was revived in 1989 on the 
Fox River at Lawrence University when two four-person shells 
were acquired for women's and men's rowing teams.  An eight-
person shell acquired in 1990 with funds raised largely from 
Milwaukee-Downer alumnae has been christened "The Spirit of 
Downer." 
17  The joining of this building by arches with two others 
created a natural enclosure known as Hawthornden, for the 
hawthorn trees that grew there.  This became the scene of 
Class Day exercises, the May Day celebration, and graduation 
activities. Time and Traditions, 12. 
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one of the leading programs in this field in the United 
States and a model for other institutions.  Another degree 
added in this period was a Bachelor of Science in Nursing, 
the requirements for which were sixty academic credits 
earned at the College, plus the full nurse's training course 
at an approved school of nursing.   
 
 
Lucia Russell Briggs (1921-51) 
 
 Ellen Sabin, having reached the age of seventy in 
November, 1920, announced her intention of retiring at the 
end of the academic year.  An extended search resulted in 
April, 1921, in the election of Lucia Russell Briggs as her 
successor.  Miss Briggs' tenure equaled that of Ellen Sabin 
since she remained in office until 1951, the year of 
Milwaukee-Downer's centennial celebration.  Daughter of 
LeBarron R. Briggs, for many years Dean of the Faculty of 
Arts and Sciences at Harvard and later President of 
Radcliffe College, Miss Briggs had, herself, graduated from 
Radcliffe in 1909 and received her M. A. there three years 
later.  Having taught in schools in Boston, New York, and 
Oak Park, Illinois, she came to Milwaukee directly from 
Simmons College in Boston where she had been a faculty 
member for six years.    
 
 Born and bred a New Englander, Miss Briggs was somewhat 
more reserved in manner than her predecessor;  her 
presidency was a distinguished one for Milwaukee-Downer, 
whether one measures it in expansion of the curriculum, the 
addition of buildings, or the growth of endowment.18  She was 
particularly effective in broadening the range of liberal 
arts courses taught, but also in revising and strengthening 
                                                          
18  Miss Briggs was awarded an honorary degree by Lawrence 
College in 1926. 
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the curriculum.  According to the college historian, she 
stood for "the hard goal of quality and high standards as 
against the easy and popular road of showmanship and 
superficiality."19  In recognition of its high scholastic 
standards, Milwaukee-Downer was elected in 1940 to 
membership in Phi Beta Kappa.  During her time in office, 
with the help of the College Endowment Association, alumnae, 
and friends of the College, the endowment grew from $ 
700,000 upon her arrival to approximately $ 2,500,000 when 
she retired.  Although the number of new buildings erected 
did not equal that of Miss Sabin's years, her administration 
saw some major additions to the campus.  Among them was a 
new Science Hall dedicated to Ellen Sabin, opened in 1928, 
which housed not only the science laboratories but also the 
specially designed quarters of the Home Economics Department 
and Occupational Therapy.   
 
 Although Milwaukee-Downer, like most colleges, did not 
entirely escape the effects of the Great Depression, the 
College received the largest benefaction in its  history 
during these years, a bequest of $ 1,000,000 from Alice G. 
Chapman, a long-time friend and benefactor who died in 1935.  
The trustees used a significant part of this bequest to 
construct the Chapman Memorial Library, dedicated in 1938, a 
spacious and well-equipped structure to house the collection 
that had long since outgrown its location in Merrill Hall, 
one of the original campus buildings.  In addition to the 
library, the new building served as an Art Center with fine, 
well-lighted galleries;  adjoining them were the ornately 
carved East Indian teakwood music room and the English 
panelled dining room, with their furnishings, removed from 
the old Chapman home in Milwaukee.  As a physical reminder 
of the Milwaukee-Downer heritage, the teakwood room with its 
hand-carved wall panels, arches, and columns was dismantled 
                                                          
19  Kieckhefer, 120. 
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after the merger in 1964 and reassembled in Lawrence's Jason 
Downer Commons where it serves for formal receptions as it 
did in the Chapman Library.  Other furnishings and mementos 
of Milwaukee-Downer, including a sun dial (mounted on the 
south face of Main Hall) and several handsome grandfather 
clocks, came to Lawrence University where they hold a place 
of honor.  Hawthorn trees planted between Colman and Brokaw 
Halls serve as a reminder of Hawthornden, the scene of Class 
Day or May Day celebrations on the Milwaukee-Downer campus. 
 
 Strong school spirit and deep loyalty of the alumnae to 
the institution characterized Milwaukee-Downer throughout 
its history, particularly after the union of the two 
colleges in 1895.  To explain the source of these 
intangibles is not easy, but they are perhaps more apt to be 
found in single-sex schools than in coeducational 
institutions.  A recent historian of higher education for 
women asserts that students at women's residential colleges 
appreciate the separateness of girls studying and playing 
together;  she adds that in the earlier years of these 
schools when contacts with the opposite sex were restricted, 
"It was natural and desirable for a girl to have an intimate 
friend and to form with one or two others a 'bunch' or a 
'coterie,' the little crowd of peers who knew each other's 
deepest thoughts and feelings."20  The size of Milwaukee-
Downer (at its peak about 400 students) permitted close 
contacts between students and faculty and enduring loyalties 
to individual teachers.21  Two strong presidents--Ellen Sabin 
and Lucia Briggs--each of whom served several generations of 
                                                          
20  Barbara Solomon, In the Company of Educated Women (New 
Haven, 1985), 98. 
21  Interview with Professor Marjorie Irvin, a Milwaukee-
Downer faculty member for 14 years before the merger, who 
served on the Lawrence University Conservatory faculty for 
23 years until her retirement in 1987. (Appleton, 6/18/87) 
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students during her thirty-year tenure undoubtedly created a 
bond among those who felt their influence. 
 
 But the extra-curricular activities and, especially, 
the all-school traditions carried on by successive 
generations of students perhaps best explain the strong 
attachment of Milwaukee-Downer graduates to their 
institution.  Grace Norton Kieckhefer, in one of the final 
chapters of her history, discusses a number of the more 
noteworthy organizations, from the quaint "Curious Society," 
founded at Milwaukee Female College in 1855 whose purpose 
was "to develop and guide in a useful direction the natural 
impulse to study and know;"  through the YWCA, the strongest 
organization in the College at the turn of the century; the 
popular Dramatic Club founded in 1899 and renamed "The 
Mountebanks" in 1923;  the Marie Wollpert Verein--a German-
speaking Club named after its honored teacher and sponsor;  
an Equal Suffrage League active during the agitation for the 
vote for women;  to the Social Science Club, renamed the 
International Relations Club after World War II.  
 
 Many Milwaukee-Downer alumnae, asked to explain their 
deep loyalty to the institution, reminisce about long-
standing traditions, some associated with a particular 
teacher that disappeared with her departure, others which 
survived on their own from one generation to another.  Among 
the former was Miss Brown's annual Christmas play, directed 
by English professor Emily Frances Brown, one of Milwaukee-
Downer's great teachers, who came to Downer College in 1891, 
left briefly but returned to the combined Colleges in 1900 
and retired in 1945.  Closely associated with Miss Brown, 
the play was no longer performed after her retirement.  But 
the Marie Wollpert Verein, under the sponsorship of her 
successor Elizabeth Rossberg, continued to present a Mystery 
or Nativity Play at Christmas, and Lantern Night saw 
students carolling at neighboring institutions.  Colors Day, 
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the first one held in 1912, marked the transfer of a red, 
green, yellow or purple banner to the incoming freshman 
class;  these colors provided a means through which class 
identity was achieved and linked Milwaukee-Downer women of 
all generations from that time on.22 
 
 Preeminent among those traditions that survived through 
many generations was the celebrated "Hat Hunt" which had its 
origins at Downer College even before Miss Sabin's arrival 
in 1891. Modified somewhat after the move to Milwaukee, Hat 
Hunt settled into an annual contest in the spring involving 
sophomores who hid the hat and freshmen who searched for it.  
The complex rules and rituals that grew up around Hat Hunt 
remain a mystery to someone who has not experienced the 
tradition, but there is no question about the enthusiasm 
generated by this event or the prestige bestowed upon the 
young woman who found the hat, designated as "Hat Girl," or 
the teacher who perpetuated the tradition and held the title 
of "Honorary Hat Girl."23   Although comparable traditions 
may be found at other women's colleges, the excitement 
generated by such elaborate rituals and the importance of 
them in the memory of alumnae may have been unique to 
Milwaukee-Downer. 
 
 Given these long-standing traditions and the deep 
affection of students, faculty, and alumnae for the 
institution and its campus, it is not difficult to 
comprehend the profound sorrow and sense of loss felt in the 
autumn of 1963  when the unexpected announcement was made in 
the autumn of 1963 of the impending merger with Lawrence 
College and the sale of the campus to the University of 
                                                          
22  Time and Traditions, 16. 
23  Information from Interview with Marjorie Irvin (Appleton, 
6/18/87)  The top hat used in Hat Hunt is now displayed in 
the Downer Room in Colman Hall at Lawrence. 
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Wisconsin in Milwaukee.  A brief account of the 
circumstances leading up to this event and the conditions of 
the merger completes this chapter. 
 
 
 
Presidency of John B. Johnson (1951-64):  the Road to Merger 
 
  The successor to Lucia Briggs and the third 
president of Milwaukee-Downer in more than a half-century 
was John B. Johnson, Jr. whose election was announced during 
the Centennial Commencement weekend in June, 1951.  Dr. 
Johnson, a native of Chicago, who grew up in Louisville, 
Kentucky, was a graduate of Williams College, with a 
doctorate from the University of Chicago.  Milwaukee-
Downer's first male president, thirty-eight years old at the 
time of his appointment, had recently been named dean at 
Park College, Parkville, Missouri, where he had taught 
political science for five years.  
  
 Dr. Johnson professed a strong faith in the liberal 
arts and, upon assuming office, spoke glowingly of the 
future of Milwaukee-Downer.  He appears to have been 
initially popular with Downer faculty and students and to 
have had a good working relationship with the trustees.  Yet 
there were danger signals for the future of the college even 
before he became president.  Enrollment had peaked in 1946-
47 at 400 full-time students but began a precipitous decline 
in the following five years to arrive at a total of only 287 
in 1950-51.24  The decline continued during the first half of 
                                                          
24]  Figures from "Report(s) of the Registrar" quoted in an 
unpublished doctoral dissertation by Sherwin W. Howard, 
"Prelude to Merger: An Historical Case Study of Trustee 
Decision-making Leading to the Merger of a Small College," 
188.  This dissertation, submitted in 1980 for a degree in 
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the 1950's to a low of 147 by 1955-56, was reversed somewhat 
in the years 1957-61, but dropped again to 162 in the 
academic year 1962-63. 
 
 A variety of explanations were offered at the time and 
have been offered since for this sharp decline in the 
college's enrollment.  The initial drop from 1947 to 1951 
was explained by President Johnson as the result of a low 
birth rate in the 1930's and a consequent drop in the pool 
of eighteen-year olds, increased competition for women 
students as men of college age were drafted for the Korean 
war, a trend towards earlier marriage during World War II, 
and a rise in the cost of living in the post-World War II 
era which forced some parents to choose between financing a 
college education for a son or a daughter.25  When the 
decline continued in the first five years of Johnson's 
administration, he offered other explanations:  the trend 
from private to public education in all but the eastern area 
of the United States, an equally pronounced trend towards 
coeducation as opposed to single-sex education in the 
midwest, and a difficult situation locally which put 
Milwaukee-Downer in competition with several other 
institutions of higher education in the Milwaukee area 
including Wisconsin State College at Milwaukee.  This 
                                                                                                                                                                             
Educational Administration at the University of Wisconsin-
Madison, contains a detailed account (including statistics) 
of the final years of Milwaukee-Downer with particular 
emphasis on decisions made by the Downer trustees leading to 
the sale of the campus and the merger with Lawrence College 
in 1964.  I have relied heavily in what follows on this 
thesis, to be cited as Howard, "Prelude,"  along with 
confirming documentary evidence from Milwaukee-Downer 
materials in the Lawrence University Archives.  
25 " Annual Report of the President to the Milwaukee-Downer 
Trustees for the Year 1951-52," quoted by Howard, "Prelude." 
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college which had been a two-year campus (though it offered 
a four-year B. S. in education), was authorized by the 
legislature in 1951 to grant the B. A. degree;  in 1955 its 
name was changed to the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
(UW-M).  Located literally across the street, this 
institution competed directly with Milwaukee-Downer 
particularly for day students, because its costs were lower 
(it charged virtually no tuition at this time) and its 
offerings were more varied.  Yet the often-voiced argument 
that UW-M precipitated Downer College's enrollment problems 
is questionable, since the decline had already begun before 
the state institution offered the B. A., and Downer 
enrollments stabilized somewhat at precisely the time when 
competition with the state institution should have had its 
greatest impact.26  It is probable, however, that at least 
some Milwaukee young women who might have attended 
Milwaukee-Downer were attracted by the much lower tuition 
charges at UW-M. 
 
 In the last analysis, Milwaukee-Downer may have been 
operating under a handicap throughout its history because of 
its location;  women's colleges never enjoyed the vogue in 
the midwest that they did in the east and the south.  
Precise statistics on the geographical distribution of 
women's colleges at a given date are not easily available, 
but a survey in 1984 showed that out of 71 such colleges 
that survived as single-sex institutions in the United 
States, only 10 were located in the midwest, whereas 40 were 
                                                          
26  Howard, "Prelude," 19.  J. Martin Klotsche, Chancellor of 
UW-M, in an interview with Sherwin Howard (1980), challenged 
the view that his institution was responsible for the 
decline in Milwaukee-Downer's enrollment, arguing that 
Downer was a different kind of institution and that UW-M was 
not attracting its students from the same sources. (Howard, 
"Prelude," 229) 
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in New England or the Middle Atlantic states, 19 in the 
south, and 2 on the west coast.27  Of the 10 in the midwest, 
only two were in Wisconsin (Alverno and Mt. Mary) and the 
majority of the survivors were affiliated with the Catholic 
Church or Catholic orders.  Important also is the fact that 
coeducation got an earlier start in the midwest than in 
other parts of the country, both in private institutions and 
in state universities, which meant that Milwaukee-Downer as 
a women's college was up against much stiffer competition 
for students from its own region than were eastern women's 
colleges such as Vassar, Smith, and Wellesley.  What may be 
remarkable is that Milwaukee-Downer survived and even 
flourished as long as it did, given these adverse 
circumstances. 
 
 Perhaps more important than what caused the drop in 
enrollments were the strategies adopted by Milwaukee-Downer 
in attempting to reverse the trend.  The President, noting 
that 56 percent of Downer students lived in the city in 
1951, believed that the College was too dependent upon local 
support for its enrollment and and he therefore decided to 
try to attract more students from outside the city and 
state, particularly from the eastern seaboard.  Accordingly 
the admissions staff made a conscious effort to recruit 
students from New England and the Middle Atlantic states.  
This effort was, in fact, reasonably successful since the 
percentage of students from eastern states rose from 6.5 in 
1951-52 to over 36 by 1962, but this increase in the number 
of students from out of state did not compensate for a drop 
in the number of students from Wisconsin. 
 
 A second stratagem of the administration was to try to 
alter the balance between students working towards the B. A. 
                                                          
27  National College Databank (Princeton, N. J., 1984), 84-
85.  
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degree in what might be termed liberal arts majors and those 
working towards the B. S. degree in Occupational Therapy and 
Home Economics.  Enrollment in the latter two programs had 
increased significantly during World War II.  President 
Johnson, convinced that Milwaukee-Downer had made its 
reputation as an outstanding liberal arts college for women, 
was disturbed at the large percentage of students who 
graduated with the B. S. degree in Occupational Therapy 
(34.6% in 1952) and Home Economics (24.0%), compared with 
the relatively small percentage who took the B. A. in 
liberal arts fields, art, and music (40.8%).28  Determined to 
alter the balance, the College put increased emphasis in its 
publications on the liberal arts and may have neglected the 
recruitment of B. S. candidates in traditionally popular 
fields.  The result was a declining percentage of students 
graduating in Occupational Therapy and Home Economics in the 
decade 1952-62; at the latter date only 21.3% graduated with 
a B. S. (14% in O. T. and 7.3% in Home Economics) as opposed 
to 78.7% who received B. A. degrees.29  It should be pointed 
out, however, that part of the drop in students enrolling in 
Occupational Therapy was owing to competition from new or 
growing programs in this field at other institutions such as 
Northwestern University.   
 
 Unfortunately the trends towards increased numbers of 
students from the east coast and a rise in the number of 
liberal arts majors did not result in a marked overall 
increase in the College's enrollment.  Indeed, as pointed 
out earlier, the number of full-time students, after rising 
modestly from 1956 to 1962, dropped once again in 1962-63 to 
a total of only 162. Although President Johnson continued to 
offer the trustees optimistic projections about future 
                                                          
28  Howard, "Prelude," 189.  An additional 0.6 percent 
received the B. S. in Nursing. 
29  Howard, "Prelude," 189.     
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enrollments, his efforts to overcome the College's most 
difficult problem had not succeeded.  What made this 
situation particularly distressing was that enrollments at 
some other Wisconsin colleges, including three women's 
colleges, began to grow dramatically at this time partly 
because of a rising pool of college-age students.30  
 
 In a college such as Milwaukee-Downer, revenue from 
tuition and student fees constituted an important part of 
total income (37% of total income in 1959;  47.3% in 1962) 
so that a decline in enrollment eventually put the 
institution in difficult financial straits.  Indeed, 
Milwaukee-Downer had run annual deficits beginning in 1948 
with a shortfall of $ 11,668.  By 1953, the deficit had 
risen to $ 144,178;  1958, $252,120;  1963, $ 364,823.  
These deficits were financed by appropriations from 
endowment, a procedure that could have had even more serious 
consequences if it had not been for the skillful investment 
management of the trustees' Finance Committee; its reliance 
on common stocks that rose in value during the 1950's offset 
to some degree the losses to endowment. But the trustees 
                                                          
30  See Howard, "Prelude," 26, for enrollment statistics at 
three other Wisconsin colleges for women which enjoyed 
striking growth in the late 1950's and early 1960's: 
Edgewood (Madison), Viterbo (Milwaukee),  and Holy Family 
(Manitowoc).  It should be noted, however, that these 
colleges were all affiliated with the Catholic Church and 
were quite different in their offerings and their appeal 
from Milwaukee-Downer.  Incidentally, by 1970 all three were 
coeducational.  
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were aware that mounting deficits and this  method of 
financing them could not continue indefinitely.   
 
 One more factor which helped to precipitate serious 
discussions among the trustees about the future of the 
College was the keen interest shown by the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee (and the Regents of the University) from 
1957 onward in acquiring for future expansion part or all of 
the forty-three acres of land owned by Milwaukee-Downer.  
With its change to a four-year program and university 
status, UW-M grew rapidly during the 1950's from an 
enrollment of 1689 in 1946 to 5200 in 1958; the university 
projected a growth to 11,000 by 1968.  The close proximity 
of Milwaukee-Downer made expansion in this direction appear 
the most logical and economical. 
 
  The complex story of the mounting threat to Milwaukee-
Downer's campus (and, indeed, to the college's very 
existence), Downer's initial resistance to the advances of 
the University, speculation that the state might resort to 
the right of eminent domain in acquiring the land, and the 
final decision of the Downer trustees in 1963 to agree to 
the sale of the campus and to merge with Lawrence College 
cannot be told here in detail.  Suffice it to say that a 
critical stage was reached by 1962-63, when the trustees had 
to consider what alternatives were open to the institution.  
They apparently gave no serious thought to the possibility 
of the College's becoming coeducational in a move to 
increase enrollments.  Nor did they explore in depth the 
prospect of an institutional relationship with UW-M.  They 
seem to have devoted some discussion to abandoning the 
college and using the endowment in some other way for the 
education of women.  Only at the July, 1963, meeting of the 
full board of trustees was the option formally presented of 
a "consolidation or merger with another college (in 
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Wisconsin or in another state)."31  There was enough interest 
in this proposal for President Johnson to be asked to 
prepare a comparative report on selected private colleges in 
Wisconsin for consideration by the trustees at their 
September meeting. 
 
 
Proposal for Merger (1963) 
 
 When or why Lawrence College was chosen as the 
preferred institution is not entirely clear.  The fact that 
two Downer trustees--Frederic Sammond and Donald Slichter--
were also trustees of Lawrence College and subsequently 
played an important role along with T. L. Tolan, another 
Downer trustee, in the negotiations for the merger 
undoubtedly had considerable influence on the decision.32  In 
any event, it seems that in July, 1963, the Downer Board 
authorized its chairman, Charles W. Stone, to initiate 
preliminary discussions with Lawrence trustees, pursuant to 
a merger.  The Board also empowered Chairman Stone to 
undertake discussions with Dr. Fred Harrington, president of 
the University of Wisconsin, and Dr. J. Martin Klotzsche, 
Provost (later Chancellor) of UW-M concerning the possible 
sale of the Milwaukee-Downer campus to the state.      
 
 The fateful decision to offer the campus for sale and 
to proceed with the merger with Lawrence was made by the 
trustees at their meeting of September 25, 1963, although 
countless details still remained to be settled.  The trustee 
Buildings and Grounds committee had met two days before and, 
based on an estimate of costs the state was likely to incur 
                                                          
31  Howard, "Prelude," 140.  The possibility of a merger had 
been considered by the Executive Committee at least as early 
as the spring of 1963.  
32  Howard, "Prelude, 150. 
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if it sought to expand in any direction other than to the 
north (i.e.  on to the Milwaukee-Downer campus), felt that 
an asking price of ten million dollars was justified.33  
After an extended discussion, the trustees passed 
unanimously a motion to appoint committees to negotiate with 
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and Lawrence College, 
subject to the conditions that (1) a maximum price be 
secured for the property;  and (2) that every effort be made 
to retain the name or identification of Milwaukee-Downer 
College in any merger.  The motion included some additional 
considerations which had been agreed to by the Executive 
Committee at a meeting on September 10:  1) maintenance of 
academic excellence;  2) rights of the faculty;  3) rights 
of the students;  4) opportunities for administrative 
personnel;  and 5)  continued loyalty of alumnae and 
identification with the College.34  An offer embodying these 
conditions was prepared and presented to representatives of 
Lawrence College. 
 
 
 Curtis W. Tarr, Lawrence President (1963-69) 
 
 The Lawrence president who received Milwaukee-Downer's 
challenging proposal for a merger was Curtis W. Tarr.  His 
election to the presidency had been announced three months 
before, and he had been on the campus for only a few weeks 
when he received word of the proposed union of the two 
colleges.35  Tarr's immediate response was positive, and from 
that point on he became directly involved in discussions 
with Milwaukee-Downer representatives.  He deserves credit, 
                                                          
33  Howard, "Prelude," 155. 
34  Minutes of the September Meeting of the Board of 
Trustees, Milwaukee-Downer College, September 25, 1963. 
35  Tarr officially  assumed the presidency on September l, 
1963. 
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along with a number of trustees of both colleges, for 
bringing the negotiations to a successful conclusion and for 
easing, insofar as possible, the potentially difficult move 
of Downer faculty, students, and staff to Appleton.  Tarr 
remained at Lawrence until the spring of 1969, but the 
negotation and implementation of the merger in his first 
year was perhaps his most notable achievement as president. 
 
 Among other outstanding accomplishments of Tarr's 
administration were the establishment of Lawrence's first 
overseas study centers in Europe, which continue to this 
day;  and the appointment of a Select Committee on Planning, 
chaired by Government Professor Mojmir Povolny.  This 
committee, which included faculty, student, and trustee 
representatives, carried out the first critical study of the 
academic program undertaken in fifteen years.  Its 
deliberations and recommendations culminated in a report 
entitled "Liberal Education at Lawrence," (September, 1969), 
a counterpart to the "Troyer Report" of 1955.36 
 
 Curtis Tarr was recruited as Lawrence's twelfth 
president by the same trio of trustees--Elmer Jennings, 
William Buchanan, and George Banta, Jr.--that had carried 
out the search for Nathan Pusey and Douglas Knight.  He was 
the first Lawrence president to have been born and educated 
almost entirely on the west coast;  his preparation also 
differed from that of other Lawrence presidents in that he 
had spent seven years in business before completing his 
formal academic training.  And finally, a former varsity 
basketball player, at six feet six inches, he probably holds 
the distinction of being Lawrence's tallest president.   
 
                                                          
36  These accomplishments are not discussed here since they 
occurred after 1964, the terminal date of this history. 
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 Born in Stockton, California, in 1924, Tarr received 
his early education in California and Nevada public schools.  
His undergraduate career at Stanford University was 
interrupted by World War II, when he served as a sergeant in 
the 11th Armored Division in Europe.  Returning to Stanford, 
he completed his B. A. in Economics in 1948, after which he 
enrolled at the Harvard School of Business Administration;  
after receiving the M. B. A., he stayed on at Harvard for 
two more years as a research assistant and instructor.  He 
then spent seven years in the family business in northern 
California dealing with farm machinery and real estate.  
During this time, he also took an active role in political 
life and made an unsuccessful run for Congress from 
California's Second District. 
 
 In 1959, Tarr returned to Stanford as a graduate 
student in American history and received the Ph.D. three 
years later.  While at Stanford, he also served as assistant 
to the vice-president and provost, and before coming to 
Lawrence was named assistant dean of humanities and science. 
 
 
 
Negotiations for the Merger 
 
 President Tarr and two Lawrence trustees informed of 
the offer from Milwaukee-Downer reacted enthusiastically to 
the proposed merger, and said they anticipated no problems 
in absorbing Downer's full-time faculty who wished to come 
to Appleton at their present rank and tenure status.   They 
also agreed to accept Downer students with full credit for 
academic work accomplished to date.37 
 
                                                          
37  Minutes of the September meeting of the Board of 
Trustees, Milwaukee-Downer College, September 25, 1963. 
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 Lawrence trustees actively involved in the negotations 
for the merger, in addition to the two mentioned earlier who 
also served on the Milwaukee-Downer board--Frederick Sammond 
and Donald Slichter--were William Buchanan and Elmer 
Jennings, both Vice-Presidents of the Lawrence board.  
According to President Tarr, there were two levels of 
discussion between the two colleges:  one related to 
faculty, students, and staff;  the other to money and 
facilities.  President Tarr, with the cooperation of 
President Johnson, dealt primarily with the former;  
trustees of the two institutions with the latter.38 
 
 For a brief time it appeared that the question of 
retention of the Downer name or identification might hold up 
the projected merger.  Downer trustees proposed that the 
consolidated institution be called Downer-Lawrence or 
Lawrence-Downer, but this suggestion was not acceptable to 
the Executive Committee of the Lawrence board "because of 
the probable effect this would have on the recruitment of 
male students."39   The Milwaukee-Downer Executive Committee 
was disturbed enough by this response to instruct the 
Chairman to inform Lawrence that under these circumstances 
the Board might wish to consider other colleges for a 
merger.  Indeed, the Committee voted to ask the full Board 
at its next meeting whether Ripon College should be 
approached.  As it turned out, a satisfactory solution to 
                                                          
38  Intervew with Curtis Tarr (12/3/91), 4-5. 
39  Minutes of a meeting of the Board of Trustees, Milwaukee-
Downer College, October 18, 1963.  Chairman Stone reported 
that this response had been considered at an Executive 
Committee meeting on October 8.  No reference whatsoever to 
the proposed merger appears in minutes of a meeting of the 
Lawrence Executive Committee of September 19, although 
private conversations between individual trustees had 
obviously taken place by this date.  
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the name question was found before the full Downer Board met 
on October 18 and there was no disposition at this meeting 
to approach Ripon.  It is a matter of record, therefore, 
that Lawrence was the only college approached with a 
proposal for merger. 
 
 The solution to the problem of the name seems to have 
resulted from a suggestion made first by President Tarr and 
subsequently added to by John W. Strange, at that time 
President of the Institute of Paper Chemistry.40   This was 
to revive the traditional name Lawrence University, used 
from 1849 to 1913, and to propose that the University 
consist in the future of Lawrence College for the education 
of men, Downer College for the education of women, a 
Conservatory of Music, and, as an affiliate, the Institute 
of Paper Chemistry.  Chairman Stone, notified of the 
proposed solution, was enthusiastic, presented it to the 
full Board of Trustees for approval, and this obstacle to 
the merger was removed.   
 
 Up to this point, the deliberations of the Downer 
Executive Committee and Board as well as negotiations with 
the University of Wisconsin and Lawrence had been carried 
out in the utmost secrecy.41  Faculty, students, alumnae 
(other than those serving as trustees), and administrative 
staff of Milwaukee-Downer (except for the President and the 
Business Manager) had been virtually excluded from the 
                                                          
40  Curtis W. Tarr, "Personal Journal,"  entry for Friday, 
October 11, 1963.  Confirmed in interview with Tarr 
(12/3/91), 7. 
A copy of passages from this journal relevant to the merger 
is held in the Lawrence University Archives. 
41  Howard, "Prelude," 158-59.  Board minutes had used the 
euphemism "long range planning" whenever alternatives for 
the future of the College were discussed. 
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deliberative process leading up to the decision for a 
merger.42  Chairman Stone had met twice with members of the 
Downer chapter of the American Association of University 
Professors and other faculty in May, 1963, but there appears 
to have been no discussion of a possible merger.  One 
outcome of these meetings was that four faculty members were 
elected to present a panel discussion at the June, 1963, 
board meeting.  After the presentation and a brief 
discussion, the Board instructed the speakers to prepare a 
summary of their remarks for distribution to the trustees at 
                                                          
42  Concerned about the future of the College, the faculty 
proposed in April, 1962 (Faculty Minutes, 4/16/62) setting 
up a joint committee of representatives of administration, 
faculty and trustees "to study cooperative procedures 
between other private colleges and public institutions of 
higher education" and setting a deadline for completion of a 
report, but the proposal seems not to have been implemented.  
At least, the Faculty Minutes of a year later (4/22/63) 
noted that "the Committee on Inter-Institutional Relations 
had not met as yet."  Chairman Stone, in an interview with 
The Dial (11/7/63) just after the merger,   asked to what 
extent the faculty was aware of "this action" [presumably 
the plan for a merger], stated, "I have attended two AAUP 
meetings where the problems [sic] were discussed.  There was 
a committee on inter-institutional relations composed of 
both faculty and Trustees who worked together on this 
problem."  Another faculty proposal requesting financing for 
a "summer self-study" by the full-time faculty for the 
summer of 1963 was put off by the Executive Committee who 
said a more specific proposal listing objectives and the 
results to be achieved would be necessary before financial 
assistance could be considered (Faculty Minutes, 5/20/63).  
What the faculty did not know was that by this time the 
Executive Committee was actively discussing a merger.   
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a later date, but this seems to have been the extent of the 
faculty's involvement.43   
 
 
 
Announcement of the Merger and Its Terms 
 
 The dramatic announcement of the merger made by the 
Chairman of the Board to the assembled faculty and students 
of Milwaukee-Downer on October 22, 1963, came, therefore, as 
a complete surprise to almost all those in the audience.  
Reading from a prepared text, Mr. Stone began: 
 
 We have asked you to gather here at this time 
so that I may announce on behalf of the trustees an 
historic decision for the future of Milwaukee-
Downer College.  The trustees of Milwaukee-Downer 
College and of Lawrence College have agreed to join 
together in the establishment of Lawrence 
University in Appleton, Wisconsin.... 
 
  You students who elect to continue your 
education next fall as members of the Downer 
College of Lawrence University will retain your 
academic standing as it would have been if this 
consolidation were not taking place.  You members 
of the faculty and administration will be offered 
the opportunity to continue your work with Lawrence 
University with full protection of the rights to 
which you are entitled as members of the faculty 
and administration of Milwaukee-Downer College.  
All members of the Milwaukee-Downer Alumnae 
                                                          
43  Minutes of the Annual meeting of the Board of Trustees, 
Milwaukee-Downer College, June 3, 1963. 
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Association will have full membership in the 
Lawrence University Alumni Association. 
 
 I wish further to announce that this campus 
has been offered for sale to the University of 
Wisconsin for $ 10,000,000 to permit expansion of 
the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.44 
 
 Reporters and photographers from the Milwaukee 
newspapers had been alerted in advance and were present on 
this occasion.  According to a feature article in the 
Milwaukee Journal (10/22/90): 
There was a gasp.  Then a hysterical giggle.  The 
faculty members had not known.  They sat quietly 
listening.  One elderly woman began twisting and 
untwisting her hands....One girl rose, paused and 
then ran out the auditorium doors.  Tears began 
trickling silently down the cheeks of a woman 
faculty member with 28 years at Downer." 
A photograph accompanying the article showed students 
weeping openly.  
 
 Interviewed later by the student newspaper as to the 
method employed for informing the college community of the 
merger, Chairman Stone was quoted as saying:  
 
 It was necessary to keep the communication 
between Lawrence and Downer secret because we would 
otherwise have been inhibited by more varied 
opinions.  This is not to say that the meetings 
                                                          
44  "Announcement Made By Charles W. Stone, Chairman 
of Board of Trustees, Milwaukee-Downer College, 
October 22, 1963," 
appended to "Minutes of a meeting of the Board of Trustees, 
Milwaukee-Downer College, October 18, 1963." 
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would be [sic] invalid but they would have 
prevented a quick decision.  A matter of this 
sensitivity could not have been handled by 
referendum.45 
 
In another interview, reported in the same issue, a Downer 
faculty member expressed the view that the announcement 
"inflicted unnecessary pain and trauma" and should have been 
"privately communicated to the college community, without 
reporters, and photographers should not have have been 
allowed entrance into what was a private college assembly."46 
 
 An account of the immediate and long-term impact of the 
merger would carry this brief history beyond the 
chronological limits set for this book.  But two of the 
legal provisions of the merger must be mentioned.  According 
to a resolution drawn up by the Downer Board of Trustees and 
subsequently approved by both boards, the administration of 
the newly-named Lawrence University would be vested in the 
existing Lawrence Board of Trustees "augmented by those 
trustees and alumnae trustees of Milwaukee-Downer College 
nominated by this Board [i.e. Milwaukee-Downer] and selected 
by Lawrence, who shall become regular members of Lawrence 
University's governing board, subject to its usual tenure 
and rules."47  In fact, six Downer trustees were added to the 
thirty-six current Lawrence trustees. 
 
 Another provision of the resolution specified that all 
assets of Milwaukee-Downer College transferred to Lawrence 
                                                          
45  The Dial, (11/7/63). 
46  Dr. Sidney Peck, head of the Sociology Department and 
Chairman of the Milwaukee-Downer chapter of the AAUP. 
47  "Resolution No. 2" appended to "Minutes of a Meeting of 
the Board of Trustees, Milwaukee-Downer College, October 18, 
1963." 
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University would be administered by Lawrence as a separate 
Milwaukee-Downer trust fund.  The resolution continued: 
 
The income, and principal if deemed advisable, of 
this fund shall be used for the promotion of 
academic excellence in private education for women 
in a free society, which it is understood includes 
co-education and all expenditures relating thereto 
which may be of direct or indirect benefit to women 
students.48 
 
Control over the Downer trust fund was vested in a committee 
of the Lawrence University board which was required to 
report at least annually to that board as to whether 
expenditures made were consonant with the terms of the 
trust.  This committee, so long as considered practicable by 
Lawrence, was to have a majority of members who were 
currently members of the board of Milwaukee-Downer.   
 
 The trust fund included proceeds from the sale of the 
campus and other assets which, when combined with Milwaukee-
Downer's endowment, amounted to over $ 13,000,000.  The 
addition of this fund to Lawrence College's existing 
endowment brought the total endowment of Lawrence University 
to over $ 20,000,000, a figure said to be matched by no 
                                                          
48  A parenthetical explanation followed:  "For example, A 
permissible expenditure would be for faculty salaries for 
any Lawrence faculty member teaching courses open to women, 
or to support research having possible benefits for men and 
women, or to support scholarships for women students 
attending the co-educational institution;  an impermissible 
expenditure would be the construction of a men's dormitory 
or men's gymnasium." 
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other college or university in the state of Wisconsin at the 
time.49   
 
 July 1, 1964, was the effective date for the conclusion 
of the merger.  Of the thirty full-time members of the 
Milwaukee-Downer faculty, twenty-one chose to come to 
Appleton.  Out of approximately ninety students left after 
graduation in June, 1964, over fifty young women (primarily 
juniors and seniors) decided to continue their education at 
Lawrence University in the fall of 1964.  The consolidation 
of the two alumni organizations proceeded more slowly since 
many Milwaukee-Downer alumnae were deeply loyal to their 
alma mater and understandably reluctant to transfer their 
loyalty to the merged institution.  Others, however, 
including some alumnae who became Lawrence University 
trustees and/or officers of the Alumni Association, have 
been among the most active supporters of the University.   
 
 Although the merger with Lawrence and the abandonment 
of the cherished Milwaukee campus were at the time cause for 
bitter disappointment and sadness on the part of hundreds of 
members of the Milwaukee-Downer community (students, 
faculty, alumnae, and trustees), time has served to ease the 
initial shock and to draw the two communities together.  
Downer alumnae are the subject of articles and alumni notes 
in Lawrence University alumni publications.  Gatherings of 
Downer alumnae and faculty members have become a regular 
feature of annual Lawrence University reunions;  each year, 
Downer graduates are among those receiving Distinguished 
Alumni Awards.        
 
                                                          
49  Post-Crescent (10/27/63), D1.  This included the 
University of Wisconsin, whose endowment (comprising all its 
branches) was estimated in 1960 at $ 16,000,000. 
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 Celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the merger in 
1984, President Richard Warch praised it as a "unique 
achievement" in which "the strengths of Milwaukee-Downer 
continue today at Lawrence and meld with those from the 
Lawrence tradition to make us united a stronger institution 
than we could have been separately."50 
 
  
 
                                                          
50  Speech delivered at an alumni reunion, 6/16/84. 
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